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IMPROVING CHILD CARE SERVICES: WHAT CAN
BE DONE?

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., in room

2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Miller (chair-
man of the select committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Lehman, Schroeder,
Rowland, Anthony, Boxer, Marriott, Coats, Johnson, and McKer-nan.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director; Jill Kagan,
research assistant; Judy Weiss, research assistant; Christine Elliott-
Groves, minority staff director; Carol Statuto, minority professional
staff member; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The select committee will come to order.
The hearings today and tomorrow mark the end of the hearing

stage of our bipartisan child care initiative. It is our intention totake the testimony and recommendationsthe most indepth con-gressional look at child care in a decadeand summarize them 'in
a report to Congress. The report, which will be issued by the com-
mittee before we adjourn, will contain specific policy recommenda-
tions designed to improve child care options available to American
families.

Our initiative, as well as the three part series in the New York
Times this past weekend, and the Newsweek cover story this week,
reflect the fact that child care has become a major concern of fami-
lies from every sector of our society.

Family life has changed dramatically. It is now an accepted part
of the American family routine for parents to seek out of home
care for children during working and commuting hours.

Furthermore, the profound economic and social changes which
have changed our family behavior will continue. They include: the
entry of women with children into the work force, the importance
of their income to family.. income, the ;1:zreasing number of single
mothers and the growing number of young, and especially poor
children.

With this initiative, Congress is beginning to show the same con-
cern for the kind of child care received by millions of Americanchildrenmany up to 50 hours each weekas it has for their
health and education. Surely child care has become as important to

(I)
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the development and future well being of a child as are education
and health care. Surely we can play a positive role in this area, as
we have in others.

Parents understand this. That is why they continue to report to
us with some urgency the priority they place on finding safe, af-
fordable care for their children. We undertook this initiative with
the same urgency, which has only increased in recent months as
we have learned of the tragic incidents involving child care serv-
ices.

That the public agrees with us, indeed is far ahead of us, is also
evidenced by the broad spectrum of interests we will hear from
today. These are organizations whose members need child care and
know the barriers, or whose members actively provide such care.
They represent business, labor, educators, religious groups, child
welfare, and women's groups, State and local elected officials, phy-
sicians and psychologists, and those who provide both nonprofit
and proprietary care. They have endorsed our initiative, and are
now ready to offer their recommendations about how to improve
child care services and policies.

Because of the intense need, because of the incredible support
child care can give a family, because of the deep concern members
of both parties have that this effort be done thoroughly and impec-
cably, we have undertaken this comprehensive, bipartisan, national
initiative.

I am certain these hearings will be a valuable addition to our
record.

[The following was received for the record:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-

GRWS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON
CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES, SEPTEMBER 5, 1984

The hearings today and tomorrow mark the end of the hearing stage of our bipar-
tisan child care initiative.

It is our intention to take the testimony and recommendationsthe most in-depth
Congressional look at child care in a decadeand summarize them in a report to
Congress.

The report, which will be issued by the Committee before we adjourn, will contain
specific policy recommendations designed to improve child care options available to
American families.

Our initiative, as well as the three-part series in the New York Times this past
weekend, and the Newz.veek cover story this week, reflect the fact that child care
has become a major concern of families from every sector of our society.

Family life has changed dramatically. It is now an accepted part of the American
family routine for parents to seek out-of home care for children during workirg and
commuting hours.

Furthermore, the profound economic and social changes which have changed our
family behavior will continue. They include: the entry of women with children into
the workforce, the importance of their income to family income, the growing
number of youngand especially poorchildren, and the increasing number of single
mothers.

With this initiative, Congress is beginning to show the same concern for the kind
of child care received by millions of American childrenmany up to 50 hours each
weekas it has for their health and education. Sorely chili care has become as im-
portant to the development and future well-being of a child as are education and
health care. Surely we can play a positive role in this area, as we have in the
others.

Parents understand this. That is why they continue to report to us with some ur-
gency the priority they place on finding safe, affordable care for their children. We
undertook this initiative with the same urgency, which has only increased in recent
months as we have learned of the tragic incidents involving child care services.

1 0
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That the public agrees with us, indeed is far ahead of us, is also evidenced by thebroad spectrum of interests we will hear from today. These are organizations whosemembers need child care and know the barriers, or whose members actively providesuch care. They represent business, labor, educators, religious groups, child welfareand women's groups, state and local elected officials, physicians and psychologists.and those who provide both nonprofit and proprietary care. They have endorsed ourinitiative, and are now ready to offer their recommendations about how to improvechild care services and policies.
Because of the intense need, because of the incredible support child care can givea family, because of the deep concern members of both parties have that this effortbe done thoroughly and impeccably, we have undertaken this comprehensive, bipar-tisan, national initiative.
I am certain these hearings will be a valimble addition to our record.
Chairman MILLER. At this time I would like to yield to Congress-man Coats, the ranking minority member currently present.Mr. COATS. The only minority member currently present. Thankyou; Mr. Chairman.
I think that these 2 days of hearings are going to be extremelyimportant to the committee because we are dealing with an issuethat is of great significance and one with many questions as to justwhat direction we should go and what the role of the Federal Gov-ernment should be.
I would hope that the committee would address two areasand Ithink we probably willthe first being the affordaoility, the avail-ability, the effectiveness of current child care provisions through-out this country and what the future needs might be.Second, I would hope that we would focus also and maybe mostimportantly, on the effect of child care, particularly on our youngchildren.
This committee has heard testimony from a number of expertsand witnesses previously on this subject and probably the best con-clusion we can come to is that there has been no definite conclu-sion drawn.
Dr. Brazelton of Children's Hospital in Boston, testified beforethis committee that the experts are divided on what the effects ofchild care are on a child's development. Some of this testimony wasmoving and very gripping about the relationship between themother and child in the early months. He gave some strong indica-tions of the need for that bond.
Dr. Nicholai reported that a close, warm, sustained and continu-ous relationship with parents was essential to the emotional,mental, spiritual and other development of a child.Dr. Rita Kramer indicated that consistent responsive care in theearliest years of life was absolutely essential.
Others testified as to possible links between later teenage sui-cides and interruptions in earlier child care.This week as we read the story in Newsweek about the day care,entitled "Who is Minding the Children," it is disturbing to readpeople like Dr. Burton White from Boston who says a child needslarge doses of custom-made love. You can't expect hired help to pro-vide that.
We have testimony in the Newsweek article from Mary Glotty ofChildren's Hospital in Denver, that says studies indicate day carecenters may now be a major source of hepatitus infection. Theyhave traced hemafel flu type B, a leading cause of bacterial menen-gitis in children and a disease that I can't even pronounce, which is
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a severe form of diahrrea, as diseases which are turning up at day
care facilities.

In light of these reports, the reports of sexual abuse and reports
of mothers from around the country--problems they have experi-
encedit is extremely important that we focus very carefully and
very critically on day care, the adequacies of the provision of day
care, and most importantly, the effect that it has on our children. I
would be happy in these next 2 days of hearings if we can elicit a
lot of good testimony that can guide us in making policy decisions
in this regard.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
I would like to recognize Congresswoman Schroeder.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to point out, and I know that the chairman is aware

this is National Latchkey Week. The House passed H.R. 4193 on
May 14, 1984, which was probably the first child care initiative
that the Congress has acted on in the last 10 years. Many of this
committee worked very hard on H.R. 4193 which is now awaiting
action in the other body. We certainly hope that this focus on
latchkey children will help get it out of the other body before we
adjourn, because the latchkey child care problem is very critical.

It is very important to talk today about how we can make child
care the best possible. I think for a long time both teacher and
child care workers salaries have been underpaid. They have been
underpaid because we have relied on women to do the majority of
it. We all know through pay comparison studies that women earn
49 cents for every dollar earned of men. We were getting a bargain.

We know that we need good, quality day care, but we also know
in this country you get what you pay for. How are we going to
afford good child care? How are we going to make sure that it is
what we need for our children? Because of day care shortages we
are not able to say that because it is not good, we are not going to
use it any more. Parents have to work. They have to pay the rent.
They have to pay the bills. We may wish for a time when it was
simpler, because it isn't today.

Because all of these items are interlocked it is very good to have
the witnesses here today. I hope we can get on to what we need to
do now to bring the quality up, after we have seen the concerns
across the country about day care and how its quality is backslid-
ing.

Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Boxer of California.
Mrs. BOXER. Thank you for holding the hearings. We did have

exceptional hearings in San Francisco on this issue of child care. It
opened up a lot of eyes in the community. We are living in differ-
ent economic times than perhaps many of us wish, times when we
have to have both parents work. That means that in order to be
profamily we must be pro-child care. There is no other way. We
cannot force mothers or fathers to sit home with their children al-
though we would love to see that happen.

I know myself that I founded a child care center in my communi-
ty over 10 years ago for latchkey kids, and it is still working and it
is working with the cooperation of the school district and the pri-
vate sector. There are no Federal funds involved in it. But it is
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working for one reason: There is a need for it, and we have no
question that there is a need. We can't turn the clock back to other
days, so if we are profamily, we are pro-child care.

The purpose of this meeting and this hearing is to take a look at
how we can do that and what role we can play. Frankly, I think it
is absolutely a shame that the Federal Government has done so
little. We are sitting back and not doing enough, and I commend
our chairman, first of all, because he is the one that got this com-
mittee started, and second of all, because he has pushed these hear-
ings, and I look forward to them.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Roy Rowland of Georgia.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I commend you also

for these hearings.
Mr. Chairman; I have a growing concern about improving child

care services, particularly with reference to the abuse of children
in day care centers. This seems to be something that we are uncov-
ering more and more frequently and I am wondering just how
much of that is going on. So I am going to be interested to see what
the testimony will provide us in the way of improving child care
services.

Thank you.
Chairman Mium. Congressman Beryl Anthony of Arkansas.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
After having done like many of my colleagues, spent a grueling

period of time going through my district, I think there is one over-
riding concern that this committee must clearly establish as a
result of these 2 days of hearings. I think contrary to what my col-
league from California says, that we can just say that there is an
absolute need for, I think we are going to have to prove on the
record through credible witnesses and testimony that there is a
need out there for child care services. Because if we do not credibly
prove that there is a need, I can tell you that we are going to have
a hard time getting the constituents to be willing to pay for the
costs cf the program as we understand it.

We are looking at some of the largest Federal deficits that this
country has ever seen projected into the future, which means that
we are going to be cutting programs, not putting more money into
programs, or we are going to be talking about tax increases. When
we are talking about cutting programs and shifting moneys out of
one Federal program into another, that means we are going to
have to prove oeyond a shadow of a doubt credibility and need and
the fact that the program can be made workable and there is a
social need for this program. Othery ise, I think we fail at the very
beginning.

I would just like to close by commending the chairman for, I
think, 11 /2 years of some excellent and beautiful work, Mr. Chr '-
man. Let me tell you that your work has already made its
my district. Many people ask me what is going on in the commit.,...:e
as I travel through my district in south Arkansas.

Chairman MILLER. I thank the gentleman for his comments.
The first panel that the select committee will hear from will be

composed of the Honorable Thomas H. Cooke, Jr., who is mayor of
East Orange, NJ, and the chair of the human development commit-
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tee of the U.S. Conference of Mayors; the HoliorablP Jane Mar-
oney, who is a member of the Delaware State House of Representa-
tives and chair of the advisory committee on children and youth of
the National Conference of State Legislatures; and the Honorable
Diane Ahrens, commissioner of Ramsey County, MN, chair of the
human services steering committee, National Association of Coun-
ties.

The three wane! ses will come forward. The committee would
like to welcome yot and thank you for taking your time to provide
us with your exper ,ise and views and perhaps the means by which
we might improve child care services in this country. We under-
stand that you reflect views from levels of government other than
Washington.

Mayor Cooke, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS H. COOKE, JR., MAYOR, EAST
ORANGE, NJ; CHAIR, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT COMMITM, U.S.
CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
Mr. COOKE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

commend you as well as the members of your committee for the
fine work you have been doing for taking a progressive step to
attack a problem that represents a lot of concern for all of us.

Mr. Chairman and members of the select committee, I am
Thomas H. Cooke, Jr., mayor of East Orange and chairman of the
human development committee of the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
It is a great honor for me to appear before you on behalf of the
U.S. Conference of Mayors this morning. Your committee has done
an outstanding job during this Congress in raising many of the
issues and problems relating to children, families, and youth and in
seeking solutions to them.

Our children are our future. Yet when we look at some of the
statistics relating to children we must feel shame and disgrace:

One in five American children is poor; one in two black children
is poor; and two in five Hispanic children are poor.

Compared to other industrialized nations, the United States has
an extremely high infant mortality rate, running 18th in the
world, with infant death rates often considerably higher than the
national average in some city neighborhoods.

In the last 2 years more than 2.5 million children have fallen
below the poverty level; infant mortality has increased in low-
income minority neighborhoods; 39 States have reported increases
in child abuse, with 14 States reporting increases in child deaths
caused by abuse; children have become part of the new poor and
are living in cars, rescue missions, and on city streets.

Many of our children face a host of problems including the emer-
gence of hunger, inadequate health care, difficulties in our public
education system that have raised numerous concerns abOut the
quality and equality of education in this Nation, and extremely
high levels of youth unemployment, with minority youth unem-
ployment even higher.

Recognizing these problems, along with the fragmentation of re-
sponsibility in our system for responding to the needs ofchildren, I
introduced, and the Conference of Mayors adopted, a resolution at
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our annual meeting this June that calls for a comprehensive ap-
proach by this Nation to the needs of children and their families.

The various Federal policies and programs which impact upon
children should be examined. Cuts which have been made in pro-
grams benefiting children, such as the school lunch and other child
nutrition programs, food stamps, Medicaid, maternal and child
health programs, education, social services, and aid to families with
dependent children, should be reexamined. Those which have been
detrimental to our children should be reversed and funding for
those programs which invest in our children's future through pre-
ventive, cost effective services should be increased.

Finally, recognizing the substantial impact that city policies, pro-
grams, and funding decisions have on children, the resolution
states that these actions too should be examined and that we at the
local level should take steps to assure that our children are given
the best possible opportunity to become independent and produc-
tive adults.

The subject of the hearing this morning is child carea critical
factor in economic self-sufficiency for families and in early learning
and socialization among children. As early as 1971 the Conference
of Mayors recognized the tremendous gap in the number of chil-
dren whose parent or parents worked and the number of day care
placements available. At that time we called for support for a com-
prehensive range of quality services for preschool children, coordi-
nated by local government.

In 1972 we expanded upon that policy, calling for a comprehen-
sive range of quality, family centered child care services that are
available to families and children with economic or other special
needs in direct proportion to that need.

In 1980 we recognized that quality child care is a matter of ap-
propriate community concern and should be available at a fee
based on a family's ability to pay. We also called for adequate fund-
ing by all levels of government and greater flexibility so that funds
and services could be better coordinated.

While day care is more readily available today than it was in
1971, we are still far behind in meeting our children's day care
needs. According to the children's defense fund, more than one in
six American children 13 years of age and under, including many
preschoolers, may be going without care. The need for infant care
and for after school programs is growing steadily. All of our policy
statements are just as relevant today as when they were passed.

Two key issuesfinancing and qualitystand out in any discus-
sion of national day care policy. Based on the conference's adopted
policy, I have several recommendations relating to these two issues
to make to this committee:

Funding for the title XX social services block grant should be in-
creased. Title XX is the major direct funding source for day care
for low-income families. Funding for the program was cut by 21
percent in 1981, and today is $600 million less than it would have
been funded without that cut. Funding for the program has in-
creased by only 8 percent since it was enacted in 1976; prices have
increased by '19.1 percent during the same period. A survey done by
the Children's Defense Fund of 46 States and the District of Colum-
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bia shows that the 21-percent cut triggered equivalent or greater
cuts in State child care systems.

Tax policies relating to child care should be more equitable and
more beneficial to low and lower middle income families. While the
dependent care tax credit is an excellent universal support for
child care, it does not significantly improve the purchasing power
of low-income families. Other tax incentives which are not neces-
sarily tied to out of pocket expenditures could be more beneficial to
lower income families and should be considered.

Day care Should br: more readily available to low-income mothers
in school or in job training programs. Often women in educational
or training programs are unable to fmd adequate day care or are
unable to pay for it. Some are concerned that once they go to work
they will not be able to continue the child care arrangements they
have. State and Federal social services and training policies need to
be adjusted to respond to this dilemma.

In particular, child care support should be an eligible training
cost under the Job Training Partnership Act and should not have
to come out of administrative funds. We are pleased that in its ap-
propriation for the Job Training Partnership Act the House ear-
marked demonstration funds for innovative child care financed on
a matching basis by industry and JTPA funds. Education and job
training programs are the key to making many people selfsuffi-
cient. The right incentives, not the wrong ones, should be there.

The Federal Government should provide incentives to start up
and operate day care for school age children in conjunction with
local school systems. It is estimated that as many as 5 to 10 million
children may be left home in the early morning and return to
empty homes after school. Available, affordable before- and after-
school child care could help in responding to this serious problem.
H.R. 4193, already passed by the House, could go a long way to
solving this problem. We support it and urge immediate Senate
action.

The Federal Government should support training and technical
assistance efforts to improve the quality of the child care that is
available. With adequate assistance State and local governments
could do a better job in licensing centers, setting standards, and
providing technical assistance to operators. Family day care homes
could form support networks. The individuals providing the care
could receive training and supervision in their work.

Local agencies and local governments have made substantial ef-
forts to respond to the day care needs of our residents. Many cities
have used local tax dollars and community development block
g, ant funds to support day care efforts. San Antonio contributes
nearly $1 million a year in local general revenues to day care and
yet estimates that little more than one-tenth of the low-income
children are served by the combined Federal and local funds avail-
able.

My own city of East Orange has used community development
block grant funding and local bonds to provide day care and make
capital improvements. Our funds are more limited now and the
need remains high.

We recognize that assuring that quality child care is available to
all those who need it is the shared responsibility of all levels of
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government, of the private .sector, and of parents. We are doing allthat we can in cities with the limited funds available to us. We willcontinue to do all that we can. We need your help, however, to seethat the Federal Government exerts the leadership and providesthe resources to help us assure that quality child care is availableto any family who needs it.
The Conference of Mayors appreciates the opportunity to testifybefore you on this important issue. I will be happy to answer anyquestions you might have.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Thomas H. Cooke, Jr., follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS H. COOKE, JR., MAYOR OF EAST ORANGE, NJ;CHAIRMAN, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE, U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
Mr. Chairman and members of the Select Committee, I am Thomas H. Cooke, Jr.,Mayor of East Orange and Chairman of the Human Development Committee of theU.S. Conference of Mayors. It is a great honor for me to appear before you on behalfof the U.S. Conference of Mayors this morning. Your Committee has done an out-standing job during this Congress in raising many of the issues and problems relat-ing to children, families and youth and in seeking solutions to them.Our children are our future. Yet when we look at some of the statistics relating tochildren we must feel shame and disgrace:One in five American children is poor; one in two Black childrm is poor; and twoin five Hispanic children are poor.

Compared to other industrialized nations, the United States has an extremelyhigh infant mortality rate, running eighteenth in the world, with infant death ratesoften considerably higher than the national average in some city neighborhoods.In the last two years:
More than 2.5 million children have fallen below the poverty level;Infant mortality has increased in low-income minority neighborhoods;Thirty-nine states have reported increases in child abuse, with 14 states reportingincreases in child deaths caused by abuse.
Children have become part of the "new poor" and are living in cars, rescue mis-sions, and on city streets.
Many of our children face a host of problems including the emergence of hunger,inadequate health care, difficulties in our public education system that have raisednumerous concerns about the quality and equality of education in this nation, andextremely high levels of youth unemployment, with minority youth unemploymenteven higher.
Recugnizing these problems, along with the fragmentation of responsibility in oursystem for responding to the needs of children, I introduced, and the Conference ofMayors adopted, a resolution at our annual meeting this June that calls for a (*tn.prehensive approach by this nation to the needs of children and their families. Thevarious federal policies and programs which impact upon children should be exam-ined. Cuts which have been made in programs benefiting children, such as theschool lunch and other child nutrition programs, food stamps, Medicaid, maternaland child health programs, education, social services, and Aid to Families with De-pendent Children, should be reexamined; those which have been detrimental to ourchildren should be reversed; and funding for those programs which invest in ourchildren's future through preventive, cost effective services should be increased. Fi-nally, recognizing the substantial impact that city policies, programs and fundingdecisions have on children, the resolution states that these actions too should be ex-amined and that we at the local level should take steps to assure that our childrenare given the best possible opportunity to become independent and productiveadults.

The subject of the hearing this morning is child carea critical factor in econom-ic self-sufficiency for families and in early learning and socialization among chil-dren. As early as 1971 the Conference of Mayors recognized the tremendous gap inthe number of children whose parent or parents worked and the number of day careplacements available. At that time we called for support for a comprehensive rangeof quality services for pre-school children, coordinated by local government. In 1972we expanded upon that policy, calling for a comprehensive range of quality, family-centered child care services that are available to families and children with econom-ic or other special needs in direct proportion to that need. In 1980 we recognized
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The federal government should provide incentives to start-up and operate day

care for school age children in conjunction with local school systems. It is estimated

that as many as five to ten million children may be left home in the early morning

and return to empty homes after school. Available, affordable before and after
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mates that little more than one-tenth of the low income children are served by the
combined federal and local funds available. My own city of East Orange has used
community development block grant funding and local bonds to provide day careand make capital improvements. Our funds are more limited now and the need re-mains high.

We recognize that assuring that quality child care is available to all those whoneed it is the shared responsibility of all levels of government, of the private sector,and of parents. We are doing all that we can in cities with the limited funds avail-
able to us. We will continue to do all that we can. We need your help, however, to
see that the federal government exerts the leadership and provides the resources tohelp us assure that quality child care is available to any family who needs it.

The Conference of Mayors appreciates the opportunity to testify before you onthis important issue. I will be happy to answer any questions you might have.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Mareney.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANE MARONEY, MEMBER, DELAWARE
STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; CHAIR, ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH, NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF STATE LEGISLATURES

Ms. MARONEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the committee, I

am pleased to have this opportunity to present testimony on behalf
of the National Conference of State Legislatures on the important
issue of child care services. My name is Jane Maroney, State repre-
sentative from Wilmington, DE. I am chair of the NCSL Advisory
Committee on Children and Youth, and a member of the NCSL
Human Resources Committee, the committee responsible for the
development of NCSL policy in the areas of health, income securi-
ty, social services, and services to special populations, includingchildren and youth.

I remember with great fondness the opportunity that the Human
Resources Committee had within the past couple of years with the
distinguished presence of the chairman, Mr. Miller, and of Repre-
sentative Schroeder, who along with Representative Brown, made a
very significant contribution to what has now become recommenda-
tions from our advisory committee.

Before sharing my thoughts with you on child care services, I
would like to briefly describe the origins of the NCSL Advisory
Committee on Children and Youth. The immediate past president
of NCSL, Speaker pro tem William Passannante of New York, cre-ated the committee in April 1983. The growing national concernabout America's children inspired the establishment of State legis-
lative committees on children in numerous States, and the estab-lishment on the national level of the children's caucus in theSenate, and the distinguished committee I am addressing today,
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families of the U.S.
House of Representatives.

In Delaware, we have a House Youth Services Committee and aSenate Select Committee on Children and Youth Services. During
the 1984 session, the Delaware General Assembly created a cabinet
level department to provide services to children, youth, and fami-lies.

NCSL has a long record of strong support for programs which
provide assistance to children. The establishment of the advisory
committee reflects a consensus view that a special focus on pro-
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grams providing assistance to children and their families, as well
as national problems affecting children, it; desirable and necessary.

The National Governors' Association and the National Associa-
tion of Counties have also established special committees to address
the needs of children and families. The attention of Federal, State,
and local elected officials to these issues is vital if we as a nation
are to be successful in our efforts to improve the quality of life of
children, youth, and families in America. NCSL is pleased to be a
part of this joint effort, and believes that hearings such as this one
provide an important link between the various levels of govern-
ment in the development of sound and effective policy.

I would like now to turn specifically to the issue of child care.
During the NCSL 10th annual meeting, held recently in Boston,
MA, we adopted a child care policy that highlights the need for af-
fordable, quality child care services, and puts NCSL on record sup-
porting efforts to increase the availability of and to improve the
quality of child care services.

We also adopted by unanimous consent of the membership seven
other policies, a broad-based policy, a comprehensive one describing
the problems that each of the separate individual policies would ad-
dress themselves to, and again, if it is the wish of the committAe
staff, I will be happy to provide you with those policy recommenda-
tions.

[The information follows:]
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY STATE-FEDERAL ASSEMBLY COMMITTEES IN SESSION AT THE

NCSL TENTH ANNUAL MEETING, BOSTON, MA, JULY 1984

CONSENT CALENDAR

Agriculture Food Policy and Nutrition
Agricultural Policy in Support of Export Trade
Agricultural Trade
Agriculture Self Help Programs
Federal Support to Individual Farmers
Railroad Rates

Education and Labor
Education Block Grant
Equity and Access in Education
Minority Business Development
Support and Funding of Historically Black Colleges and Universities

Energy
Federal Liability for Transportation and Disposal of High-Level Radioactive

Waste
Removal of Price Controls on New and Old Gas

Government Operations
Amending P.L. 86-272: State Taxing Jurisdictions
Managing State and Federal Grant Monies and Programs
National Bellas Hess

Human Resources
Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
Budget Cuts in Assistance Programs for Children
Child Abuse
Child Care
Child Health
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Food and NutritionChild Nutrition
Health Professions Education
Medicaid
Mental Health
NCSL Policy on Children
Refugee and Entrant Assistance

Natural Resources and Environment
Coastal Resources Management
Hazardous Waste Health Effects and Victims' Compensation

Transportation and Communications
Water Transportation
Name of committee: Human ResourcesType of resolution: Consent
Title of resolution: NCSL Policy on Children
Historically, the family has been the social institution charged with the nurtur-ing, educating and directing the development of children. While this is still truetoday, a growing number of children are now dependent on government to provideassistance in some or all of these areas. As a result of this phenomena, NCSL be-lieves that a strong state-federal partnership and a commitment to long -term plan-ning and support of children within their families is needed.NCSL supports:
(1) A state-federal partnership in the comprehensive review of all policy, law,budget and programs for children and youth;(2) The adoption of state and federal practices that enhance the cooperation andcoordination of all services to children and youth;(3) A joint state-federal policy that promotes er.ral access for all children to ade-quate health care, housing, education, welfare, and economic security;(4) The continuation and further de,elopment of state and federal law to protectchildren and their rights.

(5) A continued federal role in reducing the disparity among states in providingassistance and supportive services to children and youth;(6) The further study of the collective impact and interrelationship of children'sneeds and problems.
Finally, NCSL recognizes the unique responsibility of the states to legally protectand care for dependent and delinquent children. Within each state, this responsibil-ity is shared by the legislative, judicial, and executive branches of government. Eachhas a separate and distinct function that is formally defined by the constitution andinformally shaped by practice.. To strengthen a coordinated state policy, responsiveto the well-being of children, NCSL urges the active cooperation between NCSL, theNational Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, the National Governor's As-sociation, and the National Association of Counties.Name of committee: Human Resources

Type of resolution: Consent
Title of resolution: Child Care
Due in part to the growing numbers of women participating in the workforce, andthe increasing incidence on single parent households, the demand for affordablequality child care has skyrocketed. By 1990, the majority of women with school agechildren, will be working. For both low and moderate income households, affordablequality child care is essential. Without these services, low and moderate income par-ents are inhibited from pursuing job training, various employment opportunities,and ultimately economic self-sufficiency, while at the same time providing a safeand healthy environment for their children. Currently, sufficient child care alterna-tives are not available, and without the concerted effort of all levels of governmentand the private sector, this shortage is likely to worsen.To address family needs for child care services, a range of affordable quality childcare needs to be available, including center-based, family child care and in-homechild care. These child care alternatives must be prepared to provide care for in-fants, pre-school and school-aged children. Also needed, are information and referralservices, 24-hour care, sick care, and respite child care.NCSL supports all efforts to increase the availability of and improve the qualityof child care services. NCSL is particularly supportive of federal legislation whichprovides grants to establish before and after school day care programs in existingschool facilities and in community centers, to public agencies in areas where ashortage of child care services exists. Innis program addresses the growing problem
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of "latchkey" children, a problem which NCSL recognizes as an extremely difficult,

but important one to address.
Name of committee: Human Resources
Type of resolution: Consent
Title of resolution: Child Abuse
Since 1974, the federal Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act has provided

funds to state agencies that respond to reports of abuse and neglect, as well as funds

for research and demonstration efforts. The National Conference of State Legisla-

tures believes that this federal program should be reauthorized and funded at the

levels authorized by Congress. This program is vital in the assistance it provides to

states in protecting vulnerable children and families at risk. Further, it is a neces-

sary component of state efforts in the areas of prevention and early intervention.

Child abuse encompasses not only physical abuse, but also includes sexual and

emotional abuse, and physical, and nutritional neglect. NCSL believes it important

to continue efforts, to reduce the growing incidence of child abuse through early
identification and treatment, and encourages the integration of federal and state

policy and practice in the areas of child abuse, child welfare, and 4uvenile justice.

NCSL recognizes the relationship between child abuse, later juvenile delinquency,

and adult crime.
Finally, NCSL believes that it is important to provide a variety of support services

to at risk households. Such services could include, when possible, but not be limited

to: emergency crisis services, including 24-hour services; in -home services; parent

and family counseling; child care services; parent education and employment assist-

ance. NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LiGUILArJRES,
OFFICE OP STATE FEDERAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC, September 5, 1984.

Hon. Groaox Miuu,
Chairman, U.S. House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House

Annex 11, Washington. DC
Dues CHAIRMAN Mums: I am honored to have the opportunity to pmeent testi-

mony on behalf of the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) before your

committee tads . NCSL shares your interest and concern with respect to child-csm

services and every to highlight this issue.
The NCSL and the nation's tures share the Select Committees belief that

child-cars services meat be avai to and affordable for all reunifies who need

them. While we view child-care setVitts as one of the most important support serv-

ices needed by families to achieve economic self-sufficiency, we also recognize the

value of child-care as an educational and developmental priority for many children

who otherwise would miss such important early stimulation.
Currently, states have primary responsibility for child-care services, includin4

development and regulation. NCSLbelieves that this is emwriate. States

ability address this complex issue is, of course, as diverse as 50 states them-

selves. We welcome this opportunity to form c partnership to explore further ways

to improve child-care services across the country.
Enclosed please find my statement for inclusion in the record. I am particularly

pleased to also submit the NC% policy on child-cam. This polio/ van adopted at the

NCSL Tenth Annual Meeting, held July 23-27, 1984 in Boston, Manerhutetts.
I commend you on your work with the Select Committee, and look forward to

today's . If I can be of further assistance, please contact me at (302) 478-

2672; Michele staff to the NCSL Advisory Committee on Childrer, and Youth,

at (303) 292-6600; or Joy Johnson Wilson, Staff Director, NCSL Human Resources

Committee, at (202) 737-7004.
Sincerely, REPRESENTATIVE JANE MARONEY,

Chair, NCSL Advisory Committee on Children and Yo:,'h,
Delaware House of Ilyresentatives.

NCSL POLICY ON CHILD CARE

Due in part to the growing numbers of women participating in the workforce, and

the increasing incidence of single-parent houb...hole.:., the demand for affordable,

quality child-care has skyrocketed. By 1990, the inajority of women with school-age

children, will he working. For both low and mode:ate income households, affordable,

quality child-care is essential. Without these ser ices, low and moderate income par-

ents are inhibited from pursuing job training, various employment opportunities,

and ultimately from economic self-sufficiency, while at the same time providing a

22 4,
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safe and healthy environment for their children. Currently, sufficient child-care al-
ternatives are not available, and without the concerted effort of all levels of govern-
ment and the private sector, this shortage is likely to worsen.

To address family needs for child-care services, a range of affordable, quality
child-care needs to be available, including center-based, family child-care and in-
home child-care. These child-care alternatives must be prepared to provide care for
infants, pre-school and school-age children. Also needed, are information and refer-
ral services, 24-hour care, sick care and respite care.

NCSL supports all efforts to increase the availability ofand to improve the qual-
ity of child care services. NCSL is particularly supportive of federal legislation
which provides grants to establish before and after school day-care programs in ex-
isting school facilities and in community centers in areas wl -re a shortage of child-
care services exist. This program addresses the growing prob.:n.1 of "latch key" chil-dren, a problem which NCSL recognizes as an extremely difficult, but important one
to address.

Adopted July 1984.

Ms. MARONEY. The policy stresses the importance of establishing
a variety of child care services and alternatives, including bat not
limited to child care for children from infant to school age, infor-
mation and referral services, 24 hour child care services, respite
care, and sick care. NCSL also went on record in support of H.R.
1531, which provides grants to establish before- and after-school
day care programs in existing school facilities and in community
centers, where shortages in child care services exist.

The need for affordable quality child care services transcends
gender, race, and socioeconomic status. It is a critical support serv-
ice which enables parents to work, seek work and/or training op-
portunities, and ultimately to maintain or obtain economic self-suf-
ficiency. The demand for child care services is skyrocketing, while
much of the need goes unmet. Statistics in a recent study prepared
by the Congressional Budget Office indicates that the situation is
likely to worsen over the next several years unless we, Federal,
State, and local elected officials and private sector employers, join
hands and work together to address this problem.

My written testimony will address some of those statistics in the
CBO study, but I am sure they are more that recognizable to all
members of the committee, so I will pass over those remarks. I
would like to point out to the members, however, that the issue of
child care services was of such importance that the Sunday New
York Times this past September 2 edition had an article on the
front page of the paper. Yesterday morning, CBS "Morning News"had a very important segment on the diversity of the needs of
mothers in this area. Everyday, in every magazine that any one of
us picks up, or turns on the radio or television, something deals
with this very important issue which is being addressed.

NCSL can document the interest of State legislators on child
care issues through the number of requests for information the
NCSL Children and Youth Program staff have received over the
past year on child care matters. Most frequently, legislators re-
quest information on the development of tax incentives for parents,
providers, and employers to provide child care services; the devel-
opment of school age child care programs; and State licensing and
standards for child care facilities and personnel. State legislators
are particularly interested in addressing the problem of physical
and sexual abuse in child care facilities, and innovative ways to en-
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courage the development of a wide veriety of more affordable, ac-
cessible, high quality child eau facilitiei: and services.

In addition to providing technical assistance to State legislatures
and responding to requests fGr information, our Children and
Youth Program staff track State legislative initiatives in selected
areas, child care services being one of these. During the 1984 State
legislative sessions, a number of child care initiatives were consid-
ered, and some were enacted.

Rhode Island established a child care pilot program to provide
subsidies to employed low-income families who are making the
transition from the Aid to Families with Dependent Children Pro-
gram to unsubsidized employment.

Wisconsin adopted a comprehensive child care law which in-
cludes provisions to define day care services; develop rules and
standards for day care facilities; and distribute day care funds to
counties and families through a voucher system. Voucher programs
were also considered by New York and California.

State legislatures are extremely concerned about the growing
number of school-age children being left at home alone before and
after schoollatchkey children. Mr. Chairman, Senator David Ro-
berti, president pro tem of the California State Senate, has taken a
lead on this issue in our State. Upon the request of Senator Ro-
berti, the California lature's Senate Office of Research pre-
pared a report, "Who's atching the Children: The Latchkey Child
Phenomenon," which describes in some detail the scope of the
problem nationwide and in California.

The report also identifies strategies for State legislative action.
Currently pending before the California Legislature is a package of
legislation designed to address the latchkey children problem. The
New York Legislature recently adopted legislation which provides
$300,000 in State funds to use school buildings for after school child
care. This program is to begin this school year. I expect continued
activity within State legislatures across the country on this issue.

A major issue for the 1985 State legislature sessions across the
Nation will surely be physical and sexual abuse in child care facili-
ties and ways in which State and local policymakers can help pre-
vent this tragedy. In 1984, New York, California, and South Caroli-
na passed legislation relating to the licensing standards for child
care poi sonnel, prohibiting persons with previous records or histo-
ries of child abuse or sexual offenses from working in child care
facilities.

These are just a few examples of State legislature initiatives.
You can see that State legislatures are committed to improving
service delivery and expanding child care options for families. At
NCSL, we are interested in pursuing a wide range of strategies to
expand the availability of child care services, and we are interested
in sharing the diversity of State strategies with elected officials
and program administrators from all levels of government and rep-
resentatives of the private sector.

What can be done to generate greater involvement by Federal,
State, and local governments, as well as the private sector in the
child care arena'? NCSL believes that there is a need to enhance
State capacity of child care issues through technical assistance and
information and research sharing. This will ensure that what is

,
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known can be disseminated and that policymakers seeking to de-velop, maintain, and improve child care services will have access tothat information. The child care' field is rich in innovative and ef-fectively demonstrated programs. Lacking is a vehicle to share re-sources and knowledge between Federal, ,State, and local govern-ments and the private sector. Federitl support for technicaland information sharing should be enhanced and can play animportant role in improving intergovernmental cooperation-in thechild care area.
NCSL also believes that continued Federal funding for prograinsthat provide needed support to existing child care facilities andprograms that provide needed support to existing child care facili-ties and programs must be continued. These programs would in-clude but not be limited to programs such as the social servicesblock grant and the child care feeding program.
NCSL would not support the reinstatement of a day care set-aside within the social services block grant, especially if such a set-aside was instituted without additional funding. Under such adesign, other vital services assisting the same or similarly situatedfamilies would be sacrificed.
NCSL is very supportive of the legislation pending before Con-gress to provide grants to establish before and after school childcare programs in existing school and community. facilities.Finally, as followup to this hearing, I believe that a nationalforum on child care should be convened. A forum to bring togetherFederal, State, and local policymakers, child care providers, andprivate sector representatives to discuss substantive policy and todiscuss exemplary, innovative child care programs. This forumwould give the child care issue the attention it needs and deserves,and would inspire more people both in government and'in the pri-vate sector to devote more time to the development of Innovativechild care programs. I encourage the members of this committee toconsider this proposal and to adopt it as your own. The NCSL Advi-sory CommittAA on Children and Youth would be most happy toprovide assistance to you in the development of agenda it --vs andforum materials nn State legislature initiatives.

I offer these retewinendations based on my work at NCSL andon the work that I have done over the years in the State of Dela-ware on children's issues. State legislature are committed to im-proving the quality of life of the Nation's children and their fami-lies and to an intergovernmental and interdisciplinary approach toaddressing child care issues. We offer our expertise and assistanceto the committee and we look forward to a continued State-Federalpartnership on this and other issues affecting children and. fami-lies.
Let us work together to elevate the issue of child care-to thelevel of visibility it deserves, and let uf. Work cooperatively to'shareand learn form each other how we can. provide affordable,. qualitychild care services to all who need them.
I applaud the committee for this important initiative, and onbehalf of State legislators across the Nation, I Aiank yiisu for thisopportunity to share our thoughts with you today.
[Prepared statement of Jane Mazoney follows;3

25.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JANE MARONEV, MEMBER, DELAWARE STATE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES; CHAIR, NCSL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Mr. Chairman, and distinguished Members of the Committee, I am pleased to
have this opportunity to present testimony on behalf of the National Conference of
State Legislatures (NCSL) on the important issue of child-care services. My name is
Jane Maroney, State Representative from Wilmington, DE. I am Chair of the NCSL
Advisory Committee on Children and Youth, and member of the NCSL Human Re-
sources Committee, the committee responsible for the development of NCSL policy

in the areas of health, income security, social services and services to special popula-
tions, inlcuding children and youth.

Before sharing my thoughts with you on child-care services, I would like to briefly
describe the origins of the NCSL Advisory Committee on Children and Youth. The
immediate past president of NCSL, Speaker Pro Tem William Passannante of New
York, created the committee in April, 1983. The growing national concern about
America's children inspired the establishment on the national level of the Chil-
dren's Caucus in the Senate, and the distinguished committee I am addressing
today, the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families of the U.S. House of
Representatives. In Delaware, we have House Youth Services Committee and a
Senate Select Committee on Children and Youth Services. During the 1984 legisla-
tive session, the Delaware General Assemb:y created a cabinet level department to
provide services to children, youth and families.

NCSL has a long record of strong support for programs which provide assistance
to children. The establishment of the Advisory Committee reflects a consensus view
that a special focus on programs providing assistance to children and their families,
as well as national problems affecting children, is desirable and necessary. The Na-
tional Governors' Association (NGA) and the National Association of Counties
(NACO) have also established special committees to address the need;, of children
and families. The attention of Federal, State and local elected officials to these
issues is vital if, we, as a Nation, are to be successful in our efforts to improve the
quality of life of children, youth, and families in America. NCSL is pleased to be a
part of this joint effort, and believes that hearings such as this one provide an im-
portant :ink between the various levels of government in the development ot sound
and effective policy.

I would like to turn, specifically, to the issue of child-care. During the NWL
Tenth Annual Meeting, held recently in Boston, MA, we adopted a child-care policy
that highlights the need for affordable, quality child-care services, and puts NCSL
on record supporting efforts to increase the availability of and to improVe the qual-
ity of child-care services. The policy stresses the importance of establishing a variety
of child-care services and alternatives, including but not limited to: child-care for
children from infant to school age, information and referral services, 24-hour child-
care services, respite care and sick care. NCSL also went on record in support of

H.R. 1531, which provides grants to establish before and after school day-care pro-
grams in existing school facilities and in community centers, where shortages in

child care services exist.
The need for affordable, quality child-care services transcends, gender, race, and

socio/ecoaornic status. It is a critical support service which enables parents to work,
seek wrrk and/or training opportunitie:,, and ultimately to maintain or obtain e^.6--
nomis self-sufficiency. The demand for child-care services is skyrocketing, while
much of the need goes unmet. Statistics in a recent study prepared by the Congres-
sional Budget Office (CBO) indicates that the situation is likely to worsen over the
next several years unless we, Federal, State and local elected officials and private
sector employers join hands and work together to address this problem.

According to the CEO study, during the 1980's, the number of children is expected
to grow by 4.8 million, 3.4 million of which will be under age 6. The number of
single-parent households, primarily female-headed households, is expected to contin-
ue to increase, while at the same time, the number of women working outside the
home, particularly women with children, is expected to rise as well. There is expect-
ed to be a 57-percent increase between 1980 and 1990 in the number of children in
female-headed households where the mother is working outside the home.

Traditionally, the poverty rate among female-headed households with children
has been high. There is no expectation that this trend will change significantly over
the next decade. Without adequate child-care services, services which would permit
these women to take advantage of employment and training opportunities, these
households are likely to remain in poverty indefinitely, continuing a cycle of pover-

ty.
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While the availability of adequate child-care services is critical to low-income and
female-headed households, it is becoming increasingly important to two-parenthouseholds as well. The number of working women with children under age six, intwo- . rent households is expected to increase from 45 percent in 1980, to 55 percent
in 1" I. The number of women in two-parent households working outside the homewith school-aged children is expected to rise from 62 percent in 1980, to 70 percent
in 1990. The above statistics may suggest why there is a growing interest in the day-
care issue among fathers and among human resources personnel in major corpora-
tions and small businesses, nationwide. The growth in both the number of childrenand the number of women with children in the workforce would seem to indicatethat the demand for day-care services we are experiencing now across the Nation isbut a sample of the demand we will experience in the coming years. Also important,
in my view, is the role quality child-care services can play in the prevention of child
abuse and in the social and educational development of children.

NCSL can document the interest of State legislators on child-care issues through
the number of requests for information the NCSL Children and Youth .staff have received over the past year on child-care matters. Most frequentlPyri,legis-
lators request information on the development of tax incentives for parents, provid-
ers, and employers to provide child-care services; the development of school-agechild-care programs; and State licensing and standards for child-care faeilitior and
personnel. State legislators are particularly interested in addressing the problem of
physical and sexual abuse in child-care facilities, and innovative ways trencouragethe development of a wide variety of more affordable, accessible, high quality child-care facilities and services.

In addition to providing technical assistance to state legislatures and responding
to requests for information, our Children and Youth Program staff track state legis-lative initiatives in selected areas, child-careservices being one of these. During the
1984 State legislative sessions, a number of child-care initiatives were considered,and some were enacted. Rhode Island established a child-care pilot program to pro-
vided subsidies to employed low income families who are making the transition
from the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program to unsubsidized
employment. Wisconsin adopted a comprehensive child-care law which includes pro-
visions to: define day-care services; develop rules and standards-for day-care facili-ties; and distribute day-care funds to counties and families through ,a voucher
system. Voucher programs were also considered by New York and California.

State legislatures are extremely concerned about the growing number of school-age children being left at home alone before and after school, latch key children.
Mr. Chairman, Senator David Roberti, President Pro Tern of the California StateSenate, has taken a lead on this issue in your State. Upon the request of Senator
Roberti, the California Legislature's Senate office of research prepared a report,
"Who's Watching our Children: The Latchkey Child Phenomenon," which describes,in some detail, the scope of the problem, nationwide, and in Cclifornia. The reportalso identifies strategies for State legislative action. Currently pending before theCalifornia Legislature is a package of legislation designed to address the latch keychildren problem. The New York 'Legislature recently adopted legislation which pro-vides $300,000 in State funds to use school buildings for after school child-care. This
program is to begin this school year. I expect continued activity within State legisla-tures across the country on this issue.

A major issue for the 1985 State legislative sessions across the Nation will surelybe physical and sexual abuse in child-care facilities and ways in which State and
local policymakers can help prevent this tragedy. In 1984, New York, California,
and South Carolina passed legislation relating to the licensing standards for child-
care personnel, prohibiting persons with previous records or histories of child abuse
or sexual offenses from working in child-care facilities.

These are just a =few examples of State legislative initiatives. You can .see thatState legislatures are committed to improving service delivery and expanding child-
care options for families. At NCSL, we are mterested in pursuing a wide range ofstrategies to expand the availibility of child-care services, and we are interested insharing the diversity of State strategies with:elected officials and program Adminis-trators from all levels of government and representatives of the private sector.What can be done to generate greater involvement by, Federal, State, and local
governments, as well as the private sector, in the child-care arena? NCSL believesthat there is a need to enhance State capacity on child-care issues through technical
assistance and information and research sharing. This -wilVensure that what isknown can be disseminated and that policymakers seeking to develop, maintain and
improve child-care services will have access to that information. The child-care fieldis rich in innovative and effectively demonstrated _programs. Lacking is a vehicle to
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share resources and knowledge between Federal State, and local governments and
the private sector. Federal support for technical assistance and information sharing
should be enhanced and can play an important role in improving intergovernmental
cooperation in the child-care area.

NCSL, also believes that continued Federal funding for programs that provide
needed support to existing child-care facilities and programs must be continued.
These programs would include, but not be limited to, programs such as the Social
Services Block Grant and the Child Care Feeding Program. NCSL would not support
the reinstatement of a daycare set-aside within the Social Services Block Grant, es-
pecially if such a set-aside was instituted without additional funding. Under such a
design, other vital services assisting the same or similarly situated families would
be sacrificed. NCSL is very supportive of the legislation pending before Congress to
provide grants to establish before and after school child-care programs in existing
school and community facilities.

Finally, as follow-up to this hearing, I believe that a national foruin on child-care
should be convened. A forum to bring together Federal, State, and local policymak-
ers, child-care providers, and private sector representatives to discuss substantive
policy and to discuss exemplary innovative child-care programs. This forum: would
give the child-care issue the attention it needs and deserves, and would inspire more
people both in government and in the private sector to devote more time toithe
velopment of innovative child-care programs. I encourage the members of this com-
mittee to consider this proposal and to adopt it as your own. The NCSL Advisory
Committee on Children and Youth would be most happy to provide assistance to you
in the development of agenda items and forum materials on state legislative initia-
tives.

I offer these recommendations based on my work at NCSL and on the work thiat I
have done over the years in the State of Delaware on children's issues. State legisla-
tures are committed to improving the quality of life of the Nation's children and
their families and to an intergovernmental and interdisciplinary approach to ad-
dressing child-care issues. We offer our expertise and assistance to the committee
and we look forward to a continued State-Federal partnership on this and other
issues affecting children and families.

Let us work together to elevate the issue of child-care to the level of visibility it
deserves, and let us work cooperatively to share and learn from each other how we
can provide affordable, quality child-care services,to all who need them.

I applaud the committee for this important initiative, and on behalf of state legis-
lators across the Nation, I thank you for this opportunity to share our thoughts
with you today.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Commissioner Ahrens.

STATEMENT OF DIANE AHRENS, COMMISSIONER, RAMSEY
COUNTY, MN; CHAIR, HUMAN SERVICES STEERING COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

Ms. AHRENS. Mr. Chairman and members of the select commit-
tee, I am Diane Ahrens, a member of the Ramsey County Board of
Commissioners, Minnesota. I am here on behalf of the National As-
sociation of Counties, as chair of the Human Services Steering
Committee. I am accompanied by Patricia Johnson Craig, NACo's
director of human resources.

Chairman Miller, in calling this hearing on child care, you bring
before us an issue that is of vital importance to all parents, profes-
sionals, citizens and public officials. For the sake of brevity, I want
to simply try to highlight the particular issues that impact on poor
families.

County officials, as elected representatives close to the people on
their issues, welcome a national focus on child care issues. At the
local level, we operate a broad network of services to ensure the
well-being of America's children and to assist their parents in pro-
viding economic security.

'Al
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The American county platform adopted by NACo's membershipsets forth child care policies that recognize that the majority ofmothers with young children are employed during at least a por-tion of the child's early years.
Our platform calls for a variety of child care settings to be avail-able in our communities so that parents can select the type of carebest suited to tha child and the family's circumstances.
r%ild care resources are often the critical link in the network ofchildren's services, spelling for many families the difference be-tween economic security and dependence on public assistance.Since we believe it is better for people to work than to rely on wel-fare, if they are able to work, NACo supports welfare policies thatencourage and enable parents to work. Especially for the lowincome parents expected to work if able, child care resourceswithin the two Federal job training programs targeted to welfarerecipients need to be beefed upWIN, the AFDC Work IncentiveProgram; and JTPA, the Job Training Partnership Act.

We support continuing WIN at least at its current level, since itis the only job opportunities program specifically for welfare moth-ers. Too often, WIN resources are reserved for candidates withoutchild care needs because of the limited funding available. Moreyoung parents could participate in the WIN training if child carewas guaranteed through other resources, or if WIN funding was ex-panded to allow for more child care.
The Job Training Partnership Act, while specifying welfare re-cipients as a target group for service, allows such a limited set-aside for support services that mothers who need child care pay-ments are not likely to be served. NACo supports increased Federalallocations for the WIN and JTPA training programs that willallow payment for child care needs, independent of the title XXsocial services block grant appropriation. There are too many othersocial services demands on the block grant to expect it to 1.9 theprimary vehicle for meeting child care needs to low income work-ing parents.
Publicly supported child care resources need tc be available forchildren and families with special needs. These should be providedas part of a social services plan, using the title XX funds, crippledchildren's services, or other specially targeted funds.
Mr. Chairman, I am sure you will agree that one of the most suc-cessful social programs is the Head Start Program. Our associationis completing a project funded by the Admir istration for Children,Youth and Families that helps county officals and Head Startagencies coordinate the services they provide to children and theirfamilies. One focus of the project is to look at Head Start and childcare needs. Since Head Start requires active parent participation,it affords opportunities that encourage parents to move into em-ployment but does not provide day care.

Santa Clara County and Orange County, CA, are two examples ofcreative and effective approaches. Santa Clara County coordinatedits Head Start, day care services, and employment training to meetthe needs of parents who previously could not enter job trainingbecause of lack of child care. By receiving day care and Head Startat the same site, parents are able to engage in job training, free
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from a part day schedule, transportation problems and prohibitive
costs.

Orange County initiated an intergovernmental child care train-
ing program in the Head Start Center, utilizing WIN training
funds and title V Older Americans Act funds to pay for the train-
ing. The program enabled the center to accept more children and
provided child care training for 28 mothers and older workers.

As local officials, we will continue to encourage cooperative ar-
rangements that expand child care resources for Head Start young-
sters and their siblings. We support increased funding fur Head
Start in the measures that are currently before Congress. Despite
the success of Head Start, less than 20 percent of the children eligi-
ble are being served. In many counties, Head Start Programs do
not exist. Priority should be given to establishing new Head Start
Programs where there are no such resources.

These are examples of how we need to continue stretching Feder-
al and local resources at the community level. NACo also supports
Federal initiatives pending before Congress which will stimulate
local coordination of servicesthe school facilities child care bill
and the child care information and referral bill. We urge the Con-
gress to complete these before adjourning.

Other initiatives that we believe will help expand child care rz-
sources include:

Revising the AFDC earnings disregard formula to deduct the
child care allowance after the 30 plus one-third incentive is deduct-
ed.

Expanding the dependent care tax credit and making it refund-
able for families with income below the income tax threshold.

Restoring the social services block grant to its pre-OBRA authori-
zation level of $3 billion, and adjusting the block grant annually to
keep pace with inflation.

Special attention in child care policy and resources to the needs
of adolescent parents and infant care.

Mr. Chairman, the remainder of my statement provides some
detail on these issues, and I will submit it for the record.

In closing, I want to commend the select committee for address-
ing this vital child care issue and to encourage you in aggressively
pursuing solutions that will be identified in your deliberations. A.
strong Federal leadership role will assist county and State officials
in assuring the right of America's children and their parents to
safe and affordable child care.

[Prepared statement of Diane Ahrens follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DIANE AHRENS, COMMISSIONER, HAMMY COUNTY, MN;

CHAIR, HUMAN SERVICES STEERING COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 01P COUNTIES

Mr. Chairman, members of the select committee, I am Diane Ahrens, a member of
the Ramsey County Board of Commissioners, MN. I am here on behalf of the Na-
tional Association of Counties,' as chair of the human services steering committee. I
am accompaned by Patricia Johnson Craig, NACo's director of human resources.

The National Association of Counties is the only national organization representing county
government in the United States. Through its membership, urban, suburban, and rural counties
Zorn together to build effective, responsive county government. The goals of the organization are
to: improve county government; serve as the national voice of county government; act as a liai-
son between the nation's counties and other levels of government, achieve public understanding
of the role of counties in the federal system.
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Chairman Miller, in calling this hearing on child care, you bring before us anissue that is of vital importance to all parents, professionals, citizens and public offi-cials.
County officials, as elected representatives close to the people and their issues,welcome a national focus on child care issues. At the local level, we operate a broadnetwork of services to ensure the well-being of America's children and to assisttheir parents in providing economic security.
The American county platform adopted by NACo's membership sets forth childcare policies that recognize that the majority of mothers with young children areemployed during at least a portion of the child's early years.
Our platform calls for a variety of child care settings to be available in our com-munities, so that parents can select the type of care best suited to the child and thefamily's circumstances. These resources should include in-home; neighborhoodfamily day care; early childhood education; and extended-day, after-school care.Our national, State, and local policies should continue to support families' free-dom to make use of child care through tax credits, licensing and monitoring of fa-cilities and caretakers, information and referral, and assistance in selecting appro-priate care. These basic public resources should be available to the entire communi-ty without regard to financial resources.
Child care resources are often the critical link in the network of children's serv-ices, spelling for many families the difference between economic security and de-pendence on public assistance. Since we believe it is better for people to work thanto rely on welfare, if they are able to work, NACo supports welfare policies thatencourage and enable parents to work. If welfare recipients are to work their wayoff assistance, they may require substantial public support of child care resourcesand funding. For these low-income families, we support a full range of work incen-tives through the AFDC earnings disregard and adequate child care deductions, es-pecially where child care subsidy is not available through the title XX block grantor other sources. The investment made in providing adequate, affordable child carewhile the child is young will pay off in reduced welfare benefits and eventual self-support by the family.

Especially for the low-ir.come parents expected to work if able, child care re-sources within the two Federal job training programs targeted to welfare recipientsneed to be beefed upWIN (the AFDC work incentive program), and JTPA (the JobTraining Partnership Act).
We support continuing WIN at least at its current level, since it is the only jobopportunities program specifically for welfare mothers. Too often, WIN resourcesare reserved for candidates without child care needs, because of the limited fundingavailable. More young parents could participate in the WIN training if child carewas guaranteed through other resources, or if WIN funding was expanded to allowfor more child care.
The Job Training Partnership Act, while specifying welfare recipients as c targetgroup for service, allows such a limited set-aside for support services that mothe,swho need child care payments are not likely to be served. NACo supports inci 'Federal allocations for the WIN and JTPA trainingprograms that will allow pa.--ment for child care needs, independent of the title XX social services block grantappropriation. There are too many other social services demands on the block grantto expect it to be the primary vehicle for meeting child care needs for low-income,working parents.
Publicly supported child care resources need to be available for children and fami-lies with special needs. These should be provided as part of a social services plan,using the title XX funds, crippled children's services, or other specially targetedfunds.
Mr. Chairman, I'm sure you will agree that one of the most successful social pro-grams is the Head Start Program. Our association is completing a project funded bythe Administration for Children, Youth, and Families that helps county officialsand Head Start agencies coordinate the services they provide to children and :heirfamilies. One focus of the project is to look at Head Start and child care needs.Since Head Start requires active parent participation, it affords opportunities thatencourage parents to move into employment, but does not provide day care. SantaClara County and Orange County (California) are two examples of creative and ef-fective approaches.
Santa Clara County coordinated its Head Start, day care services, and employ-ment training to meet the needs of parents who previously could not enter job train-ing because of lack of child care. By receiving day care and Head Start at the samesite, parents are able to engage in job training, free from a part-day schedule, trans-portation problems, and prohibitive costs.
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Orange County (Calif.) initiated an intergovernmental child care training program
in the Heed Start center, utilizing WIN training funds and title V Older Americans

Act funds to pay for the training. The program enabled the center to accept more

children and provided child care training for 28 mothers and older workers.
As local officials, we will continue to encourage cooperative arrangements that

expand child care resources for Head Start youngsters and their siblings.
We support increased funding for Head Start in the measures that are currently

before Congress. Despite the success of Head Start, less than 20 peicent of the chil-

dren eligible are being served.
In many counties, Head Start Programs do not exist. Priority should be given to

establishing new Head Start Programs where there are no such resources.
These are examples of how we need to continue stretching Federal and local re-

sources at the community level. NACo also supports Federal initiatives pending

before Congress which will stimulate local coordination of servicesthe school fa-

cilities child care bill and the child care information and referral bill. We urge the

Congress to complete these before adjourning.
Other initiatives that we believe will help expand child care resources include:

Revising the AFDC earnings disregard formula to deduct the child care allowance
after the 30 plus one third incentive is deducted;

Expanding the dependent-care tax credit and making it refundable for families,
with income below the income tax threshold;

Restoring tae social services block grant to its pre-OBRA authorization level of $3

billion, and adjusting the block grant annually to keep pace with inflation;
Special attention in child care policy and resources to the needs.of adolescent par-

ents and infant care.
Mr. Chairman, the remainder of my statement provides some detail on these

issues, and I will submit it for the record.
In closing, I want to commend the select committee for addressing this vital child

care issue and to encourage you in ively pursuing solutions that will be iden-

tified in your deliberations. A stronagleeralseral leadership role will assist county and
State officials in assuring the right of America's children and their parents to safe

and affordable child care.
Title XXSocial services block grant

This important block grant forms the cornerstone for all social services that coun-
ties provide at the local level, including child care for low-income families. Prior to
the OBRA budget cut, more than 20 percent of title XX funds wen.: to child care
through reimbursements to child care providers or child care vouches t to families.

The child care slots provided by title XX funds are essential to low-income mothers

who are working or in training programs preparing them to work. The 21-percent
cut that was enacted in 1981 had an immediate and alarming impact on child care.

In Ramsey County, MN, we saw a 36 percent reduction in social service funding.

The reduction in title XX, coupled with an 18 percent levy limitation imposed by

the State, resulted in the cancellation of 22 contracts and 76 more being reduced

substantially. The loss amounted to over $2 million. Many valuable child caring pro-
grams such as the certification of in-home child care providers, planning and coordi-

nation for child care, child day care training for providers, child care facilities act

grants, services to unwed parents, legal assistance, the Wilder Program at the Ei-

senmenger Learning Center, and Community support groups were lost to our
county.

Increasing this block grant to the $3.1 billion level established prior to OBRA
would target valuable new child care resources to families. Some other areas where

the block grant affected child care include:
Philadelphia County, PA, saw its social services block grant funding reduced from

$24.7 million in 1979-80 to $16.4 million in 1981-82. As a result, the county had to

eliminate its child care program for latch key children as well as its recreation and

camping program for needy school children.
The New York State Child Care Coordinating Council said 12,000 less children re-

ceived day care purchased by social services in New York State in fiscal year 1983

than in fiscal year 1981.
Counties in South Carolina have had to implement a policy allowing children

needing protective services to bump children of working parents out of child care
programs.

In a period where the need for chid care is growing, particularly among families

in poverty, it is critical that funding be restored to the social services block grant.
We strongly support the full restoration of social services block grant funding and
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adjustments to keep pace with inflation. This would target additional child care re-sources to many needy families striving to become self-sufficient.
AFDC Title IVA childcare disregard

We are very concerned about some distinct disincentives to work which were builtinto the AFDC Program as a part of the 1981 changes. These include the unrealisticcap for day care and work-related expenses. Under the Title IV-Disregard, familiesare limited +, a maximum child care disregard of only $160 per child per monthregardless of he cost of the care. Because the actual costs of quality child care maybe much greator, the families' child care needs will be competing with other basicneeds such as food, clothing and adequate housing. Additionally, under Title IV-A,families must pay for child care out-ct-pocket and reimbursement is not reflecteduntil the next month's check.
Finally, the child care disregard is subtracted from the family's earned incomebefore the $30 and one-third disregard is calculated, thus lowering the disregard.The limits on child care payments combined with other AFDC rules such as link-ing medical assistance with AFDC, limiting the $30 and one-third earnings disre-gard to 4 months and the 100-hour work rule for-two parent AFDC families, all pro-vide strong disincentives to work. In Ramsey County, we are finding that AFDC par-ents hesitate to take the risks of employment because the potential losses for theirfamily are too great.

Child care for job trainingparticipants
Lack of child care stands out as a costly barrier to those individuals seeking em-ployment training opportunities through such programs as the Job Training Part-nership Act and the AFDCWork Incentive Program. Federal or State programswhich provide training for recipients with young children must include payment forchild care needs outside the title XX appropriation.
Under the Job Training Partnership Act, a service delivery area can spend only30 percent of its budget on administrative and support services. Typically, no morethan 15 percent of an SDA's total budget allocation goes to important support serv-ices for job training participants such as child care and transportation. Thus, verylimited resources are available to support the needs of those who might benefit mostfrom the job training such as single unskilled women with children.NACo supports an increased Federal allocation that takes into account the childcare and other support needs of participants.

Dependent-care tax credit
The dependent-care tax credit provides a tax credit for a portion of a family's ex-penses for day care for children under 15 and physicially or mentally incapacitatedindividuals. This tax credit could be better targeted to low-income individaals bymaking it a refundable tax credit. Currently, many families who do not earn enoughincome to pay taxes are unable to benefit from the credit despite the fact that theymay have substantial child care costs.
We strongly support continuation of this credit and urge that Congress considermaking it refundable, like the earned income tax credit.

After shoot child care
The need for day care for young school-aged children before and after school andduring school holidays and vactions is a problem that has only recently received at,tention. "Latchkey" children are at risk for accidents and abuse by other childrenand adults. At present, only slightly more than 100 of the 15,000 public school sys-tems nationwide provide some sort of child care during before and after schoolhours.
NACo supports measures currently before the Congress which would authorize amodest sum of money to increase the availability of after- school child care programsin schools and other community facilities. NACo supports the bill passed by theHouse which requires projects to have sliding fees for low-income families.Use of public school facilities as child care sites may .benefit the many workingparents who cannot leave their jobs during the day to accompany their childrenfrom school to child care facilities. The School Facilities Child Care Act will help toprovide a continuum of child care services for children age 5-13.

Child care information referral
NACo also supports the House-passed legislation which would authorize funds tolocal agencies to establish and operate community based information and referralcenters. Without information and referral services, families are often unaware of
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the child care options that are available to them and suitable to their needs. NACo

hopes that Congress will move toward final enactment of this legislation.

Adolescent parents
During the past year, NACo's human services steering committee, which I chair,

chose to concentrate primarily on child and far issues. County officials partici-

pating in our meetings and two symposiums on children indentified teenage preg-

nancy and adolescent parenting as an issue of major concentration. We feel that

child care policies and programs need to make special efforts for this group that is

growing alarmingly. We recommend an intensive social services approach, that com-

bines child care with job training or continuing education for the young parent. Our

members find that there is a special need for child care resources for infants, not

only for these young parents, but across the board.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Before we go to questioning, I would like to recognize the pres-

ence of three additional members of the committee, Congressman
Dan Marriott of Utah, ranking minority member; Congresswoman

Nancy Johnson of Connecticut; and Congressman McKernan of

Maine.
If any of you have an opening statement, we would be happy to

receive it at this moment, if you would like.
Mr. MAmuorr. I would like to submit my opening statement for

the record and will not belabor the issue.
CHAIRMAN MILLER. Thank you.
[Opening statement of Congressman Dan Marriott follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAN MARRIOTT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF UTAH

Good morning and welcome to all of our witnesses. These are ambitious hear-

ingsa reflection of the important task policy makers face in formulating effective

policies that support families in their chilsi
Much of this committee's discussion has focused on the need for care and some of

the issues involved in providing group and centerbased care and group family day

care. We know that the majority of care is provided by other family members. We
recognize the importance of ensuring options for families.

Most importantly, today we will look to a topic that should be foremost in every-

one's minds what is the effect of day care on children? Only by knowing that can

we begin to develop those .policies that Lest support the needs of our nation's fami-

lies and their children. This morning's third panel will provide us with valuable in-

formation as we try to answer this vital question.
Because of the very nature of this committee, we must address the question of

federal involvement in day care. This discussion, in the proper context, must face

the reality of government deficits. We can neither ignore deficits, nor wish them

away; we mua. take them into account in all our discussions of policy making.

We must work in partnership with state and local governments and employers.

Today we will hear from Governor Kean of the National Governors Association,

Mayor Cooke of the Conference of Mayors, State Representative Moron's, of the Na-

tional Conference of State Legislators, and Commissioner Ahrens of the National

Association of Counties as they address child care policy making from their vantage

point.
One of the most important players in this discussion is the employer. And, over

the next two days we plan to hear from the White House Office of Private Sector

Initiatives about their work with the business community, and from Professor

Deanna Tate of Texas Women's University. I have reviewed Professor Tate's testi-

mony and am pleased with impressive cost-benefit analyses she provides in looking

at the bottom-line for employers. We need to get the word out to employers that day

care assistance is good business policy.
Further, much of this committee's discussion is often narrowed to a cut-and-dried

discussion of children with all parents in paid employment outside the home. When

rather, our discussion should be made in the broadest context of family choices. To-

morrow's testimony from Joseph Piccione, of the Child and Family Protection Insti-

tute, alerts policy makers to look to all the choices families can make; look to all the

choices for policycredits and exemptionsand see how those pieces fit together as
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public policy. A look at general tax policy on the family is long overdue when cred-
its for specific families Overshadow basic exemptions fc- all families.

So it is in this frameworkensuring the best interest of children, recognizing the
need for partnership, and recognizing the importance of family choice and the
impact of our policies on those choices that we continue with this committee's day
care initiative. Again, welcome to all the witnesses.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I would like to commend you for convening the'
hearings. This is an area where we have an opportunity to prov
leadership that is badly needed in all of our cities and towns It is a
pleasure to welcome all of the witnesses here today.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to commend you on having these lengthy hearings

today and tomorrow, because if we are serious abort economic
equity for women, we have to be sure that the necessary child care
services are available

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. I would like to put a couple of questions to

the panel that relate to subjects each member has already touched
on.

There was an agreed-upon concern and interest by both sides of
the committee when we started the hearings, to try and determine
the extent to which child care could be a tool to help us put people
to work, train people, help people who suffered economic disloca-
tion to receive training or education, to go back to work and take
entry-level jobs.

You represent the levels of government that have to carry out
whatever initiatives we have to put people back to work, to admin-
ister job training and other various programs.

Could you tell us whether or not child care has in fact provided
help in getting people to step out of public assistance in some cases,
to take these jobs, or to receive training?

Commissioner Ahrens, have you found that AFDC recipients
take jobs where care isn't available? What are the results of some
of your efforts, Ms. Maroney?

Ir Detroit, there was an effort undertaken to provide child care
through the emergency jobs bill. We don't quite know what hap-
pened in those efforts.

Ms. MARONEY. From my own experience, these initiatives are so
recent, I have no specific response to that question, but the staff
can very easily recontact each of these States and get that data,
and I will be happy to supply it to you.

[The information follows:]
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Mr. Chairman:

While NCSL does not have national statistics in this area, we do have information

from the State of Ohio that I believe mirrors the national experience for single

mothers. Senator Neal F. Zimmers, Assistant Minority Leader in the Ohio Senate,

convened and chaired a task force to look at the special problems faced ty single

mothers in Ohio. The summary report of the Ohio Senate Task Force on Women Single

Heads of Households was released January 11, 1985. Approximately 145 women testified at

the task force hearings and an additional
3,000 women single heads of households and

300 agency personell responded to a
supplemental questionnaire sent out by the task

force. According to testimony received by the task force, child care costs reduced

the incomes of these single mothers by 12-50 percent. The two major barriers to finding

work outside the home cited by hearing participants were: (1) the lack of access to

quality child care with flexible hours; and (2) the high cost of child cart. Many of

the women expressed the desire to either
work outside the home or to obtain additional

training to better their chances for employment, but found that the lack of .

child care or the inability to receive or qualify for subsidized child care prevented

them from doing so. I have submitted for inclusion in the record brief highlights of

the Ohio report and Senator Zimmer's press
release on the task force activities and

report.
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MN THE OFFICE OF STATE SENATOR SLAL I. MMUS, JR.

FOR 1114ED1ATE RELEASE
ODSTACT: GAEL O'BRIEN 614-466-6247

MIKE SCULLY 614-466-4822

COLUMSUS, JANUARY 11. 1965
-- Senator Neal F. limners, Jr., chair of the Ohio

Senate Task Force on Women Sinele Heads of
Huuseholds, today released the 174-page

report of the ten -month inestig..tien.
Thu report includes 160 findings and 142

recommendations for pov..ible federal, state and private sector initiatives to

remove obstacles hampering the potential of women and their families.

"Many women heading families told the task force that for them the Amerimn
Dream was a nightmare that held no hope," said Zimmers. "This task force report

should signal hope. The findings document the problems facing mothers and their

Children in Ohio and the recommendations
propose to addldas these problems.

"1 will seek the support of
my colleagues in the General Assembly to turn

these recommendations into public policy and law."

limners said he plans to introduce legislation
responding to many of the state

recommendations in January and will meet with members of the Ohio Congressional.

delegation to discuss federal concerns.

According to 1934 census data cited in the report, about one -third of

fnnilies headed by a woman in Ohio live in poverty and 57» of children living in

a family headed by a wonan arc in poverty.
One out of seven familiss in Ohio is

headed by a wman.
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"::amen headin4 families tuts serious
economic barriers." said Senator Eirners.

"The+ are more than twice as likely to be unemployed as men and they earn about

.0' less than the median income of a two-parent family.

"Inadequate or unaffordable day care.
lack of access to job training procrans

leading to jobs with a future, and
the inability to afford health Insurance are

obstacles that crap too man!. women in poverty."

Approximately 145 people -- prinarily women single heads of households --

testified at task force hearings in Columbus. Dayton. LancasterfAchens, Cleveland.

Youngstown. and Toledo between July and October.

To supplement the hearings. agency and individual questionnaires were

distributed.
Approximately 3.000 women single heads of households and 300 agencies,

returned completed questionnaires to Senator Zimmers' office.

Excerpts of facts and recommendations
proposed in the report

are enclosed.
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11cHlICH1S OF 1HF al.NATE 1Asr. FORtr RrPOR7 ON 'WOMEN SInGLL HEADS Or HOlc.HOLDS

Resolution creating Task Force Intro:limed February 21, 1984

Six hearings held: Columbus (Jul 10). Dayton (September 13). Lancaster/Ath-ms
(September 18), Cleveland (September 25),

voungstown (September 26). and Toledo(October 1)

*Approsimately 120 of the 1%5 te%ilfying were women who were
single heads of households -- others generally rerresented
agencies.

gaestionnalresi 3,000 from individual women single heads of households and 300from agencies and organizations were
returned ta chair's office and supplemented

hearing information.

Excerpts of Report Information

9.9 million single female heads of
households in U.S. (March 1984 census) of whichmore than 6 million have children 18 years and younger.

In Ohio. the number of single
women heading families with children under 18 rose607 from 1970 (142,000) to 1980 (227,272).

Between 1980 and 1984. the number
increased about 67.000, which means that on average in Ohio about 46 women becoaesingle heads of households with dependent

children each day.

73% of women single heads of households
with dependent children are divorced orseparated, about 16' have never been married, and 9% are widowed (Ohio 1984 census).

On LIL of seven families in Ohio is headed by a woman.

Approximately 50Z of the 472,000 Ohio children in families headed by a woman werebelow poverty and nearly 7 out of 10
children under three years in female-headedfamilies were poor.

Four out of every ten black families
in Ohio is heeded by a woman. Between1970-80, the number of black women single heads of households In Ohio nearlydoubled.

Nearly 60Z of all blacl. women single head
of household families were below the

p.verty line in 1980 corpared to nearly 407 of white fenale-headed families.
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1980 1984

Unitid S: :c.

19841980

Two Parent 4.97, 3.6.7. 5.32 7.6%

WSH1i.
29.8Z 32.42 30.2% 36.0%

Children"' 11- 19.27 16.4% 22.2X

Chi.,.ren in liShIl

iamilice" 49.1- 53Z 48.62 53.47

' (Source: 04in Oa:., saltet. and U.S. C..nsuc hureau statistics base*: on

previous year's ic.1:me)

" USHH Voman single heaa ol nousehold

"' Children Children under 18 yeArs .

Four out of 10 wren sincle heads of households in Ohio depended on ADC for some of

their income.

Fell over SOT of sonen single heads of households with children under 18 earned less

than 810,100 a yd'ar -- with the redian
income being 88,000 -- and only 142 earned

more tnan $20,000.

For women single heads of households with
dependent children under 18 in Ohio, the

average family income for those .ho didn't graduate from high school was $6,257; S11,S31

for those with a hig school diploma. and $20,758 for those with four or more years

of college.

As of September 1984, more than $700 million of accumulated unpaid child support

obligations are owed in Ohio -- more than $400 million are owed to ADC recipients.

Between 1978-82. Ohio's child suppart enforcement
caseload nearly doubled (U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services).

%omen maintaininA families are more than twice as likely to be unemployed than men.

-.-re earn approxim:te:1 40- ics_ than the .0.:Ar. income of a two-parent family; they

are five times more likely to live in povettl than families with two parents -- one

oat of three families headed b1 a woman was in povert-, compared to one out of 16

married co-plc families (1981 census data).

f'-.en comprised 48Z or the Ohio workforce in 1980. Median earnings for women who

, full-time year round is $10,647 compared to $18,784 for men.

Joint Partnership Training Act (effective October
1983) replaces the Comprehensive

Emplonen: Traiiri Act ho: at a fraction of CrTA's funds.

in to 193,, 9: snetrs enrolling in traditional nal. vocational courses

..r, -- to ; ,,r't ,3nAed .!nce , 19;3-79 hurve .

21 t, 2.. 2 ' .111111.12 o

: ! tl.. ,e1 e -.no te- mate,.
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it tir..teJ that SLOB in thiid
care sule.idy saves $.1.00 in welfare servItesexpenditure (Children's Defense Fund-Ohio).

According to testicon; at tasl. force
hearings, day care costs reduced women singleheads of households' incases by between 127-502.

One in five pregnant wonen in Ohio and one in three non-white
wonen do not receiveprenatal care until after the first three months of prennanct.

:,1.th;ur Xedicald, 8 out t.hitiree poJert, oe temp:eta:,uninsured (Cnildren's Defense Fund-Ohio).

Voile 687 of all Ohio households
owned their own home in 1980, only 387 of wcmensiniae heads of households with

children under 18 owned their living quartets. In1934, the percentage of women single heads of households
owning their homes droppedto 28Z while the percentage of Ohio

households remained virtually the same.

167 of women single heads of
ousehoids 1.; 1934 lived in public housing pro!,ecrs.

!;omen single heads of households and their families
represent 45% of all householdswith housing needs (1984, Ohio

Housing Needs and Action Plan).

Toe ADC program is funded at less
than half of what the Ohio Department of HumanServices has determined is the minimum subsistence level.

According t, testimony, food
stamps do not last for the entire month; therefore,any reductions In their allocation

-- as a result of federal budget cuts or as aresult of a single parent receiving a grant to attend college,
etc. -- have adetrimental impact on single parent families.

FILMED FROM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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MS. AHRENS. I would say that it is very clear to us that if a
family is going to be worse off by going to work than by remaining
on public assistance, they clearly will not go to work, and that is
generally what is happening.

I think at least in our community, and across the country, the
disincentives that are in the current title N, with $160 a month,
will cost a family, if they move off of public assistance and into the
work sector, if they have small children. You cannot get day care
for $160 and they pay part of what they earn to supply the day
care, and that, coupled with the fact that the work allowance is
very inadequate, simply discourages people from moving off.

They also put their children in jeopardy, because they may well

lose their health benefits. This has been modified, thankfully,
under the current legislation, which will improve that situation,
but unless something is done about that $160 a month, pople are
not going to take the risks and move.

Mr. COOKE. In my own community, for instance, I have witnessed
working mothers who must cease work once the cost of day care
goes up. They have not had ways of meeting the increased costs
with the stipend that they have received.

I would have to back up Commissioner Ahrens on the problem of
working. As kng as individuals are in a position to receive a little
bit more subEidies as opposed to going out to work, they are not ;-

going to work.
The opportunities for jobs ought to be there, dud jobs that people

can handle.
The second part is very simply the fact that last evening, I am

not sure how many people saw it, Mr. Anthony's Governor was one
of the leading forces in the ABC-TV special last night on educa-
i,ion. Over and over again, the message was rather clear: If we
don't save our schools in order to save our children and our coun-
try, it is all going to be for naught. --

What I am basically attempting to say is that over and over
again, it has been proven that young people can learn prior to
going to school. The opportunities ought to be there With this very
high-tech era that we are in now in order to SuPport.thd..philosophy
of providing sound day care facilities and programming.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. I am sure that unfortunately
much of the recent coverage and attention given to the day care
issue is now being raised by some rather tragic events that have
taken place in my own State, in New York, and elsewhere.

Ought there be Federal regulation of the day care sector, private
and public? Each of you have suggested that the title XX moneys
ought to be increased with no further set-aside.

One of the questions we have got to ask, and you represent local
government, is what it is that we can expect if we are going to con-
tinue to put Federal taxpayer dollars into this system. How do we

ensure increased scrutiny by local government.
California is trying fingerprinting, licensing and background

checks, and New York just signed such a bill, as did South Caroli-

na. There is a national outrage and concern. I am not asking you
to speak for your organizations, but I sin interested in your views.

We may soon set some Federal standards, which at the moment I
am opposed to, and you may find yourselves administering them.
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As calls come to liberalize the disregard, make the credit refund-able and increase title XX funds, we are talking about a very sub-stantial amount of money. Yet we have a national concern that isbeing echoed in the popular media about these systems. In myState people say we visit providers once every 3, 4 years, and inother States, it is less frequent than-that.
It is a question that this committee has got to ask of a number ofwitnesses that come before this panel in the next 2 days.Mr. COOKE. Mr. Chairman, I will be among the first to tell youthat I certainly do .not have a problem with the guidelines that youmay be interested in with reference to the accountability.With other Federal funds coming in now, and with the Statefunds coming in now, the city cooperates very fully with the day-to-day administration of those funds.

As a matter of fact, I utilize a lot of our people to do the followupand monitoring that the Federal Government doesn't provide themoney for. We need to establish facilities and pay for the trainingof professionals.
Since the publicity of increasing child abuse, the State of NewJersey is looking even more sharplyunder a microscope I mightaddwith reference to background checks and the qualifications ofpeople who are going into day care centers as professionals.We welcome your assistance, and we welcome any kind of re-quirements within reason, as long as we have the resources to es-tablish the facilities.
Ms. AHRENS. I know the Federal Government sets standards forfoster care, and maybe they could for day care. In my State, wehave very strong and careful standards for our day care facilities.It is important to keep some of this in perspective. When youhave a large, growing system, you are going to have abuses. I don'tknow that this can be avoided, even when there are standards.We must keep the issue of abuse in some perspective, and thevast majority of abuse in this country occurs in the home.Ms. MARONEY. One of the ways Delaware has tried to address Theproblem is to establish training programs for those individuals whoare interested in establishing child cafe facilities. We have a largerural population in our small State, and have afforded the localpeople to keep poor children in their own homes.However, we do feel, and we also have stricthowever, they areminimalstandards, for these day care homes. One of the concernsthat has been- expressed over time is that if the Federal Govern-ment were to initiate strict standards for licensing, that it wouldsimply drive the whole issue underground.There has been indications in States where they have had toostrict standards that this is exactly what is happening. It should beleft up to the local jurisdictions and caveat tempter.Earlier this spring, a forum was convened sponsored by the newDepartment of Children in conjunction with the alliance of busi-ness and the Delaware State Chamber of Commerce to discusschild care.

A small business firm in Philadelphia has opened its doorsaround having a child care facility as its cornerstone, and theyhave great faith the business will improve and continue to grow;however, the cost of maintaining the Cadillac version of a child
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care facility is $115 a week, and that is really the major problem

that all of us need to address.
How can we provide as close to the Cadillac model that currently

costs $115 a and make that quality affordable?
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Marriott.
Mr. Mmuuarr. I have enjoyed the testimony of the witnesses and

appreciate very much your being here. And I have just a couple of

questions.
The first question, to all of the members of the panel, has to do

with getting people off AFDC and in the work force, which tends to

be a priority of about everybody, I suppose.
The question is whether day care facilities for people on AFDC,

will indeed work at all unless it is accompanied by a very intelli-

gent, workable training program.
As long as you are going to have people go off AFDC onto mini-

mum wage jobs, how would a day care program be effective?
What are the needs for coupling a reasonable training program

to get women into better paying jobs, with providing assistance' to

people on AFDC?
Ms. MARONEY. In Delaware, we have combined the Job Training

Partnership Act funds for low-income minority youth in the cities,

but reserved a number of slots for women currently on AFDC.

Our problem really is that for AFDC families, there are not

enough slots.
Mr. MARRIOTT. One point, I have been talking * * talking to a

number of people out in the world, the marketplace. I am not get-

ting a lot of good vibes about the Job Training Partnership Act,
that it is training them for minimum- wage jobs and nothing else.

How effective is the Job Training Partnership Act for some of

these people?
Ms. MARONEY. We have a strong coalition that exists between

our Delaware Technical and Community College. Again, because

our State is 600,000 people, we practically know everybody by first

name, but because of that size, we can tend to be a model for other

States, and we have attempted to have the college identify those

jobs in the marketplace, and specifically gear that training for that

specific job.
And that has been extremely workable.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you.
Mr. COOKE. Mr. Marriott, first of all, I share your concerns about

that, and I certainly am aware of the fact that part of the problem

is trying to train people for minimum wage jobs, which da not exist

in many of the areas where the people are living who need the

jobs. The expanded use of transportation funds which have helped

to develop the super-highways outside of the urban areas and the
fact that many of thejobs that were at one time in urban areas are

now located in other areas not serviced by mass transit facilities

makes it difficult for people to look for minimum wage jobs in their

communities.
So, in terms of trying to expand the opportunities for individuals,

I think we are going to have to look beyond the short-term, and
perhaps give some real serious consideration to changing some of

the requirements for AFDC recipients, as well as other people'who
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are in need of welfare. We must stop forcing the splitting up offamilies simply because people need help.That has been one of the most detrimental side-effects to peoplebeing on AFDC and other individuals receiving social services bene-fits, so Congress is going to have to think in terms of nationalizingwelfare, to eliminate the restriciton of forcing the husbands out ofthe family and leaving children without fathers.And third, we must stop discouraging any efforts of self-helpsimply because people face the threat of losing the small stipendthat they are getting now under AFDC.
With 'reference to job opportunities, we basically lost control, andI am not sure whether the locals have as much control over the jobtraining efforts as we did under the old CETA Program,It was a lot more flex ,le and more realistic with the CETA Pro-gram.
Ms. AHRENS. I think we found, in my county, that WIN doeswork, but the problem is we have twice as many women who wantto get into WIN as we have money to allow that to happen, and itbecomes rather selective:
It is easier to involve women who do not have child care needsbecause we don't have the money to provide the child care need, sothat is one issue with respect to WIN.
The JTPA Program, it tends not to do a very good job in terms ofnumbers with our public assistance recipients, particularly thosethat need day care, because 30 percent of that money is set asidefor administrative and support services.
Fifteen percent goes into support services, which competes withother needs, and so you have's. very small amount that can be usedfor day care services to allow women into that program. That is areal problem, and we don't have very many women's needs, and wedon't have very many mothers' needs being, addressed, as a conse-quence.
Mr. MAnniarr. Mr. Cooke, you said more incentives should begiven to start up and operate day care for schdol-aged kids. Wouldyou be more specific in terms of what specific incentives you thinkshould be there?
Mr. COOKE. Thank you.
Some of the incentives that must tale place: We have to providea better salary for the individuals in charge of programming effortsand have funds available for the use of facilities.One of the things a lot of boards of education could use todaywould be some extra funds, as has been mentioned by my colleaguehere, for the extended use of school facilities. We want to be able toutilize buildings already in existence so that additional funds cango into service delivery. If we could have those funds directed tothe various local school districts to expand the day care operations,perhaps from morning until afternoon working hours for those whoneed it, then perhaps we could also utilize our vocational schot,'As toprovide adequate training for our parents who need additionaltraining to get into the job field.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you.
Ms. MARONEY. I talked last evening with a group of administra-tors from the school. They are extraordinarily resistant to expand-ing any facilities to the public. They feel that they have an enor-
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mous challenge under the new education for leadership and some
of the other challenges that each of the State legislatures have put
down before them;

So I feel, that again, it .is a very important tool for the Federal
Congress to use to stimulate, if you will, in the most positive sense,
and to encourage the schools, 'the administrators of-the schools to
think of them as their own personal purview, to share those facili-

ties.
In some of the'smaller private schools, they are doing that You

can do that with the independent schools, but to move .the: public
school systems, even in as small" a State as ours, is a garkantuan
task.

Chairman MILLER. Congresswomanlioxer.
Mrs. BOXER. You are the people who are close to the problem. I

spent 6 years in local government, 'and you really do see it far
more clearly than we do here in Wailhington. I would like to thank
Mayor Cooke for some of the statistic's he gave us.

,

Title XX has increased 8 percent since 1978, although costs have

gone up 79 percent, which indicates a shrihking role of the Federal
Government in this whole 'area of child care for those in nee& in

our country.
Would you agree with that assessment, that there 'has-actually

been a shrinking role due to inflatiorif-
Mr. CooKE. That goes 'without saying, and thank you very muthi

That goes without saying, that there has been a shrinking:because
of inflation, and a lot of otherthilig. I don't mean `to imply that
we shouldn't think about a strong defense. Many or us are yeri,i3a-
triotic and feel we should be strong hi the world market.

Our country is strong because of its people, and if our peOple do

not feel good about themselves, they are going. tO find it a little
ficult to feel good about our country.

Our strongest defense happens to be our people, and I belieye if
we start saving them at-an early age, as opposed to trying to repa-
triate them at a later age, it is ,inuch to our beteflt: .

For instance, we spend a lot of time arguing back and forth
about whether or not we should spend $5,000 to.$6,000..to educate a
youngster in the private schools and later" on, so he an take his
place and progress. It.costs $15,000 to $20,000 a yeat to incarcerate
someone and that is without training.

Our philosophical beliefs will have to change before it gets to the
point where we have to do some, rehabilitation.

Mrs. BOXER. On the issue of need, Mr. Anthony stated there was
really a need for child care. I thought that had been established
quite some time ago, certainly in our field hearings. .

What do you people see as the need? Do you see parents bringing
their children into child care because they want to have leisure
time, a tennis date, because they want to go to the,hairdresser,
are they using them,because they want to keep the family together-
and need to feed the kids?

We have to talk about that, since at least-one of: my colleagues
has stated a doubt that there is a need. So from your perspective,

are the participants women and 'men who need this desperately in
order to keep themselves together as a family unit?
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Ms. AHRENS. Those who want to go to the hairdresser's or bridgeor whatever, I guess are not being addressed in any of the thingsthat we are saying, because they can afford it and they can pay forit, and I am sure they can find it someplace.
It is very clear that people who use our licensed day care homes,who use our day care centers are using them because they have toearn a living, and the only way that they can do that is to havesome adequate care for their children.
There is no issue there for me. As I look at my community, thereis no issue there. The area in which we find the greatest need atthis moment is in the area of infant care. We simply do not haveadequate care for infants, and that is a nationwide problem.Ms. MARONEY. I agree. There are plenty of social opportunitiesfor women who like to play tennis to bring the kids along. Kids arejust literally everywhere, in hairdressing salons and wherever theadults are.
The biggest challenge is to create some kind of awareness on thepart of business that women really need to work. In our own State,the Du Port Co. is one of the major employers, it is a fait accomplithat you must have your children taken care of before you caneven apply for a job. That was a year ago.
They are now listening to some littls tax perks that we havebeen discussing. When you talk about tax incentives, then they dodevelop a great deal of interest, but I think that the argumentneeds to be made succinctly to the business community, that thereis an investment in women, in their education, and in their train-ing on the job.
There has to be a great deal of flexibility built into two-parentworking situations, flexibility that our society has not really beenwilling to address, but certainly there has to be some pressure putthere, and I guess how that skill is going to be balanced is going tobe a very delicate one.
Mrs. BOXER. One last question, I don't agree with the chairmanthat we should not have Federal regulation in this whole arena;but at the same time, I would not support such regulation unlessthere were increased funds to go along with such regulations.If we were to have Federal regulation which spoke to enforce-ment, the training of the people we hired, and it were accompaniedby increased funding to pay these people more than we pay zoo-keepers, and we pay zookeepers more than we pay child care andadult care providers, if we were to do that, do you think local gov-ernment could support it?

Mr. COOKE. I would lead the pack in doing that. I have had daycare supporters picketing city hall simply because we had to abideby Federal regulations under our community development blockgrant fundshow much could go to community health care serv-ices as opposed to how much should be going in bricks and mortar.We have been under pressure from the Feds to cut back on taesocial services and improve the bricks and mortar, and it is not agood feeling having children in mothers' arms and walking aroundbeing pulled along by the hand saying, "Mayor Cooke, we needsome men,: L'iay care facilities, save our teachers, do this and dothat."
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There is no way we can continue doing the job without having
the resources. Within reason, we understand that some regulatory
measures are necessary, but give us the resources.

We will manage those resources, and if we don't, well then, you
stop giving us the money, but give us the opportunity to make
those decisions because all of the city halls across the Nation are
the places where the buck stops.

They know, generally, about the Federal Government and its
support and thrust, but it is usually the city halls where people
usually gather to say, we need some help; and Mr. Chairman, Con-

gresswoman Boxer, we need your help.
Mrs. BOXER. These are all the questions I have, and I remember

those same picket lines when I was in local government, and that
is why I am in great sympathy with the panel when we cut pro-

grams.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Coats.
Mr. COATS. I think all of us in this room share the same goal, and

that is, improving the quality of life for our children and other
children throughout the country. I have large question marks in
my mind and grave concerns about whether or not children will re-

ceive the best quality care if they are removed from the parents,
particularly at an early age, and placed in a child care situation.

I am just not convinced that a child care center or ailY other
child care provider can offer the same kind of sustained, close,
loving relationship that a parent can. 1 recognize that many moth;
ers have no choice. Because of changing social trends, demograph-
ics and a number of other reasons, such as increases in divorces,
many are put in a situation where they have absolutely no other

choice.
Has the Conference of Mayors and Association of Cities and

Towns and Counties, and the groups that you represent, studied
this question: In addition to looking at ways to improve 'and in-
crease and facilitate child care, particularly among infants, did you
also look at ways in which we can reduce the need for infant child

care?
Are there things that we can do in cooperation with the govern-

ment and private industry, to reduce the need? The need for child

care is growing, and we accept that fact and will have to make pro-
visions for it.

It concerns me that questions are not being asked; what are the
causes? If we buy the argument that the best care a child can re-
ceive in most instances is care from its mother, its parents, if we

accept that premise, shouldn't we be looking' at ways to encourage
or help that parent stay at home? This may be a radical suggestion
for a Republican, but maybe we shouldn't be seeking to move
mothers off of welfare into the job rolls when their children are 6

and 12 and 18 months of age.
Maybe we ought to be looking at increased AFDC payments in

order to keep that mother home. Certainly, we ought to be looking
at more job opportunities for the primary wage earner, so both par-
ents are not thrown out of work.

We should be looking at a number of other options in terms of

keeping inflation down, improving the tax position, tax reforms,
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and encouraging home-based industry, so if the mother wants tostay home, she can.
Can you give me some informaton about what you eiscussed inyour conferences?
Ms. AHRENS. I will address your comments. What you have doneis go back to what was originally intended when AFDC was firstenacted, to allow mothers to stay home with their children, andthat is precisely the philosophy under which that part of the SocialSecurity Act was enacted.

What has happened is that the AFDC has been, in fact, so inad-equate, across the country, and even in the better States, that itlocks families into poverty.
In order to break out of that, the parent simply has to try tomove off and get a job that will pay at least enough to be of finan-cial benefit to them.
Mr. COATS. Is that possible? Is it possible for a mother with a lim-ited education, limited job skills to take or to find a skilled positionthat will pay her a sufficient amount of money to pay for qualitychild care and improve her standard of living at the same time?Is that in most instances possible?
Ms. AHRENS. It depends on whether a job is available that has awage that would increase her income. In many instances, that isnot true, particularly with the disincentives that have been builtinto the program.
Mr. COATS. In a lot of instances, it is because the mother doesn'thave the skills to meet the job.
Ms. AHRENS. Correct.
Mr. COATS. It is not a lack of jobs, but a lack of the right skills tofill the new technology-oriented jobs that are available. We have ashortage of labor in some areas, and a surplus in others, and it is amatter of the right skills.
Ms. AHREM. That is one of the reasons that NACo has supportedincreased appropriations in the WIN area. We are so limited inthat, that so few women can take advantage of it. That is theirstepping stone to a decent job.
Mr. COOKE. Congressman, what you just proposed, wouldn't thatbe one of the practical reasons to support increased funding andthe expansion of day care centers? Maybe a part of the problem isthe fact that the mother who sits home all day with no skills, thosesame attitudes and philosophy will ultimately rub offon the young-sters whom we are trying to save to break the cycle?Mr. COATS. Well, if you are talking about intellectual skills, thatmay be true. I am talking about emotional development. I am talk-ing about the need for bonding, love, for a warm relationship, thatfrankly is easier for a mother to give her own child than for themto receive in an institution, where we find staff ratios extremelyhigh between provider and recipient, where turnover is high, and achild doesn't get the continuous, sustained warm, loving relation-ship.

That type of relationship is almost impossible to find in a childcare situation, particularly for young infants, where I think theneed is greatest.
I only suggested the AFDC question as one of a number of initia-tives that perhaps we ought to be looking at. Maybe we ought t- be
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out there with a red flag saying, before you get that divorce, think

a little bit snore about what the affects are on the children.
Look at the emotionally crippling damage that is occurring to

children whc are without both parents or without any parents for a

great deal of the day. Look at what Dr. Braze lton and some of the

experts are saying.
I don't want you to think I believe everything is idyllic, and

mothers can stay home. I want to raise these warnings.
Mr. COOKE. If I may, Mr. Chairman, and Congressman, I under-

stand what you are saying and all of us do.
First of all, many of the individuals who would have need of day

care services come from one-parent homes, period. There are no fa-

thers that are known to the general public. There may be a father

that is known to the mother. They have never been married.

They won't get married, and even if they did, there is not the
philosophical capacity to relate to what you just said, because they

were not brought up that way. Somebody had a baby because they

felt that they wanted to have sex at some point in time, and a baby

came.
It could be a child mother, as many of them often are. They are

frustrated because at some point they didn't find what they wanted

in public school.
Last night, it was a good program. What we are saying today

really is that as much as we all would like to have everything be as

sweet as apple pie and motherhood, in the South Bronx, in Essex

County where East Orange is located, and certain parts in all 50

States, that we are all concerned about,you will find that all of the

philosophical things we would like to have happen with regard to
motherhood and apple pie doesn't happen.

Mr. COATS. Mr. Mayor, what are we doing to try to reduce the

incidents of that? Are we doing anything to address the root cause

of the problem, or simply accepting the fact?
Huw can we reach out to help these young women not get into

this situation of being unmarried mothers? I don't want to accept
that there is nothing we can do, so we have to provide child care.

Mr. CooxE. That is what I said a little earlier, by the fact that

y :1 posed the question constitutes the needs for us to do some-
thing. That is what we are doing right now. If we can save young

people before Viey get to the point of becoming single mothers, and
frustrated, an then we are doing what we are supposed to do to

break the cyclo you are concerned about. if we can save the chil-

dren, so they won't gro--.; up with the same philosophy that their

parents have, not be able to handle a job because they don't have

the skills, then we are doing something.
That is why the day care centers must exist, because the love

that you speak of isn't I are from the natural mother. I don't mean

to imply that they find it all in the day care centers, but sometimes

they learn how to live with each other a little better.
They have a few higher aspirations because they are exposed to

other people and they don't see the doom and gloom that is in-

volved in a dark apartment sometimes.
Chairman MILLER. The gentleman's time has expired.
Congressman Rowland.
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Mr. ROWLAND. You raise some complex questions. Most'ainglehouseholds are headed by females, and most get custody of the chiledren in divorce situations, and they are left to look at them duringthe week, while the male has them on the weekends, and unlessthat person is able to command a rather high salary, has difficultyin placing the children in a day care center to work, so it is .cer-tainly a problem for the female.
Females make less money than males, generally speaking. It is adifficult situation. I want to focus a little bit on the quality of care.We have been talking mostly about quantity of care, expanding'daycare centers, improVing centers.
You people are located mostly at the local level. DO you see childabuse in centers being very much of a problem? If you do see itbeing very much a problem, how should we deal with it?Should the Federal Government get molt involved? What aboutlicensure of these day care centers? Should there be more severepenalties? Could you give me very briefy some answers to thosequestions?

Ms. MARONEY. I think that public outcry was demonstrated inthe instances where abuse has taken place, and I think that thecourts are addressing those issues. The great tragedy in Reno ofthe abuse within the Montesrori school system, the kind of damagethat that does to a well-respected school, is incalculable.There is a problem between protecting people's constitutionalrights to privacy. There are people in my own State who wantpeople who come in outside the borders, and we have three veryclose by, to be fingerprinted, have a background FBI check run onthem.
I am not certain that society is really ready to do that kind ofthing, but adequate training, by enough people, parents need to beinvolved.
In those day care centers in California, if parents really came inand watched the process, just as we are all encouraged to come inand sit in on the child's cleisk oom, it is up to the parents to takethat responsibility.
Many parents feelwe have the first mandatory kindergartenlaw in the State, children 5 years of age now m Andatorily will go toschool.
Lots of families didn't approve. We felt in the legislature thatthere was greater tenefit to come out of that. I agree on the qual-ity
Again, local standard' must be the mandate to see that that iscarried out.
Mr. ROWLAND. Do you believe that the courts should be allowedto deal with the problem no,, and nothing additional should bedone?
Ms. MARONEY. No, I an talking about those that have alreadybeen established. I think, howeverexcuse me, let somebody elsehave a moment.
MS. AHRENS. If I could comment while you refresh yourself, asthe issue has focused on abuse that is occurring in a. few of the daycare centers across the country, and in an area which is bound toexpand, we are also bound to get these kinds of problems.
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It might be useful, and this is just off the top of my head, to have

the Federal Government serve a communication purpose in terms

of some sort of national register that States could look at before

they license facilities to see whether the license of these facilities

or the personnel involved has pulled by some other State.

Right now, if a provider whose license has been pulled' by,the
court for a criminal process, moved across the country and opened

up a day care center, the State would have no way. of judging the

background.
That kind of thing might be helpful.
Mr. ROWLAND. In a State which I believe now licenses most of

these day care centers, and they are found to have a situation
where there is child abuse, should there be more strict standards of

removing the license and terminating that facility from the States'
standpoint, from what we now have?,

Mr. COOKE. I think you would find that the responsible people at

all levels of government, simply because of public pressure, would

take action to make sure that people are in compliance.
If that is not the case, ultimately, Congress, the funding fathers,

would have the opportunity to remove the funds, shut the oper-

ation down.
City halls are the places where people usually come to you and

scream. If they knowwe are not doing it, we will get our coattails

pulled.
Mr. ROWLAND. Are you satisfied that that is now taking place?

Mr. COOKE. I feel that it is, Congressman. I feel that the media

and the public generally take the negatives and blow them out of
proportion or use them to serve as an example for what is supposed

to be happening, but not really happening. There are so many good

things that are taking place because of the funding that Congresi

has provided for programs in the past that have not gt been fully
explained to the people.

I believe that we can do it.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I want to call the attention of the panelists and

my colleagues to legislation I submitted just before the last recess.

I spent 8 months researching this bill and Halve been in extensive
contact with State and national welfare directors, seeking to take a

more holistic approach to the problem of low income. Much of your

testimony has evidenced an effort to use JTPA resources and other

funds, but you have been frustrated by the absence of resources.

My bill pilots 10 projects in the Nation which provide day care

moneys. It addresses the issue that 60 percent of our welfare moth-

ers have not completed their high school education, and it requires

a welfare mothers participation at half time, not full time, in com-
pleting her education by attending community college and getting

the kind of training which will provide her with a job and the
upward mobility that is required to support a growing family of

one or more children.
And as the age of the children increases, so do the, costs. I am

interested in fostering self-sufficient individuals, and to reach this
goal we have to do a better job at integrating moneys--edudation
dollars, welfare systems, JTPAall of the other measures that
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have been introdmed and put in place at the local and the Federallevel.
What I would like to know is, you may not have iiiTOrmationabout this, and that is just fine, tell me if you don't. I chaired a 6-month oversight study of day care in Connecticut, so I have somebackground. In your work, in the different areas where your expe-rien lies, have you been able to document or develop any sense ofhow many children there are in unlicensed day care settings? Howmany children are being served, but outside of the publicly ac-knowledged licensed system? .

Mr. COOKE. I don't have those statistics with me, but we can getthem for you.
The laws in the State of New Jersey are very strict. For instance,all of the unlicensed day care facilities are limited to a total of fouryoung people. I am not sure how that impacts on the overall cate-gory, but above that, all of the day care operations in the State arelicensed.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Connecticut laws are very strict, too, among thestrictest in the Nation. It is not our licensure laws that I am ad-dressing.
We had testimony in Connecticut to the effect that possibly asmany as 70 percent of the children in day care were not in licensedday care facilities. I spent 6 months asking everyone I ran into,who takes care of your child? I was astounded at the number whowere in unlicensed settings, or who were supervised by a relative.One of the things we have to look at is the size of the unregulat-ed day care industry and the quality of that industry, in, have youin your work in this area run into the problem of licensure, A, in-creasing costs; and B, reducing access?

-Do you have any comparisons between States that use registra-tion versus States that use licensure? If you must be licensed (asyou must in Connecticut), you cannot register with an informationor referral system if you are not licensed. If indeed two-thirds ofcare has been provided by unlicensed providers, all of my constitu-ents do not have access to them, and yet they areout there doingbusiness.
There are all those pros and cons including what does licensureaccomplish, and how are we going to get an information or referralsystem, but the first step is, what do you knoW about the unli-censed, unregulated care providing system that we know is inplace, and may be larger than the licensed legal system?Why is it succeeding? What is, the amount, of abuse in thatsystem, and what can we learn from its existence? Those are thekinds of questions that I ran looking at, and they have to do withthe kinds of questions that my colleague just asked.Can we afford to try to solve the future's problems with the pro-grams of the past when we already have evidence that the pro-grams are not meeting the needs--500, 600, 10,000; percent andyet here is this whole flourishing black market.What do you know about that unregulated industry from thepoint of view of size and quality?

Mr. COOKE. I don't know. I don't have those statistics, Congress-woman.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Any help you could give us would be appreciated.
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Ms. AHRENS. I would say it is estimated in our county at least 50

percent are not licensed. That is an estimate. We don't really have

a way to get a handle. on that. We do 1,ave a register and that reg-

ister does list unlicensed. So we have a sense from that. We do

have a register.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Regarding that register, are 50 percent of the

people on that register unlicensed?
Ms. AHRENS. I think not that many. But one of the problems, one

of the issues I think that we are concerned about is that even the

licensed care facilities have very inadequate supervision. We hid to

cut our staff when the cuts came to title XX; so we are not able to

supervise even the licensed providers anymore. What we do is pro-

vide a service that any of 'Ile providers, licensed or unlicensed, can

plug into. It is a resource ..ter they can come to for educational

programs, for training, for providing toys and literature and they

can simply borrow these things and take them to their homes..

Mrs. JOHNSON. Your laws must not make licensure mandatory.
Ms. AHRENS. Licensure is not mandatory.
Mrs. JOHNSON. You do have the advantage in having a way of

reaching unlicensed homes both through technical assistance and
providing access to them through the registry.

MS. AHRENS. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Do you have statistics that indicate whether

abuse problems, quality care problems, are greater in the unli-
censed homes than the licensed homes?

Ms. AHRENS. I don't have an answer to that.
Chairman MILLER. Time has expired.
Mr. Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. To go back to my opening statement, the reason I

made that opening statement, I think it was based on some of the

comments that some of my constituents made to me during my last

work period. Let me quickly go through about three of them.

I had a teacher that was criticizing the school lunch program be-

cause she sees parents cheating on their income form so their chil-

dren can be eligible for reduced or free school lunch progl9ms.

AFDC, more than one time I had constituents say that they are

willing to support 1 illigitimate child but not willing-to suppott 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 13. Fori stamps, I had many elderly come up to nie

and say it really galls me when I have got to pinch. my pennies on

Social Security, then I see the other people paying for food that I

can't afford.
Mr. Cooke, I think you probably really summarized what this

really says and that is that the negatives are blown out of propor-

tion. But we still have a selling job to do. Maybe in one sense, what

Governor Clinton was able to do in Arkansas is'something we can

take a lesson from. He basically said if Arkansas is going to get off

the bottom in education, we have got to have quality, but we have

to have accountability, and if we can assure the constituents that,
then they will be able to pay for it. As a result to that, he was able

to get a 1 cent sales tax passed through the legislature, all dedicat-

ed toward education.
I go back to my premise, with the political conditions being such

as they are today, and the fact that we are having 'such huge Fed-

eral deficits, that means in 1985 we are going to have to make
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some very serious political choices, and if we are to put moremoney into the child care area to improve the quality, we dangsure have to make sure we have the accountability there oz other-wise we will have a rebellion on our hands. We won't have the sup-port of the taxpayers, and they will demand that these programsbe changed. Unfortunately, Members' of Congress are subject tothat political pressure.
That was my speech. In 1 minute I want to ask you two quickquestions. Tax policy. Why use the Tax Code to establish a nationalpolicy on child care, why not use the authorization and approptia-tions process, and what do you see as solving the problems betweeneconomic dislocation of programsI am talking about rich Statesand poor States now, California and New Jersey, and Arkansas andMississippi.

Ms. AHRENS. Mr. Chairman, we have used the tax policy to pro-vide for day care incentives. The problem is we have used it onlyfor the middle class and the rich and the poor are excluded fromthat. I guess our comment was we simply extend that policy to in-clude low income and poor families.
Mr. COOKE. We have done the same thing. In my comments I in-dicated that we have floated local bonds. As a matter of fact, wedid that several years ago, and with the pending cutbacks in theFederal assistance to social services, we haven't yet able toimplement that bond to its fullest. As a result, now 3 years later,inflation has caught up with us and if we are going to be successfulin providing new facilities for day care, we are going to have to goback to the bond market again at some rather exaggerated rates.And you're right, the taxpayers are now beginning to tell us howmuch further are we going to go in terms of trying to do every-thing for everyone. We are just trying to recognize the problems asthey are and to take some preventive measures now and my way ofdoing itand it is pretty hard to bite the bullet sometimes, but weall have to do thatis to actually try and make the money avail-able even though it is putting a little bit more on the taxpayers atthis end. .hit putting a little bit more on the taxpayers at this endsaves a bigger payout in trying to reclaim those lives after theyhave been- sentenced to prisons, and when we find that there areno economic opportunities available because we do not have theadequate training to meet the high tech challenge, the payoff onthe long end is a heck of a lot more than the investment in thebeginnhig.

Ms. MARONEY. Delaware tends to piggyback on the Federal taxpolicy. There are a couple of things, everytime it is my turn thefrog comes back to my throat.
I did want to make one statement in response to Mr. Coat's ob-servation. I think the new child support enforcement law that wassigned into law last month is going to make a major change in re-moving women from welfare rolls. It is not going to address theentire problem, but many middle class women have simply had togo on welfare in order to provide for their children and I thinkthat is going to be a major thing.
The other major piece I think States absolutely have to addressthemselves to is the problem of teenage

ipregnancy.
We are begin-ning to do that. Lord knows how long it is going to take to address
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it and how we will do it. Again, with the children getting into kin-
dergarten at age 5 in our State, we are starting a mental health
project which is going to have a nice kid's name to it, but it is
going to develop a sense of values system within those children at a

very early age where they feel good about themselves regardless of
the type of homes they come from, and it seems to me if that is the
way you have to get at problems that eventually result in teenage
pregnancy, because they hadn't had any love or affection or any

kind of self-esteem.
In Delaware's amalgamation of its services to children, the major

thrust was, first of all, public response to the deaths as a result of
child abuse, but the basic philosophy is we are trying to put this
into effect. If you get at families of children's problems early

enough onwe have added on to the system of child protective
services, and the youth diagnostic unit and mental health.

We also folded in as of July 1 this year, the juvenile corrections

and probation piece. We feel that somehow or other that a linkage
is established that ends up as Mayor Cooke has referred to fre-

quently in his testimony, that they end up in the jail. It may be the
noblest and most expensive experiment any State has ever under-

taken. I believe it has some merit.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
I want to thank all members of the panel. No matter how this

committee's initiative and actions by the Congz ass come out, it is
pretty clear that your work is going to be expanded in the area of
child care and we appreciate your insights into this issue. Thank

you very much.
Mr. COOKE. Thank you very much for having us and we want to

thank you and your committee members for the amount of time

that you are giving to a very important problem to our country and

you are to be commended.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. MARONEY. We stand ready to assist the committee in any

way we possibly can.
Mrs. JOHNSON. May I just ask Commissioner Ahrens and NCSL

to get back to me with any information you have, for instance, on
registration versus licensure; which States prefer registration or
prefer licensure, and if you know of any sources of information on ,

registration, if it increases access to day care, and if there are any

statistics that document whether registration has a poorer track

record than licensure.
Ms. MARONEY. We do find that too strict measures are what

drive the industry underground and NCSL will probably be able to
embellish on that. That has been their experience.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much. We will now be joined

by a representative of the special assistant to the president, direc-

tor of he office of private sector initiatives, and Dana Friedman,
senior research fellow, work and family information center, The
Conference Board; Deanna Tate, department chairman and associ-

ate professor, department of child development and family living,

Texas Woman's University; and Irene Carr, statewide secretary,

New York State Civil Services Employees Association/AFSCME

Local 1000.
We will start with Dr. Friedman.
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:

STATEMENT OF DANA E. FRIEDMAN, Ed.D., SENIOR RESEARCHFELLOW, WORK AND .FAMILY INFORMATION CENTER, THECONFERENCE BOARD
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Chairman Miller, members of the select committee,staff and invited guests, I am pleased to present a brief version ofthe testimony submitted earlier on the need for creative solutionsto the problems of child care on behalf of the conference board, anonprofit business research organization. In July 1983, the confer-ence board established the work and family information center tomonitor the ways in which the corporate community responds tochanging family life styles. Indeed, our most frequent requestshave beer for information regarding various strategies to provideemployer-assisted child care.

We estimate that approximately 1,500 employers nationwide cur-rently provide some form of child care support. You will note thatthis number has increased by 500 since I prepared our written tes-timony, as the result of research completed last week, to which Ilater refer. While a relatively small numbsr compared to the 6 mil-lion employers in the country, it does represent a dramatic growth.These 1,500 employers tend to be in the high growth fields: hightechnology firms, banks, insurance companies, and hospitals in theservice sector. These employers are responding to child care pri-marily as a way to recruit labor in short supply. As a result, em-ployer supported child care often exists where there is a concentra-tion of growth industries. One will also find employer involvementin child care where there is a sophisticated child care community,'where services exist that facilitate employer involvement andwhere the supply and quality of programs are deemed worthy ofinvestment by the business community.
In California, for instance, several companiesare collaborating todesign a child care plan whose goal is to expand the supply andimprove the quality of child care throughout the State. The plancould never have been conceived without the presence of Califor-nia's statewide system of resource and referral agencies.Perhaps this is the most important message I can leave with theselect committee today: What the corporate community seems will-ing to do in the area of child care actually defines a role for Gov-ernment in developing-a better system of child care and involvingthe corporate community in it. Let me explain briefly what I meanthrough history and current practice.

As the field of employer supported child care emerged in the late1960's, most of the initiatives focused on the onsite day care center.But today, of the 1,500 employers involved, 80 corporations and 300hospitals have on or near site centers. Several companies,sponsorfamily day care networks, sick child r:are programs or after schoolprojects. Most are relying on community based organizations tohelp them develop these services.
But clearly the majority of employers are not creating new serv-ices, but rather are helping their employees find or pay for childcare that currently exists in the community. As such the provisionof information and referral services and financial assistance ismore predominant than the service options just mentioned. For in-
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stance, an estimated 250 employers Provide I&R services for their

employees.
Some companies even create new I&R agencies where there once

were none. For example, Steelcase Inc. has one of the only in-house

I&R services. Minneapolis, MN, Hartford, CT, and Holland, MI,

have downtown I&R services created by a consortia of companies

that assist their own employees as well as working parents in the

community at large. This 250 total also includes the extraordinary
response by IBM .J create or augment I&R services in the 200 com-

munities where their employees work.
The research I completed last week, and mentioned earlier, re-

veals that financial assistance is probably the most popular form of

child care support. There are two reasons for this: One is the cre-

ation of section 129 of the IRS Code, enabling child care to become

a nontaxable benefit when accompanied by a written dependent

care assistance plan [DCAP]. While this makes employer contribu-

tions more attractive, it also makes child care a convenient option

to include in flexible benefit plans where the cost is shared by the

employee.
I believe that when creating DCAP's, the expectation was that

employers would contribute their own dollars through vouchers or

discount programs. Yet, I found only 25 companies offering vouch- i

ers, a number limited, I believe, because of their potential expense

to the company. Another 300 companies offer their employees dis-

counts through one of the profit making chains or a single proprie-

tary center. About one half of these discount programs do not re-

quire an employer contribution.
On the other hand, approximately 75 companies include depend-

ent care in a comprehensive cafeteria plan and another 500 offer it

within freestanding flexible spending accounts funded through

salary reduction. The flexible benefit approach is the most popular

form of financial assistance because, while employers are con-
cerned about child care, they are simultaneously concerned about

equity among a diverse group of workers and escalating benefit

costs. Through flexible benefits, and salary reduction, in particular,

the company can support child care in an equitable way and at no

cost to the employer.
What a few insightful companies are beginning to ask in: What

good is helping employees find child care if it is not out there? And

why help pay for care if it is of poor quality? For a few exemplary

companies providing I&R or financial assistance, there may follow

a commitment to the e::pansion and improved quality of child care

services. But for the majority of employers, the inadequacy of the

existing child care system will preclude their involvement. Indeed,

parents in unresponsive companies, those in smaller companied
approximately 50 percent of the American work forceand those
looking for work will not benefit from employer-supported child

care. That is why the overall challenge to Government must be to

direct its creative energies toward a strengthening of the commit-

ment of all sectors to meeting the needs of working parents.
Government, however, must carefully define its mission to

achieve this goal. It is not sufficient to consider employer involve-

ment in child care as the end result of Government initiatives. Far

more can be achieved if Government remains committed more gen-
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erally to a goal of improving and expanding services to workingparents. In this way, employer support becomes one means ofreaching that end, rather than the end itself.This broader mission can provide assistance to more parents andcan ultimately involve'moreemployers in'a greater range Of familysupportive activities. I trust that the select committee understandsthis broader mission and I offer the resources of the conferenceboard in helping define the role of the business community in it.Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dana E. PriedMan follows:]
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e

PREPARED STATEMIcr.7 DANA E. FRIEDMAN, ED.D., SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW, WORK

AND FAMILY INFORMATION
CENTER, THE CONFERENCE BOARD

The Work and Family
information Center is a national clearinghouse of

information on corporate practices
that support the family. It is housed

vithin The Conference Board, a nonprofit business research organisation

end serves both employers
interested in childcare and other familrbene-

fits as well as the array of community-based organisations
and government

agencies attempting to assist employers in these efforts. In addition to

this daily contact with
employers and service providers, my understanding

of the burgeoning movement in employer-supported
child care is the result

of several national research
projects and attendance at more than one hun-

dred conferences on the subject of employer - supported child care. The most

revealing insights were made during my participation in the child are sub-

committee of President Reagan's
Private Sector Initiatives Task Force. It

is from the employer's
perspective that I nov offer my comments to the

Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families on the system of child care

in the United States.
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For the past 5 years, there has been a
continuing growth in the number

of employers providing child care assistance. In a relative sense. the
estimated 1.000 employzre

currently providing some form of child care assis-

tance represents a phenomenal growth. In an absolute sense, however. given
the existence of 6 million

employers nationwide, these 1000 employers

underscore the slow,
cautious response of the business community and the

limited number of working
parents benefitting from private sector involve-

ment.

Yet still. even with this limited involvement to date, the current and

potential involvement of employers in our child care system. is having

dramatic effects on the delivery of child cars services.

Having carefully scrutinized
child care delivery in an effort to

determine the most appropriate
child care solution for their employees.

companies are exposing major gape and inefficiences in the system. Because
employer interest in child

care is created out of changes in our social and
economic fabric. it can help shed light on the ways in which the child care
system must also adopt to

new demographics. family forms and work patterns
of American families.

What this testimony hopes
to explain is that s child

care system responsive
to the new demand for child

care will also be in a
position to facilitate

employer involvement. In turn, employer involvement
is helping to identify !,ow

this reshaping of the system sight otcur.

Why Are Employers
Interested in Child Care?

Because of economic changes.
the women's 'movement.

divorce statistics or
baby boom demographics.

there is elevel of child care need unprecedented

in this country.
Some employers have becat4 aware of this need because
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of their overriding concern to
attract and retain a productive workforce.

Clearly, the justification for
employer support for child care is based on

the potential for tneir
investment to solve other management problems.

This is best observed when
examining the 1,000 employers currently provid-

ing child care assistance, who are primarily those
experiencing a demand

for labor, and who are
providing child care as a recruitment tool. These

firma are generally in growth
industries, such as high technology, or in

the service sector,
including banks, insurance companies and hospitals.

Recruitment needs are likely to spur mole employers into the child care

arena as they recognize the changing demographics
of the labor pool:

Approximately 80 percent of women in the workforce are of childbearing

age. It is estimated that 93
percent of these women will become pregnant

sometime during their work career.
Since two-thirds of new entrants into

the labor market will be wean.
particularly mothers, their needs are likely

to play a vital role in management's attempts to
recruit and retain a pro-

ductive workforce. (It is also true that 60% of men in the workforce have

spouses working. The employer response to
child care is not exclusively a

women's issue.)

It is important to recognize 'his relationship between those. employers

experiencing labor shortages and those providing child care
benefits, for it

explains vhy there is a geographically uneven distribution of employer-

supported child care initiatives
throughout the country. Silicon Valley

in California, the Research Triangle in
North-Carolina and Route 128 firms

outside Boston have expressed more
interest in child care than employers In

Detroit, Akron or Toledo, where industrial firms are laying off workers and

not expanding their benefit packages.
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Genertlly, however,
moat employers are concerned with improving pro-

ductivity. Child care as a way to improve worker
performance, and reduce

absenteeism and turnover
may become the motivation

for some companies to
adopt a child care program. Indeed, most child

care advocates have attempted
to sell child care

to corporations based
on its ability to improve various

productivity measures.

Common sense would support the notion that a less stressed employee,

unburdened by fears of their child's daily
caretaking, would devote more

and better attention to their jobs. However, there is very little empiri-
cal evidence to

substantiate that the provision of child care will
ameliorate management web. The data appearing

in most child care-market-

ing brochures is based on a series of research
efforts that collect

impressions of changing
work behaviors from managers. This anecdotal

evidence from existing programs is overwhelmingly
supportive of child

care as a management tool.
According to Perry's (1978) survey of 305 on-

site centers to which 58 responded to questions about the effects of
child care provision,

88 percent felt they
increased their ability to

attract employees, 72 percent reported lower
absenteeism, 65 percent im-

proved employee
attitudes towards the company, 55 percent reported lower

job turnover, tad 36 percent felt they improved community relations.
These managers based their conclusions

on impressions and not empirical
evidence.

According to findings from the National
Employer-Supported Child Care

Project, based on responses from 179 employers
providing some form of child

care assistance, 80
percent claimed their elild

care program aided recruit,
meat efforts, two- thirds claimed that it

reduced turnover, and half asserted
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that child care reduced absenteeism
and had a positive effect on productivity.

To date, only one company has attempted an experimental study of produc-

tivity gains as a result of the child care program. The Northside Child

Development Center in Minneapolis,
sponsored by a consortium of bustsr

and spearheaded by Control
Data, studied 90 employees over a 20-montt

period. The 30 parents using the on-site center had significantly lower

turnover and absenteeism rates than parents making other child cars

arrangements or employees who had no children.

Empirical evidence supporting
the bottom-line value of company-

sponsored family supports is scanty due (1) to a lack of research, (2) to

lack of models C5 which to base research, and (3) to the difficulty in

establishing a cause-and-effect
relationship between provision of child

care and subsequent reductions in certain personnel problems. Many of the

companies providing child care also have flextime and an interesting array

of innovative benefits and work policies. How can one control for these

other factors when trying to measure the true effects of day care? More

longitudinal research is needed with control groups and pre-and post-tests.

In the meantime, it is vise not to overpromise what provision of child care

is capable of achieving, lest employers become diesapointed.

There are some jobs -here the
quality of work life is so poor that

child care assistance of any kind would be incapable of changing the work

behavior of the parent.
Furthermore, it would be unfortunate if child

care provision masked or
replaced opportunities to improve the quality

of work life for all employees.

Another reality seems to bn emgerging as the result of research con-

ducted by Arthur Emlen at the University of Portland. In a survey of

22, 000 employees in 18 companies, it was concluded that absenteeism
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among working parents should not be viewed as a "women's problem", but

rather as a necessary "family solution."
Apparently, absences due to

sick children are a fact of family life and there may need to be some

tolerance for such absences when employing people with young children.

This reality is not often revealed in marketing efforts by child care

advocates.

Row Are Employers Responding?

While most employers tend to consider an on -site day care center as

the only available option,
more than 8C companies and 300 hospitals

sponsor such centers for their employees. Once investigated. on-site

centers have limited appeal because of high start-up end operating costs,

commuting patterns of employees, complex government regulations and the

limited numbor of employees who can use the center because of its size,

location, the ages of children served or the type of curriculum chosen.

From The Clnference Board's experience.
most employers appear re-

lieved to learn that there are alternatives to providing on-site facili-

ties. Some are sponsoring services such as family day care haws networks,

after school programs and sick child care services. Other employers focus

on helping their employees locate available
child care services through

information and referral programs and
parent education seminars. Since

child care became a nontaxable benefit under the 19811conomic Recover

Tax Act, many employers have turned to an interesting array of financial

mechanisms that help their employees pay for child care. Finally, alter-

native work scheduling and parental le.ve policies have been shown to be

of significant help to working parents in their efforts to balance child

care and work responsibilities.
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It is easier to understand the limited appeal of the on-site center

when considering employer-supported child care in light of broader *snags-

sent COUVATIM. Corporations :we changing benefit policies and work

scheduling to accoandate a new diversity in the workforce. Flexibility

thus becomes the hallmark of new management innovation. Consider three

of the sore popular initiatives today: flexible benefits, flextime and

fluiplace (work at home).

There is also a diversity of need and preference among working

parents. One day care center for a specific age group with a particular

curriculum cannot rtisfy that diversity. Employers, therefore, have

became more interested in developing programs that allow employees to

choose their own child care arrangements in order to serve as :my

employees with child care need* as possible. Given escalating benefit

costs, which now comprise as such as 4 percent of base wages, employers

are also interested in finding a generally Iow cost solution to the

child care problem.

For these reasons, what is emerging is a preference for information

and referral, financial assistance programs, and contributions to local

programs -- mechanisms that rely on the existing system of child care.

One of the :major misconceptions about, the potential of increasing

business support to child care is that it mill, on its own, expand

the supply and improve the quality of child care services. :n fact,

it is often the limited supply and poor quality of existing system

of child care that inhibits employer contributions to child care solu-

tions. The national study I conducted for the Carnegie Corporation con-

firms this assertion. It was found that some corporate characteristics
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typify those employers willing to consider child care assistance. The .

sine, location, industry type, sad female employee intensiveness of e

company all play a role in influsacing an employer's Interest la

child care. However. the highest levels of esployer-supported child

care were Observed la communities Idlers there existed also an efficient

and adequate supply of child cars. As a reeult, companies could pursue

a variety of child care initiatives.
The eophisticetion of the child

care market actually facilitated.corporate
involvement; in fact it be-

came a necessary, and sometimes, sufficient. factor in assuring growth

in employer-supported child care. The recognition of this factor

becomes critical for defining government's/1'6144M
developing public-

.private partnerships for supporting working parents.

Information and Referral. Many child care advocates have begun

to recognise the long tern benefits of creating an infrastructure

that supports a well-planned, efficient system of child care. Attending

to the creation of an infrastructure for child care would imply a

significant shift in policy for government. The focus, in the past,

has been on direct service to providers. That fora of financial support

hes helped create many programs and serve many children in need. While

direct service reusing critical, particularly for low-income populations,

the explosion of used across income groups, and the diversity of that

need, indicates that more systemic problem solving is necessary. This

underscores the importance of information and referral (/U) which has

the capacity to create a better planned, more efficient system of child

care. &minas it is in touch with both the demand and supply of care,

and can easily identify gaps in services, it can also help better target

employer resources.

7
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Employer involvement in child care is having an important effect on

the child cars planning process which ultimately affects the Iin system.

In the past, child care needs have been assessed on:a,city or county-

wide basis. Downer, when attempting to terse employees of a particular

company. one nay find that their needr not conform to prescribed

geographic boundaries. Employees may cummete from a number of contigu-

ous counties. or, as in the case of Mew York City from three other states.

(Pennsylvania, Connecticut and New Jersey). The only nay for employers

to consider In for their employees is if there is sine level of cooperation,

among IAA agencies in neighboring communities. This cooperation is neces-

sary in the standardisation of intake and supply data. It would"therefore-

seem appropriate that some attention be paid to standardisation planning

and linkage building among neighboring IC! agencies.

Employers providing In services, perhaps 250 nationwide, usually

do so by contracting with a local., community-basedAR agency. In

Hartford, Connecticut and Minneapolis, Minnescts, consortia of companies

created community-based 141 agencies with which each company then con-

tracted for services for their own employees. Consider the most

ambitious corporate IAA initiative begun July 1, 1984, by /M. A national

contractor has identified IAA resources in all 200 of Innis plant sites.

Computers and funds are being donated to 45 prime sites, where more than

500 IBM employees work, to handle the increased demand for referral

services. IBM is interested in evaluating the effects of its child

care program, but realises that ultimately, it is the quality of the

programs to which parents are referred that will have the greatest impact

on the peace of mind and work behavior of IBM employees.
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Some employers have decided
not to provide IiR services

because of
their overriding

concern about the.quality of existing progress. Of par-
ticular =tint are family day care hoses. Yet, in the aftermath of the
sexual abuse atrocities in a licensed California

day care center, there

is also awareness that
licensing is not a guarantee of quality, or even,

of protecting children from hers. Eased on a call to The Conference
Board from a California

company after coverage of the sexual abuse case,
it appears that soma interest say be developing

among employers in addres-

sing issues of quality in
child care.. Yet, the

training programs must be
in place to which they

can contribute. The state. licensing offices mist
be adequately staffed so that the effectiveness of

the training can be
monitored. And the funds for paying

sore highly trained staff need to be
raised.

Financial Assistance
. When Section 129 of the IRS Code

Dependent
Care Assistance Plans, came into effect in January 1982 it was expected

that companies would develop voucher
programs modeled after Polaroid

Corporation and the Ford
Foundations. These employers provided

funds for parents whose
family incomes were less then $30,000. Yet, best

estimates are that fewer than 20 employers nationwide
offer child cars

voucher plans. However, as many as 500 employers say be offering finan-
cial assistance for child cars through

flexible benefits or salary

reduction plans. Through these mechanisms the 'splay*e gives up other
benefits or a portion of

their salary in order to receive pretax dollars
for child care. Hure, employers are not making a dollar

contribution to
child care as they would in a voucher program.

The one paying for this
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fora of assistance is the
fedeial government -- hence the current

examination of such plans by Congress and the IRS.

If allowed to grow, the attractiveness and logic of. flexible benefits

for cmployers will ensure their continued vitality. Child care as an

option in these plans is likely to grow as well and it could become'the

fora of child care assistance
favored most by angoras. While considerably

helpful to middle income families,
there are still lower income groups,

and those working for companies
without such plane, who will not reteive'

needed financial assistance for child cars.

Financial support for child care from employers is one feature of

a dramatic shift occurring in both public and private sector policies

affecting child cars. These policies are essentially creating'a "demand

side" economic model.
Consider that the largest source of federal funding

for child care is the child care tax credit. Rather than fund program,

the tax credit,technically, puts money
into the hands of parents to pur

chase the child care of their choosing. In addition, a number of states

are experimenting with
administration of Title II or state tax levy money

through consumer voucher systems.
Like the tax credit, money flows

through parents before reaching programs. Finally, this demandside trend

continues with the growth in employer subsidy programs. Through employer's

,Dependent Care Assistance Plans,
(vouchers, flexible benefits, or salary

reduction), day care dol_Irs are made available first'to parents who then

choose their preferred form of care. If those patterns *serge, as predic

ted here, the child care
community in its present form, could be unprepared

to respond appropriately to the new "effective" demand, i.e., parents can

afford their choices.
This might occur because of a limited ability to

anticipate parent preferences. There have been relatively few studios of
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Child care consumers and
little is known about the dynamics of parent

Choice. We know some things
about what parents use, but use is.affected

by what is available.
Given all choices, what forms of child care are

preferred by what kinds of
families with what kinds of jobs in what

types of communities? In addition, parent foes may be able to support

ongoing operating costs, but what of start-up funds?
The absence of

resources for this purpose is
one reason why we can expect the. continued

growth of profit-making
day care chains which have the needed capital

cover start-up expenses.

Conclusion

While some questions exist about the general direction of emtloyer-

supported-child care (due primarily to the unknown fate of flexible bene-

fit plans), there is little doubt that a continuing number of employers

will begin following the lead of such pioneering
companies as ISM, Procter

and Capable, Levi Strauss and Chemical Bank.

Yet, government must be aware that the business community will not

replace all that government
seems less willing or able to fund. Employers

will only become a part of the child care landscape.
The scope of the

employer role will depend,
in large part, on the quality and efficiency

of the existing system
of child care -- a system in which government can

show ::,m* leadership,
particularly in new areas of child care, such as

after-school programming and family day care networking, and can maks

some initial investment in indirect services such as information and

referral and training.
Such leadership can be shown when government

adopts exemplary policies for its own employees for
the private sector

to emulate. Such has been the case with flexible work scheduling.
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Attention to systemic i is critical because there are certain

parts of the country, and specific industry groups and employee populations,

that mill not reap the benefits of employer involvement in child care.

Where possible, employer
options eight be encouraged that serve the entire

comennity. In eleven states where Neighborhood Assistance Acts exist,

there are 50Z tax credits for companies contributing to economic develop-

ment and accompanying social services. Unlike other tax credit initia-

tives designed specifically to encourage employer-supported child care

programs, the Neighborhood
Assistance Acts have worked as true incentives,

and aided more needy populations.

The overall challenge to
government is to direct its creative ener-

gies toward a strengthening
of the commitment of all sectors tg awning the

needs of working parents.
Government, however, must carefully define its

mission to achieve this goal. It is not sufficient to consider employer

involvement in child care as the end result of government initiatives. Far

more can be achieved if government remains
committed to a goal of improving

and expanding services to working parents. In this way, employer support

becomes one means of reaching that end, rather than the end itself. This

broader mission can provide
assistance to more parents and can involve

more employers in a greater range of family supportive activities. I trust

that this Select Cosalttee
understands this broader mission and I offer

the resources of The
Conference Board in helping define the role of the

business community in it.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Tate.

STATEMENT OF DEANNA R. TATE, PH.D., DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN
AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF CHILD DEVEL-
OPMENT AND FAMILY LIVING, TEXAS WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY
Dr. TATE. Mr. Chairman, distinguished committee members, you

are to be commended for your bipartisan child care initiatives and
your efforts in behalf of children and families. Thank you for invit-ing me.

Employer-supported child care under the provision of the Eco-
nomic Recovery Tax Act will help meet child care needs. It also is
good economics. Research has been underway at Texas Woman's
University since 1981 regarding these two subjects. Studies have fo-
cused on knowledge and attitudes concerning employer-supported
child care and ERTA; models for community needs assessment; and
cost/benefit analyses of such programs in businesses.

Some of our findings are as follows:
Managers of large and small businesses have little knowledge of

employer supported child care or ERTA. On site care is the model
that a few managers know. News media reportersnot tax advi-
sorsare the primary sources of the limited knowledge.

Those who reported knowledge of ERTA were sometimes in
error. Replies indicated that respondents were confusing tax provi-sions for individual child care tax credits with ERTA provisions for
dependent care assistance.

Knowledge was easily increased. In one study, a brief educational
presentation reviewing ERTA and employer-supported child careoptions was given to business managers. It was associated with anincreasingly positive attitude toward both.

Large and small business managers were positive in attitude
toward ERTA and employer-supported child care. They preferred
voucher, vendor, information and referral, charitable contributions
to community child care, and on-site care modelsin that order.

Positive attitudes were highest in firms already using a variety
of family supported work practices, such as flexible.. time.

We are currently evaluating cost and benefits of providing em-ployer-supported child care under the provisions of ERTA. While
not conclusive because of the smart number of cases so far, the re-sults are encouraging. We use information from a business to cal-
culate the dollar and cents consequences of implementing employ-
er-supported child care.

Calculations procedures were developed using a print shop with
about 50 employees. With a ratio of nonexempt to exempt workersof two to one, this young, profitable business was paying few taxesbecause of its depreciation allowances on capital equipment. The
purpose of a child care program would be to stabilize a skilled workforce, costly to recruit and train. For every dollar committed to
child care, this business would yield $4 in cost containment and taxsavings.

A small manufacturing concern with about 85 employees had on-site child care which had been available to employees for about 3
years. This company had been collecting the type of information.
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which made calculation of benefits over time possible. The region
had an unemployment rate of under 3 percent. Turnover ranged
from 50 to 100 percent. Manufacturing firms employed mostly un-
skilled female workers. Workers moved frequently from plant to
plant.

To stabilize the mobile work force, the firm purchased a house
and converted it. They spent $42,500 on renovations and startup
and $30,000 annually for center operation. Twenty-six percent of
the workers had 39 children in the center. Turnover dropped to
under 8 percent in 12 months and under 6 percent in 86 months.
Whereas before the program, the firm had four applicants, for each
position, they now have 20, 95 percent applying because of the
child care program. Absenteeism dropped from under 10 percent to
1 percent.

The firm was able to maintain equal production with 15 less
workers. Reduced expenditures occurred for all costs associated
with the employment of these workers. Fiee media coverage was
valued at more than $12,000 per year. We conservatively estimate
$6 in savings for each dollar spent by this company.

Would a nonprofit organization, not paying taxes, benefit from
employer- supported child care? To find out, we are studying a non-
profit hospital with nearly 4,000 employees. They want a program
to help recruit and retain skilled allied health professionals. Pre-
liminary calculations underway indicats that for each $1 spent
they will save about $3.

My recommendations are to:
Continue development of policies which encourage employer-sup-

ported child care and dependent care assistance.
Develop policies which encourage dissemination of more com-

plete information regarding these to businesses and the public.
Education campaigns at local, State, and Federal levels involving
broad constituencies should be Supported.

Work with your congressional colleagues to monitor IRS han-
dling of ERTA dependent care assistance rules. Cumbersome and
discouraging IRS rules, always a possibility, should not be allowed
to happen.

In this way, children, families, businesses, and the Nation's econ-
omy can all be aided.

[Prepared statement of Deanna R. Tate follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEANNA K TATE, PH.D., Taxes WomAN's UNIVERSITY
Turning a New Leaf: The Economic Recovery Tax Act

and Employer-Supported Child Care

Introduction

The issue at the heart
of this document is the value of the Ecaxamic

Recovery Tax Act's dependent
care assistance provisions. The Act's value

cannot be measured only in terms of impact on families. The impact on

businesses and the nation's
economy must also be taken into account.

The statistics regarding
families in the work force are telling, and

to be sure, are well known
to the umbers of the Rouse Select Committee

an Children, Youth, and Families. The trends are unmistakable. More

and more women as well as more and more mothers are in the work force,

morn than at any time since
records have been maintained (U.S. Department

of Commerce, 1980; Children's
Defense Fund, 1982). The data speak with

such clarity, authorities
can confidently predict that such trends will

only intensify. The private sector is most able to respond quickly and

efficiently to work force
changes (Kamerman and Hayes, 1982).

The nation's work force needs the talents and energy of these working

women, and yet because they
have responded, society is presented with the

need for an increasing quantity of quality child care. No longer can society

count on available home workers
such grandmothers, aunts, or neighbors to

provide child care. They are in the work force too.

The new question becomes this; How will we as a nation foster in-

creased capacity in the child care indr3try so that needed parent workers

can continue to work? With
the deficiency in both quality and quantity

of child care we have a situation much like the problem which would exist
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if we had cars and drivers, but no highways.

A source of hope is the Economic Reoovery Tax Act (ERTA) and its

provisions for dependent care assistance programs. The ERTA has the

potential to help in providing a solution to the great need for afford-

able quality child care. The market place is allowed to work with the

support of encouraging tax regulations. The outcomes can be good for

families, for businesses, and
ultimately for the nation's economy.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize portions of the research

conducted since 1981 at Texas Woman's University regarding the BATA and

its impact. The research permits conclulsions about the state of

employer-supported child care as it relates to ERTA.

Rationale

Employer-supported child care, primarily in the form of the on-site

child care center, has been
in existence for many years, although only a

small number of enterprises were known to offer such programs. Perry

(1980) reported that 105 company child care centers were identified in

1978. In 1982, 415 programs were
discovered (Eurud, Aschbaches, &

MCCroskey, 1984). Today, over'1,000 are known to exist (Echlaff, 1984).

The greatly increased
numbers in the last 18 months parallel the period

of time that ERTA has been operational.

During this same period of time, TWU researchers were examining the

state of knowledge and
attitudes toward ERTA and employer-supported

child care held by randomly selected employers.
Currently 3 studies have

been completed, two are
nearing completion, and two more. are underway.

Four dimensions are included in the current studies: knowledge of ERTA
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and employer-supported child care; attitudes toward ERTA and

employer-supported child care; models of needs assessment in communities

of varying sizes; and cost - benefit analyses of
employer-supported child

care under ERTA in businesses.
Full research reports are available for

the concluded studies
(Schiller, 1982; Oakley, 1983; and Schmidt, 1984).

For this document, a summary of findings
salient to the issue at hand

will be presented.

Findings

The general findings are as follows:

1. Most businesses are exceedingly small. Both the studies coop-

pleted by the researcher
with Oakley (1983) and Schmidt (1984) generated

* randomly selected samples of businesses with an average size of less

than 10 employees.

2. Managers of large businesses of over 500 employees (Schillitr,

1982) as well as small
businesses have very little knowledge of

employer-supported child care. The model with which they ere familiar is

very predominantely that of on-site care.

3. The prisary source of knowledge of employer-supported
child care

is reports of news
media-newspaper, magazine, and television reports.

4. Knowledge of the 2RTA-was even less than that for
employer-supported

child care.

5. Those business persons who
perceived that they were familiar

with the ERTA glea ad
their knowledge from media sources, not from tax

advisors.

6. Those business persons who reported knowledge of ERTA were
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sometimes erroneous in their perceptions. Follow-up questions indicated

that they were confusing tax provisions
for individual child care tax

credits with ERTA provisions for dependent care assistance.

7. Knowledge was easily increased. In one study (Schmidt, 1984),

a 20-minute educational
presentation was given to each business person

interviewed. The presentation provided an overall understanding of ERTA

provisions and was associated with an increase in degree of positive atti-

tude regarding ERTA and employer-supported child care.

8. Employers in both large and small business were generally

positive in their attitudes toward EWA and employer- supported child care.

The order of preference for models of employer-supported child

care were: voucher, vendor, information and referral, charitable contri-

butions to community child care, and on-site care.

10. The relationship between percentage
of parent-workers and attitude

toward employer-supported child care was mixed. In smaller firms, the

relationship was a positive one---the higher the percentage of parent-workerS,

the more positive the attitude. In larger firms (100+ employees) results

were more variable.

11. Positive attitudes toward employer-supported
children care and

ERTA were highest in firms already uillizing a variety of family-supportive

work practices such as regular part-time employment, flextime, etc.

12. A model for conducting a community vide needs assessment (Oakley,

1983) was tested with effectiveness. The community was relatively small

(population, 70,000+) so the process is currently being replicated in a

major metropolitan area.
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Cost-Benefit Aralyses

Preliminary data is available
currently for an on-going study

evaluating the costs and benefits of providing employer - supported child

care utilizing the tax provisions of the EBTA. These results, while not

ommlusive.because of the small number of cases developed thus far, are

encouraging. The research process involves the use of existing information

regarding personnel of a business to calculate the dollar and cents

consequences of implementing one or more models of
employer-supported

child care at one or more funding levels.

The system for the calculation
was developed using a printing business

with approximately 50 employees as a prototype.
The business had a ratio

of non-exempt to exempt workers of 2:1. The business was quite young,

and although profitable,
was not paying a large amount of taxes because

of purchases of capitol equipment and depreciation
allowances.' However,

the strimory reasons for interest in employer-supported
child care was

to maintain the stability
of a skilled work force. These workers were

costly to recruit and train.

The calculations, Then concluded, yielded a ratio of 1:4. In other

words, for every dollar committed to eupinyer-supported
child care, the

bus'aess would yield four dollars in cont-containment and tax savings.

The business was too small to expect to operate an on site child care

program; therefore, it would be most likely to implement a voucher or

vendor system.

Another case which has been used to generate cost data was a small

manufacturing concern with approximately 85 employees. This business had



on-site child care which had been available to emplovees for approximately

three years. Fortunately, this company had been collecting the type of

information for many years which made a calculation of the benefits over

time possible.

The area, which included many comparable businesses, had an unemploy-

ment rate of 1.5 - 3.0%. Turnover ranged from 50-100%. The manufacturing

enterprises utilized a high percentage of unskilled female workers. Muth

movement of workers from plant to plant was occurring.

The primary motivation of this company to commence an employer-supported

child care program was to help stabilize this highly mobile work force.

The company purchased a house which adjoined the parking lot and converted

it into a child care facility, spending $42,500 on renovation and

start-up. They budgeted $30,000 annually for on-going expenses of the

center. Parents paid for part of the costs in fees. Not all parents

needed the center: 26% of workers had 39 children in the center. The

parents were split between exempt and non-exempt workers.

In the first year of operation turnover, which had been much like

the prevailing patterns in the area, dropped to between 7-8%. By the

third year, it was 5-6%. Whereas before the program, the firm had 4

applicants for each position, the pattern changed to 20 applicants for

each position, 95% of whom reported applying because of the presence of

the employer-supported child care program. Absenteeism went from 5-10%

to 1%.

The firm discovered severs' other areas of savings. They were able

to maintain the same level of production with 10 less production workers
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and 5 less clerical workers.
They generated savings in reduced expenditures

for salaries, fringe benefits,
equipment, work stations, and training

costs for these workers. The value of media coverage was estimated at

$12,000 or more per year.

The cost-benefit analyses for this business regarding their

employer-supported child care program yielde3 a ratio of 1:6, $6 in savings

for each dollar spent. This estimate is ounservative. However, it is

clearly a cane of spending money to make money.

In order to examine whether
a non-profit organisation would benefit

from employer-supported child care when tax advantages are not an issue,

the case study of a non-profit
community hospital has been commenced.

The hospital is in a major metropolitan area, and has approximately 4,000

employees. The primary motivation for considering an employer-supported

child care program was to assist in the recruitment and retention of

highly-skilled allied health professionals such as nurses and various

types of therapists. However, any program commenced would be available

to all employees.

Although the analysis for this case is not complete, preliminary

calculations indicate that the ratio is likely to be 1:3. For each

dollar spent, three dollars in savings would occur. The ratio is

expected to be stable regardless of the model of employer-supported

child care selected. Since the hospital has agreed to help the research

team track their costs and benefits
as they implement an employer-supported

child care program, determination
of the accuracy of the projections will

be possible in time.
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Conclusions and Discussion

The ERTA provisions for dependent care assistance positively impact

businesses and families in those situations where the provisions are

implemented. However, not enough businesses or employees are knowledgeable

concerning the ERTA and employer-supported child care. Since attitudes

are basically positive, knowledge should be the first step ward action.

The use of ERMA dependent care assistance provisions could be expected

to grow, and probably rapidly. A factor in'that growth is helping

businesses understand that employer-supported child care is cost-effective.

The IRS, rather than discouraging use of these provisions through the

development of cumbersome rules and regulations, should recognize that

greater financial resources for the nation are generated in taxing the

$6 in additional profits than in taxing the $2 ($1 for the business

expenditure, $1 for the benefit received by the employee).

The greater beneficiaries are the nation's children and families.

Family members must work, and the deficiency in affordable quality child

care is Impeding those needs.
Parents should not have to make a choice

between working to provide for their families economically and caring

for their young. Surely, we as a nation can do better than that.

-!:44
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Chairman MILLER. Ms. Carr.

STATEMENT OF IRENE CARR, STATEWIDE SECRETARY OF THE
NEW YORK STATE CIVIL SERVICES EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION,
AFSCME, LOCAL 1000

Ms. CARR. I am Irene Carr, statewide secretary of the New York
State Civil Services Employees Association, representing more than
200,000 public employees.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify in behalf of
CSEA and the American Federation .of State, County and Munici-
pal Employees, the Nation's largest public employees union with
whom we are proudly affiliated.

I commend your committee for holding hearings on child care.
We at AFSCME believe that child care is a critical concern of all
working families. We are working on this-issue. across the Nation
but today we would like to discuss our success-in New York State.

My purpose today is to tell the committee about.CSEA's highly
successful day care program- for _employees of the State of New
York. This is, in -our .understanding, the only State sponsored,
statewide day care system in the United States.

As a result of contract negotiations in 1971, CSEA, with the sup-
port and cooperation of the New York government, founded the
Empire State Day Care Servicea, Inc. This private corporation was
created to initiate day care centers and to coordinate management
with the State. Once a :center is open, a local board of 'directors
made up of labor and .management oversees day-to-day operations.

Today, we are operating 18 day care centers across the State of
New York serving more than 1,000.children. Two more centers are
pending and we are trying to expand. to include after school care
for school -age children. The aystem is licensed by the New York
State Day Care Center regulations which are among the most
stringent and most effective in the country.

The day care centers are conveniently located in the work site,
including State office buildings, State hospitals and psychiatric cen-
ters. Employees may start dropping their children off at 6 a.m. and
may pick them up until 6:30 p.m. Parents may visit their children
during the day and many mothers breast feed their babies during
work breaks.

Children are placed in classes according to age. They receive a
nutritional hot noon meal and two snacks. There is an emphasis on
education 'lid child development. Staff ie skilled in child care and
there is a high ratio of staff to children.

Parent's fees range from $39 to $55 a week; based on a sliding
income scale.

Startup costs and equipment are paid for from a fund contribut-
ed to by CSEA and the State. These costs vary between $20,000 to
$100,000, depending upon renovation and costs of the site.

The State provides space, maintenance, and utilities for each
site. However, all operating costs are paid from fees. Each of the 18
existing centers are operating in the black.

Parents are very enthusiastic about the care provided at the cen-
ters. Surveys show that 88 percent of parents reporting observed
positive effects in their children since they began attending the
center; 83 percent worry less about their children; 92 percent said
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their children were eager to go each day. And 45 percent Of womensaid the center enabled them to either .become 'emplekid; 'remainemployed, or return, to work sooner than. otherwise ygnild 'lavebelenAmitle.
$

believer the New York State Day 'Care Program. is afine example of labor, management and goverfiTezit cooperation,which has produced sustaining benefits for all,.,Thank you. I would like to submit- for the record documents re-lating to our experience. I will be happy to answer any questionsyou may have.
[The information follows:]

EMPIRE SPATZ DAY CARS PROGRAMS
As a result of the "quality of working life" Initiative now developing in New YorkState, a network of day care centers has been established at several New York Statefacilities. These programs were developed by local level joint labor-managementcommittees with seed n cunding from the State Level Joint Lisbor-MiutegementCommittees and the Of, Employee Relations, Division of. Mans.pmentiponfi-dential Affairs and with k eical assistance,frontEmpire State:Day Cele :t3s vices,Inc. . . . :. v,.kr.,Seen as a necessity for working parents by union mein andai.an enhcince-ment to recruitment and retainment efforts by management, day cans,dmloPmenthas received significant support from both sides. The State Level Joint ,Labor-Man-agement Committees representing the Public Employees Federation, CUB' ServiceEmploye-J3 Assoc.ation, Council 82 of AYSCME, and the Office of Employee Rela-tions Division of Management-Confidential Affairs each contribute to a seed, moneyfund which supports the purchasr of equipment and covers other start=up aids: TheState provides the maintenance, space and utilities at each site. Local leverjointlabor-management committees with assistance from Molly Hardy, Empire State DayCare Executive Director, develop a preliminary design for each program and com-pose a proposal for a seed money grant. (The Children's Place at the Plaza inAlbany, which was established pursuant to collective .bargaining, agreements in1979, serves as a model for these other programs.) That proposal is then submittedto the Statewide Day Care Labor-Management Advisory Committee for approval.Formed for the purpose of reviewing and approving seed money proposals, the Advi-sory Committee represents each of the State Level Joint Labor-Management Com-mittees and the Division of

Management-Confidential Affairs.After a proposal is approved, the local joint labor-management committee is in-volved with the real "work" of establishing a program. Included in this process areincorporation as an Empire State Day Care subsidiary, renovation of the site, andDepartment of Social Services licensing of the program. The time involved in accom-plishing each part of the process vanes with each circumstance and a standardperiod of time cannot be estimated.Once the program opens, the local board of directors and the program directoroversee day to day operations with
administrative oversight provided by EmpireState Day? Care. Tuition is charged on a sliding fee scale and all operating coats arecovered by those fees and local fundraising. An educational grant from PEF has alsohelped the centers with their equipment needs.Eight new centers opened in 1982, joining the. Children's Place and three otheron-site centers which had been opened prior to the current Statewide initiative. Sev-eral more are expected to open during the fall of 1983 which will bring, the totalnumber of programs up to seventeen.

Following is a list of all operating and proposed Empire State Day Cake Centers.Interest in on-site day care exists at other locations; only those that have receivedapproval are noted.
Please contact Molly Hardy, Empire State Day Care at the address or numbershown for further information or assistance with developing a day care program.Attachment.
Following are the Existing Empire State Day Care Programs:Kid Korral, Binghamton Psychiatric Center.
Nuturing World Infant and Toddler Center, Hutchings Psychiatric Center.Children's Place at the Plaza, Empire State Plaza, Albany.Thiells Child Center, Letchworth Village Developmental Center.Kid Corner, Rockland Psychiatric Center.
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Children's Corner, Rome Developmental Center.
Roswell Park. Day Care, Roswell Park Memorial Institute.
Syracuse Developmental Center, Day Care Centel..
Helmuth Day Care Center, Gowanda'Psychiatric Center.
Small World Day Care, Pilgrim Psychiatric Center.
Both Helmuth and Small, i

World Day Care were established by employee groups
prior to the, current statewide initiative: Both ;programs will incorporate under
Empire State Day Care:

The following proposed sites, have received spirant' from the Day Care Advisory
Committee. Mare expected to.npen during the Fall of 1983 unless otherwise noted:

ElmirirPsychiatric,CenterCorrectiona3 FacilityOpen
Albany State Office Building CampusOpen
Kings Park Pstic CenterOpen
St. Lawrence Psychiatric CenterOpen
Willard Psychiatric CenterOpen
Rochester Area State EmployeetiChild Care--Open
Program designed to serve Rochester Peychiatnc Center and Monroe Developmen-

tal Center employees. Prograrh to be located on the Rochester Psychiatric Center
grounds.

Suffolk State Office Building, HauppaugePending
South Beach,Psychiatric CenterPending
Utica-Marcy Psychiatric CentersOpen
Advisory Committee approval has been granted for the above-mentioned sites; no

opening dates have been announced:
MiddletownPsychiatric CenterOpen
A joint labor-management committee comprised of employees from Middletown

Psychiatric Center, Goshen Center for Boys, Mid-Hudson Psychiatric -Center, Mid-
Orange Correctional Facility, and Otisville Correctional Facility will be submitting
a proposal for funding of a program to be located at Middletown P.C. Middletown
P.C. is centrally located and is close to the area where many of the employees of the
participating facilities live.

PACT sumer

Name, Address: The Children's Place at the Plaza, Swan Street Building, Box
2102, Empire State Plaza, Albany, New York 12220.

Description: -Established September 1979. Day Care Center located on-site at
Empire State Plaza, State office building complex. First center in the country set up
by a state for state employees.

Establishment of center: Center result of negotiations between labor and manage-
ment in New York State. Governor's Office of Employee Relations (Meyer S.
Frucher, Dire tor) in cooperation with Civil Service Employees, Association, State's
largest employee union, set up Empire State Day Care Services, Inc. Mandate of cor-
poration is to open and operate child care centers at State facilities throughout
State for children of State employees. Board of Directors includes State officials, leg-
islators. Centers must be self-sustaining. State provides space, renovations and
maintenance.

Start up funds came from Federal Health, Education and Welfare Resea-, and
Development Grant for operating an on-site infant and toddler center. Center self-
sustaining zince then. Operated in the black first year open. Parent fees pay all op-
eration fees.

Children served: Primarily children of New York State employees. Capacity for
'100 children, ages eight weeks through kindergarten. Waiting lists are long Center
virtually full.

(7)1rinastieeding-Wchers may return to work and continue to nurse their infant
during breaks.

(2) Full.day Kindergarten.
(3) Mainstreariingprovides for up to 10% of enrolled pre-schoolers to have

handicapping conditions. Children are integrated with regular program but receive
special attention as well.

(4) Children visit New York State Museum, located in Plaza; attend performances
at Empire State Youth Threater Institute on premises; Firehouse and other field
trips within walking distance.

Operations: Operating hours: 7:00 AM-5:80 PM daily, Monday-Friday except
State holidays.
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Children placed in classes according to age. Infant, Toddler I and II, Three-Yearrids, Preschool and Kindergarten.
No part-time programs.
Fees are o,. sliding scale according to parents' income. Range $39-55. All operat-ing costs are paid for by these parent fees.
Meals: Children receive one hot lunch, two snacks per day. Meals ci ntracted withDining and Kitchen Administration (DAM), firm which services Empire StatePlaza cafeterias. Good nutrition, healthy snacks are priority at the Children's Place.Snacks often prepared by older children.
Staff: Twenty three paid staff includes 21 teachers and two administrators.Auxiliary staff includes students from local colleges, CETA employees and volun-teers.
Facilities: Located in renovated office space of Swan Street Building at the Plaza.Indoors: Eight classrooms, small gym, offices and staff lounge.Outdoors: Playground located in Plaza with several large wooden structures forclimbing, swillging, crawling.
No transportation provided.
Parent involvement: Parent Advisory Committee formed to recommend to Boardof Directors any changes in policy or program. All parents become members uponregistration of child. Parents visit Center frequently during working day.Evaluation of The Children's Place: Completed June 1980 by Welfare Research,Inc. Includes information about: benefits of on-site day care to employer (New YorkState), employee and family.
Forty five percent of women responding said Center enabled them to keep work-ing, take jobs or return to work sooner.
Forty seven percent of respondents indicated improved work productivity.Eighty three percent worry less about their child.
Seventy three percent of parents reporting reduced absenteeism were State em-ployees.
Sixty '.;wo percent would have child care problems without Children's Place.(For further results see attached summary.)
For further information please contact: Molly B. Hardy, Executive Director,Empire State Day Care Services, Inc., Agency Building 2, 12th Floor, Empire StatePlaza, Albany, New York 12223, (518) 473-8714.

MOST SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS'

Effects on employment status
The Children's Place has had some effect on women's job status. Forty-five per-cent of the 58 women who responded reported the center enabled them to eitherremain employed, become employed, or return to work sooner than would otherwisebe possible.
Thirty-five percent of the state-employed women reported the center had animpact of their ability to work or continue to work.

Effects an employee absenteeism
Seventy -three percent (11) of the parents reporting reduced absenteeism werestate employee'.
Eighty-one vercent (9) of the state employees reporting reduced absenteeism werewomen.

Effects on worker productivity and satisfaction*
Forty-seven percent of the respondents strongly agreed or agreed their work pro-ductivity has improved since their child has been at the center.Eight-three percent strongly agreed or agreed that they worry less about theirchildren.
Seventy-four percent disagreed or strongy disagreed that they felt guilty leavingtheir child at the center each day.
Sixty-two percent agreed or strongly agreed that they would have child care prob-lems without Children's Place.

'All percentages are those ofparents who responded on the questionnaire.2 See Graph 1.
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Parent participation
The Children's Place facilitates daily contact for those parents who are able to

leave their jobs to visit.
Eighty-six percent of the 14 parents who reported daily visits are mothers; 66 (12)

percent of these are mother of infants.
The number of mothers participating in the breastfeeding program has grown

;ram one in January to five in the month of May.

Center operations
Based on data for the first five months of 1980, the Children's Place has had a

stable enrollment pattern, with 1-3 withdrawals eat.- month for reasons unrelated
to center operation.

There is a demend for on-site day care, based on the large numbers of children on
waiting lists and telephone calls inquiring about available slots.

Only 7 percent of the parents agreed that neighborhood day" care was preferable
to on-site day care.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 3

Effects on employee absenteeism
Fifty-three percent (9) of the reported increased absences were among parent:, of

infants at the center.
Mothers in general, and state-employed mothers in particular, are absent more

days for reasons for child care tnan are fathers.
Parents who utilize on-site day care are less likely to be absent if adequate "back-

up" child care is available when a child is too ill to attend.

Effects of worker productivity and satisfaction
Fifty-two percent chose the Children's Place because of its location and conven-

ience to their workplace; another 41 percent chose it for the perceived program
quality they felt it would offer.

Eighty-eight percent agreed that they had observed positive effects in their chil-
dren since their enrollment at the center.

Ninety-two percent agreed or strongly agreed that their children look forward to
attending the center.

Parent participation
Fifty-eight percent of the Children's Place parents are interested in more social

activities for center parents and children.
Sixty-five percent of the parents are interested in parent-sponsored fund-raising

events.

Program policy
Sixty-two percent agreed or strongly agreed that they have the opportunity to

affect Children's Place program policy.
Sixty-six percent fmd the tuition rates average.
Forty-two percent strong agree that employers should help subsidize child care

costs.

Program components
Parents rated overall center program components as "good."
Program materials, staff and educational activities were all rated slightly above

"good" by parents.
Certain aspects of center operation received only "fair" ratingsthese included

the availability of information on center ongoing operations.
Staff rated overall program components as slikshtly below "good."
The quantity and suitability of program learning materials received the lowest

ratings by staff.
Staff gave "fair" or slightly below "fair" ratings on the ader,acy of weekly staff

meetings and training sessions.
Staff rated staffing patterns, communication, anti the availability of information

on center operations as "fair" or slightly above fair.

3 All percenh tages are those of parents who responded on the questionnaire.
4 See Grap 1.
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Center operations
The largest percentage of childen served at the Children's Place are white.The median affordable tuition two-parent families indicated they could pay is $45per week. For single parents, the highest affordable tuition was $40 per week.Forty-four percent agreed or strongly agreed that monthly tuition is a hardshipon tie family budget.
Forty-eight percent of current users learned of the Children's Place through somesort of publicity.
Ninety-two percent of the parents strongly agreed or agreed that the center's cur-.rent operating hours are satisfactory.
For 70 percent of the respondents, transporting their children to the center wasnot a problem.
Thirty-four percent rated Children's Place as better in quality than their previousform of child care.

Staff
Staff rated themselves as "adequate" or "good" in most areas of center program.Head and assistant caregivers rated themselves slightly below adequate on knowl-edge of agency policies and procedures.
Staff listed 11 different areas in which they would like to receive additional train-ing.

[Prepared statement of Irene Carr follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF IRENE CARR, STATEWIDE SECRETARY, CIVIL SERVICES
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, STATE OY NEw YORK; AFSCME

I am Irene Carr, Stat*..wide Secretary of the New York State Civil Services Em-ployees Associati, (CSEA), representing more thau 200,000 public employees.I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify in behalf of CSEA and the Ameri-can Federatio a of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), theliation'alargest public employees union with whom we are proudly affiliated.
I commend your Committee for holding hearings on child care. We at AFSCMEbelieve that child care is a critical concern of all working families. We are workingon this issue across the nation but today we would like to discuss our success inNew York State.
My purpose today is to tell the Committee about CSEA's highly successful daycare program for employees of the state of New York. This is, in our understanding,the only state sponsored, state-wide day care system in the United States.As a result of contract negotiations in 1979, CSEA, with the support and coopera-tion of the New York government, founded the Empire State Day Care Services, In-corporated.
This private corporation was created to initiate day care centers and to coordinatemanagement with the state. Once a center is open', a local Board of Directors madeup of labor and management oversees day to day operations.
Today, we are operating eighteen dAy care centers aLross the state of New Yorkserving more than 1,000 children. Two more centers are pending and we areto expand to include after-school care for school-age children. The system is licensedby the New York State Day Care Center regulations which are among the moststri,,gent and most effective in the country.
The day care centers are conveniently located in the work site including stateoffice buildings, state hospitals and psychiatric centers. Employees may start drop-pang their children off at 6:00 a.m. and may pick them up until 6:30 p.m. Parentsmay visit their children during the day and many mothers breast feed their babiesduring work breaks.

.
Children are placed in classes according to age. They receive a nutritional hotnoon meal and two snacks. There is an emphasis on education and child develop-ment. Staff is skilled in child care and there is a high ratio of staff to children.
Parent's fees range from $39 to $55 dollars a week; based on a eliding incomescale.
Start-up costs and equipment are paid tbr from a fund contributed to by CSEAand the State. These costs vary between $20,000 to $100,000 depending upon renova-tion costs of the site.
The State provides space, maintenance and utilities for each site. However, all op-erating costs are paid from fees. Each of the 18 existing centers are operating in theblack.
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Parents are very enthusiatic about the care provided at the centers. Surveys show
that 88 percent of parents reporting observed positive effects in their children since

they began attending the center; 83 percent worry less about their children; 92 per-

cent said their children were eager to go each day. And 45 percent of women said

the center enabled them to either become employed, remain employed or return to

work sooner than otherwise would have been possible.
AFSCME believes the New York State Day Care program is a fine example of

labor, management and government cooperation which has produced sustaining

benefits for all.
Thank you. I would like to submit for the record documents relating to our expe-

rience. I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Dr. Friedman, in your testimony you raise one of the concerns

that the committee has had, especially as we have traveled around
the country and talked to employers in different regions about
their relationship with the day care community and with the needs
of their employees and how they might respond. It -seems fairly

clear that employers currently are most comfortable with the least
intensive contact with the child care community, ranging from

people who provide company support for on-site care, to those who

prefer information and referrals. At the other end of the scale,
there are perhaps those who prefer to do nothing because people
generally have said they are not aware of the problem within their
corporation.

You bring out a problem in your testimonyhow to get involved
when there aren't sufficient resources within the community to
direct employees to, if ti :, company is engaged in information and
referral, or if it wants to purchase slot', or help purchase slots in
one of the facilities in the community. They are not there. Yet
what is becoming more and more clear is that if employers don't
become involved, those slots are not going to be there. We are in
kind of a chicken and egg situation. Who is going to take the first
step?

Representing The Conference Board, which obviously is deeply

involved with employers' concerns in this area, I am just wonder-

ing in terms of your studies and others what are the barriers that
are most readily raised in terms of an employer suggesting why
they do not want to become involved in child care?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I think at the outset, the improvement in the
economy has clearly helped, and is one of the most significant rea-
sons why there has been a rapid increase in employer involvement
over the last 18 months. Passage of the tax laws has helped as well.

But in interviews with 50 vice presidents of human resources
around the country, 49 of them told me they had never heard
about Ow issue of child care from their employees. I conducted this
study 2 years agoat a time of 10.5 percent unemployment when
not too many people were waving the banner of motherhood
around. However, even those women who had made it to the top
levels of management were not anxious to raise family issues and
let their male counterparts think they had less of a commitment to

their jobs than they did.
By and large, employees are not expressing the issue to employ-

ers. This is beginning to change as companies conduct needs assess-
ments, revise their benefits package and hold focus groups and

i I)
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other kinds of group discussions that help parents express theseconcerns.
One of the interesting features of the research in the area is thatthe anectodal evidence from three national studies and about eightState studies substantiate Dr. Tate's claims: companies with childcare programs all feel that recruitment, absenteeism, and turnover,morale and loyalty to the company are all improved if child care isprovided.
However, the interesting fact is that the companies which areproviding child care do not conduct the necessary research. Theyseem content with their programs. However, companies not yet. in-volved need this data if only to substantiate to upper managementthat their investment in child care will indeed yield a return.
Dr. TATE. That is exactly why we have undertaken the process oftrying to identify companies that would work with us. In thatmanner we could get that kind of data from companies that werenot currently operating programs and offer them some confiden-tiality at the same time.
Basically what the companies have said to us is that they don'twant to become information dissemination agencies. They are fear-ful that they would be expected to do so if they collected the re-search data. If they begin having inquiries about it, they could bedetracted from their primary purposewhatever that agency or or-ganization is about.
We found them very cooperative in working with us. Although itis time consuming and slow, the companies have been very excitedas they had a chance to look at themselves to see what the conse-quences would be for them.
Chairman MILLER. One of the other issues that has been raisedin the regional hearings was the very strong suggestion that therein a real lack of awareness, whether it is ignorance or intentionalor whatever, about the need for child care. Certainly this is true inCalifornia end an awful lot of areas that aren't organized, whereyou don't sit down and have a formal collective bargaining ar-rangement. The question is, how do we facilitate employeesinmany instances female employeesbringing this to the surface,without jeopardizing their job.

There is perhaps a consensus on this committee that we shouldnever pit the economic well-being of family against the existence ofthe family. These two things should compliment one another. Yet,w e know there is a clash in n any families, as the economic pres-sures grow greater.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. There seems to be two ways in which that couldoccur. One is directed at the employer community. I think thePresident's private sector initiatives task force and the special com-mittee on employers' options to support working families and the20 lunches and breakfasts it held were usef-il in that regard.I personally attended 15k) conferences in local communities onemployer-supported child care. One of the most startling momentsI had when attending one of those lunches was when I relayedsome statistics on child care need. I said that approximately 80 per-cent of women in the work force are of childbearing age and /43-proximately 93 percent of these women are expected to get preg-nant at some point during their work years. And one company
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president jumped up and said I just won't hire them. Then I re-
sponded, two-thirds of the new entrants into the work fort will be
women by 1990you won't have a choice.

I think that made the point quite well and the discussion then
took a completely different direction. That is one level of education
documenting the need, then the range of options they have for sat-
isfying that need.

On the other hand there are community groups working with
parents to help them understand what the options are for their em-
ployers. A lot of employees are walking into management saying
Build a day care center. Yet it is clear that most of the companies
do not want to do that. That takes both the community groups
working with parents and some government agencies providing the
education through conferences and publications to effectively advo-
cate for more employer support.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MAitniarr. Thank you very much.
I appreciate the testimony of the panels and I want to just make

a comment I would like to have you think about while I ask Ms.
Carr a questiru. The overall concern I have is what incentive is
there for. anyone to .'tart a day care center today without simply
employing a lot of minimum wage employees? As I talk to people
who own day care centers they tend to say they can make money if
indeed all their employees are low paid type of employees.

I would like to ask you to respond to what I think is a major
question on the issue and that is, what incentive is there for me or
anybody else who loves kids to want to go out today and set up a
day care center and can they do it without all these government
subsidies?

That brings me to the New York issue, which bothers me to some
extent in terms of how do you justify the taxpayers of New York
paying, subsidizing day care facilities for State employees where
you don't provide the same opportunities for.those who are not em-
ployed by the State?

As I understand it the only reason your operation is in the black
is because the state is picking up the capital costs of setting up the
day care center and paying for the space, maintenance and utilities
and all the fees are doing is paying for the ongoing costs. Without
that heavy subsidy, your day care centers would be operating in
the red, would they not?

Ms. CARR. Our day care centers would be operating in the red if
it wasn't that we operate on a sliding fee scale.

I would like to point out to the committee that it has been a
proven fact that having the day care on sight has improved the
morale of the worker, has improved the productivity. Also, they
can check on their children on their lunch hour and know, that the
children are being well cared for.

I would also like to point out that our workers are not high paid
workers who can afford day care. They would probably be on the
welfare rolls, not in self-sustaining positions. We know the statis-
tics of single parents.

I mentioned in my testimony that there are some day care cen-
ters in psychiatric centers, developmental centers. There is a high

921.1,
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rate of stress in the jobs that these women hold, and I might saythat there are also men who have their children in the day carecenters. So let's look at the total population.I believe that the productivity is very important in the state. Ibelieve that the state probably will be looking at more of these cen-ters and if this were a problem I don't think that would expand.Mr. Mmuud Tr. Does the State of New York offer these benefitsas part of a union negotiated package of benefits?
Ms. CARR. That is right.
Mr. Mmun this in lieu of some other wage or benefit thatthfse people might hayet or is it in addition to?
Ms. CARR. I-wMildsay-it is in lieu of other benefits they mighthave. It is part of our negotiated contract. They negotiate, theState negotiated that they would offer the space, they would pro-vide the space. Then joint efforts were made by several negotiatedcontracts to provide startup funds for renovation and for equip-ment.
Mr. MEniaarr. If I am a businessman in New York City and Iwant to put together a day care center, wInt incentives:do I haveup there to do -so, if my people are not employed by the govern-ment?
Ms. CARR. Well, I would think that you would have an incentiveof productivity. We have in the work force today many women withsmall children who could not work if they did nothave a place fortheir children. I would think you would want qualified employees.Mr. MAitium. Do Iget any subsidies from the state?Ms. CARR. As a private employer?
Mr. MARRIO1T. Yes.
Ms. CARR. I am sorry, I can't speak to a private employer. I amtalking about public employees.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Do you have some specific examples of the in-crease in productivity and the increase in morale and the decreaseof turnover, et cetera, et cetera, by the State investing in day care?Ms. CARR. Yes sir. I spoke of this and surveys have been donethat have proven this.
Mr. MAxmarr. Could you make that available to the committee?That would be very useful if you could do that.
Ms. CARR. Yes, I will be glad to.
[The information follows..]
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Dr. FRIEDMAN. I would like to comment on the New York State
initiative, which is unique. There are 17 Federal Government agen-
cies which have day care centers, including the Senate of the U.S.
Congress, as well as 11 city government agencies. I thime that it is
important at the very beginning stages of the movement of employ-
er supported child care where we have a lot of convincing t..;
that government serve as a role model to other employers.

Mr. MARRIOTT. I am not arguing with that. It is ,easy for us tc. p
the taxpayers purses to do all these things. But I don't think that
is the real world out there. The question is, what are. we going io
do as a society to help the small business provide day care centers
for their employees when they can't tap the public purse to get the
funds to do it? That is to me the weightier matter.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. There are tax deductions and a 'rapid tax amorti-
zation plan for any employer wishing to start a day care center.
What the smaller employers are doing is tapping the public purse
through salary reductions.

Mr. Mmunorr. That isn't tapping the public purse, all that is
doing, if George here would like to reduce his income he could use
it, that is a copout.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Salary reduction means a reduction in Federal
revenue.

Ms. CARR. If I may.
Mr. Mailman'. That isn't a tax reduction at all,. that is me taking

less of a salary and therefore paying less taxes and theoretically
using the money to buy day care. I think that is the copout of the
year, if you want my opinion. I hope that is not the administra-
tion's position on how to provide incentives for day care services.

Ms. CARR. May I comment? All of those employees using the day
care center are taxpayers and if they were not able to provide day
care or get good care for their children, they possibly would not be
contributing to their community with taxes.

Mr. MAaatorr. We could throw that argument to everybody in
society and say if we subsidized everybody they would be more pro-
ductive and we would have a lot more taxes.

Ms. CARR. We should try it.
Chairman MILLER. At the risk of jumping into the middle of this

debate, I think when surveying the expenditures made by the Fed-
eral Government, and other levels of government, you will find
these expenditures equal to the $2 billion that we send out for
middle class families to purchase child care.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Tax credit.
Chairman MILLER. Correct. There is some tax expenditure that

runs throughout child care in this country.
The question to some extent is the equity of those expenditures

and where they are directed.
Mr. MAattiver. Not to dominate the time, I would like the com-

mittee to start getting into the nitty-gritty of what exactly should
our policy be to private sector to give them incentive to really be in
this business. Even if I wanted to go out today and start my own
day care center because I love kids and I want to help kids and I
don't want the Government involved in it, I can't make it.

Chairman Mtuzit. I think-
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Mr. MAmuorr. I think that is a travesty and that is the issue weought to be facinghow can I as an entrepreneur get out there anddo something and make money without all these Government sub-sidies. And to lay on me what New York is doing with all thisheavy subsidized stuff is not in the real world. That is the point Iam making because that doesn't solvelhe need of 90 percent of thepeople of America.
I am not bad mouthing New York, I applaud what you are doingfor your employees, but I would like to see something out therethat helps the rank and file small business and small business em-ployees who have just as big a need for day care as the State em-ployees. How do we do it?
Chairman MILLER. I think we will let the witnesses answer.Dr. TATE. I was going to say that one of oustudieswas a ran-domly selected sample of small business providers. A main findingwas that they had written off the whole process because they didn'tunderstand there was any possibility besides on site care. When wewere able to present to them the notion there was more than oneway to go about it, they were enthusiastic about doing it and saw itas something that they would want to pursue.
They have some special issues, as you can well imagine. Thereare just so many of them and they employ so few people that theycan ill afford to set up some elaborate program for their few stableemployees. If one stable employee had a preschooler but now has achild going to public school, they no longer have a need. Therefore,there are some special issues that need to be addressed for smallbusinesses. I would certainly like to see you give some thought tothat, particularly working through the Small Business Administra-tion, or some of the other arms of Government.

Mr. MARmorr. In conclusionI know my time is upit seems tome that we need a uniform program the Government maybe setsthe framework, but a uniform program that applies equality acrossthe board, whether you are a Government employee, State employ-ee, a private employer, whatever, there needs to be some uniformprogram that addresses what I think is a critical need in Americaand that is quality day care.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you. I think that we can all agree thatthere are more tax expenditures in the Tax Code than the one thatwas put in in 1981. That was only one of a multitude of things thatare in there. The Tax Code is used for a lot of other reasons besidesraising revenue. One of them is to motivate individuals to either dosomething or not to do something.
Mr. Marriott, we are trying to encourage, through the Tax Code,people to remodel their homes by putting on energy efficient win-dows and doors, and you can get a 15 percent credit. If you get atax credit that is less money that goes into the Treasury. If there isless money that goes into the Treasury, that is less money that wehave to authorize and appropriate through our normal process.If we are talking about one industry that couldn't make it with-out a tax subsidy, I ask you to go look at the gasahol industry.Health benefits is probably the largest employer providing fringe
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benefit that employees have at the present time. We are losing $8
to $12 billion a year in taxable income as a result of this fringe
benefit. That becomes a political problem if we try to do away with
it.

I asked the first panel and I will ask this panel that very same
question, why would you want to do it, or why do you support, or
do yo.., support using the Tax Code to create a national policy to
enconrage the development of child care centers or child care bene-
fits, be they on-site or off-site?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. The Tax Code has been used, as you alluded, for a
variety of social purposes and I think in this regard we have seen
an absolute response on the part of the business community to the
opportunities for child care. I don't think it happened in the way in
which Congress intended. When the dependent care assistance plan
was put in place the companies providing voucherswhich are ac-
tually paying for a portion of their employee's child care costs
found that the provision of child care as a nontaxable benefit made
it more attractive to the employee. As tax deductible to the em-
ployer, it became more attractive again.

However, because of the 1978 Revenue Act section 129 could be
incorporated with section 125, and companies started using flexible '4.

benefits to respond to child care. It is clear, if a company has a
choice of providing the same level of financial assistance to an em-
ployee, on the one hand it is going to cost them $5,000 and on the
other hand it will cost them zero, they well go in the direction that
will cost them zero.

Flexible benefits may be a way to get a foot in the door with em-
ployers. However, there are grave inequities in the system. From a
number of estimates it appears if you earn less than $20,000 it
would behoove you to take advantage of the child care tax credit
rather than have your salary reduced.

Mr. ANTHONY. The earnings figure was below or above?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Below $20,000. You are better off taking advan-

tage of the tax credit. I think we have already heard in the previ-
ous panel that the tax credit. is also unable to meet the need of
those employees earning less than $20,000, so we have two tax pro-
visionsboth the child care tax credit and salary reduction that
may still not help those in greatest need.

Mr. ANTHONY. I guess the reason I asked why do you use the Tax
Code, because as you go up through the progressive income tax
rates each fringe benefit becomes more important to the higher
income person up to the point where you are paying 50 percent and
the Federal Treasury is being tapped 50 percent to provide that. If
you are at the 14 percent level you are only getting 14 cents on the
dollar. That creates some dislocations and inequities in and of
itself, based on our progressive Income Tax Code.

I guess the reason I brought the question up, because we are
talking about redoing the Tax Code and there are all sorts of bills
floating around and the two that seem to be getting the most dis-
cussion right now is Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey, Repre-
sentative Dick Gephardt of St. Louis, where they will have three
brackets, they will keep a home mortgage deduction, charity dona-
tions, and a couple of others, but there is nothing in here for child
care. That will be taken away and they say your marginal rates
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will be less, you will have more money. So the very incentive thatyou are talking about, put in place in 1981, is being talked abouttaking it out in 1985.
Jack Kemp from Buffalo, NY, has a proposal introduced, alongwith Senator Kasten of Wisconsin, and they would go to one brack-et, 25 percent, and they would basically say the same deductionsand credits. Again the child care is one that is eliminated.
So you come in today and say it looks good for 1981 to 1984 but Iam telling you that politics from 1984 to 1985 say we are gettingready to reverse roles possibly, and there is a huge cry out there todo something about the Tax Code, and I guess what bothers meover and above the disparity between the income brackets is thedisparity between a rich StateI happen to represent a ruralState, I have 23 counties so scattered out that our people reallytruly are dependent upon child care services in order to drive that25-50 miles to get to the job.

Although the President can say we have got economic recovery, Ican show you in two small counties that are lumped together wehave lost 2,200 jobs in the 25-mile radius in the last 6 months.California might be doing great, but what are vie going to do toinsure that a rural State is going to get its fair share of the economicpie and just not creative, innovative rich States.
I think that is a very fair question that has to be asked. If youuse the Tax Code it is hidden, not brought to the public's attention.If you use the authorization and apprr nriation process then youhave got one big sticky political problei on your hands. That is,can you get it passed, can you get the money to operate it. If youget the money to operate it, are you going co have the Sun BeltStates fighting the Northeast and Midwest coalitions? That is ex-actly what is happening in this country today. We are dividing upthe pie and fighting on regionalism where we have a nationalpolicy problem on our hands. I don't see anything but difficulty infront of us. Although I acknowledge we have a terrible problem Iwould- -

Dr. FRIEDMAN. There is no question we have got some hardchoices, but I would be hard pressed to say it was the idea of childcare community to use the Tax Cpcle to fund child care. We hadfive attempts during the seventies to pass comprehensive, universalchild care legislation. Each effort failed. The first one passed Con-gress but was vetoed by the President. All four efforts afterwardwere rejected.
There are two bills before Congress, the School Age ChildrenCare Act, and the Information and Referral Act that have not beenaddressed. I am saying the there are other legislative mechanismsthat have been proposed but instead it has been the Tax Code thathas been used as the solution,
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much, and thank you all for yourvery interesting testimony. I will keep my questions very brief be-cause we have a long agenda today and tomorrow.I am just curious as to whether any of you have done any experi-ments. In Cr.r 'ecticut we have a tax credit for day care and wehad that before the Federal Government did. We have been strug-
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gling with some of the same things. I am becoming more and more
interested in what I am beginning to hear from my constitutents.
An employer in my district opened his plant, which produces skis,
on the basis of a 10 hour, 4 day week. Now there is an unbelievable
amount of interest in working there.

It seems to me that, to get back to Congressman Coats comment
earlier on, what are we doing to reduce the demand? We really
aren't thinking very creatively about private sector policies that we
should be encouraging business to pursue to reduce the demand.
One very obvious policy is to prevent companies with Federal con-
tracts from having 10 hour workdays unless they pay 2 hours of
that with overtime, and maybe we should be looking at those kinds
of policies, because a young family then could be reduced to a day
care need of 3 days a week rather than 5 days. This would give the
father 1 day with the kids, the mother 1 day with the kids, which
may be, frankly, a much more humane, healthier solution for both
parents as well as for the children.

But we are not looking at that. We are not talking about that. Is
anybody doing anything but research? How would you suggest we
help you do that?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I would say there are two employer initiatives
that you raised. One is that in terms of the alternative work sched-
uling and the study conducted by General Mills in 1981, among
professional women, 65 percent said they would prefer to work part
time. Now, we know in most companies prorated benefits do not
apply to part-time work, therefore, not only do they cut their
income in half but they lose all their benefits as well.

I would also say that one of the reasons why we have an increase
in demand for infant care is because we don't have adequate ma-
ternity leave. I was struck by a company out in California who we
learned had a subsidy program where they paid $100 a month per
employee only during the child's first year of life. The explicit
intent of this voucher program was to get women to return from
maternity leave sooner.

I started thinking that this is the closest thing that we have in
this country to a family allowance. In Europe the entire purpose of
the family allowance is to keep parent and child together, much
like Mr. Coats was suggesting. Here, in this country, we are
moving toward a system of employer practices that are actually de-
signed to keep them apart. I know that business needs to be pro-
ductive and get valuable women to return to the work force and
that women would concur because they need the income. But how
do we support a value system and culture that also helps that im-

portant bonding to , ist.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I would certainly be interested in any information

you run across in your work that reports on private sector person-
nel policy initiatives that have encouraged or resulted in shared
jobs. And I agree with you the prorated benefits issue is an ex-
tremely important one, as well as the issue of more flexible work
hours.

Ms. CARR. I might say that within New York State at this point
in time there is a project which started last November called the
shared work project, and it was negotiated within our contract that
a registry would be developed. Our concern was the prorating of

I .
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benefits. The project is moving along, the registry is being devel-oped and
Mrs. JOHNSON. With employers who allowed shared jobs?Ms. CARL Yes, within the State system. And text week therewill be quite an extensive seminar. There is a booklet being distrib-uted to make the worker aware of the shared project and I. readsome interesting statistics that it is not necessarily the womei whoparticipate in the shared work project, this is open to all workersin the State work force which we represent, about 100,000. Thereare other groups. I think there would be maybe 200,000 involved.So the project is moving along.

There is an executive order for a flex schedule.. We do have somecompressed work weeks which have been initiated in the State sothose things are being carefully looked at in New YorkState.Mrs. JOHNSON. Just for your information, we did have excellenttestimony at a hearing shortly before the recess, on what a projectSouthwest Regional Education Center in Texas has done which doc-uments that children do better in school if employersadopt person-nel policies that encourage parents' awareness andparticipation,allowing time off for parent conferences, using the noon hour toeducate about how you support children.
There is an enormous opportunity out there to alter personnelpolicies to make them more children sensitive and family sensitive.Any of you who want copies of the testimony, I am sure we canprovide it. It is another aspect of the problem we are talking about.I would remind you and point out to you that the pension legisla-tiQn that we recently passed provides more generous allowances forbreak-in-services than in the past. Now a worker may take up to 5years without losing pension investment.
Mr. ANTHONY [now presiding]. Thank you.
Dr. Friedman, unfortunately during my haste to try to get all ofthese other tax expenditures on the record, I think I cut you short.I would like to ask you a question. Are income groups treated thesame between salary reduction plans and the child credit?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I don't believe so. The experience to date, anumber of firms, estimates feel that for employees whose family in-comes are lower than $20,000, it would behoove them to take ad-vantage of the child care tax credit rather than have their salaryreduced.
The advantages of going through salary reduction is that theirexpenses are reimbursed at the time when they are incurred wherethrough the tax credit, they are only reimbursed at the end of theyear.
Getting less dollar value, they may still opt for salary reductionin order to get it at the time they incur it.
J.C. Penney is one company that has calculated some levels ofincome, even above $30,000, where it may be better to take only aportion of your salary reduced and a take a portion of the tax, aswell.
Mr. ANTHONY. I would like to have it. I serve on the Ways andMeans Committee, so I am going, to ask the staff over there tomake an examination of this, to see if there is some disparitythere, because it is important to take a look at it.
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If we are going to use the Tax Code, we want to try to use it in

an equitable way.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I believe there are some people in the child care

community who have very mixed feelings about salary reduction.
In part, while there may be inewities, it is clear it is attractive to

a number of employers. As a case in point, Proctor & Gamble may
have come up with the question: if we are helping our employees

pay for child care, and the care that is out there is not high qual-
ity, we must do something else.

They have created two new child care centers and an informa-

tion or referral program, in addition to child care being included in

their flexible benefits package. If that is where the foot goes after
it gets in the door, I don't know if we should cut back on it.

Mr. ANTHONY. If you have some additional data or case studies to
submit for the record, it would be very helpful on this topic.

Dr. TATE. I know of instances in which, child care providers,
rather than trying to keep fees low; they actually raised fees to
provide the level of revenue it would take to provide quality care.
They did it with great worries it would put them out of business.

What happened was just the reverse. Rather than people want-
ing to leave their programs, these providers had more people than
they could handle and waiting lists wet.; generated.

Value added is the principle. People may be willing to pay-for
and support things that they know are quality, but have a hard
time supporting the expenditure for a service that they recognize

as not one of quality.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you for your valuable assistance to this

hearing.
The next panel is composed of Bernice Weissbourd, vice chair-

man, National Center for Clinical Infant Programs; president,
Family Focus, Inc. and Family Resource Coalition, Chicago; and
vice president, National Association for the Education of Young

Children.
Also Jay Belsky, Ph.D., associate professor of human develop-

ment, Pennsylvania State University, and of the American Psycho-

logical Association; Claire Etaugh, Ph.D., professor of psychology,
Bradley University, Illinois; Kenyon C. Burke, associate general
secretary, Division of Church and Sodety, National Council of

Churches; and Elinor Guggenheimer, executive director, Child Care
Action Campaign, New York.

We will proceed in the order in which the witnesses are called.

Your entire statements are accepted for the record, and you may
proceed as you wish.

Bernice Weissbourd.

STATEMENT OF BERNICE WEISSBOUItD, VICE CHAIRMAN, NA-

TIONAL CENTER FOR CLINICAL INFANT PROGRAMS; PRESI-
DENT, FAMILY FOCUS, INC., AND FAMILY RESOURCE COALI-
TION, CHICAGO; VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

FOR THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Ms. WEISSBOURD. As vice chairman of the committee on public
policy and public education of the National Center for Clinical
Infant Programs, which is a nonprofit corporation working to sup-
port healthy development of children in the first 3 years of life, I

LOZ
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wish to thank the Select. Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-lies for the invitation to address you today on the child cable needsof infants, toddlers and their families.It is not enough to say the issue is pertinent. The fact is, thestate of care fn our country today for many of our very. youngestchildren, in the formative years of their lives, is an issue of graveconcern to all committed to giving children the right start and en-suring healthy citizens for our futures.
You may well ask why there is a sense of crisis today. After all,children have lived through their first early years for generations.Let me give you some reasons:
One, today, unlike other generations, over 50 percent of mothersof children under 5 are in the work force; there has been absolutelyno systematic, well-conceived, thought-out planning for provision ofadequate and appropriate care for the children of these mothers.As a nation, until this committee, we seem unaware that theproblem exists.
Two, today, unlike other generations, 18 percent of the Nation'sbirths this year will be to women aged 20 or younger, overwhelm-ingly single parents. There is no conceited effort to give these chil-dren of children a good start. I think everybody in this room recog-nizes the enormity of the risk that entails.
Three, unlike other generations, we have a body of knowledgebased on research which indicates the competency of the ;infantand the toddler, the importance of the early years for later 'devel-opment, and the significance of the parent-child relationship in.these years.
The committee has heard eloquent testimony from T. Berry Bra-zelton, Stanley Greenspan, Irving Harris and Edward Zigler, allmembers of the board of the National Center for Clinical InfantPrograms, concerning the ways in which emotional developmentand learning in the first 3 years of life provide a foundation forlater cognitive and intellectual development and concerning theimportance of providing children with consistent, appropriate carein their earliest years to encourage healthy development and pro-ductive achievement.
We must consider that such basic capacities as learning to proc-ess information, form trusting human relationships, know causeand effect, think realistically, and plan and label feelings are alllearned for the first time in the first 3 years of life.The basis for successful learning, or for possibly chronic educa-tional failure, has been laid by the time children are school age.The National Center believes that finding approaches to caringfor infants and toddlers which will both promote the developmentof the child and strengthen the family as the primary source ofnurturance for young children is a challenge facing parents, fami-lies, community agencies, employers and government at everylevel; a challenge, and a responsibility, which our whole societymust meet, and soon.

I will digress to refer to the ABC television program last nighton education, and I have a sense that we had a Nation of peoplewith tears in their eyes. There could be no more poignant pictureof deprived children in their early years starting to school unableto learn.

10 ;
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The recommendations I make today, supported by the National
Center, are based on the conviction that children under 3 need a
responsive, flexible caring environment; a- solid relationship with
one or two people -in the fami3y; and a continuous, affectionate re-
lationship with knowledgeable caregivers if they are cared for by

adults outside the family.

PARENTAL LEAVE AND OTHER INCENTIVES FOR PARENTAL CARE AT
HOME

Parents are the primary providers of care for their children and
want no less than the best for them. When parents are able to
remain at home with the newborn for at least 4 to 6 months', this
period is likely to strengthen the infant's physical and emotional
health, encourage a mutually satisfying parent-infant relatioilship,
and prepare the parent to choose supplemental child care, if de-
sired, which will suit the child's unique personality.

Policies for both the private and public sector which would assist
families who choose to care for theg infants and toddleie
or to combine work and child care include:

Paid infant-care leaves for parents; flexible-mirk schedules;
modified pension rules which give tTedit for approved infant-care
leaves; and more rigorous enforcement of child support orders.

FAMILY RESOURCE PROGRAMS; FLEXIBLE CHILD CARE AND PARENT

EDUCATION AND SUPPORT

Ninety-eight percent of the children in America are in families,
and ;.t is through the family, regardless of its structure, that the
child receives the care, attention and love which enables him to
become a healthy, productive member of society. When there is
support for families, their ability to function is enhanced.

Today, there is a growing source of support for parents, particu-
larly of infants and toddlers, and it represents a new movement in
this country. It is the wide variety of family resource programs
springing up all across the Nation under the auspices of informal
community groups, voluntary agencies, religious organizations and
other sponsors. In a few States, a network of family resource pro-
grams are organized, or in the planning stage, and being supported
by State and private funds.

Family resource programs provide information on child develop-
ment, practical and emotional support for parents, and a communi-
ty of peers to combat the destructiveness of isolation and loneli-
ness. They often assist parents in making child care arrangements
which best suit their needs: These may include babysitting co-ops,
family day care, or perhaps a parent-run cooperative child care
center.

The Family Resource Coalition, a voluntary association, is orga-
nizing statewide networks of family support programs, serving as a
national resource for information on family support.,

The Parent Child Centers under Head Start, for parents with
children birth to 3, are serving as an important model and could be
strengthened to assume an expanded role in the future.

Collaboration among voluntary, private, and government agen-
cies at the local, State, and national levels is vital in order to pro-
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vide startup and continuation money for family resource programstailored to community needs and networks of family resource pro-grams which can assure that the experience of older, more estab-lished programs is shared with new ones.

FOR BETTER INFANT CARE: REGULATION, TRAINING, CONSUMER
EDUCATION.

For the increasing numbers of parents of children under 3 whoneed and desire it, a choice of good supplemental child care mustbe available. There is no question that inadequate day care doesharm children.
Recent horror stories in the press have made clear the damagedone to children in the extreme situations of sexual abuse, butthere is the equal tragedy of children in far greater numbers suf-fering from neglect in the care of unresponsive, unknowledgeblecare givers.
There are approaches to assure high regulation of child care pro-viders, voluntary accreditation of providers, training of providersand education of consumers.

STATE AND LOCAL REGULATION

In addressing the complex and challenging issues of regulation ofchild care, Federal, State and, local poticymakets and children's ad-vocates may work toward:
Setting State and local standards regarding adult-child ratios, en-vironment, and nutrition, for example, which reflect current re-search regarding the emotional and physical impairment which in-adequate child care may cause to the development of the young;Altering licensing and registration processes for family day carehomes to encourage the regulation cf family day care providers andthe formation of family day care networks;
Consumer education of parents about what the licensing regula-tions in their community do and do not monitor.

ACCREDITATION

Accreditation is another means of encouraging high quality childcare. The center accreditation project of the National Associationfor the Education of Young Children, a nonprofit organization, willset high standards of quality to which child care programs canaspire, provide educational resources and networking opportunitiesto programs, and enhance public awareness of, and support for,good quality child care.

TRAINING FOR CAREGIVERS

While regulating the quality of child care programs is essential,my 30 years of working and caring for young children at a hands-on level, as an administrator, and as an advocate have convincedme that well-trained caregivers are the key to providing care whichwill foster children's development, particularly in the earliest yearsof life.
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And yet, finding resources to offer significant training and salary
support to attract the most qualified providers and continued edu-
cation for those in the field is an uphill battle.

Fortunately, good models for caregivers training exist: What we
need is a commitment to support them. These models include:

The Child Development Associate [CDA) National Credentialing
Program, which focuses on the demonstrated skill of the caregiver
in its training and accreditation programs.

The CDA credentials, previously limited to those working with 3-
to 5-year-olds, is currently being expanded to caregivers for infants
and toddlers.

But if child care providerscurrently the lowest paid of all
human services professionalsare to be able to upgrade their skills
and achieve certification, financial resources must be provided to
make this possible;

Networks of family day care providers, often under the auspices
of a community organization responsive to local needs, which pro-
vide training opportunities and materials as well as an increased
sense of professionalism to providers; and

Instruction in child development for students beginning in the
fifth and sixth grades. Since many children are already caregivers
for their younger siblings, instruction in the appropriate way to
handle infants and toddlers can build on children's natural abili-
ties and help assure better care for the next generation of children
as well.

CONSUMER EDUCATION

Educating consumers about the importance of quality day care
for very young children and how to recognize such care is also a
vital effort.

While voluntary groups such as the Child Care Action Campaign,
the Family Resource Coalition, and the National Association for
the Education of Young Children, as well as visual, print, and
broadcast media, are making significant progress in sharing perti-
nent information with parents and the general public, government
at all levels should also be playing a role in helping parents know
what to look forhow to look for itand when to speak out on
behalf of the needs of their children.

FINANCING INFANT DAY CARE

The recommendations I have made to support parents ca:ing for
their infants and to provide high quality care for infants and tod-
dlers in all our communities will cost money, particularly if people
taking care of children in the primary years receive compensation
commensurate to their importance and value.

How will our society make the necessary investment in our
future? Other Western democracies have done so. Clearly, if the
commitment to children is made, a feasible plan will follow.

Parents obviously cannot bear the burden alone. Federal, State,
and local governments, employers, and voluntary organizations
must collaborate to find ways of addressing urgent child care
needs. As such collaboration begins, we recommend that policy-
makers consider:

,I06
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Paid infant care leave for parents of newborns as a possibly lesscostly alternative for them to group care for their very youngestinfants; and
Recognition, in tax credits for working parents and income subsi-dies for those in poverty, that adequate care for infants and tod-dlers, requires more personnel and is therefore more expensivethan care for the older children.
The importance of making whatever mechanisms are used tosubsidize child care applicable, on a sliding scale, to all parents inneed of child care services.

CONCLUSION

Where then is the hope for our Nation's future citizens who mustcarry on our national values and run our national institutions?Yes, the issue must continue to be addressed, yet we do not havethe luxury of sitting by and seeing generation after generation failto benefit from what we know are critical and vital supports tohelp our children develop their inborn capacities in a loving andstimulating environment.
For us, the key word is action. The National Center for ClinicalInfant Programs hopes to join you in working on behalf of veryyoung children and their families. Our staff is available to provideyou with more detailed information about infant and toddler childcare issues and resources, as well as about other areas of infanthealth, mental health, and development.
We can also put you in touch with scholars, researchers, clini-cians, child advocates, family resource leaders, and program devel-

opers across the country who share these concerns.
Members of the committee have received copies of "Who WillMind the Babies?" which provide a framework for thinking aboutthe many policy issues involved in developing assurance of ade-quate child care opportunities for infants and toddlers under 3.I have additional copies available for you here. The committee isalso welcome to reproduce all or part of "Who Will Mind theBabies?" in its report of these hearings.
A new commitment to families with infants and toddlers is criti-cal. History continues to record that research and well-planned andwell-staffed programs make a difference for children. The clock isticking for these infants born today, those who wili be born tomor-row, and those yet to be conceived.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Bernice Weissbourd follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BERNICE WEISSBOURD, VICE-CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC POLICY AND PUBLIC EDUCATION, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR CLINICAL INFANT
PROGRAMS, WASHINGTON, DC

IMPROVING CHILD CARE SER7ICI1 FOR INFANTS AND TODDLING:

WHAT CAN Et DOME?

As Vioe chairman of the Committee on Public Polioy and

Public Eduoation of the National Center for Clinical Infant

Programs, a nonprofit corporation working to support healthy

development of children in the first three years of life, I

wish to thank the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

for the invitation to address you today or the obild care needs

of infants, toddlers, and their families. It is not enough

to say the issue is pertinent. The faot is the state of oars

in our country today for many of our very youngest obildren,

in the formative years of their lives, is an issue of grave

concern to all oomsitted to giving cbildrod tae right start

and ensuring healthy citizens for our futures.

You may well ask why there is a souse of orisie today.

After all, Waldron have lived through their first early years

for generations. Let me give you some reasons.

(1) Today, unlike other generations, over 50$ of mothers

of children under five are in the work foroe; there

has been absolutely no systematic, well oonoeived

tbougbt out planning for provision of adequate and

appropriate crire for the obildren of these mothers.

As a nation, we seem unaware that the problem czists;
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(2) Today, unlike other generations, 40$ of the nation's

births this year will be to women aged 17 or younger,

overwhelmingly single parents. There is no concerted

effort to give these children of children a good start.

I think everybody in this room recognizes th' enormity

of the risk that entails;

(3) Today, unlike other generations, we have a body of

knowledge based on research which indicates the oompetenay

of the infant and the toddler, the importance of the

early years for later development, and the sJmnificance

of the parent-ohild relationship in these years.

The Committee has hcsrd eloquent testimony from T. Berry

Brazelton, Stanley Greenspan, Irving Harris and Edward Zigler

-- all members of the Board of the National Center for Clinical

Infant Programs -- concerning the ways in which emotional development
and learning in the first three years of life provide a foundation

for later cognitive and
intellectual development and concerning

the importance of providing children with consistent, appropriate
care in their earliest years

to encourage healthy development

and "roductive achievement.
We must consider that such basic

capacities as learning to process information, form trusting

human relationships, know cause and effect, think realistically,

and plan and label feelings
all are learned for the first time
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it the first three years of life. The basis for nuccessful

learning - or for possibly chronic educational failure - has

been laid by the time children are school-age TO National

CarAILIStrintAnta.
angtatsilizawhisLiaLLboth promote the development of tit

child and strengthen the family as the primary source of nurturanct

for vouna children isgtkaligggptaplggparplap,talintita

pgaappity agencies. employers and government at every level
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gust meet. and soon.

The recommendations I make today, supported by the National

Center, are based on the conviction that children under three

need a responsive, flexible caring environment; a solid relationship

with one or two people in the family; and a continuous, affeotionate

relationship with knowledgeable caregivers if they are cared

for by adults outside the family.

parental 'leave and other incentives for parental care at host

Parents are the primary providers of care for their children

and want no less than the hest for them. When parents are able

to remain at home with the newborn for at least 4-6 months,

this period is likely to strengthen the infant's physical and

emotional health, encourage a muteally satisfying parent-infant

relationship, and prepare the parent to' choose supplemental

child care, if desired, which will suit the child's unique person-

ality.
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Policies for both the private and public sector which would

assist families who choose to care for their infants and toddlers

full tire or to oombine work and child care include:

o paid infant -care leaves for parents

o flexible work schedules

o modified pension rules which give credit for approved
infant -care laves

o more rigorous enforoement of child support orders.

11111-.11RNSri

Ninety-eight percent (98%) of the children in America are,.

in families, and it is through the family, regardless of its

structure that the child reoeives the care, attention and love

whioh enables his to become a healthy, productive member of

society. When there is Support for families, their ability

to function is enhanced.

Today, there is a growing source of support for parents,

particularly of infants and toddlers, and it represents a new

movement in this oountry. It is tha wide variety of family

resouroe programs springing up all across the nation under the

Ai

auspices of informal community groups, voluntary agencies, religious,

organizations and other sponsors. In a few states a network

of family resource programs are organized, or in the planning

stage, and being supported by state :.nd private funds. Family

resource programs provide information on child development,

practical and emotional support for parents, and a community

of peers to oombat the destructiveness of isolation and loneliness.
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They often assist parents in making child care arrangements

which best suit their needs: these say include baby-sitting

coops, family day care, or perhaps a parent-run cooperative

child oars center. The Family Resource Coalition, a voluntary

association, is organising state-wide networks of family support

programs, serving as a national resource for information on

family support. The Ptrent Child Centers under Head Start,

for parents with children birth to throe, are serving as an

important model and could be strengthened to assume in expanded

role in the future.

Collaboration among voluntary, private and government agencies

at the local, state and
national levels is vital in order tr

provide:

o start-up and continuation money for family resource

programa tailored to community needs and

o networks of family resource
programs which can assure

that the experience of older, more established programs is shared

with new ones.

For better infant care: regulation. training

For the increasing numbers of parents of children under

three who need and desire it, a choice of good supplemental

child care rust be available. there is no question that inadequate

day care does bars children.
Recent horror stories in the press

have made clear the damage done to children in the extreme situations

of sexual abuse, but there is the equal tragedy of children

-0
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in far greater numbers suffering from neglect in the care of
unresponsive, unknowledgeable car. givers. There Aga approaches
to assure high regulation of child care providers, voluntary

aoureditation of providers,
training of providers and education

of consumers.

state and local regulation

In addressing the complei
and ohallenging issues of regulation

of child care,
federal, state and looal policy makers and children's

advocates may work toward:

o setting state and local standards regarding adult-child
ratios, environment, and nutrition, for examplls, which

reflect current research regarding the emotional and
physical impairment which inadequai.: child care may
cause to the development of the young;

o
altering licensing and

registration processes for

family day care homes to encourage the regulation
of family day care providers and the formation of
family day care networks,

o consumer education of parents about what the licensing
regulations in their community do and do not monitor.
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Accreditation

Accreditation is another means of encouraging high quality

child care. The Center Accreditation Project of the National

Association for the Eduoation c! kung Children (a non-profit

organization) will set high standards of quality to which obild

care programs can aspire, provide educational resources and

networking opportunities to
programa:and enhance public awareness

of, and support for, good quality child care.

Training for Careaivera

While regulating the quality of child care Program is

essential, my 30 years of working and caring for young children

at a hands-on* level, as an
administrator, and as an advocate

have convinced me that well-trained caregivers are the key to

providing care which will foster children's development, particularly

in the earliest years of life. And yet finding resources to

offer significant training and salary support to attract the

most qualified providers and continued education for those in

the field is an uphill battle. Fortunately, good models for

care givers training exist: what we need is a commitment to

support them. These models include:

o the Child Development Associate (CDA) National Credentialing

Program, which focuses on the demonstrated skill of the caregiver

in its training and accreditation programa. The CDA credentials,

previ.usly limited to those working with 3-5 years olds, is

currently being expanded to care givers for infanta and toddlers.

But if child care providers -- currently the lowest paid of
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all human services professionals -- are to be able to upgrade

their skills and achieve certification, financial resources

must be provided to make this possible;

o networks of family day care providers, often under the

auspices of a community organization
responsive to looal needs,

which provide training opportunities and materials as well as

an increased sense of professionalism to providers;

o instruction in child development for students beginning

in the fifth and sixth grades. Since many ohildren are already

"caregivers" for their younger siblings, instruction in the

appropriate way to handle infants and toddlers can bUild on

children's natural abilities and help ensure better care for

the next generation of children as well.

Consumer Education

Educating consumers about the importance of quality care

for very young children and how to recognize auoh care is also

a vital effort. While voluntary groups such es the Child Care

Action Campaign, the Family Resource Ct'alition, and the National

Association fc: the Education of Young Children as well as visual,

print and broadcast media, are making significant progress in

sharing pertinent information with parents and the general public,

government at all levels should also be playing a role in helping

parents know what to look for - how to look for it - and when

to speak out on behalf of the needs of their children.
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UHAlini1111111.
The recommendations I have made to support parents caring

for their infanta and to provide high quality care for infants

and toddlers in all our communities will cost money, particularly

if people taking care of children in the primary years receive

compensation commensurate to their importance and value. How

will our society sake the meoessary investment in our future?

Other Western democracies have done so. Clearly, if the ommitment

to children is made, a feasible plan will follow. Parente obviously

cannot bear the burden alone. Federal, state and local governments,

employers, and voluntary organizations must collaborate to find

ways of addressing urgent child care needs. As such collab-

ora;ion begins, we recommend that policymaker3 consider:

o paid infant care leave for parents of newborns as a

possibly leas costly alternative for them to group care for

their very youngest Infanta;

o recognition, in tax credits for working parents and

income subsidies for those in poverty, that adequate care for

infants and toddlers requires more personnel and is therefore

more expensive than care for the older ohildren;

o the importance of making whatever mechanisms are used

to subsidize child care applicable, on a sliding scale, to all

parents in need of child care services.
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Conclusion

Where then is the hope for our nation's future citizens

who must carry on our national values and run our national inati-
tutions? Yes, the issue must continue to be addressed, yet

we do not have the luxury of sitting by and seeing generation

after generation fail to benefit from what we know are critical

and vital supports to help our children develop their inborn

capacities in a loving and
stimulating environment.

For us, the key word is action. The National Center for

Clinical Infant Programs hopes to join you in working on behalf
of very young children and their families. Our ataf. is available

to provide you with more detailed information about infant and

toddler child care issues and resources as well as about other

areas of infant health, mental health and development. We can

also put you in touch with scholars, researchers, clinicians,

child advocates, family resource leaders and program developers

across the country who share these concerns.

Members of the Committee have received copies of *Who Will

Mind the Babies?* which provide a framework for thinking about

the many policy issues involved in developing assurance of adequate

child care opportunities for infants and toddlers u. der three.

I have additional copies available for you here. The Committee

is also welcome to reproduce all or part of *Who Will Mind the

Babies? in its report of these hearings.

A new commitment to families with infants and toddlers is critical.

History continues to record that research and well-planned and

well staffed programs make a difference for children. The clock

is ticking for these infants born today, those who will be born

tomorrow, and those yet to be conceived.
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Mr. ANTHONY. Dr. Belsky.

STATEMENT OF JAY BELSKY. PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY;
MEMBER, AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. BELSKY. Mr. Chairman and member; zf: the Select Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families, it is indeed an honor and a
pleasure to be invited here today to testify on behalf of the Ameri-
can Psychological Association and the Association for the Advance-
ment of Psychology on the subject of infant day care and child de-

velopment.
I would like to take this opportunity to compliment the select

committee for its commitment to improve the delivery of services
to children in this country.

While the professional associations I represent here today whole-
heartedly endorse your ongoing child care initiative which involves
conducting hearings to examine child care services and developing
policy recommendations to Congress, the views expressed in this
statement are my own.

I am Dr. Jay Belsky, Associate Professor of Human Development
in the Department of Individual and Family Studies at Pennsylvania
State University. I have conducted research and published numer-
ous articles on infant social and emotional development.

While I have not carried out my own research specifically on the
effects of day care on infant and early childhood development, I am

a recognized scholar of the day care literature who has read and
digested numerous studies conducted by my colleagues around the
Nation.

In 1978, and again in 1982 and 1984, I conducted an exhaustive
review of the research on the effects of day care on infant and
early childhood development. I am pleased to report that over the
course of this period, two important changes took place in the re-
search literature.

First, the focus of research changed from university-based, high-
quality day sere to the kind of center and home-based extrafamilial
care typically available to families in communities throughout the

Nation.
Second, increased attention was devoted to variation in day care

quality and to the conditions that characterize, and the conse-
quences of, high- and low-quality care.

In view of these changes, it is my purpose here today to summa-
rize for you the current state of our knowledge concerning the ef-
fects of day care on child development and the conditions of quality
care.

Let me turn to the effects of day care.
When we consider the effects of day care, the research evidence

is compellingly consistent in demonstrating that there is absolutely
no adverse effect of out-of-home care; he it in centers or in families,

on children's intellectual functioning.
On the contrary, there is evidence which indicates that day care,

both during the infant and preschool years, is beneficial, particu-
larly in the case of children from economically disadvantaged
households.
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When we turn our attention to emotional development, typicallydefined by the quality of the infant's emotional bond with his orher mother, the picture is somewhat different.
Today I cannot conclude, as I did in 1978 and again in 1982, thatthe data show no apparent adverse effects on infant day care.While it remains true that the majority of studies reveal only si-milarities between day care and home-reared children, it is alsotrue that a sufficient number of investigations have discerned dif-ferences to cause this reviewer some concern.
Typically, what is found is that day care E home- reared infantsgreet their mother in the same manner following a brief, but oftenstressful, separation.
When differences do emerge, however, bet;;veen day care andhome-reared infants, they tend to indicate that the day care infantsare more likely to avoid contact with their mothers as compared tothe home-reared infants who are more likely to greet and approachthem.
While some interpret such failure to approach and greet themother as evidence of an insecure attachment relationship, otherscontend that it merely reflects an alternate style of coping withthis situation.
Unfortunately, there is no consensus in my field as to whethersuch avoidance of the mother reflects some deficit or merely a dif-ference in the nature of the child's relationship with his or hermother.
Worth noting, however, is the fact that there are several otherstudies not focused on attachment behavior which suggest that daycare in the first or even the second year of life may be related tolater maladjustment on the part of the child during the preschoolyears.
In considering the select findings I have just summarized; it isabsolutely imperative that we not lose sight of the fact that the re-sults which distinguish day care from home-reared children repre-sent more the exception than the rule.
Nevertheless, the fact that differences have emerged in a hand-ful of studies requires that they not be completely overlooked atthese hearings.
While it would be totally inappropriate for my words to be takenout of context so as to suggest that we ought to be alarmed aboutthe effects of infant day care or gravely fear what it is doing to ourNation's children, it is important that the evidence presented betaken into careful consideration in discussions of infant day care.When we examine the effects of day care on preschool children'ssocial development, that is, their relations with peers and nonpar-ental adults, the picture that emerges is complex.The data continue to indicate that preschoolers reared in-daycare are more likely to engage in both positive and negative inter-actions with others than are their home-reared counterparts.That is, preschool children reared in day care tend to be morecooperative and empathetic, but at the same time, they also tend toengage in more aggressive and disobedient behavior. They simplyseem more skilled at getting along in the social world, using bothpositive and negative strategies.
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Whatever the effects of day care rni.v be, one thing is absolutely
certain, which we all must recognize. Dar care is here to stay. With
more women in the work force than ever before, for reasons of eco-
nomic necessity or personal fulfillment, supplementary child care
is a necessity in the contemporary United States.

As I turn now to conditions of quality care, let me begin by
pointing out that, like care in the family, all day care is not alike.
As a result, the effects of day care, like family rearing, are not the
same for all children.

The effects of day care, which I have just broadly summarized,
actually depend on the quality of day care. The data show very
clearly that in center and family day care settings in which care-
givers are affectionate, talkative, intellectually challenging, and
emotionally responsive, children tend to develop well.

These children are more intellectually engaged, cooperate better
with others, and are more persistent at tasks than those whose
caregivers provide poorer quality care. The children receiving qual-
ity care also perform well on all sorts of evaluations of child func-
tioning.

In view of these findings, we need to ensure that children receive
quality care in center and family day care settings to promcite their
social, emotional, and intellectual development.

According to the research literature, it is also clear that the ben-
eficial consequences of day care emerge when day care groups are
small to modest in size, when caregivers have specialized training
in child care and child development and, in the case of infants,
when staff-child ratios are not in excess of 1 to 4.

These structural, easily regulated aspects, of day care tend to
foster growth-promoting interactions between children and their
caregivers on a day-to-day basis and, thereby, promote the long-
term developmental best interests of children in day care, their
families and communities, and our society at large.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the Ameri-
can Psychological Association and the Association for the Advance-
ment of Psychology on the su'oject of infant day care. I would be
pleased to answer any questions that the committee members
might have for mc, either now or in writing at the conclusion of
the hearing.

[Prepared statement of Jay Belsky follows:]
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PREPARED SYATSMINT OF JAY BEAKY, ?a.D., Ammons PROFESSOR OF HUMAN DE-VELOPMENT, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY; MEMBER, AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGI-CAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and

Facilies, it is indeed an honor and a pleasure to be invited here today to

testify on behalf of the American Psychological Association and the

Association for the Advancement
of Psychology on the subject of infant day

care and child development. I would Iike to take this
opportunity to commend

the Select Committee for its commitment to improve the delivery of services to

children in this country. While the professioual associations I represent

here today wholeheartedly endorse
your ongoing child care initiative which

involves conducting hearings to examine child care services and developing

policy recommendations to
Congress, the views expressed in this statement are

ay own.

I sm Dr. Jay Belsky, Associate
Piofessor of Ruian Development in the

Department of Individual and Family Studies at Pennsylvania State University.

I have conducted research and
published numerous articles on infant social and

emotional development. While I have not carried out my own research

specifically on the effects of day care on infant and early childhood

development, I as a recognized
scholar of the day care literature who bss read

and digested numerous studies
conducted by my colleagues around the 'nation.

In 1978, and again in 1982 and
1984, I conducted an exhaustive review of

the research on the effects of day care on infant and early childhood

development. I as pleased to report that over the course of this period two

important changes took place in the research literature. First, the focus of

research changed from
universitybased, high quality day care to the kind of

center and hoes based extrafauilial
care typically available to families in

communities throughout the nation. Second, increased attention was devoted to

variation in day care quality and to the conditions that
characterize, and the

consequences of, high and low quality care.
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In view of these changes, it is my purpose here today to summarise for you

the current state of our knowledge
concerning the effects of day care on child

development and the condItions of quality care.

Effects of Care

When vs consider the effects of day care, the research evidence is

compellingly consistent in demonstrating that there is absolutely no adverse

effect of out -of -hose care, be it in centers or in families, on children's

Intellectual functioning. On the contrary, there is evidence which indicates

that day care, both during the infant and preschool years, is benefictti,

particularly in the case of children from economically disadvantaged

households.

When ws turn our attention to emotional development, typically defined by

the quality of the infant's emotional
bond with his or her mother, the picture

is somewhat different.
Today I cannot conclude, as I did in 197, and again in

1982, that the data show no apparent adverse effects of Want 44. care.

While it, remain true that the majority of studies reveal only similarities

between day care and hone-reared children, it is also true that a sufficien'

numbet of investigations have discerned
differences to cause this reviewer

sow* concern. Typically whet is found in that day care and home-reared

infants greet their mother in the same manner following a brief, but often

stressful, separation. When differences do emerge, h4wever, between day care

and home-reared infants, they tend to indicate that the day care infants are

sore Illely to avoid contact with
their mothers as compared to the home -reared

infants who are more likely to greet and approach them.

While some Interpret such failure to
approach and greet the mother, which

it more typically seen in home-reared
12-to 18-month-olds, as evidence of an
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Insecure attachment relationship,
others contend that it merely reflects an

alternate style of coping with this situation. Unfortunately, there is no

consensus in my field as to whether such
avoidance of the mother reflects some

deficit or merely a difference in the n.ture of the child's relationship with

his or her mother. Worth noting,
however, is the fact that there are several

other studies not focussed on attachment
behavior which suggest that day care

in the first or even second year of.lifo may be related to later maladjustment

on the part of the child during the preschool years.

In considering the select findings
I have just summarized, it is

absolutely imperative that we not lose sight of the 'fact that the results

which distinguish day care from home-reared children sepia:sent more.the

exception than the rule. Nevertheless, the fect.that differences.have,emergiC

in a handful of studies reclaims
that they not be completely overlooked

these hearings. While it would be.totallypinappropriate for my words-tole

taken out of context so as to suggest that we ought.to be alarmed,about the

effects of infant day care or cavely fear what it is doing to our nation's

children, it is important that
the evidence presented be taken into careful

consideration in discussions of infant day care.

When we examine the effects of day cars on pre-school children's. social

development, that is, their relations with peers and nonparental.adults, the

picture that emerges is complex. The data continue to indicate that

preschoolers reared in day care are sore likely to engage in both positive and

negative interactions with others than are their hose - reared counterparts.

That is, pre-school children
reared in day care tend to be more cooperative-

and enpathic, but at the sane time they also tend to engage in sore aggressive
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and disobedient behavior. They simply seem more skilled at getting along in

the social world, usi:e both positive and negative strategies.

Conditions of Quality

As I turn now to conditions of quality care, let me begin by pointing out

that, like care in the family, all day care is not alike. As a result, the

effects of day care, like family rearing, are not the mane for all children.

The effects of day care, which I have just broadly summarized, actually depend

on the quality of day care. The data show wry clearly that in center and

family day cars settings in which caregivers era affectionate, talkative,

intellectually challenging, and emotionally responsive, children tend to:

develop well. These children are more intellectually engaged, cooperate

better with others, and are more persistent at tasks than'thoee whose

caregivers provide poorer quality care. The children receiving quality care,

also perform well on all sorts of evaluations of child functioning.

In view of these findings, we need to ensure that children receive

quality care in center and family day care settings ;* promote their social,

emotional, and cognitive development. According to the research literature, 12

is also clenr that the beneficial consequences
of day care emerge when day

care groups are small to modest in size, when caregivers have specialised

training in child care and child development and, in the case of infants, when'

staff-child ratios are not in excess of 1:4. These structural, easily

regulated aspects of day care tend to foster growth- promoting interactions

between children and their caregivers on a
day-to-day basis and, thereby,

promote the longterm developmental
best interests of children in day care,

their families and communities, and ouc society at large.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the American

Psychological Association and the Association for the Advancement of

Psychology on the subject of infant day care. I would be pleased to answer

any questions that the Committee Meabers might have for we either now or in

writing at the conclusion of the hearing.
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Chairman MILLER [presiding]. Ms. Etaugh.

STATEMENT OF CLAIRE ETAUGH, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF
PSYCHOLOGY, BRADLEY UNIVERSITY, ILLINOIS

Dr. ETAUGH. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you toAiccuss the issue of day care. My name is Claire Etaugh. I amcnairperson and professor of psychology, Bradley University, Illi-nois, and director of Bradley University's child study center.We are all aware of the increased employment of women withpreschool children. Women with children under the age of 3 arethe fastest growing segment of the labor force, nearly 50 percent ofthem are now employed.
The increasing demand for child care for these young childrenhas raised serious questions concerning the effects of such care.Like Dr. Belsky, I have reviewed the research dealing with the ef-fects of maternal employment and day care on young children.Having examined this research in 1974, 1980, and 1984; can tellyou that we know more now than we did in 1974. Yet, despite thefact that many studies of day care effects have been done, there isstill much we don't know. This is due partially to the limitations ofmuch of the day care research.

One limitation is that parents who choose to place their, childrenin day care may differ in various ways from parents who- do not.Any differences observed between day care children and home-reared children may reflect these parental differences rather thanthe effects of day care.
Another limitation concerns the measurement of day care ef-fects. A rather narrow range of psychological outcomes has beenexamined, using a small number of tests, often focusing on IQ testsand laboratory measures of maternal attachment.
When no differences are found between children in day care andthose in maternal care, what does this mean? That day care andmaternal care have similar effects on children? Possibly, Or does itmean that the measuring instruments were not sensitive enough?And when differences are found, it is not always clear what theymean. Consider one measure of maternal attachment: How muchtime children spend in physical proximity or closeness to mother.Some studies find that day care children spend less time nearmother than children reared at home. Does this mean that daycare children are more maladjusted, as some have suggested? Ordoes it indicate that they are developmentally advanced becausethey are showing independent behavior at an earlier stage? Clear-ly, it is a problem when researchers don't agree on the meaning ofa particular finding.
Another problem with day care research is that most studieshave looked at short-term effects of day care and have not donelong-term followups of children into later childhood and adoles-cence.
Still another limitation is that day care research is not repre-sentative of the care most children receive. Most studies have eval-uated high quality, university-based day care centers.Only 15 percent of care occurs in centers, and most of these cen-ters are community-based, not university-based. We know relative-
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ly little about children cared for either in someone else's home,
which is usually referred to as family day care, or in their own
homes by someone other than thei... mother.

Yet, over 70 percent of children under 5 with employed mothers
are cared for in one of these two home settings. What we do know
about high quality center care indicates that it does not appear to
adversely affect the young child's maternal attachment, intellectu-
al development or social and emotional behavior. But the time has
come to stop focusing on these simplistic comparisons between "day
care" and "maternal care." .

Day care is not homogenous nor is maternal care. It is encourag-
ing that researchers have begun to examine how specific conditions
of day care setting affect children. They are also starting to evalu-
ate the effects of average quality commun..ty-based programs, in-
cluding family day care.

Let me highlight just a few of these studies briefly.
Tir National Day Care Study examined a diverse group of li-

censed urban day care centers and found that for children 'under
age 3, better developmental outcomes were associated with smRll
group size, fewer children per caregiver, and caregiver training:

The importance of the caregiver-child ratio also was shOwn in
the National Day Care Home Study, which examined regulated
and unregulated urban family day care homes. These studies and
others have found that additional indices of quality day care in-
clude caregivers who are caring and responsive to children's needs
and who provide appropriate intellectual and verbal stimulation.

Several recent studies oommunity-based programs in New
York City, Chicago, and BerMuda have found that variations in the
quality of care within a particular type of setting are more impor-
tant than the type of setting itself. Or to put it simply, good center-
based care and good family day care are associated with favorable
child outcomes, while less adequate care in centers and day care
homes produces less favorable outcomes.

Now, what about center-based care for infants under 1 year of
age? The evidence we have, and there is not much, suggests cau-
tion. One study, for example, found that elementary school chil-
dren who had started full-time center care before the age of 1 year
were viewed by their peers as somewhat socially ai.d emotionally
immature.

Another study found that Bermudian children who had been in
center care before the age of 2 years had poorer intellectual Alibi
at age 2 than children in family day care or at home' with their
mothers.

This was especially true for children who had spent many hours
per week in large groups with many children per caretaker. While
the negative effects of group care had disappeared by the time the
children were 4, we still don't know if these effects will reappear
later.

So, the evidence on center care for infants is sparse, and it is
mixed. Good quality infant day care is also costly and in -short
supply. Because of this, many child psychologists are supporting as
an alternatRe '`a nationwide policy of paid infant care leaves for
mothers or fathers.
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This would provide another opfion' for working parents, onewhich already is available in most other industrialized nations.Exactly which methods should be. used to expand access to decentquality infant care will require further debate. Several suggestionswere made earlier today by a number of panelists.I believe we psychologists have a responsibility to inform thisdebate to the best of our ability, even if we don't always interpretthe data in the same way. I appreciate the opportunity to addressyou on these issues, and I would be happy to respond to any ques-tions you may have.
[Prepared statement of Claire Etaugh follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLAIRE ETAUGH, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, BRADLEY

UNIVERSITY, ILLINOIS

DEMOGRAPHICS AND DEMANDS FOR DAY CARE

During the pest 20 years, the growing percentage of mothers of preschool

children in the labor force has increased the need for nonmaternat child care

services (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980). Further, the demand for child

care is expected to continue to rise because of projected increases in the

number of young children, employed mothers, and single-parent families.

The number of preschool children in two-parent homes with working mothers is

expected to increase from over 6.9 million in 19C0 to almost 9.4 million by

1990, an increase of 36 percent. Even more dramatically, the number of

preschoolers in single-parent (usually mother-only) families with employed

mothers is projected to grow from nearly 1.8 million in 1980 to nearly 2.8

million in 1990, a 57 percent increase (Select Committee on Children, Youth,

Families, 1983). Women with children under the age of 3 are the fastest

growing part of the labor force (Zigier b Muenchow,
1983); by 1982 over 45

percent of them worked outside the home (Hoffman, 1984).

DISTINCTION BETWEEN MATERNAL DEPRIVATION AND DAY CARE

The growing trend toward placing children in day care has raised serious

questions concerning the effects of such care on young children. The

traditional belief in our society is that women must stay home with their

children, particularly in the early years, in order to be good mothers

(Russo, 1976). This belief is based in part on results of studies of

institutionalized children living in orphanages or unstable foster homes.
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These studies indicated that long-term or permanent separations of the

child from the mother during the
preschool years may have detrimental

effects on the child's subsequent
intellectual, social, and emotional

development (see reviews by Rutter, 1972; Yarrow, 1964). It must be

emphasized, however, that there is a great deal of difference between

residential group care without
parent contact and day care in which the

mother and child are separated but
reunited each working day, with the

parents retaining their role as primary
caregivers (Etaugh, 1980; Rutter,

1982) .

This paper examines the effects of day care on children, particularly

those under the age of 3 years. Limitations of the research findings will

be noted. The need to define and examine
specific conditions and dimensions

of day care settings will be stressed. Finally, the importance of linkages

between family and day care will be discussed.

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH ON DAY CARE

Studies of the effects of day care are subject to certain limitations

(Clarke-Stewart, 1982; Etaugh, 1980). One problem is the difficulty of

ruling out subtle differences in the
backgrounds and experiences of families

who either do or do not choose
to place their children In various day care

arrangements. Thus, any differences'observed between children in day care

and those in home care
may not be due solely to the effects of day care.

Another limitation concerns the measurement of day care effects. A

rather narrow range of psychological
outcomes has been examined, using a

relatively small number of tests and experimental situations. If.fow or no

differences are found between children in various types of care settings,

this does not mean that differences do not exist.

In addition, may of the studies
have evaluated optimal group day care,

often sponsored by a university. The care received in high-quality demonstration

41-0 47 0 - 85 - 5
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projects cannot be assumed to be representative of the care children

received in other day care situations. Only 10 to 15 percent of day care

occurs in centers (Hofferth, 1979) and only a small percentage of these

centers offer research-oriented demonstration programs (Etaugh, 1980).

Since the mid-1970s, however, researchers have begun to evaluate the effects

of average-quality, community-based programs, including family day care .

Another problem with day care research is that most studies have

looked only at short-term effects of day care. Only by following up

children into the elementary school years and beyond can we assess potential

long-term effects of various types of care.

Finally, researchers have focused largely on global comparisons

between day-care children end home-reared children. "Day-care" is not a

homogenous term, nor is "home care" for that matter. Only recently have

studies begun to examine how particular dimensions and conditions of day

care settings and caregivers affect various child behaviors.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH COMPARING DAY CARE CHILDREN AND HOME-REARED CHILDREN

Studies comparing the development of day-care and home-reared children

have been reviewed recently (e.g. Etaugh, 1980; Rutter, 1982). Reviewers

generally conclude that high-quality day care does not appear to have

adverse effects on the young child. The child's attachment to its mother

is not impaired, and the mother is preferred to alternate caregivers.

High-quality day care has neither adverse nor beneficial effects on the

intellectual and cognitive functioning of middle-class children, but it

may prevent the decline in intellectual performance frequently found in

home-reared children from lower-class families. Comparisons of home-reared

and day-care children do ,ot reveal any consistent differences In social

interactions with adults or with other children. However, children who
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begin day care prior to the
age of 2 years are mc-e likely than later-

entering children to interact with
their peers both in positive and in

negative ways. Finally, the overall emotional
adjustment of children who

have experienced day care appears to be as favorable as that of home-reared
children.

RECENT RESEARCH: A WIDER RANGE OF DAY CARE ARRANGEMENTS AND SPECIFI

CONDITIONS OF CARE

One of the first studieto
examipe the effects of infant day care in

less than optimum settings
was the New York City Infant Day Care Study

(Solden et al., 1978). This study-looked at low-income you .,ste.v who

entered center or family day care between 2 and 22 months of age. The

quality of the programs ranged
from excellent to poor. At 3 years of age,

the center children had higher IQ scores than comparable family day care

or home-reared children and did not dIffet from them in social- emotional

development. This study also examined quality of care in different settings

and found that "while there
were essentially no qualitative differences

between the group and family day care programs in the way caregivers interacted

with children or in children's
behavior, individual differences in these

respects were related to children's
language competence, social competence

with adults, and adequacy of
emotional functioning at three years of age"

(Golden et al., 1978, p. 182). in other words, variations in the nature

and quality of care within each
type of setting was more important than the

type of setting arse.

Similar results were obtained in a very recent study by Clarke-Stewart

(1984), who compared middle-class 2-to 4 -year -olds from a broad range of

center and family day care
arrangements with children without day care

experience. Children attending centers scored consistently higher on
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measures of social, emotional, and intellectual maturity than children in

family day care or at home with parents. Just as in the New York City

Infant Day Care Study, Clarke-Stewart found
that, within each type of care

arrangement, the quality of care was significantly related to children's

social and Intellectual competence.

Another recent investigation which focused on the quality of day care

is the National Day Care Study (Ruopp, Travers, Glantz, * Coelen, 1979).

This study examined a diverse group of licensed urban day care centers which

were serving (or were eligible to serve) federally subsidized children. For

children ranging from 6 weeks to 5 years of age, the results indicate the

importance of group size and caregiver training. For infants (6 weeks to

3 years of age), but not older
preschoolers, caregiver/child ratio also was

found to be important. More specifically, across all centers, smiler

groups were consistently associated with better care, more socially active

children, and higher gains on two developmental tests. With respect to

caregiver qualifications, it was found that caregivers with education /training

relevant to young children delivered better care with superior developmental

effects for children. Finally, a higher caregiver/child ratio (n.e., fewer

children per caregiver), was strongly related to measures of quality for

infants.

The importance of both caregiver training and caregiver/child ratio

also was shown in the National Day Care Home Study (Fosburg, 1981), which

examined regulated and unregulated urban family day care homes. Caregivers

who had some child care training tended to display more teaching, ianguage/

information activity, music/dramatic play, and comforting. However, as

the number of children in the home
increased, interactions of all types

between the caregiver and individual children decreased.
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Consistent with these results is a study by Howes (in press) which

looked at 18-to 22-month-old
children and their caregivers in licensed day

car homes and centers. She found that caregivers In
both settings who cared

for fewer children, worked
shorter hours, had fewer housework

responsibilities,

and had more experience and training
in child care and child

development were those
who provided more facilitative

social stimulation, expressed more positive

affect, were more responsive
to the toddlers, and were less restrictive and

negative. Although Howes did not report directly on the relationship between

caregiver variables and child behavior, it appears that, once again,

caregiver/child ratio and caregiver
training,among other things,.were

associated with a more favorable
caregiving environment.

Studies of day care effects In
Bermuda by Schwarz and his colleagues

similarly Indicate that differences in the quality of day care environments

have important effects
on children's language, social, and emotional

development. It should be noted that in
Bermuda, a society similar to the

U.S. in social and economic
conditions, 90 percent of children experience

regular day care by the age of 2 years. These day care environments vary

widely along such dimensions of quality as caregiver training, curriculum,

child-caregiver interaction and so forth. A study of 3-to 5-year-old

Bermudian children in center
care (HcCartney, Scarr, Phillips, Grajek,

Schwarz, 1982) found that children at the better quality centers scored

higher on measures of language
development, intelligence, task orientation,

sociability and considerateness.

CENTER -BASED CARE FOR INFANTS UNDER ONE YEAR (AND POSSIBLY TWO YEARS) OF

AGE: A CAUTIONARY NOTE

Some findings indicate that-
under some conditions-. we should be

cautious about the care of young Infants in centers. A study of Bermudian

infants (Schwarz et al., 1981)
found that 2-year-olds who had experienced
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predominantly center day care in the first two years of life had poorer

communication skills, shorter attention spans, and were less well-adjusted

than children In family day care or cared for at home. However, these

results were especially marked for -hildren who spent mat hours per week

in large, ran, and with mil children per caretaker. These unfavorable

conditions appeared to have stronger effects on some personality and

cognitive variables in the first year of life and on other variables in the

second year of life.

In one of the few investigations to look at the long-term effects of

Infant day care, Barton (1981) studied middle-class 8-to 10-year olds who

had experienced either full-time, part-time, or no group care as infants or

preschoolers. Children who had started full-time day care before the age of

12 months were most likely to misbehave, cry, and spend time alone as

elementary school children. Children who began part-time care before the

age of 12 months, were not as likely to show these behaviors, suggesting that

the combination of full-time day care and Its initiation at a very young

age has the most powerful effect.

What are the alternatives to center-based care for infants? The authors

of the New York City Infant Day Care Study (Golden et al., 1978) recommended

family day care for children under the age of two years, not because It

was found to be better for the child's development than center care (It

wasn't), but because family Jay care Is less costly, often more convenient,

and may provide more individual attention to the infant. Other social

scientists (e.g., Kamerman b Kingston, 1981; Zlgler b Muenchow, 1983)suppert

voluntary, paid Infant-care leaves for mothers and/or fathers for ,xeriods

ranging up to six months.
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THE FAMILY MO THE OAY-CARE
pRovIsm MUTUALLY SUPPORTIVE CAREQIURS

A final important issue which needs to be addressed is the concern that
day care programs may usurp the family's traditional

role of caregiver (e.g.

Select Committee on Children, Youth, t Families, 19831. RIccluti (1977)

has pointed out that
parents and day care provides need to be seen as

serving mutually supportive and
complementary roles. He notes that

day care programs
can serve to support and strengthen the role of the

parents as the child's primary caregivers. Nor are these just empty words.

Recent evidence suggests the importance of linkages between home and day

care. AinsIll and Anderson (1982),
for example, found that infants whose

parents had frequent contacts with the child's substitute
caregiver were

more likely to be securely
attached both to their mothers and their

substitute caregivers. Along the same lines, Clarke-Stewart
(1984), in her

study described earlier, found that the more competent parents not only

provided better environments
for their children at home, but also chose

better day care arrangements for their children. She notes, and 1 would

echo her sentiments, that
day care provides a context for child development

that builds upon, but clearly does not eliminate, the impact of the parents

as the most important caregiving
influence on the child.

4,4
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Chairman MILLER. Mr. Burke.

STATEMENT OF KENYON C. BURKE, ASSOCIATE GENERAL SEC.RETARY, DIVISION OF -CHUR-li AND SOCIETY, NATIONALCOUNCIL OF CHURCHES

Mr. BURKE. 1 am Kenyon C. Burke, associate general secretaryfor the .Division-ofChurch and Society, National Council of Church-es, and have held.that position since'1980.
For the record, I have a doctorate in education, and we have sub-mitted a more comprehensive statement which I will not read.I will read an abbreviated version.
The Division of Church and Society has recently completed themost extensive study of child care in our Nation's history, survey-ing over 90,000 parishes in local communities to discover their rolein providing child care.

. This study has done much to sharpen our own understanding ofthe great promise of, and the great challenges to, programs servingyoung children in our Nation today.
Thus, the. National Council of Churches is not only equipped butindeed obligated to lend its voice and share its insights regardingchild care in the United States today.
The primary and inescapable conclusion of the report is that thechurch is the single largest provider of early childhood programs inthe Nation. Perhaps as many as 40 percent of all American pre-school children enrolled in early childhood programs are enrolledin such church-housed programs.
Equally startling, the study revealed the massive financial subsi-dy the Nation's churches make to child care programs housedwithin their buildings.
White the vast majority of these programs are.of high quality, asdefined by commonly agreed-upon quality indicators, a number ofproblems confront these programs, and challenge the continuedprovision of high quality care for young children.
The quality of child care programs is further endangered by agrowing practice which we, as churches, _-el especially concernedabout. In recent years, the States have been disposed to exemptchurch programsand sometimes other programs-7from State li-censing regulations.
Here we must be unequivocal. We believe it is important thatunder no circumstances should any child care program be exempt-ed from prevailing regulatory standards. Our children's well-beingrequires it.
The regulations of basic health and safety conditions in a build-ing program that serves young children is the appropriate, andindeed minimal, responsibility of the State and need not interferewith the free exercise of religion.
Thus, compliance will not preempt, of course, the church's activeattempts to seek reform of licensing regulations. Such reform is inthe best interests of young children.
Our work with the tens of thousands of programs housed inchurch buildings has led us to conclude that a national dialog re-garding child care is long overdue.

. . 1
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We appeal to you today to use your good offices to initiate such a
national dialog which will ultimately yield a coherent and equita-
ble national plan for child care.

As the Nation's largest ecumenical body, we stand ready, even
eager, to participate in that dialog. The participation of the church-
es will be guided by our vision that child care services must be: ,

Available to all families on an equitable basis, draw resources
from all sectors of the society, support the development of the child
and Ihe stability of the family, and be regulated in such a manner
that encourages the development of a variety of progritni types of
high quality in which health and safe'ty'are assured.

The select committee has provided leadership of incalculable
worth by providing this forum so urgently. needed to discus's the
critical issues facing young children and their families.

The committee has engendered great respect in `many arenas
through its broad approach to its work and the timeliness of its
mandate. It is our privilege to be afforded an opportunity to ex-
press the concerns of the church and this we have 'tried to -do

today.
In closing, I would like to underscore and specify- a number 'of

the concerns so keenly brought to us as we have 'observed the
nearly 2 million children who are cared for in church buildings
each day.

One, demand for child care generally outstrips supply. Nowhere
is this more critically felt than in the areas of infant care, which is
so expensive to provide, and in the area of before and after-school
care.

It is to these areas that governmental policy must address itself
offering incentives and support sufficient to encourage providers to
undertake the provision of these services.

Two, similarly, special help is needed in order for child ,cake as
an industry to begin to deal with illness within: child care programs
and with sick child care. More research is needed into the spread of
disease in child care programs, and governmental grants can do
much to dispel the confusion which presently attends these ques-
tions.

Analysis of the cost of lost work time for parents and loss of na-
tional productivity due to children's illness would illuminate the
extent to which sick child care can be cost effective.

Three, in recent years, there have been many encouraging indi-
cations that business and industry increasingly recognize both Self
and national interest in relation to child care.

Your leadership can fle much to foster this interest, provide in-
centives for it, and incorporate this segment of our society in the
dialog about child care that must now proceed.

Four, child care programs must be offered the incentives and
support they need to mainstream children with disabilities. Young-
sters broken in body or mind must not be forced to endure broken
spirits, too, as a consequence of exclusion.

All children will profit .from the inclusion of these courageous
youngsters in programs which embrace pluralism as a positive
value.

Five, we cannot' minimize the effects 'of our present policy disar-
ray upon children and their families. Our own experience has
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brought us to the sad conclusion that Federal budget cuts, especial-ly those in title XX, title IV-A, Child Care Food Program, andchanges in ,a- variety of eligibility requirements have adversely af-fected'church-housed child care programs.
-Not-surprisingly those negative effects have been4iiisited, most'sharply. upon the working poor or lower middle-income faMilies

who need some subsidies hut also-haye.some potential to paY-tion of child ,cerefees...
. During the '.same 'Period, subsidies to the middle and uppei--middle class familieshave increased in the form of more readily sacT.,cessible tax credits for higher income grotips.
Our ethical concern centers around the long-term effects of theseclass inequities upon ei3Oldren who are being denied quality careduring instrumentally formative periods of their lives.
Six, finally, we must advocate your attention to the views, knowl-

edge, and experience of the women and men who have long, provid-ed child care in our country. Our ecumenical child, care networkincludes directors of 18,000 child care programs of various types-itievery region of America.
We have been humbled by their insight and awed by their com-mitment. These providers have drafted and sent to the NationalCouncil of Churches for adoption, a comprehensive child carepolicy statement, which has been submitted to you in support ofthis testimony.
We commend to your attention the voices of these and other pro-viders.
We thank you for your kind attention, pledge 'ourselves to coop-erative effort with you to assure the highest quality care for Amer-ica's children and we have confidence that your efforts will serveour Nation and her children well; that they may all live the livesfor which they were created.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Kenyon C. Burke follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or DR. KENYON C. BURKE, ON BEHALF or THE NATIONAL COUN-CIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ON THE ISSUEOF CHILD CARE

My name is Kenyon Burke. I am the Associate General Secretary for the Divisionof Church and Society of the National Council of Churches of Christ in the UnitedStates of America and have held that position since 1979. I am a layperson in theEpiscopal Church and I reside in New Jersey.
The National Council of Churches is the cooperative agency of thirty-one Protes-tant and Eastern Orthodox national religious bodies which have an aggregate mem-bership of over 40,000,000 people. We do not presume to speak for all of those mem-bers, but for the Governing Board of the National Council of the Churches of Christ,a representative body of about 300 persons chosen by the member denominations inproportion to their size and according to their own respective processes, and for theExecutive Committee, a body of about 75 persons elected by the Governing Boardfrom its membership and including the chief executives of the most active memberdenominations.
The Division of Church and Society has recently completed the most extensivestudy of child care in our nation's history surveying over 90,000 parishes in localcommunities to discover their role in providing child nitre. This study has donemuch to sharpen our own understanding of the great promise of, and the great chal-lenges to, programs serving young children in our nation today. Thus, the NationalCouncil of Churches is not only equipped but indeed obligated to lend its voice andshare its insights regarding child care in the United States today.
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The primary and inescapable conclusion of the report is, that the Church is the
single largest provider of early childhood programs in the nation. Perhaps as many
as 40% of all American pre-school children enrolled in early childhood programs are
enrolled in such church-housed programs. Equally startling, the studyfrevealei the
massive financial subsidy the nation's churches make to child care programs )ioused

within their buildings.
While the vast minority of these programs are of high hualify, aedefined bY com-

monly agreed upon 'quality indicators," a number of problems confront these pro-
and challenge the continued provision of high .quality care for young chit -

ren. Child care providers responilin' g to our study report.that. they receive low

wages and have few job benefits; they often, experience feelings 'of isolation and
sense that their work is not valued by the larger 'Society. SiCh faciors lead to high
rates of staff turnover and a loss of some of themost-Wetankexperienced person-

Changing forces in the child care world have also'llad;i; affect-uP,onnel.

church-housed child care programs. Among these forces are the rapid increase in
demand for full-day programs which serve working parents,'Cutbacks and instability
in federal and state funding patterns, the absence of information and. referral sys-
tems, the lack of availability of start-up funds, and, unpredictable patterns of in-
volvement with child care on the part ofbusiness and industry.

The quality of child care programs is further endangered by a 'grcriving Tractiee
which we, as churches feel especially concerned about. In recent' years the'etates '-
have been disposed to exempt church programs (and sometimes" other- programs)
from state licensing regulations. Here we must be unequivocal. We believe,it is:im-
portant that under no circumstances should any child care program -be exempted

from prevailing regulatory standards. Our children's well-being requires it:"
The regulations of basic health and safety conditions in a building/program that

serves young children is the appropriate, and indeed minimal responsibility of the

state and need not interfere with the free exercise of religicht.-Thus, compliance will

not preempt, of course, the church's active attempts to seek reform of licensing reg-
ulations. Such reform is in the best interests of young children.

Our work with the tens of thousands of programs housed in church buildings has

led us to conclude that a national dialogue regarding child care is long overdue.
America can and should be a good and safe place to raise children. We appeal to
you today to use your good offices to initiate such a national' dialogtO tihich will
ultimately yield a coherent and equitable national plan for child Care.

An equitable and comprehensive public policy will'require that all programkmeet
a common set of minimum standards that are independent of both the-method or
form of payment to be made for services, thus assuring an equity in program, quality
for all children. Such a policy must be formulated so that it serves RS an incentive
for all potential sources of child care subsidy. In our view this is not a task the fed-

eral and state governments can do alone. The voluntary and private sector and busi-

ness and industry must all recognize, as we have so recently done, the magnitude
and importance of their involvement in child care.

As the nation's largest ecumenical body we stand ready, even eager participate
in the dialogue. The participation of the churches will be guided by our vision that
child care services must be available to all families on an equitable basis, draw re-
sources from all sectors of the society, support the development of the child and the
stability of the family, and be regulated in such a manner that` encourages the de-
velopment of a variety of program types of high quality in which health and safety
are assured.

The Select Committee has provided leadership of incalculable worth by providing

this forum s o u rgently needed to discuss the critical issues facing young children
iand their families. The Committee has engendered great respect in many arenas

through its approach to its work and the timeliness of its mandate. It is our privi-
lege to be afforded an opportunity to express the concerns of the church and this we
have tried to do today.

In closing, I would like to underscore and specify a number of the concerns so
keenly brought to us as we have observed the nearly two million children who are
cared for in church buildings each day:

1. Demand for child care generally outstrips supply. Nowhere is this more critical-

ly felt than in the areas of infant care (which is so expensive to provide) and in the
area of before and after school care. It is these areas that governmental policy must

address itself offering incentives and support sufficient to encourage providers to
undertake the provision of these services.

2. Similarly, special help is needed in order for child care as an Industry to begin

to deal with illness within child care programs and with sick child care. More re-
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search is needed intohe spread of disease in child care programs and governmentalgreat can do much to dispel the confusion which presently attends these questions.Analysis of the cost of lost work time for parents and loss of national productivitydue to children's illness would illuminate the extent to which sick child care carol*cost effective.
3. In recentyears there have been 'many encouraging. indications that businessand industry increasingly recognize both self and national interest in relation, tochild care. Your leadership can do much to foster this interest, prcivide incentivesfor it, and incorporate this segirent of our society in the dialogue:about childcarethat must now proceed.
4. Child care programs must be offered the incentives and support they need to"mainstream" children with disabilities. Youngsters broken in body or mind mustnot be forced to 'endure broken spirits too as a cot pence of 'exclusion.'All chil-dren will .profit from the inclusion of these' courageous ,youngsters in programswhich embrace pluralism as a positive value.
5. We cannot minimizes the effects of our. present policy disarray upon ohildrenand their families.. Our own experience has brought us to the sad conclusion thatfederal budget cuts, especially those in Title XX, Title WA, Child Care Food Pro-gram, and changes in a variety of eligibility requirements have adversely affectedchurch-housed child care programs. Not surprisingly those negative effects havebeen visited most sharply upon the "working poor" or lower middle income familieswho need some subsidies but also have some potential to pay a portion of child carefees. During the same period subsidies to the middle and upper middle class families'have increased in the form of more readily accessible tax credits for higher incomegroups. Our ethical concern centers around the long term effects of these class in-equities upon children who are being denied quality care during instrumentallyformative periods of their lives.

6. Finally, we must advocate your attention to the views, knowledge' and experi-ence of the women and men who have long provided child care in our country. OurEcumenical Child Care Network includes directors of 18,000 child care programs ofvarious types in every region of America. We have been humbled by their insightand awed by their comnutment. These providers have drafted and sent to the Na-tional Council of Churches for adoption a Comprehensive Child Care Policy State-ment (which has been submitted to you in support of this testimony). We commendto your attention the voices of these and other providers.
We thank you for your kind attention, pledge ourselves to co-operative effort withyou to assure the highest quality care for America's children and we have confi-dence that your efforts will serve our nation and her children wellthat they mayall live the lives for which they were created.Thank you.

DATA SHEET
Title: Child Day Care Policy Statement.
Originating body. Division ofChurch and SocietyPurpose: To establish a comprehensive policy base regarding child day care.

WHAT ACTION WILL THE ORIGINATING BODY TAKE IF THIS IS ADOPTED?
This statement will help undergird the work of the Division of Church and Socie-ty in monitoring and advocating equitable child care policy and in its provision oftechnical assistance to local parishes which provide child day care services.

[Policy Statement on Cnild Day Care (Proposed)]

Dun
I. SOCIAL AND THEOLOGICAL RATIONALE

A. The cresting tide of need
The awareness of need for child day care in the United States is not new, nor isthe forging of a public policy to undergird such care. Historically, such policies wereforged in times ofwar and national crises and were adopted to address other nation-al priorities. Thus, public policies regarding child care have not beendeveleped froma primary motNation to meet the needs of children or to strengthen faMilies.Formalileo child day care, the programs provided to pre-school children outside oftheir homes, has only recently become a feature on the American family 'landscape.Late in the 19th century, "day nurseries" served factory and mill workers, the poor,

At.
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and the rapidly increasing immigrant population. Day care centers sprang up
during both world wars to accommodate the children of women working to support
the war efforts. Any suggestion of child care outside such emergencies was once
thought to be a remedial program for pathological families, but childcare today has
become an American norm. In the last decade child day care has emerged with a
renewed vigor. Since 1980, a majority of mothers of children under five has been -14

employed outside the home. Other trends in birthing patterns and divorce rates
have contributed to the rise in the need for child care both full day and part, day.

Since child care services were historically associated with families most in need,
they were often looked upon with disdain. 'Today's economic_ realities have not inic-
ceeded fully in removing the stigma attached to working- mothers. And the nation

continues to witness dramatic changes in'family.life: JI.
More parents of,both genders and all socw-economic.clairie s are entering the

labor force, returning to school and job training programs,
There are more divorties, separations, and unmarried parents.
There are no indications of a future decline in the numbers of single parent

families with young children.
There are more families with one or two children, thus fewer siblings are at

home and there is less opportunity for children to gain important socialization
experiences.

More men and women with established career patterns are having children
later in life, making it more likely that they will remain in or rejoin the work
force.

In the face of these trends, children's needs must be met, for the sal, of children
and for the sake of the family and society as a whole. Children from all income

levels need care, thus access to services must be available to the poor, the middle
class, racial and ethnic minorities and the affluent. Child care, at its best, is a
family strengthening service, not a family re-placement service. Its objective is to
support families in their efforts to provide their children with a total atmosphere
conducive to meeting children's needs for wholesome mental, emotional and araritu-

al development.
Today most American children are the recipients of some form of child care serv-

ice and, as likely as not, that service is housed in a church building. The church,
like the society is generally without a coherent child care policy. The continuing ab-

sence of a national child care policy on the part of the government is not in the best MKh

interests of children. The absence on the part of the churchthe largest single pro-
vider of child careis a serious detriment to its child care ministry.

B. The role of the church
Child care is of urgent concern to all families with children and to the country.

Child care must also be an urgent pastoral and prophet ; concern for the churth.
Today, the church plays a major and primary role as a provider of child care and

child care facilities within the nation. For that reason communions are in a unique
position to affect child care policies within the societys To date, the church as a
whole has been unaware, ill-informed or indifferent to its role and responsibilities to
the pressing national concerns of child care. In addition to its large scale role as
provider the church may now find a major leadership role in the development of
public policy in this area of human service.

Because of the magnitude of the .present involvement of local churches in child
care, the church has a deep, overriding responsibility to initiate, encourage and par-
ticipate in a national dialogue on child care. Such a dialogue should ultimately yield
a coherent and equitable national plan for child care. This plan should involve all
sectors of society and should replace the disarray which presently characterizes
child care policy. Existing policies lack coherence as well as equity for all children.

Child care concerns are not of a fleeting nature, but pose enduring issues which
reach deep into the nation's life. At the heart of the debate lies the future well-
being of America's children and families. The church can enrich and strengthen, as
well as gain much from its leadership and participation in a national dialogue about

child care.
In engaging in that national dialogue the church is consistently guided' by' its

vision that child care services must be available to all families on an equitable basis,
draw resources from all sectors of the society, support, the development of the child
and the stability of the family and be regulated in such a manner that encourages
the development of a variety of program types of high quality in which health and

safety are assured. Finally, the church comes to that dialogue prepared to acknowl-
edge its own responsibility to work for quality child daylcare as a part of its larger
ministry to families and the society.

t ;
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C A vocation for the church
Scripture is replete in both Old and New Testaments with instruction to the faith-fat to do justice and to provide nurture to persons, including the j oung. In its his-torical witness the church through its sacraments, as in baptism, and its rituals, asin dedication of infants, hair sought to remain faithful to these scriptural injunc-

tions. Family life, too, has long been and remains an important area of ministry atall levels of the life of the church. Drawing from this history, Christians today arecalled to service in seeking reconciliation and the biblical shalomwithin families
and within the larger society. The church seeks to offer the Good News of christ tofamilies and to support them in their critical activity of child, rearing. The iiiinis",ryof child care is yet one more way in which the Christian Community is called toextend both the nurturing Ministry of the church and the Prophetic proclamation ofjustice to children, families, parishes and the society. Fewin our society are vul-nerable as children, dependent as they are upon adults for all means of support -4
material, emotional. physical and Spiritual. Called to witness to' God'i love and tolove of neighbor in advocacy for child care, the church' finds again its vocation,and
individuals their ministry, m enabling persons to live the lives for which they Werecreated.

Therefore, the church does not come to the complex question of child care devoidof resources. In addition to buildings, so commonly used to house child care pro-grams, the church brings a theology and tradition that offer much to the pursuit ofa more authentic understanding of child care.

II. THE CHURCH AS CHILD CARL ADVOCATZIN ITS OWN LIFE
A. Toward intentional mission 4.. N.

Child care within local parishes must be assessed as an authentic expression ofdiscipleship as understood by the host congregation. Thus, whether the child Careprogram is church-operated or merely church-housed, the governing body of thechurch should be conscientious about its involvement in child care and its interpre-tation to the congregation of the importance of child care -as a ilnistry of thechurch. Congregations must remember that the name, reputation arid integrity inthe community are called to account by all programs offered'in their buildings. Par-ents who deliver their children at the door of the church believe that they are en-trusting these children to the care of the church. The church nnustnever, therefore,
see itself solely as the landlord or custodian of a child care program. Refusing toenter casually into child care, the congregation will wish to offer allita services ofwork and worship to children and families which enter its doors. M a policy, con-gregations housing child care need to clarify their own sense of ministry, preparingprinted materials to interpret its sense of ministry*to others. AiLservices of thechurch should be offered to families using the child care Program. Howeier, partici-pation in a program of worship or mission should not be required as a- prerequiiitefor participation in child care. Through use of its facilities or through the operaticinof a day care program, the church is carrying on a ministry which should be consist.-ent with the larger conception of mission held by the church. A -variety of 6oncep'-'tions of ministry may instruct the congreption in offering child care. Some of thesemay include;

1. Evangelism.In some instances, the church will view its child care programs asoutreach and evangelism intending a ministry which proclaims the Gospel of JesusChrist in a clear and direct manner. If this is the case, the intentions and purposesshould be clearly stated to parents so that their decisions can be well informed.2. Ministry /service. Child care may be a parish program intended as a service tothe church's own members, an expression of pastoral care and nurture. If so, theassumption should be made explicit that participation in the child care.program im-plies a further commitment to the church.
3. Community ministry.If the church wishes to use its resources for the good ofthe community as a whole, either simply in housing a progrem or in housing' andoperating a program, the church must make clear that it is providing a communityservice without regard for religious belief, gender, class, race, or national nrigin andthat as a program is part of a broader inclusive ministry. In such an instance, reli-gious education is not a component of the program. Once again, the church mustexpress clearly its expectations of the families that participate in the child care pro-gram. .

4. Ministry to unserved or underserved populations.The church ,nay decide thatit is called by its social justice ministry to focus its concern on children with specialneeds. These might include children from migrant and refugee families, childrenwho have been abused or neglected -or who may have emotional or physics-1 disabil-



ities or for whom English is a second language. If the governing body ofthe church
has made this determination, the church must clearly interpret its call to minister
to this particular population. Criteria must be set forth defining the requirements
for entrance into the program. This ministry may involve comp.ications and will
call for particu.ar expertise, but may be the most urgently needed and most sup-
portive for the families being served. Ordinarily these programs will bs non-sectari-
an and have no Christain education component.

These conceptions of ministry are suggestive, not maisstailie, and do not rule out
programs such zsi "mother's morning out", and parent co-operative nursery schools,
which may represent the ministries of some Churches. Inaach instance, the church
must see itself as an inclusive community.

In all of the above categories of ministry; clearunderstanding of purpose and con-
stancy are required. Congregations must avoid rrsspianding,hastily to the expressed
need for a child care program. It is wise to make decisions-to enter the child care
field only after a period of thoughtful and reflective study in order to evaluate the
factors bearing ori decisions and all of the possible_ implisiitions of those decisions.
The _congregation has the responsibility to be constant in its nurture of an ministry
it accepts, especially since child care necessitates day to day monitoring of activities
and a concern for the general well-being of the program. In many instances, the
pastor or lay persons may beCome advocates, or take direct responsibility for specific
aspects of the child care program. In all instances, the church should understand
that it has entered into a partnership with the child care program.
B. Churchoperated child care programs

A church takes on additional responsibilities when it chooses to operate a child
care center as a part of the congregation's own programming. These responsibilities
may revolve around the following concerns:

1. Quality of program.In assuming the operation of child care program, the
church is giving its pledge to families that the quality of the program will be of
concern to the congregation and governing body. The high standards to be main-
tained assume a commitment to the quality of the relationship to be achieved be-
tween staff and families so that families can place their children in the care of the
church with confidence. This confidence must be gained through attention to the
children's physical and emotional safety in an area that is child-cer.tered, in an en-
vironment that encourages positive learning and growth experiences under the su-
pervision of competent staff members. Programs must be responsive to the individ-
ual child's needs as well as his/her cultural identity. Frequent communications be-
tween staff and parents, as well as the invitation to parents to participate in deci- s 4.
sion making, will support thefamily.

2. The role of the church as Christian educator in child care.--By the very fact
that the church has assumed the operation of its own child care progitm, and
o ned its doors to young children! the church is making a statement about its

ristian witness and the olosy of mission. If the church wishes to include Christian
education as part of its child care program, parents must be made a ;are of the
program philosophy before they make the decision to enroll their children in the
pry un. Christian education in child care p may find expression in
number of ways, which may include acquainting c dren with the biblical tradition,
the history of the smirch and confessional creeds, Christian ethical teachings, Chris-
tian concepts of love and justice, or other suhjects which the church may deem suit-
able for the age is elm being served. In some instances churches may elect to uffer
programs, open to .1- ose of all faiths, which do not explicitly teach Christian doc-
trine but which still embrace and live by Christian ethical standards. In either care,
the congregation must be explicit about its Christian education goals.
C. Conditions favoring the church's role as child ca,e provider

As the steward of substantial resources, including real estate, capital, administra-
tive services and health and is-nrance benefits, the churches are in an ideal posi-
tion to make child care delive available to families. Churches taken in the aggre-
gate are the largest single provider of child care in the United States today., Space.
location, and tax exempt status contribute to the desirability of church properties
for child care programs. Of course, churches v:ill want to consider carefully the ethi-
cal implications of their fee policies for the use of space for this ministry of child
care.

In these three ways and others not mentioned in this litateit.ti, the National
Council of Churches and its member communions should conscientiously and iniagi-
natively offer their varied resources as tl.ey take on the mantle of provider of child
care services and enable local parishes in a child care ministry. Thus, the ch, trch
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can serve as an advocate for child care in its own life and provide a model of stew-ardship for child care to the society at large.

III. THE CHURCH AS ADVOCATE FOR CHILD CAREIN SOCIETY
A. The church's approach to advocacy

In matters of public concern, the churches have responsibility to make theirvoices heard. Since child care is of utmost importance, to the present and futurewell-being of society, the church's position on child care is an.apprpriate.publicpolicy concern. Further, as the major provider of child care in the United.States,the church has a special responsibility to help raise ethical questions about childcare. It is the obligation of the church to, advocate coherent, comprehensive, inclu-sive, and above all, equitable public policy regarding child' care. ,,As it approachespublic advocacy for child care, the church must be guided by, its concern for all eec-tors of society.
The federal government presently .provides subsidies for all childecal-e.lervioesthrough a variety of means to all socureconornic classes/ Li higher income,bracketsindirect subsidy, is given through tax credits. in lower income prone, direct subsidyis provided. These programs were not established in 'a comprehensive apt/roach: tochild care but rather were estahliehed in a cumulative fashion. Al a result, 'theseprograms are inequitable both in the degree to which child care is subsidized; andthe extent to which parents are permitted to choose programs for their childivi:,

B. Basic advocacy issues . ' .1. Parental choice.In its advocacy for child care, the church should be vigilihthiguarding the rights of parents to exercise choice in selecting appropriate child 'tarefor their children. Government subsidiermust be designed to' assure maxititum,starbility for child care programs, whee reserving to parents the right to'choose fromamong programs to their liking:This goal can only be achieved,hy the developmentof policies which allow for some subsidies Made directly to parents through avarie=ty of means. In this way the interests of children,.their fanuliee,-andthildsare,firer.viders are all served.
Many factors influence and often determine decisions made by fsuiilies. Fn-4,eX:,ample, programs mist be both affordable and accessibleraad they must meet re-quirements of appropriate location, hours of operation, ages served, and educational.philosophy.

e
Parental choice can be maximized and enhanced by the availability of inforrna-tion and referral services. Such services can inform families about existing childcare options, document child care needs for the use otpolicyznakers, busineen'andindustry, assist in the development of new child care services, and support existingservices through the provision cf technical assistance. Children and their families ofall economic levels and ethnic groups would be served by the establishment of suchservices. Without acce's to these services, families are unable to exercise necessaryoptions.
2. Standards of quality. Interwoven with all °that aspects of child care are ques-tions of standards to be maintained. Although quality is a legitimate concern in,public policy matters relating to child care, the church must caution that this con- .4,cern not be pe.relitted to eliminate cultural choices, which shonld rightly be re-served to families. R.ther, public policy should be confined to regulations concern-ing enforceable health and safety standards present within child care centers.

The importance of licensing
It is important that no chdd care program be exempt from security a child carelicense, ordinarily issued by the state. Child care licensing is in an official acknowl-edgement of the public responsibility to maintain healthy, safe, and developmental-ly appropriate conditions for children during the time they spend in child care. Li-censing is a form of consume-. protection for children and their parents.The goal of child care licensing should be to assure a level of good quality carewhile taking into account the different types if settings and the numbers of chil-dren served in each. Agencies charged with enforcing licensing standards should bepublicly visible so that individuals caring for children know about them and canseek technical assistance from them. The standards represented in the licensingstatutes should be wideiy disseminated so that parents will be in a better position tolocate and monitor hemmed child care settings. In addition to licensing statutes,health, building, and fire safety codes must also be met. The inspection, monitoring,and enforcement of all applicable statutes should be coordinated to ensure that per-sonnel and fiscal resources are wisely used.
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It is with such an understanding of licensing that the churches should urge local
parishes to seek compliance with licensing statutes which provide differential stand-
ards for centers, group homes, and family homes; that include care of children from
infancy through school age; that cover full-time, part-time , drop-in, and emergency
care arrangements, and facilities serving children with disabilities..

, & Assuring equity in program duality

It is important that the church insist that public policy require that all programs
meet a common set of minimum standards that are independent of both the method
or form of payment to boy made for services and the source of, funds :1r payment,
thus assuring an equity in program quality for all children. !A comprehensive and
equitable public policy should be formulated in such a way that-it serves as an in-
centive for all potential sources of child care subsidy. Theeeinclude federal, state,
county ad local governments, businses and industry and the voluntary_ and private
sector. It is only through an equity of resources that high program quality and max-
imum choice for families can be assured.
C Church exemptions: A challenge to the church's commitment'

A special concern in regard to regulation is the increasing .pattern of church
groups that have sought to have church sponsored,'"operated, or housed child care
programs exempted from state child care licensing In this instance the
important and cherished rights of the free exercise of religion need not beimpeded
by government regulation. The regulations of basic health and safety condition in a
building/program that serves young children is the, appropriate 1*naibilitY of the
state and this need not interfere with the free excerciscor religion, Thus, the
church should neither seek nor accept exemptions from licensing, standards and
indeed should be,responsible for maintaining comPliance with these standards,*
the programs that are offered within their facilities. This compliance does not pre-
empt the church's ability and responsibility to actively seek reform Of licensing reg-
ulations when that activity is warranted and in the best interest of children,,,
D. The well-being of pmvi krs

Child care providers as a group are often poorly paid and undervalued. As initu-
ral part of its advocacy for child care, therefore, the church will want to work with
other child advocacy groups to upgrade the image and status of child care profes-
sionals both within and outside the church. Likewise, this advocacy stance should
move congregations to a concern that all providers in both churelroperated and
church-housed programs receive adequate remuneration and benefits consonant
with their experience and education.
E. The church's social responsibility as advocate

Recognizing the unique role of churches in the provision of child care services, the
church must be especially diligent and conscientious in its _public advocacy for child
care. Member communions of the National Council of the Churches of Chirst should:

1. Continue, through its Child Advocacy Working Group inthe Division of
Church and Society, to provide forum in which its member communions may be
assisted to develop, coordinate and implement child care advocacy strategies.

2. Become informed about the conditions exerting today and the issues in-
volved in the design of an adequate public policy for child care.

3. Use the appropriate councils and agencies of the churches to monitor
public policy at federal, state, and local levels of government..

4. Take an active part in promoting a national dialogue in which the church
will help to frame the questions to be addressed in the formation of public
policy.

5. Call upon staff of church agencies in Washington, D.C. and within the
states who are charged with particular responsibility for the church's involve-
ment in public policy processes, to monitor, serve as an advocate, raise issues,
and bring the voice of the church to bear on child care policy development.

Chairman MILLER, Thank you.
Mrs. Guggenheimer.

STATEMENT OF ELINOR GUGGENHEIMER, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, CHILD CARE ACTION CAMPAIGN, NEW YORK

Mrs. GUGGENHEIMER. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of
the select committee, and the committee staff, I have submitted for
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the record a more detailed statement, which includes a somewhatfictional "Nation Plan."
I started in day care, personally, back in the thirties, during thetime when the Federal Government was able to subsidize day careprograms because of the need of jobs for teachers. During WorldWar II, despite the fact that our budgets were strained to thebreaking point in producing defense materials for our country, wewere still able to provide Federal funds in order to induce womento go into the labor force.
In the fifties and sixties, day care was, in general, considered aprogram for families on welfare. Today, believe we face a majornational crisis.
A statement that child care facilities in this country are inad-equate in quantity and too often in quality should come as no sur-prise to the members of this distinguished committee.
Perhaps, it is still hard for most of us to believe that children asyoung as 2 years of age are being sexually abused in child care cen-ters. Nevertheless, we have known for many years that sadists areattracted to areas where there are children.
It has always required the utmost vigilance to insure that thosewho are dealing with the most helpless of our citizens are motivat-ed by affection and the desire to help, instead of the urge to hurt.I am convinced that sexual abuse is still very much an exception.What we need to do now is to make sure that' the shock caused bythe revelations in California, and in New York, and now in otherareas, results in constructive action.
Newspaper publicity accorded to the present nightmare situa-tions has terrified parents who, although they have no choiceexcept to work and to place their children in care, are tormentedby the fear that their children may be damaged.
Just as serious is the fear of the teachers. Anyone working withchildren knows how important are physical contacts and the show-ing of affection.
We have heard from teachers recently who have said that inview of the present mistrust, they no longer pick children up andhold them on their laps, or hug and cuddle them.
The answer immediately must be better systems of supervision,and a national plan to eliminate the chaotic situation that existstoday.
We need training sessions in child care centers to bring directorsof programs into continuing supervisory contact with their staffs,as well as more frequent and better-focused visits by licensing andregulatory staffs.
We need community involvement on every level so that pro-grams do not operate in isolation. We need a national plan thatwill insure subsidies for those who cannot afford the cost of care.We need trained health aides affiliated, hopefully, with hospitalswho can pick children up when they have the less serious child-hood diseases and stay with them until they are.able to return toschool, or to the day care centers or to family day care homes; taxcredits for those who pay taxes and negative tax systems for thosewho do not; after school, holiday and vacation programs operatedby our school systems for our present latchkey children, and suchprograms should provide enrichment in art, culture, sports, under-
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standing of the community, and language; resource and referral
centers so that parents know where to turn; networks of family day
care homes around schools, in residential areas, near resource and
referral centers and near industries.

We need to deal with zoning plans that inhibit family day care
by calling it a business. We must encourage the involvement of em-
ployers, hospital administrators, and college faculties in the provi-
sion of child care.

And we must stimulate the growth of quality infant care. It is
time, too, for the* country to establish a system of maternity leave
and to encourage employers to make flex -time arrangements.

We need to establish narent education programs and to develop
parent education mate la so that parents can judge quality and
can take action when there are any serious questions about a child
care program.

Licensing and regulation need to be strengthened and licensing
staff needs to be instructed on how to judge the quality of pro-
grams rather than on how to worry whether each child has an in-
dividual cubby to hang his or her coat.

The Child Care Action Campaign has prepared and is distribut-
ing single-page informational sheets on 26 different subjects that
are of concern to parents, child care providers, employers and em-
ployees, and to a wide variety of people in organizations.

We will be expanding back-up materials for these sheets, and we
will be attempting to provide more information to parents about
services that. are available and about the presence of resource and
referrals programs and networks of providers throughout the coun-
try.

The enormous numbers of letters that have come i,i to us since
the formation of the Child Care Action Campaign less than a year
ago has convinced us that eventually the Health and Human Serv-
ices Administration must set up data banks of information, both
centrally and in its regional offices.

Only Government has the capacity to store and disseminate in-
formation on the scale on which it is needed.

It will take time to catch up. We have neglected the children of
our country . for toc long. We have burdened the families of our
country with the overwhelming problem of finding adequate care
which is produced now in a haphazard manner, and is surely not
available to meet the current need created by the constantly in-
creasing percentage of mothers entering the labor force.

That trend, incidentally, has to continue. The majority of women
work because they have to, either as the major or sole support of
their children, or for an absolutely essential second income.

All of the above add up to a total change in attitude in this coun-
try, and a conviction on the part of our Government that surely as
important as the defensive weapons for the preservation of democ-
racy, even more important is the strength of the next-generation.

We are delighted that the Select Committee on Children, Youth
and Families has scheduled hearings of this type, and has given us
an opportunity to speak. Wi will be even more delighted if out of

hearing emerges national planning and the legislation re-.
quired to implement the plans.

5
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We must have, now, a complete commitment by our Governmentto the children of this country, and tilt the elimination of child ne-glect. We cannot wait. We cannot simply continue to collect factsor opinions. Children do not wait.
How they grow, how straight oi'crooked, dependi On ;what thosewho have the power t3 make change do this year, this monthtoday.
[Prepared statement of Ebner Guggeriheimer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or Eunoa
GUGGENHEIMER, PRESIDENT, CHILD CASE Acriory

CAMPAIGN

In view of the overwhelming need for a variety of child' care, services mtivt beimproved both in, quantity and quality. Our country his been slow in recognizingthat we have had a social revolution. It will take a while before we can catch up.I would like to take a few-moments to addresii the curlent situation and to chartthe direction in which I believe we should be moving. "1. Tax credits have been one form of subsidym which ottiliovernmenflas beeninterested. Unfortunately this has neither been suffteient to cover the cost of childcare for lower income working families, nor has it been meaningful for families whopay ro income tax. I believe that we should continue offering tax credits but that anegative tax system must be include&
2. The establishment of resource 'and referral 'centers haebeen another area thathas gained support particularly in some states. These are importait additiOns to thechild care scene. It is essential that parents have some plaCe in their neighborhoediwhere they can go for help in finding services. Every mothei Of childleaving a hospital should be given an informational sheet that' tells her whose tolook in case she does require help with child care. Resource and referral centersimportant but limited in value ifservices are' not available. Basic to the success Oraresource and referral system are publicity eo parents know the service and,quality programs to which parents can be referred. . .3. Infant care has become a matter of deep concern. One we to handle -the preb,lam of infant care is by :laving a universal system of parental leave for those-moth-ers who wish to take a year off. Such a system must provide some pay foi motherswho cannot otherwise afford,to stay home, and assurance of job security.,On-site child care in plants may be important for some infant care.We have received mail from nursing mothers in one automotive plant that have asked for hell,in convincing the employer.to establish an.on-site nursery so they cam bring their.babies to work. The other answer for ihfant cars is an expansion of family'day care.In this area, p ,:ticularly, standards and supervision are desperately' needed I donot believe that such supervision can be fully supplied by either a licensing,or regu-latory agency although such agencien;dotperform an important function. Govern-ment must begin to encourage the establishment of volunteer committees andboards that can recruit family day care homes and, whoie members can visit pro-grams regularly. Volunteer committees might *ell be. attached to resource and re-ferral centers.

-4..4. We have always known that child care attracts sadists. The only way thatabuse and/or neglect can be prevented is by having volunteer boards whose mem-bers assume responsibility for fund raising, for donation of additional equipment, forproviding publicity, for setting policies, and most of all for being the eyes and earsof the community. Incidentally, I'm not sure how it could be made illegal for a childcare provider, either in a center or family day care home, to bar parents from visit-ing at any time, but if that were possible it might cut back abuse and strengthenweak programs.
5. Parent education is an enormously important aspect of good child care. Thebest way to insure quality care is to have parents who know what to look for. Sincethe pattern of our society, certainly in the foreseeable future, will be one of wormothers and provision of child care by surrogates, our educational system shoalinclude courses on choosing and providing child care programs.6. There will always, be a substantial number of families' who cannot afford thecost of care. It is now imperative that the Federal Government join with state andlocal governments in subsidizing such parents. It is also essential that this be donein such a way as to break down the present segregated System. There should bescholarships provided for children for whoin the most convenient child care in their
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area is private or_proprietary care. There should also be a mandated percentage of
children who pay the full cost of care in the federally-supported child sere centers.

7. There has been a growth of interest in all-day kindergartens. In my city "all-
day" kindergartens are open from nine in the morning to three in the afternoon.
They are not open during holidays and summers. Nevertheless, because of the scar-
city of full-time day care, as well as the Cost, working mothers are using all-day kin-
dergartens as a substitute form of child care.

Schools have historically been charged rather narrowly with intenectual educa-
tion. We know now, of course, that education must include physical and emotional
growth. It is, therefore, not an unrealistic extension of responsibility to expect our
school systems to offer care from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. on a year-round basis. ObAously
the hours before .ichool do not require an active program. Someene nitistlii avail-
able to supervise children who arrive early. The pre-class program might include
breakfast and either supervised playground time or time * a library:

After-school, holidays and summer p need to be rethoughL Deiendi;ig-on
the age group being served, they can include trips of all kinds,. including, wilderness
experiences, journeys to other cities, visits to- museums and opportunities to go to
theatrical programs and concerts. They should also include the development of life-
time hobbies and life-time sports.

8. Licensing is only one part of the necessary protection, but at least, it sets stand-
ards, and enforcement can be placed in the hands of other departments such, as
health, sanitation, fire education and recreation. A system of licensing should be re-
quired in every state, supplemented by the involvement of a cross section_ of city
agencies. Standards should include standards for training of personnel who will be
dealing with children. Finally, it is imperative that business,hospitalsand universi-
ties be encouraged to provide child care services. This can be done with a combina-
tion of tax incentives and subsidies.

All of the above presupposes that parents who can afford to pay will also be con-
tributing in the same way that private hospital patients contribute.

Child Care Action Campaign was formed less than a year ago, by leaders of
women's organizations, editors of women's magazines and experts in the child care
field. One of its first goals was to alert the country to what we considered to be a
crisis situation. We are grateful to the Select Committee on Children Youth and
Families for the attention that you have focused on child care. We do want to close,
however, by reminding you that children do not wait. The infant born today cannot
wait five or ten years to receive adequate care. Infants placed in the home of some-
one who is neglectful or who doesn't spend time talking to that child, may `develop
an educational deficiency that can never be corrected. _

If the best defense of our country is the maintenance of our demctratic'systeni.
then it is time for us to replace concern with action;' our Mature der aids on'this:

ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY SUBSEQUENTLY RECEIVED FROM ELINOR GOOOBNHEIMER,
PRESIDENT, CHILD CARE ACTION CAMPAIGN

The majority of people in our country accept as fact the overwhelming need for.
child care services. There are a number of national and local organizations war
to develop such services. These include training schools for nannies, research
referral centers, groups that are working to expand proprietary care, and national
agencies that focus on family day care and child care for families, on the lowest
income levels. What has been lacking is an overall plan or framework that insures
the provision of options for families on all income levels. rs.

The lack of child care services is not a welfare or poverty problem, nor ,does it
indicate that the family needs casework services. In the past before the majority of
mothers had entered the labor force, it may have been reasonable to associate the
need for child care with poverty. In the thirties and forties a very small number of
women pursued careers and the majority of those were working because of urgent
financial need. Today women are working because they are the major or sole sup-
port of their families or because a second income is essential in order to maintain; a
middle-class life style.

The Child Care Action Campaign was formed less than a year ago by a coalition
leaders of women's organizations, editors of magazines and experts in the Child

care field. During this brief period we have received tens of thousands of lettita
from parents, from family day care providers, from students on campuses, Troup..
nurses in hospitals and even from employees of the Federal Government. We have
learned that even in such states as California, which has a network of information
and referral services and a great many different kinds of programs, parents have
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difficulty finding child care. We also learned that licensing alone provides no guar-antee of quality care.
Parents do not know where to find adequate, affordable child care even if it isavailable, and there are many areas in which there are no services: Even moretragic have been the letters of those who have found that the only service that hasspace to take their child was one of very questionable quality.We have begun to examine possible answers` to the present situation. We believenow that a national plan of framework must beset in place by the Federal Govern=ment, and that such a plan or framework should include the use of every,,type ofpublic and private resource.
It is important for us to have some sort of goal, even if thatval changes over aperiod of time so that by the year 1990 or the year 2000 we will have a beginning ofa rational plan to deal with the needs of working mothers and their children. Letme, therefore, invite you to join me in a small city that I have just established some-where in the heartland of America.
There are about 500,000 each and 25 neighborhoods of 20,000 people each. Imple-mentation of the child care-plan for Heartland City is under the supervision of acommission which includes the mayor, the commissioners of education and healthand human services and recreation. At least three leaders from the business andcorporate world and three from civic and fraternal organizations, four experts fromthe child care field and one parent elected from each of the five city communities'.

This commission is responsible for insuring that man different kinds oservices re-lated to child care and child development are available and that they meet qualitystandards.
A regional office of the Washington-based Federal Health and Human ServicesAdministration which provides central resource and information services on servicesfor the whole city. It draws its information from the central computerized data bankin Washington and adds complete local information on available services. It also es-tablishes satellite information services in each community. These services exchangeinformation with a central resource office, and provide local information to oneoffice in each neighborhood. Such offices are located in senior centers, peeiatrician's

offices, schools, community centers and in other public or publicly supported build-ings willing to provide space. Neighborhood offices are manned by senior citizen vol-unteers. A full-time staff person is located in the community office, and a staff offive works in the central office. At least one of the schools in each neighborhood isopen 24 hours a day and all year round. Each school is ringed by a network of daycare providers. At least one staff person is responsible for recruiting day care pro-viders and for serving as a conduit in the provision of various kinds of material,guildelines, and supervisory personnel.
There is also pm-school group program in the school during the daytime, whichmay be supplemented by part-time family day care. Dormitory arrangements areavailable in this one school at night. In any neighborhood where a dormitory arran-agement is not being used, the school has one nighttime staff person available,either at the school or at their home, who can keep in touch with the family daycare providers in emergency situations.
Boards made up of community leaders act as sponsors for the various programsthat serve children of different ages. These boards raise funds, provide equipment,

handle public information, visit the programs and access ways to be helpful to staff.Although there is no central licensing, there are universal simple b,.andards dealingwith safety, sanitation equipment and staff. These are enforced through inspectionsby appropriate city departments. Mothers, as well as members of the sponsoringboard, are welcome at all times to visit the family day care homes and the groupprograms by acting as volunteers. Infants and toddlers by and large are cared for infamily day care homes. Children start to come to the group programs at the age oftwo and one-half.
Health providers trained by pediatricians are available to pick up the children incase of ill health and stay with them in their own homes until they are able toreturn to the child care programs. Health care health services in schools are super,vised by a network of available pediatricians. Educational programs are developedby the school system. Recreational, hobby and sports programs are supervised bythe Parks and Recreation Department. All employers pay a percentage of the carefor which they receive a tax benefit. Families pay in accordance with their ability topay and government subsidies are available to supplement the minimum fee forthose families who cannot afford the cost of care. The cost of subsidies is split be-tween the three levels of government. Additional costs may be financed by fund-raising drives, special taxes and, even by such fund-raising efforts as lotteries.
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There is a large automotive factory on the outskirts of Heartland City. This
ticular employer provides a full on-site nursery for infants of nursing mothers.
employer is also responsible for recruiting and supervising a group of family day
care providers who live in suburban homes near the factory. Mothers are given time
off to be with their children. The costs of the services are paid for by the parents in
proportion to their salary levels and by the employer who receives a tax benefit.

There is an office of professional consultants in the plant who visit the network of
family day care homes and have recruited additional homes. These consultants are
available to work with parents to recommend child care. Some of the parents prefer
to place their children programs near their own homes. The office of professional
consultants arranges for vouchers, based again on a percentage payment by. parents
and the employer, and subsidized, where necessary, by government. Vouchers
enable parents to select child care arrangements of their own choice. In addition to
all of the,above, there are special programs for disabled children in group settings
and there are many training schools and placement services to serve those who
need child care workers in their own homes. There are also training programs for
babysitters and lists are kept in schools and pediatrician's offices as well as in
places of work.

I've hardly mentioned the variety of different programs that should be available
for school age -children. Programs that develop lifetime hobbies, opportunities for
homework, trips to museums, all kinds of programs of physical activities, special tu-
toring with various programs during the summer holidays, ski trips and, other
winter sports, concerts, trips to museums, both in Heartland ity and in the inetro-
politan areas, internship p both in government and in industry, these are a
few of the things that are o ered to school-age children in their after school hours,
as well as in holiday and vacation periods.

There is a roster of names, such as those of doctoral students, assistant professors,
teachers and others who are involved in various professional activities, but who are
willing to stay in a home while parents are away. This is important because at
times when both parents may attend a conference or a seminar or when a single
mother mast go on a business trip. Even those in the upper teenage brackets must
not be left unattended.

The automotive plant has a sponsoring board for both the on-site programs and
for the network of family day homes. This-board is made up of workers and execu-
tives similar to the ones connected with the school programs. It assumes responsibil-
ity for fund raising, for additional services, for contributions of equipment, and for
visiting the programs on a regular basis. Employers are given time to attend to
these responsibilities in the same way the union representatives are given time for
their duties. Retirees are invited to stay on the board as they carry a good deal of
the burden of necessary volunteer work.

Of course, there are still a number of gaps in services, and even in the protection
of children in these services in Heartland City. Special programs must be developed
for children with special needs. Cooperative groups of mothers who are not working
and who have pre-school children have been effective in giving parents some free
time, while at the same time providing socialization opportunities for children.

I'm quite aware that all of this is utopian, I am also aware that there is no reason
why we ehould not be working towards utopia for our children. There is no reason
either why America should lag so far behind other countries in recognizing that if
we are interested in preserving a democratic society we must have a next genera.
tion capable, emotionally and intellectually, of sustaining it. Long before we reach
utopia, however, there are certsin steps that are today absolutely essential. There
must be enforcement of standards in every state and communityif not be present
licensing process, then at least by a combination of government agencies. Licensing
may be only a partial answer, but until a substitute is found it is an important one.

There must also be an enormous effort made to provide incentives for community
participation in child-care programs. Responsibility for child care rests with society
as a whole. No matter how many marvelous contributions are made by our corpo-
rate leaders to the arts, hospitals and other very important and life-sustaining ac-
tivities of the community, some small portion of their time and effort should be de-
voted to involvement in the needs of the next generation and the overwhelming,
needs of millions and millions of women in this country.

One of the greatest needs is for information. It's time for the Federal Government
to assume responsibility for this. Information is needed on services, on materials
that are available for use by parents as well as professionals, on organizations pres-
ently working in the field, and on gaps in services. The National Association for the
Education of Young Children (during the next three years) will begin to put togeth-
er a good deal of information that will be important to the professional field. Par-
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ents, too,are crying for information. Data should be organized and disseminated, ythe Federal Government.
Tax incentives for business and corporations are another essential step for theprovision of child-care services. Whether on site, or through s voucher IsyStem,or

even merely thrmigh provision of information, concern for working mothers shouldbe made attractive to the business. community. The same incentivescsbOuld be of;fered hospitals and universities. .

I leave Heartland City for ,the future. Besides there are many, many ,differiiitways in which a syiterii could be structured' and the one I'm suggesting ma not becost effective or may be far from the best. Our government however mustbntake responsibility for, at least; suggesting community-wide plans diet can be imple-mented at local levels, and for increasing the aniountnfcommitnity, Involvement.
Individual families have to.,,be helped to find adequate, afforclable care,.and, suchcare can only be provided if communities, as well as society as a wliole, assumesresponsibility.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Perhaps this panel best embodies the questions that must be an-swered by this committee and Congress. Wer have moved beyondthe question of whether or not child care is necessary, and whetheror not it is here to stay.
My generation said that about rock and Troll, and. so fair,-it has-proven true. I suspect the same generation, is now saying thatabout child care. If that is the fact, :4 'stated by. Congressman'Coats, that while we would want all variations on howihateareia.,provided, for some families, there- is no choice but to,haverate, ifthey are going to have any semblance of economic WelPleitig:
Now, the question moves to what kind of care arwabout? It would`'not 'be enough '-'simplyoAdvbxpand' 'the, supgirtsystem to increase inadequate slots throughout the vetiritry.:This panel is discussing- the issue of quality, -'and bne-of .de-bates that you have opened up is whether thit.;qtialitY care, Artterms of infants, can be provided by having' the niother. Or 1h-e--spouse staying at home for 6 months or a year or 4 monthi3,s'ofwhether it is provided by infant care that is in very, very shOrtsupply.
That is an issue of quality and where it. comes from. -Again, asthis panel draws into central focus, this is ;not a homogenous, .system, nor is it the American.family.
And it seems to me, as I read your collective testimony, this is asystem that mutii., be two things: Optional and available, and that isa very difficult system to provide, because I am not interested in aState-run system, a homogenous system where it looks the same inIndiana as does in Austin, TX.
I am interested in an optional system of quality care that is alsoavailable, and the question of quality is the most difficUlt one forus to address, because we are not very good at national standards

dealing with quality.
It is a very subjective and tough issue. It puts rich States againstrural States. We can draw a standard and watch the effort destroya budding system because-of the implications. ,I would hope that all members of the committee would read thetestimony of this panel, very carefully. We cannot wait for thatfinal angel on the head of the pin to decide on the extent of needit is there. But also, we are charged with really trying to see thatthat quality is there.
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And I would assume that we are trying to recreate what a nur-
turing family would provide. That is what we are looking for, that
growth experience. That means expense. What would the incentive
be for somebody to go out and start a child care center?

The more you talk aboukquality, the more expensive it becomes.
The more you talk about infant care, sink day care, and maternal
leave, which is child care, too, in family expense is an issue.

You have presented this committee with 'the challenge that we
accepted when we started down this road. We need more One-
handed psychologists so you can't sayr,"On Pie other hand,!: and I'
really appreciate your testimony.

The crux of the debate, whether we are liberal or conservative
is talking about the benefits to the child, and thatis the crux, because
that is the next generation, and that is the difficult one.

Congressman Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you,ivir. Chairman.
I appreciate a lot of what you said there, and this panel has iden-

tified some of the critical questions and summarized them very
adequately, questions we have to look at as we make our decisions.

Dr. Belsky, could I pursue with you for just a moment, your anal-
ysis of some of the research that has taken place? Is it correct for .

me to conclude that because of questions raised in your mind about
recent studies, or at least the lack of information, that we ought to
be gathering as quickly as possible additional' information before'
we can come to any definite conclusions about the effects of infarit
child care on emotional development?

If so, are those underway, and how soon can we expect
some results?

Dr. BELSKY. I could not be true to my profekiien or to myself if
did not answer that yes, we need more research. But I think it is
very important for me to emphasize that I do not believe that We
are discussing an issue that can be decided by science. Scientific
data in this domain serves as fuel for the discussion, but I don't
think we are dealing with what we call a totally empirical qu'es-
tion.

This is as much a political question as it is a scientific question.
We have been doing day care research for 20 years. There is a lot
going on and there are some inherent complications to it. So it is
doubtful that my science will solve the serious issues that confront
us today, for examp'e, we cannot randomly assign familiefi to child":
care situations, so ive don't really have a control group. We cannot
absolutely, unconditionally be certain, therefore, that differences
that emerge between day care and home-reared children 'are-a
function of the care setting the child is raised in; it -could be the
kind of family the child came from; all of which says to me, I think
we have enough data now to tell us where we need to go in the day
care debate, and more infant day care research won't tell us we
should or shouldn't have infant day care.

What kind of day care ought we to have, if we believe children
are the future of society? Group comparisons of home and day care
reared children won't answer the question any more than they
have at this point nevertheless, additional research will continue to
illuminate issues and, of course, we need to be doing more work in
this area. It has been a long time since day care research has re-
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ceived high priority. I hope that that day is coming. But please,let's not get our expectations up too high. Future research will not
provide all the answers and, at any rate, we _confront pressing
issues today. I am proud and pleased to be able to say that we
know a great deal about how to offer quality. ,care and remain:rea-
sonably certain that our children will .flourish under. such. condi-tions. "rfMr: COATS. In listening to. your testimony, Ilia,studies ;that yoq.
cited here seem pretty ,incomplete to3draw.,that. conclusiiii,K The.only thing you referenced as to measurement of the child'aern&
tional attachment to the mother and the,..effect of, that on daY.,care;
for the infants was the child's greeting .to the inother. after separa-°
tion. .

. .
Common sense seems to indicate that the act of separation, drop-ping the child off, would be more traumatic than coming, back.

Everytime we took our kids ,to a babysitter; they cried,, and every
time we picked them up, there were happy.. ,

I was surprised that there were not more detailed evaluations
about emotional attachment, other than just greeting.

Dr. BELSKY. Let me say that in the manus..-ript I provided, there
is more detailed evaluation. BUt at the same time, I think one
thing Congressmen, as well as psychologists learn is that the piece
of information they think serves as a window on a proble.r., an in-
dicator of functioning of the economy,, for example, or of. a child's
development turns out to be not necessarily. is good as they (nice
thought it was. In point of fact, when the initial day care studies
were done 10 years ago on infants, what people looked.-at` wasieit-actly what you are talking abouthow distressed did infants
become upon reparation. What became very clear, as not only
field of infant day care developed, but the field of infancY'moke sev-
erally, was that separation distress was really not a good window.
What we found was that the way the child organizes his behavior
around the parent upon reentry and the reestablishment of com-
munications served as a much better indicator of the child's psy-
chological functioning; evidence of the validity of this claim comes
from the fact it is a much 'better predictor of the child's future
functioning.

Recognize of course, that most studies show very little difference
between home care and day care. Where they do show differences
they show it around this critical parameter of reunion behavior
which seems to be a good diagnostic indicator of the nature of the
infant-parent relationship.

Chairman MILLER. On that point, what do we know about the
family that the child is leaving for a period of time in terms of
abuse and neglect in the family or its economics status?

Dr. BELSKY. This is where some of the evidence of validity comes
from. This strange situation paradigm which we'i have in our sci-
ence is being questioned by some because it is becoming a new IQ
test of emotional development in infancy because it is so promising;
it is working better than people have seen anything in early infan-
cy work, but people don't want to get overwhelmed. Some evidenceof the validity of the procedure comes from studies of abused chil-
dren which stow a much higher incidence of avoidance as opposed
to a pattern of greeting and embracing the parent following separa-
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tion. So it is exactly this kind of diagnostic indicator, if you would;,
that distinguishes maltreated and nonmaltreated infants far better
than whether the child gets distressed or not following separation.

Ms. WEISSBOURD. I will take it out of the political and scientific
arena to the human arena. I think we really do know what infants
need in their first years and when Mr. Miller mentioned familieti3.
think we 'need. to. start looking at the wide variety of families and
what they, can offer. We.have a population, as I mentioned; offifejv
age parents. Those parents and children obviously benefit .from-
day care setting both for their own futures as well as theii;c1fik>°Ik,
dren's futures. Likewise, working parents require day Care tietthig.1-

Other parents who would like to be home with'their 'children- =
should have the option to be at home. So I think when we
about the value of ,day care we :Ian/ talk about it abstractly. We
must be able to meet the needs of the wide variety of:families in
this country. It is a supply and demand issue. We must have iidez''
quate day care where it is necesary, and options where appropriate.

I would like to make one other comment. I was very glad that
Representative Miller talked about the expense of day care, Or-
ticularly infant care. I think that we need to work on the assump,
tion that it is expensive, and we need to educate the public to how
cost effective that expense is. There is no substitute for a good
start. Also, we must recognize that until now day care has been
subsidized by the people working in the programs. The salaries of
the day care workers have really been the subsidy for day care in
this country.

Mr. COATS. Maybe this is the wrong panel, but if we were looking
at infant day care, and the suggestion was the ratio should not be
greater than 4 to 1

Ms. WEISSBOURD. Which I think is high.
Mr. Cowls. So as a maximum, 4 to 1maybe 3 to 1, obViOusly the.

lower the betterif we are looking at a ratio of3 or 4 to 1, and the.''
kind of day care facility which meets the safety and health stand: ''
ards that we would prefer for our children, and we are looking at
providers who have the kind of education and some of the experi-
ence and training that we have discussed, do any of you have an
idea what kind of weekly cost we are considering? On the average,
what are we thinking of here?

Ms. GUGGENHEIMER. Are you talking about a center or family
care situation?

Dr. COATS. Maybe both. Let's try to set up the preferred situa-
tion, and I know it varies, but it is for young infants, something "-
that you would want to take your infant to. That is what we are
looking at roughly.

Ms. WEISSBOURD. I think it would cost approximatly $5,000 a
year to give really high quality care, the kind of care we are talk-
ing about.

Mr. COATS. Are the rest of you pretty much in accord?
Chairman MILLER. For infant care?
Ms. WEISSBOURD. Yes, sir. If we are talking about 1 to 3 ratio::
Ms. GUGGENHEIMER. Unfortunately, we are also going to have 1'4

generalize because the cost in New York City will be quite differ -
ent than the cost in Arkansas.
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Mr. Corers. I would endorse that. It is about $100 a week. Can$100 a week buy the kind ofquality infant day care that you all allare talking about?
Ms. GUGGENHEIMER. Yes, sir.
Dr. BELSKY. I think so, too. If one could pay a family day careprovider $100 a week to take care of your child, all that womanwould have to do, presuming it is a woman, is take care of two chil-dren and make a reasonably good secondary income for a family. Ifyou could really pay somebody $100 a week I think you could endup with a very viable market out there where the consumer would.be able to regulate the quality and, like any other' commodity,supply and demand would determine, you know, who, what andwhere they bought child care.

,But I think $100 is more money at this point than we are ready.to spend. The irony here is we have done the analysis, we havegone through so many of these issues with the Head Start Pro-gram. Ten or fifteen years ago it took a consortium at Cornell to dothe cost/benefit analysis cf what at that time were perceived to beexcessive expenditures; if the returns on investment were real andworthwhilein terms of less behavior problems in ,school, lessgrade retention. We are a capitalist society, we believe in thebottom line, we believe in capital expenditures and depreciation ofcosts. Why don't we apply that to developmental problems and de-,velopmental issues?
One hundred dollars, if you could spend $5,000 a year on a kidfor 3 or 4 years you could likely cut down the rate of all sorts ofdevelopmental disabilities throughout a lifetime, to say nothing of

considering the tax benefits. I would invest in a company like that,I would buy stock in it. I think anybody who sort of possessed acapitalistic mentality would, too.
But when it comes to infants or your children, as it did with ourhead start pre-schoolers, we first think of the bottom liOe this year,we think of running a deficit this year. I am not cp., naive as tothink that this return-on-investment argument is-on- investment to persuadeanybody, obviously it hasn't. There is a terriblearony here.,Flor acapitalist society, we are not willing to make capitalistic invest-ments.
Mr. COA,TS. That result is based on the assumption that these re-sults can be achieved for $100 a week or can be achieved at all.

You yourself, Doctor, raise questions on what the emotioral effectis of infant care.
Dr. BELSKY. Then I have been a little bit misunderstood. I wouldlike to say as convincingly as I know how, that you give me qualitycare for infants and I will give you no problems or many fewerproblems than you will ge, in average family care. When I wasgiving my formal testimony, I was reporting results of studies thathave looked at all kinds of care. If we single out the truly excep-tionally high quality university based care that is most expensive,

we don't see difficulties, it is only when we look at the new, in-creasing studies, which causes run of the mill, everyday day care,that potential problems in children arise.
Chairman MILLER. We are often asked to expand family daycare. How do we achieve some assurance that there will be qualityis that we are not going to just proliferate the system and have a
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lot of marginal operators in and out of the system. I can see an ar-
gument for Federal licensing for basically the largest and best fi-

nanced day care centers in the country, to keep everybody else out
of the field. Licensing is the oldest way to chop down your competi-
tion.

How do we arrive at those assurances? I think that is why this
panel is so important. If we participate in expansion. should.
also participate in the upgrading of the quality and t: Apansion.)
of day care, because that is the central theme of this testimony. If
we can achieve quality, the down side seems to be minimal or non-
existent.

Mr. BURKE. It would seem to me, Congressman, that a serious nEt
tional dialog would be able to produce this. We produce anything
we put a value on in this country. If we put a priority value on our
children, we can put a priority value on quality care for our child?

care services. We can also establish a standard criteria for that,
purpose. We are intelligent enough to be able to preclude or pre-;--

vent the monopolization factor from adversely affecting Beer ung.1-

There are abuses. However our experiences in other Hunan
Services Programs demonstrate that we know how to handle
abuses equitably and effectively if we want to. We should fiOtor,

into establishing a quality care scale that all of us would be able to.;

agree on and that woula be applied equally to all people. think
that is important.

MS. WEISSSOURD. I think we have systems of monitoring which
we know can work and have not been funded, so they are not avail-
able to work. I also think that we have a model in Head Start.
where we have proven that good care will make a difference, and
we need to think about extending that downward.

Dr. BEISKY. I think one of the issues here is letting our cititens'
take advantage of their liberties, and the way, that we can do that,
which I think we feel comfortable with, is by adopting a much;'
more consumeristic approach. We think of Government regulation.-
I think there needs to be some of that, but the consumerrif he
informed and he is educatedor sheis in an immeniely;better=
position to make that choice, if there is a choice to bon:lade. .

I think the two most pressing issues of quality care other thani,
regulation are, first, is there a choice out there for the consumeriii t
make, and all too often there isn't; and

Second, does the consumer know what to look for? I' have been:
surprisingly dismayed that even the well functioning middle clam 'A

households I deal with in my research on families are often per-
suaded by what is hung on the walls of day care environments as'
opposed to what goes on between children and between children
and caregivers,

Chairman MILLER. Like in the Congressman's office?
Dr. BELSKY. Very much so. So the issue becomes one of how do'

you educate your consumer, and also how do you make a market
out there where a consumer can shop around. I think that is where).

we have possibilities well beyond even regulation.
Mr. COATS. My time is up. Let me conclude, if I could, by saying

that in educating that consumer, Dr.. Belsky and others, I would.
hope that we would not just assume that all the research is in andi.
that we would continue to search for and provide answers to what r
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think are some very, very basic questions as to effects of child careand effects of parental separation. What does quality mean versusnonquality? These and lots of other questions need to be answeredso the consumer does have the full range of information on whichto make a choice.
Ms. WEISSBOURD. Part of what needs to be in the picture is theoption of a child staying at home with the parent. So we are notonly talking about outside of home day care.
Dr. BELSKY. I would enter into the research base the notion ofhow do vou disseminate knowledge to consumers? How do youcheck the knowledge that you are producing is being assimilatedbecause it is one thing to generate the knowledge, we academiciansdo it all the time. It is quite something else for it to be digested.Let me agree with Congressman Coats once more. Yes, more re-search on the effects if day care is needed. But please, do not waitto act until all the data are inwhenever that will be. I doubt thatwe will ever be able to reach a simple conclusion about the effectsof day care, pure and simple; but it is clear that we know how toachieve quality. The major issues which confront us know, they, in-volve our willingness to pay for it and promote it.

Ms. GUGGENHEIMER. One thing we have found is that parents areextremely eager for information. We have gotten tens of thousands,of letiers the last month because of a lot of newspaper publicityand magazine publicity, asking for all kinds of information. Theway in which information is being presented in books and othermaterial is on the education level of the readershp.
Many, many of the letters we are getting are from virtually illit-

erate people who have trouble reading and great trouble readingthe kind of material that comes out from Government or privateagencies today. One of the things that has to be provided now isextremely simple examples of questions parents should ask and ob-servations they should make; what parents should look for; whatquestions they should ask before placing their children in care.We are getting a lot of questions about what a parent should askhis or her child to find out whether he or she has been sexuallyabused. Very little material is available as yet that says to parents,here is what you need to look for to avoid the risks of sexual abuse,and an informed consumer is an extremely important part of qual-ity care.
Ms. WEISSBOURD. I think there is some material on that. I wouldbe very glad to give it to members of this committee as models.
Chairman MILLER. We would appreciate that.
Congressman Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At the very beginning I posed kind of a devil's advocate typecomment about whether or not there was a need for day care facili-ties. If other witnesses had not dispelled it, I think the five of youhave very adequately, through your testimony, proven that there isnot only a need for it but that need is going to grow as the popula-tion changes. So I think it is important now for the Members ofCongress to dessiminate what you have told us out to our constitu-ents so that there will be that grassraots support for the programsthat we know we are going to have to put in place.
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I would like to close by thanking you for well constructed,
straight to the point testimony.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I have sort of a frustration with what we are

doing here today because with me, the issue is not whether there is
a need, and it really isn't whether or not we know how to provide
quality care. I believe there is a need and the fact is demand is
growing, and in many ways I think we are failing to address some
of the ironies of why we are not meeting it.

I know in my own community, a decaying urban area of 70,000
people, we tried to set up an infant day care center. The State reg-
ulations are so demanding there is no way to do it at a price that
anybody who needs it could possibly afford it. So that brings up the
issue of Government subsidy, but the job is so big out there that I
think we have to begin looking more creatively at what we are
doing.

If you look at the testimony that has been given today about
what constitutes quality care, hardly any quality issues are ad-
dressed in our licensing system nationwide. The ratio requirement
addresses it to some extent, but on the whole, the licensing system
has very little, to do with quality either on the day of inspection,
and hardly any regard at all in a long-term forward-thinking
manner.

So I look at what we are talking about and at the dimensions of
the problem and I need help. I would like to hear whetherfor in-
stance Dr. Guggenheimer, I liked your comment about oversight
committees, about boards of directorswe should begin looking at
a different requirement of community involvement, a much more
aggressive involvement at the community level? Should we be run-
ning pilot projects throughout the Nation where we eliminate li-
censure requirements but we require community involvement and
objective setting, or Eumething like that?

In the hearings that we have held over the past 6 months, there
were two reasons given why people didn't want to be licensed. One,
they didn't want to report the income. That, frankly, is a hell of a
powerful motivator.

Two, they didn't want government in their homes. They simply
don't trust government. They don't want a 23-year-old social
worker in their homes. There is no guarantee that that kind of
system can differentiate between the woman w.th no education but
an absolutely marvelous person in your terms of responsive caring,
communicating, all those things in our licensing system.

So it seems to me one of the fundamental things we have to do is
acknowledge that in our system, there is very little relationship to
either creating the services we need or the quality of services we
need, and maybe what we ought to be thinking about together are
models that we could try to pilot. Maybe we could set up standards,
goals, objectives, for community based committees and talk about
what kind of people ought to be on those committees. I served on
those boards of directors, I know there are aggressive boards of di-
rectors and there are nonaggressive boards.

Is there any way that government can identify what kind of be-
havior would be an acceptable substitute for a licensing model? Is
there any way that we could use this to pull in those people who
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don't want to be licensed but who would participate, and whowould do so because they would get technical help, they would beeligible for nutrition programs, get help with discipline issues, nur-turing issues, some of our best people to help them be better
people. We do learn from them.

I like your idea about these governance committees. Can we usethat more creatively to find out if we could generate within com-munities a more flexible response to need?
The voucher prograr:, certainly what I see in my community is atwo-tiered system. There are the public kids; there are the low

income kids; the subsidized kids;. and they are being .segregated
now, not rationally but economically. Is that the kind of Americawe want? If that is not the kind of America we want, then welave.to think seriously about what is going to be the relationship:he-
tween Federal program dollars and communities. I don't. know-if
anywhere in the United States the voucher program has been triedreally flat out.

Ms. GUGGENHEIMER. Could I say something about licensing? I
would not imply that licensing is useless. Certainly it is the.uxider-,pinning, or the floor, if you will. It means that somebody had
looked at the premises to see if they are safe. It means, in centers,.
there may have been at least a review to see if teachers are accred-
ited, if they have had any training.

The problem is is that license staff may go in every 1, or. in.some
instances every 3, years. Often it is an announced visit, licensers
are trained to look for a lot of physical defects. .There are. manycity and State agencies, boards of education, recreation depart-
ments, that have additional help they could give to programs.As far as community boards are concerned, I think the greatestdanger in the world is a program operating in isolation where
people don't come in and out, where a parent is told it is distract-ing for a child if you come and visit it. That kind of advice parentsshould know is a real danger signal, it is _dangerous if nobodycomes in and out of a program on a fairly regular basisvolun-
teers or parents. In the senior services, for instance, we have enor-mous numbers of volunteers in the nutrition program. We wouldn'tbe able to run the lunch programs if it weren't for the fact thatthey are in any one of the senior services-40, 50, 60 volunteers
working in the program. We don't have that in child care pro-grams. I think it would be wonderful if we tried to build some ofthat in.

Dr. BELSKY. I wonder if one of the ways to achieve such goals
beyond more licensing is to build in more incentives to being a care
giver from an economic standpoint. For example, enable people totake advantage of existing tax opportunities for using your houseas a day care home. My wife's experience as a day care supervisorin our community was that providers often had real difficulties
doing this. Could more be done and could this benefit be dentrld-
edsay for example for letting renters write off some of their ntif they are providing family day care.

Mrs. JOHNSON. That is a very good point. I think it points out
that we need to differentiate between the private home setting andthe center setting, even if the center is small. Licensing, much
better oversight, boards of directors and things like that might be
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relevant to the larger sector. We have to look at a way to stimulate
that, but also alternatives to oversee the individual home sector.

Dr. BELSKY. Let's remember most care in thiii country, particu-
larly infant care, but all day care, does not take place in the
center. If a licensor came in and certified your home as adequate to
use as a tax writeoff, all of a sudden I think you might have people
clamoring to be licensed.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I think that a very good point and a very. good
suggestion. It clarifies througl your saying most infant care is not
publicly based. That is true. I don't mean publicly supported, there
aren't centers that take little children, although there are mothers
of little children working. That is what I call the unregulated in-.
dustry that is out there, but we actually ,know nothingk about be-
cause we don't have the means to do it Few home care establish-
ments can afford to deal with the Government. ,

Dr. BE SKY. If you think of the marginal difference between
being able to take care in your home of one or two other children,
plus write off part of your mortgage or rent, and balance that off
against the salary which you would, get going out and working, but
then having to pay for child care, then all of a sudden you may
have a supply of people opting to provide care you didn't have
before. We come back to the supply and demand.

Mra. JomsoN. Can we allow somebody to have a rent deduction
or mortgage deduction without licensure?

Ms. WEISSBOURD. There is a way. There are -networks of family
day care programs in some communities where there is supervi-
sion, where there is training, where there is status to the family
day care home provider. One of the issues is there is no status for
the family day care home provider. It is not looked at as a profes-
sion.

One thing that would assist in changing that, would be to allow
family day care home providers to be joart of an educational and
implementation network. It would make a difference in the

i
way

that those homes were coming out, because you are right, there is
an underground system all around the country.

Ms. WEISSBOURD. You have to look at what is happening all
across the country. I do want to get this one thing in because I
think I said it. We are finding that they are being zoned out of
family day care in community after community across the country.
We have been receiving requests for help. I know the Children's
Foundation hassles. Because all of a sudden communities don't like
them having children. They say this is a business, and they are
being zoned out in one way or another, and that I think is some-
thing you could address almost immediately.

Dr. BELSKY. The point made about the family day care networks
I know was in Dr. Etaugh's written testimony, but didn't come out
in my lengthier written testimony. These supervised family day
care homes are the ones that have been documented to provide
much higher quality care and to have much better outcomes for
children.

All of a sudden if you get to write off part of your mortgage or
rent for participating in the supervisory network, there is a social
exchange there. Not anybody can say "I am supervising kids, I am
having day care and I will write it off," you get some regulatory fiV
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control, which is clearly a social exchange, not big brother comingand saying you have to do this rather, saying that if you want thebenefit, you need to make the exchange by letting us help you get 24some educational process going on, could work. And as was men-tioned, family day care mothers like that. They like being part of asystem.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I agree that can benefit. Would you be willing-togive them a tax writeoff? Not require them to license if they had aformal alliance with a licensed center, would that be a fair wk.change?
Ms. WEISSEOURD. Where there was training going on?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Someone whose responsibility to that
Chairman MILIXR. Satellite ?.
Mrs. JOHNSON. That we could allow States to develop outside latheir own licensure law and
Dr. BELSY.Y. In tact, licensure is a rubber stamp. We are ,reallYinterested in the process that licensure stands for. By participatingin the networks you are better able to assure the .process thaw!,simply by licensure. I think if you had networks where peoplecould get something for participating in them, like a mortgage=writeoff or rent writeoff, then licensing would become moot be-cause the community would regulate the networks and you mighteven save money.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you.
MS. GUGGENHEIMER. There have been industries that have per-sonnel departments establish networks of family day care operatorsarour.d the industries. Steelcase is an example. They actually helpestablish the family day care programs. They supervise them. This-could be also done by public school systems that could establishnetworks of family day care providers around the schtiol.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Anthony.
Mr. ANThONY. I wanted 30 seconds. I want to try to summarizewhat I have heard in the last discussion. From hearing all of thewitnesses testify they have said we need certain things and I hayegone back through some of the testimony.We say that we need a Federal agency, we need some Federalinvolvement here, but in 1981 we repealed the Federal intergency-day care standards, so we dumped that off on to somebody else. Inresponse to a lot of people saying therewas too much money beingspent, we cut down the AFDC incomes, we cut 20 percent in ourfunding under title XX, we chopped down on our child care foodprogram, and that is not to even talk about the difference that wehave in our dependent care tax credit versus salary and fringe ben-efits, salaried reduction plan. So if I understand you, what you aresaying is please go in there and make sense out of some programswe have passed and amended since 1981a big challenge.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much again for your timeand for all of your testimony.
We will proceed with the next panel made up of Julia Holmes,

°.secretary and vice president, League of Women Voters; SarahHarder, assistant to the vice chancellor, University of WisconsinEau Clair; Carla Curtis, policy analyst, National Black Child Devel-opment Institute; and Joyce Black, public policy chair, Child Wel-fare League of America; president, Day Care Council of New York.
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As with the previous witnesses, your prepared statements will be
placed in the record in their entirety and the extent to which you
can summarize or respond to what you have heard earlier today, it
would be appreciated by the committee.

We will start with Julia Holmes.
Perhaps we should take Governor Kean at this time. Welcome to

the committee and we look forward to your testimony and appreci-
ate you taking time from your busy schedule to come and share
your insights and your concerns on the providing of quality day
care, and we also recognize that you come here as the chairman of
the Human Resources Committee of the National Governors' 'As So-
ciation.

Your prepared statement will be placed in the record in its en-
tirety and proceed in any manner which is most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS H. KEAN, GOVERNOR OF NEW
JERSEY; CHAIR, HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE, NATIONAL
GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION
Governor KEAN. Thank you, Congressman. I will excerpt 'from

my prepared testimony. First of all, I would like to thank you for
your invitation. I know that you arc not a newcomer to this issue. I
know of your deep concern and I know that this committee in all
probability would not exist if it had not been for your foresight' and
ye.ir efforts. So on behalf of many people, I want to say thank you
for that.

I believe that increasing the availability of good child care is one
of the most pressing human resources issues facing us todaj. The
strength of the modern family depends on child care. The health
and welfare of children depends on child care. And, increasingly,
the success of American business depends on child care.

The most striking message of the series on day care in the New
York Times this week was the astonishing degree to which day
care hat.: become a part of American life. When 52 percent 'Of our
children under 6 have _king mothers, then we are dealing with
a need and a service that is pervasive and critical to every segment
.of the population.

The institution of day care has changed dramatically from a
rather unnoticed service purchased by a minority of families, to a
service that most Americans raising families will avail themselves
of. Whereas day care was formerly a special and limited need, now
it is a social and economic necessity.

The necessity is great and getting greater. The U.S. Censtia
Bureau estimates that there are currently 44.5 million children age
13 and under with mothers in the work force. Of these children,
19.4 million are age 5 and under and 25.1 million are age 6 to 14-7
years old. JUFt as striking, the percentage of women in the work-
force has increased from 37.7 percent in 1970 to 53.2 percent today.

These and other statistics illustrate the, revolutionary change
that has taken place in the American family. The two-parent
family where both parents work is rapidly becoming the norm for
our society. Furthermore, the number of single parent families
headed by women is rising dramatically and demands our immedi-
ate attention.
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It is important to note that the increased labor force participa-tion is not solely voluntary. Increasingly, the woman is the pri-mary wage earner in a single parent family. In many householdsher income is needed to lift the two-earner family out ofpoverty orto maintain a home or to provide educational opportunities for herchildren. The ability of these women to enter the labor force issential to the family'economic security. Child care is often an ab-,solute prerequisite for their participation.I want to point out that there are other, noneconomic -factorswhich increase the demand for child care services. Child care can-='1;be a vital element of a service plan for a disadvantaged or handi.,.,capped child. In other instances, child care may be needed as partof a protective service plan that enables a child to remain in hisown home or in a foster home. There is also a need for intermittentchild care as part of a treatment plan for adults in a trouble & t:4family. The child care system must be flexible enough to meet allof these needs. --
In short, the demand for day care is becoming comparable, I be-.lieve, to the demand for education and for medical care. Our re-,Pponse to date, I am afraid, has not caught up with the growth andthe pervasiveness of the demand. Day care is fast becoming amature institution in the fabric of American society, but our publicand private organizations remain largely immature in their think-ing about how the service should be provided. Mr. Chairman, I be-,lieve we must change the way we think about day care.
Weand I mean the public sector and the private sectormust

deviqe the means to make more day care available, and at a costthat is affordable to business, nonprofit organizations, and Govern-ment, as well as to the purchaser of care.
We must determine how to properly license and regulate the var-ious kinds of day care.
We must recognize the importance of day care as a pre-educa-tional or concurrent educational experience, and determine how itcan and should be related to our educational system.
We must recognize that any opportunity to break the welfarecycle depends upon day care. We cannot expect low-income parentsto seek work and retain their jobs if their children are not properlycared for.
The Governors are ready and willing to work with Federal lead-ers and the private sector to craft an approach to day care that isconsistent with the realities of social and economic life. For thisreason we recently adopted a separate policy on children to guideour activities.
As we attempt to develop a more comprehensive national ap-proach to child care services, we must recognize both the scope ofthe problem and the need for full involvement by the private sectoras well as Federal,. State, and local government. It is particularlyimportant that we maintain a reasonable balance between private-ly funded and publicly funded day care, so that we avoid a largedrain on public resources and an escalation of costs that couldresult from interfering with the direct relationship between thepurchaser and the provider.
The Federal Government, the States and private employersshould adopt flexible work scheduling and leave policies. There is
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also a need for improved maternity leave, health and employee as-
sistance benefits and a reduction in the punitive effects and dis-
criminatory nature of break-in-service personnel policies.

Second, the availability of affordable child care must be made an
integral component of national income security and employment
programs. Child care should be carefullycoordinated with work re-
quirements and training opportunities. The Governors would argue
that the success of these costly programs depends in large part on

. the child care component.
Third, we must learn to become more innovative in the way we

provide child care services.
Too often we treat clients as passive recipients of services rather

than active consumers who can also choose and monitor the quality
of care that their children receive. In New Jersey, for etampie; we
have established a voucher program that has reduced child care
costs and increased client involvement in selecting child care. This
program has also enabled clients to place their children in pro-
grams nearer their homes, since publicly funded day care centers
are not always in their neighborhoods. We also train these clients
to identify quality programs for their children so that they can
make informed choices. This program, originally funded with Fed-
eral dollars as a demonstration project, has been so successful that
we have continued the project with State funds.

Fourth, we must also carefully plan publicly funded child care
services and target them toward persons with the greatest need's.
Child care is often essential for persons on public assistance who
want to work. In New Jersey, we have found that extending, day
care support for persons for several months after they begin em-
ployment is often essential during this transition to full independ-
ence and self- sufficiency.

Fifth, it is critical that we encourage the corporate'sector to play
a key role. Child care makes good business sense. There are now
about 1,000 companies nationwide providing some sort of child day
care assistance to their employees. One textile firm studied by the
child development and family living department at Texas Woman's
University provides a good example of the benefits available to
business. This firm set up a child care center which is used by 26
percent of its 87 employees. The company estimates that it gains $6
for every $1 spent on child care, by reducing turnover from 40 to 7
percent and absenteeism from 10 to 1 percent. It also reduced its
payroll by 10 production and 5 office workers, saving salary and
training costs of 15 employees and reducing work space.

In New Jersey, I initiated in 1982 a project to provide technical
assistance to employers in establishing or arranging child care
services for their employees. We have learned that many,employ!,
errs do not provide this service because they do not know of the al-
ternatives available to them, or because they are unaware of the
many benefits that can accrue to the company through such a pro-
gram. Since the project was initiated, the number of such programs
in our State has increased fourfold:

We ask that the Congress recognize the important role, that can
be played by employers and other segments of the private sector.
We would urge you to exemine how the tax structure can be
changed to encourage such corporate involvement.
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Sixth, we should make better use of existing facilities and pro-grams. For example, local school districts are responding to theneed for caring for children for greater lengths of time by offeringall day kindergarten. Many of the schools in New Jersey have re- )
cently adopted this option.

Many of our elementary schools end their day early in the after-
noon without any provision for after school care, even though these
buildings remain vacant for the rest of the day. Yet we know thatsome of these children must return to empty homes, uncared foruntil their parents arrive from work.

Finally, the Governors want to emphasize that when parentsplace their children in child care, they should feel assured that
xxthose children will be safe, Recent news stories about child abusein child care settings is causing serious concern for all of us andState3 must be prepared to act quickly to take corrective action.However, we do not feel these stories should trigger additional Fed-eral regulation.

The association believes that the Federal Government should rec-ognize the States' primary responsibility to establish and enforcestandards for the child care provider. Federal assistance in the de-velopment of State standards, and Federal assistance in the shar-ing of information across State lines, can be of help, as can a con-tinued oversight role.
In New Jersey, we are working on legislation to require employ-ees of child care centers to undergo criminal background checksand fingerprinting. We also plan to involve parents more in childcare centers, which should prove helpful in monitoring these facili-ties.
Meeting the needs of children must be one of our highest nation-

al priorities. No single sector of society can provide adequate re-sources for child care, but through a comprehensive national policyand the coordinated efforts of government, voluntary organizations,and the business community, we can begin to expand .'iese serv-ices.
As Members of Congress, you have particular -responsibility for

the low-income population, and the success ofmany of the most ex-pensive Federal programs, such as income assistance and employ-ment and training, depends in part on child care. The Governors
believe that carefully targeted expansions in child care should be apriority for the use of limited Federal dollars for domestic pro-grams.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before you.[Prepared statement of Thomas H. Kean follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS H. KEAN, GOVERNOR OF NEW JERSEY; CHAIR,

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE, NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION

I AM PLEASED TO TESTIFY ON CHILD CARE BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL

GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION.

I BELIEVE THAT INCREASING THE AVAILABILITY OF GOOD CHILD CARE IS

ONE OF THE MOST PRESSING HUMAN RESOURCES ISSUES FACING US TODAY.

THE STRENGTH OF THE MODERN FAMILY DEPENDS ON CHILD CARE. THE

HEALTH AND WELFARE OF CHILDREN DEPENDS ON CHILD CARE. AND,

INCREASINGLY, THE SUCCESS OF AMERICAN BUSINESS DEPENDS ON CHILD

CARE.

THE MOST STRIKING MESSAGE OF THE SERIES ON DAY CARE IN THE NEW

YORK TIMES THIS WEEK WAS THE ASTONISHING DEGREE TO WHICH DAY CARE

HAS BECOME A PART OF AMERICAN LIRE, WHEN 52 PERCENT OF OUR

CHILDREN UNDER SIX HAVE WORKING MOTHERS, THEN WE ARE DEALING WITH

A NEED AND A SERVICE THAT IS PERVASIVE ANO CRITICAL TO EVERY

SEGMENT OF THE POPULATION,

THE INSTITUTION OF DAY CARE HAS CHANGED DRAMATICALLY FROM A

RATHER UNNOTICED SERVICE PURCHASED BY A MINORITY OF FAMILIES, TO

A SERVICE THAT MOST AMERICANS RAISING FAMILIES ILL AVAIL

THEMSELVES OF. WHEREAS DAY CARE WAS FORMERLY A SPECIAL AND

LIMITED NEED, NOW IT IS A SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC NECESSITY,

THE NECESSITY IS GREAT AND GP-TING GREATER. THE UNITED STATES

CENSUS BUREAU ESTIMATES THAT THERE ARE CURRENTLY 44,5 MILLION

CHILDREN AGE 13 AND UNDER WITH MOTHERS IN THE WORKFORCE. OF

I/
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THESE CHILDREN, 19.4 MILLION ARE AGE 5 AND UNDER AND 25.1 MILLION

ARE AGE 6 TO 13 YEARS OLD. JUST AS STRIKING, THE PERCENTAGE OF

WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE !{AS INCREASED FROM 37.7 PERCENT iN 1960 TO
.

53.2 PERCENT TODAY,

THESE AND OTHER STATISTICS ILLUSTRATE THE REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE

THAT HAS TAKEN PLACE IN THE AMERICAN FAMILY. THE TWO PARENT

FAMILY WHERE BOTH. PARENTS WORK IS RAPIDLY BECOMING THE NORM FOR

OUR SOCIETY. FURTHERMORE, THE RISE IN SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES

HEADED BY WOMEN PRESENTS SPECIAL NEEDS WHICH DEMAND OUR IMMEDIATE

ATTENTION.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE INCREASED LABOR FORCE

PARTICIPATION IS NOT SOLELY VOLUNTARY.
INCREASINGLY, THE WOMAN

IS THE PRIMARY WAGE EARNER IN A SINGLE PARENT FAMILY. IN MANY

HOUSEHOLDS HER INCOME IS NEEDED TO LIFT THE TWO-EARNER FAMILY OUT

OF POVERTY, OR TO MAINTAIN A HOME, OR TO PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES FOR HER CHILDREN, THE ABILITY OF THESE WOMEN TO
ENTER THE LABOR FORCE IS ESSENTIAL TO THE FAMILY'S ECONOMIC

SECURITY. CHILD CARE IS OFTEN AN ABSOLUTE PREREOUIS!TE FOR THEIR

PARTICIPATION.

I WANT TO POINT OUT THAT THERE ARE OTHER, NON-ECONOMIC FACTORS

WHICH INCREASE THE DEMAND FOR CHILD CARE SERVICES, CHILD CARE

CAN BE A VITAL ELEMENT OF A SERVICE PLAN FOR A DISADVANTAGED OR

HANDICAPPED CHILD, IN OTHER INSTANCES, CHILD CARE MAY BE NEEDED

AS PART OF A PROTECTIVE SERVICE
PLAN THAT ENABLES A CHILD TO
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REMAIN IN HIS OWN HOME OR IN A FOSTER HOME. THERE IS ALSO A NEED

FOR INTERMITTENT CHILD CARE AS PART OF A TREATMENT PLAN FOR

ADULTS IN A TROUBLED FAMILY. THE CHILD CARE SYSTEM MUST BE

FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO MEET ALL OF THESE NEEDS.

IN SHORT, THE DEMAND FOR DAY CARE IS BECOMING COMPARABLE, I

BELIEVE, TO THE DEMAND FOR EDUCATION AND FOR MEDICAL CARE. OUR

RESPONSE TO DATE, I AM AFRAID, HAS NOT CAUGHT UP WITH THE GROWTH

AND THE PERVASIVENESS OF THE DEMAND.' DAY CARE IS FAST BECOMING A

MATURE INSTITUTION IN THE FABRIC OF AMERICAN SOCIETY, BUT OUR

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS REMAIN LARGELY IMMATURE IN THEIR

THINKING ABOUT HOW THE SEPICE SHOULD BE PROVIDED. MR. CHAIRMAN,

I BELIEVE WE MUST CHANGE THE WAY WE THINK ABOUT DAY CARE.

WE -- AND I MEAN THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND THE PRIVATE

SECTOR -- MUST DEVISE THE MEANS TO MAKE MORE DAY

CARE AVAILABLE, AND AT A COST THAT IS AFFORDABLE

TO BUSINESS, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, AND

GOVERNMENT, AS WELL AS TO THE PURCHASER OF CARE.

WHEN YOU SPECULATE ABOUT THE HUGE NEED

MENTIONED, YOU HAVE TO WONDER IF MILLIONS OF MORE

FAMILIES WOULD NOT USE DAY CARE IF THE SLOTS WERE

AVAILABLE.

WE MUST DETERMINE HOW TO PROPERLY LICENSE AND

REGULATE THE VARIOUS KINDS OF DAY CARE.
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WE MUST RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF DAY CARE ASA

PRE-EDUCATIONAL OR CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL

EXPERIENCE, AND DETERMINE HOW IT CAN AND SHOULD BE

RELATED TO OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM,

WE MUST RECOGNIZE THAT ANY OPPORTUNITY 'TO BREAK

THE WELFARE CYCLE DEPENDS UPON DAY CARE, iE

CANNOT EXPECT LOW-INCOME PARENTS TO SEEK WORK AND

RETAIN THEIR JOBS IF THEIR CHILDREN ARE NOT

PROPERLY CARED FOR.

THE GOVERNORS ARE READY AND WILLING TO WORK WITH FEDERAL LEADERS

AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO CRAFT AN APPROACH TO DAY CARE THAT IS

CONSISTENT WITH THE REALITIES OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LIFE, FOR

THIS REASON, WE RECENTLY ADOPTED A SEPARATE POLICY ON CHILDREN TO
GUIDE OUR ACTIVITIES,

OUR POLICY SUPPORTS A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TOWARDS CHILDREN AND
FAMILIES. ONE COMPONENT IS OUR BELIEF THAT:

"A MINIMUM INCOME LEVEL SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE

SOME BASIC LEVEL OF FOOD, SHELTER,

TRANSPORTATION, .CLOTHING AND HEALTH CARE

THROUGH EMPLOYMENT OR INCOME SECURITY OR

CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAMS, IS AN ESSENTIAL STEP

TO ENSURING FAMILY STABILITY AND HEALTHY

CHILD DEVELOPMENT."
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A SECOND COMPONENT OF OUR POLICY SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSES CHILD

CARE:

"STATES SHOULD SEEK A BALANCE OF PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES WHO REQUIRE

CHILD CARE I3R DEVELOPMENTAL, PROTECTIVE,

SPECIAL NEEDS, OR WORK-RELATED REASONS.

WHILE STATES HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO SET

STANDARDS AND MONITOR PROGRAM QUALITY, THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD EXPAND TAX CREDITS

AND PROVIDE INCREASED MONETARY SUPPORT FOR

CHILD CARE FOR LOW INCOME FAMILIES. STATES

SHOULD EXPLORE INNOVATIVE MECHANISMS FOR

PRIVATE SECTOR ASSISTANCE,"

As WE ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A MORE COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL APPROACH

TO CHILD CARE SERVICES, WE MUST RECOGNIZE BOTH THE SCOPE OF THE

PROBLEM AND THE NEED FOR FULL INVOLVEMENT BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR

AS WELL AS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IT IS

PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT THAT WE MAINTAIN A REASONABLE BALANCE

BETWEEN PRIVATELY FUNDED AND PUBLICLY FUNDED DAY CARE, SO NAT WE

AVOID A LARGE DRAIII ON PUBLIC RESOURCES AND AN ESCALATION OF

COSTS THAT COULD RESULT FROM INTERFERING WITH THE DIRECT

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PURCHASER AND THE PROVIDER.
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IN THIS FRAMEWORK, THE GOVERNORS HAVE A NUMBER OF RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR ACTIONS THAT WILL RESPOND TO THE INCREASED NEED FORCHILD
CARE:

FIRST. GOVERNMENTAL AND PRIVATE PERSONNEL POLICIES MUST BE

ADJUSTED TO REFLECT THE GREATER DEMANDS ON OUR FAMILIES. PARENTS .

SHOULD NOT BE PENALIZED BY
TRADITIONAL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES THAT-,

OVERLOOK THE NEED FOR PARENTS TO CARE FOk THEIR OWN CHILDREN, WE

SHOULD ENCOURAGE EFFORTS TO ASSIST PARENTS TO COMBINE WORK WITH

THE CARE OF THEIR CHILDREN AS A MEANS TO SUPPORT AND STRENGTHEN

THE FAMILY, WHICH HAS ALWAYS FORMED THE BEDROCK OF OUR SOCIETY.'

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THE STATES AND PRIVATE EMPLOYERS SHOULD
ADOPT FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULING AND LEAVE POLICIES, AS WELL AS

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PART-TIME WORK WITHOUT LOSS OF FRINGE BENEFITS.

THERE IS ALSO A NEED FOR IMPROVED MATERNITY LEAVE, HEALTH AND

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE BENEFITS AND A REDUCTION It THE PUNITIVE
EFFECTS AND DISCRIMINATORY NATURE OF BREAK-IN-SERVICE PERSONNEL

POLIC15:1,

SECOND. THE AVAILABILITY OF AFFORDABLE CHILD CARE MUST BE MADE AN

INTEGRAL COMPONENT Qf NATIONAL INCOME SECURITY AND EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAMS, CHILD CARE SHOULD BE CAREFULLY COORDINATED WITH WORK
REQUIREMENTS AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DEPENDENT

POPULATIONS, FEDERAL INCOME SECURITY AND EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

PROW1AMS DESIGNED TO ENCOURAGE OR PROVIDE WORK MUST ALLOW FOR

MEETING THE COSTS OF ADEQUATE CHILD CARE EITHER THROUGH INCOME
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DISREGARDS OR THROUGH MORE DIRECT SUBSIDIES. IN FACT, THE

GOVERNORS WOULD ARGUE THAT THE SUCCESS OF THESE COSTLY PROGRAMS

DEPENDS IN LARGE PART ON THE CHILD CARE COMPONENT,

THIRD. WE MUST LEARN TO BECOME MORE INNOVATIVE IN THE WAY WE

PROVJDE CHILD CARE SERVICES. IN THE 19705 THE AVAILABILITY OF

AMPLE TITLE XX FUNDING RESULTED IN A MAJOR INVESTMENT IN PUBLICLY

FINANCED CHILD DAY CARE SERVICES THROUGH FORMAL CONTRACTS WITH

COMMUNITY BASED CENTERS, TODAY WE OFTEN EQUATE PUBLICLY FINANCED

CHILD CARE WITH THESE CENTERS. YET THESE REPRESENT ONLY A

PORTION OF A LARGER, EXISTING SUPPLY OF DAY CARE SERVICES, WE

0.

4

MUST EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES THAT ARE LESS COSTLY PND THAT REACH

THOSE FAMILIES MOST IN NEED,

st

TOO OFTEN WE TREAT CLIENTS AS PASSIVE RECIPIENTS OF SERVICES

RATHER THAN ACTIVE CONSUMERS WHO CAN ALSO CHOOSE AND MONITOR THE

QUALITY OF CARE THAT THEIR CHILDREN RECEIVE. IN NEW JERSEY, FOR

EXAMPLE, WE HAVE ESTABLISHED A VOUCHER PROGRAM THAT HAS REDUCED

CHILD CARE COSTS AND INCREASED CLIENT INVOLVEMENT IN SELECTING

CHILD CARE, THIS PROGRAM HAS ALSO ENABLED CLIENTS TO PLACE THEIR

CHILDREN IN PROGRAMS NEARER THEIR HOMES, SINCE PUBLICLY FUNDED

DAY CARE CENTERS ARE NOT ALWAYS IN THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD, WE ALSO

TRAIN THESE CLIENTS TO IDENTIFY QUALITY PROGRAMS FOR THEIR

CHILDREN SO THAT THEY CAN MAKE INFORMED CHOICES, THIS PROGRAM,

ORIGINALLY FUNDED WITH FEDERAL DOLLARS AS A DEMONSTRATION

PROJECT, HAS BEEN SO SUCCESSFUL THAT WE HAVE CONTINUED THE

PROJECT WITH STATE FUNDS,
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FOURTH, WE MUST ALSO CAREFULLY PLAN PUBLICLY FUNDED CHILD CARE

SERVICES AND TARGET THEM TOWARDS PERSONS WITH THE GREATEST HEEDS.

CHILD CARE IS OFTEN ESSENTIAL FOR PERSONS ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
WHO WANT TO WORK, IN NEW JERSEY, WE HAVE FOUND THAT EXTENDING
DAY CARE SUPPORT FOR PERSONS SEVERAL MONTHS AFTER THEY BEGIN
EMPLOYMENT IS OFTEN ESSENTIAL DURING THIS TRANSITION TO FULL
INDEPENDENCE AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

FIFTH. IT IS CRITICAL THAT WE ENCOURAGE THE CORPORATE SECTOR TO
PLAY A KEY ROLE. WE NEED TO ENCOURAGE MORE CORPORATE SECTOR

INVOLVEMENT IN THE DELIVERY OF CHILD CARE SERVICES, IT IS

BECOMING WELL KNOWN IN THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY THAT CHILD CARE

MAKES GOOD BUSINESS SENSE, THERE ARE NOW ABOUT 1,000 COMPANIES

NATIONWIDE PROVIDING SOME SORT OF CHILD DAY-CARE 'ASSISTANCE TO
THEIR EMPLOYEES. ONE TEXTILE FIRM STUDIED BY THE CHILD
DEGUOPMENT AND FAMILY LIVING DEPARTMENT AT TEXAS WOMAN'S

UNIVERSITY PROVIDES A GOOD EXAMPLE OF THE BENEFITS AVAILABLE TO
BUSINESS. THIS riRm SET UP A CHILD CARE CENTER WHICH IS USED BY
26 PERCENT OF ITS 87 EMPLOYEES. THE COMPANY ESTIMATES THAT IT
GAINS $6 FOR EVERY $1 SPENT ON CHILD CARE, BY REDUCING TURNOVER
FROM 4U TO 7 PERCENT AND

ABSENTEEISM FROM 10 TO 1 PERCENT, IT

ALSO REDUCED ITS PAYROLL BY 10 PRODUCTION AND 5 OFFICE WORKERS,

SAVING SALARY AND TRAINING COSTS OF 15 EMPLOYEES AND REDUCING
WORK SPACE.

IN NEW JERSEY, I INITIATED IN 1982 A PROJECT TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE TO EMPLOYERS IN ESTABLISHING OR ARRANGING CHILD CARE
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SERVICES FOR THEIR EMPLOYEES. WE HAVE LEARNED THAT MANY

EMPLOYERS DO NOT PROVIDE THIS SERVICE BECAUSE THEY DO NOT KNOW OF

THE ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE TO THEM OR BECAUSE THEY ARE UNAWARE OF

THE MANY BENEFITS THAT CAN ACCRUE TO THE COMPANY THROUGH SUCH A

PROGRAM. SINCE THE PROJECT WAS INITIATED, THE NUMBER OF SUCH

PROGRAMS IN OUR STATE HAS INCREASED FOUR-FOLD.

WE ASK THAT THE CONGRESS RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANT ROLE THAT CAN BE

PLAYED BY EMPLOYERS AND OTHER SEGMENTS OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN

THE PROVISION OR FINANCING OF DAY CARE, WHILE WE ACCEPT OUR OWN

RESPONSIBILITY TO CONTINUE TO ENCOURAGE INNOVATION IN THE ROLE

PLAYED BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR, WE WOULD ALSO URGE YOU TO EXAMINE

HOW THE TAX STRUCTURE CAN BE CHANGED TO ENCOURAGE SUCH CORPORATE

INVOLVEMENT.

SIXTH. WE SHOULD MAKE BETTER USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES ANIL

PROGRAMS. FOR EXAMPLE, LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS ARE RESPONDING T(

THE NEED FOR CARING FOR CHILDREN FOR GREATER LENGTHS OF TIME BY

OFFERING ALL-DAY KINDERGARTEN. MANY OF THE SCHOOLS IN NEW JERSEY

HAVE RECENTLY ADOPTED THIS OPTION. STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS

SHOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THIS TREND WHEN CONSIDERING BOTH DAY

CARE AND EDUCATIONAL POLICIES.

MANY OF OUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS END THEIR DAY EARLY

IN THE AFTERNOON WITHOUT ANY PROVISION FOR AFTER-SCHOOL CARE,

EVEN THOUGH THESE BUILDINGS REMAIN VACANT FOR THE REST OF THE

DAY. YET WE KNOW THAT SOME OF THESE CHILDREN MUST RETURN TO

Za":
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EMPTY HOMES, UNCARED FOR UNTIL THEIR PARENTS ARRIVE FROM WORK.
IN MY STATE THIS HAS BECOME AN ESPECIALLY

SERIOUS PROBLEM IN OUR
URBAN AREAS WHERE SUPPORT SERVICES ARE OFTEN NOT AVAILABLE AND
WHERE TU CHILD'S NEIGHBORHOOD

ENVIRONMENT IS NOT SAFE. ONCE WE
BECAME AWARE OF THIS, I DIRECTED THAT ALL OF THE APPROPRIATE
STATE DEPARTMENTS INVOLVED IN CHILD CARE WORK WITH COMMUNITY
GROUPS AND THE SCHOOLS TO RESPOND TO THIS GROWING PROBLEM.

FINALLY, THE GOVERNORS WANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT, WHEN PARENTS PLACE

THEIR CHILDREN IN CHILD CARE, THEY SHOULD FEEL ASSURED THAT THOSE
CHILDREN WILL BE SAFE. RECENT NEWS STORIES ABOUT CHILD ABUSE IN
CHILD CARE SETTINGS IS CAUSING SERIOUS CONCERN FOR ALL OF US, AND

STATES MUST 0E-TWENiED TO ACT QUICKLY TO TAKE CORRECTIVE ACTION.
HOWEVER, WE DO NOT FEEL THESE STORIES SHOULD TRIGGER ADDITIONAL
FEDERAL REGULATION,

THE ASSOCIATION BELIEVES THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
RECOGNIZE THE STATES' PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY TO ESTABLISH AND
ENFORCE STANDARDS FOR THE CHILD CARE PROVIDER. rEDERAL
ASSISTANCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE STANDARDS, AND FEDERAL
ASSISTANCE IN THE SHARING OF INFORMATION ACROSS STATE LINES, CAN
BE OF HELP, AS CAN A CONTINUED OVERSIGHT P'

IN NEW JERSEY, WE ARE WORKING ON LEGISLATIONTO REQUIRE EMPLOYEES
OF CHILD CARE CENTERS TO UNDERGO CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS AND
FINGERPRINTING. WE ALSO PLAN TO INVOLVE PARENTS MORE IN CHILD
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CARE CENTERS, WHICH SHOULD PROVE HELPFUL IN MONITORING THESE

FACILITIES.

ALL OF THE STATES SET STANDARDS FOR ChILD CARE. THESE STATE

REGULATIONS ARE NEEDED IN ORDER TO ASSURE A MINIMUM LEVEL OF

QUALITY CARE. BUT SUCH REGULATIONS SHOULD NOT BE SO BURDENSOME

AND COSTLY THAT THEY PRICE CHILD CARE SERVICES BEYOND THE REACH

OF WORKING FAMILIES. NOR'SHOULD THESE, REGULATIONS BE SO COMPLEX

AS TO DISCOURAGE NEW DAY CARE PROVIDERS FROM ENTERING THE MARKET.'

MEETING THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN MUST BE ONE OF OUR HIGHEST NATIONAL

PRIORITIES. NO SINGLE SECTOR OF SOCIETY CAN PROVIDE ADEQUATE

RESOURCES FOR CHILD CARE, BUT THROUGH A COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL

POLICY AND THE COORDINATED EFFORTS OF GOVERNMENT, VOLUNTARY

ORGANIZATIONS, AND THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY, WE CAN BEGIN TO EXPAND

THESE SERVICES. AS MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, YOU HAVE PARTICULAR

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOW INCOME POPULATION, AND THE SUCCESS OF

MANY OF THE MOST EXPENSIVE FEDERAL PROGRAMS -- SUCH AS INCOME

ASSISTANCE AND EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING --DEPENDS IN PART ON CHILD

CARE. THE GOVERNORS BELIEVE THAT CAREFULLY TARGETED EXPANSIONS

IN CHILD CARE SHOULD BE A PRIORITY FOR THE USE OF LIMITED FEDERAL

DOLLARS FOR DOMESTIC PROGRAMS.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Governor Kean.
You mentioned that New Jersey has participated in the Federaldemonstration program on vouchers. I assume when you talk aboutthe savings you are talking about the savings to the State, to NewJersey, in terms of the administration of that program.What have you foundin your testimony you talk about anactive consumer versus a passive consumer. What have you foundin terms of the users of that system and their acceptability of thevoucher and their willingn,iss to shop for care, whether for conven-ience or quality?

Governor KEAN. It has been extremely positive. They 'feel nowvery much involved in the program itself. In some cases, we havepursued active educational programs to help some of these consum-ers no matter what they are looking for, and, the response 'to thedeeducational programs and to the voucher .option has been 'Very,very positive. Par-.'-q have themselves looked. for the beet qualityprograms for their 3.ren. They have shopped, and not just be-cause the program .s closer to home necessarily, but becausethey were looking for something that they thought was going to bea particular benefit to their child.
The program has improved the quality of child' cafe' becausethese centers know that parents have an option, and if the centersare not providing what the parents are looking for they are, goingto take their voucher and go elsewhere. So to me it has been "ahome run in a sense. It has been an overall benefit. It has savedmoney and at the same time I think it has improved, the quality ofchild care and been of great benefit by involving these parentsmore actively in the welfare of their own children.
Chairman MILLER. One of the big questions that has been raisedby the disclosures of abuse in some child care settings, is, what canwe expect from the Governors? Who regulates this system, andwhat impact does that regulation have?
You mentioned that New Jersey is following suit, in terms ofbackground checks, and fingerprinting, right?
Governor KEAN. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. California, South Carolina, and now evenNew York, either have adopted or are about to adopt fingerprint-ing. Can we expect that kind of response from most of the Gover-nors, from most of the States?
Governor KEAN. I believe so, because these kinds of crimes in-volving children so outrage the public and State legislators, as wellas ti wernors, the response in our State was immediate and unani-mous and bipartisan, and the only question has been how far canwe pursue some of these solutions without violating the civil liber-ties of some of the employees. I know of the example you cite, and afew other States, but I suspect this is going on in every other Statebecause the demand by the public is so great that these kinds ofchecks be done, so that anybody who has any dealings with youngchildren not be suspected of any criminal tendencies.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. Welcome, Governor. I was curious as to what youhave done as the Governor to encourage the private sectorinyour testimony you said you have a four-fold increase. We only
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have a thousand, according to other testimony, all of the thousands
of employers that we have, that is a drop in the bucket.

Anything I could take back to my good Governor of Arkansas?
Governor KEAN. Education. -One ,of.the things we have found is

that many people in private industry are unaware of the benefits
that could come to them by pursuing day care options, by having
day care at the work place. We were able to take models to some of
these corporations.

I held a meeting at one of our largest companies, Prudential In-
surance Co. We invited businesses from around the area and I led
it off, and we had representatives for a whole day talk abotit the
values of day care, how the units could be established, and ha* it
would improve their operations to enable employees to not have to
worry about what was happening to their children while they were
at work. We were able, through these kinds of methods; `to encour-
age businesses to offer day care, but our four-fold increase
from such a low base that I can't claim we are doing everything we
should right now.

We have established a liaison to business. They only have to con.;
tact one person in State government now. We are working actively
with any business which wants to set up a day care center. We
have had a four-fold increase, and I hope I will be able to report
next year that that is a continuing process, than we have that
many more businesses offering these services. The more who do
and the more who have a successful experience with it, they
become apostles, and they are willing to talk within the business
community to others and tell their experiences.

Businesses that we have been able to attract to provide day care,
they will come with us to talk to other businesses.

Mr. ANTHONY. Once you have laid out all the benefits, are you
finding a receptive private sector?

Governor KEAN. Not in every case. Some are very suspicious, and
they want to check it out quickly, as well as being a good corporate
citizen, so it varies. The best salesmen are other businessmen or
women who found success in their own operation.

We are not increasing as fast as -I would like to see. I would hope
that one of the things you will be looking at is whether or not
there could be any tax incentives to further encourage corporations
to provide more ''ay care. Anything we can do to encourage it to
happen is vitally important.

We have had nobody stop providing care. Once they are doing it,
they understand it is a benefit, and it becomes a good part of the
corporation, and we understand it is profitable for them as well as
good for corporate and social policy, and they will sell it to others.
But getting them started has been a problem.

Chairman MILLER Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Do you have both a publicly or federally funded

day care system and a voucher program?
Governor KEAN. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Is the voucher program funded with entirely

State dollars?
Governor KEAN. I made the decision very early that even where

we had cutbacks in Federal funds, they would be replaced by State
funds. We expanded our Day Care Program using State funds.
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Mrs. JOHNSON. Does the voucher program take into account all ofthe income of the family or is it the same amount of voucher dol-lars for everyone?
Governor KEAN. They take into account the income.
Mrs. JOHNSON. It is sort of a sliding scale voucher program?
Governor KEAN. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON. In Connecticut, we are doing a legislative study

about federally funded and private sector. The private sector hasdocumented that they can provide quality day care in centers forhalf the cost, a very interesting statistic.
One has to ask whether State governments would be better offwith an entirely vouchered program to get over the economic segre .gation and devote more of the State resources to oversight andquality control rather than administration of State-funded centers,a very provocative question raised in Connecticut. And it is theurban legislators that have raised this question, as to whether Fed-eral dollars ought to be funding centers or ought to be used differ-ently.
Governor K.N.E That in interesting. We have got all three.
Mrs. JOHNSON. It might be interesting, if you have readily avail-able the cost per child in the federally funded centers and therange of cost per child under a voucher system.
Governor KEAN. We can make that available. I am almost surethe same experience is true in New Jersey. Day care is less expen-sive when done by the private sector. We passed a licensing billwhere everybody who deals with more than six children has to gothrough a State licensing procedure to make sure that they areproviding quality care. I am just told that private day ,are costs, onthe average, 25 percent less than the federally funded centers inthe State.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you.
[The inforiation follows:]
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National Governors' Association

November 8, 1984

The Honorable George Miller
Chairman, Select Committee on

Children, Youth, and Families
U.S. House of Representatives
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

john Gunn
Governor of Kansas
Chaolman

Itayssoad C. Stheppack
Executive Director

At your hoaring on child day care on September 5, 1984, Congresswoman Johnson
asked about the relative costs of day care in federally-funded centers versus the costs
under New Jersey's "voucher" system. I am pleased to be able to respond Co her question.

New Jersey conducted a federally-supported clemonstraticm project for eighteen
months in Hudson County, in which parents eligible for day care under the Social Services
Block Grant could opt to receive a voucher h order to purchase day care from a provider
of their choice. The voucher amount was fixed at no more than 75 percent, or $37.50 per
week, of the contract cost of federally-funded centers, which is $52.50 per week. If the
parents choose a provider which costs more than $37.50, they absorb the additional cost.

We believe that the voucher concept has significant financial and social benefit'.
Parents have been given assistance in identifying quality day care programs and monitoring
that eve over time. With the voucher, they can choose the day care that best suits the
needs of their families. For these reasons, as I pointed out in my testimony, we continued
the Hudson County project with st.te funds when the federal demonstration expired. In
addition, we are seeking approval from the state legislature to offer the voucher program
statewide.

We are currently conducting a statewide survey on d:.y cAre costs, but it appears
that the average cost of care in Hudson County is lower than in the rest of New Jersey. If
vouchers are implemented statewide, the savings art likely to be less than in the Hudson
County demonstration.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to testify on this important topic. The
corrected copy of my testimony is enclosed.

Sincerely,

Governor Thomas H. :Oen
Chairman
Committee on Human Resources

Enclosure

HALL 07 THE STATES 444 North Capitol Street Washington, DC 20001 1202) 624.5300
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony andfor coming down here and representing the Governors. We appreci-ate your taking the time.
Governor KEAN. I appreciate the opportunity very much, Con-gressman.

STATEMENT OF JULIA A. HOLMES, SECOND VICE PRESIDENT,
THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

Ms. HOLMES. I am Julia Holmes, second vice president of theLeague of Women Voters for the United States. Thank you for thisopportunity to present the following recommendations on how toimprove the delivery of child care services.
Joining the league in making these recommendations are the fol-lowing organizations: National Organization for Women, NationalWomen's Law Center, National Women's Political Caucus, WiderOpportunities for Women, Women's Equity Action League, aridWomen's Legal Defense Fund, Inc. All of these- organizations sharea strong commitment to achieving equal rights for women.Our Nation must expand the availability of quality-child careservices, not only to ensure the health and Welfare of our childrenbut also to ensure that women have equal. access to employmentopportunities.

The United States, unlike many other ir,dustrial nations, lacks acomprehensiv,3 child care policy. As a result, there is no compre-hensive effort to clarify and define the responsibilities of variouslevels of government, Federal, State, and local, to ensure that suffi-cient quality child care is available to those families that need' it.Nor is there a coordinated effort to enlist the support of the privatesector, which is just awakening to the fact that helping to meet thechild care needs of employees makes sound business sense.This testimony will focus on a number of recommendations that,if implemented, could both improve the coordination and expandthe availability of quality child care.

THE NEED FOR CHILI) CARE SERVICES
It surely comes as no surprise to the members of this committeethat the influx of women into the labor force over the past 30 yearsconstitutes one of the major sociological changes of the 20th centu-ry. There are almost 50 million women in the labor force in 1984,twice as many as in 1960. Many of these women are part of an-other important sociological change: the dramatic increase insingle parent families, most of them headed by women. Womenwork for the same reason that men do: to support themselves andtheir families. These changes emphasize the need for child careservices.

According to the Children's Defense Fund, there are at least 13million children aged 13 and under whose 'others are in the workforce. The supply of child care does not come close to meeting theirneeds. The total of only 900,000 center-based and 5.2 million daycare slots is sorely deficient. CDF believes, that to to 7 million chil-dren care for themselves.
As a nation, we can ill afford to leave our most precious re-source, our children, unattended. All children, regardless, of their



age, need supervision and structure in order to grow into compe-
tent adult citizens. Our country must .face the fact that working
mothers are and will continue to be a major component of our Na-
tion's work .force. We can no -longer .afford to continue to apply
band-aid solutions to the critical need for child care.

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

For many years, most of the private sector treated child care as
the personal responsibility of employees. MoSt employers offered no
assistance to workers. Over time this attitude has been changing;
and employers are now aware of the beneficial impact of assisting
employees with their child care needs.

There are a variety of efforts that er.ployers can undertake.
These range from providing onsite child care centers to developing
home-care networks, to providing referral information about the
availability of child care services in the community.

Employers also are beginning to change their personnel policies
and practices to help their employees meet both their parenting
and work responsibilities. POlicies such as flex-time, job-sharing,
part-time work, and parental leave for the birth or adoption of a
child can go a long way toward helping parents juggle their dual
responsibilities.

In addition, some employers are developing cafeteria-style benefit
plans, which enable ,n employee to select a benefit package that
best suits her or his needs. These benefit packages can include a
salary reduction plan that would enable a worker to trade a given
amount of salary for nontaxable dependent care services. The
recent tax bill passed by Congress in June elaborated on cafeteria
plans, and the HIS has issued proposed regulations on this subject.

Employers need to be encouraged to consider adopting some of
the policies spelled out above. This could be accomplished if there
were an effective coordinating body to provide information on vari-
ous benefit plans to employers.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

The responsibility for providing quality child care does not rest
with a single level of government. It is a jointly held responsibility
that must be shared among all levels: Federal, State, and local. If
our Nation developed a comprehensive child care policy, it would
sort out the various responsibilities to be assumed by each level
and establish the appropriate offices at each level of government to
see that those responsibilities are carried out.

.

The following recommendations suggest one approach to thik
sorting of responsibilities among the various levels of government
At the Federal level:

One, an office should be established in the Federal Government'
to coordinate Federal child care policy and to serve as a clearing-'
house for information on child care ,services. This would facilitate'
the flow of information among all levels of government. The Offibe.
also should develop model licensing and regulatorY standards and
provide suggestions for implementation of these standards iethe.
State and local levels.
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Two, additional funds should be appropriated by Congress for theSocial Services Block Grant. The title XX Social Services -BlockGrant is one of the largest Federal sources of funds for child care:Funding for title XX has been cut from a high of $3.3 billion to $2.7billion in fiscal year 1984.
As a result, child care services for low-income children have beendrastically cut. Poor working parents have been particularly hardhit by these budget cuts. Poor women need 'child care not only tobe able to take jobs but also to enable thethici'participatiin educa-tional or training programs that will prepare 'them for emPloy-inent. This is especially true for the gro-wing number of unwedteenage mothers, who all too frequently drop out, Of school, thus Se-verely limiting their ability to find employment to support them-selves and their children. hi order to increase their own 'potential,young low-income mothers must have access to affordable childcare.

Three, the Congress should examine Federal tax policiefi thathave an impact on child care with.the goal of providing increasedfinancial assistance to low-income families for child care. The de-pendent care tax credit is the largest :Federal child care program.It costs the Federal Government almost $2 billion annually. Thecredit allows families to deduct ,a 'portion of their child care ex-penses from their income taxes.
However, its impact is limited for low-income families. For exam-ple, a working mother who earns $10,000 per year would have topay $2,400, 24 percent of her income, to: receive the maximum taxcredit of $720. However, most low-income families can afford to payonly 10 percent of their income for child care, which in -this casewould be $1,000, for which the tax credit would be only. $300.An expansion of the credit, as proposed in the Economic EquityAct, would offer increased assistance to low-hicOme families. Otheralternatives for increasing and targeting aid to /ow-income familiesalso should be examined.

Four, increased Federal funding to State and local.jurisdictionsto support family day care providers should be considered in order.to increase the availability and quality of this particular -type ofcare. Family day care providers are used most frequently for, in-far.ts and by families whose parents' work hours differ from thestandard 9-to-5 day. Family ch. v care is 'often less expensive - thancenter care, and it is also often used. by low-income families who donot have subsidized child care.
While family centered child care may be less expensive, it is alsoinadequately regulated. Most home care providers are unlicensed.As e. result, many home care providers take -care of too many chil-dren and provide poor supervision to the children in their care.To grapple with these problems, family day .care networks arebeing established. Once an officir.1 network is set up, homes will be-licensed and providers will be able, to receive assistance in manyareas, including training and backup services. The networks alsoprovide substitute care givers when the provider wishes to take avacation or is ill. Additional support for the establishment of mostnetworks will help to increase the availability and quality of carein family centered day care.
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Five, support for other types of child care programs should be ex-
plored at the Federal level. For example, the School Age Child
Care Facilities Act would provide Federal funds to promote the use
of schools for before- and after-school care. School-based .programs
are becoming more and more popular, because of their convenience
for parents. One single type of child care will not meet every work-
ing parent's needs. Federal-upport should encourage the develop-
ment of new- and innovative programs as well as lending financial
support to the more traditional,forms of child care.

At the State level::One, as we. suggested the establishment of tin
office toccoordinate Federal-child care.policies, so do we recommend
that child care policies at the State level be coordinated by a single
office.

Two, -States should develop minimum sta Jards of quality for
child care. These standards should inclUde: A gate and clean physi-

activities. The State should ensure that it has the ability to enforee

cal environment; appropriately trained and staff
family day care providers; a suitable ratio of staff to children for
each -age group; and minimum curriculum guidelines or program'

these standards
Three, other types of assistance that States may want to provide

include: Support for the establishment of resource and referral pro-
grams, which help to maximize the use of a community's existing,
child care resources by linking providers with parents seeking iervi
ices; funding for training programs for childcare providers; and in-
creasing State dependent care tax credits for low - income 'families: ri* 41;

. At the local level: One, since child care services are provided
the local level, it is local government that clearly plays a key rtge,
both in terms of enforcement of standards and in the coOrdinatioii`.
of services. While we have recommended the developirient of Moder"
standards at the Federal level and the establishment of minimum
standards at the State level, local jurisdictions shOuld clearly have.

the option of setting more stringent standards for care.
In addition, local jurisdictions should examine their zoning '14.*1

to ensure that they do not impede the establiShment of Child care'
:centers or family based centers. Health codes, as they apply to cen-
ters, also should be evaluated:

Two, local governments can ensure that Federal funds, available-.
through such programs at the Job Training Partnership .'MV
[JTPA], General Revonue Sharing [GRS] or the Community Devel-
opment Block Grant [CDBG] Program, are used to the greatest
extent possible to support child care services. c

For example, under JTPA, up to 30 percent of the funds avail-
able under title II to train the economically disadvantaged can bir
used for nontraining costs, including admustration and support
services such as child care. Generally speaking, the 30-percent cap;
is split 50-50 between supportive services and administrative costs,
but a waiver on the 15-percent cap for supportive, services- can be:i
granted by a Governor if requested by the local private industi.
council. In addition to JTPA, local governments can use up to
percent of their CDBG funds for administrative and support serv-,
ices, which includes child care.

Three, in addition to the above, local governments may want W.--
consider such options as forming partnerships with the local school'
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systems to set up before- and after-school care programs or provid-ing training for family child care providers.
Conclusions: The need for accessible and affordable child care isgrowing. To meet that need presents a challenge for all of us: Asparents, as concerned citizens, as employers, and as Government

officials. It is a challenge that we cannot afford to ignore, for if wedo, we are gambling on the future of our Nation's most precious
resource, our children. In addition, we are keeping many women
who must support themselves and their families out of full partici-pation in the work force.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dorothy S. Ridings follows:)

:74-t
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOROTHY S. RIDINGS, PRESIHENT, LEAGUE or WOMEN

VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES

I am Dorothy S. Ridings, president of the League of Women Voters of the UnitedStates. Thank you for this opportunity to present the following recommendations onhow to improve the delivery of child care services.
The LWV is a volunteer citizen education and pordcal action organization madeup of more than a quarter million members and supporters in more than 1,800 stateand local Leagues in all 50 states, the'District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and VirginIslands. Joining the League in making these recommendations are the following or-ganizations: National Organization for Women, National Women's Law Center, Na-tional Women's Political Caucus, Wider Opportunities for Women, Women's Equity

Action League, and Women's Legal Defense Fund Inc.
All cf our organizations share a strong commitment to achieving equal rights for

women. Our nation must expand the availability of quality child care servcies, notonly to ensure the health and welfare of our children but also to ensure that womenhave equal access to employment opportunities.
The United States, unlike many other industrial nations, lacks a comprehensivechild care policy. As a result, there is no comprehensive effort to clarify and definethe responsibilities of various levels of governmentfederal, state and localtoensure that sufficient quality child care is available to those families that need it.Nor is there a coordinated effort to enlist the support of the private sector, which isjust awakening to the fact that helping to meet the child care needs of employeesmakes sound business sense.
This testimony will focus on a number of recommendations that, if implemented,

could both improve the coordination and expand Idie availability of quality childcare.

The need for child care services
It surely comes -s no surprise to the members of this committee that the influx ofwomen into the labor force over the past 30 years constitutes one of the major socio-logical changes of the 20th century. There are almost 50 million women in the laborforce in 1984, twice as many as in 1960. Many of these women are part of anotherimportant sociological changethe dramatic increase in -single parent families, mostof them headed by women. Women work for the same reason that men doto sup-port themselves and their families. These changes emphasize the need for child careservices.
According to the Children's Defense Fund, there are at least 13 million childrenaged 13 and under whose mothers are in the work force. The supply of child caredoes not come close to meeting their needs. The total of only 900,000 center-basedand 5.2 million famik, day care slots is sorely deficient. CDF believes that six toseven million children care for themselves.
As a nation, we can ill afford to leave our most precious resourceour children

unattended. All children, regardless of their age, need supervision and structure inorder to grow into competent adult citizens. Our country must face the fact thatworking mothers are and will continue to be a major component of our nation'swork force. We can no longcr afford to continue to apply band-aid solutions to thecritical need for child care.
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The role of the private sector
For many years, most of the private sector treated child care as the personal re-

sponsibility of employees. Most employers offered no assistance to workers. Over
time this attitude has been changing, and employers are now aware of the beneficial
impact of assisting employees with their child care needs.

There are a variety of efforts that employers can undertake. These range from
providing on-site child care centers, to developing home-care networks, to providing
referral information about the availability of child care services in the community.

Employers also are beginning to change their personnel- policies and practices to
help their employees meet btheir parenting and work responsibilities. Policies
such, as flex-time, job-sharing, part- time -work and parental leave for the-birth or
adoption of a child can go a long way towards helping parents juggle their dual re-
sponsibilities. In addition, some employers are develo ing cafeteria-style benefit
plans, which enable an employee to select a beneflt-pac that beet suits her or
his needs. These benefit packages can include a "salary uction plan". that would
enable a worker to trade a given amount of salary for non-taxable dependent care
services. The recent tax bill passed by Longrees in June elaborated on cafeteria
plans, and the IRS has issued proposed regulations on this subject-

Employers need to be encouraged to consider adopting some of the policies spelled
out above. This could be accomplished if there were an effective coordinating body
to provide information on various benefit plans to employers.

The role of government
The responsibility for providing quality child caredoes not rest with a single level'

of government. It is a jointly held responsibility that must be shared among all
levelsfederal, state and local. If our nation developed a comprehensive child care
policy, it would sort out the various responsibilities to beassumed by each level and
establish the appropriate offices at each level .of government to see that those re-
sponsibilities are carried out.

The following recommendations suggest one-approach to this sorting of responsi-
bilities among the various levels of government. At the federal level:

1. An office should be established In the federal government to coordinate federal
child care policy and to serve as a clearinghouse for information on child care serv-
ices. This would facilitate the flow of information among all levels of government.
The office also should develop model licensing and regulatory standards and provide
suggestions for implementation of these standards at the state and local levels.

2. Additional funds should be appropriated by Congress for the Social Services
Block Grant. The Title XX Social Services Block Grant is one of the largest federal
sources of funds for child care. Funding for Title XX has been cut from a high of
$3.3 billion to ;2.7 billion in Fiscal Year 1984. As a result, child care services for
low-income children have been drastically cut. Poor working parentahave been par-
ticularly hard hit by these budget cuts. Poor women need child care not only to be
able to take jobs but also to enable them to participate in educational or training
programs that will prepare them for employment. This is especially true for the
growing number of unwed teenage mothers, who all too frequently drop out of
school, thus severely limiting their ability to find employment to support themselves
and their children. In order to increase, their own potential, young low- income moth-
ers must have access to affordable child care. ..

3. The Congress should examine federal tax policies that have an impact on child
care with the goal of providing increased financial assistance to low-income families
for child care. The dependent care tax credit is the largest federal child care pro-
gram. It costs the federal government almost $2 billion annually. The credit allows
families to deduct a portion of their child care expenses from their income taxes.
However, its impact is limited for low-income families. For example, a working
mother who earns $10,000 per year would have to pay $2,400-24 percent of her
incometo receive the maximum tax credit of $720. However, most low-income fam-
ilies can afford to pay only 10 percent of their income for child care (which in this
case would be $1,000, for which the tax credit would be only $300). An expansion of
the creditas proposed in the Economic Equity Actwould offer increased assist-
ance to low-income families. Other alternatives for increasing and targeting aid to
low-income families also should be examined.

4. Increased federal funding to state and local jurisdictions to support family day-
care providers should be considered in order to increase the availability and quality,
of this particular type of care. Family day-care providers are used most frequently
for infants and by families whose parents work hours differ from the standard 9 to
5 day. Family day care is often less expensive than center care, and it is also often
used by low-income families who do not have subsidized child care.
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While family-centered child care may be less expensive, it is also inadequately
regulated. Most home care providers are unlicensed. As a result, many home careproviders take care of too many children and provide poor supervision to the chil-dren in their care. To grapple with these problems, family day-care networks arebeing established. Once an official network is set up, homes will be licensed and pro-viders will be able to receive assistance in many areas, including training and
backup services. The networks also provide substitute care givers when the providerwishes to take a vacation or is ill. Additional support for the establishment of morenetworks will help to increase the availability and quality of care in family-centeredday care.

5. Support for other types of child care programs should be explored at the federal
level. For example, the School Age Child Care Facilities Act would provide federalfunds to promote the use of schools for before- and, after- school care. School-based
programs are becoming more and more popular, because of their convenience forparents. One single type of child care will not meet every working parent's needs.
Federal support should encourage the des, lopment of new and innovative programsas well as lending financial support to themore traditional forms of child care.At the state level:

1. As we suggested the establishment of an office to coordinate federal child carepolicies, so do we recommend that child care policies at the state level be coordinst,ed by a single office.
2. States should develop minimum standards of quality for child care. Thesestandards should include: A safe and clean physical environment; appropriately

trained and qualified staff and/or family day-care providers; a suitable ratio of staffto children for each age group; and minimum curriculum guidelines or program ofactivities.
The state should ensure that it has the ability to enforce these standards.
3. Other types of assistance that states may want to provide include: support forthe establishment of resource and referral programs, which help to maximize theuse of a community's existing child care resources by linking providers with parents

seeking services; funding for training programs for child care providers; and increas-
ing state dependent care tax credits for low-income families.At the local level:

1. Since child care services are provided at the local level, it is local governmentthat clearly plays a key roleboth in terms of enforcement of standards and in thecoordination of services. While we have recommended the development of modelstandards at the federal level and the establishment of minimum standards at thestate level, local jurisdictions should clearly have the option of setting more strin-gent standards for care. In addition, local jurisdictions should examine their zoninglaws to ensure that they do not impede the establishment of child care centers orfamily-based centers. Health codes, as they apply to centers, also shold be evaluated.2. Local governments can ensure that federal funds, available through such pro-grams as the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), General Revenue Sharing (GRS)or the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program, are used to thegreatest extent possible to support child care services. For example, under JTPA, upto 30 percent of the funds available under Title II to train the economically disad-vantaged can be used for non-training coots, including administration and supportservices such as child care. Generally speaking, the '30 percent cap is split 50-50 be-tween supportive services and administrative costs, but a waiver on the 15 percentcap for supportive services can be granted by a governor if requested by the localPrivate Industry Council. In addition to JTPA, local governments can use up to 10percent of their CDBG funds for administrativeand support services, which includeschild care.
3. In addition to the above, local governments may want to consider such optionsas forming partnerships with the local school system to set up before- and after-school care programs, or providing training for family child care providers.

Conclusions

The need for accessible and affordable child care is growing. To meet that needpresents a challenge for all of usas parents, as concerned citizens, as employersand as government officials. It is a challenge that we cannot afford to ignore, for ifwe do, we are gambling on the future of our nation's most precious resource, ourchildren. In addition, we are keeping many women who must support themselves
and their families out of full participation in the work force.
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STATEMENT OF SARAH HARDER, ASSISTANT TO THE VICE CHAN-
CELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE. DIRECTOR,
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM, AMERICAN ASSOCIATI- ;A' UNIVER-

SITY WOMEN

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Harder.
Ms. HARDER. This is an old story, one that many of us F -)1, as

well as observed. I have lived the story as well as obsery z it. I
thank the select committee for the opportunity to testify on behalf
of the American Association of University Women, which i3 the
Nation's oldest and largest women's organization with over 194,000
members.

My testimony is grounded on my own experience in returning to
earn a college degree in the early sixties as the single parent of
two preschoolers. But it is based as well on my current role as a
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire administrator who founded
both a child care center and a program for returning adults.

It is built on years of Wisconsin legislative advocacy, including
chairing our State's new statutory women's council for whom child
care is a major focus. And my testimony incorporates nationwide
contacts as director of AAUW's Legislative Program representing
members' local efforts to effect access to child care. AAL'W recog-
nizes quality dependent care as a major component in "equity for
women and self development over the life span," which is our mis-
sion statement.

The select committee seeks policies and approaches which will
stimulate joint efforts to expand child care options. My recommen-
dations and AAUW's are starkly simple. They are three: First, rec-
ognize that we have no national child care policy and that without
a coherent national policy, the most elaborate patchwork of serv-
ices will discriminate by default against the most vulnerable.

Second, stimulate the availability cf child care where it is miss-
ing and extend knowledge of where it exists.

Third, recognize child care as the key component for women in
transition to economic independence, and invest in their futures
and their children's because to do so is sound economics.

Without addressing these recommendations, child care service
will not he significantly improved despite the quantity of lip serv-
ice contributed by Federal, State, and local governments or the pri-
vate sector.

The bipartisan child care initiative should make the development
of a coherent national child care policy its first priority. Without
such a policy there is no real incentive for most State and local
governments nor the private sector to enter the child care arena
with serious purpose. Without such a policy, the Federal budget
cuts of 1981 struck a staggering blow to a young service sector
which even then met the needs of fewer than 1 in 20 preschoolers
whose mothers were employed.

The conversion of title XX into the Social Services Block Grant
threw the child care community into disarray not only because of
the loss of funds. Nearly as serious was the elimination of mini-
mum standards of care, of eligibilty inclusions, and procedures for
planning. State by State, there has been a need to reconstruct such
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provisions at a time when energies were sapped simply attemptingto meet a mounting need with diminished resource.
Resource losses included title XX user revenue, food programcuts, and employment program cutbacks which had provided cooks,

janitors and teachers aides. Whatever the merits of free-market de-
regulation, its effects in child care has been elimination of stand-
ards in many States, exclusion of whale categories of users, and 32,States in 1983 serving rewer children than in 1981.

Wisconsin is one of the very few States which have successfully
reconstructed in State law title XX protections of the rights ofthose in education and training, standards for quality and funds
earmarked at the county level for child care users. Elsewhere weknow that 31 States have accomplished reductions by making itharder for families to be eligible, and 16 States have cut more fromchild care than the overall block grant reduction of 21 percent.

In States or rural areas where child care is seen as subversive tothe family, there is every reason since 1981 to stand pat. A State
senator in Missouri told me, "We don't want to encourage mothersto leave home"this in response to AAUW lobbying for the firstday care licensing standards in the State. The standards failed.

Even in progressive Wisconsin, we still fail to contribute State
revenues to child care. Few States have followed North Carolina'slead there. Our Wisconsin Women's Council cosponsored a Juneconference on Employer Support for Child Care; 106 people attend-ed. There was a great deal of cheer-leading. But there is little to'provide incentive for those who now have the awareness to discov-er the means. The quality of lipservice may have improved since1981. The quality of child care service has marched steadily back-ward.

Two small encouraging congressional moves this spring addressmy second recommendation: That we must stimulate child carewhere it is missing and extend knowledge of where it is.:Need forboth the School Facilities Child Care Act and the child care infor-mation and referral bill has been confirmed by national AAUWprojects. Our well-publicized "phone-friend" community projectsprovided a volunteer afterschool contact-by-phone for latchkey chil-dren. Clearly that was not the solution but a band-aid. By recogniz-ing a high need unserved population, H.R. 4193 will encouragecommunity collaboration between nonprofits and education agen-cies to meet the need. Similar initiatives are needed to stimulatecare programs for infants to age two and in rural areas, whereithere is virtually nothing on the map.
AAUW's families and work project has established pilot projectsin urban sites in Arkansas, Indiana, and California to build com-munity partnerships on behalf of dependent care. All three siteshave identified a contradiction in apparent availability of servicesand the frustrations of those attempting to locate appropriate pro-grams. Recognizing that traditional routes do not adequately con-nect user with program, each site has built an information and re-ferral component into its pilot.
Action is needed on both the bills I have mentioned before fundsfor information referral or after-school care become reality. The

fact that small Federal allocations will address both these needs .isencouraging to AAUW. Our experience with seed money grants
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shows their effectiveness in stimulating State and local initiatives.
However, with so extensive a need to fill the gaPs in child care and
to utilize what little we have, these legislative actions must be seen
as small tokens when broad initiative is needed.

My final recommendation is perhaps most significantly related to
AAUW's .nission and certainly to my experience. National
policy ,.. tust recognize child care as the act,or which maketi the dif-
ference in many women's transition to economic independence: In
retrospect, I recognize the incredible good' luck which saved me at
age 21 with 2 children, no degree and no child ,support. The first
was parents who wcie able and willing long distince to provide the
child support neglected by my husband. The second was access to a
good low-tuition State college because an unusual child care center
accepted my children based on what I could pay. The contributions
I have made since as a taxpayer and citizen t311 me it is in our Na-
tion's best interest to invest in the futures of women in transition
by investing in child care.

You have voluminous statistics showing that lack of affordable
child care is a major factor keeping women and children in pover-
ty. AAUW and the Wisconsin Women's Council know from painful
testimony that lack of child care excludes many eligible women
from Job Training Partnership Act benefits. I enclose data from
the Women's Council statewide JTPA review. We found dozens of
cases like the woman who was forced to drop out of JTPA training
because the SDA would not pay the $2() per week difference be-
tween her county child care subsidy and the cost of caring for her
two children in the only licensed.center:

Wisconsin is building bridges by our State between JTPA and
support services, but the compelling fact is that child care keeps
women from employment. One of every five women is unemployed
because she is unable to make satisfactory child care arrange-
ments. Unemployment for single mothers with children under '6 is
nearly 20 percent. The first concern for women with children is
care for the children. If they can't get help with child care, they
will fulfill their material responsibility first. A national study of
adolescent mothers showed that child care and its access to further
education was the major difference in those who had only one baby
and those who went on to have more. Testimony in council public
meetings listed case after case of mothers driven back to welfare
because they couldn't maintain child care costs. Most vulnerable
under current cuts are women who aspire to fulfill their potential
by enrolling in college programs. Education is still seen by many as
a frivolity which poor women cannot afford.

The child care initiative must recognize the need for transitional
support services for women seeking economic independence.
AAUW strongly recommends establishing a Federal funding
stream for mothers enrolled in training programs and college pro-
grams, mothers looking for work, anti mothers entering the labor
force who have complete training.

As a centerpoint for a national policy, AAUW believes such an
investment would be an impetus for State and local governments
and the private sector to build the availability of child care. With-
out incentive and without a central national focus, our efforts in
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child care are doomed to patching a tattered patchwork of supportfor families and for opportunity.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Sarah Harder follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SARAH HARDER, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM,

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION. OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
I thank the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families for the opportuni-ty to testify on behalf of the American Association of University Women, the na-tion's oldest and largest women's organization with over 194,000 members. My testi-mony is grounded on my own experience in returning to earn a college degree inthe early sixties as the single parent of two pre -schoolers. But it is based as well onmy current role as a University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire administrator who foundedboth a child care center and a program for returning adults. It is built on years ofWisconsin legislative advocacy including chairing our state's new statutoryWomen's Council for whom child care is a major focus. And my testimony incorpo-rates nationwide contacts as Director of AAUW's Legislative Program representingmembers' local efforts to affect access to child care. AAUW recognizes quality de-pendent care as a major component in "equity for women and self development overthe life span," which is our mission statement.
The Select Committee seeks policies and approaches which will stimulate joint ef-forts to expand child care options. My recommendations and AAUW's are starklysimple. They are three. First, recognize that we have no national child care policyand that without a coherent national policy, the most elaborate patchwork of serv-ices will discriminate by default agvinst the most vulnerable. Second, stimulate theavailability of child care where it's missing, and extend knowledge of where itexists. Third, child care as the key,compont ' for women in transition toeconomic indepen ence, and invest in their futures ana their children's because todo so is sound economics. Without addressing these recommendations child careservice will LA be significantly improved despite the cluantLy of lip service contrib-uted by federal, state, and local governments or the private sector.
The bipartisan Child Care Initiative should make the development of a coherentnational child care policy its first priority. Without such a policy there is no real'incentive for most state and local -governments nor the private sector to enter thechild care arena with serious purpose. Without such a policy the federal budget cutsof 19P1 struck a staggering blow to a struggling young service sector which eventhen met the needs of fewer than one-in-twenty preschoolers whose mothers wereemployed.
The conversion of Title XX into the Social Services Block Grant threw the childcare community into disarray not only because of the loss of funds. Nearly as seri-ous was the elimination of minimum standard.- of care, of eligibility inclusions, andprocedures for planning. State by state there has been a need to reconstruct suchprovisions at a time when energies were sapped simply attempting to meet a mount-ing need with diminished resources. Resource looses included Title XX user reve-nues, Food Program cuts, and employment program cutbacks which had providedcooks, janitors and trachers aides. Whatever the merits of free-market deregulation,its effect in child care has been elimination of standards in many states, exclusionof whole categories of users, and 31 states in 1983 serving fewer children than in1981.
Wisconsin is one of very few state. which have successfully reconstructed in statelaw Title XX protections of the rights of those in education and training, standardsfor quality, and fund3 ear-marked at the county level for child care users. Elsewherewe know that 31 states have accomplished reductions by making lt harder for fami-lies to be eligible and 16 states have cut more from child care than the overall blockgrant reduction of 21%. In states or rural areas where child care isseen as subver-sive to the family, there is every reason to stand pat. A state senator in Missouritold me, "We don't want to encourage mothers to leave home"this in response toAAUW lobbying for the first day care licensing standards in the state. The stand-ards failed. Even in progressive Wisconsin, we still fail to contribute state revenuesto child care. Few states have followed North Carolina's lead there. Our WisconsinWomen's Council co-Donsored a June conference on Employer Support for ChildCare. 106 people attended, but there is little to provide incentive for those who nowhave the awareness to discover the means. The quality of lip service may have im-proved since 1981. The quality of child care service has marched steadily backward.



Two small encouraging Congressional moves this spring address my second recom-
mendationthat we must stimulate Child Care where it's missing and extend
knowledge of where it is. Need for both the School Facilities Child Care Act and the
Child Care Information and Referral Bill has been confirmed by national AAUW
projects. Our well-publicized "Phone-friend" community projects provided a voltm-
teqr after-school contact-by-phone for latchkey children. Clearly that was not the so-
lution but a band-aid. By recognizing a high-need unnerved population, HR4193 will
encourage community collaboration between non-profits and education agencies to
meet the need. Similar initiatives are needed to stimulate care programs for infants
to age two and in rural areas.

AAUW's Families and Work Project has established pilot projects in urban sites
in Arkansas, Indiana, and California to build community partnerships on behalf of
dependent care. All three sites have identified a contradiction in apparent availabil-
ity of services and the frustrations of those attempting to locate appropriate pro-
grams. Recognizing that traditional routes do not adequately connect user with pro-
gram, each site has built an information and referral component into its pilot.

That small federal allocations will address both these needs is encouraging to
AAUW. Our experience with seed money grants shows their effectiveness in stimu-
lating state and local initiatives. However, with so extensive a need to fill the gaps
in child care and to utilize what little we have, these legislative actions must be
seen as small tokens when broad initiative is needeJ.

My final recommendation is perhaps most signficantly related to AAUW's mis-
sion and certainly to my own experience. National policy must recognize child care
as the factor which makes the difference in many women's transition to economic
independence. In retrospect I recognize the incredible good luck which saved me at
age 21 with two children, no degree, and no child support. The first was parents
who were able and willing long distance to provide the child support neglected by
my husband. The second was access to a good low-tuition state college because an
unusual child care center accepted my children based on what I could pay. The con-
tributions I have made since as a taxpayer and citizen tell me it is in'our nation's
best interest to invest in the futures. of women in transition by investing in child
care.

You have voluminous statistics showing that lack of affordable child'.care is a
major factor keeping women and children in poverty. AAUW and the Wisconsin
Women's Council know from painful testimony that lack of child cafe excludes
many eligible women from Job Training Partnership Act benefits. I enclose the data
from the Women's Council's statewide JTPA review. We founddozens of cases like
the woman who was forced to drop out of JTPA training because the SDA would not
pay the $20 per week difference between her county child care subsidy and the cost
of caring for her two children in the only licensed center.

Wisconsin is building bridges in our state between JTPA and support services, but
the compelling fact is that child care keeps women feom employment. One of every
five women is unemployed because she is unable to make satisfactory child care ar-
rangements. Unemployment for single mothers with children under six is nearly 20
percent. The first concern for women with children is child care. If they can't get
help with child care, they will fulfill that responsibility first. A national study of
adolescent mothers showed that child care and its access to further education was
the major difference in those who had only one baby and those who went on to have
more. Testimony in Council public meetings listed case after case of mothers driven
back to welfare because they couldn't maintain child care costs. Most vulnerable
under current cuts are women who aspire to fulfill their potential by enrolling in
college programs. Education is still seen by many as a frivolity which poor women
cannot afford.

The Child Care Initiative must recognize the need for transitional support serv-
ices for women seeking economic independence. AAUW strongly recommends estab-
lishing a federal funding stream for mothers enrolled in training programs and col-
lege programs, mothers looking for work, and mothers entering the labor force who
have complete training.

As a centerpoint for a national policy, AAUW believes such an investment would
be an impetus for state and local governments and the private sector to build the
availability of child care. Without incentive and without a central national focus,
our efforts in child care are doomed to patching a tattered patchwork of support for
families and for opportunity.
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STATEMENT OF CARLA CURTIS, POLICY ANALYST, NATIONAL
BLACK CHILD DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Curtis.
Ms. Cuans. Mr. Chairman, other members of the Select Commit-

tee on Children, Youth, and Families, I am pleased to have the op-portunity to speak before you on behalf of the National.Black Child
Development Institute, a national membership organization com-mitted to the healthy development of black children.

Also, on behalf of the institute, I would like to commend thiscommittee for its ongoing bipartisan child care initiativewhich hasserved to bring to the. forefront of the national public agenda theissue of child care. We at the institute are hopeful that this initia-tive will result in a renewed commitment on the part of the Feder-al Government to strengthen and enhance its role in assistingState and local governments, the private sector, child care provid-ers and families to meet the current demand for expanded, afford-able child care services.
To this end, the following recommendations are submitted for

your consideration in forming a -national response to this criticalneed:
First, increase title XX Social Services Block Grants, on anannual basis to keep up with inflation, as has been pointed out ear-lier in the day by several other panelists, and also to include anearmark for child care. In addition, I think it would be good to con-sider using this program to provide incentive payments, to Stateswho target a service need like child care, identify existing policiesand programs at the State or county level which act as barriers orconstraints to providing the service and making recommendationsfor legislative or executive action.
Allow States to increase the child care expense for AFDC recipi-ents to reflect the current market cost of child care.
Amend existing tax policies so that child care subsidies benefitnot only middle and upper income families but lower income fami-lies as well by extending the sliding scale and making the taxcredit refundable.
Establish a Federal funding source for training child care' provid-ers and providing technical assistance.
Create a demonstration grant to be used for curriculum develop-ing models to meet the needs of children from different cultural,racial and ethnic backgrounds.
Improve the child care food program by restoring the meal pat-tern and target the family day care component of this program somore minority and low-income providers can participate.Create a national child care information and referral program.Assist local communities in establishing s'hool-age child careprograms in the public schools and in other community agencies.Create a special needs grant program to fund projects designed toaddress unique child care needs of targeted populations, such assick children, disabled children and children of incarcerated par-ents.
Appoint a national commission on child care standards to reviewand evaluate the status of existing regulatory policies at the Stateand local level. This commission could serve then as a resource and
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provide technical assistance to State and local governments, as well
as perhaps develop model standards to address the kinds of chil-
dren in various child care settings that would be age specific.-

Examine existing child care and related policies to assess the in-
clusion of practices which promote parental choice and Involve-
ment. Ensure the inclusion of such concepts in-any new legislation.

Create an office of day care within the Department of Health
and Human Services to coordinate and administer any national
child care initiative, as well as to conduct national research for the
purpose of designing, collecting, and' maintaining policy relevant
information.

As has also been demonstrated and indicated earlier, the need
for child care has been very well documented through various
census reports, congressional reports, and independent research
studies. Much less attention, however, has been given to the eco7
nomic and social conditions in the black community which make
the need for child care indispensable.

A report which analyzed and integrated census data-lind labor
statistics found that over half of all black families are at 'incomes
below $15,000 a year. Specifically, %,f the 6.5 million black families
today living in this country, one-third live below the poverty level,
while among families with children tinder` 18 years of age, about 41
percent are living below the poVerty level. The sharp rise in the
number and proportion of black families headed by women in-
creases the likelihood that families will be poor and that the chil-
dren of these families will live in poverty.

The growing group of black families headed by single :females
has a median income below the poverty level, and only one-half the
median income of single white female hea'ds of household.

Surveys have substantiated the fact that for most parents, if
given the opportunity to secure adequate quality child care, they
will accept employment. While the need for child care has been
well documented and well established, if black and poor families
are to be given the opportunity to work and to attain 'economic
parity within the broader society, child- care is a significant factor.

What do we know about what black familiet want and need in
terms of meeting their child care needs? We do know, regardles.S of
economic status, family members want the opportunity to raise
their children in a protected and healthy environment, exposing
them to experiences which will maximize and promote developmen-
tal potential.

Because of the work schedules of parents Ps nd the problems of
transportation, there is a need for diversity in location, the hours
of operation, and the services provided, such as meals and medical
screenings or other medical services. Black families have expressed
a preference for center-based care when that is available, recogniz-
ing this type of care is often more expensive than inhome or family
day care.

Research studies also support the notion that parents are very
concerned about the availability of care for infants, school-age chil-
dren, sick children and to have care available at odd times of the
day and evening. This is particularly important for low-income
families who would otherwise have no opportunity for a respite or
a break away from the day-to-day routine of parenting.
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Two other factors of special concern to black parents, and again
substantiated through the research, are the cost of care and the op-portunity for parents to become involved in the planning, ongoingevaluation of prop ams, as well as having the opportunity to makea choice about the type of child care situation in which their chil-dren are placed.

If the child care programs are to address the needs and concernsof black families, they must be characterized by the following: Pro-vide diversity in program orientation and location; promote an eco-nomic mix of children; offer financial assistance to families in needof help, encourage parental involvement; and support families whoneed child care to participate in the paid labor force.
Again, it can be argued that every child has special needs and

every child care need is a special need. We feel that every effortmust be made to address the child care needs of all families whowant and need assistance in fulfilling their child rearing responsi-bilities. We recommend a diversified model, which includes variedsettings such as child care centers, family clay care homes, church-es and schools be considered, and in addition.; such a model shouldprovide financial assistance to families in need of help, recognizethe special or unique child care needs among certain segments ofthe population and promote parental choice and involvement.
[Prepared statement of Carla Michelle Curtis follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARLA MICHELLE CURTIS, POLICY ANALYST, NATIONAL
BLACK CHILD DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

To the members of the House Select Committee on Children,

Youth and Families, I am pleased to have this opportunity to

testify on behalf of the National Black Child Development Insti-

tute on the topic, "Improving Child Services: What Can Be Done?"

On behalf of the Institute, I would like to commend the Committee

for its on-going, bipartisan, child care initiative which has

served to bring to the forefront of the national public agenda

the issue of child care.

The National Black Child Development Institute (NBCDI) is

a national, membership organization dedicated to promoting the

healthy development of Black children. In J3 local affiliates

throughout the United States and the Virgin Islands, volunteers

engage in advocacy activities and provide services to thousands

of children. Our constituency consists of Black children and

families of every economic and social group who want to provide

a good life for their children.

During the fourteen year history of the Institute, child

care has been a focal issue. During the 1970's, the Institute

provided direct technical assistance to child care advocates

and providers in the South who wanted to start child care pro-

grams for Black children; currently, the Institute provides leader-

ship to the child care community by convening the Ad Hoc Day Care

Coalition. This Coalition is composed of a group of representa-

tives from a variety of advocacy groups, namely organizations

which address the concerns of children, their families, and women
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in particular. All of the organizations share a common concern --
working toward the expansion of affordable, quality child care
services for families.

WHY IS CHILD CARE IMPORTANT TO THE BLACK COMMUNITY?

The neod for child care has been well documented through
recent census data, congressional and government reports, and

independent research studies. We know that:

Among married women with children under 6, the
proportion who were working increased from
30 percent in 1972 to 49 percent in 1982.

Among divorced, widowed, and separated women
with children under 6, the proportion who
were working increased from 47 percent in
1972 to ql percent in 1982.

Women account for 62 percent of the growth in
the U.S. labor force since 1982; over 80 per-
cent of working women are concentrated in low-
paying sales, service, clerical, or similar jobs.

Much less attention has been given to the economic and social
conditions in the Black community which today make the need for
adequate child care indispensable. Child care must be viewed as

an economic support for families who work, participate in work-
related training as well as for those looking for work; it is also

a vital support service for families which can address and promote

the developmental needs of children and assist parents in ful-
filling their child-rearing

responsibilities.

Tom Joe (1983), in a report which analyzed and integrated cen-
sus data and labor statistics,

found that over half (54 percent)
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cent) of all Black families are at income levels below $15,000 a

year, compared with 28 percent of white families. Specifically,

of the 6.5 million Black families living in this country today,

one third (33 percent) live below the poverty levels among Black

families with children under 18, 40.7 percent live below the pow-

arty level (Fendler, 1984).

The proportion of Black families in the moderate- and lower-

income ranges ($10,000 - 24,999, and below $10,000 respectively)

have increased since 1970. The sharp rise in the number and pro-

portion of Black families headed by women increases the likelihood

that Black families will be poor and the children in these families

will live in poverty. According to eccnomist Henry Felder (1983),

the growing group of Black families headed by single females has

a median income below the poverty level and only one-half the me-

dian income of single, white, female heads of household.

The economic picture among married couples is not much better.

According to a recent report by the Bureau of Census (1984), in 20

percent of Black families, with the husband present, the wife is

either the sole earner or the higher earning spouse. In only 11

percent of white families is this the case. Black married women

used to have higher rates of labor force participation rates than

their white counterparts. In recent years however, this situation

has changed.

What do all of these statistics and economic forecasts mean?

Black families today have less disposable income for child care
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which is an essential support service to enable families with chil-
dren to secure access to, and participate in the paid labor force.

In 1982, children lived in poverty at a rate 1.4 times the
rate for the entire population. Two of the factors respcnsible
for the relative increase in poverty among children are:

1. The increased number of families headed by
women (many of whom do not work while thosewho do are concentrated in low-paying jobs),

2. The slow rate of increase in welfare payments
over the past twenty-five years.

Many single heads of household, unable to secure adequate employ-
ment, must depend on AFDC to care for their children. In most
states, increases in welfare payments are not adjustable for
inflation. Between 1980 and 1982,

inflation increased 17.1 per-
cent; income from public assistance (AFDC) on the average,
increased by only 11.3 percent.

Surveys have substantiated the fact that most parents, if
given the opportunity, will accept employment provided a quality

child care arrangement is available for their child(ren). While
the need for child care has been well established, if Black and
poor families are to be given the opportunity to attain economic
parity with the broader society, child care becomes a significant
factor.

Child care is also a vital support service to families in
need of assistance to promote the developmental growth of children.
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Many families want a child care experience for their children so

that the child has the opportunity to interact with other children

of the same age group in a safe and healthy environment. Child

care can also serve to provide parents with a break or "respite"

from their routine child-rearing responsibilities which is neces-

sary to keep families healthy and intact.

WHAT DO BLACK FAMILIES WANT AND NEED?

Black families, regardless of their economic status, want the

opportunity to raise their children in a protected and healthy

environment, exposing them to experiences which will maximize

and promote their developmental potential. When a parent must work

or participate in activities which take them away from the child,

they want a substitute caregiver to offer their child the same

opportunities for healthy growth and development.

When considering a child care arrangement, be it in a family

day care setting or center-based facility, parents want to have

the opportunity to select an arrangement which is affordable,

is easily accessible, and reflects the needs and child-rearing

preferences of the family. Through enfo.:ceable child care stan-

dards, each child should be assured a safe and healthy environ-

ment; parents also want to be assured that the emotional, social,

physical and intellectual development of the children' will be

addressed in the care setting.
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Because of the varied work schedules of parents and the pro -

ble.ns of transportation many of them experience, there in a need for

diversity in location, the hours of operation, and services pro-
vided, such as meals. Black families, when asked, have repeatedly

expressed a strong preference for center-based care for preschool

children (2-5 years) due to the more apparent educational compo-
nent (Hill-Scott, 19791 Low and Spindler, 1975; and Immerwahr,

1983). This sentiment was even expressed when asked of parents
part !pacing in the National Day Care Home Stud. These parents

indicated that even though center-based child care was more

expensive, if they could afford it, they would place their children
in such a program (Fosburg, 1981).

While there is a paucity tf current research data on consumer

evaluation or assessment of child care services, from the infor-

mation which is available on Black families we know parents are

particularly concerned that their child's nutritional needs be
met. Parents are very concerned

about the availability of child

care for infants, for school-aged and sick children, and at odd
times of the day or evening (Curtis, 1984; Fosburg, 1981; Immerwahr
et al, 1983).

Two other factors of special concern to Black parents are the

cost of care and. the opportunity for parents to become involved in
the planning and ongoing evaluation of programs. These points are

substantiated in my own research in which 150 low- and middle-income
Black parents of children in center -based programs throughout
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Washington, D.C. are surveyed (Curtis, 1984). Blac!: parents,

regardless Jf income, want their children to enjoy the same

opportunities and experiences of other children; they also wish

to be involved in the programs.

If child care programs are to address the needs and concerns

of Black families, they must be characterized by the following:

Prov-de diversity in program orientation and
location.

Promote an economic mix of children.
1

Offer financial assistance to families in need
of help.

Encourage parental involvement.

Support families who need child care to par-
ticipato in the paid labor force.

DO EXISTING CHILD CARE PROGRAMS ADDRESS FAMILY NEEDS?

Dependent Care Tax Credit

The largest child care program in the United States today is

the $2 billion Dependent Care Tax Credit. This program, which

subsidizes the child care and other dependent care costs of

faniliez, does not, in its current form, benefit lower-income

families, and it provides limited support to lower-middle income

families. Even with refundability (a provision which would

return to families that portion of their earned credit which

their tax liability will not offset), the credit is not the

best approach to assisting low-income families.
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Title XX - Social Services Block Grant

The best approach to helping families improve their ability

to purchase child care is through a direct service approach, such

as the Title XX Social Services Block Grant. Since 1961, the

overall reduction in the budget (over 20 percent), coupled with
the loss of the earmark for child care has severely impeded the

capacity of this fundamental social service funding source to the

states to address the growing child care needs of poor and low-

income families.

Child Care for AFDC Recipients

In examining the issue of child care for AFDC recipients.

it is important to keep in mind many of the families on AFDC do
work, at least part-time. The current $160 per month, per child,

limitation on allowable expenses for child care precludes the
ability of more parents to consider employment, which might

ultimately result in their removal from the welfare rolls.. This

amount of money cannot pay foe' a month of center-based child care
in rao9t cities throughout the country, which as previously
stated, is the prefered form of care by most Black parents.

Family day care is less expensive than center based care. However,

the cost differential between the two types of child care arrange-

ments is closing such that infant care in both settings may cost

as much as $100 a week in many urban communities today. Parents

working part-time in some states receive less than a $160 a month

for child care which may further liMit a family's access to care.
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Many programs require full day registration regardless of the

number of hours a child is actually in care.

Families on AFDC are penalized further due to the order in

which child care and other allowable work-related expenses are

deducted from the families' earned income. Because a family's

child care expenses are subtracted from earnings first, the size

of the "$30 and 1/3" work-related disregard is lowered. This

results in a loss of income which families could otherwise apply

to other needs including child care. The current limitation on

on the amount of child care expense an AFDC family may deduct from

their earned income must be changed to reflect the current market

cost of child care. In addition, to insure that families receive

the maximum benefit of the child care and other work-related

deductions, the order in which the deductions are taken should

be changed.

Child Care Food Program

The Child Care Food, Program (CCFP) is an important child

care program because it helps defray the cost of meals provided

to children while they are cared for in day care centers or

family day care homes. Regardless of how much a family pays for

child care or their total annual income, parents are interested

in the nutritional intake their children receive away from the

home. As a result of the cuts in this program in 1981, the capa-

city of the program to meet the nutritional needs of children in

child carp settings has been diminished.
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Regardless of how long a child remains in the care of a
provider, day care centers and family day care homes can now
only serve two meals and one snack a day. This limitation on
the program makes it difficult for providers to consider exten-
ding their hours or developing 24 hour care facilities, the

demand for which is growing.

A criticism of the CCFP from the perspective of the Black
community is that it has not been utilized sufficiently by Black
family day care providers. Specifically the family day care

component of the CCFP is not targeted to minority and low-income
providers who in turn serve poor and minority children and families.

Many families of children under age 3 use family day care,
and we certainly support the expansion and utility of family Ley

care systems which must be incorporated into a "diversity model".
However, such more attention should be given to recruiting Black
family day care providers

as participants and sponsors in the CCFP.

Family day care should be redefined in the Black community because
most Black providers are not in the organized market. The CCFP
can play a critical role in this

effort which, in turn, will result
in more targeted services to poor and minority children.

Training and Curriculum Development

Quality child care services are a valued commodity. Impor-
tant to the development of

quality services is training for child
care providers. Training for providers has long been associated
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with more positive and stimulating behavior on the part of care-

givers. Research studies have shown that 'caregivers who receive

some child care training display more skills related to teaching,

comforting, and the effective use of play and language activity.

Related to training is the need for child care providers to

plan and implement curriculum modes which can address the unique

needs of children from different cultural, racial, and ethnic

backgrounds. Recently, members of NBCDI's Child Care Advisory

Committee, composed of early childhood educators, researchers,

and providers, identified the lack of exercises and activities

which promote Black or group identity and positive self concepts

among pre-school children as the biggest void in effective pro-

gram and curriculum development.

Existing Service Gaps

Finally, there are a number of gaps which exist in the current

child care service system -- the most critical of which include

a lack of adequate programs to address the child care needs of

school-age children, infants, handicapped and sick children.

For many families throughout the country, locating quality

care for infants and school-age children that is both affordable

and accessible is virtually impossible. Programs that assist

low-income families with their child care costs rarely provide

additional funds for infant care which is significantly higher

than the cost of care for pre-schoolers. There are a limited
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number of programs across the country which offer care to school-

age children, but again, unless a subsidy is available, lower-

and lower-middle income families do not have the extra $15 to $40

a week necessary to pay for these programs.

Infants, handicapped and sick children are often referred to

as children with "special" child care needs due primarily to the

difficulty associated in finding and financing such care. Two

other groups of children which should be included in this cate-

gory are children at risk of abuse or neglect and children of

incarcerated parents.

Child care has become an increasingly critical resource

for families referred to child protection services for alledged

abuse or neglect. It can also be used as a support service to

children at risk of harmful treatment or removal from their home.

This is of particular concern to the Black community since 46

percent of children in foster care are Black; 55.6 percent of

Black children have been in care for two years or longer compared

to 36 percent of white children. Child care in this instance

becomes a support service to families which may prevent the

temporary or permanent removal of children from their homes and

placement in foster care.

The children of inmates, male and female, are a hidden, if

not forgotten group of children. This issue is of particular

concern to the Black community due, to the disproportionate number
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of Blacks -- men and women -- who are incarcerated. No one agency,

at the state or local level, is charged with the responsibility

of looking after the total needs of this population. It is dif-

ficult to determine the arrangements incarceratni parents make

for the care of their children, particularly for infants and pre-

schoolers because no records of such arrangements are maintained.

Last year in the State of Virginia, the status and need for

services to incarcerated mothers and their children received atten-

tion in the legislature. Under House Bill 737, women inmates would

receive the statutory right to keep their infants with them while

incarcerated. The child would remain with the mother for at least

the first year of life unless there is subsequent cause to believe

that this is not in the best interest of the child.

Early childhood researchers have emphasized the importance of

bonding between parent and child, particularly during the first

year of life. National and local studies of incarcerated mothers

and their children concur that programs for strengthening the ties

between the incarcerated mother and child should be encouraged.

This is especially true for those mothers who wish to maintain con-

tact with their children during their incarceration. Fewer studies

have examined the relationships between incarcerated fathers and

their children, but this too deserves further thoughtful considera-

tion.

It can be argued that every child has "special needs" and

every child caro need is a "special" need. Every effort must be

f
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made to address the child care needs of all families who want and

need assistance in fulfilling their child-rearing responsibili-

ties. We recommend a "diversity model" which promotes the develop-

ment of a variety of programs in varied settings (i.e. child

care centers, family day care homes, schools, churches). In

addition, such a model should provide financial assistance to

families in need of help, recognize the special or unique child

care needs among certain segments of the population and promote

parental choice and involvement.

Specific Recommendations

Based on our knowledge and understanding of the child care

needs and concerns of the Black community -- children, parents,

and child care providers -- the following recommendations are

offered:

Increase the Title XX Social Services Block
Grant Appropriation Annually.

Target a line item in the Title XX Social
Services Block Grant for incentive payments
to states who target a service need, like
child care, identify existing policies
and programs at the state or county levels
which act as barriers or constraints to
providing the service, and make recommenda-
tions for legislative and executive action.

Increase the child care expense for AFDC
recipients ($160 per month, per child) to
reflect the current market cost of child
care; allow families their total $30 plus
1/3 work incentive deduction before de-
ducting child care expenses.
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Amend existing tax policies so that child care
subsidies will benefit lower-income families as
well as moderate and upper-income fwAilies.

Establish a federal funding rource for training
child care providers and providing technical
assistance.

Create a.demonstrations grant which can be used
for developing curriculum models designed to meat
the needs of children from different culture.,
racial, and ethnic backgrounds.

Improve the Child Care Food Program by restoring
the five meal pattern and targeting the family
day care component of the program so that more
minority and low-income providers can participate.

Create a National Child Care Information and
Referral Program.

Create a program which will assist local
communities in establishing school-age child
care programs.

Create a "Special Needs" Grant Program to fund
demonstration projects designed to address the
unique child care needs for targeted populations.

Appoint a National Commission on Child Care
Standards to review and evaluate the status
of existing regulatory policies at the state
and local levels; the Commission should deve-
lop model standards which are age specific
and designed to address the needs of children
in various child care settings.

Examine existing child care and related policies
to assess the inclusion of practices which pro-
motes parental choice and involvement; insure
the inclusion of such concepts in new legislation.

Create an Office of Day Care within the Department
of Health and Human Services that would coordinate
and administer federal child care initiatives and
conduct a national research project for the purpose
of designing, collecting and maintaining policy
relevant research and information.
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STATEMENT OF JOYCE BLACK, PUBLIC POLICY CHAIR, CHILD
WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA; PRESIDENT, DAY CARE COUN-

CIL OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK CITY
Ms. BLACK. I am Joyce Black, a member of the board of directors

and chair of the public policy committee of the Child Welfare
League of America as well as being past president. The league is a
membership organization composed of public and voluntary not-for-
profit child welfare service agencies. It is the only national volun-
tary organization which sets standards for child welfare services in
the United States and Canada. I am also president of the Day Care
Council of New York, a federation of 350 citizen boards operating
day care programs in the five boroughs of New York City.

As one of the organizations which worked very hard for the cre-
ation of this bipartisan select committee, the Child Welfare League
wishes to thank you for the data you have gathered and the nation-
al forum you are providing for children's issues. You have my testi-
mony in written form. And I would like to offer some day care
policy recommendations from the Child Welfare League with exam-
ples from innovative programs in New York.

The Federal Government's involvement in day care has been mo-
tivated, more often than not, by concerns other than the well-being
of the Nation's children. Government has sponsored day care pro-
grams primarily in the interests of employment and the reduction
of welfare dependency. The Child Welfare League suggests that the
committee may find it useful to make safe, developmental care of
children the central consideration for a national day care policy.

We certainly agree with Representative Marriott that provisions
for parents to care for their own children, if they choose, is an es-
sential element in any national day care policy. However, as com-
mittee data indicates, fewer and fewer American parents have this
choice. Economic necessity is rapidly closing out this option. While
this committee may not choose to take on the broad economic prob-
lems, there are some more circumscribed issues which we believe
the committee can and shculd address.

For example, the Congressional Caucus on Women's Issues is
working with some of your colleagues on a family employment se-
curity bill which would establish some Federal mandates for mini-
mum parental leave for parents who choose to stay home to parent
a newborn or newly adopted child; minimum sick leave to enable
parents to care for sick children; and job security following child
care leave. Some proposed Social Security System changes also ad-
dress this issue.

In New York, the Day Care Council was asked to do a needs as-
sessment for the United Nations. In a survey of 6,000 U.N. fami-
lies, we had an extraordinary response, 4,000 of those sent out. We
found the greatest expressed need to be infant care for nursing
mothers. We designed a near- worksite program which opened last
fall to provide care for 48 nursing infants whose mothers work
nearby and can share in their care. And you have probably heard
of our program in Albany's Government Center where government
worker parents may be near their children and visit them during
the day. This center was establisled in 1979 with funding from the
Governor's Office and from the Civil Service Employees Associa-
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tion. Three others will be opening at State sites in the fall of thisyear.
These are exciting programs. They are good programs. They help

families to be together and parents to be close to their children,but they are expensive, we have worked hard to negotiate the
public-private partnership funding models recommended by -the
Reagan administration. We have even achieved same new combina-
tions, such as the three-sector sponsored Chinatown Program
which was established by the Chinatown Planning Councila vol-
untary organizationwith funding from the International Ladies,
Garment Workers Union and title XX funding allocated by thecity.

But for the vast majority of parents who would like to be withtheir infants, their sick children or their adolescents' in need of su-
pervision, there are no options. We would, therefore, suggest that
the committee investigate the possibility of drafting or supporting
legislation which would expand parental care options through em-
ployment security mandates and Social Security earnings sharing.

We are pleased to note that the information and referral bill is
proceeding toward enactment in this Congress. However, you must,know that this $8 million program is a very small remedy for a
very large problem. The Day Care Council of New York has estab-lished a computerized information, counseling and referral system
which allows us to utilize all available resources to find good carefor our children. We have programs listed in the five boroughs of
New York, as well as Nassau, Suffolk and Westchester Counties
and northern New Jersey and southern Connecticut, because this iswhere many of the people come from, who work in New York City.

Our program alone cost $25,000 to put into operation. It is impor-tant to be able to talk to parents abetit how they choose care fortheir children. We have developed check. lists, questionnaires,
which come back to us through the parents. All of our programs
are licensed and visited by our own staff. We also get informationback on a 6-month basis from each one of the -directors of these
programs, and we have first-hand hands-on kind of informationfrom parents who have seen and who have made their choices. We
never let parents go out with less than three choices.

The other problem with information referral, particularly in alarge urban area that has an extraordinary number of day care
programs, is the vacancy control question. We have been trying towork and have been working with the, city of New York for 41/2
years, with a $500,000 grant from the city and the State, to initiate
a control system, so we immediately know where the vacancies are,
because without that, the people can still go around in circles. ,A vacancy control system which we hope to add will cost at least
$1 million. We recommend that you t-Ace another look at AR pro-
grams and consider recommending more Federal seed moneys..Webelieve that parents who have access to such services have-more
choices and can more responsibly participate in their children's
care. It is our experience that such services tend to generate moreoptions for care as providers realize they have referralseurces andthe support of such agencies in establishing and improving theirday care services.
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Voucher systems are frequently advanced as the mechanism for
parental choice. It has not been our experience that this is neces-
sarily so. Without some accountability mechanism, the driving
force becomes advertising and price cutting, rather than good care
monitored by a responsible public or voluntary agency. Consumer
protections are a necessity because it is child care which is being
purchased.

Currently the Day Care Council of New York is performing the
monitoring and accountability function for the city which is pilot
testing a voucher system in 25 centers. We will be glad to make the
evaluation results available to the committee at the conclusion of
the project. In the meantime, we would point out that voucher sys-
tems require funding streams just like any other day care assist-
ance and come with no built in guarantees that decent care is
being purchased unless there is a provision for a monitoring and
accountability function.

Care of children away from their own families involves certain
hazards. The Child Welfare League believes that the community,
has a-responsibility to see that appropriate' safeguards are set up
and enforced to ensure the well-being of children in day care.
Every State shouldbut many, many do nothave legislation for:
licensing or some form of regulation of day care whether or not the
auspices are proprietary, voluntary or public. We suggest that the
committee recommend to Congress that it stipulate that states
must have licensing requirements and enforce them.

We also propose that the Federal Government appoint a panel :X
experts to draft model day care standards as a guide for States.
This is a panacea, as we all know. Standards are important, but
they are only as important as the people who enforce them. If the
people are not qualified to know what they are looking for, things
can break down very easily.

Child Welfare League agencies throughout the country have, ac-
cepted the challenge to find alternative funding sources for Chil-
dren's services, because when title XX funding was reduCcd, the
population of children in need of care was not reduced and the cost
of providing services rose. The Day Care Council of New York has
provided or is in the process of providing needs assessments and
tailoring employee day care assistant programs for 29 corporations
in the city of New York, and in the State of New York, at this par-
ticular Time.

The bottom line .remains; when fewer Federal dollars are -ze-
turned to States and localities for social services, including day
care, services for many poor children whose parents would like to
work their way out of poverty are simply nonexistent. Additional
private funding frees up some public money for subsidies for poor
children, but not nearly enough. Corporations cannot fill that gap
that the Federal Government has reduced in dollars.

The Child Welfare League believes that day care should be sup-
ported by the community with voluntary contributions and public
funds. I am here to tell you that the public funds, Federal funds,
are an absolutely necessary component of day care funding. We are
trying, but we cannot possibly maintain services without Federal
funding, particularly for children of the working poor. We are
asking your committee to recommend that Congress increase fund-
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ing for title XX tout least $3.3 billion and restore the carelear-mark.
We have supported improvements in the dependent care taxcredit. We are also supporting Representative Conable's proposalsto safeguard the dependent ,care benefits in employer sponsoredcafeteria plans under a cap and integrated with the tax credit. As amatter of policy, the committee may wish 'to note that thefie itemsof tax asistance for middle and upper ,income families purchapingchild care promise to far exceed title XX funding for day ,care forpoor families: The league-recommends that raising-the subsidies forpoorer families is an obvious and equitable next .moye,:I thank you for the opportunity to testify. I invite you to came toNew York to visit some of our exciting day care programs. I hope Ihave convinced you that, even with our most creative and hard-working eforts and public-private partnerships, we need Federalfunding and Federal leadership fonday care. :Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Joyce Black folloWsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOYCE BLACK,PUBLIC POLICY CHAIR, CHILD WELFARE

LEAGUE OF 'AMERICA, BOARD; PRESIDENT, DAY CARS COUNCIL OP NEW You:

My name is Joyce Black, and I am a member of the Board of Directors of the

Child Welfare League of America and chair the League's Public Policy Committee.

In addition to serving on the boards of ieveral city, state and national public

and voluntary organizations,
I am the President of the Day Care Council of New

York, a federation of over 350 citizen
boards operating day care programs in

the five boroughs of New York City.

The Child Welfare League of America was
the'first, and continues to be the

only national, not-for-profit, voluntary
membership organizations which sets

standards for child welfare services
in.the United States and Canada. The

League is a privately supported
membership organization comprised of 350 child

welfare agencies whose efforts are
directed to the improvement of care and

services for children and their families.' League member agencies include

religious groups as well as non-sectarian public and voluntary, not-for-profit

agencies. The League also represents 1,100 affiliated child care agencies

through our 24 state child care associations.
Members and affiliated agencies

of the League serve several million
children in the United States and Canada

and represent over 6,000 volunteer board members and several thousand more

direct service volunteers.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee today; As

one of the national
organizations which worked very hard for the creation of

this bipartisan Select Committee, the Child Welfare League is appreciative of

the time, thought and effort which members of this Committee have devoted to

assessing the status of the nation's children over the past year and a half.

Your March 15th press conference announcement
of intention to focus on day

care was particularly gratifying. Those of us who are directly engaged in

making day care services available to children of all socio-economic groups

know that care for our youngest citizens is an exceedingly critical issue. It

is most heartening to hear that your Committee hearings around the nation have
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made this publIcly and persuasively apparent. We thank you for the data you-

have gathered and published and for the national forum you are providing. And

we have high hopes that the Committee's efforts will result in much needed

national, state and local day care policies and programs for children.

is my understanding that, having surveyed existing child care arranger

ments, needs and problems, the Committee is preparing to assess its, data and

formulate policy recommendations to be submitted to the Congress. should

like to offer policy recommendations of the Child Welfare League of America

along with concrete examples of the demonstrated results of various innovative

approaches to day care in the City of New York.

CHILDREN AT THE CENTER

The federal government's involvement in day care has been motivated, more

often than not, by concerns other than the well being of the nation's children,

although we all speak of children as our greatest national resource..Dovernment

has sponsored day care programs primarily in the interests.of,employment and.

training, and the reduction of welfare dependency. Perhaps this accounts -for

the piecemeal approaches to day care which make it so-difficult for us to

achieve a coherent national day care policy. The Child Welfare League member.,

agencies are committed to serving children's needs, and we suggest that the

Committee may find it useful to make safeourturing and d_velopmental care of

children the central consideration for day care policy decisions.

PARENTAL CARE

As Committee data indicates, fewer and fewer American parents have a

choice as to whether they will provide full time care for their children them-
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selves. Single parent households and economic necessity are rapidly closing

out this option for what used to be the norm, but is no longer. While this

Committee may not choose to deal in depth with the very large problems of

employment and training or economic growth, there are some more circumscribed

issues which we think the Committee can and should address. For example, the

Congressional Caucus on Women's Issues is currently working with some of your

colleagues on a Family Employment Security bill which would establish some

federal mandates for minimum parental leave for parents who choose to stay home

to parent a newborn or newly adoped child and minimum sick leaves to enable

parents to care for sick children.

The Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 requires that pregnancy related

disability be treated like other short term disabilities. However, federal laW

does not require employers to provide disability leave, paid or unpaid, for any

employees. Nor are there any federally mandated job security guarantees: In

the absence of such legislation, many parents are deprived of the choice to

care for their own children. And we know there are families who would make

this choice if they could.

In New York, the Day Care Council was asked to do a day care needs

assessment for the United Nations. We found the greatest expressed need to be

infant care for nursing mothers. We designed a near-work site program which

opened last fall to provide care for 48 nursing infants whose mothers work

nearby and can share in the care. We are proud of this progrem and it holds

promise for other communities.

The second greatest need indicated from the survey of 6,000 United Nations

families was for after school care for the very young -- 6 7 and 8 year olds,

the so-called "latchkey" children. This growing societal phenomenon must be

seriously addressed, as it was by the New York State legislature's recently
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enacted legislation to create a $300,000 program of grants to help voluntary,

not-for-profit groups initiate programs for latchkey children. It is gratify-

ing to note that the federal School
Facilities Child Care bill is making some

headway in the Congress. We hope that you will follow New York's example and

Pass legislation addressing the latchkey problem. We believe there is a need,

for a variety of care options which
cover the entire age span from infancy to

adolescence, and we believe the School FacilitieS bill could help communities

begin to fill in some of the gaps.

You have all heard of our program in Albany's government center where

government worker parents may be near their children and visit them during the '

day. This center was established in 1979.with,a
special allocation of funds

from the Governor's office and funding from the Civil Service Employee's

Association. It now cares for 103 children from infants to 6 year olds, and

has a long waiting list.

These are exciting programs. They are good programs. They help families

to be together and parents to be close to their children. But they are expen-

sive. We have worked hard to negotiate the public-private partnership funding

models recommended by the Reagan Administration's Private Sector Initiative for

Child Care. We have even achieved some new combinations of funding support.

For instance, the International Garment
Workers Union put up the money to es-

tablish a trust to help establish a day care program in the Chinatown area

through the Chinatown Planning Council which is a voluntary agency. The City

put up an equal amount of money in Title XX funds in order to subsidize this

program for low income garment workers.
This is a fine example of cooperation

between the three sectors: voluntary, private and public. Another example is

that several of our, largest hospitals
and medical centers are either loaning

money to their on-site day care programs at no interest or giving free rent

and food service which reduces the cost considerably.
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But, in the end, for the.vast majority of parents who would like to be

with their infants. their sick children, their adolescents in need of super-

vision, there are no options. We would therefore suggest that the Committee

investigate the possibility of drafting or supporting legislation which would

give parents some choice through employment security mandates. We agree with

Rep. Marriott that provision for parents to care for their own children, if

they choose. is an essential element in any national day care policy.

PARENTAL CHOICE AND PARTICIPATION

The purpose of day care is to supplement the care and protection that

children receive from their parents. In using a day care service, parents re-'

tain all their legal rights and responsibilities for the child, although they

share responsibility for the child's daily care. Parents should be involved in

all decisions affecting their child. Representatives of parents served by an

agency should be included on the governing board of the voluntary agency and Of

the day care advisory committees of public agencies.

Too often children are denied their right to decent care as parents ibro-

gate this responsibility to choose appropriate care settings and be involved in

the service program. Often this is a matter of economic pressure. Parents

must go to work and someone has to take care of the children. In our experi-

ence, one of the most useful mechanisms for protectin: children is community

information and referral services which can offer parents some direct assist-

ance in finding appropriate care. When the Ladies Home Journal published an

article on day care earlier this year, hundreus of parents wrote in from all

over the country with just this question: "11511 do I go about finding good child

care in my community?"
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We are pleased to note that the Information and Referral bill is proceed-

ing toward enactment in this Congress. However, you must know that this $8

million program is a very small remedy for a very large problem. The Day Care

Council of New York has established a computerized Information, Counseling and

Referral system which allows us to utilize all available resources to find care

for our children. We have programs listed in the five boroughs of New York as

well as Nassau, Suffolk and Westchester counties, northern New Jersey and

southern Connecticut. Our program alone cost $25,000 to put into operation.

The vacancy control program which we urged the city to underwrite several years

ago is still not up and running. When it is completed, it will have cost at

least one million dollars. The Council's program is working. We know it serves

children and their families well. It will reduce the larger,expetiditures which

abusive care or no care would otherwise produce. We recommend that you take

another look at Information, Counseling and Referral programs and consider

recommending more federal seed moneys to make this service available for

children in other communities.

We believe that parents who have access to information and referral have
.

more choices and can more responsibly participate in their children's day care.

It is also our experience that such services tend to generate more options for

care as potential providers realize they have referral sources and the support

of such service agencies in establishing and improving their day care work.

This is also one means of drawing the unlicensed, non-taxpaying day care pro-.

viders into a more constructive community of day care providers.

Voucher systems are frequently advanced as the mechanism for parental

choice. It has not been our experience that this is necessarily the case. In

the first place, a parent with a voucher may have few choices if providers and

potential providers have closed up shop because there is no means of projecting

a demand for their particular services. More importantly, without some
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accountability mechanism, the driving force may became advertising and price

cutting rather than good care monitored by a responsible public or voluntary

agency. In day care, consumer protections are a necessity because it is child

care which is being purchased, and it is our children who will suffer if the

service is deficient.

In New York, our experience with vouchers has been limited. Voucher sys-

tems require funding streams, just as do other forms of day care assistance.

And, to assure that expenditures are for good care, voucher systemsrequire"

monitoring and public accountability. Currently the Day Care Council of New

York is performing the monitoring and accountability function for the city

which is pilot testing a voucher system in 25 day care centers. We will be

glad to make the evaluation results available to the Committee at the conclu-

sion of the project.

LICENSING AND STANDARDS

Care of children away from their own families involves certain hazards.

The Child Welfare League believes that the community has a responsibility to

see that appropriate safeguards are set up and enforCed to ensure the wellbeing'

of children cared for outside their own homes in other families or in groups,

under public or voluntary auspices and in the privately operated facility or

independent home.

Every state should (but not all do) have legislation for licensing or some

form of regulation, of day care, whether or not the auspices are proprietary,

voluntary or public. Legislation should provide a formal procedure for ap-

proval of the facility. Day care providers should have a legal obligation to

deliver services in compliance with mandated codes and a social responsibility

to promote the welfare of children.
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The licensing agency in the state should be responsible for ensuring the

quality of care provided by proprietary facilities and facilities under the

auspices of churches, business, and labor unions, as wr.l as that provided by

public and private nonprofit agencies. The agencyshould be prepared to hel

providers meet state requirements established to protect children and tJ offer

programs that will be beneficial to children.

As-it-has turned out, in Jelegating this sort of responsibility to states,

it is not sufficient to specify.that services funded with fedora, moneys must

meet relevant state and local standards. We suggest that the ConTittee recomr

wend to Congress that it stipulate that states must have such licensing re-

quirements and enforce them.

Following the-repeal of the Federal Interagency Day Ctre Standards in

198l, the Child Welfare League, as a standard *setting national organization.

received many requests from state and local governments for copies of the

League's Day Care Standards. In the absence of any federal standards, states

and localities are struggling to establish relevant protections and goals for

day care services.

We propose for the Committee's consideration that the federal government

appoint a panel of experts whose assignment it would be to draft sane model day

care standards which could serve as a guide for states. Standards represent a

positive approach to the harmful practices we attempt to prevent by licensing

and monitoring. Lest you think of this as an unimportant proposal, I would

like to call your attention to other federal model standards, such as those

for the prevention of child abuse in institutions, which have been useful to

the states and have served children well. In the words of long time Child

Welfare Executive Joseph Reid, "Standards are intended to be goals for

continuous improvement of services to children."
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FUNDING FOR DAY CARE

The Child Welfare League agencies throughout the country have accepted the

challenge to find alternative funding sources for children's services. When

Title XX funding was reduced, the population of children in need of care was

not reduced, and the cost of providing services went up. We have learned that,

indeed, some private sector employers can be persuaded to invest in day care

benefits for their employees. Fifteen years ago the Day Care Council of New

York began working with employers to assess their employees day care needs. At

that time, management was enthused but employees were unresponsive. Five years

ago we tried again, holding a one day conference on day care for 78 corporate

executives. Since then, corporate day care sponsorship in our city has been

growing and growing. We held a second conference this year at the request of

corporations. The Day Care Council has provided or is in the Process of pro-

viding needs assessments and tailoring employee day care assistance programs

for over 25 corporations and and nonprofit organizations, including: Channel

13; the United Nations; Teachers College; New York Community College; Avon;

Doyle, Dane and Bernbach: Young and Rubican; Dime Savings Bank; International

Ladies Garment Workers Union; District Council 37; Brooklyn Union Gas; New

York-Cornell Medical Center; Methodist Medical Center; New York University

Medical Center; Bronx Municipal Medical Center; Benedictine-Kingiton Hospital
,,

and several other corporations and organizations. We are implementing onsite

day care centers in 6 hospitals and medical centers, near-site programs for 3

organizations and other specialized programs (such as information, counseling,

referral, parent seminars and personnel benefit programs) for 10 corporations.

But the bottom line remains much the same. When fewer federal dollars are

returned to states and localities for social services, including day care, ser-

vices for many poor children whose parents would like to work their way out of
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Poverty are simply nonexistent. Additional private funding frees up some

public money for subsidized slots, but not nearly enough.

The Child Welfare League believes.that day care should be supported by the

community with voluntary contributions and public funds. I'm here to tell you

public funds, federal funds, are an absolutely necessary component of day care

funding. We are trying, but we cannot possibly maintain services without

federal.fuading, particularly for the children of the working poor.

We are asking your Committee to recommend that Congress increase the fund-

ing for Title XX to at least $3.3 billion and restore the day care earmark.

Poor families and children needing day care are not strong, visible lobbyists,

and they are losing out in the current competition for Title XX funds under the

1981 block grant which gives states full discretion for determining what ser-

vices to fund.

We have supported improvements in the Dependent (.are Tax Credit in order

to increase somewhat its availability to families with lower incomes. Likewise

we are supporting Rep. Conable's proposals to safeguard the dependent care

benefits in employer sponsored cafeteria plans under a cap and integrated with

the tax credit. While we realte these federal tax measures do not really help

poorer families, it is our hope that Congress will consider refundability for 'flt

the tax credit, and that this Administration's campaign to convince employers

to offer day care benefits to employees will expand what is now a very modest

amount of corporate support for employee day care. In New York City, there is

now a growing enthusiasm in the cerporate community. However the recent IRS

regulations and proposed retroactive sanctions have tended to precipitate re-

treat from flexible benefit plans altogether, rather than a redrafting of bene-

fit plans to meet the recent regulatory requirements.
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As a matter of policy, the Committee may wish to note these items of tax

assistance for middle and upper class families purchasing child care promise

to far exceed the Title XX funding for day care for poor families. The League

recommends that raising the subsidies for poorer families is an obvious and

equitable next policy move.

FEDERAL PRESENCE

Lastly I would like to call your attention to the fact that, although, as

your hearings and research have so clearly indicated, child day care is one of

the most critical concerns in our nation today, there is no federal entity

whose job it is to address this important area of our lives. When citizens

call the Department of Health and Human Services with an inquiry about day

care, they are told there is no longer a federal day care office. We suggest

that you consider the feasibility of establishing some unit within HHS, perhaps

in conjunction with the model standards panel, which can serve as an informa-

tion source and an exchange for creative day care planning and programming.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I invite you to come to

New York to visit some of our exciting day care projects. I hope I have con-'

vinced you that, even with our most creative efforts and public-private part-

nerships, we need federal funding and federal leadership for day care.
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Chairman MILT.ZR. Thank you.
You mentioned that you are initiating a limited voucher pro-gram in the city; is that correct?
Ms. BIACK. The city has.
Chairman Mn.m. Is that underway?
Ms. BLACK. That is underway and-we will be happy to give you

the result when it is completed.
Chairman Miuza. The vouchers would be redeemable, if youwill, at what, a licensed facility?
Ms. BLACK. Only licensed facilities.
Chairman MILIZR. So you are suggesting in terms of the voucher

that to throw it open to the marketplace, it should be in combina-
tion with some criteria as to quality?

Ms. BLACK. Precisely; and .these centers--there are only two
that accepted-the challenge of going into the voucher system. The
majority of them are profit centers. So that we have a balance here
of both profit and publicly subsidized centers and these people are
purchasing the service funds in only a small area, but I will give
you the final results of that because we are doing the analysis of it.
I think we should find it very interesting.

Chairman MILLER. That would be very helpful. You. obviously,
saw today the interest of the committee in that approach, as Gover-
nor Kean talked about it. I think that would be very helpful tothecommittee - as we start to put together some of the recommenda-
tions to the Congress.

.Ms. BLACK. I think one of the things I would say to you is thatwe have had great success with our very fine medical institutions
in New York City. We are opening 3 day care programs in three of
our largest institutions this fallColumbia Presbyterian, Method-ist, et cetera. We are working with Cornell and so forth: It was re-ferred to before about family day care and family. day carenetworking. I think this is a very important aspect of:choice and
option for institutions and corporations, and we are also doing that
not only with two medical centers in New York but with several
other voluntary agencies where there is a core of people that we-have recruited around that agency so they have the support system
from that agency.

You see, all of our family day care in New York City is super-
vised and is quite different than it is in some other parts of the
country. It is a very big networking system. We don't have enoughof it actually. I think the interest in this has been generated and is
going to escalate as time goes on, particularly for infants.

Chairman MILLER. This panel and other panels have obviouslyraised the issue of standards that seems to be accelerating to theforefront in the debate on child care, and if I read your testimony
correctly, most of you believe that the function of setting those
standards should continue to reside at the State level. Is that a fair
summation of what you have said?

Ms. Cuirris. I would like to say for clarification of my comments
that while we recognize that it is probably going to stay at theState and local level, we do see a role for the National Government
in terms of providing technical assistance, some guidance as Stateand local ---
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Chairman MILLER. I understand that. That was going to be my
next question. And if that is so and we have expectations as people
who might expand the Federal participation, whether through title
XX, tax credits, voucher, whatever it is, it would also seem that
part of the call that has been made earlier today and in the region-
al hearings is that an expansion of title XX and/or a Set-aside
would allow for the kind of training for people, because of the un-
fortunate incidences taking place, are now clamoring for

Basically the training issue in terms of public-policymakers has
been kind of an added on luxury. Now whafewe are' seeing is you
get what you pay for and you are going to need" this additional'
effort if you are going to upgrade the standards-and require greater
education and technical understanding, that there is to be some
effort to help the States out with that would be the follbw-mi to
having the States improve their standards or fill= in the holes.

Ms. HARDER. The standards as far as I am concerned, haveheen
much too heavily focused on physical facilities. We are very good
on doors and windows and pay almost no attention to trainmg..

Chairman MILLF.R. Height of toilets.
Ms. HARDER. Yes, that licensing focus 'operates as a disincentive

to people and there is virtually no motivation or no resources '641-
able for training. I am with the last panel in saying:that IranItlj
that is where it is at, and I think also when one starlit?.
about in-home child care, licensing has to be much more coiin
to the ability to receive ongoing training than it does to the phyai=
cal facilities.

I know, for instance, of numbers of people who have been :dis-
couraged from having in-home programs in Wisconsin, which hail
very high physical licensing standards, who would have been excel-
lent providers, who had the training. Because they were doing it in
the basement family room of a house they were told =no, sorry, it
can't be below ground, and a variety of other, what I would'consid-
er illogical disincentives.

Ms. BLACK.. Interestingly enough, New York City has different
standards '.an the State of New York, higher than the, State 'of
New York, and yet we have had, as you well know, some problems
recently. So I think standards are very, very important and must
be done. That is why we recommend having a panel develop model
standards, but I think there are two other pieces here and I don't
think that Ahey can be disregarded because those standardsand I
am talking about physical standards, I am talking about the devel-
opmental part of our at least center base progra' as well as de-
velopmental part in our family day care system, which we have a
very strong componentis that they have to be looked at and they
have to be enforced. The place that has lost the most and greatest
number of staff and money has been in that particular area.

Also, the qualification of those people who are going in to do that
evaluation have to be people who know what to look for, not juit
the size of the toilets. It has to be a lot more than that. So that
even with the very high standardsand I can attest to the fact
that we have themyet there were problems because they were
not properly enforced.

To me not only that piece, but the training piece is probably the
most important part of all, and if we don't start getting more
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moneys to ',train parents; parents and children as. well as staff;which have been trained, but continuous; as well as boards. OurboardsI am only now .speaking for New , Yorkwe have some -boards who are very knowledgeable. Otfaern, must receive moretraining and know what their responsibilities traas far,akiiversee.fing management of 431 care,, in order nCiCto have. sonie'otthese-: horrible experiences again.
Ms. Hinatzs. 'While the, league, believes the Standards should beset at the State aisia model,, it . is very that" die; lotallurisdieltion itrthetnie that pro-iides, the day care inid3heykare the onesthat are ,going to have to be involved in the enforcement and co-;ordination of the service Very clearly along With,itieAtate stand=ards you must have an.,Inw4venientof the local

, 41.Chairman MiLLitAti. Curtii0Ounientioned-the°-/preferertcethatwas found in the study: on 'family day_care kiting some minorityfamilies for tenter based care, based on the assumption or belief ..Atthat it woulcf.prcivide a better educational opportunity for the chil-dren. Can you elaborate on "that?' '4f4Ms. Cuwris. I think I referenced in the extended version which
you are speaking of the national research data iihiChqS available;-as well as some more localized or regionarstudiekiihichThavefo-cused on black families and their*eference. TlieVreferenartheabeen for the ceriter based model of care. And as yOuSaidigtilliel
cause there ii.tetresumed educational, more dedeloKnental.compo-nent in pia& Which may or.the 'notbeat cèse. Izitthbffththlyday care,care, *hat We have Heard *.tOdaY'llof moneys available to support assist,-

eZriance in planning ad developing .'extensive dtirrittilaAlie dvbfop.mental approach to care is difficult tepiovide or eiisutei think'this is a concern' of parents, regardless .ofredicinoniic,iiicothe.,-,:--1-
Chairman MILLER. Let me ask' you; in ,Yotir -collectiVe *Mont,does this follow on the idea that.vai,"nientiOned'earlier by Con-gresswoman Johnson, this idea of -satellite prams? Is it conceiva-ble within the probable structure that you- can have,family, daycare that is connected to satellite programs; so -perhapesthe .chil-dren can take advantage of educational opportunitiesonceptwice,three times a week, but you can stili have the best of bothtworlda

in terms of some cost reduction and more exposure:to well defined'educational programs that sometimes are only available, because' ofthe numbers, at center based programs? ".Ms. BIACIC. Yes, it is very successful and that is what'I was refer-ring to when I was referring to one of those cluster based programsaround a very, very fine oH settlement house which has very goodeducational components in their Head Start -and nursery school,but also .after school programs, which these .children are able toparticipate in.
Chairman MILLER. They need not all .participate in all programsat the same time?
Ms. &Am. No. The oversight on these family day care homes.and training is all clustered together. It is very successful.
Ms. HARDER. Our university has a less formalized mcriel; butonethat is in evolution. We have a child care center that has,operated

very successfully for about 15 ,years and,we. have connected a kindof continuing education noncredit, very low, cost: course for day

r
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home care providers based in the center and have therefore proyid-
ed for what we see as a very productive Interaction between our
trained child care workers there and-home providers. -

Ms. Cuarm Copgre*Itunin Miller,4 I may add, I think one of the
probleins from our perspectiie when yeti look , at -the'family day
care networks and the -umbrella organizations, outside' of,the large
urban centers you don't have the involve -the- of blacks' and' other
minorities. Therefore-3iou cii0 presume that irth.esie n°et+vorks. are
in place that black child tiireprovideralire-giiiittoiliiiiifitqiiiiii-
the training, information, the toy eXclitiiige, or
place I think that there has tobe,Some incentives
facilitate the involvement of those that..are
Again, these are also the people who
of the underground market that Iiiiiibeen 'arsixret6

MS. BLACK. Let me ask you a question alkait flag FO
in the city of New York, the providers are primarilybaek,.and we:,
are now increasing to include other minorities' tii.nialte
integrated program. So I would say that there- was nikaicc,lusion:an
New York City, they are the ones that have received' the fiau '

Ms. CURTIS. I indicated my concern is for the
outside of the large urban communities like New Y.Oiktl

.

Angeles.
MS. HARDER. I think we have toxecognise outsiOlitthoike

urban setting; eveinetwitlsit'of any kind at* rirviiiuchIn4fk
infancy and there is alMost-nothing to Aimulate-theifibeibild3*'
sonal initiatives. ,Operators are trying to, -,Jyindle 'both management.`
of their child care operation, and increasingly rtrYing.,t;;C:intiet,thi-
unmet needout of theirownhiiiiiin *teams. .

Ms. BLACK., There is another, question thatl would raise4hat
raised by the panel that was about the coats, because lam- not so --
sure that in New York where wo have some profit today, We'don't
have the chancethey can't come, into New York State. -at this
point because they do not meet our standards. But we hisie a lot of
profit day care, very, very good, it is excellent. But their. costs are
the same as the subsidized and sometimes alreat deal more -I
would say a lot more. I can give you some very interesting cost fig-
ures, a lot higher than some of the figures that were mentioned
here.

Ms. HARDER. I thought the $5,000 figure for infant care was mini-
mal.

Ms. BLACK. I would double it.
Chairman MILLER. That would be very helpful.
Ms. HARDER. I would like to raise an issue, too. As I listened to

Governor Kean I was waiting for him to get to recommendation'
No. 8which he didn't get tobecause I remember in 1982 that:
the National Governors Asiociation came out with a- children
policy which emphasized the call for State' governments to serve' as
model employers by demonstrating value and validity Of assisting
families in child care in various ways. I didn't hear that recommen-
dation. It seems to me that that as we in goyernniOnt, Whetherat
the Federal lev.:11 or the State level or the local: level g out 'to
preach the good word to the private sector about why they should'
provide employer assistance and why it is such wonderful good
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business to assist with child care, we are doing a lot of speaking-
and not much showing.

I would argue, therefore, that as we talk about incentives to the
private sector that the very best way that we can demonstrate in-
centives tothe private sector is provide in government, whether at
the Federal, State or the county or municipal level, the model that
shows that in fact it works, and I am not only talking about on site
child care, I am talking about the kind of cafeteria benefit program
and employee assistance program that recognizes child care is also
a possibility, along with using existing facilities. In other words,
the whole category of operations.

But it does disturb me, it disturbed me in Wisconsin, as a matter
of fact, when we fund lots of government agencies that we are ea-
gerly and bushy tailed participating in the program for the private
sector. We were frankly exchanging ignorance and good words as
much as we were positives examples.

Chairman MILLER. We would expect that to change in the 21st
month of the economic recovery. The States are now showing a sur-
plus. They can now put some of the money where their mouth, is.
Maybe the 1983 recommendation can be carried out.

Let me thank you very much for your time, for sticking with us
throughout the day. As you know, today and tomorrow we are in
an effort to bring to a conclusion these hearings and make recom-
mendations for the Congress at the beginning of the new session,
and as both consumers and providers, your recommendations will
be very helpful to us.

The committee will adjourn at this point and we will reconvene
tomorrow morning at 9 a.m. to continue these hearings and that
meeting will be held in room 2255 of the Rayburn House Office
Building.

[Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-
vene Thursday, Sept. 6, 1984, at 9 a.m. in room 2255 of the Rayburn
House Office Building.]

.1Y
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IMPROVING CHILD CARE SERVICES: WHAT CAN
BE DONE?

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1984

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,'YOUTIR, AND FAMILIES,,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:10 a.m., in room 2255, jRayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Miller (chairman ,of,the committee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Miller, Mikulski, Martinez,Marriott, Fish, Wolf, Johnson, Coats, and Levin.
Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director; Jill' Ka0a11,research assistant; Judy Weiss, research assistant; .Christine El-liott-Groves,.minority staff director; Carol Statuto,mmority profes-sional staff; and Joan Godley, staff clerk.
Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,and Families will come to order for the purposes, of reconveningour hearings here in Washington, DC, to continue our oversight onthe improvement of child care services in the United States and tofinalize our hearing process before the committee engages in. thewriting of a report.
We had a. full day of hearings yesterday and it appears that weare going to have a full day of hearings again today, and I want tothank all of:the witnesses, bOth yesterday and today, who havegiven of their time; .their expertise, and their views on this mostimportant subject.
[Opening statement of Chairman George Miller follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-GRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ONCHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES, SEPTEMBER 6, 1984

Our hearing today,. a continuation of the hearing begun yesterday, marks the fifthand final day of hearings this Committee will devote solely to the issue of child care.It will be, I'm certain, an informative and substantive addition to the bipartisannational child care initiative we have undertaken. Without reiterating my openingremarks of yesterday, let me simply say that most American families today arelooking very hard for safe, affordable child care choices. With a little more creativi-ty and commitment from both the public and private sec;i3rs, it should be possible tohelp give them those choices, without sacrificing the kind of care 4tur children re-ceive.
That is our goal, I'm certain today's witnesses will her', provide us with the kindof ideas and recommendations that will help give shape to future policies.
Chairman MILLER. At this point, I would like to recognize a veryvaluable member of our select committee, and that is Congress-woman Barbara Mikulski of Maryland.

(229)
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Ms. Mumma. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We certain-
ly are looking forward to the testimony today.

I think throughout the hearings of what has now been affection-
ately called the "kids' committee," we have been able to outline
the demographic need for a national daysare policy, as well as for
an innovative milt betWeen public and private sector initiatives.

I know that we will be hearing ,testimony today from the people
who really know about children and understand about children on
a day -today basis.

I am happy, at the appropriate time, to. introduce Lorretta John-
sen, who will be testifying. She has been my colleague and my sup-
porter. She is.here to talk about. the .Golden Rule.

Chairman Mimi*. Why don't you. come forward; you are going to
be our first witness here, and Barbira Hutchinson, if she is here,
but I understand Barbara is not here yet..

Ms. MIRUU3KI. Mr. Chairman, should PjUgt prodeed.
Chairman MILLER. SHfe:
Ms. Mumma. I am happy to introduce Lorretta Johnson, who is

the vice president of the American Federation of Teachers,, is the
president of the Baltimore Teachers Union, is the. vice president of
the Federation of Maryland Teachers, is the head of the Baltimore
Chapter of the A. Philip Randolph Institute, is the, secretary, of the
Metropolitan Council of the Baltimore AFL-CIO,, is the mother of
three sons who talk like Lorretta and, are built like ypu.. [Laugh-
ter.]

Ms. Johnson has been a classroom teacher. She has devoted het.
entire life to children and I think she Will bring us very important
testimony froth people who see what is happening to ,American
children on a day-to-day basis. What many of us know is that the
classroom and the teachers are becoming the new mothers and fa-
thers in our community; that there are many children who use de-
pendent care and day care. as really. heir primary home.

Ms. Johnson has many ieas and she is going to telltthem to you.
If you think that I can be street-savywhen I read Lorretta John-
son's testimony, I knew it was brilliant, dazzling and I know she
will embellish it with her unique vocabulary.

Ms. Johnson.
Ms. JOHNSON. I think Ms. Mikulski did me well and just gave up

all of my testimony. [Laughter.]
Chairman MILLER. Welcome to the committee. Your prepared

statement we will put in the record in its entirety and you may
proceed in the manner in which you are most comfortable. I thank
you for your time.

STATEMENT OF LORRETTA JOHNSON, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS; CHAIRMAN, AFT WOMEN'S
RIGHTS COMMITTEE

Ms. JOHNSON. I would like to say good morning to the committee.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the, AFT has over
60,000 members who are vitally concerned with the Federal efforts
designed to improve child care services. The AFT has been involved
in every national legislative effort to obtain quality child care.
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Our members know the importance of child care. They know
that millions of youngsters whose parents cannot stay home to carefor their children are currently looking for. ways to care, for theirchildren.

All too often, we see these children at the age of 5 and 6 with
educational deficiencies after they have. :spent formative yearseither in custodial care or with no ,child care at all. We know first-
hand what the lack of supervision in a caring environment can do ,for a child. We commend you for your efforts to, make this deplora-
ble fact surrounding the lack of child .care known.. Youngi children
are at risk and weneed to do something -to .help them.

The barriers the AFT sees in blocking.the delivery of childcare
are the lack of resources, the problems ofcorapeting interests,, theprofitmakers and the jurisdictional problems.

The lack 'of resourcesis pivotal in understanding the child careproblem. Funding for Federal and. State programs :has -been: cutback instead of increased to keep up with .the' growing need forchild care and needed services are not being provided, use, ofdisputes over who will run the programs.
When private for-profit groups got the idea that money could be

made from caring for young children, they went into the field with
.disastrous results for-parents and children.

The AFT would ,like to reiterate its strong 'opposition against
Federal or State funds for child care being given to private: for-
profit organizations. With limited resources, the focus, of public :ef-forts should be to assume quality care for all children...

The problems with licensing is another matter we would like to
cite. Many parents are led to believe that because ()inter or Wipeis licensed, it is safe. States vary widely in their licensing require-
ments. We ask that higher standards and stricter Corstrolsbe addedin enforcing the States and cities. Licensing similar,' 0:that" em-.ployed for teachers would be a step toward assuring. parents
their children are in good hands. The creation of safe standards forday care and tough enforcement of all- regulatima at -the Statelevel must be a high priority of any fiiture chile care legit:dation.

The issues of vouchers for child care needs to be addressed.
Vouchers don't work in the early years any better than they do.in
the later ones. Quality control is impossible and it would be easy touse vouchers to enroll children in a People's Temple or Manhattan
Beach-type facility. Vouchers are not the beat way to serve., our.children. The AFT supports a strong Federal role in the allocationof funds.

Fee-for-service has produced a crazy quilt of child care availabil-
ity and quality over the last two decades, which some describe asdiversity. What we now have in place is a nonsystem of, overlap-
ping service in some places and no services in ethers.

Surely this diversity has produced enough difference in compete-,ing arrangements to let us choose what is best for our children: It
is plain to us in the AFT that a reliable system:for many who rely
on institutional care, child care, is an idea whose,time has come.,There are two types of children who typicalli, need cares thelatchkey child and the younger child. We see the problem of the
latchkey child in our work. We feel that the best care for these
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children would be the extension of the public school day with the
appropriate staffing and special programs for these youngsters.

The other need, that of young children, should differentiate be-
tween the care of those who are toddlers and might be fitted into a
good preschool program and infants.

The case is well made that quality preschool experience, such as
an enriched Head Start Program, pays off. We urge that the Head
Start example be considered when care is planned for preschoolers.

Another matter we would like to cite for the committee's atten-
tion is the effects of the severe cuts in title XX of the Securi-
ty Act. The source of funds for the majority of Federal day-care
programs, title XX has been cut 21 percent. Title XX cuts have
hurt low-income working families and women-in the work force.

Ten States have reduced the number of low-incoroe working fam-
ilies' eligible for the title XX child care. Tens of thousands of low-
income working families have suffered' through the increased fees
for services and minimum fees that have rande it more difficult for
low-income worker families to afford title XX child care.'

We commend your effort here today to bring this issue= of the
lack of quality child care out in the open. We will join yoti in work-
ing for more resources for young people and in helping develop a
strong national voice from the Federal level that assures us that
we can make a start in becoming a nation that truly cares about
its young.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Lorretta Johnson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LORREXTA JOHNSON, VICE ,PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS AND CHAIRMAN OF THE AFT WOMEN'S MGM COMMUTER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. The An has 600,000 members
who are vitally concerned with federal efforts designed to Improve child care serv-
ices. The Art has been involved in every national legislative effort to obtain fluidity
child care. We fought for the paeeage of Headstart, The Comprehensive Child Devel-
opment Act., for including child care services under Title XX, and for the provi-
sions that allow tax relief for child care expenses.

Our members know the importance of child care. They know ..that millions ,of
youngsters whose parents cannot stay home and care for their children are current-
ly looking for other ways to care for their children while they work.

All too often we see these children at the age of five or six with echitational defi-
ciencies after they have spent formative years either in custodial care or..with, no
child care at alL We know firsthand what the lack of:supervision and e. caring envi-
ronment can do to a child. We applaud this heating as a step 'towards 'malting the
public aware of the problems facing parents who face excruciating decisions ever,
day as they counterpoee the demands of making a living with the needs' of thew
children. We commend you for your efforts to make the deplorable facts surround-
ing the lack of child care known. Young children are at risk and we can do some-
thing to help them.

The barriers the AFT sees blocking the delivery of child care are ,the lack e re-
sources, the problems of competing interests and jurisdictional Problems.

The lack of resources is pivotal in understanding the child care problem. Funding
for federal and state programs has been cut back instead of increased to keep up
with the growing need for child care. You know the statistics on the growing num-
bers of women in the workforce. You, also know that more women than ever before
are forced to leave infants and toddlers in makeshift care arrangetnents as they
enter the job market. And them ajor obstacle to expanding child care is best de-
elribed as "turctvars". That is, in addition, to say nwded servicesare not bein pro-
vided becai.e of disputes over who will run programs. When private for-profit
groups got the idea that money could be made,from caring for young children, they
went into the field with disastrous results for parents 'and children. -
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The AFT would like to reiterate its strong position against federal or state fundsfor child care being given to private, for-profit organizations. With limited reeourceeithe focus of public efforts should be to assume quality child. care for all 'children.Profit makers will aways need to Make money and then consider quality. Staff colts'money, so day care workera are given too many children to supervise. Food- costsmoney, so it is cut back. Safety is expensive too, and ,many in the proprietary child-care business ignore that concern. We urge this committee to recognize the grainsdangers facing children with the for-profit sector.
The day care chains are not providing an adequate system of enforcable safety'

standards. Two recent incidents illustrate this fact involving two of the largest frail- -chise operations.
A fiveyearold child from Oniaha, Nebraska fell out of the Mary Moppet schoolstation wagon into oncoming traffic and was killed. The polite investigator foundthat the driver, who was a vice president of the school, "knew the lock (in the cardoor) was missing. He said he used a board to lock the door." None of the-childrenin the car were wearing their seatbelte:
A KinderKare accident Involved 'thadeath of a child at the center when a closetfell on her. That site had 63 violations according to an Alabama official. The center;among other problems, lacked qualified teachers. The school was told to freeze theenrollment at the center and bring in a second administrator. , ;We do not want the federal or state governments subsidizing these for-profit cen-ters, when it is clear that no effort will, be made to make sure that public money is,not used for substandard and even dangeroUs,facilities.-
Problems with licensing is another matter we would like to cite. ?Lew parentsare led to believe that because a center or home is licensed, it is safe. States varywidely in their licensing requirements. We ask that higher standards and strictercontrols be added and enforced in the states and cities.
It is clear after the recent child-care tragedies in Manhattan- Beach,' California,New York City and Dade County, Florida that current licensing standards offer noprotection to parents. Licensing similar to that employed for teachere Would be astep towards parents that their children in good hands.' ,..°The Dallas Times Herald ran a series of articles on the problems' with Texis stateday care standards. Texas has more licensed and registered day care fasIlitiee than

any other state. Texas also has Some of the 'weakest regulations. In the -lest fouryears the number of confirmed cases of abuse or neglect in day care has risen from79 to 382. Two children died recently and one was injured severely in licensed day'care facilities. The state's Department of Human Resources does not release Vitatis.'.tics on deaths in day care but the Herald's check of complaints filed with THEduring the last three years showed at least five deaths home day care in theDallas-Fort Worth area, four of them occurring in rAl homes.The creation of safe standards for day care and to co .ariiiinient of all revel-dons at the state level must be a high priority of any, futiite child care legislation.The issue of vouchers for child care needs to be addressed. Vouchers don't work inthe early years any better than they do later on. quality control is impossible, andit would be easy to use vouchers to enroll children in a People's Temple or Manhat-tan Beach type facility. Vouchers are not the best way to serve our children. TheAFT supports a strong federal role in the allocation of "funds. By that we meanstandards and accountability for the usetof funds. All child care programs intrinsi-cally have an "educational component." Either a positive educational corniionentwhich helps prepare the children to do' well in school, or a negative componentwhich does not help a child entering school. We believe that any program supportedby federal dollars must have a positive educationarcomponent:
Regulations and standards are necessary as part of the accountability that mustbe built into any child care package. Such standards should be set by either the govternment or, alternatively, by some appropriate non-governinental agency; butstand-ards that assure quality care and appropriate staff area must.'
Good services are essential. We know that staff training and expertise with chil-dren are vital. We also feel that there should be enough' Staff so that child care canbe more than just keeping order, but can also help children develop. -Questions have been raised regarding the need for qualified early childhood teach-ers in child care programs. We believe such teachers- are necessary in some pro-grams and not in others; but we oppose the substitution of a Child Development As-sociate credential or some similar, inappropriate on-the-job training when earlychildhood teachers are indicated. We support the same credentialing standards forearly childhood education teachers as for elementary' and secondary educationteachers. Credentialing is the first step toward !flaking sure that people who workin child care are fit to do this sensitive job.
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Fee for service has pro( .ced a crazy quilt of child care availability and ,quality
over the last two decades which some describe as "diversity." What we now have in
place is a non-system of overlapping services in some placesand no services in
others. Surely this "diversity" has produced enough different and competing ar-
rangements to let us choose what is best for our children. It is plain to us in the
AFT that-a reliable system for the many who rely on institutional. child care is an
idea whose time has come. There are two types of children who typically, need care:
the latchkey child and the younger child. We see the problems of the latchkey child
in our work; we feel that the best care for these children would be an extension of
the public school day with appropriate staffing and special, programs for these
youngsters. A bill to -demonstrate how this can be done has already -peeped the
House. The programs for latchkey children should be innovatively designed with the
assistance of school board members and classroom teachers who work with these
children from 9 to 3. New York state's modest bill recently signed by Governor
Cuomo is a step in the right direction and we commend this effort. The New York
bill provides $300,000 to nonprofit groups to use as seed money to setup day care
programs in school buildings for the hours before and after classes. Groups 'eligible
for this may be day care providers or voluntary agencies if they are licensed and
ready to operate. School districts may charge reasonable rents and parents would be
asked to pay what they can afford. This money will help provide care for only 1,500
children in New York when many, many more need help, but we cite this effort as a
good beginning.

,careThe other need, that of young children, should be differentiated between re of
those who are toddlers and might be fitted into a good preschool program and in-
fants.

The case is well made that quality preschool experiences such as an enriched
Head Start program pays off. We urge that the Head Start example be considered
when care is planned for preschoolers.

For infant care, the debate is still underway. Should it be in centers or homes?
Can either give the kind of quality, consistent, care we want children to have at the
price society can afford?

The AFT also urges the committee to be aware of the problems facing young chil-
dren in migrant families. It is, of course, more difficult to set up care for these ch
dren because of the nature of their parent's work but it is not less important. These
are America's hidden children, and their needs may be even greater than those of
our non-migrant children.

Another matter we wotild like to cite for the committee's attention is the effects
of the severe cuts in Title XX of the Social Security Act the source of funds for
the majority of federal day care programs. Title XX has been cut 21 percent. If Title
XX had not been cut in the Omnibus Budget Resolution Reconciliation Act $3.3 bil-
lion would have been available instead of the current $2.7 billion. It is important to
note that in 1975 $2.9 billion was available for Title XX. The effects of inflation
amount to a huge Title XX cut on to of the cut in nominal dollars.

This 21 .percent cut has forced other cuts in state child care systems across the
country. Thirty-two states provided Title XX care for fewer children in 1983 than in
1981.

Title XX cuts have hurt low-income working families and women in work or
training programs. Ten states have reduced the number of low-income working fam-
ilies eligible for Title XX child care. Tens of thousands of low-income working fami-
lies have suffered through increased fees for services and minimum fees that have
made it more difficult to low-income working families to afford Title XX child care.

Forty-two states have made changes that will lower the quality of Title XX child
care services. They have reduced funds for training of child care workers, lowered
their standards for Title XX programs and have cut back on the number of child
care staff. The victims of this neglect will show up in the nations classrooms soon
with greater education problems than they otherwise would have had.

The AFT has been on record with strong support for this important child care
program. We urge the committee to build on the Title XX program and expand it.
Like Head Start, Title XX is a program that needs protection from the Reagan Ad-
ministration's budget cutters. As general rule, we feel that for any child care pro-
gram, funding levels must keep pace with inflation and the actual numbers of chil-
dren who need to be served.

To be fair, we suggest a sliding scale so that the families and single parents who
need the most help get the most assistance and those who can affcrd to pay, do so
according to their means. As much as we would like to avoid a mcanttest program,
it does seem likely that in the short run means testing will be necessary. The AFT,
however, supports a comprehensive free program for all children regardless of need.
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We couunend your efforts here today 'to bring this issue of the lack of qualitychild care out in the open. It is important that the public know that the currentchild care tragedies will not pass without action from people concerned,vdth thewell being of our children. Wewill join with you in working for more resources forour young chile -en, and in helping develop a strong, national voice from the 'federallevel, that assures us that we can make a start in becoming nation ,that trulycares about its young. , . .

Chairnian MILLER: Thank you.
Ms. Hutchinson, welcOme to the committee: You are herein yourcapacity as vice president of the American 'Federation oftabor andas vice president of the American FederiitiOn-ofigoSeinnent Em-ployees.

president
welcome you to the committee. Yei4e;preParredstate-ment will' be in the record-end' you proceed eeyetrlike,Moittom=,fortable. t' ,

STATEMENT OF BARBARA' B. 4111TCHINSi3N;hVICE PRESIDENT;
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR ANWCONGRESS OF INDUS=TRIAL ORGANIZATIONSrVICE PRESIDENT, AIIIIERICANIEDEILV
TION OF GOVERN M ENTEMPLOYEEWter '.`201 si '1410 itl.f4Ms. Hume: sob/ ient,tp,thankthe thairnan an&he

e

hers of the committee for the opportunity to aPPear: todaytalia,I want to discuss our views on meg the most serimm,sOcial needsof our day: the lack of adequate child care.programs.4 i :z *.The AFL -CIO has a long-established policy ,advocatingandfor a massive Federal commitment to.,provide early.Childhooddevelopment and quality , child care services- in communitiesthroughout the country-for children-who tieed them.W19 have spoken out on behalf of all-children who need services,.abused and neglected children who require special care, the nearly.5 million handicapped: children, children -of teenage mothers,. chil-dren of single parents locked into welfare, because they have noplace to leave their children if they go to work,,as well as the 22million children under the age of 13 whose mothers are now work-,ing out of the home.
As the need has dramatically increased. overthe years withtheprojected number of infants and children who will require carereaching :30 million by 1990, the role of the Federal Governmenthas r fitly diminished in addition. The Reagan administration hasattemptea, with great success, to seek the.removal of any Federalrole in the area of child care by slashing funding for -existing pro-grams and elimiu:ating all Federal standards for quality:.Its goal is to haw parents rely on, the free marketplace; that is,on propristary centers and employer - sponsored: programs withchurch and community groups expected to nu the remaining-void.I would first speak directly to the much-.heralded contribution ofemployer-sponsored child care program:it. -Unions which have alarge number of women me oers haVe, with limited success, pur-sued child care at the bargaining table. In those few cases wherethey have been able to overcome employer resistance -in negotiat-ing contract language, the result has often been merely to set up ajoint labor/management committee to-study the problem. .This is followed in most cases by years of struggle which may ormay not culminate in the employer oroviding information and re-ferral services or holding seminars on child care. In only rare in-
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stances does the employer actually participate in providing child
care services.

The AFL-CIO strongly supported the enactment of titld XX of
the Social Security Act as a source of funding for essential support-
ive services. These programs have provided individuals and fami-
lies with community-based services allowing them to avoid institu-
tionalization, protected children in need of substitute care due to
parental neglect or abuse, and enabled working parents to' receive
adequate care for their children during working, hours. .

Since the original funding level of $2.5 billion authorized in 1975,
satisfactory delivery. of all .services, and 'child eare.in ,peiitictilar,
was seriously eroded by passage of the Omnibus Old* Aesioliition
Act in 1981. Overall funding was reduced by 21 perceiit."Fedeziff
standards for child care services were eliininated as well as the re::
quiremsnt that $200 ,million of the total,titls XX funding' be-ear-
marked for day care services.

As a result of these actions, States have -been forced to elniuna te
services altogether for many .low -wage ,workers, charge Wei from
parents who could pay them only by cutting other essentiallamily
needs, reduce the number of services 'in many programs, eliminate
training for child care wOrkefand cut Nick on existing staff.

We recommend that the funding, therefore, for-title XX be:in-
creased to at least $3.3 billion, as originally intended, with a suffi-
cient amount earmarked for child care services to fill the need for
poor and low-wage working parents.

Finally, locating the most appropriate child care arrangement is
second only to the prohibitive cost of care in hindering the efforts
of parents to see that their children are properly cared for. The
patchwork non-system of caregivers, public and private, inchi
in-home family care, school, church and worlcsite care, make it
ficult for parents to either know or evaluate what is available:

Information and referralv can be enormously helpful in
assisting parents to locate a c "d care program that meet's their
needs. There are all together too flm information and 'referral sys-
tems in place across the zozntry tojay although the need for-them
is demonstrably clear. We therefore recommend that a source of
federal funding .and technical assistance be established to encour-
age their development.

As m every facet of ne.man services delivery systems, not just-the
technical qualifications of the caregiver, but even more important,
a quality thht can be described only as human warmth are essen-
tial elements. Numerous stu,lies have demonstrated that training
in early childhood education rzoults in far more positive and stimu-
lating behavior on the cart of the caregiver, and yet, in the area of
child care, scant attention is paid to the qualifications and charac-
teristics of the day care employee. Especially in the for-profit
sector, where the focus is to keep labor costs at their lowest, many
centers hire part-time workers, pay barely the minimum wage, and
give no fringe benefits. The result is rapid turnover, dissatisfied
workers, and poor care of children.

By 1990, over 17 million school-age children will have working
mothers and most will have no care whatsoever, either before or
after school. Studies and reports are filled with statistics demon-
strating that vast numbers of the Nation's children are growing up
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dangerously unsupervised and uncared for for large portions of theday and evening.
Physical risk of fires and accidents have been well dOciunented,

as well as psychological risks of loneliness, fear, and alienation.number of schools across the country haw responded. to the severeand growing problem by providing after-school child caTeprogrenniand with great success.
However, the. number of such progr.anis is miniscule conmared:tothe need. In many cases, such, p .haire had to charge fees,which are prohibitive for poor and ow-hicomelamilies. We recom-,t'...mend that a source of funding,be made available to'enkontege,the

provision of after school pare at a sliding gale which 101,egstire
the affordability to poor families.

Further, we recommend that there be a more effective way touse the dependent tax care credit now available' wider the TaxCode. The dependent tax care credit, although worthwhile to fami-lies, does not provide low-income families what they.need. zWe are convinced that a more effective way to assist a:to*:income family pay for detent child care is througka direct-serviceapproach. If, however, the dependent care credit retained;; itmust be made refundable in order to be of any helto.familiei thatneed it most.
Mr. Chairman, .the needs of Ameridan Children have beeriloolong neglected:* The Reagan adminiitratiOn .11as-ignored. the impact

It-has drastically cut the meager programs which were in place andeliminated altogether the few efforts'that had been made to assure,

that lack of care is having on the genemtiow now growing

the safety and enhance the quality of eiiithiiicare.This downward slide in esseritialeervice for workers aficLoirMnunnities must be reversed. The AFL-CIO, therefore, pledges to.do ev-erything possible through public programe;q:ommunitr efforts and'in collective bargaining tx.. achieve ado:Ode-child care; and:not joistfor the children of our own members,, iut for all, Americans.Thank you.
[Prepared statement of /Barbara B. Hutchinson follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT or BARBARA B. HUTC/I;NBON, Vic PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FED-maim; or LABOR AND COWMEN or INnusram
Owskruzsertows; Vacs PRZIMMINT,AMERICAN Fimmenom or GovraNitma EMPLOYREB

, $.1 appreciate the opportunity to appear here today as a vice president of the AFL-CIO to share with you our views on one of the most serious social needs of our day,the lack of adequate child care programs.
The AFL -CIO has a long established policy advocating and fighting for a massivefederal commitment to provide early childhood development and quality child careservices in communities throughout the country for children who need them. Wehave spoken out on behalf of all children who need servicesabused and ,neglectedchildren who require special care, the nearly 5 million handicapped children, chitdren of teen-age mothers, children of single parents locked into welfare becausethey have no place to leave their children if they go to, work,-as well the 22 millionchildren under the age of 13 whosemothers are now,working.out of the home.As the need has dramatically increased over the yearswith the !rejectednumber of infanta and children who will require care reaching 80 million by 1990-the role of the federal government has drastically 'diminished. The Reagan Adminis-tration has attempted, with great'success, to seek the removal of any 'federal role inthe area of child care by slashing funding for existing programs and eliminating allfederal standards for qu..lity. Its goal is to have parents rely on' the free-market,placethat is, on proprietary centers and eraployerivonsored withchurch and community groups expected to fill the remaining gaping von :
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I would first speak directly to the much heralded contribution of employer-spon-
sored child care programs. Unions which have large numbers of women members
have, with very limited success, pursued child care at the bargaining table. In those
few cases where they have been able to overcome employer resistance in negotiating
contract language, the result has most often been merely to set up a joint labor-
management committee to study the problem. -This is followed in most cases by
years of struggle which may or may not culminate in the employer providing infor-
mation and referral services or holding seminars on child care. Inie=are in-
stances does the employer actually participate in. providing child cant

ance the collective hamming 'process. WMiing women will continue to
In success, we .411" continue to um our affiliates to seek assist-

search for limited church and other non-profit centers. But we,know that realis-
tically, many will have to settle for proprietary centers regardless of their cost and
the risk of-poor quality care. However, as has. been well demonstrated before this
Committee, these options are unsatisfactory in filing the need. We urge iherefore
that you consider the following recommendations.

INCRILUM ma FUNDING FOR TT= XX SOCIAL WM= AND I. tRMARIC A PORTION 01
FUNDS FOR MULTI CARE MUM=

Act as a source of fin for essential supportive services. These have
The AFL-CIO strong supported the enactment of nu* XX of the Social Security

provided individuals. and amities With community based, services owing them to
avoid institutionalization; protected children in need of substitute care due to paren-
tal neglect or abuse; and enabled working parents to receive adequate care for their
children during working hours.

Since the original fund level of $2.5 billion authorized in 1975, satisfactory de-
livery of all servicesand child care in particularwas seriously eroded by
of the Omnibus Resolaion Act in 1981. Overall funding was redupalag
21%; federal stand for child cam.services were eliminated as well as the re-
quirement that $200 million of the total Title XX funding-be- earmarked for day
care services.

As a result of these actions, states have been forced to eliminate services altogeth-
er for many low-wage workers, charge fees from parents who could pay them only
by cutting other essential spending reduce tho number of services in many
programs, eliminate training for child can; workers and cut back: on existing staff'.

Vie recommend that the funding, therefore, for Title XX be increased to at least
$3.3 billion, as originally. intended, with a sufficient amount earmarked for child
care services to fill the need for poor and lowrwage working parents.

37MBUSH A 17IDERAL*COMMISSION ON CHILD CARE STANDARDS

Just as the quality of careprovided under :Title XX was seriously eroded when
federal standards.were suspended, child-care programs of all kinds have also suf-
fered as licensing procedures and regulatory requirements have weakened and staff
have been cut.

State licensing standards vary widely in health and sleet); requirements, child
staff ratios, curriculum requirements and care-giver qualifications. There is also a
wide variation in local building, zoning and land use codes which effect operation
and development of both center end family based care. In many instances the stand-
ards are inappropriate or do not exist at all for school age, part-time and night-time
care.

We recommend, therefore, that a federal commission be established to 'review and
evaluate the various existing standards and provide local communities with both
technical and financial assistance in order to improve and support enforcement of
their guidelines.

ESTABLISH A SOURCE 01 FEDERAL FUNDING TO ENCOURAGE DIVILOPUENT 01 CHILD CARS
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROGRAMS

rocaThIg the most appropriate child are arrangement is second only to the pro-
hibitive cost of care in hindering the efforts of parents to see that their children are
properly cared for. The patchwork non-system of are givers, public and private, in-
cluding in-home family care, school, church, and work-site care makes it &fficult for
parents to either know or evaluate what is available.

Information and referral programs can be enormously helpful in assisting parents
locate a child care program that meets their needs. They serve to strengthen the
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quality of the system by teaching parents what to look for. potter educated consum-ers create pressure on providers to provide quality care.Such p, can also 'provide technical resistance to providers, helping themcomply with local health and safety standards and advising them on child develop-
ment

program content
There are altogether too few.information and referral systems in place across thecountry today although the need, for thent.ls demonstratively clear. We thereforerecommend that a source of federl funding and technical as istance be establishedto encourage their development.

ISTADLLSMNO A FILDIXAL SOURGIC:07 CUNDDIC! MR TRAINING AND PROVIDINGTICHNICAL ASSISTANCE ?Olt CHILD CARZ1VORKCIA
As in every facet of the human services delivery system, not just the technicalqualifications of the care -giver but, even mere,important, a quality that can be de-scribed only us human warmth are emential elements. Numerous studies have dem-onstrated that training in early ldhood 'education results in far more positive andstimulating behavior on the part. the =ewer. And yet in the' area of child care,scant attention is paid to the qualificationsamd characteristimof the day care em.-ployee. Especially in the for-profit sector where the focus is to keep labor coste.stt.their lowest, many centers hire part-time workers, pay barely the minimum teaseand give no fringe benefits. The result is rapid turnover, dissatisfied workers and'poorer care of children.
Funds to improve the skills of child care workers under Title XX wereeliminated by the Omnibus BudgetResolution Act in 1981. We strongly urgedirection and funding to assure that care givers are properly trained to performtheir job.

peovrve FUNDS TO UMW=
SCHOOL-AGR CHILD CARR TROGRAISX

By 1990 over 17 million school-6;r
children willhire "waking mothers Sind mostwill have no care whatsoever either before or after schdol. end reportefilled with statistics demonstrating that vast, numbers of the nation's child.ren.are.growing up dangerously unsupervised and uncared for for large portions of the,and evening. Physical risks afire and accidents have been 'jell docutimitad silkas psychological risks of loneliness, fear andeBenstion.A number of schools across.thexiountry hive responded to the severe 'emigres/is*problem by providing after school child care pmrams and with treat puocess.111ow,ever the number of such programs is minkomle compared to the need. In ;manycases such programs have had to charge fees which are prohibitive for pear siidlow-income families.

We recommend that a source of funding be made available to encourage the previsions of after-school care at a sliding scale which will insure the affordability to-poor families.

MAXI THS DISINDENT CART TAX CIRDIT ItXTUNDAILR`
The dependent care tax creditmust be examined along with the entire tax code todetermine its fairness and use: Inas. The credit currently provides 82 billion insupport for all families regardless of income which is an important means of sup-port for many families. It does very little, however, to improve tl:Zuaelmehlifpower of low-income families and provides only limited support to incomefamilies.
We are convinced that a more effective way to assist low-income families pay fordecent child care is through a direct service approach. If, however, the dependentcare credit is retained, it must be made refundable in order to be of any help tofamilies that need it most-

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the needs ofAmerican children have been too long neglected. TheReagan Administration has ignored the impact that lick of care is having on thegeneration now growing up. It has drastically cut the meager programs which werein place and eliminated altogether the few efforts that had }.peen made to assure thesafety and enhance the quality of existing care. This downward slide 'in an essentialservice for workers and communities must be reversed. The AFL-CIO thereforepledges to do everything possible through public programs, community efforts andin collective bargaining to achieve adequate care not just for the children ofour own members but for all Americans.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
I am -going to recognize Congresswoman TMikulski to 'start the

questions. Barbara.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Ms. Johnson, you were critical in your testimony

of the concept of vouchers for day care, and'yet many employees in
labor management situations Are talkineaboUt providinea. vouch-
er system for their employees as a Way of obtaining, day ',care.
Would you like to further elaborate on your concerns about the
voucher system, because many 'feel that that would be a very en-
lightened way for example, for management to provide a new em-
ployee benefit.

Ms. JOHNSON. Our concern about voucher systems is because a
number of schools, as I said--different kinds of schools that
being up to standard have cropped up vouchers are a type of
system where everybody knows that they can get a number of kids
together and the parents can get x number of dollars, that they
start a schoolas we say, a "temple," different kinds of tichoOla
come up based on religious

Ms. MIKULSKI. You mean the Jones People's Temple that endedup
MS. JOHNSON. Exactly.
Ms. MIKUISKI [continuing). Going to Guyana?
MS. JOHNSON. Yes. ;s."4

Ms. MIKULSKI. Jim.tiones.
Ms. JOHNSON. Jim Jones, and those schools have cropped upI

remember when my kids were little, there was sc ool that
cropped up then teaching black 'kids the African Larignage.:fAt that
point, I felt that my kids had to live in America and, they Should
learning English. So, therefore, I felt that school was not qualified
in that area:

Different schools that have been created thrOugh the-ir.ouchqr
system, we have a great concern about that. These schools also
attack public education because vouchers take away the funds. that
are for public education.

Ms. MIKULSKI. So one of your concerns about the voucher is the
lack of good consistent standards throughout the country.

Ms. Hutchinson, in your testimony, you raised the need for a
Federal commission on day care standards. I think all of us have
been deeply concerned about what we now find as child abuse
going nn in the very facilities we thought would provide child
safety. Would you like to elaborate on wnat you feel this Federal
commission should do, because many feel that regulatory things
along these lines, licensing, accreditation, regulation, should be left
strictly to States and local communities.

Would you like to comment on that, on your commission idea?
Ms. HUTCHINSON. Yes. I think that the fact that we need a Feder-

al commission is very evident. We are dealing with America's
future. We are not talking about whether or nota States rights
issue. This is America's future. These are our children and the
standards that we have should be uniform.

The majority of our population is now two-parent working fami=
lies. More children are going to be in day care and I think if we are
going to protect our children, make. sure that they are treated in a
proper manner so they grow up to be contributors to this country,
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that we do need to have some uniform standards as to what a day
care center may have.

A day care center in, say, the rural South, or West Virginia,
rural West Virginia, may have different 'standards, and what theyfeel is adequate child care may not be adequate child care, and it isno reflection on the State or the State's population'. It is just amatter of this country protecting its youth and its future andthink it is very, very important that we establish a commissionthat will set up what are the minimum standards that a childneeds to have adequate care outside the home.

Ms. MIKULSKI. So yours would be minimum, standards to protect
the health and safety of the children, both_in teriii of the natureof the facility as well as, for example, iereezurig of day care staff?

Ms. HurcHiNsoN. Yes, I think it should include the staff. I thinkit should include the educational pr*rani that they have there;Day care is a whole multifaceted educational system; It is'lintjustyou set up the center and you leave yolir:ehild. Paients want
a little bit more and I think they are entitled to an educational 4program, staff that are adequately trained, that the center itself:is'a safe center and there are many centers that are even ,the--DisTtrict of Columbia area that are not Safe centers. This is an alleged-
ly sophisticated area in the District of Columbia, but there are (mil:-ters in this Washington metropolitan area which are not safe forchildren.

Ms. MIKULSKI. I have one last question. You both are ',teacher:4
and represent teachers. One of the concerns I have is for. after-
school and nonschool hours, summertime, holidays, and so on;What happens to those children that you teach during the daywhen school is not in session, and do you have any recomniendwttions in that area?

Ms. JOHNSON. Barbara, the Baltimore Teachers Union recognizedthat need, and as you can see in my testimony, we have what wecall tutorial camps.
MS. MIKUISKI. Camps?
Ms. JOHNSON. Yes. In Baltimore, we have four schools. We ex-

panded from two schools to four schools and the union pays forthis. We pay for the teachers to work in the tutorial and the city
picks up some students who work in it.

This year, we had over 200 kids in our tutorial camp in Balti-
more. These are the kinds of things that we think should beworked on. We did not have funding, but this was part of theunion's program to rea,1 out to the community; to work with thecommunity; and to extend beyond the school year some servicesthat were needed. In Baltimore, we are trying to do somethingabout that problem.

Ms. HUTCHINSON. I think that in terms of what is happeningtoday to the children who are not able to have after school care ordo not have it and during the summer, that there are no setups in
the community to adequately supervise or care for these children.
Most day care centers today do not take children past the age of, Iwould guess, 10 or 12, so there are no programs for them in ourcommunities.

The summer school programs are programs to supplement youreducation if you did not do well the year before, but today, if you
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ask me what is there in the community other than maybe a coin-
munity-based group of citizens, there are no p out there to
provide for those children who no longer are of t he age to be in day
care or whose parents do not have them in some kind of camp, say

a full-time camp, where you would pay to send your child to.
Now, most parents, working parents, cannot afford some of these

camps and so the children havethere is nothing in our communi-

ties today.
Ms. MmuLsia. Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Fish.
Mr. FISH. Thank you, Mr.'Chairman.
Ms. Hutchinson, continuing on this issue of-after school care be-

cause I personally believe and have, said many times that:I think
the greatest resource we have the school building that is -standing
right there with rooms and classrooms that the ''youngsters are
used to, with the teachers they are used to, and saving transporta-
tion unless you had several elementary schools that focus in on one
of them for afterschool hours.

What are the barriers that you see that are holdh.g back greater
utilization ofparticularly for kids in the early gradesfrom being

kept in the schools until their parents can pick them up at 5:30, 6?

. HUTCHINSON. Basically, it is funding. The funding has been
cut. The schools now, and in Many communities, thewhat is it,
the balanced budget amendments that provide for no raising of
school taxesso that TRIM amendments, these types of thingsit
is funding. The schools do not have the funds to provide that extra
program. Furthermore, it is not on the agenda of the local, State,
municipal, county school boards so that

Mr. FisH. What do you mean by that? Are you saying
Ms. HUTCHINSON. In terms of it not being on the agenda to pro-

vide an afterschool care program?
Mr. Fox. Right.
Ms. HUTCHINSON. There is no set program that a State board, of

education or a county board of education, that I can think of,
which provides specifically, other than the normal recreational ac-
tivities such as bands, sports, extracurricular things, but no actual-
ly planned program in terms of after school care which meets

Mr. FISH. How does that become a Federal problem? I have had
this experience myself where school boards actually voted against a
proposal like this, and yet it does seem to me the most economical.
Part of my district is working very well under a contractual ar-
rangement with a nonprofit group that comes in so we are not uti-
lizing the teachers in the school, but just utilizing the room, the
classroom that the kindergarten, first-grader, second-grader had
been in all day.

So there is a cost factor there, but it is not on the school district.
The building is open anyway. Teachers next door are cleaning up
and the gymnasium across the hall is being used. Is it a question
that should be explored on the local level? Does the school board
have the authority to stop this kind of development? Are the States
reluctant?

Ms. HUTCHINSON. I think that it belongs at the Federal level
here because many of the school boards are now suffering from a
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lack of funds. So they are only going to consider those things thatare, you know, what they consider essential parts of the education-al project, and the fact that their fundS have been cut, that theydon't have time and are not looking at all of these extra projects,and if we continue to ignore it from this leiel, then.we will be 10years down the road before it filters around to all the State, countyand school board systems.
I think that if some attention isn't given to it at this.level, thatwe are bargainini, away the future of ours youth, those .childrenwho arenot in after school care or' need, after school care, and wecan say we can leave it down to the.-State level, yes, but I think weare arcing away our future andIthink that is just asMa' FISH. You think that the fundamental barrier Moneyand if the money were availablefor States and local school diitrictito contract out with day care personnel: units to come in to, Eikeover after school hours, why, that would be-7the whole moyeMentwould flourish. Is that .what you are saying?

Ms. HtrromNsoN. I am not saying that they,necesiiiililluive tocontract it out, but I think if they had some furids stark:settingthat kind of thing up, that it would be 'shine' encouragement tothem to put some time into that kind of program.Mr. FISH. On the question of dependent care tax credit, I havethe same concerns you do, that as structured, you are not going toreach the mass of people that we are trying to help here. "Readingfrom your testimony, We are convinced a more effective way toassist low-income families pay for decent child care is through adirect service approach"that is in lieu of the dependent care taxcredit.
Could you elaborate on that phrase, "direct service" approach?Ms. HUTCHINSON. I think what we are talking about is thatpeople could eitherif we are going to have centers where peoplecan come through and qualify for a certain level ofyou know,benefit through that center and that way, the center is prettymuch an elaboration on some of the subsidization we have now ofcenters where the parent gets a rebate directly right there at thatcenter, once having qualified with a certain income level. For low-income families, it does them no good to wait until the end of theyear to get a tax care credit if they didn't have the money all yearlong.

FISH. Sure.
Ms. HUTCHINSON. So I think we are talking about a further ex-pansion of that subsidy-type program that we now have.Mr. FISH. Ms. Johnson, I was just interested in your response toMs. Mikulski on the question of vouchers because the nature of theexamples you gave, the temples, the facilities, it is my understand-ing that vouchers would only be spendable at licensed facilities.Were those facilities that you discussed licensed?
Ms. JOHNSON. The licensing in different Statesthere are differ-ent qualifications, different standards for getting a license.Mr. FISH. The Jones Temple was licensed?
Ms. JOHNSON. I don't know about the Jones Temple, but I useone of those as an example, but they were getting moneyMr. FISH. It was licensed in Guyana, yes, as the chairman says.Chairman MILLER. A different Jones.
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Mr. FISH. Yes, a different Jones. Right, thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Coats.
Excuse me, Mr. Martinez; do you have any questions?
Mr. MARTINEZ. No.
Chairman MULER. Mr. Coats.
Mr. Coxrs. I am sorry I missed your testimony, but I did have a

chance to read over it and I wonder if I could just ask three ques-
tions and have you each respond. Ultimately, given the reality of
today, somebody has to talk about costs.

Both V your organizations, AFL-CIO and the American Federa-

tion of Teachers, have outlined-for us here a very ambitious child

care program and called for considerable additional Federal funds

in a number of different areas.
Have either of your organizations estimated the cost and can you

give us a rough idea of what you are asking 'froin the Federal Gov-

ernment in terms of an annual cost?
Ms. JOHNSON. We have done some things in the past and we will

provide it in writing.
Mr. ewers. I would appreciate that. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
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AVIEMON
FEDERG11 OF
1TACHERS
555 NEW JERSEY AVENUE. NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
202/8794400

ALBERT SHANKER
Pmsderif

January 11, 1945

RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION
OF REPRESENTATIVE COATS

Hon. Den Coats
1417 Longworth House
Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Coats:

In response to the question about how much en AFT supportedchild care program would cost, we suggest a simple benchmark forthe committee's use.

Head Start has been a very successful program for children,,,and we know that there are at loot six national studio,* that,establish this tact. What we think is needed Is a program dlongthe lines of Head Start that is designed to rea4N all children lqneed. Head Start Is funded at about S1 billion endwe belieWethat to reach edWional children who need care, another$1 billion Is r.cessary.

Quality child care is both essential and expensive end it istrue that a program that
serves all lelo need car', would

ultimately cost more then the additional SI billion we ereadvocating.

LJ:rt

opetun
cflcio

4EZI4

Sincerely,

411041Q/
Lorretta John'sOn
Vice President'
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Ms. HarmeNsori. We, as indicated in our testimony, would rec-
ommend that the child care program and education _program be
put back to its original $3.3 billion which was originally intended.
Our rationale for that, and our support for that,- is ,that I think-
that you cannot afford not to invest in the future, and I think this
country in the past 4 years has taken.the nositiOn'that they. don't
care about America's future. Ta us, there is nothing more impor-
tant in this country than publie education.-It+as been one of the
reasons this country has been-successful in .becoming the major
world power that it is, public education.

If we take the view. that. that kind of thing is not important, then
maybe we will diminish in power in addition, and as our children
grow up and they are not properly cared for, and our Society
cannot maintain a certain standard because we haven't made that
kind of investment: So to us, it is not a question of cost versus non-
cost; it is cost versus survival, and I think that is the issue. We
either invest in education or we lower some of the standards we
have established for this country. I think that is what is important
and -critical on this issue.

Mr. COATS. So you are recommending,. then, Ms. .

that we go back to the $3.3 billion which was the level in what
year?

Ms. Hamm/sox. That was 1980.
Mr. COATS. 1980. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent

that the record be left open so that the other figures can be provid-
ed if you have them.

Chairman Mum Without objection.
Mr. COATS. Second, both of you express some question or some

doubt about the provision of day care services for infants, perhaps
those in the age range of zero to 2 years. Could you elaborate on
that a little bit? Have you looked at day care for that area? Why
do you have questions and what ,do .you think some of the solutions
are?

Ms. JOHNSON. Mr. Coats, it is ironic that you ask me that ques-
tion. I have a 3-year-old grandbaby. My son and his wife work. My
grandbaby was ready for some type of pre-school at 2 and we could
not find a good preschool for a 2-year-old who was pot-trained and
all of that, could articulate in sentences and we justthe services
were not there.

We could afford to pay. Now, for a person who could afford to
pay and they couldn't find one; for those that can't, mothers who
have babies and want to return to work and can't find a good pre-
school for ages 1, 2, and 3, you have. to stay out of the work force
for at least 3 to 4 years before you can return if you, are a conscien-
tious mother trying to get back. Those of us who are forced by need
to go back, whether or not we can offord to waitin other words,
put our child with anybody because the need is there to eat and to
sleep every night

Mr. COATS. What about in the yearsyou said your grandchild
was ready at 2. What about the first 24 months?

Ms. JOHNSON. At 1, she could have gone back, but
Mr. COATS. What about the first 12 months.
Ms. JOHNSON. No.
Ms. Hirromisori. There are no centers
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Ms. JOHNSON. There are no centers that will take you. ,
---Mr. Cote. My question is not whether there are centers thatwill take you, because centersare now open forinfants and we dis-cussed that problem in detail-Yesterday.

My question is, does your organiation.lave, a position overthebenefits versus the disadvantages of placingha young infant jivechild care facility, and if you have any questions, *hat are they?What are your doubts about doing that?' '':
Ms. HUTCHINSON: Let'me say this. I have twOsons; th44 are-now; ;8 and 6. They have been in 'day care since they were 4 montitataI would prefer, much 'prefer; to have my childreiiin:daytaroratthat age than to have what I have seen occuiltahiatniedopolitiik

area, where small children and infanta arein,homes*ith individ4,uals whom no one knows what their qualifieationa are. MOtheisiO,the Washington metropolitan area, in theStatayof
and many others, are forced to place their children, notsayinwthat:4:the individuals are not qualified, but the envirotithent
censed; it is in a home; .you- do not Anovi vhirt4the quality Aid-standards of care are, and I believe that if weitreloinktahaire "infant care, and mothers need it,..thenit oughtlto be Wa day cars ;and childcare environment:: . 7.;,; :I would not, in good conscience 'today; have placed
nyone's home. I prefer aohild care center t
Mr. Coals. But the statistics

'shOW,thittlie,ove*helminginajaii-;ty of mothers do place their children in
Ms. HuTomisoN: That is becatisezthatl#4rlititjharequirementsare today. There are no-Lthe'stanckirdedoinot,,permit childcenters totakeinfantsunder2:triatistlie standard;', 4Mr:Cors. So you are sayiniLlhat if the'existing Child care,=cen0tars were allowed to take children under 2, ini)thersLivoiddrpreferto put their children in an institutional childlcare,centerlrather'than in the home ofa relative, neighbor; friend'
Ms. HurcHolsoN: I lived in the State= of Georgia and'imotheiswere permittedchild care centers were permitted to take infanteand mothers placed their children in those child care centers, notin individual homes. .

Mr. Covrs. What you are saying is contrary :to the evidence thatwe heard yesterdarwhere most of the studies and research andsurveys and so forth showed that mothers preferred to leave their /4:4",children, especially when they wero,young, first with a-relative, a -!--4grandmother, a sister,' aunt, or uncle. The second preference waswith a neighbor or someone that they knew well.
I would assume that part of that 'decision Was based on the factthat those mothers were able to evaluate the quality of care. Theydidn't need a Federal agency to tell them whether mothershome, their grandmother's home met the standards.
Ms. HurciuNsox. I take issue with that:
Mr. Colas. They knew the child would receive an extra dose ofcare because it was a grandchild. I would assume that if thechild
Ms. HurcifiNsorr. I take issue--
Mr. Comrs. Let me finish my statement if I could and I wouldlike to address it here. Then I will be happy to give you a chance torespond.
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I would assume that your daughter would feel a little bit more
comfortable if she placed and if you. were, able,, her 3-month-old
with you, rather,thair-in a child care,ceuter.

Ms. JOHNSON. Mr. Coats, exactly what you said, if she was able.
The problem is,, she is not able. She has a working grandmother
and a working mother.

Mr. COATS. But the issue here that we are talking about appar.
(may is that you think even if mothers are able, children are much
better off in an institutional center than -a relative, friend, 'or
neighbor.

Ms. HUTCkHNSON. I, take issue with the study because the study is
studying an environment where the standard that exists in the ma-
jority of States is 2 years old, se how can you make a study based
on the standard being 2 years old, that people are able to put their
child in child care? How can you make a conclusion as to what
mothers prefer?

I would suggest that they go to the States where_Mothers are
able to put , their infante in child care centers and then maybe I
might come up with,some conclusion. The majority of States in ,the
United States now have a minimum of 2 years old before .you can
enter a day care center. That is the regulation, and that is 'what
the standard is. So I don't know-what

Mr. COATS. Some of it just seems to be commoity---, -

Ms.-JOHNSON. Mr. Coats, could
Mr. COATS. Yes, go all*.
Ms. JOHNSON. would,,like:ton:respond. I think the issue, isn't

you know, we are here today because this is a'. national 'problem;
and there are people out there whe would probably_oPt,
a parent or grandparent, to leave -their kids with a close trelatiVe,
rather than an institution, but there are too many who don't have
that option and I think that is the -key to, what we arertalking
about today.

There are too many who don't have that option who need an in-
stitution and I think that anything should have optional areas.
You know, if we came up with a standard that child, care could
take in less than 2 years, it would still leave open or optional for
that person that has available the relative, the grandmother, the
sister, the aunt, the uncle, to put their kids into that area, but the
people who don't have that optionand that is what we are talk-
ing aboutso many of those kinds of people don't- have that option
and we don't have any place for them to go at this point.

Mr. COATS. Well, I accept that
Ms. JOHNSON. And I think that -is what we are trying to point out

to you.
Mr. COATS [continuing]. Statement, but that is at odds with the

statement that Ms. Hutchinson --made because I think the question
here is licensing. The question is whether or not we are going to
get into the business of denying the option of a mother to leave her
children with relatives, friends, or grandparents I think they have
a much better opportunity to guage the kind of care a child is
going to receive in this situation than dropping theni off at a child
care center that may be licensed. We have seen recently, that a lot
of licensed places haven't been delivering the kind of care that we
want for our children.
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I don't want us to get into the situation where my mother has to
be licensed if she is going to take care of my kids. I think Lhave a
better way of evaluating the kind of care they are going to getthere than would with some Federal agency saying "Here -is the,
certification. X, Y, Z Center down here can take care of your 3-
month -old." I think mothers can make that evaluation don't.
want to preclude that option and I would agree that we do reed to.
look at options.

I am way:Over time and I will yield back.
Chairman MILLER. Yield back all your remaining time.
Congietisman Marriott.
Mr. 1v1Amucerr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late and I have enjoyed very much your tes-

timony. It is clear that you are very concerned, deeply concerned
about the needs of children. I guess whether we are conservatives
or liberals or whatever, we all have to face the fact that we.,do,:,
have a serious problem with child care in this country and we4ieed
to come up with a solution.

Let me just ask a couple of questions. As I look -the. iiittiatie.-
ever, we have been holding these hearings now for some 'time and
studying the problem. Private day care centers simply, as I;see it;
cannot make money catering to the low-income, so if if am a pri-
vate day care provider, I have to charge a fee to:.inake any Money
beyond what the lower income people or people coming- -untrained
women coming off AFDC, et cetera, can afford to pay.

It seems to me we 'have to do one of two things three things,
and I would like to have you 'comment on them-. I did miss your
testimony; maybe you covered this. Maybe we have to go taa situa-
tion where the public school systems Start at age 1, rather than age
6. Is that an option anybody is playing with?

No. 2, if we go the private school system, it seen* to the there
has to be some form of heavy government subsidy in order to make
that work. Otherwise, they are going tO cater- strictly to high-
income families.

Third, what about the concept of a partnership where the schooli
are indeed usedthe State puts up the school building, private
vendors then come in and provide day care services. The State of
New York testified yesterday that theythe State puts up the cap-
ital equipment and puts up the buildings and for employees of the
Statechildren of employees of the State, and they are running
the day care centers- in the black. Were they not to put up those
capital facilities, they would be operating in the red.

Is there some problem with school building and private vendors
getting together on a partnership basis to solve this problem? It
looks to me like we either have to b'we the public schools down to
age one or a subsidy to private schools directly for low-income at a
higher amount or a true partnership arrangement.

Which of those approaches if any, appeals to you, and what is
the bottom-line solution? We can keep talking about throwing more
Federal money in. I am not sure in the real world, at least under
the philosophy of the Reagan administration, that we are going to
get anywhere with that approach, so can we come up with a pro-
gram that will really work?
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MS. JOHNSON. I think the system took a giant step in the late six-
ties and the early seventies when we had Head Start Programs as
part of the school system. They were shown to be very successful.
We did take in ages 2 through kindergarten and we followed them
through in the Head Start Program straight through from the kin-
dergarten on to the fourth grade. Of course, when the funds started
drying up, there were problems. I think all of the reports on these
programs were excellent and that the kids that were going through
there and the parents were satisfied. As the funding shifted away
from schools, the Head Start Program was, gone and then .the-.non-
profit organizations or the day care centers with lower standards
began to crop up all over again.

I think the system itself already has a program. The Head Start
Program that was part of the school system and the school system
was held liable for what those kids learned and what was the
progress and so forth grew and it even made a difference to low
income parents because there was a part of that program that Said

ithat x number of kids had to be low income.
I think that we have to return to that. I think the public schools

do have to have involvement in this area and I think that the Head
Start programs, bringing the kids in, was our best giant step for-
ward. We just moved back from that position. Now we are here in-
vestigating all over again.

Mr. Mmuuorr. Do you have a comment?
Mr. FISH. Oh, no, efter you finish.
Mr. MARIUOIT. I jut wanted to follow up on that. Head Start re-

quires a great deal of parent involvement, does it not?
MS. JOHNSON. Yes, it did.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Just going back to Head Start, doesn't seem to me

to be solving the problem. We are going to be facing a problem in
America where 70 percent of all the women are going to be work-
ing by 1996, you know. I think the problem has become far more
serious than just returning to Head Start.

Ms. JOHNSON. The involvement of the parent was mostly after
work and followthrough programs that were sent home; literature
that was sent home. That is the same if you wereif a parent who
is working was involved in a day care center. So I don't understand
what you mean that it had parent involvement and we are going to
look at women working in 1996.

I mean, what effects do you feel that that would have on Head
Start and why do you feel that parents couldn't be involved?

Mr. Mmuucrrr. Well, does the Head Start Program solve the
problem of day care?

Ms. JOHNSON. It doesn't solve all the problems. You said talk
about some solutions and I am saying there was a program out
there that was successful and the only reason why it began to fail
is when the funding was shifted away from the schools. We are just
pointing to one successful program that was nationwide.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Who qualified for Head Start?
Ms. JOHNSON. Any parent qualified for Head Start. It didn't have

any qualifications, at least, in my school, it didn't. We had parents
from the affluent neighborhoods and we had parents from poor
neighborhoods. We had parents from all over.

Mr. Mmuuarr. OK. Did you have a commence?
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Ms. HUTCHINSON. Yes, I would say that you don't have to, choose "one particular uniform option. I think child care in this Nation, asI said before, is a matter which demands 'national attention, nee&
national attention. As you pointed out, there are going to .be-70
percent of the families m America will be two-parent working fam,dies with possibly children under 8, 10, or .11. One Particular ap-proach' isnot going to solve the problem

4 think-we pointed out in our testimony, Ms. Johnson and myself,
several-areas that we feel need attention. The dePendenf tax carecredit, a possible information referral system, and it is the idea of
this Nation helping support the citizens of this ,Nation -to :Ica,*
plish the.things and meet the needs of their family.

that whether we do a total funding, wit.the scfiooLigsteni,but the fact is, we do have to put some of these p oilt,there.
Congressman .Fish was saying that in New Yerk, erhave startedthe after school or some sort of public school, you knoW, partner-
-ship,, and maybe that will work, but it may not work in every com-munity. Sol think there 'are going to have to be some options for
the Nation to deal with.

.

Possibly the information and referral system ;1Irtir be the best one
in some area, and the after school program, I t k, is an essentialpart of any child care program that this Nation, looks at. I think
that Head Start, as she said, was a successful program. and because:
of lack of funding, it is no longer, there, but it provided the impetiis
to bringing our children into school, all children into- school, andthen all children are beginning at the same educational level and
keeping quality education in the schools.

So I don't -think we can rule out one option for another. I think
there are many.

Mr. MAmucerr. We need to have an abundance of services avail=
able, it seems to me. There needs to be incentive for.people to be inthe day care provider business for quality services.

The second thing is how to subsidize those who can't afford topay the price and I am not sure you have answered my questionabout best way to go about that, but should that, be a. Federal
responsibility, a State responsibility, a shared partnership responsi-bility?

Ms. JOHNSON. It is a national problem so I think that it shouldbe a Federal-and State-shared responsibility. It is &national pn713-
lem across the country; it is not just in one State,

Mr. MAxiimyrr. Finally, in reading over the summary of your tes-
timony, you didn't seem to be too excited about the private sector
being involved and going to do much in the long run. What is your
bottom-line opinion of the role of the private sector?

Ms. HUTCHINSON. The role of the private sector in our ,experi-
ence, and we do represent the Government workers, the FederalGovernment workers, and we have fought tooth and nail, tooth and
nail, to get child care centers in Federal agencies or to negotiatethem in our collective bargaining agreement. We had to even take
it to impasse in order to get a determination that the Federal Gov-
ernment agencies would negotiate child car% just. negotiate the factof the matter of child care, and so if.it is going to beand the expe-rience has not been that much better in the private sector or inState and municipal sectorand so if it is going to be the private
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sector that is the impetus in this program, I think you are going to
find that the problem is not going to be solved:*

I don't think we would all be sitting here today saying that it
was a national problem if the private sector was providing the ini-
tiative in child care that one would say might be their role. So that
is where I fall on that.

Ms. JOHNSON. We kind of fall the same way except that we
would just like to point out to you that we have problems with the
private sector mainly because they have no standards, set no quali-
fications and no control. We In education have to have standards;
have to have control, and we feel that the private sector has ,failed
in that area

Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Fish.
Mr. FISH. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this second go-

around.
Ms. Johnson, Ms. Hutchinson, I have asked to come back on this

because since I talked to you, I gathered in response to somebody
else's question that you both look favorably on home healthhome
child care with the close relative if that option is available. Some-
where in the reams of statistics that we have heard for the last
year, it seems to me that institutional child care really only cov-
ered about 15 or 20 percent of the population; that most people
who need their child looked after, do go to a relative or neighbor
who takes in two or three kids in some unstructured environment.

Now, is there an age teat we are talking about here for whom
staying in the apartment or houie of a near relative or neighbor is
a good thing? Is there a cutoff age when it is no longer very con;
structive?

Ms. JonNsoN. If you ask me as an educator, schools are not
equipped to deal with a 4-month-old, 3-month-old

Mr. FISH. No, no.
Ms. JOHNSON [continuing]. So that there would be an age cutoff.

As an educator, 2 years to 3at least from 1 to 2, in that area.
Mr. FISH. One up to age 2, maybe 3, in the environment of the

immediate family or near neighbor because the child doesn't need
much more stimulus, educational stimulus, but beyond that, you
would like to see the child in a quality day care environment?

MS. JOHNSON. Yes.
Ms. Hu'rcHnzsoN. I have a comment. I' think that everybody

should have the option of placing a child with a close relative. My
personal preference, my personal opinion is that children always
need stimulus. I may be a picky mother, and I am a mother of two
boys, and I spent a lot of time stimulating my children, and I found
that age 1, that stimulation was necessary, that I foundand the
experience I have seen repeated on behalf of other mothers who
have their children in neighbor's homes is that the children go to
the neighbor's home and they watch TV.

Mr. FISH. Sure.
Ms. Hurcifixsoil. I do not prefer for my children to watch TV.

do not want my child watching TV when they are 1 year old and
that is all they do. I want them to be in a learning system and chil-
dren at age 1 do learn and there are many things they need to
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learn. Even though, as I say, it is everyone's.option, I myself did*
not have the option of placing. my child with.a .close -relative
cause may parents. and their 'fraternal parents were deceased.- Sri,
that for us who do not have that option, from my own,peisonal,et-4,N
perience, no, I would not wish to have my child in a neighbor'sr
home watching TV. , ,t

-That may be someone else's preference, but I don't think it,
good preference.

Chairman Musa. If the Ft itleman would yield, I think yester-Y'
day one of. the panels was fri the Black Child Development Aii6;.:-2
ciation. There was a study dune of minority parents who had
children placechiw facnily-,day care; ,relatives,, whit have
the very strong preference was for centerbasedfprOgrams
of the educational component and I would :aisume there. thiitiieif.t.
are talking again about a child in excess of 1 or 2 Yeariof age. The :A'preference ran in that direction because of the.stimulus that yontA,talk about.

I assume in many instances the preference is also because ofIthek
kinds of hearings that we heard at the Connecticut of 3riiunglp.?
women with very young children who were leaving them in-7444:s*.5would be polite t' family day care," but they were leavingtv
them in a private home simply out of economic necessity, withoutq
any choice aboutt.the kind of care that child was getting. Basically,
the rain was being kept off-the child and that was about it.,

So that is the problem, the quality and availability of family 4ay
care. I mean, there is no question that family day care meets
part of this need that we have been discussing, but.it. is a qUestitNip...
of the quality of that care.

Mr. Flan. Mr. Chairman, that is really why came back.*
because of two things. One, my comment that thise,..wo witness
who I didn't want to lose before exploring this, talked favorably
about family day care; and second, m my constituency, we have
had a tremendously successful experience with Head Start. Wehave no got enough years of it to be able. to show the results In..high school and after high school of Head Start and iiiiiHeagr4
Start low-income families. So we know that quality day Oirexan
really go a long way and may some day replace affirmative action...,"
Maybe we won't need affirmative action if we start off equal, right?..,,

So another thing is, to be brutally frank, it seems to me that in
some cases, the disadvantaged child's relative will simply nothave-
the capacity to challenge the child or even to intellectually stimu-
late the child. Are we leaving the child with somebody who herself,
perhaps, is not educated?

Ms. JOHNSON. Could be.
Ms. HUTCHINSON. Could be.
Mr. COATS. Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. FISH. Sure.
Mr. COATS. I think the point that I was trying to get atmaybe I

didn't articulate it very wellis that the committee heard a s
cant amount of testimony from experts who indicated that what a
young infant needs is not so much intellectual stimulation, but a
warm, close, loving, sustained, continuous relationship. That is
more important to the child's behavioral development than any-
thing else. So the question is raised as to whether a cs-month-old or '4
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that the children are getting and I am partibularly concerned
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a 6- month -old can get that kind of emotional care in an infititutiori-
' al facility:

I am concerned after reading that KinderCare, the largest pro-

-about that from an infant's standpoint:
We have had significant testimony from professionals who have

indicated that it is bonding and a close relationship that is needed,
or love, if you want to put it in one word. ,I am not so sure an insti-
tution can provide that. I am a little more confident that a relative
or a mother who leaves a child at a neighbor is doing so because
she feels that child will receive more loving attention` than it would
receive in an institution.

So that is why I raised the question and I think it lean impor-
tant issue that we ought to study before we consign everybody to a
public institution.

Mr. FISH. I understood Ms. Johnson that when she said 2 -or 3,
what went through my head was that she figured that the at 1
and 2 was

Mr. COATS. Yes, but the testimony of Ms. Hutchinson was con-
trary to that and I just wanted to.

Ms. HUTCHINSON. I had my children in KinderCare and knew
many parents in the KindeiCare systeni because my children
stayed in KinderCare for almost 4 years. Many mothers with chil-
dren under age 1 switched their children to KinderCarei whether
KinderCare Corp. describes the children as '"units," but the individ-
ual instructors, teachersmy children got a lot of nurturing and
they had sufficient numbers of indiYiduals as staff In the infant
care room that they were able to give them that individual atten-
tion so that many parents that I came in contact with in the Kin-
derCare system switched their children into KinderCare from
neighbors' homes where the childrenthe neighbor had too many
children; the infant was not being properly cared for, and they
switched them into KinderCare.

As I say, I think it is the option of people to place it with a rela-
tive. Relatives give good loving care, no question, but for parents
who do not have that opportunity, there should be some place
other than with an unstructured place where the parent is not sure
of the quality of care. I think that that is necessary.

Mr. COATS. I would yield back.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Marriott.
Mr. Mmuuorr. I would just like to make one point and maybe

get a clarification of what our goal is here because I think it makes
a big difference on what we do. What is the goal of child care? Is it
simply to provide a service to working parents? If it is, then it
would take a whole different approach. Is it to provide extra stimu-
lation for certain peopleit certainly wouldn't be everybodywho
need additional help? Is it the education of our children that we
are concerned about?

What is the goal, Mr. Chairman, that we are trying to address
with day care? Maybe the witnesses would have an answer to that.
I think it might be a good idea to clarify what we perceive the goal
of day care is. Is it simply a service to working parents? If it is, I
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don't know that the Federal Government or any government oughtto be that much involved unless we can justify getting people 401!
AFDC and putting them to work, or is it simply the education of .`lour children? What is it?

It seems to me that the solutions we find won't come until after.;
we clarify what the goal is. Perhaps I have stunned youwith

Chairman MILLER. Well, I think that, if the gentleman would.
yield, hopefully that will be addressed in the report of this commitle,,,
tee, but let me speak .on my own, behalf, and that is that I think vve-ye!),would be very foolish to try to.suggest that the goals of child,care,which I believe are the healthy development of that child, .that,those goals can be met in -any single portion or sector-of the child
care community because we don't know where that loving attach:ment and care is going to be provided. It may. be provided in thefor-profit; it may be in family day .care; it may be in a public,agency; it may be in a relative's home, because let's remember, ye;have sat here with the issue of child abuse hanging over these,hearings and 90 percent of the child abuse is by the ptirents,,ofthose children.

Now, we can put them with their grandfather, their griindmot&A,.er, and we can find out they abuse them, and they can get abusedW1in centers. Quality care can 'oe with the grandmother or terrible,4care. I think what we are trying to develop here is that systemTy,which supports both the availability and the quality of that care..;.That is why yesterday we heard so much about the training offamily day-care providers because they are living on such a marginwhile they are taking care of four to six other children, that wecan't get them the kind of training to upgrade the quality of care.' L,suggest that many of these people are there because they want totake care of children; many because they are taking care of theirown children, so they say, "I can take care of two more, three
more." But we want to upgrade that. We want to upgrade the qual-ity. Maybe the best public relations is not to call children "units,"you know, maybe they ought to be upgraded a little bit in terms, ,but that might be oi Madison Avenue. But in any case, to upgradeit.

It is interesting to note, and I think, Mr. Marriott, you said this ,before, this is not going to be cheap if we really care about thesekids because it is interesting to note that this administration sup-ports two programs in statement, and to some extent, in money.One is Head Start and the other is the Job Corps, both terribly suc-cessful, both terribly expensive. The Job Corps costs us about$16,000 to $20,000 to train one of those young peoplebut they dobetter in the job market than other disadvantaged young people.But we won't put up the money to train disadvantaged youngpeople to the same extent that we train people in the Job Corps.
Head Start, very expensive, and the longitudinal studies tell uswonderful things about these children compared to others. That isthe full development and I would thinkI would hope that whatthis committee, as we come to a conclusion here, look at this as thedevelopment of that child. If this is warehousing, if we are justtalking about, you know, like a parking lot for their cars and their
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children, we could leave the kids in the cars and they could park
them downtown.

But that is not what we are talking about. We are talking about
the development of this child under the different circumstances
that families find themselves in, mostly in this case because of eco-
nomic need.

Mr. MAinuoTr. If that is the case, Mr. Chairman, if the education
of the children and the stimulation of the children

Chairman MILLER. I would say "development."
Mr. MARinarr [continuing]. Is the main goal, the development of

children, you forgot to mention maybe the mother staying at
home

Chairman MILLER. Oh, no, no, no.
Mr. MAxityyrr [continuing]. And taking care of the child, rather

than working
Chairman MILLER. Not at all.
Mr. MARRIOTT [continuing]. Maybe it ought to be a priority, if

our main goal is not providing services to working parents, my con-
cern is that if that is the case and the business we are in today is
finding out how the target benefits to the low-income people and
that pinbably ought to be the bottom line of what we do here. We
are not talking about child care, per se; we are talking about tar-
geting programs for low-income--

Chairman MILLER. All women
Mr. MAinuarr. Disadvantaged who need additional stimulation

at younger ages.
Chairman Musa. But let me just saywe should hear from the

witnesses end the members can talk at lunchtimebut let me just
say, all wAdng women are not low-income. All women who work
and lic.ted to work are not necessarily low-income and they can pro-
vide care at one level or another, but they may be just above what-
ever that definition is.

Second, in the first hearing- -
Mr. MARRIOTT. But we are not to be preoccupied with that

group- -
Chairman MILLER. But in the first hearing, we ought to be preoc-

cupied with their children. In the first hearing, the issue was
raised by, I think, Congressman Wolf and I think later by Con-
gressman Coats, about mothers at home. Yesterday we spent a
great deal of time on the question of parental leave and long dis-
cussions of whether even this committee ought to jump from child
care to the issues around parental leave, for security for women so
that they can stay home, given what we will hear later this morn-
ing and we have heard before.

So I think unfortunately the universe in this issue is fairly large
in terms of how you answer the development of those children.

Mr. MAxmarr. Just to conclude and not to belabor the point, but
if the whole objective here is the children and not to provide serv-
ices to working mothers, then our concern is to target to those chil-
dren who are less fortunate, lower income, who need extra stimula-
tion and that should be the scope of these hearings, shuuld it not?

Chairman MILLER. What do you do with the single mother with
two children who earns $9,500 a year, $14,000 a year? There still
has to be some care facility, whether it is public, private, center-
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based, family care that is still out there because she has to work
4.;5;every day. She doesn't have a husband in the house. She doesn't

have another wage-earner in the house.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Well, that is my point. My point is that thereneeds to .

Chairman Musa. I guess the trouble, is the same focus sfor
income families: I think' it is families, single-parent, dual-parent, inneed of this care that we ought to be concerned with. SOme people,
obviously, can go out and purchase it in the open market better
than we can anticipate, but it is those families in need, I think. Iwould not say that this is only a low-income issue. As one who rep-resents one of the wealthier districts in California, this is not aminor. issue among those people who work.

Mr. MAinuarr. But also, the priority has to be in the area wherewe can afford to pay, especially if the Government is going, to beinvolved in a way that is at all meaningful.
Chairman MILLER. I told you this was going to be a bipartisan

debate. [Laughter.]
Thank you very much for your testimony. You obviously got the

committee going here this morning so you were most successful in
stimulating our thinking on this issue.

Next, the committee will hear from a panel consisting of Joe Pic-cione, who is a research associate for the Child and Family Protec-tion Institute; Betty Carnes, who .1s the chair of the executiveboard, the Child Development Associate Credentialing Commissionout of South Carolina; Warlene Gary, who is the associate directorof Government Relations for the National Education Association;Robert Kowash, who is from Early Childhood Learning Centers,Inc., and a member of the National Association for Child CareManagement; and Susan Aronson, who is a doctor and is chair ofthe Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics.Is everybody here? If you are not here by the time I finish read- "'ing your name, you are disqualified. [Laughter.]
We will start with Mr. PicCione, ancLegain, I want to welcomeeach of you to the committee. Your prePared statements will beplaced in the record in their entirety and you proceed in the

manner in which you are most comfortable. To the extent to which
you can summarize and allow for questions of the committee, thatwould be deeply appreciated.

I would also like to say to the committee that yesterday aridtoday considerable testimony was received on the necessity of in-
creasing the title XX block grant and I would like to submit forpart of the formal record the recent GAO report which describes
how States have responded to the social services block grants, whatthey have done with that money, how it is apportioned out and Ithink it will be helpful to us, considering the number of witnessesthat have touched upon that issue.

[The information follows:]
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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
BLOCK GRANTS BROUGHT FUNDING CHANGES AND ADJUSTMENTS TO PROGRAM PRP
°SITUPS

DIGEST

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 substantially changed the admin-
istration of various federal domestic assistance programs by consolidating numerous
federal categorical programs into block grants and shifting primary administrative tri

responsibility to states. This report focuses on the social services block grant (SSBG)
and is one of a series GAO will issue to give the Congress a Status report on block
grant implementation.

GAO did its work in 13 states: California,.61orado, Florida, Io-wa, Kentucky,rMas-
sachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Vermont, and
Washington. These states receive about 48 percent of the national SSItqalpropria- fig:
tions and account for an equivalent portion of the nation's population. these
states represent a diverse cross-section, GAO's work cannot be project #1 to the
entire country.

BLOCK GRANT REMOVES PROGRAM RESTRICTIONS BUT REDUCES FEDERAL FUNDING

Social services programs are designed to protect individuals from abuse and ne-
glect, help them become self-sufficient, and reduce the need for institutional care.
The federal government has funded such programs since 1956 when the Congress
authorized a dollar-for-dollar match of state social services spending. Between- 1962
and 1972, the federal matching amount was increased and several program changes
were made to encourage increased state spending. By 1972, a limit was placed on
federal social services spending.because of rapidly rising coats. The federal social
services program was restructured in 1975, when title XX. was added to the Social
Security Act and when federal administration of social services programs was cen-
tralized. (See pp. I and 2.)

The 1981 block grant legislation consolidated the title XX p into SSBG
and gave states greater program authority. Also, SSBG eliminated several require-
ments, including earmarking $200 million annually for day care. The implementa-
tion of SSBG was also accompanied by reduced federal spending. In fiscal year 1981,
the national title XX appropriation was $2.991 billion, compared to $2.4 billion
under SSBG for fiscal year 1982a 20-percent decrease. Funding for 1983 was $2.45
billion from SSBG plus an additional $225 million appropriated through the emer-
gency jobs bill legislation for a total of $2.615 billion. Between 1981 and 1983, the 13
states GAO visited experienced decreases in SSBG funding ranging from 8.3 percent
in Florida to 20 percent in New York. The amount of reduction varied by state as a
result of updated population data used to determine each state's allocation. (See pp.
2, 4, and 10.)

STATES ASSUME A LARGER SHARE OF FUNDING

SSBG represents one of several funding sources for state social services programs,
and decisions on how to use SSBG funds are integrated into must states' overall
social services planning and budgeting processes. Consequently, changes in federal,
state, and other funding were important concerns in establishing program priorities.

Although SSBG funding in 1982 and 1983 was Imiosv 1981 levels, total expendi-
tures for social services increased during this period in 11 of 13 states GAO visited,
ranging from 1 percent in Michigan and Pennsylvania to 24 percent in New York.
The increase in total expenditures was primarily due-to increased state and other
non-federal funding, as well as transfers from other federal block grant programs.
Between 1981 and 1983, state revenues and funds from other sources, such as fees
and local matching contributions, increased in 12 of the 13 states, ranging from 1
percent in Florida to 57 percent in Kentrcky. As SSBG allocations declined, the pro-
portion of total expenditures shouldered by state and other funds rose from 49 per-
cent in 1981 to 54 percent in 1983. (See pp. 9 to 15.)

Additionally, in 1982 and 1983 the 13 states, transferred a total of $112 million
into SSBG from the low-income home energy assistance block grant. In 1983, all the
states obtained supplemental jobs bill funds, and several states used more federal
Medicaid funds to provide social services. (See pp. 16 to 20.)

However, considering a national inflation factor for state and local purchases of
goods and services of 13.5 percent from 1981 to 1983, total expenditures declined in
11 of the 13 states, ranging from less than 1 percent in Mississippi to 19 percent in
Washington.
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STATES MODIFY CERTAIN SERVICES AND CLIENT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
For the most part,..service areas funded in' 1981 continued to receive support in1983.as states attempted:to maintain program continuity. However, the reducedSSBG allocations -caused- states to.reorder the .priorities of individual service areas,reduce or eliminate services, and alter client eligibility criteria.
Although state priorities varied; certain trends did emerge. As shown on the nextPage, states gave higher priority to adult and child protective services, adoption andfoster care,home-based services, and family planning. Although complete data werenot always available, in most states these expenditures were maintained or in-creased -as a percentage of totatexpenditure& Conversely,, more states decreased the.share of expenditures for day care .and the other-services category, which includes_various services, such, as family. counseling and juvenile services.
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MR OF STATES ROT CHANGED THE PERCENT OF TOTAL

SOCIAL SERVICE EVEVIIIIES BY SERVICE AREA

(1981 19e3)
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ADOPTION MD FOSTER CARE -11.911111MBFIEM
1-1 I

KID DAY CARE
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I i i
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tit8ER OF STATES

States also changed specific services and client
eligibility criteria. Seven reported client
eligibility changes for day care, such as lower-
ing the income limits to qualify for assistance.
Four states added or deleted specific services,

such as housing and health services counseling,
in their other services category. Other changes
varied considerably by service area and included
modifying services, altering targeting policies,
and changing staffing levels.

The 48 individual service providers GAO visited
to obtain some examples of local operations ex-
perienced a wide variety of changes. These
providers were diverse in their organization,
funding sources, services offered, and size of
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operations. The types of changes they reported
included staff reductions, increased workloads
per caseworker, and increased lees, (See pp. 29'
to 48.)

STATES CARRY OUT PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

The administrative involvement states had with
the prior programs minimized the needHforAnajor
organizational changes mnder SSBG. _The few
orgadlzationalchangesPmade were designed to in-
crease local program-discretion.or to respond to
funding cuts. States-were carrying out their
expanded managementroleby establishing program
requirements, monitoring grantees, providing
technical assistance, collecting data, and
arranging for audits of funds. These efforts
were often integrated with state efforts for
other state or federal programs. (See pp. 49 to .59.)

According to state officials, after block grant
implementation 10 of the 13 states changed or
standardized their administrative requirements,
10 reduced the time and effort involved in re-
porting to the federal government, 7 xeduced the
time and effort involved in preparing applica-
tions, and 4 improved planning and budgeting,
While there were numerowlandications of admin-
istrative simplification, specific cost savings
cgglat_nowlha_gmantified, and otticiais offered
varying_perceptions_of_changpft in AdminifttrfttlYs
costs gnder_the_iodnakgralit. (See pp. 59 to

LITTLE CHANGE IN INVOLVEMENT
OF STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS AND
CITIZEN INPUT PROCESSES

Because most governors and legislatures were in-volved in program decisions under the prior pro-gram, little additional involvement occurredunder SSBG. Similarly, the prior program man-
dated that states provide opportunities for .

citizen input, and states generally continued to
use processes already in place. All 13 states
prepared their required report on the intended
use of SSBG funds, and 12 states reported'hold-
ing public hearings even though they are not
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required. Also, 11' states used one or more
advisory committees. State officials reported
that these inforthation sources were important in
the decisionmaking process. (See pp. 66 to 74.)

Interest group satisfaction with state elforti
to obtain input varied. For example, about 62
percent were satisfied with their access to
state officials, -while 57 percent were disia-
tisfied with the availability of information
prior to hearings. However, interest groups
that participated in such activities as testify-
ing at hearings were more satisfied than those
not as actively involved. Also, more interest
groups were dissatisfied than satisfied with the
states' responses 'to their specific program con-
cerns. Sixty percent believed that changes
states made adverseWaffected the organizations
or individuals they repreiented. Only 21 per-
cent viewed state changes favorably; the others
perceived no impact. (See pp. 74 to 77.)

OVERALL PERCEPTIONS DIFFER

Overall, state executive and legislative offi-.
cials viewed the block grant as more flexible
and less burdensome than prior programs, and
found it to be a more desirable way of funding
social services programi. Conversely, most in-
terest groups viewed it to be less desirable.
However, both interest groups and state offi-
cials expressed concern about the federal fund-
ing reductions that accompanied the bl6ak 4rant4
which from their perspective tended to somewhat
diminish its advantages. It was often difficult
for individuals to separate block grants--the
funding mechanism--from block grants--the
budget-cutting mechanism. (See pp. 77 and 78.)

AGENCY COMMENTS

Department of Health and Human Services offi-
cials commented that this report accurately sum-
marized implementation of SSBG. They also made
several oral suggestions of a technical nature,
and where appropriate, these were incorporated
into this report.
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Chairman MILLER. Mr. Piccione, welcome.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH PICCIONE, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
CHILD AND FAMILY PROTECTION INSTITUTE

Mr. PICCIONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ksThank you for having

Chairman MILLER. We may never get out of here if you stimulatO
the panel like the last one. [Laughter.]

Mr. PICCIONE. Well, I will try.
In the time alloi.ed for oral remarks, I would like firstto addre*t.t:',4,

some questions presented by the tax credit for child and dependents:
care; and second, to suggest further .examining this credif.within;:the more broad _context of the tax treatment of the family in.eur=,
rent policy. .

The tax credit for child and dependent care has undergone muchiI
scrutiny already in its short life. My own examination of the avail-rz
able data focuses on the families at the adjusted gross income level,"
of $10,000 or less. These families are those who can utilize the
credit with the maximum percentage. the 30 percent rate. We have,
found that less than 6 percent of the total amount of the credits' .4t
$1.3 billion value goes to these families. Sixty-four percent of thecredit is directed to families above the median-income level.

Now, in its recent adjustment of the credit.to better target the.
needs of lower income families, the Congress has indicated the sig-nificance of this goal, yet it seems that more may have to be done'
to accomplish this end. One suggested procedure has been consid-
ered; the refundability of the credit. 1

While refundability would certainly help the lower income faint.' s,'4,
lies using the credit, it is very doubtful that refundability
cause any 'Iramatic tilt of the credit toward the lower income side:In fact, the same IRS statistics that I reproduce in my written tes--

' a
timony that show the use of the credit by income level also record IV

,rthe use of the credit by returns that had no tax liability.
The returns of families under the $10,000 adjusted gross incomelevel that use the credit and had no tax liability and would benefit .,from refundability would increase the total amount of the credit.only 2.5 percent. The current structure of the credit is also trou-

bling because higher income families generally have higher ex-penditures in child care. That means the higher income families
have a greater initial figure to which they can apply their smaller20 percent credit.

It is very likely, then, that by this route, these upper-income
families will still receive a greater tax relief than low-income fami-
lies. In all of its forms, the credit goes beyond the practical prob-
lems into some philosophical problems.

Why is it that the credit and tax policy itself gives its special
favors only to certain kinds of parental choices? Why is it that tax
relief only comes when surrogate parental care is chosen? What of
rural and farm families? -Families in which the second parent
cannot find work? Families that sacrifice a second income so thattheir preschool children can be ra, ed at home?

Now, all of this brings me to my second and last point, which is
the suggestion that the child r credit should be seen within the
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larger cones xt of the place of the family in public and tax policy.
The maximum tax-reducing value of the tax credit for families
with adjusted gross income of $10,000 or less under the child care
credit is $720 for the first child. The maximum credit for families
at the $28,000 or higher income level is $480.

Now, the 1983 tax tables tell vs that even at the highest tax
brackets, the tax-reducing value of the personal exemption for de-
pendent children is only $380. For families at the median-income
level, the tax-reducing value of the exemption is about $240 per
child, and a family with an adjusted .gross income of 15,000 re-
ceives only $170 of tax reduction from the exemption.

Clearly, the child care credit has come to overshadow the signifi-
cance of the exemption. The exemption has long been seen as the
basic help to families through the tax system. Yet it is evident
from its history over the last two decades that it has been neglect-
ed.

The significance of this is that having been passive to families in
their tax treatment, specialized programs, like the child care
credit, become more necessary to address specific problems. Howev-
er, the policy implication of this is a shift away from the tradition-
al common good approach whereby all families are assisted and al-
lowed to make their own choices, to one in which specialized needs
are recognized one at a time.

So I believe it jr, time to examine the tax treatment of all fami-
lies with children in a fresh manner. The first step is to focus on a
basic and universal approach to families, one, for example, that
recognizes the validity of all their child care choices and family
particularities.

The basic exemption for dependent children had this role in the
past and it completely removed many families from Federal tax li-
ability in tne 1940's and 1950's. Other programs in public policy,
such as the child care credit, should be properly appreciated within
the context of the basic relief given to all families. Only in this
manner will our policy to families enjoy a greater coherence and
flexibility.

Finally, I would like to point out that there are several ways in
which a basic help to families can be structured. The tax exemp-
tion for dependent children is our traditional approach. It could
always be increased. We should also consider replacing this tradi-
tional exemption with a basic tax credit for all dependent children.
This would have an equal value for all families and it would over-
come some of the problems present in the exemption mechanism.

There is also the family or child allowance mechanism. Now, this
is used by every industrialized nation in the world, with the excep-
tion of the United States. Those countries have made it the corner-
stone of their policy toward families and have found it to be very
successful. i have studied and written on the application of the
family allowance principle to ,our nation and find it to be a very
promising idea.

I thank you for your time and interest and very much appreciate
your invitation to these hearings.

[Prepared staten.ent of Joseph Piccione follows:]
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P1EPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH PICCIONE, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE OF THE CHILD AND
FAMILY PROTECTION INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

The Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit has become a widespread and

popular tax relief, and it is used on more than 4,500,000 tax returns.

However, the credit as it is structured has faced many questions, especially

roe this committee. There are elements of the credit which deserve our

continued attention both on the practical and the theoretical levels.

These issues may suggest certain practical
or policy modifications, and

say prompt new ti is of research, especially regarding
the utilisation

questions recent data presents.

Practical Questions

According to the budget for fiscal year 1985, the revenue lees due to

the credit for 1.1 1983 is $1.52 billion, for F! 1984 will be $1.695 billion,

sad will grow to 81.905 billion for FT 1985.

As the credit becomes more widely used and represents a growing amount

of revenue loss, questions regarding
the efficiency of the credit become

snore pressing.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, the median family income

in 1977 was $16,009. In that year, only 322 of the tax credits for child

and dependent care went to families below the median income line. In 1981,

with a median family tacos. of $22,338, only 368 of the tax credits vent to

families below the median income level. In the December 1983 committee print

"Demographic and Social Trends" this committee reported that "only about

7 percent of the 4.6 million families
using the dependent-care tax credit

had incomes below $10,000 in 1981, for
exasple, and less than 6 percent of

the estimated $1.3 billion in tax credits went to these familiet." (page 47)

The "major reason" for the small
percentage of the credit that vent to

low income families "is that the
dependent-care tax credit is not refundable--

that is, it cannot exceed the
amount of the family's tax lisbility--and most
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2

families with intones below $10,000 pay little or no income tax." (page 47)

While it is try* Oat any of the by income families that use Ole

tax credit have little or /14 tax'liabillty, and without prejudice to the

discussion of the refundability of the credit, it is difficult to conclude

froe recent data that the lack of refundability is the "major reason"

why low income families are under-represented in the use of the tax credit.

Data from the Internal Revenue Service show that if the credit had

been refundable for families with gross adjusted income of $10,000 or less

the expense represented by this is $370505,000, which is only 21/42 of the

total amount of the revenue loss of the credit. An additional 21/2X of the

$1.3 billion of the 1981 credit cannot represent "the major reason" why

low income families aro not a greater percentage of the child and dependent

care credit. (See following page for IRS breakdown of the tax credit users by

income level and by taxable /non taxable status,)

The question that must arise at this point is whether the child and

dependent can tax credit is effectively reaching families at the lower

income levels. To fully answer this question, it would be necessary to

conduct new kinds of research and sampling of low income families.

One possibility is that, like the use of the earned income tax credit,

the child care credit seems too complex to use. Another possibility is

that some low income families who have made informal child care arrangements

with neighbors or friends may not take advantage of the credit because the

child care provider is not reporting the payment as income, and it remains

part of th. "underground" economy.

Utilization studies of the credit seen appropriate. Such could provide

useful information for overall analysis of the credit, and could help target

information to those families who have not used the credit in the past.
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Questions of Policy and Theory

The child care tar credit presents policy questions that have not

been widely discussed. The credit provides significant help to families

with children in child care programs outside the home. The majority of

the families who receive the benefit of the credit (641) are above the

median income level for families. Most of these families in the shove sedisi:

income level will be able to gain a greatertax reduction from use of

the credit than from the exemption for dependent children built into the :

tax code and available to all taxpaying families.

The basic exemption for dependent children is being overshadowed by the

use of the tax credit for child care. This hould pose a serious concern

to policymakers because a particular benefit, the credit, has developed a

greater significance than the general relief offered all families in the

exemption.

Offering the credit anJ its tax reducing effect may actually result in

a loss equity in our tax policy by being wzfair to families engaging in

the traditional mode of childraising with one parent at home. This would

:esult if these f ilies, already sacrificing a salary for the sake of

childraising, were required to pay additional or higher taxes den to the

child care credit other, two - intone, families were using. These higher

taxes would mean that the families with a parent a home were paying for the

privilege of raising their own children by higher taxes, in addition to

sacrificing a second salary.

It is correctly stated that an ever increasing number of women with

children under the age of five years are enter' g the paid labor force.

However, according to "Child Care Arrangements of Working Mothers: June 1982"

of the Census Bureau (Series P-23, Number 129)group day care is not growing
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separately and greater than the cats provided by other family members,

such as grandmothers, when both parents work. The study also indicates

that the groupsaost likely to use
group day care era single VOW. who are

head of their households
or highly educated and highly paid married

women. Group day care does not seam to be the inevitable destiny and

preferred form of care for pre-school children.

It is also known that many of the
women of children under the age of

five would prefer full-time child
raising work to paid employment

outside the hose. To ,;ate, policy has not responded to this preference.

Many /Amines would be willing to sacrifice
second salary if they

could. Policy has only offered assistance
to those families that are

forced out of the traditional child raising mode.

Do we as a society properly appreciate
the place and importance of

parents who prefer the traditional style of
raising children? Ave we

willing to consider new approaches
to policy that would take into account

full time mothers?

Truly, the current tax credit
can sees coe.,./ve to mothers who want

and feel they should and must raise their children themselves. Our policy

tells them that the significant
assistance of the tel credit will be theirs

only if they enter the labor force,
leaving what to them is their more

important work et home.

Policy Options for the Future

Policymakers are charged with responsibility
for the common good of

their society. The common good is seen as being inclusive of the needs

of all persons; the common good is
tore than attention to the needs of

the majority, end certainly
more than the needs of a few.

In this light we es-, judge that the
tax credit for child care may be
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of benefit when as is seen by its beneficiaries: however, the lowest

income groups are not well represented here. In addition, the credit

can be so significant for above :median income families that it has a

greater tax-reducing effect than the tax exemption for dependent children.

Finally, the credit overlooks families who have sacrificed an income to

have a parent at home. The credit needs exsaination on the practical

and theoretical levels.

A possible solution to the problem of the under-representation of the

lowest income families in the credit might be to mks the credit refundable.

However, we have seen that this would not have a dramatic effect on low

income participation.

Addressing the the credit by above median income families: the

Congress has in the . adjusted the credit so that it is better oriented

to low income families. This appears to be very appropriate, and may

be further corrected in the future.

As regards families with a parent at hoses a credit for full-time

parents may be created, or a doubled personal exemption for the federal

income tax.

These possible adjusteenta should also be complimented by a now

examination of the way policy is attentive to the needs of all families.

Traditionally, our public policy has favored tax relief to families

through the exemption for dependent children. The exemption is presently

$1,000 for each dependent. The exemption has grown to $1,000 from the

$600 amount in 1946. The slow growth of the exemption (it has not even

doubled) indicates a passivity towards tha family by policy:eskers, because

earnings have grown more than seven -fold since 1946. There is certainly

no legal requirement that the exemption kiep up with earnings levels, but

policy has not even shown much of an interest in even trailing closely

behind.
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It has been suggested that if
the dependent exemption were increased,

perhaps doubled, all tax paying !sallies would be helped, wha6rer they

had two -parent labor force
participation or not.

The increased level of the exemption
would also aid parents who are

not currently married and are heads of households. The federal tax coda

provides a lower liability for
this category of tat filers, end the increased

exemption would further lessen this liability,
in recognition of the

economic pressures faced by senile heads oebouieholds.

An'alternative to the increased eziptioi
Would be replacing it entirely

and creating in its place a tax credit for dependent children that
could

be used by all Dailies with
equal tax-reducing results. A difficulty

with the current exemption is that the actual tax-reducing effect of the

$1,000 exemption depends
on the marginal tax rate and adjusted gross

income. The higher the adjusted gross
i2COMO, the higher the value of the

exewtion. A tax credit replacing
it would have s universal value.

A final alternative to the exemption io that of the family allowance

concept, which is practiced in every
industrialised nation except the

United States.
Last year, a study of mine, NEIF !OR FAMILIES OS IRE P1OST

Wirt IRE TCLORT AND PRACTICE
Of !ANT= ALIOWASCES described possible

implementation of an American featly allowinc'es
program. A featly allowances

program could be created by. the jellainatian
of the existing exemption. The

'mails of a family allowances
program is that it would apply to all children

in all kinds of American fannies.
It would have a standard benefit amount,

which if made taxable, could further
orient it toward lower income families.

family allowances are traditionally
provided on a monthly basis, and this

would solve the pre-piyment proble6
which has haunted the child and dependent

care tat Credit.
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Conclusion

The child and dependent care tax credit was approached with

great optimism at the time of its initiation. However, the patterns of

use of the :redit show it to be of primary benefit to above median income

families. The committee is also aware that the credit, as benefit which

is obtained once year, does not meet the ongoing needs of low income

families which must pcy for cars arrangements throughout the year. Yet

a pre-payment program for the credit would be very difficult to establish.

We should face the possibility that the credit as presently structured

may not be suitable for continued use due to its inability to effectively

help low income families in the child care provision needs. Continuing to

slant the credit toward lover income families seems most appropriate.

At the same time, a reconsideration of general tax policy toward all families

will overcome the lack of equity present for those families already sacrificing

a second income for child raisins purpose. These families witness the

availability of a tax credit which will deliver a greater reduction in taxes

than wii' the basic exemption for dependent children.

By improv4ng the tax treatment of all families, specialized programs such

as the child care credit would become less essential. It could take on a

new shape and size as the general policy treatment of all families is

improved. Continuing the road of specialized programs only emphasises the

need for specialized program: for all the varied family styles; a new form

of tax relief for families with one parent at home in chi,' raising is an

example of ouch a new specialized program that would be esrential.

The basic exemption for dependent children has been neglected over the

course of the last twenty years, yet it does have the promise of once more

becoming an important policy tool. A dependent tax credit or family allowance
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program could take over the same role in policy as does the current

exemption. The credit or allowance, properly crafted, could quit.

possibly eliminate the need for the spectslired child care credit, or

certainly place the child care credit in Its pepper role and not allow

it to overshadow what should be the principal form of relief to families.

Providing for the needs of children is s society's best investment

in its future. As economic and social trends Impact on the nation's

families it is important to retain sufficient flexibility in progruas

to respond to changing situations with policy proposals which affirm

and support the wort of femilies..

Chairman Mum Thank you.
Ms. Carnes.

STATEMENT OF BETTY V. CARNES, CHAIR, EXECUTIVE BOARD,
CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE CREDENTIALING COMMIS-
SION; HUMAN SERVICES COORDINATOR, STATE HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES FINANCE COMMISSION, COLUMBIA, SC
Ms. CARNES. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name

is Betty Carnes and I want to thank you for this. opportunity to
share with you our view on how we as a Nation can improve the
quality of child care services for our youngest citizens.

The Child Development Associate, CDA, Credentialing Commis-ion is a coalition of national professional assoaiations concerned
about the development of young children that have joined togetherin the belief that the best way to improve the quality of child care
services being provided to our Nation's children is to upgrade the
competence of the adults providing that care.

We believe in the simple proposition that it is the skill, the
knowledge and the commitment of the adult working directly withchildren that is the most important factor in determining the qual-ity of care being provided.

Our commission recognizes the fact that there are many other
factors that influence the quality of child care services in our coun-
try. We support the many recommendations that you will receivefrom a wide variety of groups identifying many different actions
that the Federal Government can take to improve the quality of
child care in this Nation.

However, based on our belief that the single most important in-
gredient in that formula that produces quality child care is the
competence of the adult providing that care, we likewise believe
that the single most important thrust that the ,Federal Govern-
ment could make to improve the quality of child care in this coun-
try would be to support programs that foster the personal and pro-
fessional growth of professionals in this field,

Mr. Chairman, this problem of improving quality is not unique tochild care. It is a problem that is found in most human services
and, indeed, in most areas of human endeavor. We as a Nation
have addressed it many times before. When our Nation wanted to
improve its medical services, we spent money on improving the
training of doctors. When we were concerned about our children
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falling behind the children in the Soviet Union in moth and sci-
ence, we spent money to improve teacher training. When we decid-
ed that our military preparedness was vulnerable, we poured
money into training our soldiers.

There are many precedents across a, wide range of areas in our
history of the Federal Government solving a problem by targeting
resources to help the people involved in that endeavor to do their
jobs better. As this committee has recognized, we do have a nation-
al child care problem. The quality- of. child care services across this
country is not what we would want for our children. The commis-
sion recognizes this because we know what quality child care is.
The professional associations that have worked with and supported
CDA over the last 13 years have achieved something that many
professions never achieve: We have come to agreement on what
constitutes quality. We have developed a set of standards, and we
call them the CDA competency standards; that define what- a com-
petent child care provider does with children. We have established
standards for center-based care for 3- to 5-year-olds as well as for
infants and toddlers. We have established standards for home visi-
tors and by early next year, we will have sto'ndards for family day
care providers.

If all the providers currently caring for children in this country vi
provided the kind of services described in our standards, this cam-
mittee would not be here today asking this question. The plain 'fact
is, however, that they do not, and it is little wonder. The child cafe
profession offers people low pay, few fringe benefits, poor working
conditions, 1;.ttle prestige and a very intensive and demanding jcb:-

People who work in this field do it becauie they want to help
children and families. However, many of these people simply do
not know what to do when they have children under their care.
CDA provides a way of addressing this problem.

At CDA, we have done more than define standards; we have de-
veloped a program that teaches people how to reach these stand-
ards, test them to make sure that, in fact, they do reach them, and
formally recognizes them when they demonstrate this level of com-
petence. This combination of training, assessment and credential-
ing is what the CDA program is all about.

I might also add that one of the most important features of CDA
is the direct involvement of parents in the assessment of theft
child's teacher. This is very important to parents and to their chil-
dren.

Just recently, I received a letter from a parent in Missouri who
had participated on a local assessment team. She said, and I quote: "
"When a candidate completes the CDA process and passes in each
of the assessment areas, you have a qualified person who is very ;
capable of caring for young children, and as a mother of a pre-
school child, I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate in
the CDA process. I feel this is a valuable program and I am glad it
existed in my community."

CDA has involved over a quarter of a million parents in the proc-
ess of having imput into the quality of care their child is receiv-
ing. If more parents became this involved in the care their child is
receiving, we would be less likely to be reading about instances of
sexual abuse of children in child care settings.
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The CDA experience offers child care professionals the opportu-
nity to improve their skills. A recent national survey of CDA's re-vealed participants clearly believe their abilities have improved
across a number of areas and that acquisition of the CDA creden-
tial is an affirmation of their ability to demonstrate their compe-tence. The CDA program works. It offers a framework for address-ing this national problem.

So what should the Federal Government do to improve the qual-ity of child care services? The Federal Government should targetresources to promote the competence of child' care providers. Thiscan be done in three ways: First, the Federal Governinent shouldcontinue to support the CDA effort. The CDA has had bipartisan
support since its inception in 1971. It is an effective professiOnal
preparation program. It also is a sound investment

It is relatively inexpensive compared to the training of a doctor,
a high school teacher or a soldier. Not only does it yield results,
but it is a fine example of how Federal dollars can leverage State,
local, and private sector dollars. Every Federal dollar 'being spenton CDA assessment and credentialing is being matched in equalvalue by an in-kind contribution from the profession, as well asbeing matched by fees paid by candidates. Continued Federal sup-port is needed to enable us to keep our system of training assess-ment and credentialing in place.

Second, the Federal Government should target additional re-sources into helping child e,,i-e providers pa for the professional
preparation that they need. This could be done through a variety of
techniques: Reestablishing the title XX training provision eliminat-ed in 1981; establishing a tax credit for child care provider who
invest in their own training; establishing a loan program targetedto the child care population or earmarking funds in the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act for child care. Due to the low wages paid to
those who work in this profession, most child care providers simply
cannot afford to pay for their own training.

Third, the Federal Government should use its influence to im-
prove State licencing standards and systems. The licenIng stand-ards, particularly in the area of staff qualifications, need to be up-graded. If the Federal Government can use its influence to encour-
age States to raise the drinking age in order to protect citizens onour highways, it can certainly use its influence to encourage States
to carry out their responsibility to protect the well-being of chil-dren in child care.

Working together, we can solve this problem. Every American
child deserves the right to grow and develop normally, whether
they are at home with their parents or being cared for by others.With strong national leadership, we can move our country from
being a nation at risk to being a nation that has the wisdom to pro-tect and develop its most valuable national resource.I want to thank you again for this opportunity to present myviews on this very important issue.

[Prepared statement of Betty V. Carnes follows:]
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PREPARED STATIMINT or BrITY V. CARNIS, CHAIIPICHHON, CHILD DZVICLOPWINT
Assoc:um [CDAJ ClUIDENTIALING Connor=

zi

Hr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I want to thank you for providing me

the opportunity to share with you our view on how we, as a nation, can

improve the ..Nality of child care services for our youngest citizens?

The Child Development Associate (CDA) Credentialing Commission is a coalition

of national professional associations concerned about the development of

young children that have joined together in the belief that the best way to

improve the quality of child care services being provided tc our nation's

children is to upgrade the competence of the adults providing that care. We

believe in the simple proposition that it is the skill, the knowledge, and

the commitment of the adult working directly with children that is the most

important factor in determining the quality of care being provided.

This belief not only represents the collective judgement of the hindidds of

thousands of professionals working in the field of Child care that sake up

our combined membership, but it is also supported by the best empirical

research. Both the National Day CAS. Study and the Family Day Cate Study

have found significant relationships between the specialised training of

adults and the development of Children in care.

Our Commission recognizes the fact that there are many factors that influence

the quality of child care services in our country. We support the many

recommendations that you will receive from a wide variety of groups

identifying many different actions that the Federal government can take to

improve the quality of child care in this nation. However, based on our

oelief that tha single most imv.rtant ingredient in the formula that produces

quality child care is the competency ofthe adult. providing the service, we
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likewise believe that the single most important thrust that the Federal

government could make to improve the quality of child care in this country

would be to support programs that foster the personal and professional growth

of professionals in this field.

This problem of improving quality is not unique to child care. It is a

problem that is found in most human services and, indeed, most areas of human

endeavor. We as a nation have addressed it many times before. When our

nation wanted to improve its medical services, we spent money on improving

the training of doctors. When we were concerned about our children falling

behind children in the Soviet Union in math and science, we spent limey to

improve teacher training. When we decided that our military preparedness was

vulnerable, we poured money into training our soldiers. There arsimany

precedents acros, a wide range of areas in our history of the Federal

government solving a problem by targeting resources to help the people

involved in that endeavor do their jobs better.

As this Committee has recognized, w do have a national child care problem.

The quality of child care services across this country is not what we would

want for our children. We recognize this because we know what quality child

care is. The professional associations that have worked with and supported

CDA over the last thirteen years have achieved something that uany

professions never achieve. We have come to agreement on what constitutes

quality. We have developed a set of standards -- w call them the "CDA

Competency Standards" -- that define what a competent child care provider

does. They define how to establish and maintain a safe and healthy learning

environment for children; how to advance physical and intellectual
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competence how to support social and emotional development, as well as

provide positive guidance and discipline, how to establish positive and

productive relationships with families, how to ensure a well-run, purposeful

program responsive to participant needs, and how to maintain commits4nt to

professionalism. we have established standards for center-based care for

three to five year olds, as well as for infants and toddlers. We have

established standards for home visitors, and, br early next year, we'll have

standards for family day care providers. If all the providers currently

caring for children in this country provided the kind of service described

in our standards, this Committee would nct have to be asking this question.

The fact is,however, that they do not. And it is little,wonder. The child

oars profession offers people low pay, few fringe, benefits, poor working

conditions, little prestige, and a very intensive and demanding job. People

who work in this field do it becalm* they want to help children and families.

But many of these people simply do not know what to do when they have

children under their care. You don't Names a skilled child care provider

without training. Yet, in many states in this country, you need little more

than to be 18 years old, immunized, and breathing to work in child care.

Child care providers in this country need and want good training.

CDA provides a way of addressing this problem. At CDA we've done more thin

defined the standards, we've developed a program that teaches people how to

reach these standards, tests them to make sure that they in fact do reach

thole, and formally recognizes their accomplishment when they .achieve this

level of competence. This combination of training, assessment and

credentialing is what the CDA provers is all about. Here's how it works.
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CDA training is provided by hundreds of institutions around the country, most

of them colleges or universities. Training includes a combination of

academic and field-based experiences. CDA assess ant and credentialing is

provided through one organization -- the CDA National Credentialitig Program

-- which is currently being administered by Bank Street College of Education.

CDA sments are conducted by Local Assessment Teams and occur on site.

The Local Assessment Team include the Candidates an Advisor, a Parent/

Community Representative, and a nationally trained CD& Representative.

Candidates judged to be competent receive a national professional credential

awarded by the CDA Credentialing Commission.

Since the program became operational in 1975, it has grown in six, and scope.

Over 15,000 persons, from every state in the union, have now earned thi CDA

Credential and thousands more are currently in CDA training. COAhas'been

expanded to include caregivers working in centers with intents through five

year olds, home visitors and (by 1985) family day care providers. A bilingual

specialization Is also available. Recognition of the CDA Credential has

grown'to the point where over half the states
have now incorporated it into

their licensing standards.

One of the most important features of CDA is the direct involvement of

parents in the assessment of their child's teacher. This is very important

to them and to their children. Just recently we received a letter from a

parent in Missouri who had, participated on a Local Assessment Team. She

said:

"When a Candidate completes the CDA process and passes
in each of the assessment areas,

you have a qualified
person who is very capable of caring for young chi
... as a mother of a preschool child, I am pleased
have had the opportunity to participate in the
process. I feel this is a valuable program and I am
glad it exists in my community.'



CDA has involved over a quarter of a-million parents in the process of belling

an input into the quality of care their child is receiving. If more parents

became this involved in the care their child is receiving, we would be less

likely to read about incidents of the sexual abuse of children in chip care

settings.

The CDA experience offers child care professionals the opportunity to improve

their skills. A recent national survey of CDAs revealed participants clearly

believe their abilities have improved across a number of areas and that

acquisition of the credential is an Affirmation of their ability to

demonstrate their competence. The vast majority of CDAs believe that the

experience had a positive and pervasive effect on their lives: 97% felt the

experience positively affected their self-confidence, 93s felt a positive

effect on their work with children: and 64.2s felt a positive impact on their

relationships with their own children.

Many people in the survey spoke of (pining a better understanding of child

development theories, which for the first time provided them with a rationale

for the classroom activities they planned. Similarly, others wrote about CDA

as the organizing principle which brought into focus previous early childhood

knowledge and experience. For example, a CDA from Alabama wrote:

'When I first began working, it was my love for
children along with bits.of knowledge gathered from
experience that helped me keep my class moving. The

CDA has changed all of that. My activities are no
longer hit and miss or quellsvotA.

The results of this survey of CDAs are consistent with other studies

investigating the CDA program's impact on self-confidence, job performance

with children, and educational aspirations. Peters and Sutton (in press), in
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a study of Need Start teachers involved
in CAA training, found similar

trends. Those trends are also corroborated by a recent national survey of

Head Start directors conducted by the natiOnal Head Start Annotation

(Deans, ;981). In the NNSAenrwey, 87% of-the 240-respondents felt-that CCA

improved the quality of the educational
component of Head Start, and 09% felt

that the CDA experience had been
benefici81 to the-personal and` professional

development of individual staff honors. The CDA'program'uorks. offers's-

framework for addressing this national probity."`

So vhat should the Federal
government do to improve the quality of child rem.

services? The Federal government should target resources to promote then

competence of child care providers.
This can be done tallies. ways.

First, the Federal government should
continue to support the CDA eifOrt. 'CDA

has bad bipartisan support since its inception in 1971. It is an effective,

professional preparation program. It is a sound investment. It is relatively

inexpensive compared to the trait:UK:of-a
doctor, a high mono/ teachir, or a

soldier. Not only does it yield results: but'it is a fine ample of how

Federal dollars can leverage state,
local, an private sector dollars. Every

Federal dollar being spent on CDA assessment and credantsaling is being

watched in equal value by an in -kind contribution from the profession, as

well as being matched by fees paid by Candidates.

Second, the Federal government should
target additional resources into

training for child care providers. This could be done through a variety of

techniques: reestablishing the Title XX training
provision eliminated in

1981, establishing a tax credit for child care providers who invest in their

41-047 0 - 85 - 10
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own training, establishing a loan program targeted to this population, or

earmarking funds in the Job Training Partnership Act for child care. Due to

the low wages paid to those who work in this profession, most child are

providers simply cannot afford to pay for their own training.

Third, the Federal government should use its influence to improve state

licensing standards and systems. The licensing standards, particularly in

the area of staff qualifications, need to be upgraded. If the Federal

government can use its influence to encourage states to raise the drinking

age in order to protect citizens on our highways, it can certainly use its

influence to encourage states to carry out their responsibility to protect

the well-being of children in child care.

Working together, we can solve this problem. Every American childdesirves

the right to grow and develop normally, whether they're home with their

parents or being cured for by others. With strong national leadership, we

can move our country from being a nation at risk to being a nation that has

the wisdom to protect and develop its most valuable national resource.
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Chairman MILLER Thank you.
Warlene Gary.

STATEMENT OF WARLENE GARY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. GARY. Thank you.
I pin Warlene Gary, associate director of government relations

fo: the National Education Association. I come to you today wear-
ing several hats, representing 1.7 million of the Nation's public
school teachers, educational support personnel, and higher educa-
tional faculty.

I also wear tne hat of a teacher, and I wear the hat of a parent
of two daughers, 9 and 13 years old. I am in my second year of
mothering-by-telephone, as Judy Mann talked about yesterday in
her article for those of you who saw that.. So I have latchkey kids
from 3 to 6 until I get home because there is no decent available
service in my community for my children.

We are pleased to present our views on child care. We commend
you, Mr. Chairman, and the Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families for sponsoring these hearings to gather recommend -
tions on the direction our Nation should follow to ensure solutiOns
for this critical national need.

NEA recognizes the important contribution that a strong founda-
tion of early childhood education can mean for a young person's in-
tellectual, physical, and emotional development during the school
years. This recognition is reflected in our recently released "NEA
Blue Ribbon Task Force on Educational Excellence Report, an
Open Letter to America on Schools, Students, and Tomorrow,"
which recommends that developmental education of students begin
at the age of 4 and precede kindergarten.

While NEA's comments today revolve around the needs of Amer-
ica's children, it should be noted that the NEA suppprta the con-
cept of care for other family members such as elderly relatives as
well. It is well known that our population is aging and that women,
the traditional caretakers of the elderly and infirm members of our
extended families, are continuing to enter the work force in greater
numbers. There is a vacuum of services which our society must ad-
dress. Extending the concept of dependent care to all members of
the family is our ultimate goal.

I am going to shorten some of my comments, but I am submit-
ting my total prepared statement for the record.

Chairman MILLER. It will be included in the record.
MS. GARY. OK.
The NEA has long supported quality universal child care for this

Nation's young. We fought hard for the passage of the Comprehen-
sive Child Development Act of 1971 and we have consistently sup-
ported Federal legislative initiatives which lend support to States
and localities to provide this most vital service to our Nation's
youth and families.

The appendices which you will find noted are our resolutions
coming out of our highest policymaking body this summer in Min-
neapolis.
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NEA believes the public school should he involved in the early
childhood education of children. We recognize that these early
formative years for a child are those on which the foundation for
the remainder of his or her academic achievement 'rest. It is, there-
fore, fitting that the leml public schools which are generally neigh-
borhood oriented be utilized for programs in child development,
child care, and special education.

The Federal Government has responsibility for prOviding incen-
tives and assistance to local school districts to develop programs
that utilize trained and certified personnel. These child care pro-
grams must be developed with strong parental involvement in con-
sidering youngsters' physical, intellectual, emotional, and social
needs. They must as well take into account the children's cultural
and ethnic backgrounds with great attention paid to the children's
family ties and values.

We believe that such programs must be readily accessible to
handicapped children.

Care for our youngest children is vital and so is the need for pre-
school and post-school care. Often these young students, who are
sometimes treated as adults. even though they are still youngsters,
must spend morning and evening hours alone and unsupervised,
better referred to as latchkey children. They are lonely and fre-
quently at risk.

Pre-school and post-school children should be part of a compre-
hensive plan that is developed for our chi'dren. NEA believes that
such programs should include the opportt, ity for children to par-
ticipate in study skill sessions, counseling and guidance, in addition
to recreational activities.

Many communities have developed school-based programs which
should be encouraged by all levels of government. Here I would
like to say, we talk about Federal, State, and local roles. I think
the Federal Government's role in all of this has to be to provide
models and incentives down to the State and local level. It is clear-
ly a partnership that will make all this work. There is no one pan-
acea for figuring out how we can help the child care problem, but
it has to be a partnership.

In addition, there should be a spv,ial focus on schools or commu-
nities with large numbers of single parents or where both parents
work outside the home. The House-approved School Facilities Child
Care Act calling for the utilization of unused school facilities for
after school care is a step in the right direction to providing badly
needed care for those chileren with working parents.

Utilizing otherwise unused public school buildings after hours,
during holidays, and dur.ng school vacations makes for sound
social and fiscal policy. We Lrge enactment of this legislation. I will
not go into filo cost of child care.

Availability of child care services is a major hindrance for par-
ents. Costs can often be prohibitive, especially for low-income fami-
lies. Clearly, private for-profit care must not be the only alterna-
tive for our Nation's families. Let me footnote this. Four years ago,
when I was Executive Director of the President's Advisory Commit-
tee for Women, that Committee put out the report, "Voices for
Women." We traveled all over this country and took testimony
from women. We went into the Indian community, the Hispanic
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community, every community across this Nation. That committee
made a recommendation 4 years ago. SometimesMartin Luther
King used to talk about the paralysis of analysis. There is definite-
ly a need for child care for low-income families.

Out of those hearings, there was talk about using the elderly to
provide services for young children. That was raised by Congress-
man. Coats as an alternative, because there are plenty of elderly
people looking for something to do. My experience in this day and
age with some of the elderly is they want to be as busy as the
young people and do not want dependent care for themselves.I came up with twoboth my grandparentsmy children's
grandparents did 14;4t want to take care of children. They wanted to
spend the twilight of their years traveling and doing things that
they had never done because they had children, so that obviously is
a problem. But for those folks who can find that kind of care, Listis one way to deal with it.

I am not going to go into Mr. Reagan's record. His record stands
for itself on child care, which is absolutely nil. I would like to point
out at this point that I monitor block grams and it is a very dan-
gerous piece of legislation in terms of how the funds are not target-ed for those purposes that it was laid out for. So I would say to youthat the block granting of title XX did not help at all.

In addition to supporting a comprehensive approach to child care
services based on the well-being and education it can help to bring
our youngsters, the NEA cites another more serious need for such
services. Studies have shown that child care services often have
proven effective in protecting children from physical, sexual, andemotic-:al abuse, as well as neglect by parents. This is corroborated
by a National Center on Child Abuse study showing that in morethan one-quarter of the 600,000 child abuse and neglect cases in
1980, abusive families had no relief from their child-rearing tasks
and that only 6 percent of those abused or neglected children re-ceived child care.

NEA strongly supports legislation which would establish and
fund programs aimed at eliminating abuse of children at all ages.We believe that legislation supportive of child care services would
be a positive step in helping to alleviate the growing problem ofchild abuse in the United States. At the same time, we recognizethat child care centers may not always be the safest harbors for
our children's health and well-being. The current scandals involv-ing sexual and physical abuse of children in centers in various
parts of the country prove that centers must have a set of stand-
ards which govern their structure and operation.

Ongoing parental involvement is a must as well. NEA sees a key
role for the Federal Government in helping States and localities to
establish a basic level of standards for privately and publicly sup-ported child care centers alike. We must work to ensure our young-ster's physical and emotional well-being.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, it is clear fromthis short overview that a comprehensive national policy on child
cue is long overdue. We at the NEA believe firmly that the Feder-al Government should play an important role in aiding States and
localities, as well as parents, in developing quality care programsthat are accessible to all families.
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the
National Education Association appreciates this opportunity to
present its views and recommendations on this important social

concern. NEA stands ready to work with you in pursuing the goal
of quality care for our children and for our family members in
need.

[Prepared statement of Warlene Gary follows:)

1
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PREPARED STMEMENT OF WARLENE GARY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS, NEA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

The National Education Association (NEA) representing 1.7

million of this nation's public school teachers, educational

support personnel, and higher education faculty in every state of

the Union -- is pleased to present its views on child care. We

command you, Mr. Chairman, and the Select Committeo on Children.

Youth, and Families, for sponsoring these hearings to gather

recommendations on the direction our nation should follow to

ensure solutions for this critical national need.

NEA recognizes the important contribution that a strong

foundation of early childhood education can mean for a yog

person's intellectual, physical, and emotional development during

the school years. This recognition L. reflected in our recently

released NEA Slue Ribbon Task Force on Educational Excellence

report 'An Open Letter to America On Schools, Students, and

Tomorrow,' which recommends that developmental education of

students should begin at the age of four and should preceed

kindergarten.

While NEA's comments today revolve around the needs of

America's children, it should be noted that NEA supports the

concept of care for other family members such as elderly

relatives as well. It it well known that our population is

aging, are that women, the traditional, caretakers of the elderly

and infirm members of our extended families, are continuing to

enter the workforce in greater numbc.s. There is a vacuum of

services which our society must address. Extending the concept
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of depindent ear* to all members of the family is our ultimate

goal.

NEA Support for chile Care Longstanding

The NEA has long supported quality, universal child care for

this nation's young. We fought hard for passage of the

Comprehensive Child Development Act of 1971, and have

consistently supported federal legislative initiatives yhich lend

support to states and localities to provide this most vital

service to our nation's youth and families.

The appendices, contain, NEA resolutions on the subject which

were passed by the 1984 Representative Assembly, NBA's highest

policy-making body. NBA's concern with quality child cars

includes pre-school youngsters and latchkey children -- those

school age youngsters who are left alone before and after school.

Why the Need for Child Care

Statistically, the case for child care has been made

repeatedly over the years. A few figures highlight the need for a

comprehensive solution to the problem.

Today, nearly 7 million children 13 years of age or

younger, more than one in six - may be going without

adult supervision for part of the day;

Many of these youngsters live in one-parent families where

the parent works;

Often these children live in housholds headed by a single

female whre they are more likely to live in poverty than

are those in two-parent families;

By 1990 --
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the U.S. will have roughly 23 million children under the

age of 6, and 29 malion aged 6 through 13i

about half of preschool children and nearly 60 percent of

school-aged children will have mothers in the workforce;

more than 4 million children than at present will need

full-time child care.

Early Childhood Needs

NBA believes the public schools should be involved in the

early childhood education of children. Me recognise that these

early formative years for a child are those on which the

foundation for the remainder of his or her academic achievement

rests. It is therefore fitting that the local public schools

which are generally neighborhood-oriented be utilised for

programs in child development, chili: care, and special education.

The federal government has responsibility for providing

incentives and assistance to local school districts to develop

programs that utilise trained and certified personnel.

These child care progress aust be developed with strong

parental involvement, and considering youngsters' physical,

intellectual, emotional and social needs. They must as well take

into account the children's cultural and ethnic backgrounds with

great attention paid to the children's family ties and values.

An6 we believe that such programs aunt be readily accessible to

hanolcapped children.

School-Age Children Need Care Too

Care for our youngest children is vital, and so is the need

for pre- and post-school care. Often these young students -- WA,
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are sometimes treated as adults even though they are still

younysters -- must spend morning and evening hours alone and

unsupervised. Euphemistically refered to as latchkey children,

they are lonely, and frequently at riak.. Pre and post-school

care should be part of comprehensive plan that is developed for

our children. KEA believes that such programs should include the

opportunity for children to participate in study-skill sessions

and counseling and guidance, in addition to recreational

activities. Many communities have developed school-based

programs which should be encouraged by all levels of government.

In addition, there should be a special fetus on schools or

communities with large numbers of single parents and where both

parents work outside the home. The House - approved School

Facilities Child Care Act, calling for the Ltilization of unused

school facilities for after school care, is a step in the right

direction to providing badly needed care for those children with

working parents. Utilising otherwise unused public school

buildings after hours, during holidays, and during school

vacations makes for sound social and fiscal policy. We urge

enactment of this legislation.

Child Care Costs High

The costs to parents of our current and inadequate patchwork

quilt of child care services according to figures compiled by the

Children's Defense Fund this year, are high,

* The average cost for infants taken care of in groups or

centers is between $3,000 and $5,000 per year

For children between the ages of 3-5, average cost of
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group care is between $2,200 and $3,200 per year

4 Carl for school age children runs on the average of

between $10 and $50 weekly.

Availability of child care services iS a major hindrance for

parents and costs can often be more prohibitive, especially for
lower - incase families. Clearly private, for- profit care must not

be the only alternative for our nation's families.

Leadership at the national level is critical to meet this

unmet challenge. Although we have
seen encouraging signs from the

Congress, including the creation of this very Committee, the

massage coming firs the White Souse since 1981 can only be read

as most discouraging. President Reagan, as head of an

Administration which calls itself pro-family, has nonetheless

presented no new federal inititiatives
for child care services- -

which would in fact aid millions-of
families. Rather, the Reagan

Administration has done harm to the one program at the federal

level - Title XX Social Services "rogram - which has helped

literally millions of families over the years.

The Reagan Administration in FT '82 proposed placing Title

XX into a block grant and cutting its funding by more than 20

percent. In addition, the block grant eliminated the federal

requirement that $200 million in Title XX funds be set aside for

states to spend for child care alona. The block grant also

dropped the requirement that states supply $1 for every $3 in

federal Title XX money received.
The Administration attempted to

slash funding f4r Title XX in the ensuing years as well,

fortunately without success.
!forever, initial cuts wide in the
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program in 1981 pared away enough funding so that by 1! '85,

Title XX funds remain at $600 million below what they would have

been had no scalpel been applied to the program at the beginning

of tne Reagan Administration.

Child Care A Health - Perhaps a Life-Saver At Will

In addition to supporting a comprehensive approach to child

care services based on the well-being and education it can help

bring to our youngsters, the NEA cites another more serious need

for such services. Studies have shown that child care services

often have proven effective in protecting children from physical,

sexual, and emotional abuse, as well as neglect by parents. This

is corroborated by a National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect

study showing that in more than one quarter of the 600,000 child

abuse and neglect cases reported in 1980, abusive faail:es had no

relief from their childrearing tasks, and that only 6 pernent of

those abused or neglected children received child care. NEA

strongly supports legislation which would establish and fund

programs aimed at eliminating abuse of children of all ages. We

believe that legislation supportive of child care services would

be a positive step in helping to alleviate the growing problem of

child abuse in the U.S.

At the same time we recognize that child care centers may not

always be the safest harbors fOr our children's health and well-

being. The current scandals involving sexual and physical abuse

of children in centers in various parts of the country prove that

centers must have a minimum set of standards which govern

theirstructure and operation. Ongoing parental involvement is a
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must as well. NSA sees a key role for the federal government in

helping states and localities to establish * basic level of

standards for private and publically-supported child care centers

alike. Me must work to ensure our youngsters' physical and

emotional well- being.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is clear from

this short overview that & ccaprehannive national policy on child

care is long overdo*. Ye at the MIA believe firmly that the

federal government should play an important role in aiding states

and localities, as well as parents, in developing quality care

programs that are accessible to all families.

Funding Child Care Services

NEA stands solidly in favor of all three levels of government

working together with local communities to provide needed child

care services to families regardless of income.

A report prepared this year by the Souae Subcommittee on

Elementery, Secondary, and Vocational Education of the Committee

on Education and Labor showed that 50 to 80 percent of parents

would use child care options if they were available. The report

also cited the fact that funding sources for child care at the

state and local levels have been drying Li! in the past three

years.

For example, in New York State, up to 12,000 children were

eliminated from :And care oecause of the lack of public funds

between 1981 and 1983. In Illinois, some 10,000 children have

been cut from such ',Ado*.
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Clearly, the states and localities cannot do it alone, in

particular during this period when federal cutbacks in a myriad

of programs are adversely affecting status and localities'

ability to deliver a decent level of services. 'A Children's

Defense Budget,' prepared by the Children's Defense Fund in 1984,

showed that since 1981, 24 states have slashed funds for training

child care workers, 33 have lowered standards for the federal

child care program under Title EE, and 32 have reduced the n-.. r

of child care staff.

:here is a role for the federal government and ye believe it

extends beyond the single largest federal expenditure in this

area, the dependent care tax credit, used now by same 5 million

families. While we support this credit, we believe that it must

be increased to help those families at the low end of the

economic ladder where needs are the greatest.

Conclusion

In closing, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the

National Education Association appreciates this opportunity to

present its views and recommendations on this important social

concern. NEA stands ready to work with you in pursuing the goal

of quality care for our children and our family members in need.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Kowash.

EfATEMENT OF ROBERT KOWASH, EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARN-
ING CENTERS, INC.; MEMBER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
CHILD CARE MANAGEMENT

Mr. KOWASH. Mr. Chairman, membeta of the committee, ladies
and gentlemen, I im testifying this morning on behalf of the Na-
tional Association For Child Care Management. As a brief overview,
the National Assoc iation of Child Care Management, or NACCM, is
comprised of the private and proprietary providers of center-based
care. There are over 300 NACCM members, and they range in size
from one child care center that is owned and operated by a single
individual, to the major conglomerates that operate hundreds of
centers nationwide, as well as companies whose own perceptives
have generated such innovative services as nonprofit crisis nurser-
ies and networks of family day care.

Each member is in the business of providing quality licensed
child care for America's children. Much of what was said by the
NEA representative, we also stand for and we want to suggest also
that we feel that the Federal role is to help State 3 and local com-
munities to provide the best possible quality care for our children.I want to deviate just a little bit from our prepared text and per-haps give you an idea of how we see child care forming in the
United States. I have been with the ECLC learning centers for over15 years and the problem of child care has become very complex. I
visualize it and try to understand it in the role of today's American
woman. Today's woman is contributing and playing a vital part in
America's society.

We have talked about having grandparents watching children,but as Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Hutchinson have suggested, as
grandparents, they have a vital role to contribute to society. I also
thought that what would we do if astronaut Ride and astronaut
Resnick had children, should they be home watching their children
or should they be riding in space?

I think that the mobility of women today has changed the child
care needs. No longer is grandmother or aunt around the corner.
The daughter may be 300, 500, 1,000 miles away and has to rely
completely on good child care facilities to provide the care for thatchild.

With ECLC learning centers, we have changed from a nursery-
school concept to a total child care development program. We are
working with employers that are seeking good child care for their
employees; we are working with low-income families who need
child care, just as well as the middle class and above; and we have
professionals that really try to find child care positionsI think it
was referred to as "units" at one time. I think in many of the Gov-
ernment agency brochures, they discuss it as "slots," so I don'tknow, units, slots or placements or what-have-you. Women today
are calling before their children are even born to see that their
child has a place in the various centers.

So I think today that we have a totally different picture of child
care than we had even 15 years ago. I never dreamed of the day
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that I would see father unemployed and the mother working to
keep the family because the father lost his job. So we have a lot of
two-parent families that are working today because of need. We
have many single-parent families that have to be working because
of a runaway father or a deceased parent or what-have-you. So if
we can understand child care today in a complex society that we
have, I think that we can get a better grip on what the Federal
role should be with this problem.

I want to commend the committee for tackling such a complex
problem. There isn't a panacea. There isn't one solution for the
entire problem. There are many needs and the many needs are as
diversified as our Nation.

We had talked about private centers and I think parents have a
right to send their children to private centers. They have a right to
send them to parochial centers. They have a right to send them to
profit, to nonprofit, to public schools and to private schools, but I
think that our Federal role must ensure one thing. And as I have
indicated, the changes that have occurred in the last 15 years,
there is one that has not changed, and that is to ensure the health
and the safety and the welfare of that child.

The NACCM wants to suggest three very important items that
we would like to have you consider for the record. We would like to
recommend that serious consideration be given to Federal incen-
tives to ensure that all faciliies that care for children in groups
are licensed. We support State licensing and adequate funding to
monitor and enforce licensing standards. Without enforcement of
licensing standards, we are perpetuating a disservice to America's
children. Importantly, licensure protects, or at least provides mini-
mum standards for the health and safety of children in group care.

Second, we feel that the child care tax credit and the dependent
care assistance plans are two effective examples that can encour-
age tha work force participation, stimulate worker productivity and
support the private sector initiatives to meet the child care needs
of America's working families.

We strongly support Congressman Conable's proposal to target
the greatest dependent care tax credit benefit to those families in
need by increasing the credit to 50 percent for taxpayers with in-
comes with less than $10,000. We also eroourage you to provide
some kind of employer tax credit. ECLC learning centers, which i
have directed, for the past 15 years, has worked very, very closely
with many industries, businesses, companies, hospitals, and so
forth and I would assure you that if there isn't some incentive for
employers, they are not going to provide child care benefits for
their employees.

So we do feel that the dependent care assistance plan can be an
asset for employees that are out there in the companies and busi-
nesses that have a high incidence of women employees.

Finally, we believe that the appropriate foundation for child care
is in place. To improve the overall child care opportunities for the
future, we need to focus our efforts on refining the programs that
we already have in place. I don't think we need new packages. We
need to refine those programs that have been successful for us.

We have talked about Head Start Programs and I would concur
with Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Hutchinson that Head Start really put
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child care on the map, but it didn't go far enough. I am not propos-ing any changes in the Head Start Program, but the child care pro-gram itself gave us an idea of what can be done with the youngminds of our children of America. I really feel that if the FederalGovernment wants to play a strategic role in this critical problemthat everyone knows is ahead of us, then we feel strongly about li-censing standards in all of these centers that receive Federal subsi-dies. We also feel that the dependent tax credit, as CongressmanConable has recon' nended be set in place and provide some type ofemployer incentive tax credit to provide child care for their em-ployees.
I thank you for your time and, again, I appreciate you tacklingsuch a very complex problem that we have out there in society.Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Robert Kowash follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT KOWASH, EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTERS, INC.

The National Association for Child Care Management (NACCM) is

pleased to testify before the Select Committee on Children,

Youth and Families today: We commend the Committee for

providing this critical opportunity to address in a global

sense policymaking for child care services in America.

Child care needs in the U.S. today do not even remotely

resemble the needs of just 20 years ago. In the past, child

care initiatives in our country have been represented by

sporadic attempts to address temporary, event-specific needs

for child care. Recently, however, the U.S. has experienced

profound changes in the contemporary family with all indi-

cations that this trend will continue. For the first time in

history, unprecedented numbers of.parents are currently

working or seeking employment. As a result, two-paycheck

families have become the rule rather than the exception, with

statistics indicating that, in 1982, fifty percent of all

wives were employed or seeking work outside the home.

Additionally, 60% of all women in the workforce have children,

and one out of every nine working mothers is the sole
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supporter of the family. This increase of women in the

workforce brings new challenges and new levels of interest and

concerns to the home and workplace. Even though families have

decreased in size over the past decade, six million children

under the age of 6 have mothers in the workforce. Thus,

quality work-related child care is recognized by employees and

employers as an important aspect of family and work life.

The child care that we are focusing on today ws not required

in the past. In the 1960's, children of lower to misIdle

incomes were in half-day enrichment programs called nursery

schools. Fifty percent of the licensed child care spaces now

provided were unavailable because the child care business, as

we know it, did not yet exist. Today, in 1984, we see for-

profit child care companies as the fastest growing, most need-

driven aspect of child care. The resources are available to

address a wider segment of families with different income

levels if several specific discriminatory aspects of child

care policy are addressed by Congress.

As part of our comments, we would like to clarify who we are

and what our members do. The National Association for Child

':are Management (NACCM) represents the private, proprietary

providers of center-based child care. The 300 NACCM member

child care companies range in size from one child care center

that is owned and operated by a single individual to major

companies that operate hundreds of centers nationwide, as well
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as companies whose own perspectives have generated such

innovative services as non-profit crisis nurseries and net-

works of family day care homes. Our companies also provide

leadership in joint partnerships to provide child care as an

employee benefit to businesses, hospitals, and corporations.

As an industry, for-profit child care centers employ over one-'

quarter of a million individuals. Each member is in the

business of providing quality, licensed child care for

America's children. NACCM members'

are designed and built to provide a

environment for young children, are

facilities, most of which

safe and stimulating

located where young

families who provide the basis of the nation's employment

force have chosen to live. These centers care for infants,

toddlers, preschoolers and school-aged children by providing

corporately devised curricula tihd programming to enhance the

educational and social development of young children

individually and within groups. Based orta survey of our

membership, the average licensed capacity for a NACCM

center is 94 children. All of our members enroll children

between the ages

before and after

of 3 and 5 years; 70% of the centers provide

school care, and over 60% offer care for

children under 2 years of age.

Our members' revenues depend primarily on parents for tuition

fees; however, NACCM member centers include enrollments

subsidized by government sources from 0 to 75%. With the

diversity described above, our members possess four basic,
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uniform characteristics. They are organized on a for-profit

basis, pay taxes at the local, state and federal levels, are

licensed by the states in which they operate, and are

committed to the provision of quality child care services.

As an association, NACCM supports state licensing and adequate

funding to monitor and enforce licensing standards. Without

enforcement of licensing standards, we are perpetuating a

disservice to America's children, parents and child care

providers. Importantly, licensure protects or at least

provides minimum standards for the health and safety of

children in group chile care. We recommend that serious

consideration be given to federal incentives to ensure that

all facilities that care for children in groups are licensed.

This it not to say that requirements should be uniform for all

types of care, but all states should be responsible for

developing appropriate regulations, given their geographic

location and specific needs. In our opinion, it is

irresponsible for states to focus their legislative and

regulatory efforts solely on private facilities, most of which

-regardless of for-profit or non-profit status - have been

built to care for children, while exempting operations that

are utilizing marginally useable space which has been

minimally adapted to child care needs in buildings constructed

for other purposes such as YMCA's, YWCA's, churches, etc. The

children in these facilities require the same services and

have no different needs from children being cared for in
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private centers. If you believe, as we do, that state

regulations have been developed with the best interests of

children being considered, all facilities that care for

children should be licensed.

Related to this issue is the current trend toward registration

of day care home facilities. Registration is a spurious

attempt to assure parents that the home environment has been

safeguarded for children. If some type of health and safety

standard is not mandatory and enforced, we mislead parents and

endanger children's welfare. Even in the beat of circum-

stances, a home transformed into a group child care setting

during the day fails to meet the quality of child care centers-

specifically designed to provide an environment for children.

We would recommend that federal dollars - be they Child Care

Food Program, Social Services Block Grant or Dependent Care

Tax Credit - be utilized only in regulated facilities and that

state regulations be extended to all formal and informal

settings, regardless of location or affiliation. We realize

that extended state licensure requires additional dollars.

However, we see opportunities for allocation of additional

money to the Social Services Block Grant which we would

recommend be earmarked for reimbursement to providers for

expanded day care services, as well as financing the

additional monitoring of those facilities previously exempt

from licensing. Rather than using Social Services Block Grant

monies to fund research programs, why not, if the need is so
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critical, limit the use of monies to purchase additional

quality care in licensed facilities. While we all know of

particular child care programs with long waiting lists, our

industry data indicates that average ocz..-pdncy rates across

the for-profit sector range from 70 to 75%. We have no reason

to believe it wnuld be any different in non-profit facilities

across the country. From these occupancy rates, we can

project that probably half a million children in need of

subsidized service could be served tomorrow in existing

facilities. Using Social Services Block Grant funds to take

advantage of the licensed spaces currently available seems

like the most immediate and appropriate use of any additional

federal support.

An incentive for increasing for-profit participation in the

Social Services Block Grant would certainly be elimination of

prohibitions and discriminatory legislative requirements. For

example, in at least two states, Georgia and New York, for-

profit entities are specifically excluded from SSBG partic-

ipation. This is a clear impediment to serving ellgible,needy

children in these states.

Additionally, the structure of the Child Care Food Prugram

(CCFP) as currently mandated limits CCFP assistance to for-

profit centers to those centers that meet specified enrollment

requirements. While limiting for-profit centers'

participation to those whose monthly enrollments consf.st of at
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least 25% Title XX beneficiaries, the CCFP reimbursement is

guaranteed to participating non-profit centers regardless of

the number of Title XX beneficiaries enrolled. This different

treatment for for-profit and non-profit providers is not only

discriminatory, but represents a disservice to parents,

children and providers. Families do not select ciald care

services by virtue of their tax structure. There are a host

of qualifications on which parents base selection of

appropriate child care arrangements, but corporate tax

structure has certainly never been among them. This "25%

rule" results in funding needy and non-needy children in Title

XX contracting centers, while leaving other needy children

ineligible because they are not congregated in "le Title XX

child care center. If the need to focus additional services

to lower income children is so acute, it appears the time has

come to strengthen the CCFP traditional emphasis on needy

children. By allowing CCFP money to follow the child in any

licensed facility, regardless of its structure, the program

would ensure that CCFP monies would be targeted to food

services for needy children. Although the recordkeeping and

reporting responsibilities would increase, NACCM members would

be willing to accept that burden if they could be assured that

more children with the greatest need had the opportunity to

benefit from the CCFP in whatever licensed facility the parent

chooses.
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Discrimination and use of federal dollars for child care

services also relates to another growing element of activity -

that of information and referral systems. NACCM strongly

recommends in the best interest of children, parents and

providers, that all referrals be limited to licensEd

facilities that meet app3icable local and state standards.

The intended purpose of referral systems is to provide local

options for parents seeking child care, not to favor day care

homes over center-based child care as appears to be the case

in a number of locales. Day care homes are recognized as

businesses and should be organized as businesses with at least

a business phone and a business number. This one organ-

izational tool would allow day care homes a free listing in

the telephone Yellow Pages, thus their services would be

accessible through the same source as everyone elses. Federal

efforts and limited federal dollars could certainly be better

utilized with more direct impact on children needing quality

child care arrangements. Why spend valuable federal resources

on services that benefit only a few select neighborhoods when

there are several options to benefit larger numbers of

children?

The child care tax credit and dependent care assistance plans

are two examples of extremely effective economic measures that

encourage workforce participation, stimulate worker

productivity and support private sector initiatives to meet

the child care needs of America's working families. NACCM
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wholeheartedly supported Congressman Conable's proposal to

target the greatest dependent care tax credit benefit to those

families most in need by increasing the credit to 50% for

taxpayers with incomes less that $10,000.

Furthermore, NACCM supports the concept of refundability, but

evidence that refundability is truly a positive means to

assist those most in need has been discouraging. We recognize

that Congressional responsibility to ensure economic stability

and lower deficits restrained activity in this area. With

that in mind, NACCM considers the status quo of the dependent

care tax credit as more acceptable than the proposed

alternatives.

Another important aspect of child care in NACCM's opinion is

employer related child care through Dependent Care Assistance

Plans (DCAP). Although this is clearly an area where there

has been limited action to date, all indications show promise

for the near future. Given the fact that several aspects of

Dependent Care Assistance Plans need further clarification,

NACCM considers Dependent Care Assistance Plan initiatives to

be thoughtful and substantial. NECCM supports legislative and

regulatory initiatives that provide expanded opportunities for

employees to have a choice of benefits that satisfy diverse

needs, without burdening the employer with complicated

procedures which may drive them away from flexible benefits.

At this point, current law and plans to refine and clearly
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define acceptable corporate procedures may be sufficient

incentives for employers. Many organizations may now prefer

to be guided primarily by their unique management agenda and

needs of their particular employees rather than further

initiatives from the federal government. Employer related

child care has the potential to support vast numbers of

working parents regardless of their level of compensation.

However, to make Dependent Care Assistance Plans a reality, we

must continue efforts to educate the business community to the

wide range of options available to offer working parents some

type of child care benefit. The child care benefit is

perceived by many to be unique from traditional benefits.

However, the only substantial difference between child care

and traditional benefits such as health care is the fact that

c'aild care addresses employees' needs more directly than any

other benefit and most employer related child care programs

offer employers more opportunities for direct management of

benefit costs.

HACCM believes the appropriate foundation for child care in

America is in place. To improve the overall child care

opportuncies for the future, we need to focus our efforts on

refining programs that may have been drafted to accommodate a

very different population, and building on the more recent

initiatives to encourage their growth. There is no one

solution that will satisfy the child care needs of today's
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complex society. NACCM strongly believes that partnerships

among all providers of child care - private, public, non-

profit and for-profit - as well as adjustments to make child

care programs like the CCFP more equitable, will maximize the

existing child care services available and stimulate the

marketplace to grow in response to the specific needs.

In closing, we would like to reinforce NACCM's position that

the use of any additional federal dollars would be most

effective for the purchase of child care services in existing

licensed facilities.

NACCM welcomes your consideration of our comments and

appreciates the opportunity to share the perspective of the

private, proprietary child care companies.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Aronson.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN S. ARONSON, M.D., CHAIR, PENNSYLVANIA
CHAPTER, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Dr. ARONSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee and
guests, I am Susan Aronson? the chairMan of the PennsYlvailia
Chanter of the American Academy of Pediatrics and a consultant
on day care to the Early Childhood Adoption aridDependent CareCommittee of the national organization of the American Academy,
of Pediatrics. I appear before you today as,the spokesperson for the
Academy.

Although I could express my views as ail. advocate for ;children
about some of the child development and economic issues I have
heard discussed here by the panel today, I. am going ,to focus on
those areas where the academy has a unique' opperttinity; to pro-
.vide input to you, on the areas of special health 'eone'ern. ;There are three major health concerns that I Will address. I have
submitted written testimony which 0 understand 4rilrappear, inAhe
record and I will be summarizing soine, of the poiiits_Of that testi7,
MOny. Please refer to my written testimony for further detail. , ,The three areas or major health concern I plan 'to &pis are:first, the significant health implications of day care program use
for children; second, the need for a national reference standard On
health, safety and sanitation, and third the role that pediatricians
can play in relation to day care ftrograin use.

First, there are three significant health implications of day care
to consider: injuries, infections and assuring that the individual
health needs of children who are using day care programs are ad-
dressed. About the risk of injury in day care: We lack adequate
data. There is no surveillance system to study the extent to which
injuries are occurring in day care programs.

To try to get a sense of the problem, I did an assessment of theclaims data submitted over a one year period to an insurance com-
pany which provided policies for day care programs covering over
14,000 children. In looking at these data, I found that first, two-thirds of the injuries that required medical care, and therefore,
were reported as an insurance claim, occured on the plaYground.Of those injuries that were reported, the most significant injuries
which resulted in the most severe injuries were associated with the
use of climbing equipment on the playground. Now, we know that
many day care programs use facilities which had prior use asschools or were designed as facilities for older children. Quite com-monly, the equipment which is turned over to day care programsin these facilities, or which day care programs may even purchase,
is not suitable to the age group served. There is clearly a need for
modifying the playground equipment and environments where chil-
dren receive care to reduce identifiable injitry hazards.

Next to climbers, the items associated with injury were slides
and other playground equipment and certain features of doors andfloors found in day care programs. Clearly, those areas which arecommonly found to be high-injury areas should require increased
supervision. Outdoor play time should not be break time for adult
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caregivers, and yet it is understandable that after the intense re-
sponsibility of caring for children in the indoor environment,, the
outdoors can be seen as a time to let children loose to run off some
steam. Yet, it is a place where vigilence and education of children
about safe ways to play is as important as lessons taught in the
classroom.

We need training of day care staff. Child care is not a common
, mother-knows-best kind of professional role;There is a lot.of

common sense in it, but 'physicians'knoviIhst we have it'eaupile-
ment common sense with education to help parefittfleitinAew'
safeguard their children. We have to teach pareziti,abOnpliaii:*
avoid risks and to recognize things that could .pOtentiallijprOdnq
illness for their children. It should come as no, surprise,thiViiiiik!
givers who do supplement parental cars'iprofestnonal0We44,We need technical assistance to help_ child care _prOgirains whiCh,7
once they recognize they have problems,, seek sOlutiong:for thidee
problems. Solutions are not instantaneously available to :uitna,11P44:,

underfmanced and often marginally 'managed Prograniar,',
The next area that I mentioned was that of itifectiouadiseases.-

know that you have received written testimony from
terholm, who is chairman of the SympoidumOn InfeCtictii-Disiiiiii
in Day Care, a symposium in which Lahared'the role aliPbuiiing
committee member.

I want to highlight a couple points about infeCtions, but refer you
for details to Dr. Osterholm's testimony. First, day care lit not
dirty. It is not a place where children come to,get sick and,,iiifait
it may actually be, health -promoting in some instiikes. Chil
who use day care facilities are, on the whole,, better ithinkiied
than children who receive care in their owli,hoinee:Data froni the
National Health Survey shows that improved immunization statilii,
is clearly a benefit of day-care participation. ,

From what limited studies we have, there 'Seems to be ,no
creased burden of respiratory disease far children C./110 day
care, despite the implications to the contrary inarticles such aktha
one carried in Newsweek last week. As a grOuri,, kids who are in
day care from infancy to age 5 do not get more colds than children'
cared for at home. Although there is a shift of respiratoii illness
younger ages among day care users, the research, datit shoWliy lie
5, both groups have had the same number of common respiratory,
illness. Young children have frequent, respiratory infections, inr the
range of six to eight per year, whether they.are at home or
er they are receiving care in a day care prograni.

The story is different for gastrointestinal disease,, that -ar
rhea and vomiting. There may be more than twice the incidence of
gastrointestinal disease among children who use day care'faCilities
where careful handwashing practices are not &Bowed. We big*,
that the increased incidence of diarrhea and vomiting

followed.,
be con-

trolled by the simple practice of adequate handwashing before feed:
ing or food handling and after handling of fecal material* diaper!.
ing or toileting. Since adequate handwashing is not well practiced
by the general public, it should come as no surprise that ,day care
workers may not be doing that important job adequately and may
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need help in understanding the significance of the procedure to
prevention of infection.

Think honestly to yourself how many of .you; or your frmily
members, are careful about washing your hands- after toileting,
before eating or handling food. Thank about this the next time you.
put your hands anywhere near your oral surfaces to innoculate
yourself with whatever you have touched di have Contacted with
your hands. We really need to help everyone understand, why..
handwashing is important

7 I'.
There arw some specific infectious disease problems in, day care

which have public health implibations. Hepatitis A; and liemophi-
his influenza type b, are of concern for example. They are special.
disease problems with management solutions in day care. that need.
to be used.

Many physicians are aware of an appatent increased use of phy-
sician services by parents whate children are in- day,c,are; but this
is not becauie 'Children in day rare are sick more often. I anvil
practicing pediatrician and I 'caetell yciii that my Phone 'rings
busily at the hours between 5 and 7 weeknights and alt- Sunday
evening, getting- calls from parents who are concerned that their
children may not be well enough to be allowed to attend their day
care programs the next day so that the parerits can go -to Avork:-
Parents who use day care call and bring

'relatively
children more often

to physicians when their children have relatively Mirior illnesses
because they want them made well ,enough not to excluded by
the day care programs who are trying to protect the other children
from being in contact with children: The numbers of visits to
physicians tend to make those children appear to bi more ill than
they really are. ,

There 'are certain needed actions, 'for prevention and manage-
ment of infectious diseases. First, we need a national standard on
health, safety, and sanitation for States, day care agencies and in-
formed parents to use. We need inspection of day care programs
without exception. There is nothing about being run by a,religious
facility or having nonprofit status that in any way protects a pro-
gram from incurring safety, sanitation risks. Inspection by trained
personnel is needed to identify and suggest ways to reduce health
and safety risks. Parents simply cannot do this job. It is true that
parents are the first line of deferise in. terms of observing for qual-
ity in day care, but parents often do not recognize specific, hazards.
We have to teach them what to look for and have qualified per-sonnnel who inspect also. We are asking a lot of young parents
who are managing jobs, managing their own and their children's
lives and their marriages to also be the monitors of day care facili-ties.

We need State sanitation codes special to day care. Right now,
across this country, what sanitation codes exist are not usually ap-
propriate for day care or even children's environments. If any code
is used, is is often one designed for use in restaurants or boarding
homes. In the State of Pennsylvania, there is no sanitation code
that is used as a basis for inspection of day care facilities and no
inspection is routinely done by a health professional or sanitarian.
There simply isn't enough manpower and nobody is doing it.
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We need surveillance; reporting and standards for sick Care!for
children. We need to have day care personnel, develop site-by-site .

health policies with the helpof improVed interaction ,betsiteea day-
care professionals and health, professionals,,, from_ both thecptiblica
and the private- sectors We need training; technical assistance and

researchto help- day care staff do a good.jobin'this
Now, I will address the area of individual health needs,

dren. Daycare mustbiindividualized, even more for young chil-
dren than older children because'the young are very, vulnerable
and any special needs nuistAbe addressed _to:make sure, that they
can achieve thei potential., The" asthmatic child; the, child. with de-
velopmental 'delays, or the child-mho has a, nutrition, hearing or
vision problem must have planning "which .is,appropriate to Jliat
child's needs.

Sick child care planning *something which I mentioned before.
With six to eight respiratory infections' a year on average, parents
need to be helped to plan, for alternative care, for theirttchadien as
an inevitable need. We need to Make sure that WhatiCare we tolin:
for sick children is not inapprOpriate to the 'child's needs, -that is
not simply addressed to the adult's need to go to 'ma.

Children should not be punished When they are iirby ling sent;

to be cared for by someone whom they do not kite* ui a ettaiige;;t
environment or left alone to care 'for theinselves. Yet thisis often
done because there is, no alternative for then' t!ireceive C-arehy
miliar caregiVers in a more,nuturant'fietting

Now I want to return 'to, a point Made earlier the`' need; tor a
national reference standard and traiiiing Of the inspectors to ad=
minister such a standard. Currently, States have vaguely-worded'
standards, often administered by people who have no exPertiSe

chealth, safety, sanitation issues. In general, State daY.'c'inaPe-
tors are well-rneaning; but simPly do not fiaie the traiiiiiiethatis
necessary to recognize health and safety risks and' **Oa'

. ,0:
changes to remove thoseriske.

There is no 'basis right now for health and safety iniiiniaix,ofthe
inspectors who inspect day tare fatilities, nor hasuaeilelf-uisPec-
tion by day care operators who might want and wh6 often' do want
to do a good job, but simply don't' blew what they shoidd lboking
for to make sure they 'avoid significant risks.

We need to have standards Setat at national level becautie there
simply is not enough eXpertisi to go around to do this on'a State'
by-State basis 50 tunes. Let lie assure you, as someone who -has,
participated in State day-care regulation development; it is-a long
and tedious process which requires education of all who are in,'
volved about the balance betweentisk management and the practi-'
cal necessities of running day care programs with what resources,
are available.

A national standard will have to be interpreted at-the State level
and a State and local educational process will have to emu, but we
must first develop the national reference standard which-defines
the technical issues for States to use to revise their licensing, and
inspection requirements. The technical information is currently
known to too few. Technology transfer requires the definition , of
the standard and resources to train people, that is people who will
do the training and money to pay for it. We will also need re-
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sources to upgrade the quality of child care programs to the level
of the standard by correcting those risk situations that are found.

The roles of pediatricians in day care are varied. At the very
front line, pediatricians have a role to counsel parents about alter-
native forms of day care that are available and how to match the
right kind of day care to the particular needs of each individual
child, and for some families, to counsel them that perhaps day care
is not appropriate at this time for their child.

Another role for pediatricians is to communicate with day. care
programs, with providers and parents, to serve as technical consult-
ants helping to interpret standards and recommendations and to be
involved as problem solvers when illness problems and safety prob-
lems occur; to help provide preservice and inservice training for
staff. Certainly, the CDA program is an excellent approach to im-
proving the quality of care, but there has not been enough health
professional involvement in the CDA program. At this time, the
criteria for the credential are vague in the health areas.

There is a role to be played by pediatricians in health policy de-
velopment at the local and also at the community social conscioUe-
level. As advocates for children pediatricians can promote the need
for adequate funding of child care programs.

Personally, I have been involved in day care program issues for
over 17 years, my interest began as for many others, with the birth
of my first child. As a parent, as a pediatrician, as a trainer of dt..y
care and licensing staff, and as a child and family advocate, my ex-
perience has shown me that day care is as varied as the individuals
who work in it and use it.

By and large, those involved in operating, licensing and .using
day care want good things for children. They struggle against in-
credible working conditions in underfinanced, understaffed, and
technically orphaned arrangements. Exceptions alarm us and move
us to long overdue action to support the network of day care serv-
ice which is in a fundan ental way supporting family life and this
Nation's economy.

Thank you for your focus on these issues. It is high time our
Nation invested in developing our most important resource by im-
proving the care of eur children.

[Prepared statement of Susan S. Aronson, M.D., follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUSAN S. ARONSON, M.D., F.A.A.P.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I as Susan S. Aronson, M.D., Chairman of the
Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and I as pleased to
appear before you today as a spokesperson for the Aoadimy. My testimony will focus

on three major areas: 1) significant health implications for children using day oars,
2) the need for a national reference standard on health, safety and sanitation in day
care programs, and 3) the role of the pediatrician in day care.

SIGNIFICANT HEALTH IMPLICATIONS FOR CHILDREN USING DAY CARE
r

It should mem as no surprise that there are health problems in struggling, under..
financed, yet highly needed child day care.programs. Reny of the health problems are

the SASS as those experienced by children cared for by their parents in their own

homes. Additionally, there are those health problems which result from the interact..

tion of children in groups. The three health problems of greatest significance are:

INJURIES, INFECTIONS, AND MEETING THE HEALTH NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN.

INJURIES

No national injury surveillance system exists for day oars analogous to the National
Safety Counoil's surveillance of school injuries Therefore, it i* difficult to

obtain reliable data on the incidence of injuries in the day oars setting. One

currently available data source is insurance claims. In 1981-82, Forrest T. Jones 4
Company, Inc. administered 533 accident insurance polioies for day oars programs
across the nation under a contract with the National Association for the Education of
Young Children. Some of the insured day care programs included many sites, in

1 states, while others were individual day care centers. Family day, are homes

were included as well, although interestingly enough, all 422 claims came from cen-

ters. In all, the policies covered 14,502 children at an annual premium of $2.75 per
child. Although the data are neither complete nor a statistically valid'eepresen-
tation of day care as a whole, they are the first avail'ble compilation of the status
of injuries in a large day care population.

When a geometric progression similar to that developed by the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission was applied to the claims data, products most frequently associated
with the most severe injuries were identified. The top six hazardous products are

climbers, slides, hand toys and blocks, other playground equipment, doors, and indoor

floor surfaces.

(Table 1]

Products Associated with Most Frequent. Most S Injuries

product 0 of injuries Sum of injury /severity ratings

Climbers 48 2,343

Slides 22 944

Hand toys, blocks 28 880

Other playground equipment 11 700

Doors 14 690
Indoor floor surface 12 660

Climbers not only had the highest sum of injury /severity ratings, their sum more than
twice outranked the sum of each of the next ranked products. For those injuries

where the location of the accident was specified, nearly two thirds occurred on the
playground.
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Five immediate implications emerge from these injury data:

1. Climbers and slides used in day care should be modified or eliminated to
reduce injury. In an extensive study, the U.S. Consume. Product Safety
Commission found climbers and slides to be aamrciated with a high frequency
of severe injury in the general child popelati.n. (Ref.: USCPSC;1017 The Commission recommended

a number of measures to reduce the hazar-
dous use of these pity structures:

- making the structures closer to the grouz4.

- mounting them over loose fill materials such as
pea gravel, pine bark orshredded tires,

- spacing them far enough away from other structures
and child traffic pat.terns to prevent collisions,

- covering sharp edges and exposed bolts,

- limiting numbers of children using the structures at one time, and

- teaching children how to ',Play Happy. Play Safely"
as suggested by the

program of the same name developed by the
U.S. Consumer Product Safety

Commission.

2. Activities associated with high injury
/severity rates, such as olimbing and

block building, require closer
supervision than activities with lower'injury/ ity ratings.

3. Certain architectural features of child care facilities like doors and
indoor floor surfaces need special attention to reduce risk of injury.

A. A systematic study of injury in day care programs should be undertaken as a wellplanned, prospective epidemiologic effort. The results of the study should be
used to inform day care personnel about

high risk areas and to develop preventive
strategies.

5. Tr' ling and resources to change hazardous conditions must be made available.

INFECTIONS

Why are children in day care settings so vulnerable to infectious disease? Day oareinvolves many close physical interactions
among children and adults: totleting,diapering, ralti -meal and snack service, shared object handling, affectionate

kissing, touching, lap sitting,
use of water tables and shared use of moist art

materials. All these aotivities provide excellent
transport routes for infectiousdisease agents. In addition, there is the normally
increased vulnerability of youngchildren to infectious disease

resulting from (a) lack of immunity from prior
experience with common agents and (b)

anatomical relationships of small structureslike the middle ear and the eustachian tube. In combination, the vulnerability andhabits of young children make them
hospitable hosts for infectious disease.

Considcrable public attention has been stimulated by articles in medical journals
about outbreaks of enteric infection

associated with day care programs.
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Unfortunately, these data about outbreaks of infection in day car, have been
inappropriately used to suggest that there is a greens increased risk of infection

to children in child day care. The risk of infection Can only be assessed by 'studies

of the incidence of infectious disease. Presently available research data are not

adequate to formulate conclusions on risk of infection in day care. To provide a

forum for an objective discussion on them issues, a symposium on *lineament and pre-
vention of infections in day care was convened in June, 19Ce by a oommitioe of infec-

tious disease experts and day care leaders, including myself. At the symposium, ove

500 day care professionals, health care professionals and public health experts
reviewed those situations where disease transmission may odour, as well as measurt

which prevent infectious disease in the day care setting. The Sysposium's Ciirsan,

Michael Osterholm, Ph.D. plans to present the findings of this Symposium to the

Select Committee.

Although focusing on a crisis - oriented outbreak distorts perceptions of the risk of

infectious disease, studies of outbreaks are helpful in devising control immures.
Recent studies of enteric disease problems in day care include report" of oommunity-

wide outbreaks of hepatitis A among adults which were traced to contact with infant

and toddler users of day care. (Ref.: Radler et al, 19823 Hepatitis A.outbreaks

are mast likely to occur in association with large centers it tle'e t; n'sore than 15

hours per day and in those sorting children under two years of ay. These outbreaks

can be halted by giving gamma globulin to all the children and staff it a'day care

center where a case has been found in a family or staff member of a day care Child.

Outbreaks of other enteric diseases which have been studied in day care include
diarrhea due to Shigella, Giardia, Rotovirus, Caspylobacter and Clostridium dif-

ficile. Most of these are organisms for which a small innoculua is required to cause

infection. Diarrheal outbreaks occur most commonly among children less than two

years of age. (Ref.: Pickering and Woodward, 1982; Kim et al, 19833 One of the

most affective measures to control dlarrheal outbreaks is the institution of

appropriate handwashing routines by children and staff. (Black, 19813

A such less common, but serious outbreak problem is reflected in reports of invasive

disease caused by Hesophilus influenzae type b among day carp populations. (Ref.:

Cranoff, 1980] Because HeeophIlus influenza type b infection is associated with
serious diseases (meningitis, epiglottitis and oellulitis,) eaoh case raises concern

for potential contacts. While it appears that the risk for secondary oases is less

for group-mates in day care than among household contains, it is still higher than

round in the general population. (Ref.: CDC. 1982) This concern has led to recom-

mendation of control measures to be used in dsy care contacts of children with infec-

tion caused by HesuphIlua influences type b.

A new vaccine has been demonstrated to be effective in reduction of invasive

Hemphilua influenza type b disease in children 18 months of age or older. When this

vaccine is licensed and marketed, its use may be routine for children in-day care;

Another control seasur being studied is the use of prophylactic antibiot.re
(refaspin) to eliminate carriage of H. influenza., type b for children less than four

years of age in a day care program where the disease has occurred. This use of

prophylactic antibiotics is currently considered controversial, awaiting additional

research data for final resolution. (Centers for Di Control, 1982, 19811 and

American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on Infectious Diseases, 1984I Because

rifampin is both expensive and difficult to obtain in pediatric dose form, con-
siderable effort is required to carry out a prophylactic regimen. Whether or not

rifampin is used, careful, reassuring instruction of parents and day etre staff about

the nature of the problem is required when an exposure has occurred. -
.6,
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Prevention of infectious diseases is a health benefit of day care attendance.
Nationally, children in day oare progress have higher levels of complete immunization
than children of the same age in the population as a whole. (Ref.: Hinman, Alan.19843 In Pennsylvania, a day care immunisation

program was associated with a rise in
the proportion of children with couplet. immunisation

from 63 percent to 95 percentin 1980-81. [Ref.: Lens, 19833

PAIVENTIOM AND HARACIOWNT OF INFECTIOUS mums IM DAY CARR

Needed actions fall into 5 areas: 1) changes in regulations and social poliny; 2)policies for day care operation; 3) needed interactions
between day care service pro-

viders and health professionals; 4) implications
for training and education; and 5)research. Detailed recommendations in each of these areas will be oontainod in the

findings of the Symposium previously aontioned.
However, some principles can bestated at this time.

1. Changes in Regulations and Social Policy: There is a great:need for the develop-
ment of a national standard to help states

draft and revise their own regulations
on prevention and management of infectious diseases in daycare. This standard
should be deve:oped with input from health experts, day oars professionals,
parents, and employers. The Academy stands reedy to partioipate in a working
co4lition to undertake this task. Sc.. of the areas which should be inoluded inthe standard are:

- mandatory immunization of children in day care,

- required on-site inspections of day care facilities by health experts with
technical assistance to correct any problems found,

- elimination of exemptions from requirements for
licensure where health issuesare involved,

- development of appropriate sanitation codes for day care to be implemented
state by state,

- development of surveillance and reporting systems,

- and developmeut of requirements for sick child care.

2. Policies for Day Care Operation:
Policies for the prevention and management of

infectious diseases in day care progress
must be developed 1Lcally, day care siteby site. These policies must balance the day care program's resources and

priorities with the knowledge of health risks and counter measures. The general
principles are the 3420 for all day care

programs but the details of how a day
care center or family day care hone will handle

admission, exolusion, medication
administration, management of children who become ill while in the program, noti-
fication of health authorities, eta.

must be individualized for each program.

3. Interactions between Day Care Service Providers and Health Personnel: Overall,there is a need for improved oommunications
among public health workers, day care

providers and primary health care providers. This swat include prompt notifica-
tion of public health authorities whenever

infectious disease problems occur in
children attending day care programs and prompt, helpful responses of public
health and primary health care providers

to day care providers when contacts are
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made. There should be advance planning at the local level to handle outbreaks

when they occur.

4. Implications for Training and Education: The information now available on the
prevention and management of infectious diseases in day care must be brought to

the attention of day care providers, publio health workers, health oars providers

and parents. What is know, must be disseminated so that the energy Any going
into dysfunctional anxiety about infection in day care can be put to construc-

tive, preventive action.

5. R h Directions: The natural history of illness in children Who are users

and non-users of day are needs to be studied to determine the extent of
increased risk, if any, from day care Program attendance. Specifio studies must

be designed to assess how family day care experience differs from that of
children using day care centers. R eh data is needed on special featuris of
the day care environment which say increase or decrease risks related to speolfic

infectious diseasei.

HEALTH NERDS OF INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN

The third and last area of significant health problema in day care is meeting health

needs of individual children. Pediatric practitioners share an advocacy role with

day care staff to promote wellness in individual children and to provide appropriate

management for illness.

Pediatricians use periodic health assessments to maintain surveillance for early
signs of correctable problems and to provide health promotion advice and services.
Despite pediatric advocacy, many children do not receive preventive care as fre-
quently as is appropriate to their age and developmental status. Data from the

1975-76 National Health Interview Survey indicated that 14 percent of children and

youth did not meet the AAP guidelines for routine care. (Ref.: Select Panel Wort,

Vol. III) Among the children from large families and among black children, about one

fifth did not see a physician frequently enough to receive adequate preventive care.

Some of these underserved children are in day care. Suitably informed and activated

by appropriate regulations, day care personnel can help connect these children with

pediatric cart. Day care involvement can also is/rove the quality of child health

care. Many day care workers are concerned about child development and are aware of

the interaction between physical health and developmental progress. They are

generally eager to reinforce to parents the importance of routine health supervision

visits, vision, hearing, anode and gro4th screening. By contributing their obser-

vations of the child's behavior to other aesesssent data being gathered by health
professionals, caregivers can help doctors shape more appropriate recommendations.

To be effective, communications between health providers and day care staff must be

two-way. The physician has important information about unique features of the

child's health to share with day care personnel. Day care staff have information

about the child's behavior on a day to day basis to share with the physiolan.

CARE OF SICK CHILDREN IN DAY CARE 1!"

How sick is too sick to be in day care? The answer to this question will differ from

one program to another, depending on the resources of the program and the needs of

children, staff and parents. Children experience a yearly ge of Silt to eight
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respiratory infections, while adults average four per year. Even with careful hand.
washing practices, day care programs can expect an average yearly incidence of one to
two gastrointestinal infeoticns per person for both children and adults. Non-
infectious illnesses occur less frequently, but predictably. It makes sense to plan
ahead for such situations.

Prior to each child's first entry into day care, the intake process should include a
discussion of program policies and parent plans for child illness. Usually, parents
will want to he with their child if the child is seriously ill, regardless of the
demands of other responsibilities. Parents need to inquire at work about their
employer's policies on use of sick days and personal leave. Can parents use sick
leave when their child is ill, but the parent is well? Is advance notice required
for taking personal days?

Most working parents will need an alternate day care provider to care for a child who
is tom ill to attend the day care program, but not so ill that the parent must stay
home from work to provide the child's care. Parents need to find a dependable adult
whom the child knows and likes, someone who can be comforting and reassuring when the
child does not feel well.

ley issues for the day care program to address in planning for child and staff
illness include: comaunioeSility of infections, staffing demands, medication 'Mi-
nistration, consideration of parent needs, recognition and management of the symptons
of illness, and the use of health professional advice.

Exclusion of ill children from day care is expensive. The day care program say not
be able to charge for days when the child is absent,

although the place most be main-tained. Parents suet find alternative care which is usually very costly, suffer loss
of pay or use limited benefits for absence from work. Employers lose productivity
for employees who are absent to care for ill children or who try to juggle management
of care for an ill child with work responsibilities

in makeshift arrangements. to
avoid loss of time from the job. If practices can be refined to reduce illness among
children attending day care, excluding ill children only when really necessary, money
will be saved.

Family day care hoses are often more flexible than centers about caring for ill
children. For children erwolled in day care centers, there are some sick oars and
on-the-send care programs eeing developed. However the need to avoid parental
absence from work should not result in placement of children in the care of strangers
when they are ill. When children do not feel well, they are most in need of the (Js-
fort of a familiar setting and nuturance from someone they know well. Pediatricians
strive to avoid hospitalization of children because of the potential for emotional
trauma this experience has for thee. Plans for sick care day care must address this
concern as well.

There is a need for the development of flex-benefits. by which
parents can more

readily take time OTT to care for their own children's illnesses. Use of sick leave
for sick child care should be more widely available.

Additionally, options need to
be developed for care of sick children in their own homes by familiar caregivers and
for supplemental staffing of child care programs to

permit mildly ill children to
remain in their usual child care setting.

THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL REFERENCE STANDARD FOR HEALTH, SAFETY, AND SANITATION

FOR THE GROUP CARE OF YOUNG CHILDREN
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Few statos have standards codes for health, safety and sanitation which were spe-
cifically designed to apply to facilities which care for young children. In many

instances, Wow* a code has been developed and is In use, it was designed for older
child or adult populations in settings such as schools, hospitals, hotels or boarding
homes. Many of those which were written for day oars application* are vague and not
enforceable. t

With the codes and requirements now in use, administrators and monitors who supervise
programs for young children struggle to interpret rexulatorY statements which do not
provide accurate, objective measures needed for Ocesisteat,applioation and adequate
erotection in children in day care. For *Sample, Nev Mexico's licensing standards
for day care say, "Grounds must be kept in a safe, sanitary and presentable

condition." (Ref.: "Licensing Rules, Regulations, and Standard! for Child Care
Facilities,. New Mexico Health and Social Services Department, Deceeber, 191$.) New
Jersey's say, "..., the Bureau shall also require the *eater to talc Whatever steps
are necessary to correct any conditions in the facility that may endanger in any way
the health, safety and well-being of the children served." [Ref.: "Manual or
Standards for Child Care Centers,. New Jersey Department of Rumen Services, January,
1981.) Providers oomplain and monitors Are uncomfortable about capricious applica-
tions which result from each individual's attempt to safeguard children using these
vaguely worded atatements. The majority of day cars providers and monitors have edu-
cation or social service training, most of which has little if any specific health
content. What they need are specific statements not now found in the majority of
state regulations. These could include, for example, statements like: 'Separate
surfaces shall be used for food handling and diapering or underclothing changes" or
"Staff shall wash their hands after each Instance or diapering or toileting, and
before any food handling."

In those states when technically competent inspectors regularly visit children's
programs, they are rarely required to look at features of the facility which are uni-
quely related to the care of young children, auch as toilet and diapering areas, bed
placement, and playground safety. Sanitarian usually confine their inspections to
the kitchen; fire inspectors do not look at playgrounds.

Caps In standards also exist in the general health area. For example, few state
licensing codes include appropriate requirements for health tare of staff and
children. Often sassing are health requirements for staff and requirements for com-
munication of information about the health status of children. Such information must
be required in sufficient detail to provide adequate planning data for children with
special needs, and information needed to determine that a child's special demands
will not drain the resources of the program below the level required to provide ade-
quate care for the other children in the group.

In 1976, the federal government undertook a atudy of the appropriateness of require-
ments which applied to day care programs usi,g federal funds. The original intent
was to revise the then existing standarda (The Federal Interagency Day Care
Requirements, FIDCR) and to promulgate a new coda. The effort ultimately resulted in
congressional action to halt the application of all federal day care standards,
leaving regulation of day care entirely to states. Even though the federal standards
only applied to those programs which were federally funded, tie federal standards had
spi/loier effect on requirements for all day care.

As a part of the FIDCR study, a concept paper MSS commissioned from Susan Aronson,
M.D. on health and safety issues in day care by the U.S. Department of Health and
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Human Services. Co-authored by Peggy Pizzo and Susan vanson, the paper included a
review of health and safety risks then known to exist in day care and proposed reie -
dies via regulation, training informational services and research. Regulation state-
ments were suggested. Since 1976, training has become less available because of
decreased funding; informational services have been limited to publication of
articles in periodicals which reach only a small segeent of the day care community.
Many states have cut back on licensing end monitoring activities. [Ref.: Kendall,1984] Since effective monitoring and training have been shown to improve health in
day .:re, these changes can be expected tc result in a loss in Quality of day care
service. (Ref.: Aronson, 1980] Current concern about transmission of infectious
diseases among day care populations suggests that implementation of the recommen-
dations contained in the Aronson-Pizzo report is long overdue.

ROLE OP THE PEDIATRICIAN

Pediatric practice has changed. Increasingly, pediatricians are involved not only in
the medical care of the child, but in the ecological system in which the child
exists. The pediatrician has traditiqsaily worked with parents and children to pro-
mote healthy functioning, including the physical, emotional, cognitive and social
health of the growing and developing child.

Now, the pediatrician's role includes
working with significant other adults who interact closely with the child and family.
In this way the pediatrician, contributes to the child's overall development end
general well-being.

With increasisz numbers of single-parent families and
families with both parents in

the work force, pediatricians are increasingly aware of a variety of alternative
caregiving arrangements which affect the majority of children who are their patients.
Effective communication among the child's pediatrician and regular caregivers is more
difficult to achieve than in the past, when parents provided most of the child's
care. At the Individual child level, communication twang parents, health pro-
fessionals and day care personnel is essential to mobilize all involved with the ,1child on the child's behalf.

A specific type of day care setting or a program can be recommended for a particular
child by the child's physician if s/he has gathered sone information about existing
community progress. Parents need support in their search for alternatives and in
fending off their guilt and anxiety about using day care. This support can be pro-
vided by a well-informed pediatrician as a part of routine health oars. Ono* a child
is enrolled in day care, there should be routine exchange of information about the
child between the physician and the day care provider. The parent will usually be
the onveyor of this information, but with prior approval from the parent, telephone
calls and/or notes say be more efficient and effective.

Appropriate topics for
routine communication between physician and day care provider include: 1) current
state of health and nutrition, including any special needs

for management of the
mild in health and !linens, 2) growth and development of this speoifio child in
rclati'n to adaptations of the day care program facility or program which might he
requ 1, 3) strengths and weaknesses of concern to the supr et of the featly in
thei. appropriate use of child care and health care servicos.

Another role for pediatricians is to provide and interpret the advice of national
standards setting L4dlee when an outbreak of disease occurs in a day care program.
By being in the pipeline of new information disseminated

by the Centers for Disease
Control and by the American Academy of Pediatrics to its members, pediatricians can
stay abreast of the most current recommendations for handling specific problems.
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Pediatricians can also contact the day care program to advise the staff about the
Implications for the children in the program when a otemunicable disease is diagnosed

in one of their own patients who attends that day oars program. The rodiatrio role

also includes Interactive oommunication with day *Ire staff around *Andrea With
behavior problems, developmental difficulties or chronic disease.

Because there are sany aspects of day care with health implications, thmoi is need

for ongoing training and preservice orientation for day oars staff. In addition to

being reviewed in training, the essential elm. zeta of the health oompOnint shoUld be

recorded for regular reference in the diy oars program health policies. One of the

most helpful roles a pediatrician can play is to participate in the dethilopment of

these health policies. The policies serve as guidlines for day to daiiiNeations

which necessarily go on with little health professional input. As a sliimuis, day

care program health policies should address the topics listed is Table 2.

(Table 23

Health Polioies for Child Day Care

- Staff health

- Inclueio' or exclusion of children, with health problems at enrollment and on an

ongoing day to day basis

- Daily admission and ongoing surveillance for infection and illness

- Care of ill children

- Management of injuries, emergency preparedness and first aid

- Safety eurveillanne in the facility, playground andon trips

- Transportation safety for routine pick up, drop off and day care provided

pedestrian or motor vehicle travel

- Medication administration

- Routine health assessments for children including information exchange among

providers of health care, of day care and parents

- Nutrition, food, and formula handling

- Sanitation routines including handling of contaminated clothing and fur-

nishings, as well as routine cleaning

- Dental hygiene practices

- Provision for bathing or swimming if appropriate

- Health promotion and education activities

- Mechanism for routine annual review of health policies by staff, parents, and

health consultants.
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On the community level, acting as child
advocates, pediatricians oak help to promote

adequate funding and fees for day care, along with development and enforcement of
appropriate regulations and provision of training for day care staff.

Pediatricians are advocates for children at the individual child, program oonsultant
and community level. Although every pediatrician who sees patients has a role as anadvocate for the individual child, only some will undertake working u pebirsn con-sultants and community activists. these roles outside the office setting often
require voluntary service and a large investment of time which may be a difficult
burden for a busy praotitioner. Hoverer, whether paid or contributed, the investment
of pediatrio expertise in day care has the potential of benefiting many children.
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Chairman MILLER Thank you very much for your testimony.
Ms. Carnes, CDA, is, what, partially federally funded?
Ms. CARNES. That is right.
Chairman MILLER. But for the training that you do for day care

providers, professionals and for parents, is that also=is there some
fee charged for the programs?

Ms. CARNES. There tis about $6. million in the current ACYF
budget to go to Head Start programs to assist them in buying CDA
training from local colleges and institutions this year,, and that has
been the approximate funding level for the last number of years.

CDAthere is not any specific training that must occur, prior to
a person becoming- a CDA. Most people do have- to go- through
training and that training might average 2 years and would' be
available through most local colleges and institutions. The' key,
however, in CDA, is that the person must be able to demonstrate
that they have certain competencies and skills and they elernOn-
strate it with a group of children. It is not a paper-and-pencil test;
it is a local assessment done by what is called a local assessment
team, which consists of a parent/community rep, the adiriser of
that person who has concurred that the person is ready to enter
into the credentialing process and a nationally trained CDA repre-
sentative, and the individual candidate

Chairman MILLER. Is there anything else comparable to this on a
national scale?

Ms. CARNES. No, there is not. You will find that most credential-
ing processes rely on paper-and-pencil type tests. We believe that
this is not appropriate in the area of child care, given that we
learn much more by seeing the person demonstrate their skills
with children and that is a most unusual approach in the whole
credentialing area profession.

Chairman MILLER. You also include parents
Ms. CARNES. That is exactly right.
Chairman MILLER [continuing]. In terms of what, how to become

better consumers or
Ms. CARNES. The parentsthere is a parent representative on

the assessment team, plus the parents are involved in communicat:
ing with that assessment team in terms of how they have experi-
enced that teacher as that teacher relates to their child.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Piccione, on the issue of the child care or dependent care tax

credit and the personal exemption, what in your mind would be the
impact if you simply took the current personal exemption and con-
verted it to a credit'?

Mr. PICCIONE. It would represent for lower income families per-
haps a doubled value. For upper income families, of course, they
would lose some money, but I think it would represent an improve-
ment over some of the problems present in the current exemption
mechanism.

Whenever we have a progressive tax system, the value of the ex-
emptions are regressive and played against progressivity. So a
family at the highest tax level also gets the highest benefit from
the child's exemption. So I think that really a credit would be a
very good first step to try to equalize some of the value of the ex-
emption.:
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Chairman MILLER. In terms of what you have discussed thismorning, what you have written about previously, and what youwould like to accomplish, which is some kind of family, allowanceor child. allowance, something like what is done in other nations,wouldn't that be the simplest way to move down that road in termsof targeting those resources, providing real increase in resources tothose families that would need- it most and it is sort of the mostefficient use of that tax system?
Mr. PicaoriE. I agree. This seems to be the:experience of the Eu-ropean nations. They find that a family allowance system givesparents a lot of confidence in.i'aisinetheir children. It gives them apsychological bast; it gives their suOlement in income: Afamily allowance is developed with the realization that in agrariantimes, children were an economic benefit and in indiistrial

children can be an economic strain. So, sin trying to equalize this.change to industrial life, the European nations instituted thefamily allowances.
Now, the allowances would, in the American setting, I think,have a number of benefits as well because with the current' taxsystem, the exemption benefits familiei on the high- income acalethe most and it sort of peters out and disappears for lower incomefamilies with a larger number of children. With a family allow-ance, it would be a universal program for all children in theNation. It would also cross the tax line, the artificial line that sepa-rates children of tax-paying families from children of nontax-paying families.
Chairman MILLER. Let me take you the next step. If you madethisand in fact, that is what President Reagan did when he wasGovernorhe converted the exemption to a credit, to a dollarcredit at the State level. That met with mixed reactions. Theimpact was the same, but mixed reactions.
In that case, when you get to the issue of people who then do notpay taxes, may not file tax forms, we now require people who haveincome in excess of withholdingincome that is not withheldtofile a quarterly report and you send in your quarterly obligation tothe Government. Why couldn't you have people who do not havethe tax liability file the quarterly report forif it is $1,000 creditlet's say they have one child, for their $250 each quarter and havethe Government pay them that as a means of refundability. .We have heard a lot of discussion about making the child caretax credit refundable and the problems with the exemptions. Itseems to me if you move it to the credit, you start moving thistoward the end of the income spectrum that seems to need themost help with child care, with the raising of children and if youthen moved it to a refundable portion on a quarterly basis or how-ever you want to do that, but I think a lot of low-income familiescan't wait until the endthe next April, for their money to cometo pay theif you did it on a quarterly basis, it seems to me youstay within the realm of the current bureaucracy and tax 'eetup ofthe country; not that that is the overriding .mandate, but in termsof switching systems, I hate to see people get caught up in a newagencyand you mentioned that you could run it through SocialSecurity, but in this case, you seem to get almost immediate transi-tion to what you would be talking about in terms of a family allow-
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ance. You would get a targeted effort according to people's income.-
It would be worth itin that regardand you could also get some
refundability out of it.

Let me just say and then comment, the tables that you provided,
the current dependent$484 to somebody making $50,000 and'$167
for somebody making $10,000. If you simply doubled the current ex-
emption;emption. if you went to $2,000 per dependent, is it correct to say
that that would become worth in excess of $800; it would become
almost $1,000. It is 50 percent, right, because that is the bracket
they are in.

If you changed that to a credit, they would get $1,000 off of their
tax obligation and the low - income person would get $1,000 off their
tax income and you would, in fact, have the targeting that we haVe
discussed back and forth here. It seems to me that in the ,Use-of
Federal resources, in terms of helping to raise children, Whether
those children need out-of-home child care or family child care
center-basedyou started to move some of those costs. For those
families that don't, they may realize the benefit as their childien
go to college, as will other families, where,, again, there is talk
about a privatewhat do you call itfor private schools, a taxat
this point, if you had a tax credit instead of this silly exemption
that we have now, you could choose ,whatever school you wanted.
That would be the cost of raising, your children.

One of the things about this committee is liberals don't ahvays
sound like liberals and conservatives don't alWays sound like con-
servatives, but it seems to me what poor people need is money and
what the conservatives say, what other people need isor what all
people need is the freedom to make some choices. It seems to me if
you were to move to a credit from exemption, in fact, that is what
happened. If you stay with the exemption or even doubling the ex-
emption, only rich people get to have the freedom to make choices.

Am I crazy?
Mr. PICCIONE. Well, you have asked a terribly long question
Chairman MILLER. Yes; it is a fairly long question. And it also

works out that it is worth about what wewhen you compare' it to
the Canadian experience that you write about.

Mr. PICCIONE. Yes. Well, in the first place, I guess if we shifted
completely to a credit and then we allowed families that don't have
to file tax returns now to qualify for this credit as wellfor in-
stance; AFDC families, theof course, Congress can do whatever it
wishes, but the political difficulty you would run into there is that
the credit would be called a guaranteed income plan or a variation
of it.

Additionally, that would require more expenditures, but even
doubling the exemption along the present lines would cost about
$12 billion in lost revenues and that is fairly expensive.

Chairman MILLER. And it would go in a different direction.
Mr. PICCIONE. Precisely.
Chairman MILLER. It would go to the George Miller family and

not to low-income ople in my district.
Mr. PICCIONE. Yespe. If we doubled the exemption at a cost of $12

billion, that would provide less assistance to low-income working
families

Chairman MILLER. Or middle income.
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Mr. PICCIONE [continuing]. And middle-income families, too, cer-tainly. Then the family, allowance program that I tried out in mystudy, costing really ,zero dollars except for some administrativejcosts because just by cashing out the exemption, and then attempt-ing to apply it in .a different ,way, we achieve a better equity. Now,
we can achieve that equity better through credit or through a e,family allowance system.

Chairman MILLER. All right. Other members have questions.will just stop with this. My concern is this, and this was raised by .;Congressman Wolf and others in thvery. firsthearing. Ifyou .wantto stay home, it costs: you something to raise, your,childreni_Chil-
dren are expensive today. That is a fact of life. and that is olia,Pfthe reasons we are here, but I have found in 1.0 ,Years in Cone*that if you try to get the Congress to adopt a family altowakeplan, it takes so long to discuss theif you talk about a guaranteedincome problem, you have problems ihnre. Itseems to me the ques-tion is, what is it you want to accomplish and how can you dowithin the existing system.

One day, Governor Reagan woke up and said, we need a target-ing of these resources. The exemption isn't right. We are -oh*. to adollar credit on personal exemptions, to a personal tax credit in theState of California. And it kind of happened. In fact, 'resourceswere targeted and it worked out and I was just wondering whetherthis starts us to accomplish the idea of a family allowance?
Mr. PICCIONE. I do think that it is important at the same time to-stress the common-good approach in oc. tax policy. By doing this,we empower more families to make different kinds of choices and Ithink that is a very important thing to do. We allow families whoare sacrificing the second income to do it a little easier. You know,

families might want to do it for 1 or 2 years or more, but I think itis important we facilitate that choice as well.
It becomes increasingly more apparent by the loss of significanceof the exemption that that mechanism alone is becOmingiihad-

equate to give families these choices that they could have.Chairman MILLER. Congressman Coats.
Mr. COATS. I am fascinated by this discussion and by these ques-tions, partly because it does cut across some ideological lines.Maybe one of the problems that we have is that we have beenusing the wrong phrases and words to describe what we weretrying to do. It occurs to me that maybe one way we can get thisaccomplished is to come up with the right code word and then slipit to the great communicator and let him adopt it andpaugh-teriwe might be underway. So I want to pursue this question alittle bit further.
As I understand it in your testimony, you are basically talkingabout three ways in which we can provide assistance to familieswith children. One is the tax credit that now exists and you haveoutlined some problems with that and would suggest that if we domake corrections or changes in the present tax system, it would beto redirect the child care credit more toward lower income families.Is that correct?
Mr. PICCIONE. Yes. I suggest that--
Mr. COATS. Because of the way it is weighted and the fact that itis almost discriminating against lower income families.
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Mr. PICCIONE. Especially looking at *hat Congress' policy seems
to be in adjusting a greater percentagethe 30'percent fo the fami-
lies with $10,000 adjusted gross income or less. I Seem to be sug-
gesting that if this is what you want' to accomplish, yea might
want to consider doing a bit more along these lines.

Mr. CoArs. The second option would be to increase the depend-
ent's deduction, currently at $1,000. Do have a suggestion as to
whit that ought to be? You know, it has grown. from $600 in' 1948
to $1,000 today. Do we have any numbers as, to whether that
should move to $1,500 or $2,000 or $3,000?

Mr. FIccloNa. Well,'Sir, the exemption .has been neglected in
policy. It has also been academically neglected as well. 'Eugerie
Steuerle, who works for Treasurytook a, year off on leave of ab-
sence, was working at Brookings for a while and published 'for
American Enterprise Institutewrote a fascinating history of the
exemption, showing that it wasat $600, as' you say, frorri 1)48 to
1969, the same amount; and from 1948 until now, the average
income has increased more than sevenfold and the exemption has
not even doubled. So it lost a lot of the wallop that it had. It lost
practically everything.

So it is true that if we try to look back at the impact the exemp-
tion had in 1948 and wanted to replicate it in 1984, it would have
to be at a $5,600 level, according to Steuerle. Now

Mr. COATS. To have the same impact?
Mr. PICCIONE To have the same impact. It was a very effective

mechanism for knocking a lot of average families right out of tax
liability. That would cost, I guess, about $55 billion or so.

Chairman MILLER. If it was fully indexed.
Mr. PICCIONE. Yes, if it went to the $5,600 level.
Mr. CoATS. OK, so you are suggesting a step in the right direc-

tion, but no way to regain that.
I think the chairman asked this and I am not sure I heard the

answer or maybe you don't have the figures, but if you took the
present $1,000 exemption and translated that into a family allow-
ance or whatever, what did you say the net tax impact would be?

Mr. PICCIONE. It would -
Mr. COATS. Well, it would be neutral, of course, at present levels,

yes. You just cashed
Mr. PICCIONE. I was just cashing out the exemption.
Mr. COATS. Yes, OK. You just cashed it out at a zero level.
If you went to, say, the $2,000 level for a deduction, which has

been proposed in some of the tax reform plans, that would just be a
doubling, then, wouldn't it?

Mr. PICCIONE. That would be $12 billion in lost revenue
Mr. COATS. $12 billion, OK.
Mr. PICCIONE [continuing]. If the doubled exemption is restricted

only to dependent children and not given to the parents as well.
You see, if we

Mr. COATS. Right, right.
Mr. PICCIONE. If we do it across the board, then a high-income

family consisting of two adults benefit more than a lower income
family.

Mr. COATS. I think we are talking about going to dependents--
Mr. PICCIONE. Just for disbursing it.
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Mr. COATS. Yes. Dependents might include care for grandparents
or someone where you are providing more than 50 percent of their
income. 1.

Mr. PICCIONE. Yes,,but I don't include.that in the billion. .

Mr. Cam Thatis not included.
Mr. PICCIONE. No, sir.
Mr. Coml. Well, that is an area that I.have been interested in .

because I have tried to look at the whole spectrum of institutional
cost of either a child at one end and a grandparent at the other
end. If they could be cared for at honie, there oughtto be an incen-
tive fQr the people in the middle; the parent to dd that:

Well, that is fascinating. I think that is something we ought1o
pursue and maybe we can thithat.

Chairman MILLER If I can haVe the Indulgence of the committee.
Senator DeCiincini is here. He would like to come in and to quickly.
give us his testimony. If we could just interrupt this panel fOr.
minute and we will be right back to you. Then we will Proceed
with the questioning of this panel.

Senator DeConcini, welcome to the committee. We appreciate
you taking your time to come over and to testify before .the select
committee and also appreciate your interest and concern Tand yoUr
help in improving child rare services iri this country. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS DeCONCINI, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Senator DeCobieibn. Chairman Miller, let me extend to you my
thanks for letting me budge in and my apologies to this expert
group that you have. We have a number of things on the Senate
floor, the banking bill and what have you, so I appreciate your
making accommodations.

Let me also thank you and the members of this committee, for
focusing on a very important subject, one that has not experienced 'ta great deal of concern and consideration by Congress, but certain-
ly we know of the tragedies and problems facing this very impor-
tant subject. So my thanks for the opportunity to testify ,m a topicthat is very importent to me, the need to improve child care serV-
ice° in our country.

I will submit a full statement for the record, Mr. Chairman, but Iwould like to speak a few minutes about what I believe to be the
crisis in child care in the United States. The issue of child care
services directi affects of millions of children in this coui.try,but it is frequently overd-Adowed by other mar,. glamorous clothe*,
tic and international issues.

ktecently reported cases of child abise in four day care centers
have brought wide media coverage to the issue of child care in
America. Child abuse is terrible crime and those involved must
be held responsible and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.
I don't think anybody questions that, and I understand thnt that ishappening.

However, if these cases are to reflect on America's child care
system, they must be seen for what they are: Four cases of deviailt
adult behavior in the child care industry con.posed of hundreds of
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thousands of child care centers and family day care homes where
millions of children ana adult care providers interacevery day:

The real crisis in child care in the United States involves the to-
tality of-the child care system. It includes the potential for child
abuse, but also includes such factors as quality of care,4cost of cue,
availability of care and salaries for the childoaro providers. '

In the next few minutesia would like to.revieW~ the 'following:
What has made child care a major domestic problem in the United
States; what are the areas of progress being made in dealing with
these child care crises; and what still needs to be done? Let rife list
some of the facts that have pushed the child caresystem,tA the
crisis point. . ,

Half of all mothers with preschool children now WOrk'Outside the
home. The number of children under the age of 6 is expected to in-
crease sharply during the 1980's, climbing to more than 23 million
t y 1990. In 1983, there were almost 15 million households .in which
both parents are working. As many as 6.5 million latchkey kids
lack adult supervision before or after school.

There are approximately 1 million licensed positions for group
child care, but census figures indicate, the need for 10 times that
many child care slots. Child c....re providers are among the worst
paid workers in the United States. In the Second richest county in
the United States, Montgomeiy County, MD, child care providers
earn an average of only $9,000 per year. The cost of quality, unsub-
sidized child care, strains the pocketbooks of parents with an
annual income between $15,000 and $20,000, and is way out of
reach for lower income families.

As a father of three, I find the implications that these facts have
for American families most alarming. I wish I could point to the
emergence of both private and public forces joining together to
form an organized response to these facts. Unfortunately, that is
not the case.

Instead, I find two trends developing in the child care industry
which may help fill some of the void in quality of care and in num-
bers of child care openings. The first trend is the establishment of
a number of national whsse sole purpose is to market
child care for profit. Perhaps the best kncwn of these are Kinder-
Care Learning Center, Inc., Children's World, Le Petite Academy
and Palo Alto P-eschool, each with centers in several States.

These new cente..ls are desperately needed just to help provide
the slots for children needing care. However, there is some concern
that the quality of care might be compromised in an effort to maxi-
mize profit. For exam'. le, a large number of providers hired by
these firms earn the maximum wage. Such a low wage inescapably
leads to high staff turnover and the hiring of less qualified person-
nel, certainly a critical factor in determining the quality of care
that a child might receive.

The second trend that i see is the growth of employer-supported
child care initiatives. Hospitals resnoi.ding to the need to attract
nurses have 1sd the way in establishing worksite child-care centers.
Across the Nation, some 1,500 corporations are assisting employees
with child care needs, up from 600 in 1983. Another 1,000 or more
firms are in the process of examining child care options. Corporate
leaders who assist their employees with child care include PCA
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International of North Carolina, Merck Pharmaceutical, Polaroid,Honeywell, Mountain Bell, the Institute for Scientific Information,
and Hewlett-Packard, just to mention a few. The results of employ-er involvement currently being reported are almost universally
heartening as measured in terms of positive impact onstaff turnov-er, abuse of sick leave, punctuality, absenteeism and morale.Some employees cite greater productivity and improved productquality as well. These phenomena are more difficult to measure ac-curately. Singly or together, these benefits all effect an employer'sso-called bottom line, their profit. In the public sector, some 12child care centers operated by parents and boards composed of em-ployees exist at the Federal level alone. I am happy to have beenable to play a role in the formation of the center at the U.S;;Seriate
Employees Child Care Center. The Senate Employees Center,which opened on February 27, 1984, was my first real exposure-tOthe problem working women arid men face today and they need af-fordable child care for their children.

The center opened with eight children enrolled full time. Now, 6months later, the center is enrolled to its full capacity of 38 Chit,dren per day and has become a model for those.interested in qual-
ity worksite child care.

I need not tell you that the U.S. Senate is a unique place, andtherefore, that the Senate Child Care Center has some uniquepoints as well. In general, however, the Center is very much a typi-cal worksite child care center and I believe that the lesson thtt hadbeen learned during its creation and operation are ones that cancontribute to the gcals of determining how child care throughoutthe United States can be improved.
These lessons fall into three areas: importance of parent partici-

pation; importance of employer participation; and the importanceof quality staff and facilities. My full remarks go into some detailregarding these three lessons as they pertain to the Senate Em-
ployee Center, but I would like to mention here that the selectionof Dr. Nancy Brown as the director has been a key factor in thesuccess of that center.

The Senate Employees Child Care Center is a successful storydue to the efforts of many, many people. Of course, merely openingits doors to children has not meant an end to problems for thecenter. The process of defining the Senate's relationship with thepowers that be in the Senate is just beginning and is, indeed, astruggle. I only wish that I could conclude my testimony now' bysaying parents throughout the Nation will soon have access to thequality of child care given by the Senate Employees Child CareCenter. Unfortunately, to get the child care system in America tothe point where Americans can find quality care at a reasonablecost will require a concentrated effort on the part of parents, em-ployers, employees, government and experts in the child care field.I recommend the following: First, both Houses of Congress musttake the example of these hearings to heart by closely examining
the child care system of this country and by acting promptly on therelevant recommendations; second, private and public sector em-ployers should determine the child care needs of their employeesand act upon those needs in ways which would prove beneficial,both to the employer, and of course, to the employee and the chil-
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dren; third, the Department of Health and Human Services and
the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor should exert
strong leadership in the child care field by strengthening their ex-
isting programs and by stimulating a national campaign to im-
prove and expand the existing child care system; and fourth, pro-
fessional child care organizations and our colleges and universities
should strengthen their early childhood development programs to
make sure they are geared to achieve results in the near term, not
just years from now; fifth, I urge all concerned social organizations
in the Nation to give generously of their time, their expertise and
financial support to assist child care initiatives in their local com-
munities

The last, but really one of the most important recommendations
that I can make, is to urge all of those involved in the child care
system, public and private, to address the issue of appropriate
salary levels for child care providers as a matter of urgency. The
interrelationship of adequate compensation, stablity of staff and
quality child care is critically important, given the scandalous, low-
income levels which characterize our child care systems today.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I have a lengthy 4
statement. I am sure you will say, "Thank you, we don't need an-
other one," but I have so much to say on this subject matter, I ask
that it be made part of the record and again I thank my colleagues
here rt the witness table for letting me interrupt their important
testimony and questions to put this statement before you.

[Prepared statement of Senator DeConcini follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS DECONCINI, A SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
ARIZONA

Mr. Chairman, members of th Committee, thank you very such

for giving me the opportunity to testify today on a topic that is

very important to me--the need to improve child gore services in

the United States. You are to be congratulated for your concern

about this issue which directly affects the lives of millions of

children in this country but is frequently overshadowed by other

more glamorous domestic and international issues. All too often

it takes a story like recently reported case of child abuse

in a California day care center to focus public attention on

child care in America.

Appropriately, these misdeeds have received broad media

coverage. All of us need to be alerted--even in frightening

terms--to the unspeakable crimes some adults commit on children.

All society loses when such crimes occur--not only those children

and parents directly involved, and the perpetrators of the

bizzare deeds.

But the events of California, New York, Maryland, and

Florida must be seen for what they are--four cases of deviant

adult behavior in a child care 'industry" composed of tens of

thousands of child care centers and hundreds of thousands of

family day care homes where millions of children and adult child

care providers interact everyday, often for eight hours or more.
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The opportunities for abuse are legion and omnipresent. Although

every instance of child abuse must be dealt with swiftly and

severely, these aberrations in a gigantic child care system'must

be judged from that perspective. Otherwise, the entire child

care community in the nation, with its hundreds of thousand

competent, dedicated and comsAtted child care providers, could be

condemned en masse for the errant behavior of a few.

At least, however, the media coverage given these latest

crimes has opened a crack in the door of the system of child care

in this country. Hopefully, the testimony given at these

hearings will widen that crack a bit more and stimulate action on

a number of fronts to provide much needed improvement in this

nation's child care institutions and practices. I would like to

discuss in some detail the child care crisis that is occuring in

the United States, but first I would like to direct your

attention to a child care success story that is taking place

right down the street from this building. The Senate Employees'

Child Care Center, which opened on February 27, 1984, in what is

known as the Old Immigration Building, was my first real exposure

to the problems that working women and men today have in finding

good, afford ble child care for their children. The Center

opened with 8 children enrolled full time. Now, six months

later, the Center is enrolled to its full capacity of 38 children

per day and has become a model for those interested in quality

worksite child care.

I need not tell you that the U.S. Senate is a unique place

and therefore that the Senate Child Care Center has some unique
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points, as well. In general, however, the Center is-very mucha

typical worksite child care center and I believe that the lessons

that have been learned during its creation and operation are ones

that can contribute to the goal of determining how child care

throughout the United States can be improved.

These lessons fall into three areas: The importance of . ,

parent participation, the importance of employer participation,,

and the importance of quality staff and - facilities. In the

Senate's case, the idea of establishing a worksite child care

center dates back at least five years. Each year, interested

parents would prompt an interested Senator to introduce a bill.

that would permit a center to be established. The bill would be

referred to the Senate Rules Committee where it would die at, the

end of each Congress. Plane for actually achieving the, goal of a

child care center for the children of Senate e:ployees did not

really take shape until interested parents joined together to

pursue a realistic strategy.

First, the parents examined the need fora center by

surveying the number of employees who might be interested in a

worksite care for their children. 750 questionnaires were

distributed. These questionnaires included questions about

interest in worksite child care, amount that should be charged

for child care, need for child care past the hour of six o'clock,

general preference for child care, preference for a hot lunch to

be served in the Center, and willingness to serve on an 'advisory

panel to help set up a center. This comprehensive survey enabled

the employees' to be very specific about the type of facility
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were contacted and an organizational meeting was held. A core of

That approximately 3000 square feet of space be allocated for the

Center and that the Senate contribute $20,000 in start-up funds.

The start-up money was-to be used for such items and basic

placing their children in a child care center near the Senate.

The 88 people who expressed a willingness to help start a Center

employers, the Senators. themselves, with a specific requests

needed to serve employees children and eliminated the need to

conduct additional time-consuming surveys.

inter2sted employees spearheaded the effort. With the survey

information in hand, this group began to approach their

th

Approximately 145 Senate employees expressed interest in

th

-14
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supplies, as toys, cots, furniture, and salaries for professional ,1*

staff assistance prior to the opening of the center.

The employees drew upon the support of not only Senators,

but Senators' wives, as well. Lori Hansen Riegle, Nancy

Thurmond, Marcelle Leahy and my wife, Susan DeConcini, made many

phone calls to Senators and to other wives urging that they do

all they could to help get the Center started.
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The allocation of space was made by the Senate Rules

Committee after the Architect of the Capitol determined which

sites would be available and the employees stated their site

preference. However, the allocation of the $20,000 start-up

money required Rules Committee action and a vote by the full

Senate. While the lobbying effort for these start-up funds was

going full steam, the employees were also working on the very

important details involved in establishing a child care center.



These included the selection of a board of directors, applying

for non-profit status, allocating the space in the center,

determining enrollment policies, organizing fundraisers,

interviewing applicants for the Center's staff--the list goes on

and on.

Just before the end of the 97th Congress, the Senate

approved the allocation of the start-up funds by a vote of 62 to

19. The start-up funds put the Center on its feet--it was up to

the parents to make it go from there. Key to the Center's

progress was the work of Denise DeCoste, the professional

consultant chosen by the Center's Board of Directors,,,and the

ongoing efforts of the Center's Director, Dr. Nancy Biown, a

nationally known expert in the field of early childhood

development.

As I said before the Senate Employees' Child Care Center is

a success story due to the efforts of many, many people.

However, as I am sure is the case with other Centers, merely

opening its doors to children has not meant an end to problems

for the Senate employees' center. The process of defining the

Center's relationship with the powers-that-be in the Senate is

just beginning, particularly now that the Center is filled to

capacity and has developed a waiting list.

Frankly, the issue of space is a continuing problem for_the

Center. Due apparently to a misunderstanding with the Architect

of the Capitol, the construction of a playground for the children

had to wait until Congress amended a public law prohibiting

recreational areas on Capitol grounds. The legislative process
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required to get this simple amendment passed took up the whole

summer. Meanwhile, the children played and are still playing on

an asphalt and gravel surface cordoned off with police barricades

overlooking a parking lot and abandoned buildings.

Indoor space is still a problem, too. The Center is

currently located so that it has a ground floor exit directly out

of the building. However, in a year or so, the Capitol Police

will be sharing this building with the Center, and it seems that

the police might want to use this exit as well as the other exits

from the building. The Center's Board of Directors is working

with the Architect of the Capitol on this issue so that whatever

site the Center ends up with is one that complies with the

regulations of the District of Columbia A...1 with the guidelines

for quality child care that have been set forth by experus in he

field.

Mr. Chairman, I wish that I could conclude my testimony at

this point by saying that parents throughout the nation have

access to child care of the quality given by the Senate

Employee's Child Care Center. Unfortunately, I cannot do that.

There is a child care crisis in this country today. Worse, every

reliable prediction is that this crisis inexorably will deepen in

the decade ahead no matter what we do this year, next year, or

the year after that to halt, then reverse, this unacceptable

trend. If I sound like an alarmist, I plead guilty without dny

fear whatsoever, because the facts, sadly, are on my side.

As the father of three grown children, I must tell you I am

deeply troubled by what is happening to the families of this
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nation, and to the children involved. Ponder for a moment the

implications of these dema:

1. Almost two-thirds of all mothers of school-age children

are in the labor force.

2. Half of all mothers with preschool children now work

outside the home. The number of children under age six

is expected to increase sharply during the 1980's

climbing to more than 23 million by 1990.

3. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that by 1994

almost 80 percent of American women aged 25 to 54 will

be working.

4. In 1983 there were almost 15 million households in which

both parents were working--61.4 percent.

5. As many as 6.5 million "latchkey kids" lack adult

supervision before or after school. In many cities and

towns untold numbers of "latchkey kids" are taking care

of one or more younger siblings while their parents are

at work.

6. The number of single fathers--widowed or divorced--who

are raising children has doubled since 1970. Almost 3.5

million children now live in homes run by 1.5 million

solo fathers, double the situation in 1970.

7. Nationally, there are approximately one million licensed

positions for group child care, but Census figures

regarding Lumbers of children younger than six with

working mothers point to a need for 10 times that many

child care slots.
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Mr. Chairman, the implications of these figures are

frightening not only for those directly involved but for all in

society who recognize the fear, uncertainty, guilt and other

emotions which pervade and torment the lives of these parents and

children. One working mother described her child care problems

as a perpetual migraine headache which never left her, day or

night.

The formal child care system of this country is a patchwork

of child care centers and family day care homes terribly uneven

in reach, quality and coverage. This system does infinitely more

for the families of pre-schoolers than it does for thes families

of children in school. Having grown fitfully, principally in

response to changing family and work patterns, it is weakest

where it is most needed--in serving the needs of low and middle

income working mothers.

Day care providers across this nation are among the worst

paid workers in our society. In nearby Montgomery County

Maryland, the second richest county in the nation, a 1983 survey

found that child care providers there earn an average of $9000

per year! More, those providers, with very few exceptions,

worked far in excess of 40 hours per week, and normally without

any of the fringe benefits we have come to take for granted in

this country such as paid vacations, health insurance, overtime

pay, and sick leave. It'has been said that child care workers

are subsidizing child care in this nation. No other industry I

know of operates with more employees living precariously on the

margin. There can be no serious discussion about improving the
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quality of child care in this country which does not place the

issue of wages in child care at the top of the agenda.

Having characterized our child care system in sobering

tones, I must tell you in fairness that throughout the country

many child care centers and family day care homes do exist which

deserve high marks for the quality of care they deliver. They

are licensed or regulated by local government, have well-trained

and highly-motivated staffs, enjoy strong parental participation,

have low staff turnover and exemplary
programa, and normally pay

higher staff salaries than are found generally among other

centers and day care homea in the area. Almost invariably, they

also have'long waiting lists of names of parents anxious to

enroll their children. In fact, due to the shortfall in child

care slots nationwide, long waiting lists are the rule rather

than the exception, even in those instances where the quality of

care leaves much to be desired. Kr. Chairman, it is not uncommon

for a center to refuse to place a name on the waiting list until

the parent can provide proof of birth!

In fact, the provision of infant care is one of the most

pressing child care problems in
the nation today and is likely to

remain so into the next decade.
The explanation moo= that is

simple. Infant care is substantially
more expensive than that

for pre-schoolers and school-age children. State laws require

child to staff ratios no greater than 3 to 1 in most instances,

in contrast to 7 to 1 or greater in the case of preschoolers.

Since staff salaries are the largest item in a center's budget,

child care entrepreneurs,
private or public, for profit or
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non-profit, generally have shied away from opening infant centers

in favor of thole for preschoolers. Where infant care-is

provided, one often finds it to be subsidized to avoid tuition

fees to great for those parents needing such care.

A °hospital in the Washington metropolitan area currently

charges a weekly tuition fee of $100 for infant care and reports

it must add $40 to that from its own coffers to cover the

expenses of the service provided. Tuition fees for pre-achoolers

in this same area, meanwhile, range from $60 to $80 per week

without subsidies, or $3000 to $4000 per year.

The important point bear in mind is that quality child

care in today's economy is not cheap to parents with an annual

income between $15,000 - $20,000 and it is way out of reach for

parents with an income under $15,000. The average woman worker

in the U.S. today, I am told, earns approximately $12,000 per

year.

The answer is not to change the ratio of children to staff

or to otherwise lessen the quality of care so that cost

decreases. Either our society must find a way to assist families

unable to afford adequate child care, or increasingly it will be

obliged to deal with the consequences of such neglect, some of

which already bedevil our school systems: truancy, vandalism,

disruptive classroom behavior, drug abuse. It may be of interest

to the Select Committee to note that in the worst cases, it

frequently costs local government jurisdictions in excess of

$20,000 a year to incarcerate and attempt to rehabilitate a youth

offender.
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Another point I wish to make about the child care system in

this country is that it still reflects the past when the vast

majority of centers were established on a non-profit basis.

Today, of the approximately 26,000 centers in the nation, 55

percent are non - profit. Many of our centers occupy re ree or

subsidized spaces in church-owned buildings, public schools, or

buildings owned by social organizations. TO that extent, the

parents of children enrolled in those centers are being assisted

to an important degree.

Within tne last few years, the sharp increase in the nuaher

of parents requiring child care services has spawned the

establishment of a number of national corporations whose sole

purpose is to market child care for profit. While their numbers

are still small, their expansion has been swift. Well

capitalized, they have begun to blanket various regions of the

country with attractive and expensive centers, some in response

to the needs of large corporations like Campbell Soup in New

Jersey. Perhaps the best known of the corporate child cart.

providers are Kinder-Care Learning Centers, Inc., Children's

World, La Petite Academy, and Palo Alto Preschools, each with

centers in several states.

While all child care specialists welcome the creation of new

centers because of the desperate need for them, many experts in

the field worry aloud and in print that the large, for-profit

child care corporations, using the latest marketing techniques,

may in fact be selling a service at a pace, on a scale, and for a

price which unavoidably results in compromising quality care.

4
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These critics point out that a large majority of the teachers and

other providers hired by these firms earn the national minimum

wage, now $3.35 per hour, or about $6700 per year. Their claims

is that such A low wage leads inescapably to high staff turnover,

producing a condition of instability which is the opposite of

what centers' enrollees need. They also point out that high

turnover results in inexperienced teachers in a profession which

has an enormous impact of the youth of this nation.

Perhaps it is too soon to judge the real impact of the large

corporate child care providers on the. children enrolled in their

centers. Any judgement is difficult to make because with my.

few exceptions thire are no National, state, or local government

guidelines stipulating what quality child care is or what the

ingredients are which produce it. To establish such guidelines

is a task ,sorely needed to be performed for parents and providers

alike.

Kr. Chairman, I also would like to comment on another

growing phenomenon of present-day child care, namely

employer-supported child care initiatives. Approximately 50

percent of the on-site child care centers in the country today

were established by hospitals experiencing nursing shortages in

order to attract and keep nurses with child care needs. During

the last 10 years in particular, first in what we refer to u the

Northeast Corridor of this country and in the Silicon Valley of

California, a number of business firms instituted child care

programs of one kind or another in an effort to attract and keep

highly-skilled employees. The corporate executives involved came
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to appreciate the high priority placed by single parents and

dual-career families on accessible, affordable, quality child

care. Their response was to examine the available child care

options and choose one or more that fit the particular

circumstances of their firms and their employees, and underwrite

the coats involved in whole or in part. A few elected to

establish on-site or off-site centers; others inaugurated

information and referral systems; still others elected to provide

subsidies on a sliding scale based on salaries, utilizing

vouchers sent directly to providers or to employees. In other

instances, employers modified employment policies related to

fle-time, job sharing, part-time work, maternity leave, and use

of sick leave, among others.

Specialists tell us that employer-supported child care is

bound to grow, possibly even
dramatically, during the next decade

as work and family pattern changes converge to increase the

number of women and dual- career families in the workforce and the

news of the measurable benefits to employers involved in child

care reaches an ever-widening audience.

At present, across the nation some 1500 corporations, large

and small, are reported to be assisting employees with child care

needs, up from 600 in 1983. Another 1000 or more firms are in

the process of examining the options with a view to deciding

which most nearly fit their circumstances and emr'oyee

requirements.

The results of employer involvement
currently being reported

are almost universally heartening as measured in terms of the

fj,
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oositive impact on staff turnover, abuse of sick leave,

punctuality, absenteeism, recruitment, and morale. Some

employers cite greater productivity and improved product quality,

as well, but these phenomena are more difficult to measure

accurately. Taken singly or together, these benefits all affect

an employer's so-called 'bottom line. For example, PCA,

International, a North Carolina firm, reported its turnover rate

among employees with children in its ten-year-old child care

center was less than one percent of the company turnover rate!

Intermedics of Freeport, Texas, reported its turnover rate

decreased 23 percent the first year and 37 percent the second

year of operations of its child care center. During the first

year, reduced absenteeism resulted in a savings of 15,000 hours

of work. The combined reduction in absenteeism and job turnover,

the firm stated, resulted in a savings of more than 82 million in

the first two years of child care center operations.

In another instance, 'a small textile manufacturing firm

reported its turnover rate dropped from 40 percent to 7 percent,

and absenteeism plummeted from 10 percent to one percent after

the first year of operations of its child care center. It also

stated that before the center was established it had four

applications for each vacant position; afterwards it had 20, with

90 percent of them saying it was because of the child care

center. In terms of dollars and cents, the firm reported that

for every $1.00 spent, it reaped $6.00 in cost containment.

As for what other prominent corporations have done or are

doing in child care, I offer these examples:
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Merck Pharmaceuticals provided up-front monies c.or space

renovation and other start-up osts.

Polaroid and the Ford Foundation
subsidize enrollee tuitions

on a sliding scale tied to employee salary levels:

Honeywell, Inc. in Minn polis provides support for local

community child care programs, runs parent seminars focused on

family and work issues, and has donated money and managerial time

to assist a local organization develop a computerized information

and referral service.

In California, the Service Employees
International Union and

Kaiser Permanente Hospitals of Los Angeles negotiated an

agreement in April of this year calling for Kaiser to establish a

child care information and referral program on a 12-month pilot

basis at one of its medir:1 centers to meet employee needs. If

the pilot results in high employee
utilization, the employer is

committed to consider establishing child care referral systems at

each of its medical centers, numbering six in all.

Mountain Bell in Denver employs a full-time staff consultant

to conduct seminars for employees as well as to provide

information and referral services.

In mid-July of this year, IBM notified its 218,000 employees

and retirees in the United States of its decision to inaugurate a

Child Care Referral Service designed, and I quote, to give

parents the information they need to fulfill their
.

responsibilities for evaluating and selecting providers, and
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monitoring their performance." The service'will be performed by

some 150 referral organizations in communities across the nation

on a prepaid, contractual basis. Additionally, in those areas

where IBM has many employees, it is assisting referral

organizations to enhance their data management capabilities to

better serve their IHM and other clients.

In some locations, small groups of business firms jointly

fund information and referral services, while others have pooled

their resources to establish off-site child care centers and

other programs. Such child care consortia are especially useful

when each of the cooperating firms is too small to "go it alone.'

I also wish to congratulate warmly the other members of that

small band of corporate "pioneers" who were among the first to

enter the child care field such as Stride Rite, Proctor and

Gamble, slang Laboratories, Institute for Scientific Information,

and Hewlett- Packard.

In the public sector some 12 child care centers operated by

parent boards composed of employees exist at the Federal level.

Those established at the Department of Labor and the Department

of Health & Human Services are perhaps the two best known, and of

course, there is the Senate employees' center. There are others

at state and local levels as well, but compared to employee

needs, as with private employers, the reach of these centers

woefully inadequate.

is

Mr. Chairman, I wish to close my testimony with a brief list

of what I consider to be the most important measures needed to
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deal with this nation's burgeoning child care needs. In doing

so, I want all who hear or read these remarks to be aware of my

child care prejudices, which begin and end simply with this:

"What's best for the children of this nation? I am fully aware

that *What's best for the children" will cost money, private and
-0,1spublic, but nothing worthwhile comas cheap. I can think of few
t;§1.1

. ,.
causes more noble and worthwhile than the care, nurturing and A

education of our young.

Now for the recommendations:

1. I urge both Houses of Congress to take the messages of

these hearings to heart, to look closely at the child

care system of this country, and to act promptly on the

relevant recommendations. I further urge the Congress

to act with a determination indisputably strong so there

will be no uncertainty, in any quarter, about

Congressional intent. I repeat an earlier remark: the

current data are frightening; projections of the

situation for the rest of the decade are even worse.

2. I urge private sector employers of every size and

description to update their information on the child

care needs of their employees, and look carefully at the

substant'al benefits which accompany employer

involvement in child care. I further urge them then to

act expeditiously on those measures appropriate to their

circumstances and the needs of their employees.

3. I urge all public sector employers at the Federal,

state, county and municipal levels to determine ways
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that they, too, might respond to the child care needs of

their employees, to the benefit of all parties involved.

In doing so, they should not underestimate the impact

their leadership and resolve can have on all groups and

organizations capable of assisting in efforts to build a

national child care system worthy of this nation in

substance and scope.

4. I urge the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,

and the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor,

to exert strong leadership by strengthening their

existing programs, and in other known ways, stimulating

a nationwide campaign to improve and expand the existing

child care system. These efforts should focus on--and

draw heavily upon--both the private and public sectors

of the economy. I cannot stress too strongly how badly

I believe this needs to be done and to be seen to be

done. Nor can I overstress the importance of action on

their p.rt. Both nave on their staffs--and have access

tr -competent professionals in the child care field to

spearhead this effort. There is no need to await

further studies on what needs to be done at the outset.

The returns are already in. They have been there for

months, even years. The time to act is now.

5. I urge every professional organization in the field of

child care, as well as our colleges and universities

with strong programs in the field of early childhood

development, to make sure their programs of research and

publication are lean, tough, and geared to achieve
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results in the near term, not just years from now. This

valuable work is needed to undergird effective

experimentation and other efforts to improve the

efficiency and quality of child care services, not the

least of which is the sorely needed training of child

care providers.

6. I urge all concerned social organizations in the

nation -- women's and children's advocacy groups, Rotary

clubs, chambers of commerce, labor unions, local bar

associations, medical societies--to give generously of

'their time, expertise, and financial support to assist

child care initiatives in their local communities.

7. Finally, Iurge all of the individuals and organizations

mentioned in the foregoing recommendations to address

the issue of appropriate salary levels for child care

providers as a matter of urgency. Mr. Chairman, we all

know money alone does not solve all problems, or even

most. But allow no one to deceive you. The

interrelationship of adequate compensation, stability of

staff, and quality child care is absolutely overriding,

given the scandalously low immme levels which

characterize our child care system.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I

appreciate the opportunity to testify today and wish you

great success in confronting the child care crisis in

America.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Senator, for your testimony and
again, for your interest. I must say that the House employees are
watching with great interest the Senate Child Care Program and
hoping that we can replicate that on the House side. As this com-
mittee, and I think I speak for the entire committee, as this com-
mittee has struggled over the last year and a half with the prob-
lems of children, youth, and families, we appreciate what you and
Senator Denton have been doing with the Senate caucus on the
family.

As we soon found out after starting this committee, that was the
entire universe of the United States of America, so it is a little
more than we had anticipated, but we appreciate the help that the
Senate caucus has given this committee on the issues.

Are there any questions by members of the committee?
Yes, Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MARRIorr. Senator, good to see you again.
Senator DeCorram. Nice to see you, sir.
Mr. MARtuorr. I just wanted to ask. you to clarify one point. You

indicated the average day care provider earns about $9,000 a year.
Senator DECorremn. That is in Montgomery County.
Mr. MAirraorr. Does that include those who provide care in their

home
Senator DECoricna. No.
Mr. MARRiorr. That is the organized day care center
Senator DECONCINI. That is correct, Mr. Marriott.
Mr. 1VIARRaorr [continuing]. Profit and nonprofit?
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, sir; that is correct. That does not in-

cludeand part of that, I am advised, is almost impossible to find
out because of the, what we will call "grandmother" term that is
used and the cash payments that are transferred there and no
records kept.

Mr. MARruorr. Thank you very much, and again, I want to go on
record of saying we appreciate your good work in the Senate and
the work you have done in this important area.

Senator Dz Comm'. Thank you, Congressman Man:At, and I
thank all the members here for the interest that you have demon-
strated in holding these hearings. So well I know, other important
subjects that face us all here, but you are dealing with the resource
of this country today and tomorrow and nothing can really be more
important and that is what prompted me to respond to your kind
invitation, Mr. Chairman, to participate.

Chairman MILLER. We appreciate that and I will say that in the
first part of your testimony, you raised the issue that has troubled
us all certainly over the last couple of months and that is the re-
ports of child abuse in child care settings and I would just like to
say that it was agreed late last night that the select committee will
hold joint hearings with the Ways and Means Committee on Sep-
tember 17 to start to air some of the concerns that are raised by
parents, law enforcement individuals, and others about this prob-
lem. So, I don't think that it is going to go on unanswered in the
Congress and Congressman Marriott and myself and the Oversight
Subcommittee finally agree that we can put together this kind of
hearing.
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Senator DECoNcrta. I don't know that you were going to do that, 4but I thank you for doing it
Chairman MILLER. We didn't know until late last night.
Senator DECONCINI [continuing]. Because I think you are going to

uncover some very fundamental problems that I have referred to
and other witnesses here and it will be very important.to have sub-
stantiated that as arising out of these most ,unfortunate incidences.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for,Yoly doe, 4.,Senator DECoNciia. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. plank you, gen-,tlemen.
Chairman Mum. Congressman Marriott, more questions?
Mr. MARition. Thank you, Mr. Chairthan.

,I would like to home in, if I can, for a minute, en all the panel
members, but Mr, Piccione and Mr. Kowaih, let, me gist 'ask, you
couple of questions.

. ,We have been talking about how to assist people in providing
day care assistance. Let me just throw two things ont..It seems tome that what we-need is some incentives for day-care providers ,toexist and to'make a profit so that,,indeed, vie can have a supply of
good organizations to help take care of our children.

The question then comes up, how do we
is

this, and Iwould argue that maybe the think to do is to let the people who
can afford it pay their own way without tax credits at all. That is,if my wife and I work and we make $100,000 between us, why do.
we need to have any kind of tax credit, deduction,; exemption, oranything else that goes with it, therefore concentrating the effort
on subsidizing the cost to those who can least afford it.

Supposing you didn't haire deductions, credits, exemptions, andall the rest and you simply said that for those people who make
under $25,000 a year on a sliding scale of somewhere between asubsidy of zero and the full cost of day care servicesMr. Kowash,

iwhat does it cost now to put.a child in day care on the average,
about $250 a month in most of your association's businesses?

Mr. KOWASH. That would be correct.
Mr. MAsmorr. So, if the average is $250 a month per child, what

would the cost be, Mr. Piccione, to subsidize somewhere between
nothing and the full amount, based on need? When you subsidize
the full amount, _you are arguing that that is cheaper than keeping

Sothem on AFDC. it is a substitute kir AFDC.
What would be wrong with that approach and what would therelative cost be to take a private sector approach with the govern-ment simply subsidizing t' ose at the lower ends on a sliding scale?
Mr. PICCIONE. I don't think there is anything wrong with it. It is

a prudential choice that Congress would make because you set itup, but really, if 64 percent of the moneys from the credit goes tofamilies with above median-income levels, then that means thatwhen, in 2 years, the credit grows in total cost from $1.3 billion to
close to $2 billion, it will mean that so inuch morn of that moneywill be going to the upper income families and so it couldwhenyou have a view of all of the other programs and their costs, itcould be a very reasonable expense.

On the other hand, yesterday Mr. Coats referred to the originalintent of the AFDC Program was to allow women to be at homewith their children, so
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Mr. MARatorr. There is nothing wrong with that, either.
Mr. PICCIONE. lit.
Mr. MARmorr. The question I have is, you mentioned, I think it

was Chairman Miller or somebody, made a proposal and you said
the price tag of that would be $12 billion.

Mr. PiccioNz. Yes, that is if we double the exemption.
Mr. MARRicrrr. OK. But now you are still into exemptions and

when you start dealing in exemptions, credits, and deductions, you
don't treat everybody the same. No way you can because their
income level and circumstances are different. So the question
you simply had a direct payment or itibsidY!from theTeds jindrsthe
State and the employer or whatever kind of 'deal you -*biked out,
that indeed subsidized a part of that $250 a month payment, based
on a needs scale, do you have any figures as to 'how 'much that
would cost in relationship to this $12 billion figure that you were', ,
throwing around earlier?

Mr. PICCIONE. No sir, T. have no figures for that, but I Would take,
exception to your statemea that credits can never have an equal
value. In the current child and dependent care credit, it is true
that the credit doesn't have an equal value and even though law:
income families are allowed a greater percentage, higher meame
families, because they have a greater expenditure, can recoup more
through it. That is true. But credits can be used in an equal
manner.

Mr. MARmorr. But we are not trying to help high-income
people- -

Mr. PICCIONE. Right, but if we had just a direct standard leVel
standard amount of a credit, say if a credit were to replace the
basic exemption, that would not necessarily be unequal.

Mr. MARRIOTT. No, but
Chairman MILLER. Can the gentleman yield on that
Mr. MARRiorr. Yes, but before I do, may I ask this point. A

credit, as I understand itlet me make sure we all understand
how a credit works. Supposing that I have aunder the current 20
percent up to 2,400if I am in the 50-percent tax bracket, I get
400-and-some-odd-dollars, right, credit.

Chairman MILLER. Exemption.
Mr. MARmorr. No, on a credit. Talking about the child care

credit. Twenty percent times 2,400 is 480-whatever it is, 400-and-
something-dollar credit. OK.

Now, if I am in the 50-percent iax bracket, that is worth double
that; is it not?

Chairman MILLER. No.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Sure it is
Chairman MILLER. An exemption, see, an exemption is just the

opposite. A credit is the deduction. A credit comes off your tax li-
ability. You owe the Government $12,000. Write a check to the IRS
for $12,000. If you have a tax credit, you subtract your $400 from
the $12,000. Now you write a check for $11,600, but

Mr. MARRiorr. Which is equivalent to a deduction
Chairman MILLER. Because of the way it is figured, the child care

tax isn't a pure credit. It is figured on a percentage. That is why I
am arguing that if you took the current deduction and changed it
to a creditif you make $50,000, it is worth $1,000 to you off of
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your taxes, which is 2 percent. If you earn $10,000, it is worth$1,000 off your taxes which may be up to 10 percent of your incomebecause the credit appliesand it starts to move the resourcesdown toward the middle class, lower income people. That iswhy
Mr. MARRioTT. Let me understand this, OK. I just want to makesure we understand this.
If I have a credit of $200, and I am in the 50-percent tax bracket,that is equivalent to a $400 deduction
Chairman MILLER. No. Well, it is equivalent to a $400
Mr. PICCIONE. It is close to it, yes.
Mr. MARRiorT. Sure it is.
Chairman MILLER. Yes, yes.
Mr. MARiuorr. So if I am in aso, the higher tax bracket I amin, the more that credit is worth to me as a deduction againstincome.
Chairman MILLER. No.
Mr. MARRIOIT. Sure it is.
Mr. PICCIONE. The higher your tax bracket, the greater the valueof the
Mr. MARRIOIT. Credit.
Mr. PICCIONE [continuing). The credit.
Mr. MARRioTT. Right.
Mr. PICCIONE. Well, the child care credit is not based on the taxbracket system.
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Mr. PICCIONE. It is based on income levels. Once you are abovethe $28,000 income level, the maximum you can use is 20 percentof the total child care costs to a maximum benefit of $480 for thefirst child.
Mr. MARRioTr. What I am saying is, why don't we just give thedarn money to the people at the beginning and forget all of thismonkey business? Why don't we just say, if it costs $250
Chairman MILLER. Now we are talking. [Laughter.]
Mr. MARRioTr. If it costs $250 a month to put a child in day care,it costs $250 for a low income or it costs $250 for a high income, weare all going to get quality care, then the only issue is how much ofthe $250 are we willing to pay and it ought to be on a fair and eq-uitable basis.
That is why I think we are better off to forget deductions, cred-its, and exemptions and just simply figure out whether or riot it isto the benefit of this country to provide a subsidy for those whocan't afford it to provide day care assistance and whether that sub-sidy comes by the State or the Federal or whatever in the form ofsome grants. whatever, it all boils down to the same thing, doesn'tit, in the long run?
What I want to find out is, would simply providing a sliding scaledirect subsidy to people below a certain income level cost less inthe long run than this $12 billion and what would the price tag befor that type of program? Is there some way to compute that?Mr. PICCIONE. Not at the present time, and remember, the $12billion, sir, is for the exemption. Now, the exemption is not simplyfocused on child care expenses. That would be to all families withtax returns--
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Mr. Minuarr. Whether you need it or not.
Mr. PICCIONE. That has been our policy so far.
Mr. MARracrrr. We just got through say, as we defined this earli-

erwe are not here to subsidize day care. We are here to help chil-
dren who are disadvantaged, so why are we providing benefits for
all these

Mr. PICCIONE. Precisely.
Mr. MARIUOTT. I don't need it. I mean, I don't want the Govern-

ment subsidy. I do want my share to go to the person who needs it.
Mr. PICCIONE. Sir, I also think it is important, though, in creat-

ing something for the future, that policy be flexible enough to de-
liver assistance to families that don't choose the day care option,
that want to try to sacrifice a second salary for a parent at home
or families in rural areas where they don't have the same, work op-
portunities or day care opportunities.

Mr. MARRIOTT. I think if we start getting along into that, we are
going right down the socialistic road. I don't think we oweif my
wife and I want to work and don't want to mirk or stay home, we
don't need the Government to subsidize us one way or the other, or
give us any incentive one way or the other.

Mr. PICCIONE. But look at it like this: If the day care .redit be-
comes larger in the future, $2 billion in 1985, and becomes larger
after that and we keep making it bigger and bigger, then we begin
to have the cost of this flow over to families that are sacrificing a
second salary so that a parent can be at home. That means that
they could be paying higher taxes to pay for someone else's child
care credit., which means, in the final analysis, we have accepted as
policy that you are paying for the privilege of raising your own
children with higher taxes. So I think in choosing all the options,
they have to be crafted carefully enough so that they respect all
persons' choices.

Mr. MAititiorr. One last question if I can, Mr. Chairman. This
goes to Mr. Kowash. $240let's say the average cost of athe av-
erage fee a day care provider would charge around the country
would be $240 a month per child, or $250 a month per child. We
talked earlier when the Senator came in about day care providers
being the lowest paid people in the area.

It seems to me that we need to provide some incentives for
people to be in the provider business without giving away the ship.
I mean, we ought to have some incentives to provide a good supply
of services. What is the situation now with the private day care
providers in terms of profitability?

If I wanted to go out today and start a day care serviceI love
children, I want to help them. I have got to make an investment
and I want to make a decent profit as well. Can I do it today? How
profitable is it and do I have to pay all of my employees minimum
wage in order to make it work? If not, if I do, what is the solution
to this problem?

Mr. KOWASH. Well, there aren't too many viable solutions, but
first of all, let me say that from the ECLC Learning Center stand-
point, we operate anywhere from 2 to 5 percent profits each fiscal
year. If you were to ask me personally if I would invest my
$100,000 into a child care center to get 3 percent, I would say, "I
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am going to go to a Government Teasury note and get 10 percent,or what have you."
The incentives that you have to getting into the market natural-;ly is profit-motivated. We are in a free enterprise system and I

think everyone agrees that the free enterprise system is importantto the strength of democracy. Therefore, you have a lot of the large-
conglomerates that are on the stock market that sell stock to raisencapital to begin to develop child care centers, and naturally, those
companies are motivated to provide a return to the stockholders asany corporation is organized.

-But as far as a personal individual is concerned, certainly
an educator, would never compromise the dollar for the education-J,,,,s
al development or the physical or mental or social development ,of -`;,:the child.

So, therefore, the amount of profit that is in the private sector is1^,7,:,,
minimal. I can say this from our standpoint, anywhere from 60 to.70 percent of our moneys go into salaries and wages; taxes, realuestate taxes, State taxes and so forth, and so there really isn't a,very great incentive right now for people to rush. to get into thechild care business as far as the private sector is concerned. tMr. Mitanumr. Well, that is too bad. I was giving a speechwhatwas itI spoke to your group down at one of the hotels and I gavea speech. [Laughter.]

Chairman MILLER. Are we going to have to listen to it now?,',:
[Laughter.]

Mr. MAinuarr. No, I just want to say I sat around the table and.f
had dinner with the group and they all looked awfully prosperous.to me. They all were in the day care business and nobody was 'com-,
plaining about profits and they were all looking to build new cen-ters. I am all for profit. I think, you know, I would rather have a;profit than a loss any day, but I think the point is, is there enoughmoney to get people in the business and why isn't there, and whatdo we have to do to supply the supply of services?

Mr. KOWASH. The market is growing approximately 10 to 20 per-cent a year and it is going to continue to grow until, as I perceiveit, into the mid-1990's. We have had manyI guess not many, butwe have a considerable number of businesses and industries thathave contacted us personally to begin to manage and take over thecenters that they have had because of large cost overruns and thehigh expenses and so forth and cost containment problems, but Ithink there is a way that you can make good quality care available
at a reasonable price. This is really what parents are looking fortoday.

Mr. MAmuorr. Finally, I will be quiet on, this issue. Do.you havethe economy of scale to make money in day care services? Do Ihave to have six centers with 600 kids in it in order to make anymoney or can I do it with a small center with 10 or 15 or 20? .Mr. KOWASH. Again, as an individual, for you to make money as,an individual, you would have to be the director, the custodian, thebookkeeper, the teacher and what have you and posaibly you couldmake a decent salary. The mos , centers you have, naturally, the
more income-producing revenues you would have, which, in turn,would relate to a better botto. line.
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We have 13 centers and we are not a large operation, but as I
indicated, ,ve will probably see a 3- to 5-percent profit on our
return on moneys.

Mr. MARRIOTT. How many total children do your centers care
for?

Mr. KOWASH. Our centerswe have approximately 3,000 chil-
dren in our centers and we have not only suburban centers, but we
operate two hospital centers. We do feasibility studies. We manage
a center for a children's services bureau, which would be an
human services agency. We have a large inner-city center in Indi-
anapolis, so we have a smorgasboed type of child care services that
we render.

It is extremely difficult to stay with one area in today's complex
child care society.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Mr. Chairman, if it costsif it is a losing proposi-
tion for the private sector, I would sure hate to get the Govern-
ment involved in it. It would really cost us a lot of money.

yield back.
Chairman MILLER. It is a winning proposition. It is just not terri-

bly profitable.
Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I just wanted to ask a couple of questions, first in

regard to 'rour proposal for your discussion of tax credits and ex-
emptions. Didn't your tax credit proposal involve refundability?

Mr. PICCIONE. Yes. I examined that and found that for the lowest
income groups, for the families with adjusted gross incomes of
$10,000 or less, if refundability were available to them, the amount
that would be fun-u'F.KI would represent only 2.5 percent of the total
expenditures of the crLdit.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Without refundability, though, its equity is con-
siderably diminished, is it not, as well as its effectiveness?

Mr. PICCIONE. Yes. I don't know how considerable, but certainly
refundability would be a help to those lowest income families

Mrs. JOHNSON. Do you know vvbether any other county provides
a tax credit or, a family allowance on a sliding scale?

Mr. PICCIONE. Family allowances are most diverse all over the
world. Some countries have family allowance systems that give you
more money for each child; others wait until you have the third
child before they begin the allowance; and then other nations, such
as Canada, give an equal amount for each child. So they do have
varying amounts, but it is generally based on the number of chil-
dren, not by income level. What the countries night doand
Canada doeswould be to progressively tax the family allowance
given so that, unlike the regre3.sive effect of the exemption, you
would have something very progressive.

Mrs. JOHNSON. That would not be unlike what we do with Social
Security, where we tax a portion of the benefits at a certain retire-
ment income. So we could actually increase, on a gradual basis, the
amount of the family allowance that is subject to tax.

I think it would be difficult to mobilize the kind of support that
we would need for a family allowance that would benefit people
whose incomes were at $70,000 and $80,000 a year in the same way
it would benefit lnw- and middle-income families. I would frankly
have difficulty with that concept.
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On the other hand, I think the figures that you gave were veryhelpful about steps you would take to make the $600 1948 exemp-tion to have it have the same income impact on people.
When you think what a $5,600 writeoff would do, the most that

the families that I know are really struggling receiveit's verydramaticand that figure was well worth our studying.
I'd like to switch to Betty Carnes, if I may.
Betty, your training, the CDA trainingdo any States require

that for licensure, do you know?
Ms. CARNES. About half of the States do have the CDA credential

as one of the qualifications which a provider may meet in order tobe a care-giver.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you. That's only in regard to centers; notin regard to homes; correct? There are no States that have training

requirements for family day care homes, is my recollection.
Ms. CARNES. I'm not aware of any. In fact, as a person that's in-

volved with the CDA Credentialing Commission and as an individ-ual who has had responsibility for more than 10 years for regulat-
ing child day care facilities at the State level, one of the greatest
concerns that I have and one of the problems that I think is thebiggest deterrent to quality of care is lack of training.

You know, I've heard testimony this morning in regard to , thetype of facility in which the best care can be provided. I think thefamily day-care provider can potentially provide an excellent serv-ice for the very young child.
I do share the concerns that many have that we don't know. what

those qualifications are that those people meet.
CDA will become available in 1985 including competencies forthe family day-care providers. We're so hopeful that we can some-how facilitate an interest on their part in going through the proc-ess, so that they do receive training and so that they can havetheir competencies examined and can demonstrate that they dohave the skills to take care of children before they are given a cre-dential.
But I would very much wish that there would be some actionthat could be taken by the Congress to give an incentive to child

care providers to participate in training, whether it's through a taxcredit when they pay for their own training, or through the in-crease in the title X.Z. training provision, or any other number ofways that it could be done.
I just think, if we're really concerned about quality, we've got tobe concerned about the qualification of that adult that's taking

care of children, and I do hope that this committee will entertainthat aspect of this issue with some careful thought.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes, I think that is, to a large extent, the heart ofthe matter.
I don't know what the proportions are between the number ofchildren cared for in homes and in centers, but I would roughly

guess that there are more in homes than in centers; I don't know.
Ms. CARNES. I think very definitely.
Mrs. JOHNSON. But since we have absolutely no licensedhardly

any licensed facilities in most States to take care of children under
3, and since many of those homes, and possibly as many as threequarters, don't participate in a licensing system, even the home li-
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censing system, the likelihood that most of them have no contact at
all with established, well-trained personnel is extremely great.

One of the things I'm interested in is developing some kind of
satellite relationship, and it may be that there could be particular
standards or training for satellite centers, so that they could pro-
vide certain tnings to their satellite homes that wriuld bring the
satellite homes in contact with training without hooking them
automatically into a State regulatory licensure mechanism.

I think one of the problems we'd run into if we go too far in set-
ting standards for those homes is the same problem that we have
run into over and over again in the licensure of social work issue
that you push a lot of people out of the market who are really very
good but who will never meet paper and pencil qualifications.

So I was interested in the role that the CDA is serving and com-
mend you for your work in that area. It's terribly, terribly impor-
tant.

Last, I just wanted to ask Warlene Gary
Ms. GARY. Yes, I am.
Mrs. JOHNSON. In terms of the title XX Social Services Program

money, are you aware of any States that are involved in evaluating
whether or not those day care moneysand this goes back to the
whole private sector/public sector controversyare being used by
States to do a study of quality and costs of publicly provided day
care versus quality and costs of privately provided day care?

Ms: GARY. I don't track title XX money, I tend to monitor the
educate ,n block grants, but I do belong to the National Coalition on
Block Grants. I do know they are taking a look this year at how
title XX money is being used at the State level.

There are some serious problems with block grant legislation, as
I indicated before. It has been an insidious way to glop things to-
gether,' and then cut the budget, and then figure out a way so that
those folks are not getting the money at the local level, where the
servicesyou know, we're talking about at a Federal level how to
provide services at the local level. We've also got to have those
people involved when we sit down and put legislation in place to
make sure they do receive those services, but the study is not out.

One of the problems with block grants for those who monitor it
is that it's very hard to figure out how the money is being dissemi-
nated and track through the State and down to the local level.
That's one of the major problems with block grants.

MM.- JOHNSON. I agree with all those problems you cite with
block grants. One of the interesting things, though, that the block
grant has done in some States and certainly in Connecticut was, it
brought all the providers together at a much earlier part in the
planning process than they ever had been and prevented everyone
from fielding their own lobbying effort well down the road to try to
reverse things.

In Connecticut at least, that kind of approach has started new
scrutiny of how we are using the money and whether or not we are
really using it in the best interests of children.

I wondered if other States were looking at whether funding of
public day care centers is the best way to help children and provide
day care.
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Ms. GARY. I really believe that as the public becomes more awareof what a block grant isif you talk to the average person in the
street, they can't tell you what a block grant is, but as people find
out, they're going to find ways to access the money, and I think
that's true. it will provide more coalitions working together to
make sure that that money does ,,rovide the services.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes.
Chairman MILLER Dr. Aronson?
Dr. ARONSON. I have some information, I thinl that may behelpful to you and you may want to follow up on. ri neve is a seven-State consortium in which Pennsylvania was the lead State, but

Texas, West Virginia, California, New York, Utah, and Michigan
have been involved. Pennsylvania and the other States looked at asystem by which licensing data could be used to measure the qual-
ity of performance in day care programs and could be integrated
with a cost analysis.

The programs that were being measured by this system wereboth publicly funded and private programs, so that data exists to
partly answer the quality cost r.usnice question that you're askingabout.

The person I would direct you to, to get specific information
about this, is Dr. Richard Fiene, at the Pennsylvania Department
of Public Welfare. He has the data that you are asking about.

The data show clearly that there is a level of funding below
which you cannot fall without sacrificing quality, and there is alevel at which throwing more money into day care does not im-
prove the quality of care.

The ability to quantitatively measure day care performance
linked to cost is is a very important concept. It enables day carefunding sources to know when cost cutting goes beyond the fat, in
some instances when you go beyond the bone. That has happenedin Pennsylvania. We actually saw the quality of care slipping asfunding was cut back beyond the level at which the best efforts
could not maintain quality.

Furthermore, I'd like to support the need for training that wasmentioned by others. I have personally done some research in thehealth training area in a federally funded demonstration project.The study showed clearly that, first, monitoring alone improves thequality of day carethat if you do provide adequate checking onwhat is being done, simply the increased awareness of what should
be done improves the quality; and, second, that training improves
performance above and beyond the quality enrichment you getthrough adequate monitoringtraining provides yet further im-provement.

So there's objective data that shows that training really helps,and that adequate monitoring really helps, and that the two to-gether, synergistically, improve the quality of care.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Wolf?
Mr. 'WoLF. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have a 12o'clock appointment and I've been waiting to ask some questions. Iwill try not to take a lot of time.
I appreciate all of your comments. You've made a lot of goodpoints.
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I have personally held a series of day care conferences in my con-
gressional district. Dr. Tate who was here yesteiday, attended. I
say this in a spirit of friendship with my good friend from the Na-
tional Education Association, who does not have an overly ena-
moured view of the Reagan administration, but the Economic Re-
covery Act that this administration and I supported, and many of
us in Congress support, really offers the greatest opportunity to do
something for day care and to do it in a very positive way, and we
ought not close our eyes to this.

The White. House does have an Office of Private Sector Initia-
tives, which came out to one of my conferences, and which I think
offers seminars about the opportunity.

What I just wanted to say to you and. everybody in the room
who's listening, we keep talking about spending Federal money,
and I'm also in support of this. It's Er very important issue.

Day care is something we have to address, and the chairman has
been out in the forefront and has probably done more than any-
body else on the issue, but as we address the day care issue, don't
neglect the private sector; don't neglect the corporations that have
the opportunity to play an important part in this issue.

I don't know what you are paying your people. They may be
earning $9,000. But I'm sure they're going into the business be-
cause there's an economic incentive. The corporations of this coun-
try, whether it's in Xerox machines, or paper, or tanks, are making
money; its part of th; social consciousness.

When we made some budget cuts in 1981, we went to administra-
tions; we then went to different companies, and for example we
helped rebuild Wolf Trap with that; we also helped do a lot of dif-
ferent things. There is money in the private economy to do these
things.

The problem becomes that we have not spent the time to educate
the CEO's, the corporate leadership of our Nation, both at the
large Honeywell's and TRW's but also at Joe's Print Shop, and as
Dr. Tate points outand I think evervliod,y here ought to get a
copy of her statementit isn't a questi, . of how much it's going to
cost; this is not the question. The question is, how much will it save
the company? How much benefit will it actually bring to the com-
pany? It brings benefit, as Senator DeConcini said, in less absentee-
ism; a brings benefit in less turnover.

Dr. TateI don't know if she has submitted themhas studies of
turnoverwhat it means when you lose an employee and have to
get a new one.

The unemployment rate in my congressional district under the
Economic Recovery Act that we passed in 1981 is 2.4 percent. In
Loudoun County, it's 1.8 percent. If you lose an employee that's a
well-trained employee, it's very difficu..., to find another well-
trained employee.

Sr I think what we've got to doand this is where this commit-
tee provides the opportunityis to get it out to the corporate ex-
ecutives, the chambers of commerce, the National Association of
Manufacturers, that this is good business, this is the way to keep
your employees, this ire the v. ay to make them happy, this is the
way to improve morale, and this economicallyand if you want to
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use that word that used to float aroundis the bottom line; it'sgood business for the company.
I think we should stress that rather than always coming to the

Federal Government for more money--go to the private sector.
For those of you who weren't hereand I was not here to hear

Dr. Tateshe pointed out that if you arc talking about day carethat costs roughly, let's say, $2,000 a year, if yori give an employee$2,000 in additional salary to purt..hase that day care service,, theemployee has to pay taxes on it. If the eMployer sets up a vouchersystem or purchases, from your association or some other, aO 4140
slots or ,units in 'a :day care facility, the employer doein't haie..to
pay Social Security on that; that's a positive aspect; and he em-
ployee doesn't'have to:pay income trixon it.

So lei! s put more stress on what the private sector can do, be-
cause I think the private sector has the money. This economy isbooming, it can be creative, and it's to the advantage of buSiness,and it helps the children, and it helps the-people.

I just wanted to make that point, because I think we were alltalking about Federal involvement. There's a lot we can do here,but there's also a lot that the heads of private corporations can do.Mr. MARI:low. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. WOLF. Yes.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Just along that point, we had yesterday a personfrom the State of New York testify that they had established acare system in the State of New York, and they were, ticking offof the benefits in terms of increased productiirity, increased morale,and so on, and ao on, and I've asked them for a study or some ex-amples of the specifics in terms of those type of initiatives.
But I agree with what the gentleman said. I think we do need toeducate the corporations ofAmerica in terms of the economic bene-fit of this, and I think that will gO a long way to helping us bothincrease the quality and funding of the day care centers, and I ap-preciate your bringing up that point.
Mr. WOLF. And Dr. TateI don't know if she, pOinted out 'againyesterdaypointed out that a lot of the ,CFO's are afraid becausethey think the care is on site. The surveys thafshe's, taken showthat most people do not want onsite day care. The parents wantiomake this election; they want to make the choke where they wantto put their child.
So I think we've got to raise the comfort level of the privatesector by pointing out such misconceptions which we haven't donea very good job on so far.
Now I want to addressthe comment of the gentleman, Mr. Pic-cione. I agree with you. I think in the process, Mr. Chairman, oftrying to solve this problem, we don't want to pit one group against

another. We don't want to pit those people who have elected tostay at home and make them bear such pain that then they say,"Well, you know, golly."
So I think it's a balance, and I think it's important that we try tostrike that balance and be very, very flexible. We don't want to putsuch a burden there that you're driving people out, that they haveto work to pay their taxes in order to pay for this thing, and Ithink we've got to be careful that we don't have a vicious cycle,and I agree with your comment.
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I think you're making good points about certification, and I just
wanted to know, does your group do what she recommended? Do
you have a booklet that tells you that if you want to provide day
care, that this is what you ought to do, and this is how you ought
to go about health care?-,-I'm speaking t, mean, for exam-
ple this is. what you ought to do about washing your hands, and so
many lavatories, and so many this, and b tines? Do you put
that out and educate somebody on that?

Ms. CARNES. There are standards that address a healthy.environ-
ment. I'm not sure that it encompasses everythhig that the doctor
is addressing here, but we do-address that in our standards:

Mr. WOLF. Well, I think your group and 'the 'American ,Aeademy
ought to gt together, and perhaps our committee Could "liad the
effort. I'm not a great Ian of the Federal Government'boining in
and telling you how to do everything, but perhaps a MOdel Code, if
you will could be nut, together and give the opportunity for theie
people to certify, af 'efully you'll punish your people thiit don't
meet that goal.

But I think you ma/Le some very, very good points, and, frankly,
I wouldn't want my child to be in a day care setting that didn't
meet the very points that you are making.

I would hope that perhaps one of the recommendationi the com-
mittee could make, Mr. Chairman, is some sort of model standard
or code or effort of what the average day care ought to, haire, and,
second, I would like to ask, if it could be submitted for the record,
your comments to Congresswoman JOhnsOn and hoW much you
don't need gold doorknobsand so we could estimate what is neces-
sary. Also, where do you find a problem when yOu are cutting back,
and where do you find a problem when day care, providers are jUst
overloading, because the more they are charging for things you
don't have to have, then that's a greater burden on, them.

Chairman Mum. Without objection, we'll ask the staff to try to
secure that seven State study.

formation referred to, retained, in committee files.)
Mr. WOLF. Another question I'm trying to be fast-7-do the cok

leges have a major in this, or is this taught at the community cen-
ters and State colleges? Is there a major in day ,care?

Ms. CARNES. There are majors in early childhood development
and in child development. , It's called different things in different
places.

Some schools also have a sequence in their home economics de-
partment that addresses the kind of child growth and development
issues that we are concerned about.

Mr. WOLF. Is the enrollment in those urses going up or down,
or is it level?

Ms. CARNES. I don't know.
Mr. WOLF. Could we find out? Somebody said it is down. Could

we find out, Mr. Chairman, from the State colleges and community
colleges what is the enrollment? Is it going up? Because we know
the need is going up. Are the number of people that are majoring
in this and going to provide the services is it going un- or is it
going down, or is it level?

Dr. ARONSON. I can't answer that particular question, but I can
answer the one you asked earlier about the involvement of health
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concerns in CDA training and in other training programs. There's
a real deficiency here, and I think you have pointed it out.

When I have looked at CDA standards, they tend to require that
certified personnel maintain a safe and healthy environment, but
for most laypeople the terms "safe and healthy environment" need
further definition. To really understand what the terms mean thefocus must be on actions to reduce specific wealth and safety risksof group child care. It's one thing to manage your own home, but
when you get children together in groups, there are some-addition-
al specific issues.

This deficiency is true also of the college program's. The earlychildhood education programs are usually run by educators with
very little health professional input Its beginning to change.There are an increasing number of health professionals, who" aretaking an interest in day care, so there are now nurses, pediatri-
cians, and public health officials who are interacting with pro-grams like CDA on the local basis. It's just starting, and what weneed is that model code so people can begin to recognize thata de-
ficiency exists in the standards and in the education of the person-nel expected to meet the standards.

Mr. Worms. Yes. And also a model, in essence, of what a typical
course should be at Penn State or George Mason, if you are goingto major in this, because if you say just edniatorsand I have
nothing against educators, with all due respect; I love them; mychildren spend more time with educators than they spend withanybody else, but I think you want some practical aspcts, in themodel so that when the course of study is set up, the educators
have some direct experience of what they should be puttingp andteaching.

Ms. Gam Could I ask the realist a question, though? If in factthe number of teachers in this country is going down, and if thereis no profitability in day care, and if this is a low-morale, low-ply
kind of profession, what would make anyone think that someonewould want to go into that kind of profession unless they had somecommitment to it?

I want to back up to your comment about the CEO's in business.
Last year I had an experience working with them through Gover-
nor Hunt's Education Commission Task Force on EconomicGrowth.

My experience in just dealing with them on a personal 'kind oflevel is that yes, we do need to sit down and talk' to thein,, thatthey are much more amenable to many things oace. they are edu-cated on an issue, but I also found out, we make much' ado of what
the private sector is going to do for us.

What we heard from those CEO's is, "Yes, we are willing to do
some things, but we have our limitations. We're not willing to gothe whole gamut. We're only Willing to do specified schools, likeadopting one school, or doing something that only sets very narrowprecepts."

They also are not willing to go into those ghetto areas and those
places where we know child care is really needed for those womenand minorities and the disenfranchised to go back to work.I have problems. Yes, you know, I've gone through ever% gamutof child care there is. I've been poor, I've been divorced, I've been
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married with help. I still have problems with child care, too. It's
not just the poor women in this country.

So we are talking about a multifaceted issue that can just not be
narrowed down to one group or one set of people, and I don't think
the private sector is going to go into those areas to help those
people. I have not seen it.

As I said earlier, I'm not going to berate this administration for
what it hasn't done, but let me say, it stands on its record. It has
done nothing for those women or men, let me sayand the men
can stay home, too, to take care of those children to help them to
find adequate child care, so that we can have a working society.
Everybody here is not getting fair treatment,.

Mr. WoY.F. You make some good points, and I respect them. How-
ever, we obviously have some fundamental differences.

My comment really was directed in a spirit of friendship. I be-
lieve that the gentleman whom you are not overly enthused with is
going to live at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue for the next 4 years.

Ms. GARY. I probably agree.
.Mr. WOLF. So if we, are in an adversary process, that's not going

to help.
I would like to see, and I've even suggested to the White House,

that the President meet with the Fortune 500, and sit down and
say, "Fellas, come on and have lunch"everyone would come to
the White House if he did itand then let them know what is in
the Economic Recovery Act; let them know.

I think you are eight, that 'corporate leadership will not do it
unless they are educated to it and given these incentives, but there
are a lot of incentives that they don't even know about.

I was shocked to find out that people in my district, heads of cor-
porations, didn't know what was in the Economic Recovery Act
didn't know what was in the act that they could use to benefit
their employees.

Again, I'm not being political, but we are going to come down to
low unemp' qment, and you have somebody working for you, you
want to keep him, and when you fmd a good person, man or
woman, you want to keep them, you don't want to lose them.

I predictand I.don't know if Dr. Tate covered this the other day
or notthe company in &to 5 years which offers child care services
is the company that people are going to want to leave one company
in order to go to that company. That's going to be the biggest re-
cruiting tool probably that they are going to have.

I think you are right. They are not ready for it yet, but we have
that opportunity to break them loose, and if we break them loose, I
think it's going to be a whole new opportunity for us all out there.
I just appreciate it.

I have no more questions.
Chairman Mum. I appreciate the comments of the gentleman

from Virginia.
It's very clear, I think, after your study, that if the corporations

do not participate, we will never come close to meeting the need
and the demand for child care in this country; it's that simple. You
know, it's going to he a mosaic of people participating together. It's
quite clear that a great deal of education and support has to go on
out there.
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"4"

Let me delicately raise a subject which causes me great concern,
giving the events of the last couple of monthi and our last 2 days' of
hearings. My understanding is that there may be a proposal within
this administration to cease funding for CDA or reduce it.

At a time when there is more national concern and outrage
about child abuse, and with people saying that parents have got to
be better consumers and better listeners I would consider this to be
a very bad move.

This organization has been involved with a quarter of a million
parents. Trying not to make a great political gesture here, I just
think that this would be a tragic move, until we have the ability to
sift out exactly what is happening in these care facilities either by
providers or by parents.

It has become, I think, fairly clear that training rdf both parents
and family day care providers is very important. I would think that
this committee would view that effort at this time, without some
real consultation by the Congress, as a very bad move. I don't know
if it goes beyond your organizations or if there are others, but I
raise it because you are here.

It would be a very, very bad thing to do at this time, when I
think both the House is trying to sift out what's happening and
States moving very quickly to implement further requirements, li-
censing, and fingerprinting. The U.S. Senate is about to move in
some of this same directioncutting CDA funds would not be a
good thing to do.

Thank you very much.
Ms. CARNES. Mr. Miller, may I make one other comment, please,

for clarification?
Chairman MILLER. Sure.
Ms. CARNES. I was concerned about the dialogue with Mr. Wolf

in regard to the model codes or regulations that might be put forth
from the Federal level and the comments from the American Acad-
emy of Pediatrics.

I think it's important that we understand, for example, in turn-
ing to CDA on the health and sanitation area, that CDA is not In-
tended to provide the only standards that should apply in child day
care facilities. The States have roles to license those facilities.

Now, as I think most people in this room would agree, them, are
some serious deficiencies in that area, and I agree with the Acade-
my of Pediatrics there needs to be a health and sanitation
model regulation that could be given to the States to assist them in
knowing how to address this effort.

The same would be true in the fire safety area. It would be most
helpful if there would be a Federal example of what regulations
might look like, if we could have that kind of model in the staff
qualifications area and in the training of Pare-givers area as well
as the training of monitors or inspectors of child day care facilities.

This is an appropriate role for the Federal Government, and the
Children's Bureau recognized in the mid-1370's that tire was a
need in the regulatory area and did develop a model code, a model
law, that States could put in place, and it was followed in many
States.
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I'm suggesting that what wn need is a similar kind of effort as it
pertains to regulations, suggested regulations for States to imple-
ment in the health and sanitation and fire safety curriculum quali-
fication area, and so forth.

Also, I appreciate very much your comments on the continued
funding of CDA. It's true that there has been discussion about not
continuing that. We do not believe that that's the current thinking
at ACYF, and, as a matter of fact, we have submitted our proposal
for a November date for the continuation of our grant, and I'm
meeting with the commissioner of ACYF this afternoon and hope
that I will find that their thinking has responded to some of the
realities that exist that you've just addressed in terms of- the trek:
mendous need for a continuation of this kind of effort.

Chairman MILLER. Let me thank this panel very much for your
contribution, &L.,' your testimony, and your time. Thank you.

We're going to run into a problem here. We are especially going
to run into a problem with Ms. Brubaker, and that is, this is a
quorum call, which will probably be followed by a 5-minute vote,
which is going to take at least 20 minutes, if that's the only effort
on behalf of the committee.

Ms. Brubaker, where are you? Do you want to testify new, or do
you want to submit your testimony? I know you have a time prob-
lem.

MS. BRUBAKER. I can wait.
Chairman MILLER. You can wait? I think it would be best to be-

lieve that we will try to come back here at 1:15, and we'll take the
next panel then immediately and just do the best we can.

[Recess.]
Chairman MILLER. The committee will reconvene, and we will

hear from our fourth and our final panel, and I understand, Mr.
Theban, that you have some time problems. So we will hear from
you first. Apparently, you have taken care of yours, Ms. Brubaker.

MS. BRUBAKER. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. When you miss the last plane, there's no

more time problems. Thank you for sticking with us, though.
Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN THEBAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FAMILY
AND CHILD SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC; COALITION OF
FAMILY ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. THEBAN. I'm John Theban, and I'm the executive director of
Family and Child Services, which is a local, nonprofit social
agency, but I'm speaking today in behalf of the Coalition of Family
Organizations known as COFO, on day care. The organizations
comprising COFO are the American Association of Marriage and
Family Therapy; the American Home Economics Association;
Family Services of America, of which my agency is a member; and
the National Council on Family Relations.

With your permission, sir, I'd like to _mend and abridge the
statement which you have here, and you can take into account, of
course, that it goes for all things that are good, and talk about
some other things.

Principally the testimony this morning brings to my mind--
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Chairman MILLER. If we could ask you to bring the microphone a
little bit closer to you.

Mr. THEBAN. Yes, sir.
Chairman MILLER. Your written statement will be put in the

record, and if you would like to respond to what happened earlier
this morning, you are more than welcome to.

Mr. THEBAN. Yes, sir. The first thing, I wondered whether I was
the only one old enough here to remember the Lanham Act and
the consequences of it, but I've been assured the staff has looked
into the earlier Federal interest in day care.

I would like to say that at the end of the Second World War, this
enterprise, which, as you know, was designed not so much for child
care as to free women to work in the war industries, continued
after the war to some degree, and I was surprised to find here in
Washington that a local group had established an organization
known as Foster Daycare and Counseling Association to fill a gapin child day care through the use cf families rather than groups.

This group had thought this was the obvious remedy of choice for
young childrenthat children under 3 should in very extreme cir-cumstances only be in institutional care, and this was something in
which I found myself very much in agreement.

So I would like to say that one of the areas of great concern, one
in which I personally am still involved, is the offering of family day
care for young children.

I hope that the committee, in its deliberations, will look seriously
at the efforts to safeguar.? children in this setting, which, in myview, include not only sound licensing provisions and accepted
agreed upon standards, and methods whereby these things can be
enforced. I think that family care is still the remedy of choice for
young children and would therefore hope that equal emphasis,
since so many children are involved in it, be given to consider-ations of the needs in that area as well as io group care, whether
the service be given in ' nols, by teachers and by anybody else.

I think my prejudices a`:- come from observations, and I can re-member very well some .) ars ago visiting a day care center in
which there was a line of swingslittle swings like A frames, with
clockwork on the top, and there was a young lady who had the
duty of going and winding up the springs periodically, but that of
course was in the days before TV was so popular.

But I think that beyond all I've said, my major point is, I don't
think that anybody has improved on women raising young chil-
dren. They shouldn't be deprived of the maximum virtues of the
warm, loving association, which they do not get from their parentsfor at least part of the day.

So, havii.g said that, I will revert to the organizations I repre-
sent, and skip page after page, until I come to

Chairman MILLER. You are going to be the hero of this hearing
room.

Mr. THEBAN. I'm working for itto a summary of the assump-
tions on which the COFO, which I alluded to earlier, takes itsstandit is that child day care should be accessible to all families
who need itobviously it isn'tthat communities should offer avariety of day care programs reflecting the diversity of families aswell as the diversity of needs; that child day care rrograms should

4.
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promote growth and development as their essential thrust; that
community child-day care systems should operate on the same
standards of quality, regardless of the funding sources and the
methods of payment; and that artificial barriers to providers
should be removed; that community day care providers should be
required to receive adequate training, which can be given even
when they are working in their own homes; that the Federal Gov-
ernment needs to assume a role to assure that families have the
option to obtain good quality day care at an affordable cost; that
the Federal Government needs to be particularly sensitive to the
special vulnerability and child care needs of single-parent families
with limited incomes; and that the Federal programs that are tar-
geted on the Nation's poorest families, including the unemployed,
need to be especially sensitive to the importance of child day care
in the lives of these families.

This concludes the statement of the COFO organization, most of
which I have skipped.

I'd like to add a final observation on the importance of child day
care in this society. Mr. Chairman, we all owe you a debt of grati-
tude for the leadership you have provided in bringing the matters
of preventive services for at-risk families and permanency planning
for foster children before the policymakers of this Nation.

Without the tenacious leadership that you have provided for
many years, Public Law 96-272 might never have become law, and
that legislation represented a breakthrough in national policies af-
fecting families and recognized the importance of providing preven-
tive services to families who might otherwise be unable to keep
their children out of foster homes.

This legislative effort which focused national attention on the de-
sirability of providing preventive services rather than corrective
remedies for family pathology has, I believe, a correlation to the
child day care ;ague we are discussing today.

It seems to me that the statistical realities of the labor market,
as indicated above and by other people, make it timely for the Con-
gress to find answers that go beyond the dependent care tax credit
to help families discharge their day care needs. Such a policy
breakthrough should rest on the understanding that the financial
and emotional well-being of individual families is often dependent
on fi nding quality day care in the community.

There is a need, I think, for the select committee and for the
Congress to consider how they can bridge the financial barriers
that often make it impossible for communities to develop the qual-
ity of day care needed by families.

[Prepared statement of John Theban follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN THEBAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CHILD AND FAMILY
SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC; ON BEHALF or THE COALITION OF FAMILY ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Select Committee:

I am John Theban, Chief Executive Officer of Child and Family Services here

in the District of Columbia, a position I have held since 1951. Our agency was

founded in 1882 and serves approximately 15,000 families and individuals each
1

year. The bcsrd and staff of Child and Family Service have a keen interest in

public policies that aid and strengthen families. This is especially true of

public policies that concern the child day care system in this country. Because of

our agency's keen interest in this matter we welcome the ,portunity to be here

today to represent,and speak in behalf of, the Coalition of Family Organizations

(COFO) on the important topic of child day care.

Four national organizations comprise the Coalition of Family Organizations:

The American Association of Marriage and Family Therapy, The American Hone Economic

Association, Family Service America (of which my agency is a member) and the National

Council of Family Relations. The leadership of these four organizations Welcomes

the invitation of the Select Committee to testify on the topic of child day care

and the needs of families. COFO was formed in the fall of 1977 to speak out to

policy makers on matters of great importance for the families of our nation. It

considers the issue of quality child day care for families to be of the utmost

importance. COFO 'minuends the Select Committee for placing a priority on this very

important matter at a time when vast numbers of mothers, either by necessity or 5y

choice,de joining the labor market. It is estimated by the U.S. Government that

the families of thirty million infants and children will need child day care by

1990.

Our statement will be brief and to the point. COFO's position is derived from

the assumption and belief that child day care programs and services should support

the efforts of families to discharge their own responsibilities. Also COFO believes

that families should have choices about flatters that affect them and the way they

care for their children. These choices should include the option for a parent
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to stay home to care for young children if that is the preference. Finally, a

family shoulo have some choice in the kind of day care available in the community.

To protect and assist families and their children, COFO believes that

calamity standards are necessary as is availability of information refyrral

and parental support systems (to provide support and guidance to parents where

it is needed and wonted.) Fur*her, commolities should also assure that Loose

caring for children in day care lettings receive suitable training.

COFf zidorses the need for a legitimate federal role and commitment in

assuring that communities can provide quality child day care structures which

can support families in carrying out their responsibilities.

The only broad based federal program to assist families is the dependent

care tax credit. This policy assists families.in an indirect fa'nion by using

the tax system which provides a tax credit on a sliding scale co families who

pay for child day care -- or care for other dependent family members iiineed

of special day care. This program is limited to families having available

resources to purchase such care as needed while receiving the tax credit at a

later time. It is estimated that almost S2 billion dollars in tax credits are

received by tax payers through the dependent care credit. This federal invest-

ment in families provides an important component for a larger system that needs

to be built for the families of this nation.

COFO believes that Congress needs to think comprehensively about child day

care needs of families in this country and formulate respoinses that can address

those needs in a meaningful, coherent manner.

Our general concern for families recognizes that c'rtain families have

special needs. In that ntext we would like to express some concerns about the

needs of single parent families.
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COFO embers regard the plight of single-parent
families- -and the lack of

resources available to them. especially child day care. as a matter of major

public policy concern. Tie Congressional Budget Office has estimated that one in

four children under the age of ten will live in single parent familim in the

1980's. These children are often at risk. Census Bureau data confirms

that children living in two parent families enjoy nearly three times the family

income of mother -only families. These statistics indicate that policy makers

must be especially concerned about the child day care needs for single parent

families.

It is unfortunate that fbderal programs to subsidize the nation's poorest

families' child day care needs are among the programs sustaining major federal

cuts in recent years. The two most obvious examples of such cuts are in the

Title XX program and in the USDA Child Care Food Program. Meanwhile, recent

statistics tell us that the number of poor families In our country are at the

highest levels in thirty years. Such statistics represent the terrible anguish

of many families entrapped in a rapidly changing economy. Job retraining and

other opportunities for parents displaced from the labor market are often

dependent on available child day care. COFO is concerned, for example, that the

Jobs Training Partnership Act did not contain specific resources directed toward

providing child care for parents undergoing Job training or retraining.

Because of the factors cited above, it is the recommendation of the COFO organiza-

tions that the Select Committee pay very special attention to the needs of

single parent families and the ways that existing federal progress can be

restored or improved.

In summary the underlying assumptions of the COFO position are:
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o Child day care should be accessible to alt families who need It.

o A community's child day care system should operate on the same standards
of quality regardless of funding sources and method of payment.

o A carmunity should offer a variety of child day care progrtms reflecting
diversity of families as well as diversity of needs.

o Child day care programs shbuld promote growth and development as
their essential thrust.

o Artificail barriers to providers should be removed.

o Community child day care providers should be required to receive adequate

training.

o The federal government has an important role in determining how to be most
supportive of families in their efforts to obtain quality child day

care at an affordable cost.

o The federal government needs to be particularly sensitive to the special
vulnerability and child care needs of single parent families whose income

is often very limited.

o Those federal program that are targeted on the nation's poorest families-
including the unemployed- -need to be especially sensitive to the
essential importance of child day care in the lives of these families.

This concludes the position statement of the COM organization. I would like

to add a final observation on the importance of child day care in this society.

Mr. Chairman, we all owe you a debt of gratitude for the leadership you provided in

bringing the matters of p.eventive services for at risk families and Permanency

planning for foster children before the policy makers of this nation. Without the

tenacious leadership that you provided for many years. P.C. 96-272 might never have

become public law. That legislation represented a breakthough in federal family

policy and recognized the importance of providing preventive services to families who

might otherwise be unable to keep their children out of a foster home.

This legislative effort which focused federal attention on the desirability

of providing preventive services rather than corrective remedies for family pathology

has. I believe a correlation to the child day care issue we are discussing today.
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It seems to mm u,at the statistical realities of the labor marimt. as indicated above.

make It timely for the Congress to find answers that go beyond the dep....,cnt care

tax credit to help families discharge their child day are needs.

Such a policy breakthrough should rest on the understanding that the

financial and emotional wellbeing of individual families is often dependent on

finding quality child day care in the community. There is a need. I think. for the

Select Committee an4 for the Congress to consider they can bridge the financial

barriers that often make It impossible for communities to develop the quality

child day care resouces needed by families.

Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Ms. Brubaker, if you have other time problems, go ahead. You

have been so nice to stick with us this long. Come here; you can
share the hearing.

STATEMENT OF NINA DOBKIN, MEMBER, CHILDREN AND YOUTH
PRIORITY, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMFN

Ms. DOBKIN. I'm Nina Dobkin, a representative of the Children
and Youth Priority of the National Council of Jewish Women. I'm
also a member of the Bayonne, Jersey City, section in New Jersey
of the National Council of Jewish Women, and, as such, I partidi-
pated in the organization's 1968 survey on day care which culmi-
nated in the publication in 1972 of "Windows on Day Care."

The critical need uncovered in my community by that survey
prompted my section to establish the Bayonne Community Day
Nursery, a private, nonprofit center, licensed by the State of New
Jersey and run by a board of directors consisting of a cross-section
of community member' and parents of children in the day care
center.

I served as president of the board of directors for 9 years, and
now I am responsible for raising funds to meet the ever present
deficit.

Sections across the country have been actively involved in estab-
lishing and maintaining child care facilities, and my testimony is
reflective of our combined experiences, although I will cite in-
stances from the day care center that I'm most personally involved
in.

We found that the need for child care is crucial in every socioeco-
nomic level. You've heard that a few times today, I think.

At present, the Government subsidy of child care is not available
to thoEe with low-paying jobs. They don't meet eligibility require-
ments, but they also can't afford the full cost of day care. I can il-
lustrate the problem with this catch-22 situation that happens to
us many times. I'll give you one case that will show you what hap-
pens.
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We had a welfare recipient that came in and placed her child in
our day care center. She diligently studied until she qualified for a
job as an inhalation therapist. At that point, her income exceeded
title XX limits, and her child was no longer eligible for care. With
no affordable child care available, she had no job, so she was once
again eligible for our day care center.

TodayI guess it was yesterdayour day care center director
called me. She was frantic. She said she had a mother that came
in; the income eligibility for a family of two was $13,404; and this
young woman came in, and she was earning $16,000, and therefore
she was not eligible to get subsidized care.

Now every other day care center in Bayonne is a private day
care center that charges $65 a week, and so there was just no place
for her to go, and we are kind of hamstrung by this cutoff point in
the rules.

We do think that child care should be available on a sliding
scale, so that child care services could be accessible to everyone
who needs it, regardless of their income.

Another underlying problem seems to stem from the fact that
the costs are grossly underestimated, resulting in unrealistic Gov-
ernment subsidy.

You've heard many times today that day care personnel are
among the lowest paid professionals, but I have to tell you, it
breaks my heart to see young, very idealistic women come in; they
have early childhood degrees, we give them very good inservice
training, they get experience, they are terrific, and they are getting
$8,500 a year to start. That's lower than the parents who are on
public assistance.

What happens is that they have to get second jobs, they are ex-
hausted when they come in, and then they just wear out, and they
go into other careers when they are so good at what they do. Our
children lose their sense of well-being and security, it threatens the
continuity of ca; e, and we're losing the best and the brightest in
the field.

We also believe that child care centers must and can play a vital
role in the early detection of medical problems and learning dis-
abilities. Again, medical screening services are, for the most part,
unavailable because the costs are so excessive, and Government
funding does not take that into account when they are giving us
our subsidies.

With family child care homes becoming an alternative, again, we
agree that it must be upgraded, but let me tell you an interest'ng
story of how a Tulsa, OK, section responded to this. They sponsored
a van containing books, toys, and visual aids for the use of family
care homes. The driver, who Was a trained child care professional
skilled in the application of the materials, traveled from home to
home conducting workshops with the child care providers. Volun-
teers accompanying the driver helped to take care of the children
while the caretaker was participating in the workshop.

I think something like that might be very practical and probably
not tco costly in terms cr doing it on a widespread basis.

It really is essential that some kind of program and funding can
be made available so that these family care providers can be
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trained to offer quality care. Otherwise, you're just going to have
custodians lining children up in front of a television set.

Also, the training could serve r.S a path up the employment
ladder for these people. They could be trained to become teacher's
aides and such in a child care center.

Of course we know all these improvements are costly, and every-
body orries about that today, but we do believe that we can devel-
op ..ncentives for the private sector to become a partner in this en-
deavor.

I think Federal startup funds would encourage industry and hos-
pitals to establi?i onsite day care facilities when it's practical. I
think matching funds could provide an incentive for local and
State governments to contribute more generously toward child care
services. Tax incentives might well convince industry to consider
flextime, paternity leave, and full or part payment for child care as
a fringe benefit.

I think tax incentives might also stimulate physicians and den-
tists to donate their services to child care facilities for early screen-
ing.

I have personally observed a positive response to the presence of
Federal matching funds. Our Bayonne City Council was more than
willing to budget for our day care center with the promise of a 3-
for-1 match from title XX.

Initially, they were very reluctant to accept an additional burden
in their budget, and they were afraid that it would keep mounting
and they wouldn't be able to handle it, but once that 3-for-1 match
was mentioned, they were very willing to go into it.

The Maidenform Corp., which is one of the industries in our
town, responded very generously to our plea for funding to contin-
ue our health screening program when they learned their contribu-
tion would bring in enough Federal funds to completely finance
blood screening, audiology, and neurological testing.

We are in an industrial town. I wish I were as optimistic as Mr.
Wolf in terms of getting industry to come in heavily. Exxon did
give us some funding and some help, and Maidenform. With all the
other industries in town, we were lucky sometimes if we got a $25
contribution from time to time.

In order to develop a comprehensive policy and effective program
of child care in this country, it is essential that the Federal Gov-
ernment establish an effective, centralized mechanism for commu-
nicating and coordinating regulations, grants, related services, and
outreach to the States, so that the States can coordinate child care
services in their communities. This kind of effort is needed in order
to facilitate accurate assessment of the need for child care and re-
lated services, such as staff training, medical screening, and family
support services.

I have additional material included in my written testimony,
which has already been submitted to you, and we sincerely appreci-
ate the opportunity to contribute to this effort and offer continued
support for the select committee's work.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Nina Dobkin follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NINA DOBKIN, MEMBER, CHILDREN AND YOUTH PRIORITY,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN

National Council of Jewish Women Testimony on Child Care

I am Nina Dobkin, a leader in the Children and Youth Priority

of the Nrtional Council of Jewish Women (NCJW). We salute and support

your important decision to open a nationwide debate on the need

for comprehensive child care services. I am 3rateful for the opportunity

to testify before you today on an issue of deep concern to our organi-

sation- -child care. Since its inception in 1893, the National Council

of Jewish Women has focus-1 on the needs of children and their families.

Indeed, the .Jelfare of children and youth is .3 priority concern for the

organization's more than 100,000 members in 200 communities nationwide.

Many of our community service projects and advocacy efforts are

in behalf of the nation's children and, in that regard, we have

offered testimony at the local, state and federal levels in the past.

Since 1911, NCJW has had a National Resolutios ailing for

adequate, quality child care in America. At our 1983 biennial con-

vention in Washington, DC, delegates adopted a resolution endorsing

"quality, comp-ehensive child care services available to all." This was

in accord with NCJW's belief that "a healthy community, sound family

life and individual well-being are interdependent."

Today, our testimony will focus on the increasing need for

child care services, the problems facing child care providers and some

specific recommendations for an effective child care policy.

The Critical Need for Child Care

As a member of the NCJW Bayonne, New Jersey, Section, I partici-

pated in the organization's 1918 survey on day care which culminated

in the publication, in 1972, of Windows on Day Care. At that time,

NCJW volunteers across the county' found that:
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While there has been some expansion in the number of
licensed day care homes and centers in recent years, the
growth in services available has failed to keep pace with
rapidly rising need. Large numbers of children are neglected;
still larger numbers now receive care which, at best, can
be called only custodial and which, at its worst, is de-
plorable. Only a relatively small proportion are benefiting
from truly developmental quality care.

The critical need uncovered in my community by that survey led my NCJW

Section to establish the Bayonne Community Day Nursery in 1969. I

served as president of the center for nine years and am now a member

of the board of directors. In addition to my NCJW Section's involvement,

Sections across the country have been active in establishing and main-

taining child care facilities in their communities.

It is startling to compare those bleak findings from the National

Council of Jewish Women's survey of over a de,ede ago to findings pub-

lished by this Select Committee in its 1983 Year End Report:

Although adequate child care remains unaffordable or un-
available for many, there are no adequate public or private
initiatives underway. Continued inattention to appropriate
child care policies will compound the already strained
financial and emotional circumstances of millions of families,
as well s., place increasing numbers of children at risk of
inadequate or non-existent supervision.

The Year End Report makes it clear that there is still a desperate need

for adequate quality child care in this country. Whatever strides have been

made over the past decade have been insufficient to meet the ever-growing

demand on the part of this nation's families for affordable, quality

care for their children.

This need not only includes pre-school day care but after-school care

for so-called latchkey children, infant care, and night-time supervision

for children whose parents work on rplit shifts. For example, although

the Bayonne center now has 95 children enrolled, our waiting list num-

bers over 100 children.
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The need for child care crosses economic lines and urgent pleas for

entry into our center are registered by the welfare recipient who has

an opportunity to participate in a job training program, the professional

single parent who must have child care before resuming a career and the

two-parent working family requiring two incomes for minimum subsistence.

Statistics bear out the fact that an increasing number of children in

every socio-economic group are living in homes with tither a single

working parent or two working parents, yet many sucn families cannot meet

the rising costs of quality child care. Quality child care available on

a sliding fee scale would make such services available to all regardless

of ability to pay. At present, in many cases, government subsidy of child

care is not available to those with low-paying jobs who may not meet

eligibility requirements but who cannot afford the full cost of child care.

We frequently observe the "Catch 22" situation represented by a

welfare recipient who placed her child in our Bayonne center and dili-

gently studied until she qualified for a job. Then, because her income

exceeded Title XX limits, her child was no loneer eligible for care.

kith no affordable child care available, the mother had no job, was

once again on welfare and able to register her child in our program.

Problems Faced by Child Care Providers

An underlying problem in current government programs to subsidize

quality cnild care is the fact that costs are grossly underestimated.

Staff members, who play such an important role in making the difference

between custodial and quality care, are among the lowest paid professionals

in the workforce. Our center struggles continually to raise money from

individuals, organizations and industry in our community to meet an

ever-increasing deficit which exists in spite of careful and frugal
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are shamefully underpaid. Early childhood specialists with college

degrees are paid $8000 a year--salaries lower than our children's parents

who are on public assistance. Some of our teachers work for us from 7 a.m.

to 2 p.m. and then must take second jobs to make ends meet. Many, in

desperation, must change careers and leave. This makes most centers

"revolving doors" where high attrition rates among staff threatens the

continuity of programs and the children's sense of well-being and security.

In addition, the centers are left to undertake the expense and time

needed to Aire and train new staff members.

Medical screening services which could play a vital part in saving

public funds in a child's later years a_e, for the most part, unavailable

due to excessive costs. Family support mechanisms, a natural outgrowth of

child care centers, are likewise unaffordPhle for facilities that strug-

gle to even provide the basics to their clients. NCJW believes that child

care centers can and must play a vital role in the early detection of

medical problems and learning disabilities.

More and more parents are turning to family day care homes for child

care, making it increasingly important to upgrade such facilities. Home

care mothers are often untrained with limited resources, providing only

the barest of custodial care. NCJW proposes that provisions be made for

developing community-wide networks among such homes so that educational

materials, resources and even toys might be shared. The Tulsa, Oklahoma,

Section of NCJW, for example, apomwred a van containing books, toys

and visual aids for the use of family care homes. The driver, a trained

child -care professional skilled in the application vf the materials,

traveled from home to home, conducting workshops with the child-care
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providers. Volunteers, accompanying the driver, helped with the chi"ren

while their care providers were participating in the workshops. It is

essential that funds and programs be made avallable so that such family

care providers can be trainvd to offer quality care to children. This

training would also serve es a way up the employment ladder for the providers.

Recommendations

All of these improvements cost money, perhaps more than the federal

government is able to allocate in this era of burgeoning 4eficits.

Nonetheless, NCJW strongly believes that any investment made to upgrade

and expand the child care in our country is one that will ultimately

yield benefits to the economy rs well as to the children and families

of this nation.

Longitudinal research by the High /Scope Educatio.al Research

Foundation, a prestigious Michigan -based research center, has demonstrated

the social and economic benefits of high quality early childhood pro-

gramming. Their research indicated that for each $1000 spent on pre-school

programs, $4130 has been, or will be, returned to society in reduced

costs for special education and facilities required for delinquents.

Almost twice as many youngsters who had not had pre-school were arrested

by the age of 19. On the other hand, for every 100 youngsters included

in the study who attended pre-school, 48 were employed And self-supporting

as young adults; of those who had not attended pre-school, only 29 were

employed and self-supporting.

We also believe that through carefully developed programs of in-

centives, the government would encourage the private sector to become

a partner in this endeavor. We recommend programs to encourage business

subsidies of employees' child care costs in existing facilities and in-
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volvement by small firms in coalitions with other companies and

community groups t, establish day cake facilities.

As the Bayonne Community Day Nursery's current fundraising chair-

persot, I have observed a positive reaction to the presence of govern-

ment seed money. Our City Council was more than willing to budget for our

day care center with the promise of a three for one match from Title XX.

Maidenform Corporation responded generously to our plea for funding to

continue our health screening program
when they were informed that their

contribution would bring down enough federal funds to completely finance

audiology, blood screening and neurological testing.

NCJW thus recommends such matching funds which would provide an in-

centive for local and state governments to contribute more generously

toward child care services.

Tax incentives are another means to foster a public-private partner-

ship in providing for child care needs. For example, tax incentives could

well convince industry of the need for
flex-time, paternity leave and

the provision of full or partial payment for child care as a fringe bene-

fit. In addition, tax incentives could
stimulate physicians and dentists'

donation of services to child care facilities for early screening programs.

In order to develop a comprehensive
policy and program of child

care in this country, it is essential that the federal government

establis5 an effective centralized mechanism for communicating and

coordinating child care projects, grants, related services and outreach

to states so that, in turn, states can coordinate child care services

in their communities. This kind of effort is needed in order to facili-

tate accurate assessment of the need for child care and related services,

referral and coordination of such improvements as staff training, medical
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services and family support services.

Summary

Despite improvements and expansion of child care services, the in-

crease in tuo-working parent and single working parent families has made

the need for affordable and available quality child care crucial in

our country. The costs of providing such child care are underestimated

to the extent that existing centers must cut down on important support

services to th'e children enrolled and must cope with high attrition

rates among underpaid professionals. Family child care homes are becoming

an alternative for many who seek care for their children, thus creating

a pressing need to upgrade such care by training child-care providers

and networking to make resources available to such homes.

NCJW urges government to develop incentives for state and local

governments and industries to help fund existing centers and to establish

new ones. Reliable studies show that such an investment in quality

care for our nation's youngsters can result in a healthy and more self-

sufficient population of citizens in the future. Such policies and pro-

jects would be most effective if coordinated centrally on a federal and

state level.

Once again, the National Council of Jewish Women applauds this

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families for the bold initiative

it has taken by focusing on the child care needs of this nation. le

appreciate the chance to contribute to this effort and offer continued

support for the Select Committee's work. Thank you.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony, and
I think the entire day care community owes the national council a
debt of gratitude, I guess, if you will, for the "Windows on Day
Care" report, sort of where we all started.

It's interesting that we haven't moved very far from your find-
ings, but that was a different decade, and I think that the testimo-
ny that this committee has received has demonstrated that we are
far beyond the issue of establishing need, and most of the testimo-
ny has been how do we provide the service that is recognized as a
necessity.

Thank you very much. You are excused.
Who has the next time problem here?

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA BRUBAKER, PUBLIC POLICY CHAIR,
THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC.

Ms. BRUBAKER. My name is Cynthia Brubaker, andI
Chairman MILLER. Let me just say something, because I thinkit's interesting-
Ms. BRUBAKER. I'm never going to be able to
Chairman MILLER. No, I don't think you are going to be allowed

to testify. We have heard enough from you. [Laughter.]
I think that Congressman Wolf raises a very important point, be-

cause he did something that I'm not sure any other Member of
Congress has done, and that is, he made a very intensive effort,
using his officehe has more access to the White House than I
dobut the White House, the private sectorin going at an inten-
sive educational effort at the private sector, and finally found at
the end of a long period of time he was getting some response, and
he was getting response probably more than most private initia-
tives anywhere else because they are usually one-shot meetings,
breakfasts, or lunches, and people kind of wander off and say,
"Well, that's an interesting idea," and then they go back to what
they were doing before.

So I think that one of the things that those of us who are major
promoters and advocates of child care have got to consider is how
do you do the intensive, long-term approach with corporations so
that they start to see, and now we are seeing more and more evi-
dence that you can now take to them hard facts that, "This is in
your benefit," which is a different argument than they have heard
for almost a decade.

That's not to suggest that they are going to meet the entire prob-
lem, they are not either, but I just think that people ought to un-
derstand. That's the experience where he really made an incredible
effort for a Member of Congress to go out and sort of grab some of
these people by the nape of the neck and say, "Pay attention here,"
and then he went out again, and again, and again, and again. and
it started to work.

So excuse me.
Ms. BRUBAKER. OK. I'm from--
Chairman MILLER. One other thing. [Laughter.]
Ms. BRUBAKER. I'm from Indialantic, FL, and I'm chairman of

the Association of Junior Leagues' Public Policy Committee, and I
also serve on the board of directors for the Florida Center for Chil-
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dren and Youth, which is a child advocacy group in Florida, and
we have been working on day care licensing standards in Florida
for a long time and still have a ways to go.

I've submitted written testimony, and with your permission, I'm
just going to make it briefer.

The Association of Junior Leagues is an international women's
volunteer organization with 249 member leagues in the United
States representing approximately 150,000 individual members.

Junior Leagues promote the solution of community problems
through voluntary citizen involvement and train our members to
be effective voluntary participants in the community, and I think
attached to the written testimony are a number of projects that
we've been involved in throughout the United States in the area of
day cars.

As a women's organization, the association is particularly inter-
ested, and has been for a very long time, in the issue of child
Junior League members are experiencing the same trends as those
reflected in national statistics. That is, many of our members are
working, and more are having to combine work and family respon-
sibilities.

Most Junior League members are married, have cuildren, and a
substantial number are employed.

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to appear tlday to reg-
ister the association's support for expanding and strengthening
child care services in the United States. The issue of child care is of
increasing concern to families and children since greater numbers
of women enter the labor force. We have heard that repeatedly
today, and I am sure yesterday.

While the association believes that new initiatives can and
should be taken by the private sector, as well as by State and mu-
nicipal governments, the need for child care cannot be satisfactori-
ly resolved without the assistance of the Federal Government.
Today nearly 50 percent of children under 6 have mothers who are
employed. To put it another way, more than 10 million children
are placed in day care each day, most in day care homes which are
not regulated, licensed or supervised, so the need for improved
child care is clear and well documented.

We believe that Federal leadership must be provided, especially
direct funding for child care for low-income families. Seed money
for initiatives of new programs, such as those for school-age chil-
dren and information and referral services, the establishment of
parental leave policies and incentives for States and communities
to improve their licensing and registration processes.

Our written testimony, which all members of the select commit-
tee have received, describes individual league projects related to
child care, and included among these are some innovative projects
involving collaboration between the public and private sector, to
develop information and referral services, and the establishment of
"phone-a-friend" programs for school-age child care, as well as ad-
vocacy efforts to strengthen State licensing laws.

Many of Junior League initiatives at the Federal level, such as
support of an increase in funding for title 30( social services block
grant, have been taken in collaboration with the association. The
association board supports the following child care concepts:
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One. Child care should be easily accessible and affs_rdable to all
parents who need and want it.

Two. A wide variety of child care programs should be available
to meet the needs and preferences of children and their families. I
think that has come out several times this morning.

Three. Certain minimum standards of licensing requirements
should be in place to insure health, safety and well-being of chil-
dren.

Four. Strong information and referral systems should be estab-
lished.

In 1981, the Association of Junior Leagues, in collaboration with
the Johnson Foundation, held a conference entitled "Child Care
Options for the Eighties," at Wingspread Conference Center in
Racine, WI. Affordability was identified as the number one issue on
the agenda for action developed by conference participants, and
these participants represented business, academia, as well as the
voluntary sector.

Too many families cannot afford quality child care, and conse-
quently resort to child care arrangements which are less expensive,
but do not meet the child's developmental needs. Increased funding
for title XX social services block grant, and expanding the sliding
scale of the dependent care tax credit, and making the credit re-
fundable were identified as key strategies to achieve affordability.

Participants at the Wingspread conference, and indeed most
other observers in child care, have concluded that while a better
public-private partnership is necessary, private incentives are not
enough to bring about a child care system in which there is an ade-
quate supply of affordable quality child care. Public support and
leadership are essential.

In recommending greater Federal leadership to improve the af-
fordability and availability of child care, we would like to call at-
tention to the following:

First. The title XX social services grant is the most important
source of funding for child care of low-income families. It's current
level of funding is $600 million below the level of $3.3 billion estab-
lished for fiscal year 1985 prior to the cuts made in title XX fund-
ing by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation. Act of 1581.

Second. The $160-per-month limitation on the AFDC child care
disregard is insufficient for quality child care, especially in urban
areas.

Third. The association supports the provisions of the Economic
Equity Act, which would increase the sliding scale or dependent
care credit and make it refundable.

Fourth. The cuts in Federal grants to States and localities for
child care funding have resulted in a decline in State standards
and monitoring of child care services. We believe incentives should
be provided by the Federal Government to encourage the setting
and monitoring of standards.

Fifth. There is a need for Federal leadership to encourage the de-
velopment of family child care systems which would raise the
standards of family day care in, for instance, training, certification
and regulation.

Sixth. More information and referral services are needed. These
resources also help communities see the gap between supply and
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demand and to more effectively plan for adequate child care serv-
ices. The association believes the Federal Government should pro-
vide seed money for information referral as proposed in the
head Start and Human Services Amendments of 1984 recently
passed by the House of Representatives.

Seventh. The association also supports legislation which would
provide Federal support for the development of school-age child
care programs. As a matter of fact, I am involved in that now in
my own community trying to get a program for latchkey kids, and
the roadblock has been lack of funds.

Existing community resources such as schools and nonprofit com-
munity centers should be utilized in developing these programs,
and we support the School Facilities Child Care Act of 1984.

Eightn. Only 40 percent of working women receive maternity
benefits. The association supports policies r would affirm the
right of parents to pay in job-protected leaves after childbirths.
This could result in less need for health care facilities and help the
children get a better physical and emotional start in the first criti-
cal months. Each of the recommenmdations we have presented
would improve some area of child care.

At our Wingspread conference, the participants spoke of building
blocks needed by communities to construct individual child care
systems. The recommendations that we have made include some,
but of course not all, of the necessary components that would help
to improve and expand child care.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear today, and applaud your
efforts in meeting this critical need.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Cynthia Brubaker follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA BRUBAKER, PUBLIC POLICY CHAIR, THE ASSOCIATION
OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC.

I am Cynthia Brubaker, of Indialantic, Florida, chairsaa of the Associa-

tion of Junior Leagues' Public Policy Committee and a past president of the

Junior League of Sruth Brevard, Florida. The Association of Junior Leagues

is an internationa women's volunteer organization with 249 member Leagues

in the United States, representing approximately 150,000 individual mem-

bers. Junior Leagues promote the solution of community problems through

voluntary citizen involvement, and train their members to be effective

voluntary participants in their communities.

As a women's organization, the Association is particularly interested in

child care. Junior League members are experiencing the same trends as those

reflected in national statistics - -that is, many of our members are working;

more are having to combine work and family responsibilities. Most Junior

League members are married, have children, and a substantial number are

employed.

I an especially pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you

today to register the Association's support for expanding and strengthening

child care services in the United States. The issue of child care is of

increasing concern to families and children as greater numbers of women

enter the labor force. While the Association believes that new initiatives

con, and should be, taken by the private sector as well as by state and

municipal governments, the need for child care cannot be resolved satis-

factorily without the assistance of the federal government.

Today, nearly 50 percent of the dlildren under six in the United States

have mothers who are employed. Put another way, approximately nine million

children under six are placed in day care each day --most in day care homes

which are not regulated, licensed, or supervised. The need for improved

child care is clear and well documented. We believe that federal leadership
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must be provided--especially direct funding for child care for low income

families, seed money for iidtiatives for new programs such as those for

school age children, information and referral services, the establishment of

parental leave policies and incentives for states and communities to improve

their licensing and registration processes.

What are the Trends Affecting the Need for Child Care Services

The primary cause of this growing demand for child care services for

children has been the dramatic increase in the number of working women,

especially among the mothers of young children. In the past 15 years, an

increasing number of mothers of children under the age of six have returned

to work. This rate is expected to continue to increase into the 1990's,

especially among mothers of children under three, as not only lower income,

but also middle income, women enter the labor force in order to maintain

their standards of living.

Other important trends include:

o More than 53 percent of all women are in the labor force.

o Sixty percent of all children under the age of 18 have mothers in

the labor force.

o Forty-one percent of mothers with children under age one are in the

labor force.
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o Six hundred thousand babies are born to teenage girls each year.

They depend on child care if they are to return to school, cocplete

their education, and enter the labor force.

o The number of female-headed households has increased by 97 percent

since 1970. The poverty rate among such families with children

under 18 is (Co percent for blacks, 67 percent for Hispanics and 43

percent for whites.

o Only 40 percent of American working women are covered by some kind

of maternity benefit which is usually of short duration - -gener -

ally less than 2 months. This is in contrast to 117 industrialized

nations which provide some type of universal maternity benefit.

The demographic changes have also contributed to new levels of poverty

for single-parent families with the result that an increasing number of

American children under the age of 18 are living in poverty. In 1981, the

average single mother with children earned only $9,495.00. Such a woman

must have child care services in order to remain at work, but quality day

care is increasingly out of her reach without some form of private or

government subsidy.

The Scope of Child Care

Good quality child care is expensive. Infant care often costs more than

$100 a week. Other child care, which costs $40 to $60 per week per child,

is beyond the reach of most low income and many middle income families,

particularly those with more than one child or those headed by single par-

ents. Yet in 1983, a year in which almost half of the American women with

children under six were employed, federal and state Title XX child care

1
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expenditures dropped to $623 million (from $703 million in 1981) - -only suf-

ficient to provide full time care for approximately 200,000 of the 8.9 mil-

lion children under six in child care. As an illustration, the Junior

League in Springfield, Massachusetts, in testimony before a governor's

advisory committee, reported that in 1980, 'approximately 89,500 children

from families in Massachusetts with incases below $15,000 needed day care

for work - related reasons. This figure was six times as great as the number

of work - related slots available through state funded day care services.' In

Connecticut, the Junior League of Hartford reports that fewer than 1/3 of

all the children in Connecticut needing day care can be accomodated in

licensed day care facilities.

Selected Junior League Child Care Projects

The programs related to child care supported by Junior Leagues across

the country illustrate the ways in which private initiatives can encourage

the development of child care services. Many of these initiatives involve a

public/private collaboration with the Junior League providing seed money or

matching funds needed to obtain government funds.

While we have not completed compiling the statistics for 1983-84 pro-

grams, we know that nearly half of all the Leagues reporting child care pro-

jects were concerned with the problem of the latch-key child, the school age

child left in the hoar: without proper adult supervision. Several also have

worked on information and referral programs. A brief description of some of

these projects follows. A listing of the 1982-83 projects is included as

Attachment A.
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The Junior League of Waterloo-Cedar Falls, Iowa is helping to develop a

new program in response to the problem of the latch-key child. The project

involves the development of eight half-hour video tapes with a curriculum

developed to meet the emotional and safety needs of latch-key children in

the 8 -14 year age range. There were many attempts in the area to develop

programs for latch-key children, but due to lack of funding, none emerged

until the Junior League agreed to fund the present project with a grant of

$6,500. Initially, the tapes are to be shown on cable television; later

they will be available to schools and community groups that want to use

them. The project is supported by a coalition of tiencies and organizations

promoting services for latch-key children, including Camp Fire, Girl Scouts,

police departments, the American Association of University Women (AAUW), and

child care advocates.

In part, this project is an outgrowth of the Black Hawk County Child

Care Services Coordination Project which provides information and referral

about registered family day care homes, and public information about

children's services. Services to child care providers including

consultation and assessment, toys, and educational materials are also

provided. It is an example of what a community can do to improve child care

services when the many interested parties work together and public support

and incentives are available.

The Junior League of Peoria, Illinoii also is dealing with the problem

of latch-key children. The League became aware that many school-age

children are home alone, when school is not in session, through its various

volunteer projects and from the schools. The League initiated a Phone-

a-Friend project, a helping network that will offer support and information
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to children at home without adult supervision during after-school hours from

2:30 to 5:30 P.M. This project is operating with a grant of S1,000 and

volunteers from the Junior League.

The Junior League of Hartford, Connecticut has also initiated a

Phone-a-Friend project (a "warm-line) for latch-key children. The League

worked closely with the Connecticut chapter of Parents Annonymous and the

Connecticut Association for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect to

develop the project. By January. 1985, the League hopes to operate a

'warm -line` that will offer support and information to children at home

without adult supervision during after-school hours. League grants of

S11,000 for the first year and $5,000 for the second year provide the only

financial support at this time, but the League is seeking other sources of

support in the community. The hotline will be staffed by six to eight

League volunteers.

The Detroit, Michigan Junior League also has established a PhoneFriend

project for latch-key children in collaboration with the Family Life Educa-

tion Council (FLEC). The League supplied the funding and volunteers and

FLEC provided the office space, research, and additional volunteers. Volun-

teers answer the help-line between 3 and 6 P.M. weekdays. In the first week

of operation, the project received 800 calls. Statistics provided to FLEC

indicate that 70 percent of families in Detroit and 74 percent in the Grosse

Pointe area consist of single parents or two working parents.

The activities of the Junior League of Des Moines in support of child

care represent a variety of models for public/private partnership in the
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improvement of child care. In 1976, the Junior League of Des Moines

provided seed money to develop the Child Care Resource Center within the

Polk County Department of Social Services. The resource center serves as a

sponsor for family day care providers participating in the Child Care Food

Program. Because all participants in the Child Care Food Program most

observe state or local licensing or registration laws, the family day care

providers participating in the program must be registered. In Iowa, regis-

tration of family day care is voluntary. In 1976 there were only 137 regis-

tered day care providers in Polk County. Today there are 900 registered

providers out of a total of approximately 1400 providers identified by the

resource center.

The Junior League's involvement with the Child Care Resource Center

(CCRC) made the League aware of the need for information and referral

services. In 1978, the Des Moines Junior League provided the seed money and

volunteers to initiate the Child Care Resource and Referral Center. The

center, which is administered by the Child Care Resource Center, expects to

serve 5,000 families in 1984-85. Initially, the funding for the Resource

and Referral Center, which offers resources, referral, and educational ser-

vices for providers of child care, parents, and employees, was provided by

the Junior League and the Polk County Department of Social Services. The

League also bought a computer and provided the volunteers to computerize the

center's information. By 1982-83, however, $27,000 of the Resource and

Referral Center's budget came from businesses, including several of the

major insurance companies in Des Moines.
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The Des Moines Chamber of Commerce formed a child care committee which

co-sponsored, in collaboration with the Junior League and the resource

center, a forum on child care in 1982. As a result of the conference, the

resource center now conducts regular noonday seminars at local businesses

about child care. The center also now charges businesses for its services.

The center is seeking federal funding to enable it to market the CCRC model

throughout the state of Iowa.

As an outgrowth of its participation in Child Watch, a project developed

by the Children's Defense Fund in collaboration with the Association of Jun-

ior Leagues, the Junior League of Des Moines also has developed a

demonstration model child care subsidy and assistance program. The Child

Watch project found that good, affordable child care was not availaJle for

every child in Polk County. In fact, many of the parents and agencies

interviewed insisted that the probler' was affordability- -not availabill.j.

The subsidy and assistance program will provide financial assistance to

low income parents wh) do not qualify for existing child care subsidies.

The program, which began July 1, 1984, in collaboration with the resource

center, is jointly financed by the United Way of Central Iowa and the Junior

League of Des Moines. The United Way administers the program. Forty-two

thousand dollars of the project's $72,000 budget and all of the 35 volun-

teers were provided by the Junior League. The volunteers will work in the

areas of grantsmanship, marketing, advocacy and referral counseling. One of

the aims of the program is to obtain financial assistance from Des Moines

businesses.



The Junior League of Cklahoma City also provided funding to develop an

information and referral system which provides assistance to parents in

locating and choosing child care. The prograu also contributes to the

improvement in the quality of care offered among it child care providers by

informing providers about training opportunities available for child care

workers. In addition, the program reports any cos.?laints regarding possible

child abuse or health and sanitation violations to proper authorities.

system also functions as a clearinghouse of information for child care

advocates.

Most recently, the Oklahoma City project received a contract from a

national corporation with employees in Oklahoma City. The services of the

The

information

corporation

realize the

and referral center are part of a package of benefits that this

supplies to its employees. Although employers are beginning to

benefits to their employees of offering child care services,

they often are reluctant to become involved with child care. An information

and referral system offers an.employer a means to provide employees with

child care services without having to incur the significant costs involved

in providing on -site child care facilities.

An information and referral service known as Child Care Connection also

was developed by the Junior League of Salt Lake City. This project was

initiated as a result of a study of community needs which found that there

was no centralized child care information and referral service in Salt Lake

City or anywhere else in Utah despite a demonstrated need for such ser-

vices. The computerized service, designed as a support system to working

parents, provides child care information at no cost to anyone who lives in
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the Salt Lake Valley. The Junior League has ccemtitted $8,000 and 17 volun-

teers to the project. However, more financial support will be necessary and

the Junior League of Salt Lake City is seeking additional funding to support

this program. In part, the Junior League of Salt Lake City took the initia-

tive in developing the program because it found that businesses were reluc-

tant to become involved in child care without having informat 'n about

community needs.

The Salt Lake City Junior League's Child Watch project identified many

needs and concerns about child care in its community. Its report states:

Food funds for day care providers were reduced in such a way that
many children were adversely affected--some losing the only
substantial meal they ate each day.

A five year old whose working mother coulJ not afford day care was
left with her grandfather. The grandfather sexually abused the
child. The child is now left on her own each day.

One parent interviewed stated that when she returned to work and
was no longer eligible for the day care sliding-fee scale, she was
forced to quit her job and return to welfare.

A boys' and girls' club official states, "Our staff has been
working many overtime hours without any raises. Now I am facing
staff burnout, and I will just have to cut staff. my good staff
makes five dollars an hour:

Similar unmet child care needs were reported by other Junior Leagues

participating in Child Watch. For instance, the Child Watch project of the

Junior League of Milwaukee, Wisconsin found that there are many children in

need of quality, affordable day care. Ironically many child care centers

are not filled to capacity--in part because working mothers in low income

families cannot afford the cost of center care.

The Milwaukee Child Watch project also found that as a result of the

recent cuts in food suosidies to many of these centers, the nutritional
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needs of many children, especially those from low income families, are

adversely affected.

A recurring concern in the statewide survey made by the Child Watch

project of the Junior League of Wilmington, Delaware, was the issue of

families whose resources are not sufficient to meet their basic survival

needs. In Delaware, in many cases, the family cannot survive on Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) alone. Therefore, the mother's job

is vital. However, all AFDC families must now pay at least $10 per week per

child for day care. Ten dollars a week per child may seem insignificant,

but the AFDC maximum payment in Delaware is $212 for a two-person family and

$336 for a four-person family. Requiring payment of $40 per month, per

child for day care will be beyond the financial capability of many AFDC

families. Reny centers are also increasing the rates on their sliding

scales for non-AFDC children.

Selected Junior League Public Policy Activities

Recognizing the need for government funding and for government regula-

tions to ensure quality care, many Junior Leagues have supported legislation

at the local, state, and federal levels. A substantial number of Leagues

report that they advocated for improved licensing and adequate standards for

child care at the state level.

Because of its involvement with the resource center, the Des Moines

Junior League became convinced of the need for mandatory registration of

family day care providers in the state of Iowa. Such registration would

require the state to take responsibility for regulating family day care by
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empowering it to close family day care homes which do not meet minimum stan-

dards. The House of the lima state legislature passed the mandatory regis

tratioa bill but it failed passage in the Sonata.

Fourteen Junior Leagues in Florida. working in coalition with the

Florida Center for Children and Youth, were successful in obtaining

reauthorization of the state's licensing law which sets minimum standards

for child care centers. In addition, the Sarasota League worked for the

passage of a county ordinance which would be more strict than the state

guidelines.

In Ctlahaaa. the Maims City anu Tulsa Leagues, working with the

Conference of Churches and several non-profit state-wide child advocacy

groups such as the Coalition for Children. Youth and Families succeeded in

defeating legislation at the state level which would have exempted child

care facillties sponsored by religious organizations and those not receiving

state or federal funds from state licensing requirements. This is the

second year in a row that this legislation has been introduced and defeated.

AJL Position on Child Care

Many of the Junior League initiatives at the federal level such as

supporting an increase in funding for the Title XX Social Services Block

Grant, have been taken in collaboration with the Association. The Associa-

tion has been on record since 1981 with the following position statement on

children's issues which was reaffirmed at the Association's Annual Confer-

ence May 6 -9, 1984 in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania:
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The Association of Junior Leagues is committed to ensuring that
children have the opportunities and services essential for their
physical, intellectual, emotional, mental and social growth and
will advocate to see that such opportunities and services are
provi de d.

The Association Board has also approved the following child care
concepts:

1. Child care should be easily accessible and affordable to all
parents who want it.

2. A wide variety of chid care programs should be available to meet
the needs and preferences of children and their families.

3. Certain minima standards of licensing requirements should be in
place to ensure the health, safety and well-being of children.

4. Strong information and referral systems should be established.

Wingspread Conference

In 1981, the Association, in collaboration with The Johnson Foundation,

held a conference, 'Child Care: Options for the 80's,' at the Wingspread

Conference Center it Racine, Wisconsin. Affordability was identified as the

number one issue on the Agenda for Action developed by the conference parti-
cipants. Too many families cannot afford quality child care and, therefore,

resort to child care arrangements which are less expensive but do not meet

the child's developmental needs. Increased funding for the Title XX Social

Services Block Grant, expanding the sliding scale of the dependent care tax

credit and making the credit refundable were identified as key strategies to
achieve affordability.
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Conference participants also discussed the inadequate supply of child

care and outlined strategies for improving the availability of care, inclu-

ding the need for more private/public sector collaboration and the need for

better information and referral services.

The need for more corporate participation in child care also was

addressed at the Wingspread Conference. Junior Leagues have encouraged

corporate participation in child care. For example, the Junior League of

Oklahoma City sponsored a conference on corporate child care and the Junior

Leagues of Wichita, Kansas and Cleveland, Ohio produced a slide shod

promoting corporate child care.

Participants at the Wingspread Conference, and, indeed, most other

observers of the child care issue have concluded that, while better

public/private partnership is necessary, private incentives are not enough

to bring about a child care system in which there is an adequate supply of

affordable quality child care. Public support and leadership are essential.

Wine corporations are showing an increasing interest in child care,

relatively few are involved with child care programs. According to Dana

Friedian, of The Conference Board, less than one percent of corporations

provide child care assistance. Generally those corporations that provide

child care are the high technology, banking, insurance and hospital indus-

tries that are seeking employees and cannot recruit then without such

incentives. Depressed industries and small industries generally do not

provide child care because they cannot afford to do so. Since 50 percent of

American women work in small industries, they can never hope to benefit from

corporation-sponsored child care.
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AJL RECOMMEMATICNS

In recommending greater federal leadership to Improve the affordability

and availability of child care. we would like to call attention to the

following:

1. The Title XX Social Services Block Grant is the most important source

of funding for child care for low income families. Its current

funding level is $600 million below the level of $3.3 billion

established for FY 1985 prior to the cuts made in the Title XA

funding level by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.

2. The $160 per month limitation on the AFDC child care disregard is

insufficient for quality child care, especially in urban areas.

3. The Association supports the provisions of the Economic Equity Act

(S. 888/H.R. 2090) which would increase the sliding scale of the

dependent care credit and make it refundable.

4. The cuts in federal grants to states and localities for child care

funding have resulted in a decline in state standards and monitoring

of child care services. We believe incentives should be provided by

the federal government to encourage the setting and monitoring of

standards. The Department of Health and Human Services should

develop model licensing standards which could be adopted by states.

412
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S. The federal government also should encourage the training and

certification of all child care providers.

6. There is a need for federal leadership to encourage the development

of family child care systems which would help raise the standards of

family day care.

7. More information and referral services are needed. These resources

also help communities to see the gap between supply and demand and to

effectively plan for adequate child care services. The Association

believes the federal government should provide seed money for

information and referral as proposed in the Head Start and Hwan

Services Amendments of 1924 recently passed by the House of

Representatives.

8. The Association also supports legislation which would provide federal

support for the development of school-age child care programs.

Existing community resources such as schools and non-profit community

centers should be utilized in developing these programs. The

Association supports the School Facilities Child Care Act of 1924

(H.R. 4193) recently passed by the House of Representatives and hopes

that the Senate will pass its version (S. 1531) in this session of

Congress.
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9. Only 40 percent of working women receive maternity benefits. The

Association supports policies which would aftirm the right of parents

to paid and job protected leaves after childbirth. This could result

in less need for infant care facilities and help children get a

better physical and emotional start in the first critical months.

Each of the recommendations we have presented would improve some area of

child care. At our Wingspread Conference, the participants spoke of *building

blocks' needed by communities to construct their individual child care

systems. The recommendations that we have made include some, but of course

not all, of the necessary components that would help to ioprove and expand

child care.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today.

Cynthia Brubaker
AJL Public Policy Chairman

-*V
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ATTACHMENT A

JUNIOR LEAGUE CHILD CARE/DAY CARE PROJECTS
FROM 1982-83 PROJECT SUMMARIES

Financial
Number of Contribution Over

Junior League Volunteers Life of Project

Austin, TX 90 $ 8,500
ABC Project (Aids
for Better Children)

Berkshire County, MA 40
Gladys A. Brigham
Children Center

Billings, hT 4
Co unity Day Care
and Enrichment Center

Champaign-Urbana, IL 2

Latchkey Afterschoul
Program

Cleveland, OH 3

Finding Child Care
Solutions

Des Moines, IA 20
Child Care Resource
and Referral Project

Detroit, MI 8
Emergenry Child Care
Assistance Fund

Duluth, MN 2

Habitat - Teen Parent
Day Care Center

Gaston County, NC 1

Child Day Care Center
Map/Information Brochure

Grand Rapids, MI 12

Children's Workshop

413

38,891

46,900

9,400

5,700

25,500

15,000

250

2,626



Number of
Junior League Volunteers

Financial
Contribution Over
Life of Project

Grand Rapids, MI 13 S 31,100
Neighborhood Drop-in
Center

Greater Alton, IL 15 1,500
'Prepared for Today'

Greantich, CT 6 1,500
Child Care Council
of Greenwich

Houston, TX 4

Latchkey Program
Committee

Montclair-Newark, NJ 6 44,000
South End Community
Dey Care Center, Inc.

Morristown, NJ 4 700
Focus Croup on
Child Care

New York, N7 10
Child Care Research
Task Force

Newport Harbor, CA 10 3,600
Family Day Care
Conference

Northern Westchester, NY 2 900
Mt. Kisco Day Care
Centers, Inc.

Northern Westchester, NY 4 50
Provisional Babysitting
Project

Oklahoma City, OK 10 11,600
Child Care Information
and Referral System

Pelham, MY 2 633
Early Years Drop-in
Center

414
41-047 0 - 85 - 14
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Financial

Number of Contribution Over

Junior League Volunteers Life of Project

Pueblo, CO
Pueblo Day Nursery

Pueblo, CO
Pueblo Infant-Toddler
Center

St. Louis, NO
Downtown Day Care

Salt Lake City, UT
Children's Dance
Theatre at Neighbor-
hood Nouse

Salt Lake City, UT
Wow and Families:
Support Systems

San Francisco,

j

CA
Bay Area Chid Care
Resource Project

Syracuse, NY
Consortium, Inc./
Onondaga County
Child Cir. Council
Ostmark for Caring
People"'

Tampa, FL
Latchkey - Afterschool

Program

Worcester, PA
Day Care Reading
Project

TOTAL

415

9 $ 2,500

-- 47,500

3 6,000

6 9,720

15 14,630

6 63,1371

6 7,177

5 24,900

9 1,500

327 5426,548
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Chairman MIL= Louisa Liddell.

. STATEMENT OF LOUISA LIDDELL,!EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
.FUTURRHOMEMAKERS.OF AMERICA

Ms. LIDDELL. Now I. can't say good.morning. I say good afternoon.
Chairman Muzzle. Lucky you are not saying good evening.

_ Ms. LIDDELL. We are lucky, that's right
I am-the executive director of the Future Homemakers of Amer-ica, and I am accompaniedtoday by Jane Quinn, who-is the direc-

tor of program services for the Girls MINI ofAmerica and'chair of
the Support Group of the National. Collaboration'for Youth.

We are here today on behalf of-the National Collaboration for.
Youth, and we of courts want to thank you and the select commit-
tee for allowing us the time to talk about the kinds of opportunities
that we believe that youth agencies can provide. We welcome the
opportunity to share these views, and want you tO know that our
agencies have programs and experience serving young people in
just about every age group.. .

Today our remarks will focus on school-age children ages 5 to 13,
and on before and after school child care programs. .. -

The National Collaboration- for Youth is, an affinity group of the
National Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Wel-
fare Organizations. The collaboration is comprised of 14. national
private, nonprofit agencies which serve over 25 million children.
and youth from a diverse and broad cross section of this Nation,
and from all ethnic, racial, religious, economic and social back-
grounds.

As an example, my own organization, Future Homemakers of
America, is comprised of 350,000 young men and women who are
enrolled in or who have taken courses in vocational home econom-
ics education;. therefore, who have been through. training programs
in childcare; and. early childhood education at the secondary level,
either for preparation as roles of homemaker and wage earner or
into entry-level jobs. The youth organization is an integral part ofthat program.

Our member organizations comprise over 13,000 local program
units and have roots in their communities providing programs and
services designed to foster the development of each individual for
productive fulfilling of responsible adulthood. We have invested
substantial human and financial resources to meet the needs of
youth in our communities. These funds are almost entirely raised
from the private sector. They constitute a real base of community
support. We cite these facts to make clear that our organization's
present valuable resources can be tapped in cooperative ventures
when the Federal Government offers leadership and catalytic fund-ing.

Hundreds of programs we have developed over the past several
years reflect our recognition of the increase in the numbers of
mothers of school-age children working outside the home and the
rising number of children living in two employed parent and
single-parent families. Because of our varied and extensive activi-
ties within communities, our agencies were the first to respond to
the urgent need for school-age child care guying nonschool hours.

'416
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The broad range of programs NCY member agencies offer chil-
dren assure a quality of service we believe can best be found in the
private nonprofit voluntary sector which has through its voluntary
leadership strong ties, commitment and accountability to the com-
munity it serves.

Our long-time concern for children and our commitment to their
positive development, the nature of our voluntary governments an

iour deep roots in communities make it possible for our agencies
respond to the need for consistent and safe environments for the
care of children.

My role is in presenting some of the facts of the collaboration.
Jane will address some of the programmatic issues and areas that
we believe can be instrumental.

STATEMENT OF JANE QUINN, DIRECTOR OF PROM/ 4M elERVICES,
GIRLS CLUBS OF AMERICA, INC.; CHAIR, PROGRAMS SUPPORT
GROUP, NATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR YOUTH

Ms. QUINN. I hope you don't mind we are doing this irl two parts.
Since we felt we were representing 25' million people, this is a large
task. There are two major things, I want to talk about today. One
is, I want to delineate on behalf of the collaboration the broad
issues that we think need to be taken into account as we look at
the school-age child care problem in this country,' and the second
thing that I want to talk about is the variables that we think are
important in looking at program content.

With regard to the broad issues that must be In the forefront as
comprehensive child care plans are developed, we think that' there
are really three major issues. One is strong Federal leadership; the
second is realistic payment arrangements; and the third is effective
parental involvement.

On the first issue, we think it is essential that the Federal Gov-
ernment provide leadership on the issue of child care services. This
is particularly important as we must anticipate an ever-growing
demand for services, especially among those least able to afford the
full costs. In order to prevent the wasteful efforts associated with
"reinventing the wheel," local communities need access to a net-
work of information and referral services and technical assistance.

More than that, constant consideration must be given to the
issue of ensuring parental access to needed services. The cost fac-
tors inherent in addressing this need require careful consideration.
Existing resources should be utilized fully; on one level this in-
cludes use of our already existing centers, clubs, community -based
organizations and school facilities. On another level this might also
include an increase in title XX funding and the dependent and
child care tax credit.

On the second broad issue, realistic payment arrangements, we
feel that the social cost of children being left alone, endangering
themselves or others, is too great to be ignored. Child care must be
available to those who need it, and parents should be asked to pay
only what they can afford. When resources are scarce, targeting of
low-income families should be encouraged. Those who are part of
the working poor must not be excluded from service. Therefore, we
strongly recommend that fees be established on a sliding scale.
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I would add that many of our agencies have consideiable experi-
ence in dealing with sliding scales. This will require government
subsidyFederal, State and localsupport through private philan-
thropy, or child care as a benefit of employment. We also believe
firmly in the importance of children of differing backgrounds
having the oppoortunity to learn, to work, and to play together,
and we think that this concept is assisted by a sliding fee scale.

In our written testimony, we have addressed in considerable
length the issue of parental involvement and how to achieve this,
and again I feel that our agencies-have-considerable experience in
addressing this issue.

I am going to summarize the three major stages that we think
are involved in helpingparents 'become involved in child care pro-
grams.

The first stage has to do with developing an initial commitment
for parents to work,together with child care- providers. The next
stage involves direct-involvement .of parents in the program itself,
and the third stage involves supplementary educational opportuni-
ties to help strengthen the family unit. I think we have spelled out
several stages in writing. I won'tgo into those in detail.

The next major caveat that I want to talk about is program con-
tent. Louisa explained that I am the chairperson of the Program
Support Group of the National Collaboration for Youth, so this is
an issue that is very close to my heart, that is, program content.
We believe that there are five major characterisics of school -age
child care programs, and we are basing this on our own experience
as well as on a review of the research literature on this topic.

The five characteristics of programs, as we see them, or the most
important characteristics, are that the program must be consistent.
Second, it must have qualified staff and volunteers. Third, it must
be safe. Fourth, it must be educationally enriching. And fifth, it
must be, or should be, heterogeneous.

On the issue of consistency, we think that children need a home
base or a specified place where they can go during the after-school
hours, and in many cases in the before-school hours also, a place
where they will be welcome, wanted, safe and cared for, and where
they can have an opportunity to explore their skills and interests.

It is helpful if this base is In the child's neighborhood or at least
. does not involve:lengthy transportation, and, again, this home base
could be in a variety of settings, centers, community-bas-al organi-
zations or school facilities.

Second, once the home base is set, we think that the single most
important requirement of a good child care program is consistent,
experienced, caring and responsible staff and volunteers. In our
written testimony we have spelled out what we believe would
ensure this type of staff and volunteer involvement, and I will sum-
marize what we have said in our written testimony.

We think that professional staff and volunteer involvement
would include clear job descriptions, prior training or experience,
orientation, supervision, ongoing on-the-job training, recognition of
the importance of the work, and adequate compensation.

The third characteristic of programand this may be at risk of
stating the obvious, but we think it is important to note for the
record the need for a clean and safe environment for the provision

418
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of a broad range of activities and experiences involved in school-
age child care.

Facilities and grounds should meet State and local requirements
as they relate to general safety, sanitation, physical space and
health requirements, and Federal standards as appropriate.

The fourth item on our list of characteristics of program is that
the program should be educationally enriching, that is, it should go
beyond custodial care. It should provide opportunities that respond
to the developmental needs of school-age children, and should allow
different opportunities for different age groups. We have expanded
on this notion, but what I want to say in my spoken testimony is
that we think the content of the program should include recrea-
tion, informal education, including remedial and enrichment educa-
tion, and opportunities for community service, which also provide
opportunities for young people to develop leadership skills.

The fifth characteristic of programs that we think is important is
that the programs allow heterogeneity. A good program will pro-
vide opportunities for young people to learn, work, and play with
children from other backgrounds, racial, ethnic, and economic.

Chairman Miuza. Let me interrupt you. Let me explain our sit-
uation. We have a vote on and we have about 10 minutes in which
I can sit here and receive testimony, and alter that we lost this
room. We will not get back in time before the time runs out on the
room. Can I ask if you could just curtail your testimony there, so
that we can give Ella and Lori a quick chance to testify? My apolo-
gies. You have been nice enough to stick with us for these few

_days, but that is what is going to happen. I have no control over it.
The vote is running and the time in the room is running, and that
is it. My apologies.

[Prepared statement of Louisa Liddell and Jane Quinn follow:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOUISA LIDDJUL, Exscurnne DIRECTOR, alTURE HOEMEASERS
OF MERICA, AND JAMS- QUINN, DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM SERVICES, GIRLS CLUBS OF
AMERICA, INC., AND CHAIR, PROGRAM SUPPORT GROUP OF THE NATIONAL COLLABORA-
TION FOR YOUTH, ON. BEHALF Or THE NATIONAL-COLLABORATION FOE YOUTH

GOOD MORNING. MY NAME IS LOUISA LIDDELL. I AM THE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF FUTURE HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA. I AM ACCOMPANIED BY JANE

QUINN, DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM SERVICiS-OF GIRLS CLUBS OF AMERICA, AND

CHAIR OF THE PROGRAM SUPPORT GROUP OF THE NATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR

YOUTH (NCY). MR. CHAIRMAN, WE ARE HERE TODAY ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL

COLLABORATION FOR YOUTH, AND WE WANT TO THANK YOU AND THE SELECT

COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE YOU ON THE ISSUE OF

CHILD CARE. WE WELCOME THE CHANCE TO SHARE OUR VIEWS ON CHILD CARE.

AND ON IMPROVING CHILD CARE SERVICES. OUR AGENCIES HAVE PROGRAMS

AND EXIERIENCE SERVING YOUNG PEOPLE IN JUST ABOUT EVERY AGE GROUP.

TODAY, OUR REMARKS WILL FOCUS ON SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN (AGES FIVE TO

THIRTEEN) AND ON BEFORE- AND AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE PROGRAMS.

THE NATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR YOUTH IS AN AFFINITY GROUP OF.THE

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF NATIONAL VOLUNTARY HEALTH AND SOCIAL WELFARE

ORGANIZATIONS, INC. THE COLLABORATION IS COMPRISED OF FOURTEEN

NATIONAL, PRIyATE, NONPROFIT AGENCIES, WHICH SERVE OVER 2S MILLION

CHILDREN AND YOUTH FROM A DIVERSE AND BROAD CROSS SECTION OF THIS

NATION, AND FROM ALL ETHNIC, RACIAL, RELIGIOUS, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

BACKGROUNDS.

OUR,MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS COMPRISE OVER 13,000 LOCAL PROGRAM UNITS

AND HAVE DEEP ROOTS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES, PROVIDING PrOGRAMS AND

SERVICES DESIGNED TO FOSTER THE DEVELOPMENT OF EACH INDIVIDII.L

TOWARD A PRODUCTIVE, FULFILLING, AND RESPONSIBLE ADULTHOOD. WE HAVE

INVESTED SUBSTANTIAL HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO MEET THE NEEDS

OF YOUTH IN OUR COMMUNITIES. THESE FUNDS ARE ALMOST ENTIRELY

RAISED FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THEY CONSTITUTE A REAL BASE OF

420
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT. Wt CITE THESE FACTS TO MAKE CLE. \R THAT OUR

ORGANIZATIONS PRESENT VALUABLE RESOURCES THAT CAN BE TAPPED IN

COOPEKATIVE VENTURES, WHEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OFFERS LEADERSHIP

AND CATALYTIC FUNDING.

HUNDREDS OF PROGRAMS WE HAVE DEVELOPED OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS

REFLECT Obit RECOGNITION OF THE INCREASE IN THE NUMBERS OF MOTHERS OF

SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN WORKING OUTSIDE THE HOME AND THE RISING NUMBER

OF CHILDREN LIVING IN TWO-EMPLOYED PARENT AND SINGLE-PARENT HOUSE-

HOLDS. BECAUSE OF OUR VARIED AND EXTENSIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN

COMMUNITIES, OUR AGENCIES WERE THE FIRST TO RESPOND TO THE URGENT

NEED FOR SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE DURING NON-SCHOOL HOURS.

THE BROAD RANGE OF PROGRAMS NCY MEMBER AGENCIES OFFER CHILDREN

ASSURE A QUALITY OF SERVICE WE BELIEVE CAN BEST BE FCUND IN THE

PRIVATE, NONPROFIT, VOLUNTARY SECTOR, WHICH HAS, THROUGH ITS

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP, STRONG TIES, COMMITMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY TO

THE COMMUNITY IT SERVES.

OUR LONG-TIME CONCERN FOR CHILDREN AND OUR COMMITMENT TO THEIR

POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT, THE NATURE OF OUR VOLUNTARY GOVERNANCE, AND

OUR DEEP ROOTS IN COMMUNITIES MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR OUR AGENCIES TO

RESPOND TO THE NEED FOR CONSISTENT AND SAFE ENVIRONMENTS FOR THE

CARE OF CHILDREN.

I.

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF BROAD ISSUES THAT MUST BE IN THE FOREFRONT AS

COMPREHENSIVE CHILD CARE PLANS ARE DEVELOPED. SOME OF THESE ARE:
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I. IT IS ESSENTIAL TO HAVE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROVIDE

LEADERSHIP ON THE

CULARLY IMPORTANT\

ISSUE OF CHILD CARE SERVICES. THIS IS WTI-

AS WE MUST ANTICIPATE AN EVER-GROWING DEMAND FOR

SERVICES, ESPECIALLY AMONG THOSE LEAST ABLE TO AFFORD THE FULL COSTS.

IN OP-ER TO PREVENT THE WASTEFUL EFFORTS ASSOCIATED WITH "RE-INVENTING

THE WHEEL," LOCAL COMMUNITIES NEED ACCESS TO A NETWORK OF INFORMATION

AND REFERRAL SERVICES AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. MORE THAN THAT,

CONSTANT CONSIDERATION MUST BE GIVEN TO THE ISSUE OF ENSURING,

/PARENTAL ACCESS TO NEEDED SERVICES. THE COST FACTORS INHERENT IN

ADDRESSING THIS NEED REQUIRE CARFUL CONSIDERATION. EXISTING

RESOURCES SHOULD BE UTILIZED FULLY; ON ONE LEVEL THIS INCLUDES.USE

OF OUR ALREADY EXISTING CENTERS, CLUBS, COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS

AND SCHOOL FACILITIES. ON ANOTHER LEVEL THIS MIGHT ALSO INCLUDE AN

INCREASE IN TITLE XX FUNDING AND THE DEPENDENT AND CHILD CARE TAX

I/

CREDIT.'

2. THE SOCIAL COST OF CHILDREN LEFT ALONE, AFRAID, ENDANGERING

THEMSELVES OR OTHERS, IS TOO GREAT TO BE IGNORED. CHILD CARE MUST BE

AVAILABLE TO THOSE WHO NEED IT, AND PARENTS SHOULD BE ASKED TO PAY

ONLY WHAT THEY CAN AFFORD. WHEN RESOURCES ARE SCARCE, TARGETING

OF LOW INCOME FAMILIES SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED. THOSE WHO ARE PART OF

THE WORKING POOR MUST NOT BE EXCLUDED FROM SERVICE. THEREFORE, 11

STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT FEES BE ESTABLISHED ON A SLIDING SCALE./THIS

WILL REQUIRE GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY (FEDERAL. STATE AND LOCAL), SUPPORT

THROW" PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY, OR CHILD CARE AS A BENEFIT OF EMPLOY-

MENT. WE ALSO BELIEVE FIRMLY IN THE IMPORTANCE OF CHILDREN OF
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DIFFERING BACKGR NDS HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TOLEARN, TO WORK, AND

TO PLAY TOGETHER WHICH IS ALSO ASSISTED BY A SLIDING FEE SCALE.
F

3. PARENT INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAMS CAN GREATLY

ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF ANY CHILD CARE PROGRAM. PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

CAN LEAD TO BENEFITS WELL BEYOND PROGRAM QUALITY, ESPECIALLY IF A

PROGRESSION OF INVOLVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARE MADE AVAILABLE TO PARENTS.

FOR EXAMPLE:

INITIAL FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT OF PARENTAL COMMITMENT

- PARENTS' HANDBOOK TO ESTABLISH CLEAR EXPECTATIONS

FOR BOTH AGENCY AND PARENT

- ONGOING COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS THROUGH NEWS-

LETTERS AND MEMOS, ABOUT ACTIVITIES, POLICIES,

AND CHILD'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- PARENTAL FEEDBACK ABOUT PROGRAMS (EVALUATION)

- PARENTS' ORIENTATION' MEETING

- COMMUNITY RESOURCE INFORMATION

NEXT STEP: DIRECT INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS IN PROGRAM

- FAMILY ACTIVITIES

- PARENT NI^NTS

- PARENTS SERVING ON PROGRAM ADVISORY GROUPS (FOR INPUT)

- VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

FINALLY, EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP STRENGHTHEN

THE FAMILY UNIT

- PARENTING COURSES

- MINI-WORKSHOPS (ONE SESSION) ON TOPICS SUCH A$ VALUES,

DRUGS, PARENTS AND CHILDREN, EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

AND DISCIPLINE

. e
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IN PLANNING ANY PROGRAM OF CHILD CARE, CAREFUL ATTENTION MUST BE

PAID TO BASIC CHARACTERISTICS THAT SHOULD BE PRESENT, WHATEVER THE

SPECIFIC SETTING OR MANNER OF FUNDING. SOME OF THESE ARE:,

I. A "HOME BASE" OR SPECIFIC PLACE WHERE CHILDREN KNOW THEY

WILL BE WELCOME AND WANTED EACH DAY, AND WHERE THEY CAN FEEL SAFE

AND CARED FOR, AND WHERE THEY CAN EXPLORE THEIR INTERESTS AND SKILLS.

IT IS HELPFUL IF THE BASE IS IN THE CHILD'S NEIGHBORHOOD OR AT

LEAST DOES NOT INVOLVE LENGTHY TRANSPORTATION. THIS "HOME BASE"

CAN BE IN A VARIETY OF SETTINGS:
CENTERS; COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANI-

ZATIONS; AS WELL AS SCHOOL FACILITIES.
THE "HOME BASE" SHOULD BE

A PLACE WHERE A CHILD CAN MOVE FREELY, DISCHARGE ENERGY, FEEL FREE

TO EXPLORE, MAKE DIFFERENT CHOICES ON DIFFERENT DAYS - ALL THE'WHILE

IN A SAFE, FAMILIAR "HOME BASE."

Z. ONCE THE "HOME BASE" IS SET, THE SINGLE, MOST IMPORTANT

REQUIREMENT OF A GOOD CHILD CARE PROGRAM IS CONSISTENT, EXPERIENCED,

CARING AND RESPONSIBLE STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS WHO UNDERSTAND THE

IMPORTANCE OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN AND CAN SERVE

AS ROLE MODELS. TO ASSURE THIS, WE SUGGEST THE FOLLOWING:

CLEARLY WRITTEN POSITION DESCRIPTIONS, INCLUDING

DUTIES, SKILLS REQUIRED, AND QUALITIES WANTED:

- KNOWLEDGE/UNDERSTANDING OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT

PRINCIPLES; CHILDREN'S PLAY ACTIVITIES; WORKING

WITH GROUPS; SETTING GOALS; EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE

TECHNIQUES THAT STRESS TEACHING AND NOT PUNISHMENT

AND ARE NONVIOLENT IN APPROACH, BOTH PHYSICALLY AND

MENTALLY; FIRST AID
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- SKILLS - THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE AND LISTEN.

LEAD ACTIVITIES, BUILD RELATIONSHIPS, SET LIMITS,

AND ENFORCE THEM FIRMLY AND WITH CARE; WORK WITH

DIVERSE POPULATIONS

- ATTITUDES - AN ENCOURAGER OF POSITIVE BEHAVIOR

RATHER THAN CRITICIZER OF NEGATIVE BEHAVIOR;

ACCEPTANCE OF CHILDREN AS CAPABLE HUMAN BEINGS,

ABLE TO MAKE DECISIONS, GROW AND LEARN FOR THEM-

SELVES; A STRONG SENSE OF SELF-WORTH; COMFORTABLE

WITH CHILDREN AND TAKING PART IN THEIR ACTIVITIES;

ADAPTABLE; GOAL-ORIENTED; NURTURING AND UNDERSTANDING

ORIENTATION FOR NEW STAFF

ONGOING SUPERVISION BY STAFF WHO HAVE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT"

DEVELOPMENTAL GOALS FOR LEADERS AS WELL AS CHILDREN;

ARE WELL-ORGANIZED; HAVE THE ABILITY TO ASSESS STRENGTHS

AND AREAS THAT NEED IMPROVEMENT; GOOD INTERPERSONAL SKILLS;

CHILD BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES; AND SKILLS IN EVAL-

UATING PERFORMANCE OF CHILD CARE WORKERS

OPPORTUNITY FOR ONGOING AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

RECOGNITION OF THE CHILD CARE WORKER AND HIS/HER PROFES-

SIONAL ROLE AND SATISFACTORY COMPENSATION

3 TO MAKE SURE THAT IT DOES NOT GO WITHOUT SAYING, WE WANT

TO STATE, FOR THE RECORD, THE NEED FOR A CLEAN AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT

FOR THE PROVISION OF A BROAD RANGE OF ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES FOR

CHILDREN WHO ARE IN THE PROGRAM.
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FACILITIES AND GROUNDS SHOULD MEET STATE AND LOCAL

REQUIREI.c.NTS, AS THEY RELATE TO GENERAL SAFETY, SANI-

TATION, PHYSICAL SPACE, AND HEALTH REQUIREMENTS, AND

FEDERAL STANDARDS AS APPROPRIATE

IN REVIEWING POTENTIAL SITES, SAFETY, CLEANLINESS AND

MAINTENANCE CAPABILITY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED. IN ADDI-

TION, THERE MUST BE ACCESSIBILITY TO TOILET FACILITIES,

STORAGE AND KITCHEN FACILITIES AND AN AREA TO ISOLATE

SICK CHILDREN. ACCESS TO EMERGENCY SERVICES IS ALSO

IMPORTANT

4. AN OPTIMUM CHILD CARE PROGRAM GOES BEYOND SAFETY AND

CUSTODIAL CARE. IT PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES THAT RESPOND TO THE'DEVE-

LOPMENTAL NEEDS OF SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN. ANY CENTER HAS,To'BE'ABLE

TO PROVIDE DIFFERENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS

WITHIN ITS PROGRAM, ALLOWING, IF COURSE, FOR OVERLAPPING INTERESTS

AND CROSS-AGE ACTIVITIES. THERE SHOULD BE RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

SUCH AS INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, TEAM SPORTS AND GAMES, AND CULTURAL

ENRICHMENT THAT MAY BE FOUND IN CRAFT WORK, MUSIC GROUPS, DANCING,

MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS (AVAILABLE THROUGH MOST YOUTH AGENCIES).

A SPACE FOR QUIET TIME, READING, TUTORING, AND VALUES EDUCATION IS

ESSENTIAL. AS CHILDREN MOVE TOWARD ADOLESCENCE, IT IS PARTICULARLY

IMPORTANT THAT THERE BE OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE. AGAIN,

YOUTH AGENCIES ARE REPLETE WITH EXAMPLES OF GOOD PROGRAMS THAT ENABLE

A YOUNG PERSON TO DEVELOP RESPONSIBILITY
AND SELF-ESTEEM BY DOING

FOR OTHERS. SUCH COMMUNITY SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES ARE ALSO A MEANS OF

LEARNING ABOUT LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND IDENTIFYING WITH THE LARGER

SOCIETY.
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S. A GOOD PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

TO LEARN, WORK AND PLAY WITH CHILDREN FROM OTHER BACKGROUNDS -

RACIAL, ETHNIC AND ECONOMIC. GIVEN A NEIGHBORHOOD SETTING: THIS WILL

DEPEND TO A CONSIDERABLE EXTENT ON THE REALITY OF DIVERSITY IN THE

SCHOOL AdD NEIGHBORHOOD; HOWEVER, EVERY EFFORT SHOULD BE EXPENDED TO

KEEP THE PLURALISTIC VALUES OF OUR COUNTRY IN PRIORITY POSITION AS

PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED. STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS SHOULD REFLECT THE

DIVERSITY OF THE FLPULATION SERVED.

FINALLY, WE WOULD LIKE TO UNDERSCORE THAT THERE ARE MANY BENEFITS

TO RELYING ON THE VOLUNTARY, NOT-FOR-PROFIT SECTOR AS THE PROVIDERS OF

CHILD CARE SERVICES. AMONG THESE ARE:

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT ON POLICY-MAKING BODIES TO

ASSIST IN ASSESSMENT OF CHILD CARE NEEDS AND IN

PLANNING/EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS. INDEED, THIS

MEANS COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP OF THE PROGRAM BECAUSE

IT IS TRULY VOLUNTEER GOVERNED.

BY VIRTUE OF THEIR TAX EXEMPT STATUS, THE BOTTOM

LINE FOR NONPROFIT AGENCIES IS ACCOUNTABILITY

TO THE COMMUNITY, TO PROVIDE QUALITY SERVICE AT A

REASONABLE COST, PARTICULARLY FOR THOSE OF LIMITED

INCOME

YOUTH AGENCIES HAVE EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING AND

CARRYING OUT A WIDE RANGE OF SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS

FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURAL ENRICHMENT. ACTI

VITIES ARE DESIGNED TO ENHANCE PHYSICAL, MENTAL AND

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
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THESE AGENCIES HAVE A LONG HISTORY OF PROVIDING

SERVICES TO YOUTH AND FAMILIES FROM DIVERSE POPU-

LATIONS - ETHNIC, RACIAL, RURAL/URBAN, SOCIOECONOMIC

AND RELIGIOUS.

THE NOT-FOR-PROFIT SECTOR HAS THE CAPABILITY AND

EXPERIENCE TO OPERATE IN A VARIETY OF SETTINGS, E.G.,

COMMUNITY CENTERS, SCHOOLS, CHURCHES, HOUSING PROJECTS,

AS WELL AS IN THE/R,OWN AGENCY FACILITIES.

THERE IS ATRADITION OF ADVOCACY, IN WHICH YOUTH

AGENCIES SERVE AS A VEHICLE WHERE PARENTS CAN

COLLECTIVELY' VOICE THEIR CONCERNS'FOR THE WELL-BEING

OF THEIRXHILDREN-AND THE QUALITY OF CHILD CARE SERVICES

THEY WOULD LIKE.

VOLUNTARY AGENICES TEND TO UTILIZE.THE COLLABORATIVE .STYLE

OF WORK - AN APPROACH THAT INVOLVES YOUTH AGENCIES, THE

SCHOOL SYSTEM, PUBLIC SOCIAL AGENCIES, AND, IN SOME CASES,

THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY.
COMMUNITY-WIDE COLLABORATION CAN

ENCOURAGE THESE VARIOUS SECTORS TO CONDUCT A COLLECTIVE

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS IN SERVICE AND DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE

SERVICE SYSTEM THAT ENSURES THE BEST USE.OF LIMITED

RESOURCES.

WE WILL BE GLAD TO PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING PROGRAMS

BEING OPERATED BY OUR MEMBER AGENCIES. IN ADDITION, MANY OF OUR

ORGANIZATIONS ARE REPRESENTED IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AND THE STAFF OF

THESE AGENCIES WOULD BE PLEASED TO WORK WITH YOU AS THE SELECT

COMMITTEE DEVELOPS THE ISSUE FURTHER.

AGAIN, WE THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY AND

STAND READY TO ASSIST THE SELECT COMMITTEE IN ANY WAY HE CAN.
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STATEMENT OF LORI WEINSTEIN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ADVO-
CACY PROJECT FOR FAMILY DAY CARE, THE CHILDREN'S
FOUNDATION
Ms. WEINSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Lori Weinstein, di-

rector of the National Family Day Care Project of the Children's
Foundation. I am delighted to have the opportunity to present tes-
timony to your committee today on behalf of the family day care
profession.

I am also joined by the National Association for Family Day
Care as well as more than 100 State and local family day care asso-
ciations in commending the efforts of this committee long effort to
represent the child care profes'sion in its year to look at length at
family day care.

I am going to try to move through this very quickly. As the num-
bers of working women with young children continue to rise, the
home-based child care field continues to grow in order to meet our
country's and our community's child care needs.

As our Fed ral, State, and local governments seek to create poli-
cies and develop programs which meet the child care needs of
working families, family day care providers are expanding their
programs to care for infants, toddlers, before and after school, and
special needs children. We truly have been slow to recognize family
day care for what it is, the heart of this country's child care profes-
sion.

Nationally an estimated 1.5 to 2 million women work as family
day-care providers in their own homes providing daily care to more
than 6 million children.

Family day care accounts for at least two-thirds of all out-of-
home care in this country. For children under the age of 2, this
percentage increases dramatically.

Each time a family day care provider leaves her profession, the
jobs of an average of four additional women, those who use family
day care for their own children, are placed in jeopardy..

Yet, despite the importance of family day care to our child care
system, there are numerous problems which affect the profeision
and therefore severely diminish its ability to function effectively.
Day care providers are underpaid, often making significantly less
than minimum wage. Yet the supply and demand market leaves
them unable to charge more than the parents are able to pay and
probably the greatest problem affecting the home day care profes-
sion today is the fact that nearly 75 percent of all home day care
remains underground and unregulated.

This not only results in professionalization but also greatly re-
stricts the accessibility of the day care market to working parents,
to information and referral agencies and to other child care sup-
ports.

Home day care also suffers disproportionately from Federal,
State, and local budget cuts. Statewide cuts in title XX can often
mean the elimination of family day care from the title XX reim-
bursement program or a reduction or freeze in reimbursement
rates.
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Training funds, once available for family day; care through not
just title XX, but other organizations, have been virtually eliminat-
ed.

Most important in this configuration of training is the fact that
regulatory agencies are without funding to train providers, and/or
to monitor homes.

Certainly the perpetuation of the baby sitting stereotype contin-
ues to tarnish the image of family day care, while, also restricting
the professional development of the field.

Today truly the future of home day care rests in the develop-
ment of the profession. Family day care has reached a critical junc-
ture in its development and, while it is now recognized for its role
as the primary caretaker in a very fragmented child ,care system,
both public and private support have done little to address the tre-.
mendous need for the development of a profession that is informal-
ly trained and organized and largely underground.

Current programs such as the child care food program and title
XX have been instrumental in helping to organize a portion of i;h6
family day care field, but they do not address the need for new pro-
grams targeted at overall professional development.

Cutbacks in both programs in recent years have further limited
their effectiveness.

Great changes, dramatic changes within the child care field,
which include the rapid influx of infants as well as school-age chil-
dren into the child care market have p!--_ced increased demands on
providers to take children that they often feel ill-prepared to care
for.

Employer-sponsored child care rarely includes family day care in
its day care programs for employees. Tax credits benefit parents
who, regardless of the credit, are unable to pay more.

Chairman MILLER. Have you ever been under pressure before?
Ms. WEINSTEIN. In short, while the demand f.n. child care contin-

ues to grow, the availability of resources to pro iota greater profes-
sional development has been shrinking, and it is really critical that
the Federal Government take the lead in expanding existing pro-
grams and developing new ones at this very important juncture in
the life of our child care system and truly in our family day care
system.

Our recommendations, as are enumerated in our written testimo-
ny, focus on the expansion of training opportunities for family day
care, the expansion of existing services, including title XX in the
child care food program, the inclusion of family day care in all Fed-
eral initiatives which must include things like sick child care,
school-age child care.

I would like to add at this point the fact that as the Federal Gov-
ernment looks at and addresses the growing training needs for
child care and for family day care, they should certainly take into
consideration not just existing organizations which administer
family day care programs or networks, but they should look at the
whole variety of family day care systems, including family day care
associations, organizations, informally organized networks, systems,
and the other myriad ways in which family day care is very infor-
mally organized.
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The rest of my remarks spoke to the problems that we continue
to see at the national level, as well as the State and local levels
with regard to licensing and the regulatory problems. I want to
give everyone a chance to testify and I would be more than happy
to answer any questions at some later date that your committee
might have on regulations.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Lori Weinstein follows:]
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PREYARED STATEMENT OF LORI WEINSTEIN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ADVOCACY PROJECT
FOR FAMILY DAY CARE, THE CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION

My name is Lori Weinstein and I am Director of the

National Family Day Care Advocacy Project of The Children's

Foundation. I am delighted to have the opportunity to

present testimony to the Select Committee on Children, Youth

and Families on behalf of the family day care profession. I

am joined by the National Association Por Family Day Care, a

national membership organization of providers, and more than

one hundred state and local day care associations located'

throughout the country, in commending the efforts of this

committee to represent the home-bazed child care field during

its year long focus on child care. This recognition by the

Select Committee in its attempts to identify strategies for

expanding and enhancing the child care market is n important

indication to the nearly two million women in this country

who care for other women's children, in their own homes, that

family day care is finally receiving the important attention

that it deserves.

The Children's Foundation is a national aavocacy organi-

zation which was c;tablished in 1969 as an educational and

charitable institution. While the work of the Foundation has

changed over the years, the focus has remained the same: to

provide a national voice for women and children on issues of

broad social ;Ind economic significance.

The early work of The Children's Foundation included

efforts to ini.:late, improve, expanr and wonionr the opera-

tion of federal food assistance programs for children and
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their families. As a result, new laws arnd regulations were

written, and new programs developed, making it possible for

more than 20 million children and families to participate in

a variety of food related programs.

More recently, activities of the Foundation have focused

upon efforts to expand and improve available child care,

offer citizen education and voter information to children and

their families, and promote greater enforcemenc of child sup-

port statutes and agreements.

The National Advocacy Project for Family Day Care offers

information, technical assistance, and professional support

to organizations, associations and family day care providers

across the country. It encouragzs caregivers to both improve

their skills and advocate on behalf of their profession,

thereby strengthening their position and that of other low-

paid women workers in our society. The Project has also con-

centrated on expanding public awareness of the family day

care profession through its representation of the profession

nationally, and at the state and local levels.

The National Association For Family Day Care began as

an advisory panel to The Children's Foundation, in 1978. In

1981 NAFDC was launc::od as a nations: membership organization,

representing the family day cats profession. Currently, more

than one thousand active day care providers la forty-eight

staves are members of the national association.
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FAMILY DAY CARE IS THE HEART OF OUR CHILD CARE SYSTEM

The rapidly increasing numbers of.women with young

children currently in the work force are well documented.

The latest U.S. Labor Department statistics show that 52.1

percent of women with children under six years old are in the

labor force. This figure has risen steadily since 1980 when

it stood at 46.8%. According to the Labor Department, women

with children under the age of three, accounted for the most

significant part of this increase. Overall, more than nine

million preschool children nationwide have mothers who work.

The need for affordable quality child care continues to

grow at an unprecedented rate. In addition to care for in-

fants, toddlers and preschoolers, millions of school age

dren are in need of before and after school care. With well

over 60% of mothers of school age children working outside of

the home the latchaey problem compounds our national child

care crisis.

As the numbers of working women with young children con-

tinue to rise, the home-based child care field continues to

grow in order to meet our country's and our communities' child

care needs. As our federal, state and local governments seek

to create policy and develop programs to meet the child care

needs of working families, family day care providers are

expanding their programs to care for infants, toddlers, before

and after school, and special needs, children.
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Nationally an estimated 1.5 to 2 million

women work as family day care providers in

their own homes providing daily care to

more than six million children.

Family day care accounts for at least 2/3

of all out of home child care in this

country. For children under the age of

two this percentage increases dramatically.

Each time a family day care providerleaves

the profession, the jobs of an average of

four additional women (those who use family

day care for, their own children) are placed

in jeopardy.

We have been slow to recognize family day care for what

it truly is; the heart of our country's child care system:

Infants: With more than 40% of mothers with children under

the age of one in the work force, there has been a dramatic

rise in the numbers of infants in out of home care. Preliminary

estimates of The Children's Foundation indicate that as many as

90% of all infants in out of home care are in family day care

homes.

Before and After School: The National Day Care Home Study

sound that family day care represented the most "prevalent

mode of care for th.: 1.5 million school children between 6 and

13 whose parents work". In recent years, 14 states have insti-

tuted regulations for the before and after school chiluren

inclusion in family day care homes and another ten states are

considering making a similar change.
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Special Needs Children: Increasingly, states are looking to

family day care as the most appropriate setting for the care

of developmentally delayed, physically and/or emotionally

handicapped young children. In addition, family day care is

often used by protective Service agencies as an intervention

strategy in cases of suspected or known child abuse or neglect.

WHY PARENTS CHOOSE PAMIJ.L DAY CARE

Parents use family day care for a variety of reasons.

Day Care Providers offer important benefits such as flexible

hours, close proximity to a child's home, a homelike environ-

ment, and small group size, in addition, family day care may

cost less than half that of center-based care.

Family Day Care is particularly appealing to many

parents because providers are able to take into account the

special needs of working parents and/or their children.

Yet, despite the importance of family day care to our

child care system, the profession is with numerous problems

that severely diminish its ability to function effectively.

Family day care providers are under paid,

often making significantly less than mini-

mum wage. Yet a supply_and demand market

leaves them unable to charge sore than

parents are able to pay.
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Nearly 75% of home day care remains under-

ground and unregulated. This not only

results in professional isolation but also

greatly restricts accessibility of the day

care market to working parents, and to

information and referral agencies.

Home Day Care suffers disoronortionatelv

from federal. state and local budget cuts.

State -wide cuts in Title XX can often mean

the elimination of day care homes from the

litItillissiaazasmintusariw
reduction/freeze in reimbursement rates.

Training funds once available for family

day care through Title XX and other oro-

SIZASNhaMILlannnXiXkuallYALUZiantnsi
Regulatory agencies are without funding

to train providers or monitor homes.

The_pexpetuation of the Nbabysitting"

stereotype continues to tarnish the image-

of family day care while also restricting

the professional development of the field.

gamily Day Care is a home occupation where

both personal and professional lives inter-

sect. Not only does this fact make it dif-

ficult in reaching the profession, but it

.also creates connmnity problems with such

things as prohibitive zoning ordinances

restrictive covenants.
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THE FUTURE OF FAMILY DAY CARE RESTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PROFESSION

Family day care has reached a critical juncture in its

development. While it is now recognized for its role as the

primary caretaker in our fragmented child care system, both

public and private support have done little to address the

tremendous need for the development of a profession that is

informally trained and organized, and largely underground.

While current programs such as the Child Care Food Program

and Title XX Social Servi,:as Block Grant have been instru-

mental in helping to organize a small portion of the family

day care field they do not address the need for new programs

targeted at overall professional development. Cutbacks in

both programs in recent years have further limited their effec-

tiveness.

Changes within the child care field (i.e. the rapid

influx of infanta and school-age children into the child care

market) have placed increased demands on providers to take

children that they often feel ill equipped to care for.

Employer 'sponsored child care rarely includes family day care

in its day care programs for employees. Tax credits benefit

parents who, regardless of the credit, are unable to pay more

for child care. Regulatory agencies offer little if any incen-

tives to providers for becoming regulated.

In short, while the demand for child care continues to

grow, the availability of resources to promote greater pro-

fessional development has been shrinking. It is critical
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that the federal government take the lead in expanding

existing programs and developing new ones.

WHAT CAN BE DONE

Expand existing federal programs for child care

such as Title XX and the Child Care Food Program.

Increase 'Title XX with an earmark for day care.

Title XX funds not only help defray the costs

of child care for working parents, but also pro-

vide critically needed funds for training child

care providers. Provide funds which would help to

better target low income and rural comunities'

participation in the Child Care Food Program.

CCFP is the largest federal support for

family day care, serving nearly a quarter of a

million children in home day care nutritrious

meals daily. For many providers the availability

of CCFP is the sole incentive for becoming

regulated.

Y Include family day care in all federal day care

initiatives. Family day care should be included

in all legislative initiatives for child care,

including school-age care, and "sick-kid" care.

Provide both federal and private support to

family day care networks, systems, and organi-

zations. Critical to the professional develop-

ment of the field is the support of organisa-

tions which work directly to promote the pro-

fessionalization of hcme day care. Groups such

as family day care associations, day care sys-

tems, information and referral systems and net-

works all assist providers in organizing their

profession at the state or local level.
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Provide federal, state and private funding for
training for family day care. Include money

for training in all federal child care initia-
tives. Training, particularly areas such as

infant care and working with special needs
children is desperately needed at this time.

Develop new programs and increase assistance

to parents to meet the growing demand and

increasing cost of infant care. Infant care

continues to be the most costly piece of our
child care system. For parents, the cost of

center-based infant care may run well over one
hundred dollars per week. In some family day

care, costs to parents may be nearly as high.

Yet, the vast majority of providers caring

for infants receive significantly less,

because parents simply can't afford to pay

any more for care. The result is that provi-

ders, while helping parents defray the high

costs of infant care, are themselves the

losers. Not only does infant care require

far more work but providers are often

required by the regulatory agency to reduce

their overall number of children if they

are caring for infants. Thus, their overall

income is also reduced!

New strategies must be developed by

federal, state and local governments to assist

both parents and providers with the high costs

of infant care. Changes in the regulatory

system, increased reimbursements to providers

caring for infanta, expanded tax credits for

infant care, and more direct federal involve-

ment in helping to underwrite the high cost of

infant care should be considered.
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Expand the role of family day care in eloyer

related day care programs, through voucher sys-

tems, salary reduction plans, information and

referral programs, and employer sponsored

family day care networks, tax credits and

cafeteria benefits. Develop partnerships

between the federal government, unions and

employers in establishing employer child care

programs and/or benefits.

A GROWING NEED FOR REGULATORY CHANGE

In many states, family day care is regulated by licensing.

Originally conceived by state or local jurisdictions to monitor

health and safety of children in day care, licensing was predi-

cated on a consumer protection philosophy for regulation day

care homes, a noble but unrealistic objective. Recent studies

indicate that 75% or more of home day care remains unregu-

lated, in large part due to unrealistic standards, cumbersome

regulations, and costly start-up requirements.

In addition, the common assumption that licensed homes

are monitored frequently for various health and safety require-

ments is not matched by the reality. Licensing agencies in

most states have been unable to monitor homes or enforce

standards due in part to budgetary and personnel cutbacks in

recent years.

The problems associated with a regulatory system in which

75% of the profession remain underground are numerous:
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Access: With only 25% of the home day care pro-

fession participating in the regulatory system,

parents have limited options when making child

care arrangements.

This paucity of licensed homes creates an

all too inadequate supply for the thousands of

working parents needing care for their children.

With so few regulated providers, parents, left

with no other choice but to rely on word-of-

mouth, are often forced to place their children

in less than satisfactory child care arrange-
ments.

Training: Licensing standards in most states

do not include provisions for initial or ongoing

training. The purpose of licensing laws has

been to regulate tho home and not to assist the

caregiver in developing her professional abili-

ties. Minimal emphasis on training limits a'

provider's ability to upgrade her own caregiving

skills and fosters low professional self-esteem.

Employment: Inadequate access to day care can

create a substantial barrier to entry into the

work force for mothers with young children.

Moreover, an underground system leads to low

provider visibility. As a result, the earning

potential of day care providers, many of whom

are the sole support of their own families, is

greatly diminished. Currently the earnings of

underground day care providers are less than

1/3 of the minimum wage.

During the pa,t few years increased concern and attention

has been paid to licensing standards for family day care.

Throughout the country day care providers, parents, advo-

cates, an. well as regulatory agencies, have sought to revise
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licenoing standards in order to encourage the participation

of thousands of underground women, who run small day care

programs in their homes, in the regulatory system. The goals

of this regulatory movement are to promote an expanded and

more accessible day care market, to increase caregiver training,

parent awareness and consumer monitoring, and to provide

greater quality care. Yet, their efforts have been hampered

by a continuing lack of funds, and a general state of crisis

which exists within the regulatory field.

With increased frequency, the operation of family day

care homes in communities throughout the country is being

jeopardized by restrictive local zoning requirements. At

issue are the rights of hundreds of thousands of providers

to operate day care programs in their homes in residential

neighborhoods. Other residents, concerned about increased

noise, traffic, and activity, claim that home day care is

a commercial business and thus must be zoned appropr%ately.

As family day care becomes a more visible profession, the

battle between providers and community becomes more heated.

In addition to state regulations and/or federal standards

for home day care, providers often find themselves subjected

to restrictive local zoning requirements as well. Such

zoning regulations may altogether prohibit the operation of

any "commercial" business. Communities that have never

specifically addressed the issue of home day care as a business

can either prohibit the operation of a day care home or refuse

to grant a "special exception" a complaint is filed against
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a provider. In cases of specific charges or complaint, most

day care providers tend to close down their operation.

Zoning regulations tend to be most restrictive in single-

family residential areas. Family day care may be prohibited

or restricted in a single-family residential area but per-

mitted "by-right" in an area zoned for multi-family dwellings.

This type of zoning regulation may in effect prohibit family

day care altogether if state regulations require a lot size

or a type of housing that tends to be found in single-family

residential zones.

Ironically, zoning battles are being waged at a time when

increased public awareness and an enhanced professional image

have brought greater visibility and respectability to the home

day care field. Providers, having fought long and hard to

combat the "babysitting" stereotype and to establish them-

selves as small businesspeople, now find themselves in the

uncomfortable position of having to defend their business and

professional status in light of the heightened zoning battles.

Many providers are finding themselves in court or before a

hearing board defending their right to operate in a residen-

tial area stating that their homes are not businesses per se,

but rather a babysitting service.

WHAT CAN HE DONE

With 75% of the home day care field unregulated and in-

accessible to most parents, new strategies are needed to
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encourage greater participation of providers in the regulatory

system. Solutions targeted at expanding the day care market,

by removing burdensome regulations, promoting professional

development and increasing the involvement of parents as

educated consumers, should be explored at both the federal

and state levers. An expanded market of regulated providers

will:

Increase the quality of available care by

bringing hundreds of new providers into

the existing regulatory system.

Promote professional growth and develop-

ment by offering training and outreach to

day care providers.

Strengthen employment opportunities for

women with small children by increasing

the availability of accessibility of ade-

quate day care.

Provide increased employment opportunities

for women interested in becoming caregivers

and expand the earning potential of provi-

ders.

Increase the availability and accessibility

of day care.

'Make parents an essential component in the

important job of monitoring clay care.

Buttress the efforts of day care informa-

tion ard.referral systems to locate and

identify available family day care.
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In addition, the federal government should:

Make federal'grants available to state

regulatory agencies to evaluate existing
regulations and implement new standards.

Provide technical assistance to local

governments and organizations seeking

to study and/or improve their regula-
tory system.

Encourage states to enact legislation

which would supercede local zoning

authority and which would permit small
family day care homes to operate auto-

matically without having to apply for
a variance or pay a permit fee.

STATEMENT OF ELLA McNAIR, DIRECTOR, PROGRAM PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT, DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC.

Ms. McNAIR. I am Ella McNair of the Delta Sigma Theta Sorori-ty. It is a national/international organization that has 125,000members nationwide and abroad. I would like to share with thecommittee some findings that the organization was able to deter-mine through e series of summit conferences held in the month, ofMay nationwide. The topic of the summit conferences was a call toaction in support of black single mothers and female members ofhouseholds.
From that, of course, I am here today to say to you that the -lackof day care was one of the pervasive thLigs that ran throughoutthe entire conference.
There was, in fact, an outcry among the women from Arizona toCalifornia to New Mexico, in every place that we have these con-ferences, day care service is the pervasive issue that creates thebarriers to these women doing other things.
When we say single mothers, we are not speaking of primarilylow-income single mothers; we are talking about single motherswho are widows, divorcees, what-have-you. I must say at this junc-ture, however, that we are looking for creative ways of havingmeaningful day-care services, and after school care services for low-income mothers.
The latchkey situation was a critical thing. It has created quite abit of stress among single parents. The telephone is usually theonly communication these women have to their children while theyare at work. The lack of day care, of course, has been a big barrierto low-income women getting employment. They have no one towatch their children, even to go seek employment.
With the increased training options for women in industry andin nontraditional employment activities for women, there needs tobe creative day care for shifts, women who get into these occupa-tions finding themselves working on shifts that are not conducive
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to day care in the daytime. These are just a number of issues that
surfaced.

I will say that these women that we spoke with who are single
parents, many of whom have indicated that they would like to be
trained to be day care providers, that they would like centralized
day care centers, day care structures in their community. The lack
of transportation, where day care exists, is also a very big barrier.

In the rush I would also like to close by saying that we will be
publishing the proceedings of these summit conferences nation-
wide, a copy of which I will provide to the committee and to
anyone in the room. The proceedings will come out next month and
we will proceed to phase II of the summit conferences, but, of
course, we are still seeking solutions to the day care issue.

I would like to say, however, that we have gone ahead and tar-
geted the churches. We have targeted other Organizations and we
have tried to form networks to bring this issue to its surface in the
community, in addition to bringing the specialties of single moth-
ers sand working mothers to the conscience of the community at
large.

Thank you.
Chairman Winiza. Thank you. We are going to miss that vote.
Now, let's see if we can get out of here in time. A couple of ques-

tions that come to mind: First, Ms. Brubaker, in my work in the 10
years in Congress, I have been closely associated with the Junior
League in the number of suidport roles that they have played for
legislation I have had, initiatives I have worked on, not the least of
which is the creation of this committee, and I thank yOu.

Sometimes I look at the Junior League and other women's orga-
nizations and, to me, they are kind of a mirror of the-evolvement
that has taken place in American society.

I just wondered to the extent that the Junior League has become
involved in day care, I just wonder how Much that reflects the
change in the makeup in the status of members of the-Junior
Leagues.

More of them are working now than maybe were 20 years ago or
10 years ago. Is there a comment to be made there? I think it is
important because I am not sure if the perception of male Mem-
bers of Congress of the Junior Leagues in their makeup is quite ac-
curate, just as it may not be for the future of Future Homemakers.

I just wondered if you might comment on that, if there have
been

Ms. BRUBAKER. Changes?
Chairman MILLER. Or a profile on Junior Leagues, how many of

the members are professional, single parents at home in house-
holds at this point.

Ms. BRUBAKER. As I said when I first started, the profile of our
membership is a mirror of the communities that we live in and
over half of all of our members are working, and a large percent
are mothers who need day care for themselves, so I think that the
image of the woman that stays at home, doesn't really have any-
thing else to do, goes out in the community and is Lady Bountiful,
has certainly changed because the organization has changed.

Chairman MILLER. 1 have had memoers who have said you know
who is in this, like, you know, what are they doing in this'?
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Ms. BRUBAKER. Yes, and also because we have taken a much
more aggressive position as far as public policy goes, which has
happened over the last 10 years. I think that is because women in
America are changing. The whole situation of women now has
changed dramatically and that is reflected in most women's organi-
zations.

Chairman MILLER. In the Future Homemakers, what would you
expect that the number of those Future Homemakers is going to be
in the work force?

Ms. LIDDELL. I would estimate approximately 90 percent expect
to work outside the home.

Chairman MILLER The young women you are talking about,
their self-expectation is 90 percent of them will be in the work
force?

Ms. LIDDELL. That is right.
Chairman MILLER. With a family?
Ms. LIDDELL. That is right, and of our membership approximately

10 percent of 350,000 are young men, and most of those young men
come to the organization through. family life education and child
development courses, so they also see themselves as supporters of
women who will be working. in the work force, and/or caregivers of
young children themselves.

ChairmAi Mum. Ms McNair?
Ms. McNAnt. I would like to say that that was an interesting

question that you asked because that question has been posed to
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Delta, of course, is a public service so-
rority. It is not one of those tea-sipping kinds of organizations, but

le do have that perception sometimes of sororities.
e went into our communities with the overall perception that

we are they and they are we. Most of our members, of course, are
college-trained and college-educated women, but within our own
ranks there is a great percentage of women who fell into the cate-
gory of single parents who have the same concerns about day care
and' the other services-that they need in terms of raising children
alone, for whatever reason, so the image of a dot of women's organi-
zations has been a barrier, but I see women's organizations break-
ing that barrier, sometimes out of necessity, and sometimes out of
the fact that women are moving to address issue that are of great-
er concern to the universal population, more so than their own spe-
cific personal kinds of things.

Chairman MILLER What is the biggest barrier? We have heard
now throughout the year, and especially in the last couple of days,
the question of licensed or unlicensed facilities. What is the biggest
barrier for people coming forward and receiving a license?

Ms. WEINSTEIN. I think it really would have to be the cumber-
some regulatory process. I don't think it is a single answer, but it is
sort of a broad panoply of regulations and how they impact on a
provider from the costly startup requirements to the lack of train-
ing to the 6 months that it may take a regulatory agency to actual:
ly get out to a provider's house, to the fact that providers find
themselves increasingly in the position of caring for children that
have no other place to go, the latchkey children, for example, and
yet they are being held, they are being restricted to five children,
perhaps even six children, and yet they have got three or four
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before and after school kids that are showing up, and so they feel
that to become regulated they will constantly risk losing their cer-
tification, losing whatever that licensing standard might be when
someone comes out to monitor the home and finds the two or per-
haps three extra children.

Chairman Miusit. Let me just interrupt. There you are talking
in the case meaning State or city licensure requirements?

Ms. WEINSTEIN. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. So it varies from State to State, I would

assume? .

Ms. WEINSTEIN. Regulations vary from State to State; 42 States
require some form of licensing or registration or some type of regu-
lation. Another seven States

Chairman MILLER. Is there a distinction Congresswoman John-
son talked a little bit about distinction in people's minds between

tering and licensing.
Ms. WEINSTEIN. I think there is. I think that there is some mis-

perception about what registration is. I think there is some concern
about what licensing is, but actually people have seen registration
as a way of deregulating child care, and at a time when we areall
concerned about adequate standards and safety for children, there
is great concern about registration.

In fact, I would suggest that registration is reregulatory as op-
posed to deregulatory in that what it does most importantly is
bring new partners into the whole monitoring regulatory system,
most importantly being parents.

Until we can adequately encourage parents, until we give them a
role in monitoring care, we will in fact continue to have growing
numbers of cases where parents, because of the lack of responsibil-
ity in the role that they simply don't have in the regulatory
system, will be compromising the places that they are leaving their
children.

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Quinn, let me ask you, to what extent has
your organization been successful in using school facilities? In most
communities the nature of and the population has changed for the
purpose of after-school care.

Ms. QUINN. Do you want me to speak on behalf of girls club or
on behalf of the collaboration agency or both? -

Chairman MILLER. Both or whatever. Again, there has been con-
flicting testimony. Some people say school boards are easy to work
with and other people say no, just leave us alone. We are not going
to do this kind of work.

I just wondered if you had a national look at it, to examine what
extent people have been able to use those facilities for after-school
care.

Ms. QUINN. I would say that both of those assessments are cor-
rect. We have examples throughout the Collaboration agencies of
successful partnerships between youth-serving organizations zad
public schools, so I would say that it is possible, andlhat th. 'a
we have a lot to teach about those experiences and about what con-
stitutes, how to achieve successes in formulating one of those part-
nerships, but I do think that it takes a willingness on both sides
and a lot of hard work, but we do have several examples represent-
ing the YWCA. I know that they have a program in the Los Ange-
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les Unified School District. We have a couple of programs. in girlsclubs and I know that several other agencies do too.
Chairman MILLER. All school sites?
Ms. QUINN. Not all. We have a number of others.
Chairman MILLER. No, no, but when you say you have examples,

you are talking about school sites?
Ms. QUINN. Of programs whe- .ve are running these school-age

child care programs in school fa. Ales, in some cases before school
and in many cases after school, so I would say there has been quite
a bit of success.

I am not saying that we have not encountered some resistance
along the way also.

Chairman Mum. No, I understand.lils. Brubaker.
Ms. BRUBAKER. I just wanted to say one thing on that.
I know in Miami they have a Y program for schools and after-

school care. The thing that I have heard, I think it is different in
different places according to school boards, but I think one of theproblems that we have heard is that it costs to keep the facilities
open and that is one of the barriers to getting that going. That iswhere I think funding would help.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much,for your testimony, for
your support of this committee on this issue and for your support
of this committee in its existence. We all owe you a great deal.

The formal record of the child care initiative that the committee
has undertaken in these 2 days of hearings will be held open for aperiod of 10 days. Beyond that, obviously the committee is always
interested in receiving testimony, studies, and information on thisand any subject of concern to children and the families in which
they live, but the formal record will, for all purposes, be closed in10 days' time.

Thank you very much. The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:20 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

NV 7 1984

Future Homemakers
Of America

National Holidays/1m and LoaderaNp Cantor
1910 Association Drive, Raton, Virginia 2200
(793) 476-4900
FHA Chapters I HERO Chapters

November 2, 1964

The Honorable George Miller
Chairman
Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families

385 House Office Buildin; Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hiller:

Needless to say, it was a special pleasure to have the opportunity
to present testimony to the Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families. The corrected testimony is enclosed.

I am also including some statistical data from the Hubert Humphrey
Institute of Public Affairs in support of my comment on the number
of our members who are young women who expect to work outside the
home.

We would be pleased to contribute additional data as needed.

Sincerely,

0244.44-

Louisa Liddell
Executive Director
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August, 1964

WORKER. MOTHER. WIFE
The Future of Today's girls

Current trends and Census data point to a very different future for today's girls.
Society and many parents expect them to grow up to be wives, mothers and sometime

workers. All trends indicate the reality will be different. They will be workers,

mothers and wives. in that order.

later marriage. smaller families, rising divorce and remarriage rates. longer life
spans, and changing economic conditions -eve all driven women out of the home and
into the paid work force.. Today. the average 20-year-old woman can expect to spend
close to 30 years in the paid labor force. The women of the future will be self-
supporting much of her life. contribute to the financial support of her children.
and be responsible for her retirement and old age.

In 1990. a 20-year-old white woman could expect to spend 18 years in childbearing.
be widowed at 52. live to age 64, and die before her last child left home. At

that time, 20% of all Marion women held jobs outside the home.

By 1980, a 22-year-old married white woman could expect to have at least one child
before she is 40, live to age 79, and run a 47% change of being divorced. (Twenty -

two was the average age of marriage for women in 1980.) In 1981. 2 out of 3 wives
worked outside the home at least part of the year. and 60% of the full-time
homemakers were over 45 years old.

In March. 1984. 62% of women aged 16-64 were in the work force. 44% of labor

force participants were women. and 53% of all women were in the labor force.

Today, almost 55% of U.S. children have "working" mothers -- 59% of Black children;

53% of white. One out of '.cry five children lives with a single parent -- usually

a mother.

liensus data usually do not include farm wives as workers unless they have cff-
fare jobs. Also, the percentage of women who work is based on all women over

age 16, including women over age 65.
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More women marry, more married
wage have children, and wore couples divorce

Ninety percent of all U.S.
women marry at least once before the age of 30.Of those 901 who merry, 94% will

have at least one child.

In 1950, 9% of U.S. women had
never married; today it is only 6%. Yet lowerproportions of women have been
listed as currently married in each census since1950. In that year, 67% of all adult

women were married; in 1980. only 59%.

Between 1950 and 1980. childlessness
declined dramatically --from 20% to 6%.

In 1965, married white
women aged 18-24 could expect to have 3.1 children.By the late 1970's, this

rate had dropped to only 2 children.

In 1983. white women avenged
71.4 births per 1.000. Blocks 85.4,

:;:d Hispanics102.4. *men who did not finish
high school had 90 births per 1,000, high schoolgraduates 77.6 and college graduates 63.1. Childbearing is increasing amongsemen in their 30's as are out-of-wedlock

births.

The divorce rate more than
doubled between 1963 and 1975. Today's estimatesare that 1/2 of all marriages entered

into since the 1970's will or have endedin divorce. In the late 1970's, the rate
of remarriage surpassed the rate offirst marriages (129 remarriages

per 1.000. compared to 83 first marriages).
Women work more and longer

In addition to housework and child
cart, employment outside the home has increaseddramatically for women. In 1950. 87% of U.S. men were in the paid labor force,35% of the women.

Between 1947 and 1980, the number ofwomen in the paid laborforce increased by 173%, the number of men by 43%.

from 1961-81, woman accounted for 61% of entrants into the labor force and areexpected to constitute an even larger share in the future. Some experts predictthat women will constitute two-thirds
of the growth in the labor force duringthis decade, and Coat they will spend close to 50% of their adult life in thework force.

Women earn about 594 for every $1 men earn nationwide.
In Minnesota it is 57t.Fewer Minnesota women work full -time

or year-round, but more Minnesota women
an in the paid nor. force than the national average.

t'o-ting wives, working mothers

Today, both parents are earners in 60% of all married couples with children
under age 18. Two-earner families are the financially successful families.They earn three times that of female-headed

families.

In 1981. working wives averaged 43%
of what their husbands earned. When bothworked full time, year -round, wives
earned 62% of what their husbands did. Oneout of three working wives in 1961
were clerical workers, with average earningsttf 4,900. One out of four were in professional

or managerial work, averaging$12.200. Husbands in this latter catecory averaged $28,230.

55% of all working wives in 1981 hid at least one minor child in the home.

45% of all preschoolers in 1963 had working mothers.
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Black children in two-parent families were more likely to have a working mother;

Hispanic children less likely then either white or Black to have a working mother.

Median income in 1980 for two-parent families with working mother was $26,500 and

521,300 when the mother did not work outside the home.

Female-headed families

The fastest growing type of family in the U.S. is the female- headed family. From

1972-82, female-headed families increased 57%, compared to a 10% increase in other

types. Divorce, lower remarriage rates for divorced woman than for divorced men,

and children born out of wedlock are mainly responsible.

In 1947, 9.56 of all U.S. families were female-headed; in 1983, 15.9%. One out

of five children lives in a female-heeded family today; one out of two children

cnn expect to live a part of their lives with a single parent.

In 1959, 235 of all female- headed families were in poverty. In 1960, 47.51 of

Minnesota female-headed families with at least one child under age 6 ware in

poverty. In 1981, four out of ten Black families were female- headed, two out

often Hispanic families and one out of ten white families. Yet 70% of all women

maintaining families are white; 29% Black. Accurate data on Hispanic families

are difficult to obtain because many are also included in data on whites.

Unemployment rates for Black women in 1982 were about twice that of white women.

In 1982, the rate of unemployment for Black teenage women was 47%.

Sixty percent of women maintaining families were in the labor force in March, 1983.

Divorcees have the highest labor force participation rates, widows the lowest.

In March, 1983, 75% of female- household heads who had children over6 years of age

were in the labor force; 55% of those with preschoolers. 83% worked full time,

86% of those aged 25 to 54 were working full time.

Child support

The average annual total child support meant an 1978 was $1,799. Bet-seen 1978

and 1981 this figure declined 165. Only 24% of women received the full child

support due in 1978. 4.6 million women did not receive child support payments

due them in 1978 and about 1/3 of these women had incomes below the poverty line

and were receiving some form of public assistance.

In 1982, only 59% of the 8.4 million women raising children with an absent father

had been awarded child support payments. Only 47% of the 4 million awarded child

support were paid the full amount in 1981.

Recently the U.S. Congress passed legislation to help states collect child support

payments from delinquent parents by withholding from wages, imposing liens on
property, reporting child support debts to credfi agencies. and deducting from

tax refunds. The legislation covers both nonwelfare and welfare cues.

The future unless policies chino*

Based on current trends, the lives of men and women will be very similar. Both

will be workers outside the home for a majority of their adult lives. Both will

be parents. Both are likely to have more than one spouse during a lifetime.
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unless policies change. the differences
between tomorrow's men and women will bein the type and amount of work they

do. the responsibilities they bear or under-take. and the anent of income and
fringe benefits they receive. -then will bePoorer. will work mere. aid will more likely

be the sole supporters of children.Asa consequent. childree will be poorer.

Traditinally. fringe benefits of
employment have been geared toward protectingthe worker and hy_femily. Vomen
workers have often been assumed to have pro-tection for then-Wives and their children through a husband. Pension systemsInn been developed to protect

the.morker and his dependent wife. themplopentinsurance was designed to cover the primary. long term worker.

Today. employment questions for
women include questions of health care for thee-selves and their dependents. child

cam. pregnancy leavnand maternity-benefits.
insurance, pensions. social security.

disability and unemployment. A31 becomevital when women sarnless. live
longer and cannot rely on martian for financialsecurity. Child care and trensportation for

eiployees and their children who goto day care centers are also major
issues for the growing ember of young womenwho must work to help support their
fauilies.

Earnings are directly correlated
to education. but women must be much more highlyeducated than men to earn comparable salaries. In 1981. husbands who had notfinished high school earned

more than wives who had more than five years ofcollege. 515.100 compared to $14.910.

The challenge for parents..tducators.
policy makers and the media is to take therecent Census data and current

trends into account when developing
Programs andpolicies for the future.

Failure todo so Is en abrogation of responsibility.Public.policy based on nostalgia for
a world that might have been is destined

to create social. economic and
political chaos for future generations.

Sources for this publication include:

American Women: Three Decades of Chanit;
Earnings in 1981 of Married Couple Feu les.
Bureau of the Census
Department of Comm
Washington. D.C. 20233

Children of liorkingNothere;
Inn at Work: A Chartbook; and
lionthly Labor Review

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington. D.C. 20212

Work and Women in the 1980's
Women's Research and-Education Institute
Congressional Caucus for Vomen's Issues
204-2nd Street. S.E.
Washington. D.C: 20003

A Crowing Crisis: Disadvantaged
Women and Their Children

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Washington. ,D.C. 20425.

Contilbutors to the Women. Public Policy and Development Project are the PillsburyFoundation. IDS Community Development
Program. and. in a joint project with WIC°.Northwest Area Foundation. General Mills and the St. Paul Companies. Thomas h. Lehman.an Institute graduate student. was the
program assistant for this publication.

Thanks art also due to the Minnesota
Commission on the Economic Status

of Womenfor their informative data series.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY SEP 1,2 19E54
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL RELATIONS

WILLIAM LOMA HALL

33 KIRKLAND STRUT

CAMIRIDIU, MASIACHUSLITS 02138

September'10, 1984

Representative George Hiller
Chairman
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Family
U.S. House of Representatives
House Annex 2
Second and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hiller:

I understand that the results of the day care study that I conducted in Bermuda
in collaboration with Drs. Sandra Scarr, Deborah Phillips, J. Conrad Schwarz,
and Susan Grajek have been discussed at your recent day care hearings. I am

extremely pleased that our work is receiving the attention of those who can make
a real contribution to enhancing the quality of day care an this country/.

I do, however. want to inform you about our most recent findings, particularly
with respect to infant day care and children socio-emotional development.

By way of introduction I would like to call your attention to some, of the
special features of our research. First, along with the research of Alison
Clarke-Stewart in Chicago, this is the most recent large -scale study of day
care wnich looked specifically at questions of both quality of care and age
of entry into day care. Second, every day care center in Bermuda that provides
care for children from infancy through the preschool years participated in this
research. The data, therefore, are derived from representative programs that
reflect the real options from which most parents must choose their child care
arrangements. Third, 84% of Bermudian children spend the majority of the 40-hour
work week in some form of non-maternal child care by age 2. Thus, we were able

to look directly at the effects of infant day care without the selection biases
that have restricted the validity of studies of infant day care in the United
States. Fourth, we used actual auestOnnaires for partstes and caregivers to
assess social and emotional development rather than relying on labortMory
models of attachment, the validity of which have never been established:

There are several new findings that 1 want to highlight:
(I) Children who had entered day care as infanta and children who had entered
day care at later ages were not differentiated on parent or caregiver ratings
of aggression, hyperactivity, dependency, introversion, considerateness toward
adults and peers, task orientation, intellectual ability, or peer vs. adult
orientation. Let me highlight this last null finding, given the common mis-
impression that children in day ea are socialized to comply with peer
standards or behavior and to resist adult social standards. Again, we assessed
this directly with a series of questions based on Urie Bronfenbrenner's model
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of this construct and
no effects for age of entry into day care were found.

II) One variable
(out of,9) did show a significant

effect for age of entryinto day care, anxiety, and only on the caregiver ratings.
But even this findingmust be qualified in light

of the fact that the effect
for age of entry' into daycare vu related to the quality of the day care program.

Specifically, childrenwho entered day care of mr quality at an early age were rated by theircaregivers as more anxious
than children who entered at a later age. Correspondingly,young children who enter high

quality progress do not exhibit
greater anxiety thantheir peers who enter day

care when they are older.

III) Finally, in an article
that is currently under review for publication (seeenclosed paper) we compared
the effects of day care for a sub-group of childrenattending the highest, quality
program in Bermuda (a government-run program)and children attending

lower-quality programs.
The central finding is that thechildren in the high-quality

government program fared significantly better thanthe other children on the
measures of social and emotional

development describedabove (specifically,
considerateness, sociability, task orientation, and intelligence).These children also performed better on standardised

measures of language skilland intellectual ability.
Thus, day care can serve as an effective intervention.

To summarise, if there to a single conclusion that
can be drawn from our data, itis that good day care propane do not harm children. Indeed, they to promote.positive development, both cognitive and social. The conclusion holds r infantsas well as for children of all other ages. The issue is one of quality and notone of age of entry.

Just as there are better and
worse homes, there are betterand worse day care centers. It comes as uo surprise

that good day care programsare good for children.

These findings also reiterate
those of the New York Infant Day Care Study andyour federally-funded National
Day Care Study, both of which demonstrated thebenefits that can be reaped by
investing in quality day care progress.

I hope this brief summery of
our newest findings it helpful to you in yourimportant deliberations about this vital service for our nation's children andfamilies. my colleagues and I feel that it is terribly important to ensurethat your record is complete,
accurate, and up-to-date.

Please do not hesitate to call with
any questions you might have (617-495-3817).

Sincerely,

r-,7e1.-1

Kathleen McCartney, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Enc. (1)
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Comparisons of Varying Quality Programs
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University of Virginia
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Yale University
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Disadvantaged children attending a high-quality. goverment -run inter-

vention program were compared with children attending other day care pro-

grams of varying quality on intellectual, language and social skill.

Although the intervention children had less intelligent mothers of lower

occupational status, they were rated by their caregivers as having better

communicative skills and were rated by both their parents and their teach-

ers as more considerate and more sociable than .children attending other day

care programs. When the intervention children were compared to children of

similar family background, these findings held, and in addition, the inter-

vention children had higher IQs and higher scores on the Preschool Language

Assessment Instrument. Thus, high-quality day care can be an effective

intervention. Effect size estimates are compared with those from °titer

intervention programs. The advantages of the present study are discussed,

which include knowledge of control group day care experience.
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Day Care as Intervention:

Comparisons of varying quality programs

Interest in providing day care for working parents and interest in

providing compensatory education for children from low-income families

burgeoned auring the 196C,s. Not surprisingly. many of the early childhood

intervention programs used a day care or nursery school format. Unfor-

tunately, few of these programs have been systematically evaluated.

although notable exceptions exist (e.g., Klaus & Gray. 1968; Hiller & Dyer,

1975; Ramey & Haskins, 1981; Seitz. Rol4enbaum & Apfel, 1983; Weikart, Bond

& McNeil, 1978). In addition, most evaluations of intervention programs

have focused on uleasures of intelligence as outcome criteria (Zigler and

Trickett, 1978). From the pessimistic Westinghouse Learning Corporation

report (1969) on the low impact of Head Start to the more optimistilfind-

ings of the Consortium for Longituc".nal Studies (Lazar, Darlington. Hurray.

Royce and Snippet.. 1981), the findings from studies of the effectiveness of

early Childhood intervention programs have been controversial. One

interpretation is clear. Such programs have been shown to be at least

somewhat effective for IQ, with children from low-income families. Belsky

and Steinberg (1978) have made this point with respect to day care inter-

vention evaluation*, noting that "enriching day care experience may attenu-

ate some of the adverse effects typically associated with high-risk

environments" (p. 932).

Evaluation strategies for these programs have included random selec-

tion of children to control and treatment groups (e.g. Rainy and Haskins.

1981; Weikart et al., 1978), quasi-experimental assignment of children to

control and treatment groups (e.g. Miller and Dyer, 1975), and identifica-
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tion of matched control and treatment groups (e.g. Lally, cited in Belsky

and Steinberg, 1978). Recently, Cronbach (1982) has suggested examining

variations in treatment intensity as a means of evaluating the effective-

ness of treatment programa. This approach avoids problems associated with

control group comparisons, such as contamination. With respect to day care

intervention, a sound evaluation strategy might consist of a comparison of

higher with lower quality programs, with quality sewing as a proxy for

treatment intensity. The present study is unique in that children attend-

ing a high quality intervention program were compared with a group of chil-

dren attending programs of varying quality from a representative population

of day care programs. It is therefore possible to ascertain whether the

outcome varies with program quality or intensity.

This work is an extension of previous work in nine day care centers

chosen to reduce center selection biases. One of the nine centers was a

high-quality government-run intervention program serving low-income fami-

lies. The previous work demonstrated that quality of the day care environ-

ment affects children's intellectual, language and social development, even

when the family background and current care experience are controlled sta-

tistically using multiple regression iMcCartney, 1984; McCartney, Scarr,

Phillips, Grajek and Schwarz, 1982). Previous analyses have not addressed

the question of intervention; quality was treated as a continuous variable.

In the present study, the government intervention program is compared with

the remvining programs using two atrategi.s: 1) a comparison with all chil-

dren attending other programa, and 2) a comparison with only those children

of similar family background attending other programa. Thus, this study

controls directly for the potential mediating effects of family background.

The paper concludes with en examination of effect-size estimates from this
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and other day care intervention atudiee.

Method

Jux LAxs §etting4

Bermuda was chosel as the site of this research since it is a place in

which canter selection biases are minimized in two ways: 84% of the two-

year-olds are in substitute care, and parents tend to select centers based

on convenience to home or work rather than quality of the program. When

this research project began there were nine day care centers that accepted

children from infancy through the preschool years and that had been in

operation for five or more years. All nine centers agreed to participate

in the study. Eight were privately owned; the remaining center was the

government-run program for low-income families.

Two-observers independently rated each of the nine day care centers

using the Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale (HarMa and CliffotAt

1980). The scale consists of 37 items that range from quality of the fur-

nishings to the amount of creatira activities caregivers provide for the

children (inter-rater reliability was high, r=.82). The government inter-

vention center was scored by two raters as highest in total quality (191 of

a possible 259 points). The range of scores for the remaining 8 centers

was 67 to 153; the median was 121. Verbal interaction with caregivers was

also observed in each center for 8 hours. The government intervention

center and another center were observed to have the largest amount of ver-

bal interaction. It is clear that the government intervention center is

the highest quality center of the 9 centers investigated.

Huat ona rely on an ambiguous global index of quality? Unfortunately,

the answer is yes. The correlations among the 6 scales from the Early

Childhood Environment Rating Scale ranged from .60 to .92. In addition. the

4G2
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correlation between the Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale and the

amount of verbal interaction between caregivers and children was .70.

There is a so-occurrence of "good things". Therefore, it Jr diffioult to

differentiate among dimensions of quality.

It is possible to speculate about what quality in this case sight

reflect by examining the field notes kept by the two observers who 001-

lected data on verbal interaction. The field notes consist of narrative

descriptions that refleoted typical and unusual characteristics and events

as well as personal reaotions. The note') suggest several characteristics

of the government intervention day care center that set it apart from moat

of the privately mood centers. First and perhaps moat important is the

high leiel of caregiver enthusiasm. Second, though related, is caregiver

planning. The government intervention center often; an eclectic curriou-

lum, sines the ezregivers continuously experiment with new methods.
-i/
Tbis

Is in oo:rast to moat, though not all, of the remaining programs in which

the caregivers either drill children on colors and numbers or plan only

free play. Third, the physical facilities of the government center are

excellent, including a large playgdound, a staff room and a child-sited

lavatory.

§ubJects

All families with a child three years or older who had attended one of

the nine centers for six months or more were asked to partioipattkin the

study. In total, 166 families. 130 black and 36 white, participated; there

were 15 refusals. All 22 familial; with a child in the government interven-

tion program participated.

Measures

Three sets of measures were'used to assees 1) family background. 2)
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intellectual and language skill, and 3) social akill.

To assess family background, questionnaires were deaigned to gather

family demographio data as well as the child's substitute care experience.

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test- Revised (PPVT-R, Dunn, 1979) waa also

included to measure mothers' intellectual competenoe.

To assess intellectual and language skill, two atandarC.4ed tests. the

PPVT-R and the Preschool Language Asaessment Instrument (Blank, Rose and

Berlin, 1979) were used, in addition to caregiver ratings of the Adaptive

Language Inventory (Feagans and Ferran, 1979) and research team ratings of

speech aamplea collected during an experimental task adminiatered to a ran-

domly selected subgroup of aubjects (see McCartney, 1984, for more detail

regarding the asaessment of communicative oompetenoe).

Social akill was measured by the preschool veraion of the Classroom

Behavior Inventory (Schaefer and Edgerton, 1978) and by-the Preschool/
4

Behavior Queationnaire (Behar and Stringfield. 1974). The Classroom

Behavior Inventory oonaiats of 43 it and yields 5 factors: intelligence,

taak orientation, dependency, oonsideration, and extraversion, here oalled

acciability; the last three factora were considered measures of sooial

development. The Preachool Behavior Questionnaire oonsista of 30 items on

three acales ofmaladjuatment: hyperactive -distraotable, aggressive -

.hoatile, and anxious. A caregiver and one or both parents rated each

child. Caregivers rated the entire class item by it to reduoe potential

halo effecta.

aulla

Two methoda were used to'detersine whether high-quality day care can

be used as an effective means of intervention for children from low-inooae

families. Firut, children from the government intervention program were

4 4
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compared with children attending the remaining 8 centers. Second, children

from the government intervention program were compared with a subgroup of

children of similar family background from the remaining 8 centers. The

data analysis strategy was the same for each method. 1) to compare mean

group differences for measures of family background and intellectual,

language and social skill and 2) to examine effect-size estimates to deter-

mine the strength of identified effects.

Effect-size estimates express group differences in standard deviation

units and reduce bias when synthesizing

mer and Light, 1980; Rosenthal, 1978).

formula recommended by Glass, McCaw and

between ..he mean of the treatment group

outcomes from many studies (Pille-

Effect-size was measured using the

Smith (1981): the difference

(here the government intervention

group) and the mean of the control or comparison group divided by the stan-

dard deviation of the ntrol group. Interpreting the.strength of di

effect-size estimate is partly determined by what one is measuring; how-

ever, Cohen (1969) has offered a useful rule of thumb: .50 is a moderate

effect size and .80 is a large effect size.

Comparisoq AllA ehildru attending All other infant gay gars proarams

The. findings for the first comparison between the 22 children attend-

ing the government day care program and the .4 children attending lower

quality day care programs are presented in Table 1. There were 4 measures

of family background inoluded in the study that have baen widely used as

socioeconomic status indicators: mother's education, mother's occupation,

mother's PPVT-R IQ, and household size. Children attending the government

intervention program have mothers with lower prestige occupations as meas-

ured by the Rational Opinion Research Center ^^oupational Classification

Scale (1978) and have mothers with lower PPVT-R IQ scores.. This makes
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sense since children are selected for the government intervention program

based on low income and family need. The question remains whether inter-

vention is effect!',m.

With multiple dependent variables the use of multivariate analysis of

variance (MANOVA) is indicated. The advantages of HANOVA include protec-

tion against type I error and the potential to discover group differences

that could only be revealed by considering dependent variables in combina-

tion. Unfortunately, there are problems of interpretation associated with

the use of HANOVA. The order of entry of variables in the analysis is

critical; typically, higher priority for entry is given to more important

variables, as determined by either a statistical criterion or a theoretical

criterion. For this reason, Tabachnick and Fidell (1983) caution against

using HAPOVA. They also offer a reasonable compromise. Upon finding a

significant multivariate effect, they recommend reporting Dell means,/for

those dependent variables with high univariate i's. They also note that

significance levels for univariate re are uninterpretable. However,

effect-size estimates are of greater interest.

There are four measures of intellectual and language skill and 12

measures of social skill. A HANOVA on 15 of these measures (the Communica-

tion Task could not be included because it was administered to a subsample)

revea.ed a significant group difference between the children attending the

government intervention program and the children attending the remaining

_centers (E(15, 127) = 2.13, g < .01 using Wilk's criterion). Thus, it is

appropriate to consider effect-size estimates for significant group differ-

ences.

The results for group differences on intellectual, language., and

social skill are also presented in Table 1.
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Table 1

Comparisons Between Children from the Government Intervention Program
and All Children Attending Other Day Care Programs

Family Background X Tutervention X All Others 1
.

Effect-Size
Eatimate

Mother's Education 11.57 12.28 -1.40

Mother's Occupation 34.21 41.91 -2.4844 .63

Mother's PPVT-R 77.50 86.09 -1.744 .41

Household Size a 4.71 4.12 1.54 .01.

Intellectual and
Language Skill i Intervention X All Others 1 Effect-Size

.Estimate

PPVT-R 86.50 82.24 1.07

Preschool /anguage 1.44 1.30 1.28
Assessment Instrument

Adaptive Language 3.60 3.07 3.2244 .79'
Inventory

Communication Task 39.88 33.37 1.32

Social Skill X Intervention X All Others

Preschool Behavior

Questionnaire (Total Maladjustment)
Parent 1.48 1.47 .28
Teacher 1.71 1.69 .27

Classroom Behavior Inventory
(Social Competence)
CBI: Considerateness

Parent 3.33 3.18 2.1144 .50
Teacher

a
3.21 2.98 4.17444 .56

CBI: Dependent
Parent 2.32 2.29 .25
Teacher 2.34 2.51 -1.00
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Table 1 continued

Social Skill X Intervention X All Others 2 Effect-Size
Estimate

CBI: Sociability
Parent 3.43 3.29 1.78* .41
Teacher

a
3.20 2.88 4.92*** .68

CBI: Intelligent
Parent 3.86 4.00 -1.22
Teacher 3.56 2.97 2.82*** .67

CBI: Task Oriented
Parent 3.76 3.83 -.60
Teacher 3.55 3.04 2.44** .58

E222: 2-tests are one - tailed.

a 2-value computed for unequal variances

*2 < .05

**2 < .01

***2 < .001
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There is some evidence that children froth these low-income families who are

attending the. government day care center perform better on tests of

language and social skill. More specifically, they are rated ,y their

caregivers as having better language akills on the Adaptive Language Inven-

tory and they are rated by both their parents and their caregivers as being

more considerate and more sociable on the Classroom Behavior Inventory. It

should be noted that sociability and considerateness are not orthogonal (r

= .37, 2 < .01 for parents; r = .70, 2 < .01 for caregivers). Neither

parents nor caregivers report differences between the two groups on total

maladjustment as measured by the Preschool Behavior Questionnaire, differ-
°I

ences on the three subscales of the Preschool Behavior Quesiionnairel, or

differences on dependency as measured by the Classroom Behavior Inventory.

Parents and caregivers differed in perceptions of two related factors of

tho. Classroom Behavior Inventory, intelligence and task orientation. Care-

givers from the goverment center rated their child-en higher on these

skills, while parents did not make this discrimination. Again, these fac-

tors were not orthogonal (r = .64, < .001 for parents; r = .88. p <.001

for caregivers). There i3 evidence that caregivers, ratings are leas

biased than parents' ratings with respect to intelligence and task orienta-

tion. Caregivers' ratings. but not parents' ratings, were sigmtficantly

correlated with children's (r r. .37, 2 < .001 for ratings of

intelligence; r . .23, 2.< .001 for ratings of task orientation). Thus,

parents' ratings would seem to be more subject to the influence of social
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desirability for intellectual akin than

Note that-the effect-size estimatea

ences are in the moderate.to high range.

government- day care intervention program

for social akin.

for all significant group differ-

?helm results suggeat that the

is an effeotivo one even when

children attending the program are compared with a sample of children of

higher socioeconomic atatus as measured by the mother's occupation and

mother's PPVT-R IQ.

fismarlan lUlb 0110no a 21a11m Hilly baokicrolla

In a second set of analyses, children attending the intervention pro-

gram were compared with a subaample of children from similar family back-

grounds attending the lower quality day care °enterl. Because all of the

children attending the government center were black, we decided that the

comparison group ahould consist of only black children. Although most of

the centers cared almost exclusively for blaok children, one center ;Arad

for a large proportion of UMe.white_chi/dren in the :study; therefore, that

center was eliminated from the comparison group as a first step. Aa a

second step, all children whose soorea did not fall within the range of

scores of the government intervention children on all four of the family

background variables were eliminated from the compariaor. group. This sub -

aample. selected with range reatriction of demographic variables only,

still conaisted of motherr of a higher occupational level (1=1.913, 2(.05).

To create a suitable comparison-group, a. third step was needed in which

mothers of high oosur-tional status were eliminated. Sinoe range restric-

tion of any variable was deemed undesirable, mother's occupational status

was teamed with a aecond related variable. mother's FPVT-R IQ, and children

with mothers in the upper quartile on both variables were eliminated. The

ranges of these two variables were not affeoted by this procedure.

The now °caparison group oonaiated of exactly half, or 72. of the 144

aubjecta attending private oare centers, and Aid net differ atatiatically

from the government day oare sample on any of the four family background

variables Owe Table 2).
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Day Cara an Intervention
22

Table 2

Comparisons Between Children from the Government Intervention Program
and Children of Similar Family Background Attending Other Day Care

Programs

Family Background X Intervention X All Others Effect-Size
Estimate

Moaler's Education

Mother's Occupation

Mother's PPVT-R

Household Sizes

11.57 11.93 -.73

34.21 37.79 -1.13

77.5P 78.36 -.23

4.71 4.18 1.34

Intellectual and
Language Skill X Intervention X All Others / Effect-Size

ptimmte

PPVT-R 86.50 79.17 1.98" .48

Preschool Language 1.44 1.24 1.89 .46
Assessment Instrumstnt

'Adaptive Language 3.60 3.02 3.03" .80
Inventory

Communication Task 39.88 31.15 1.63

Social skill X intervention X All Others Effect-Size

Preschool Behavior
Questionnaire (Total Maladjustment)

Parent 1.48 1.48 .00
Teacher 1.71 1.67 .46

CBI: Considerateness
Parent 3.33 3.17 2.056 .51
Teacher 3.21 2.92 4.11im .63

CBI: Dependent
Parent 2.32 2.38 -.49
Teacner 2.34

.

2.46 -.65

CBI: Sociability
Parent 3.43 3.25 2.000 .48
Teacher 3.20 2.82 4.650116 .73
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Table 2. continued

Social Skill I Intervention I All Others Effect-SiLe

CBI: Intelligent

Parent 3.86 3.95 -.74 '---
Teaoher 3.56 2.86 2.92i" .73

CBI: Tack Oriented
Parent 3.76 3.82 -.48
Teacher 3.55 3.00 2.33mi .57

Nag: 1-s^ste are one-tailed.

a
1-value computed for unequal variances

< .05

cog < .01

< .001
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A MANOVA on 15 of the 16 dependent measures again revealed a signifi-

cant group difference (f(15, 66) = 2.37. g < .01 using Wilk's criterion).

The results for group differences on intellectual, language, and social

skill showed a similar pattern to the first met of analyses. More specifi-

cally, children attending the government day care program are rated by

their caregivers as having better language skills on the Adaptive Lilguage

Inventory, and they are rated by both their parents and their caregivers as

being more considerate and more sociable on the Classroom Behavior Inven-

tory. This correspondence between parent and caregiver ratings lends sup-

port to the ratings. As bdfore, parents and caregivers differed in their

perceptions of intelligence and teak orientation, with caregivers for the

government center rating their students higher and parents not making this

discrimination.

An important difference between the two seta of analyses is the aigni-

ficant group difference here on the PPVT-R IQ and the Preschool Language

Assessment Instrument, which are both standardized testa. In both cases,

the government intervention children outscored the comparison group)by

nearly one-half of a standard deviation.(or 7 IQ.points on the PPVT-R). A

second difference between the two analyses is that the effect size
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estimates here are for the moat part larger than before.

One might reasonably question the validity of caregivers' ratings. yet

they appear not to be biased for two reasons. First, caregivers' identifi-

cation of group differences corresponds to that of parents in all aeas

except intelligence/task orientation. Second, caregivers' ratings of

language skill correspond to standardized teat scores (r = .35. g < .01 for

the PPVT-R IQ; r = .53. 2 < .01 for the Preschool Language Assessment

Instrument). Interestingly, caregivers' ratings alsr correspond to research

team ratings on the communication task Cr = .55. 2 < .01).

Diasualo

The findings from this study clearly show that children attending the

hign -quality govel went day care intervention program have better language

skills and are more considerate and more sociable than children attending

lower quality de. care programs. When children from the government In/ ter-

vention program weI4 compared with a group of children of similar family

background these findings held, and, in addition, the government interven-

tion group scored significantly higher on the PPVT-R IQ and on the

Preschool Language Assessment Instrument than the comparison group. The

convergence of thee° findings with previous hierarchical multiple regres-

sion analyses examining variation in quality of day care (McCartney et al.,

1982; McCartney. 1984) strongly suggests that quality of the day core

environment does indeed affect child development. In these previous ana-

lyses center selection was controlled statistically with measures of family

background and home environment; however, the question of whether family

background might be mediating identified effects remained open. In the

present study, whicn controlled directly for the mediatigg influence of

family oackground, the positive effects of high quality day care still

474
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emerged. demonstrating that day care can serve as an effective means of

early intervention. This conclusion could be stated with more force if

pretest data had been collected so that center selection biases could be

examined.

Many have suggested that intervention programs are in part successful

because mothers are relieved of the care of their children for at least

part of the day and therefore are better able to care for their children

when they are with them. Although this may be true, the present study sug-

gests, not surprisingly, that the content of intervention programa is

important. Just as there are good homes and bad homes, there are good day

care programs and bad day care programs. It comes as no surprise that good

day care programs are good for children.

Although it was difficult to identify dimensions of quality due to the

co-occurrence of "good things", children did better in ()enters in which

caregivers were organized and planned activities for the children (McCart-

ney, 1984). The government intervention program is good not only for that

reason but also, in particular, because of the caregivers, enthusiasm and

the fact that they use their intuition to permit sensible educational pol - f

icy decisions. However, one cannot conolude that the government prograwis.

a model all programs should imitate. There was not enough range in educa-

tional philosophy among the nine centers in the study to make specific con-

clusions about preschool curriculum. The issue here is one of quality.

specifically that high quality day care can be an effective intervention.

There are variations, of course, among high quality day care progress,

and this it where effect-size estimates are helpful. For comparison pur-

poses, effect-size estimates on IQ were computed here for the five exem-

plary day care intervention studies noted in the introduction of this
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paper. Klaus & Gray'a (1968) evaluation of two summer preschool programa

yielded an effect-size estimate of .47.11 Hiller & Dyer's (1975) evaluation

of four treatmenta for four-year-olds yielded an effect -aize estimate of

.61. Both Ramey & Haskins (1981) and Seitz et al. (1983) evalustedexten-

sive day care and family support interventions. Their findings are quite

different. Ramey and Haskina report data that yield an impreisive effect -

size estimate of .97. while Seitz et al. report a nonsignificant trend with

the control group exceeding the experimental group. A higher attrition

rate in Seitz et al.'s experimental group may account for t'aeir findings.

Finally. Weikart et al.'a (1978) evaluation of a half-day preschool program

for three- to five-year-olds also yielded an effect-size estimate of .97.

The effect -size eatimate of .48 found here for IQ lien in the middle of the

range of estimates found for these other five programs. The difference in

effectivenesa among programs may be due to differences in treatment li.e..

curriculum) or differences in control group experience. All the control

group children in the present study were in day care. and it may be that

the day care experience was somewhat beneficial. One of the advantages of

this study is the knowledge of control group experience. A second advan-

tage in the broad range of children'a skills that were evaluated. It will

be interesting to see whether other research supporta the findings with

respect to consideration and sociability.

The finding of the present study that variations in day care Quality

do not seem to affect emotional maladjustment, as measured by caregilier and

parent ratings on the Preschool Behavior Queationnaire. is important. Pre-

vious hierarchical regression analyses showed that maladjustment was

1. The June 1966 Stanford-Binet IQ data were used. Because standard
deviations for the ample:, were not given, the population estimate, 16.

was used to compute the effect -aize estimate.
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predicted by early age of entry into day care and high quality of care

(McCartney et al., 1982). Obviously. the finding of a positive relation-

ship between high quality and maladjustment was surprising. In light of

the present study, this finding is in doubt and it may have been due, to

multicollinearity in the regression model.

Social policy considerations. especially cost - benefit analyses (Ruopp

& Travers. 1982). will play a major role in determining whether day care

will ultimately be viable as an intervention tool (Zigler and Finn, 1981).

For this reason, sound evaluations of
programs that will lead to the

refinement of our intervention tools are critical.

41-047 0 - 85 15
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July 1983

Cost Effectiveness at United Day Care Center

Traditional reports from Human Services Agencies are usually based on highly
intangible long-term social results. For several years we have been completing
reports on the cost effectiveness of day care.

Currently we have 72 children from single parent families with an average of
over 66 thru the year. If some kind of sliding scale assistance were not available
to help with day care cost, they might be forced into complete dependency on welfare.
The psychological effect is very damaging to the entire family.

In 1982 we had a monthly average of 38 children from 27 families (a rotal of 60
different families thru the year) receiving Martial Social Service Day Care support.
For a family to receive social service day care support there must be a worksng
single parent who is the head of horsehold. Parents paid part of the fee to
social services. UDCC received a total of $55,028 from social devices. ./

Sliding scale from UDCC provided assistance to monthly average of 42 children
from 34 families (a total of 62 different ratlines thru the year). United Way and
Human Resources monies are used to provide this assistance (See Sliding Scale
Criteria). In 1982 UDCC received from these two agencies $37,496 which helped in
keeping sliding scale families self supporting. If the total of social service
and sliding scale families had been on ADC for the 111 year it would have cost the
taxpayers $672,000.

Some of the benefits to the community include the income expended by the 112
families and 27 employees at UDCC. The city is receiving t least $20,000 in sales
tax alone. The city and county funding support to UDCC was $10,000 in 1982.

The short term investment keeps people off the welfare rolls who might otherwiseneed support for years. In addition these people's incomes are contributing to the
economic well-being of the community while the subsidy savings and tax intones
accruing to participating governments more than pays the cost of the program.

Funding United Day Care Center makes good economic sense in the long run
because it helps improve the chances for the children to become productive adults
in the future, while at the sane time helping their parents to be productive adults
in the present.

A UMW way Agency
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UNIT= DAT CASS Offlit

Sliding Scale Sligthility Oritert,

Effective October 27, t967.

United Day Care Canter's rain goal is to provide e high Itn .its zsen ar1,41*.
Our purpose is to proeoto the healthy end well rounded deateln7e it al stk.le:o in 4.q.
Care and to provide a support oarec. for UDCC families. We ,,anarily t.*
of working parents and our silent scale assistance wake* day c srosttle fe: loy
families We hive developed the iollooing guidelines by cSth ef:thlitty fa: silting
scale assistance is to be determined.

1. Nary family has the right to apply for sliding Seal
a :y

2. ?outlive or iedividvels eligible for day tore somistl.tt prcoieta throe;,. the ;:ri.aet*

Swot, Depertneet of Social Services are not eligible for UDC t.t:te

3. Tiro parent families are eligible forsliding scale OtilAtidfC4 'I t'ty o'er (1/1, of the
following criteria:

a. Lech permit awake amis.:sue of 30 boors par week.

b. One palest weeks &minimum of 30 hours per week and ear other an o fel?tina
student and worts a minimum of 13 hours per wee:. :Web r. *.1.01/ et :i
for sliding scale assistenco for so Wager than 2 yaws. Plefoz:nce shall :n titan
to vocational and undergraduate students.

c. One parent mete a minimum of 30 hours per wee et ' tin :har is receiving ...en0101.-
most compensation. Sneh.n family shell be f4r tidir; c..nle ansivance 70*
no lower than three months.

*/

d. One parent works a minimum of 30 hours per week nee the 0:Per par:Ot is illeabled.
The definition of disability for purposes of thin crItertor :lair Oe :14 MCC.

4. Single pereot families ore eligible for sliding scale Ami2turre 11 0.,3 wol
the following criteria:

a. The parent works a minimum of 30 hours per week.

b. The parent is a full-time student and corks a minimum of 13 holm* per et:0k Such
family shell be eligible for sliding scale assistance far r locglr than years.

Preference shall be glues to vocational and undergradaate stedarts.

c. The parent is receiving unemplopment COO1411411t100. Such r faulty shall be eligible
for sliding scale assistance for SO longer than 3 months.

d. She parent is dliabled. The definition of disability for purposes of this criterion
shall lie with the MCC.

S. Refutes or immigrant families from non-Englisb speaking cOttotrivi whose ehtid *r chti4v.,
hare been in the United States for a period *barter than 2 years shall be eligtbLe foe'
sliding scale assistasce for no longer than 2 years tf they tart can of the following
criteria:

a. One parent weeks Muir* of 30 bouts vaguest..
b. One perewt is e fell-time student and verby a minimum of 13 l.ou:s per week.

c. Son-United States oltisens with a student wise :we cormaty excluded irke *flans
scale sulkiSMOCO. Special cases may he referred to the sliding scale conadttee icr
consideration.
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S. Sliding scale eligibility shall be detecedned can a first COOk, fiat atrer bas's
within the lisits of available sliding scale funds.

a. The amount of tuition to be paid by families eligible for
sliding stole asalatende

shall be determined is eccordence with the MCC Sliding Sante char..
b. No sore than 33 l!32 ei.sliding seal. assistance ;unit cball be ellomed :0

families Whose eligibility in bawd on the fact that parent in a stuceat.

7. Iacuae of the Applicant family must be
verified before the spOlcation can be

approved.

a. Yemilies are sot eligible for eidleg
scale tuition asaistence 'f ibe regular curtion

charger for all children atterding bOCC is lees tlau the parent pay=ut inctcttvd 0u
the sliding scale chart.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17

'id.ng stale Fee

Youngest Child
18..0 26.75 55.15 73.50 91.90 110.2! 128.65 147.00 11.5.40 183.75 183.73 183.73 153.75 153.75 153.75 183 73 183.73

,e/2nd child
a7. of Sliding Scale 5.55 11.05 16.55 22.05 27.60 33.1C 35.60 44.10 49.65 55.15 71,50 91.90 110.23 128.63 147.00 163.40 163.40

e, each Add child
I ' )

:( Slidtng Scale 1.85 3.70 5.50 7.35 9.20 1t.01 12.90 14.70 16.35 18.40 16.75 55.15 73.50 91.90 110.25 128.65 147.00

lily of 2 449 430- 540- 630- 720- 810- 503.. 990- 1080- 1170- 1260- '1350- 1440- 1550- 1620- 1710

539 629 719 809 599 989 1079 1169 1259 1349 1419 1329 1519 1109 1799 14419

lily of 3 539 540- 630- 720- 810- 900- 990- 1080- 1170- 1260- 1150- I1i440- 1530- f620- 1710- 1500- 1890.,

629 719 809 899 989 1079 1169 1259 1349 14391 1529 1619 1709 1799 1 1689 1979

%fly of 4 629 630- 720- 810- 900- 990- 1080- 1170- 1260- 1350- 1440- '1370- 1620- 1710- 1800- 149137 1940
719 809 899 989 1079 1169 1259 1349 1439 1':91 '14119 1709 1799 1819 1979 2069

I

,Ily of 5 719 720- 810- 900- 9Y0- 104.0 - 1170- 1260- 1330- 1440-.1 15315.. ,1420- 1710- 1800- 1810- 1940- 2070.

509 899 989 1079 1169 1239 1349 1439 11529 16111 1709 1799 1889 1979 2069. 2158

tratly of 6 809 610- 900- 990- 1080- 1170- 1260- 1350- 1440- 1530-'t. 1610- '1710- 1600- 1890- 1950- 2070. 21607 1

'899 989 1079 1169 1259 1349 1439. 1329 1619_ 1700 1799 1589 1979 2069 2159 . 2249, 1

mi.. of 7 699 900- 990- 1080- 1170- 1760- 1330- 1440- 1330- 1520-, 1710- 15007 1690- 1960- 2070-. 7160-i '4250-

989 1079 1169 1259 1349 1439 1529 1619 1709 1799 1889 1979 2069 1159 ,2749 2339,

110 in.remenrs
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Although the new 06$ fee scale applies statewide, Its Impact will be felt primarily in New Mark r2ty. LocalSocial Service Districts have the authority to set their own Income ceilings for eligibility and, outside New'Ask City these ceilings are generally set new the lower end of the wieldy fee scale.
A comparteon of our figures on the ability *pryfor day can widths State's fee scale reveals certain obviousInequities, As Table Two indicates, the Stile fee scale Imposes a severeeven Impossiblefinancialburdenupon threeoerson families near the lower end of the Moms scale.

A heftily of tteee at poverty level-17,010is
expected to pay $2 per week for child GM

Families whose income ranges between $7,070 and $13,044 are expected to pay hiss from $2to 613 per week, wren though they have no ~Owl income whatsoever.
Families with Income between MOO and MRS are expected to pay mom than 10054 oftheir marginal income.

Fumes with Income between 814,016 and $14,931 are expected to pay percentage of theirmarginal Income higher then the ,mount recommended in this pew
FOC/ itrea-911f1011 family with two children In day care, the State's fees exceed total marginal
Income for tangles earning up to $14,931; the Stale fees exceeded ft amount of marginal In-
come minable for child care for families earning up to $AM

This patternof setting fees for lower Income families above the ability to payproved true for families of allsizes. The inequities are even more pronounced for falsifies with two wegeowners, since the :ate does nottake Into account the additional expenses thatare Incurred when a second adult works.
An analysis of the fee m14 zurtently In effect in Albany meats even more serious Inequities. Without excep.Don, the Income of 'smiles whom* eligible forck.y can In Albany Is below a level when even basic expensescan be met. In other words, fees ranging from $17 to $35 per task are being placed upon families with nomarginal Income at all In some cases, payment of the required fees would push families bWowttfe poverty line.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a method for determiningthe ability of a family to pay , sr day cam. Using BLS data.and taking Into account family size and thu number ofwage semen In the family tt derived figures that offar a conservative approxlmatkn of how
much Income a family needs to meet Its basic living expenses. Thispaper has also presented an estimate of how much marginal Income

families have imitable to pay for day care.
A comparison of our figure* with the currentstate fee scale reveals certain unmlataitabis patterns. Familiesof all sizes at the lower end of the Income scale,

families with more than one child In daycare, and familieswith two wagesemers face fees that are beyondtheir ability to pay In many cases, fees are set at a level thatwould require a faintly to deprive itself of basic needs In order to have the benefit of publicly-subsidized daycare. In Albany County where a demonstration fee scale
Is In effect, fees at all levels can only be consideredprohibitive.

By setting fees for Sow Income families above their ability to pay the new state fee schedule will, In effect,either deprive low Income families of subsidies for day care while channeling state subsidies toward higherIncome families, or force low Income families to go without basic needs In order to be able to pay for day care.
Finally, the plan proposed by the New York City Human Resources Administrationto offset the revenue-lossfrom Title XX by raising fees above the state schedulewould only exacerbate the Inequities describedabove. HRA has proposed that Nee be Increased

above the state schedule by an average of $2 per week. But.as we have demonstrated, low Income families already
face fees beyond their ability to PaY. Raising fees stillfurther MN make matters worse.

TABL'E'S AND GRAPH

The tables and graph at the end of this report illustrate our findings. Table 1, Weekly Marginal Income Mail-able for Day Care, presents our estimates of ability to pay for families of different sizes and with one and twowage-earners, based upon ow analysis of family needs. The table Is In a form that allows easy comparisonwith the new state fee scale that Is effective
as of March 1962 Table 2, Comparison of Family Marginal In-

come Awarlable to Pay for Day Can with Current Slats and Albany Clarity Fee Scales, compares ourestimates of marginal Income with the state andAlbany count/ fee scales, and calculates the difference between them, for a family of three with one
wage-earner The graph on the final page Illustrates the figures InTable 2, to make clear the trends we observed.
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A Proposal for Determining Parents' Fair Share of Child Care Costs

by Annice H. Probst, Pte-School Association of the West Side

Recommendation: Use the Child Care Assistance to subsidize that portion,

if any, of the child care costs which are beyond a family's ability to pay,

which varies with income, family size and total child care costs. This

would target the assistance to the costs that present a real hardship for

families.

Both the National Day Care Consumer Study and the Family Circle

survey found that American families do not expect to get day Care for free.

What proportion of family income can parents devote to child care costs?

Fortunately, there is some limited experience on which to draw.

Gwen Hagan, coordinator of the Wheelock College Seminars in Day

Care Administration, and former director of the KLH daycare ced!ler, com-

pared State median incomes and day care fees in Title XX plans. From this,

she derived the rule of thumb that on the average parents were required

to pay 102 of their gross family income for child care of all their

children.*

Roger Neugebauer surveyed 27 day care centers in 23 states, and

found that the sliding scale of fees at these centers ranged from 9 to

122 of gross family incomes. **

Two New York City independent schools base their tuition on

sliding scales, so that all parents, not simply the scholarship Ones,

are charged on the basis of ability to pay. Manhattan Country School

has al; estimated fee of 102 of family income; for net incomes of less

* Address to the New York State Child Care Coordinating Council,
Albany, NY, November 30, 1979.

** "Sliding Fee Scales," in Child Care Information Uchange, June 1979,
pp. 27-33.
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than $5,000, the rate is 3X, and at $14,000 and above the rate is 13X.*

At The Learning Community, families deduct $500 per family member from

their gross income; and then pay 131/2% of the balance as tuition.**

Let us try to consolidate these into principles for deciding how

much families can afford to pay for child care and how much, if anything,

their costs should be subsidized.

PRINCIPLES FOR SHARING CHILD CARE COSTS

1. As a rule of thumb, let us assume that the average American family can

pay about lOX of its gross fatally income for child care for all children

of the family. The excess of child care, if any, must be subsidized. As

income rises, the need for subsidy diminishes, and conversely asincome

decreases the need for subsidy increases.

2. Let us say that the family with an Intermediate Living Budget, as

estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, can afford to pay lOX of its

gross family income for child care.

3. Because fixed living costs take a larger proportion of a low income

than of a high income, families earning less than the Intermediate Living

Budget can afford less than lOX of their cross income for child care.

Let us say that at the Lower Living Budget, the family can afford to pay

only 5X of their gross income for child care, and below the Lower Living

* See "Tuition Reform at the Manhattan Country School: An innovative

fee iystem based on ability to pay, developed in cooperation with The Ford
Foundation," by Jane Southern, mimeographed, August, 1973. MCS enrolls

children from ages 4 through 13, and the tuition covers the 10-month school
year, 8:45 am to 3 pm.

** The Learning Community, at 1623 Third Avenue and 91st Street, enrolls
cht'dren from age 3 up.
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Budget, they need all of their income for living expenses and cannot

afford to contribute to their child care costs.

4. Families above the Intermediate Living Budget can afford to pay larger

proportions of their gross incomes for child care: let us say that

families with a Higher Living Budget can afford to devote 15% of their

gross income to their child care costs. With these higher gross Incomes,

15% will almost always suffice to cover the full cost of child care at

current rates. Families above the Higher Living Budget would not be

considered for any child care subsidy.

5. F2.11/es with incomes in the intervals between these three Living

Budgets could afford to pay percentages between 5% and 10%, and between

10% and 15%.

6. The three Living Budgets prepared annually by the US Bureau of Labor

Statistics are computed for a family of four. Ta adjust for other family

sizes, we would suggest applying the Fami?? Size Scale that is used in

Title XX:

Family of 2 - 68%

Family of 3 - 84%

Family of 4 - 100%

Family of 5 - 116%

7. A ceiling is needed for the maximum amount of child care cost to

which the subsidy may be applied for an individual child. A dual-income

failly may employ a housekeeper at $125 to $250 per week, and send their

pre-schooler to a part-time .ursery school; their older child may go to

sleepaway camp in the summer for $800 to $1,000 per month. Without a

ceiling, such a family might request more aid than a divorced mother who
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uses a day care center. To arrive at that ceiling figure, we can use

the maximum cost per child currently expended by the New York City Agency

for Child Developtient, plus the allowance for food from the US Department

of Agriculture. (If a family must supply lunch for their child in day

care, the cost of lunches should be included in arriving at their family's

total child care costs eligible for subsidy.)

Application of these Principles for 1980 in New York City

1. In Spring 1979, the Bureau of Labor Statistics issued budget figura

based on Autumn 1978 costs for a family of four in the New York-Northeastern

New Jersey area:

Lower Living Budget $12,063

Intermediate Living Budget 21,587

Higher Living Budget 34,252

2. Applying the Family Size Scale to the budget for a family of four

results in the following budgets for various family sizes:

No. in Family
Lower Living

Budget
Intermediate
Living Budget

Nigher Living

Budget

2 (68% of family of 4) $8,203 $14,679 $23,291

3 (84%) 10,133 18,133 28,772

4 (100%) 12,063 21,587 34,252

5 (116%) 13,993 25,041 39,732

3. The current rates of reimbursement from ACD and USDA for various day care

progfams are as follows, as of July 1979:

tiay care centers:

Full-time pre-school or school-age (summer)
Part-time after-school

-4/ 9

$77.20/week
38.35/week
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Family day care:

Full-time pre-school or school-age (summer)
Part-time after-school

$52.68 /week

26.09/week

Since most non- fun8ed programs and sitters charge less than these rates.

many families will submit child care expenses at much less than these

maximums. However, if the family uses one of the few infant care centers,

which must have very high staff -child ratios, the maximum allowable should

be $100/week.

4. Applying the current BLS budgets and Family Size Scale, and calculating

the appropriate percentages of gross family incomes to be devoted to child

care costs, we derive the following for different sized families.

Family of 2 Family Size Scale: 681

Family's Contribution for Child Care
for Child Care Annual Cross Annual Weekly.

0% Below 8,203 0 0

5% 8,203 410 8

6% 9,498 570 11

7% 10,793 7116 14.50

8% 12,088 967 18.50

9% 13,383 1,204 23

10% 14,679 1,468 28

11% 16.401 1,804 34.50

122 18,123 2,175 42

13% 19.845 2,580 50

44% 21,567 3,09 58

15% 23,291 3,494 67
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Family of 3 Family Size Scale: 842

Parent's Contribution for Child Care
2 for Child Care Annual Cross Annual Weekly

02 Below 10.133 0 0

52 10,133 507 9.75

62 11,733 704 13.50

72 13,333 933 18

82 14,933 1195 23

92 16,533 1488 28.50

102 18,133 1813 35

112 20,261 2229 43

122 22,389 2687 51.50

132 24,517 3187 61

142 26,645 3730 72

*/
152 28,772 4316 83

Family of 4 Family Size Scale: 1002

Parent's Contribution for Child Care
2 for Child Caro Annual Gross Annual Weekly

02 Below 12,063 0 0

52 12,063 603 11.50

62 13,968 838 16

72 15,873 1111 21

82 17,778 1422 27

92 19,683 1771 34

102 21,587 2159 41.50

412 24,120 2653 5]

122 26,653 3198 61.50

132 29;186 3794 73

142 31,719 4441 85

152 34,252 5138 99

4 9 8
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Method for Computing These Tables

These tables are based on the assumption that a family with an income

at the Intermediate level can pay 162 of its gross income for child

care, that a family at the Lower level can pay 52, and the family at the

Higher level can pay 15%. These tables show the gross income attached

to each percentage point for families of various sizes and incomes.

The five intervening percentage points between 52 and 10% are arrived

at by:

a. Subtracting the Lower Budget figure from the Intermediate Budget

figure;

b. Dividing the difference by five, for the five increments from

51 to 102;

c. Adding out -fifth of the difference to the Lower Budget figure to

arrive at the 6% figure, another one-fifth to arrive at the 7%

figure, etc.

Similarly, these are five percentage points between 101 and 152, and

these arc arrived at by subtracting the Intermediate Budget figure from

the Higher Budget figure, then adding one-fifth of that difference to the

Intermediate figure for 162, another one-fifth for 172, etc.

To calculate what a family's share of their annual child care costs

should he, we would refer to the table for families of that size, locate

the family's gross income on the :Able, and note the perce,tage share

appropriate for incomes in that range. That percentage constitutes the

family's share oetheir annual child care costs, subject to the ceiling on

cost per child. Dividing their annual share by 52 would give the weekly

share to be paid by the family.
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Urban budgets, Family of Four, Autumn 1975

Lower Intermediate Higher

Urban United States 11,546 18,622 27,420

Hew York - WS H3 32,063 21,S87 14,252

Boston, MA 12,C51 22,117 33,596

Washington, DC 12,398 20,105 29,584

Chicago, IL 11,829 18,794 27,169

Los Angeles, CA 12,193 17,722 26,525

San Francisco, CA 12,710 19,427 28,719

Orlando, FL 10,582 16,334 23,926

Wichita, KA 11,574 17,783 25,783

Detroit, MI 11,596 19,145 28,172

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, release of April 2S, 1979,
"Autumn 1978 Urban Family Budgets and Cos.parative Indexed 'for
Selected Urban Areas."

Urban budgets, Family of Four, Autumn 1979

Urban US 12,585 20,517 30,317

Hew York -NE K3 12,949 23,856 37,823

Source: BLS release of April 30, 1980.

Urban budgets, Family of Fos.r, Autumn 1980

Urban US 14,044 23,134 34,409

New York-NE Nev Jersey 14,393 26,749 42,736

Source:ALS release of Nny 5, 1)81.
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?NE-SCHOOL ASSOCIATION. INC.

610 West 112th St. Nit MM. 10025 866-6226

DAY CARE FEES FOR MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

by Nancy Nalben, Director, ftployers sad Day Care Project

A center for municipal employees has a dual responsibility to

enroll families at every income level who work for the city and to

serve as a model for other employers. District Council 37 estimates that

40% of its members earn below $13,500, with another 20% earning between

$13,500 and $17,000 and 20% between $17,000 and $20,000. This suggests

the need to make a substantial number of slots available to lower paid

workers at fees they can afford to pay.
*/

There are two basic ways to design fees for a program. The

most prevalent model in New York is to establish a sisqle fee for all

families regardless of family incase. The other is to design a sliding

fee scale that takes into account a parent's ability to,pay. While a

single fee is clearly easier to administer, it often means, because

day care is expensive, that lower income families are excluded from

the program. The result is economically segregated programs.

Many city employees are eligible for publicly-subsidized care.

In fact, the Agency for Child Development (ACD) estimates that 2;500

of its s.bsidized parents are municipal employees. These families can

not afford to purchase nonsubsidized center care. Without assistance,

they will be excluded from the program.
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We therefore recommend:

(1) that one-third of the available slots should be

subsidized by the Agency for Child Development through

a Limited Purchase of Service agreement;

(2) a sliding fee scale incorporating ACD's current fee

schedule. but extended upward to cover the full range

of incenes. should be established; and

(3) that the center and the sponsoring city agencies should

work cooperatively to develop a scholarship fund to

further decrease the out-of-pocket expenses for lower

income families.

1. Subsidized Slots

We recommend that one-third of the available slots be funded by

ACD. ACD has a system for contracting for such slots through its

Limited Purchase of Service Program. set up in 1972 in large part through

the efforts of Pre-School Association. We know that the number of funded

slats throughout the child care system has declined because of attrition.

We can cite specific examples of fUnded programs now serving fewer

children. These slots have not been reassigned to existing day care

programs.

2. The Fee Scale

The basic concept of a sliding scale of fees is that each person

is charged for a service on the basis of ability to pay, and that no one

should be denied the service for lack of funds. If an individual cannot

afford to pay the full cost of a service, a subsidy 1: provided to cover

5"r.
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the difference between what the individual can pay and the full cost.

In many instances. this
subsidy will be available free

another source,
such as government funds

or private scholarship funds, and the sliding

scale establishes the allocation of these subsidies.

Table I which follows
present three fee options. Fees for each of

the options are given
as gross in Column A. the actual fee and as net

cost taking into account the Federal and State Child Care Tax Credit
in Column 8.

Option 1. The sliding fee ranges from ;2 per week to $110 per

week. It estates that the Agency
for Child Development will subsidize

slots for an agreed upoa number
of income eligible children. This is

our preferred option.

-/
Option 2. The sliding fee ranges tram $40 to $110 per week. It

assures that no subsidies will be
available for income eligible families.

The lowest fee of $40 per week represents the minimum families would be

likely to have to pay for
babysitting in a neighbor's house. The $110

fee is close to the maximum
charged for a high cuality center for child

care for children two to five years old. The upper limits will be

extremely high for most parents.

Option 3. This is a single fee of $75 per week for all families.
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TABLE I

FEE SCALE OPTIONS
FAMMIkOF 4

Option 1

Sliding Scale

Option 2

Sliding Scale

Option 3

No Sliding ScalewlSubsidy w/out subsidy

A B A B A B

Net fee Net fee Net fee

w/St. w/St. w/St.

Gross Family Income Fee Fed. CCTC Fee r01. CCTC Fee Fed. CCTC

r-

under 10,000 2 1.40 40.00 25.60 75 58.20

10,000 - 12,000 5 3.20 43.90 28.90 75 58.80

12,001 - 14,000 9 6.00 47.80 32.20 75 59.40

14,001 - 16,000 19 13.00 51.70 36.70 75 60.00

16,001 - 18,000 34 23.20 55.60 41.20 75 60.60

18,001 - 20,000 45 31.83 59.50 45.70 75 61.40

20,001 - 22,000 50 36.80 63.40 50.20 75 61.80

22,001 - 24,000 55 43.40 67.30 54.70 75 62.40

24,001 - 26,000 60 48.00 71.20 59.20 75 63.00

26,001 - 28,000 65 53.60 75.10 63.70 75 63.60

28,001 - 30,000 70 59.20 7 .00 68.20 75 64.20

30,001 - 32,000 75 64.20 82.90 72.10 75 64.20

32,001 - 34,000 80 69.20 86.P0 76.00 75 64.20

34,001 - 36,000 85 74.20 90.70 79.90 75 64.20

36,001 - 28,000 90 79.20 94.60 83.80 75 64.20

38,001 . 40,000 95 84.20 98.50 87.70 75 64.10

40,001 - 42,000 100 89.20 102.40 '1.60 75 64.20

42,001 - 44,000 105 94.20 106.30 .5.50 75 64.20

above 44,000 110 99.20 110.00 99.20
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Table II. This table calculates the percentage of featly income

allocated for child care at the net fees indicated in each of ttree
options in Table I.

TABLE II

NET FEES AS PERCENT OF GROSS FAMILY INCOME

Gross Family Incase

Option 1

Sliding Scale
w/Subsidy

Percent
of income

Option 2

Sliding Scale
w/out Subsidy

Percent

Option 3

No Sliding
Scale

Percent

under - 10,000 1 13 31
10,000 - 12,000 1 13 26
12,001 - 14,C00 2 12 22
14,001 - 16,000 4 12 20
16,001 - 18,000 7 12 18
18,001 - 20,000 8 12 16
20,001 - 22,000 9 12 15
22,001 - 24,000 9 12 14
24,001 - 26,000 10 - 12 1326,001 - 28,000 10 12 12
28,001 - 30,000 10 12 11
30,001 - 32,000 10 12 10
32,001 - 34,000 11 12 10
34,001 - 36,000 11 12 9
36,001 - 38,000 11 11 9
38,001 - 40,000 11 11 8
40,001 - 42,000 11 11 8
42,001 - 44,000 11 11 .8

Both the Pre-School Association and The Oay Care For have done

substantial work in analyzing parents' ability to pay forchild care.

505t,
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We have looked at marginal incomes, which is the income available to

families after taking into account basic expenses such as rent, food,

clothes, taxes and medical expenses. We believe that the standard

rule of thumb that assumes a family can spend 10% of its gross income

on child care overstates the amount of marginal available to lower

income families. We prefer an approach that assumes families at a higher

income level can pay a higher percentage of their marginal income.

Table III indicates a breakdown of fees by amber of parents slotted

at each fee. It was designed to assure that parent fees and subsidies

would meet the operating budget of the center. The income was calculated

on an enrollment of 30 children.

TABLE III

INCOME FROM SLIDING FEE SCALE

.1

Option 1

with 10
Subsidized Slots

Option 2

Fees with no Subsidized Slots

10 families ACD Subsidies
700

3 x 50 150 2 x 40 = 80
2 x 55 = 110 2 x 45 90

2 x 60 120 2 x 50 100
2 x 65 = 130 2 x 55 = 110
2 x 70 149 2 x 60 120
1 x 75 . 75 3 x 65 . 195

1 x 80 80 3 x 70 = 210
1 x 85 85 2 x 75 150
1 x 90 90 2 x 80 160
1 x 95 95 2 x 85 = 170
2 x 100 - 200 2 x 90 180
2 x 110 220 2 x 95 = 190

2 x 100 200
2 x 110 = 220

30 children 2,175 Weekly 30 children 2775 Weekly
108,750 Annual 109,750 Annual



With Option 1,23 families or two-thirds of the parents enrolled in

the center would be charged fees of $70 per week or less. Without

ACO fUnded slots to serve the needs of lower income working parents,

these families would be effectively excluded. In Option 2 without

the ACD subsidy. only 16 of the 30 families would be eligible for

fees at $70 per week or less. In addition those families with

incomes between $10-15.000 would be asked to pay more than 22% of

their income for child care. A flat fee as indicated in Option 3

would place a heavy financial burden on all families with less than

$28,000 in gross family income.

Given the substantial costs of the program to higher income

families it is necessary to consider how to lessen the burden to thee

families as well. Several programs including the Children's Place in

Albany. the center for state employees. have developed an interesting

approach to this problem. They compute the actual cost of care plus

the value of any contributed services to the center. Any amount paid

above this total cost of care is considered a tax-deductible contribution

to the center. The value to a family can best be understood by looking

at a particular example. In order to compute the net cost. one must

consider the value of the Child Care Tax Credit and the value of a

charitable deduction in reducing the families total out-of-pocket .

expenses.

For example, if the fee is $110, and the actual cost of care is

$80 per week which includes operating expenses plus the value of in-kind

contribution to the center and the family it is assumed in the 401 tax
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bracket, then the actual out-of-pocket cost of the child care is $87.20

per week. In this example, the Child Care Tax Credit for this family

is $10.80 per week. In addition, the difference between the fee of

$110 and the cost of care of $80 is $30 per week. Since this is given

as a charitable contribution, it reduces the out-of-pocket expense by

$12.00 per week.

$110.00 fee payment
-10.80 Child Care Tax Credits
-12.00 value of deduction for contribution

$ 87.20 Net cost per week to family

Combining public subsidizes and maximum use of tax benefits, a sliding

fee scale can be used to help equalize the relative burden on families

in meeting their child care expenses. The center with experience may

find it necessary to narrow the fee scale, in order to recruit families.

The fees would then have to be subsidized by fund raising activities.

As ccmputed in this report, the income generated by fees is close to

the operating expense of the center. Shortfalls due to changes in

enrollment would have to be covered by over enrollment and fund raising.

3. Scholarship Funds

Regardless of the fees set, there will continue to be a need for

scholarship funds. Some of these funds might be provided by the.onions,

others will need to be raised through contributions and other fund

raising activities. We believe that fund raising should be the Joint

responsibility of the City, its unions and the parents using the center.

Summary

Fees reflect the operating philosophy of the center. Any schedule

will need to be modified with experience as we learn more about which

families want to use the center. The approach we are recommending

represents a way to assure an appropriate economic mix of families

using the center.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF AD Hoc DAY CARE COALITION

The Ad Hoc Day Care Coalition is a group of representatives
from a variety of advocacy groups, namely organizations which
address the concerns of children, their families, and women in
particular. All of the organizations share at least one common
concern -- working toward the expansion of affordable' quality day
care services for families. To that end, we work cooperatively
to develop strategies designed to expand existing childcare pro-
grams as well as advocate new initiatives.

By signing on to this testimony, organizations do not
restrict their priorities or limit their views regarding possible
solutions in child care. Many of the groups listed below will
submit testimony which will provide more specificity on organiza-
tional priorities and preferences.

This testimony is submitted on behalf of the following or-
ganizations:

American Psychological Asso-
ciation

Board of Church and Society
of the United Methodist
Church

Child Advocacy Working Group
of the National Council of
Churches

Children's Defense Fund
Ike Cla ccu.A.Azvl
Food Research Action Center

Local 205 Day Care Employees
Union, District Council
1707 AFSCME

National Association for the
Education of Young Children

National Association of
Social Workers

41-047 0 - 85 - 17

National Black Child Develop-
ment Institute

National Board, YWCA ofthe USA

National Child Abuse Coalition

National Institute for Women
of Color

National Women's Law Center

National Women's Political
Caucus

Parents Without Partners, Inc.

Project on Equal Education
Rights of the NOW Legal
Defense and Education Fund

Wider Opportunities for Women

Women's Equity Action League

adoete,..s /..fafh pep", Le Fo.)

ne,
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INTRODUCTION

The supply of child care lags so far behind the demand that

more than one in six American children 13 years old and under,

including many preschoolers, may be going without care. The need

for infant care is steadily climbing as is the demand for after-

school programs so that young children are not left waiting up to

four hours a day in empty homes. in school yards, or on neighbor-

hood streets while their parents work. The labor force partici-

pation rate of mothers with children has increased dramatically

in the last forty years. Only 19 percent of women with children

under age 18 were in the labor force in 1947: in contrast, 60 per-

cent of these women were employed in 1982 -- a threefold increase

in about 30 years. As more and more parents of young children

work, child care needs will become an even greater problem.

o Almost 46 percent of mothers with children under age
three pre in the labor force.

Almost 58 percent of mothers with children ages three
to five are in the labor force.

'.;
In 1983, 67 percent of all single mcthers were in the ,,;::

work force: almost 19 percent of the nation's 58 million ',:14

children live in single-parent families maintained by
women.

o By 1990, at least half of all preschool children -- 11.5
million -- will have mothers in the labor force, as
will about 60 percent -- 17.2 million -- of all school-
age children.

Child care is important to many different families. Each

year, 600,000 babies are born to teenage mothers. Without child

care, these young mothers will find it nearly impossible to return

to school and complete their education. There are approximately
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300,000 disabled children under age six and 4.1 million disabled

school-age children in this country whose parents need adequate

child care so they can work to help meet their children's spe-

cial needs. There are also over 1 abused and neglected

children in America who need child care to protect them from

harm and to prevent either a recurrence of abuse or the need to

separate them from their families.

The United States has always had a patchwork child care

system to help meet the needs of lower-income families. Since

1981, it has been rapidly unraveling. In Fiscal Year (FY) 1982,

the Title XX Social Services Block Grant, the largest source of

direct support for child care, had its funding reduced from

$3.1 billion to $2.4 billion, a ?1-percent cut. The Child Care

Food Program was cut by 30 percent. The amount of child care

costs that families can be compensated for under the Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program was limited.

Since 1981, 31 states have severely diminished child care

support for mothers enrolled in training programs or stiffened

eligibility criteria so that subsidized child care is no longer

available or too costly for lower-income, working families. The

results of the cutbacks in child care for women who are strug-

gling to improve their family's situation, through employment

or training, are painful. Children are being left alone or

have been switched to less familiar, and often less supportive,

child care arrangements. Older children often stay home from

school to care for younger siblings.
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Recognizing the integral relationship between child care

and economic equality, it is important to support policies which

reflect a commitment to the economic development and advancement

of those women and minorities who, because of a lifetime of lim-

ited opportunities, are in a position of poverty or dependency.

Such policies promote employment opportunities, equitable

treatment and pay, and a reasonable standard of living, thereby

enabling them to afford quality child care without sacrificing

other survival needs. Adequate child care services are critical

to those parents wh) want and need to work and who want to providl

the best care for their children while they are away from home. A

national dependent care policy, coupled with appropriate economic

equity and civil rights policy, would help millions of American

families overcome barriers to their economic self-sufficiency.

Despite the current problems which exist in meeting the

multi-faceted child care needs of families today, the need for

care has been well substantiated, and the demand for quality

child care is growing. Based on our recognition of the need for

enhancing the availability of quality services which are afford-

able, and our understanding of some of the problems which exist

for families in search of child care solutions, the following

recommendations are submitted for your review and consideration:

Increase the Title XX Social Services Block Grant.

The direct services approach to funding child ctre is nec-

essary to help lower-income families, with limited disposable
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income, purcLAse aiequate child care. If working families are

to receive help in meeting their child care expenses, a signifi-

cant increagein funding for direct subsidies is required, which

will allow states to raise the income eligibility for Title Y

subsidized child care to benefit more working families.

The Title XX Social Services Block Grant is the largest fed-

eral source of direct support for child care. Its funding base

has been severely eroded since it was first authoiized at $2.5

billion in i975. Almost ten years later, aftrr a co^-ressionally

approved funding increase of $200 million in FY 1994, current

funding stands at $2.7 billion. This is in contrast to $3.3

billion which would have been available if Title XX had not

been cut in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. Since Title

XX is a key source of funding for a range of essential social

services, we would recommend a substantial increase in the

Social Services Block Grant. Moreover, in the past, there has

been an earmark for child care. The re-enactment of an earmark

for child care should be pursued after funding for the program

is increased sufficiently to more adequately address the social

service needs of states and local communities.

Increase the S160 child care disregard for AFDC recipients; al-
low families their total $30 and 1/3 work Incentive deduction
before deducting child care expenses from the family earned in-
come.

The AFDC program should continue to provide a disregard

for child care expenses, as a means of funding the child care

needs of AFDC recipients. The current limitation on the amount

513
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of the disregard -- $160 per month, per child, must be increased

to reflect the current market cost of child care. This limita-

tion, which was established with the Budget Reconciliation Act

of 1981, would not pay for a month of quality center-based card

in most communities throughout the country: the gap between the

cost of center-based care and family day care is closing such

that infant care in both settings costs as much as $100 a week

in most urban communities today.

Under current law, the child care disregard is subtracted

from a family's earned income before the $30 and 1/3 work-related

disregard of the family's earnings. Because a family's child

rare expenses are subtracted from its earnings first, the size

of the $30 and 1/3 disregard is lowered. This results in a

loss of additional income which families would otherwise be able

to apply to their basic needs -- heat, food, clothing.

Because the $160-a-month cap for the child care deduc-

tion oftentimes does not reflect the actual cost of care, a

family must try to make up the difference if quality care is

to be an option for the family. This, of course, forces fami-

lies to choose between using out-of-pocket money for child

care or other basic needs. In addition, under current law,

states could set a lower monthly cap on child care expenses for

part-time workers. However, many child care programs may

require registration for a full day, week, or month, or may

charge a set fee regardless of the number of hours the child

is enrolled.
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Als,N, even if child care expenses are lower because a child

is enrolled less than full time, the reduction in cost may not

be proportioral to the reduction in the number of hours a child

is in care. For these reasons. part-time workers should not

be subjected to extensive or inflexible reductions in the

amount of the monthly child care expense disregard.

Increase the Dependent Care Tax Credit's support for child
care and usefulness in helping low-income families to meet
their child car. needs.

The Dependent Care Tax Credit (DCTC), which is our largest

child care program and costs almost $2 billion, is available to

families at all income levels and provides important support

for child care. Yet, despite the introduction of a sliding scale

which permits low-income families to remive a larger percentage

of their care expenses than higher-income families, the DCTC is

not as helpful as it should be to low-income families.

Even in the lowest income bracket, the credit amounts to

only 30 percent of eligible child care expenses. The percentage

declines for adjusted gross incomes above $10,000, down to 20

percent for adjusted gross incumes over $28,000. The percentages

for low-income families should be raised. In addition, the

credit should be made refundable so that families do not lose

the full benefit offered by the credit merely because their low

income causes their tax liability to be low or nonexistent.

For example, a woman who earns $10,000 a year and, in

1983, hired a caregiver for her two children at the cost of
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$1,650 would be entitled to a $495 tax credit to help offset

her 1983 tax liability of $583. In 1984, if the sliding scale

were expanded to 50 percent for the lowest income category,

she would be entitled to a $825 tax credit, an increase of

$330. However, because her 1984 tax liability is only $553,

she would lose $272 of her 1984 credit in the absence of refund-

ability.

Other tax initiatives should also be examined which could

provide targeted assistance to low-income, working families

with children.

Establish a federal funding source for training and technical
assistance for child care workers.

Training in early childhood education has been strongly

associated with more positive and stimulating behavior on the

part of caregivers, both in child care centers and in family day

care homes. The National Day Care Study' demonstrates, through

observations it several hundred classrooms, that in classes

supervised by teachers who had 'child-related education/trainirg

the children show more cooperation, attend longer to tasks and

activities and are less often non-involved than is the case

where teachers do not have ruch training. The children also do

better on a measure o' early achievement -- The Preschool

Inventory.*

1Roupp, Richard et al. National Day Care Study. Washington,
D.C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
1978.
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Si'Ailarly, Family Day Care in the United States', an ex-

haustive national study of day care homes, analyzed the effects

of experience, education, and training on family day care

providers. Caregivers who had some child care train!-g tend

to display more teaching, language/information activity, music/

dramatic play, and comforting."

Moreover, child care providers, along with parents, play a

key role in teaching or discoura'ing rszist, sexist, and biased

actions and beliefs. Studies have repeatedly shown that even

as early as ages 3 and 4, children begin to embrace negative

attitudes toward females, minorities, and disabled people.

Therefore, training that raises the awareness of child care

providers and gives them the tools to change biased beliefs and

behaviors can reduce -- even prevent -- the long-term distruc-

tiveness of prejudice, both within the children and within the

larger society.

Training funds to improve the skills of child care pro-

viders are rapidly disappearing even though the need for training

increases. The Title XX Training Program was totally eliminated

by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. Federal

funds for the Child Development Assessment and Credentialing

Program were cut in half in 1982 and are slated to be completely

phased out by 1985. Because of the cuts, CDA candidates will

1Fosberg, Steven. Family Day Care in the United States:
Summary Of Findings, Vol. I., Final Report of the National
Day Care Home Study. Washington, D.C. U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, September, 1981.
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have to pay a substantially higher fee to be certified. Given

the law salaries of child care workers, many will undoubttaly

elect not to seek certification, diminishing their incentive to

obtain training.

If we are to move to a quality child care system, federal

funds must be made available for training caregivers in both

centers and family day care homes.

Improve the Child Care Food Program which includes restoring
the five meal pattern.

The Child Care Food Program (CCFP) is a very important

child care program as it helps to defray the costs of meals

provided to children while they are cared for in day care

centers or family day care homes. meals are served to over 1

million children, about 79 percent of whom are lowincome. In

FY 1982, the Child Care Food Program was cut by 30 percent, or

nearly $130 million a year. Day care centers and family day

care homes can now serve only two meals and one snack a day no

matter how many hours the children are kept in care.

One of the most significant cuts affecting the availability

of adequate food to children was the loss of both a meal and a

snack. Since young children eat smaller amounts, snacks are

&portant to their diet because they usually do not consume large

q-antities at a single sitting. The programs most affected by

the reductions in meals are centers who care for children for 10

to 12 hours a day and who provide many children with the bulk, if

not all, of the meals they receive each day. Many of the programs
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serve large numbers of children from working poor families who

travel long distances to work. They have no choice but to leave

their children in a child care setting for long periods of time.

Given the importance of good nutrition to the healthy devel-

opment of young children, it is vital that the Carl, provide sup-

port for the meals and snacks that young children need during a

long day.

Establish a funding source which would encourage comsunities to
support Child Care Information and Referral Programs.

-e

The patchwork child care system that has evolved in this

country makes it difficult for parents to sasily locate child

care arrangements that suit their particular needs. Until

recently, many telephone directories did not include a listing

for child care. Family day care homes, which provide care for

the majority of children, are not listed in the Yellow Pages.

Families rely on friends, neighbors, and supermarket bulletin

boards to locate care. Currently, there are only s',out Avu in-

formation and referral programs in 36 states and the District of

Columbia. Over fifty of these programs are located in Califor-

nia, which offers considerable state funding targeted to informa-

tion and referral programs.

Information and referral programs not only help parents

sort through their community child care maze to find care, they

also provide other valuable services which strengthen a com-

munity's child care system. Most importantly, information and

referral programs can help to improve the quality of care,
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assisting parents in identifying what to look for in a good

child =rearrangement. This, in turn, creates a subtle pressure

on providers to comply with the requests of better-educated

consumers.

Many child care information and referral centers provide

technical assistance to providers in a number of areas such

as educational activities for children, planning nutritious

meals and snacks, meeting state and local health and safety

standards, as well as providing advice on how to obtain

insurance. These programs can be of invaluable assistance in

documenting the need for care by carefully compiling the requests

that come in and matching them against the supply. A federally

funded Information and Referral Program would be an important

stimulus for communities to put this key child care service in

place.

Federal funds should be available as seed money to begid

or to expand information and referral programs which not only

provide help to parents in finding child care, but also offer

the essential services discussed above.

Provide funds to communities to establish school-ace child cars
programs and enable low-income families to receive support ne-
cessary to afford these services.

Despite the fact that over 60 percent of the mothers of

school-age children work outside the home, there is scant

attention paid to the child care needs of children once they

enter kindergarten. As many as five to ten million children
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may be left home in the early morning hours, return after

school to darkened houses, or hang out in empty playgrounds.

No one knows the exact figure because parents are hesitant to

admit that they leave their children alone.

A survey conducted by a national magazine, which had ten

thousand responses, found that the most common child care

arrangements reported for six to thirteen year olds was 'self

care". Twenty-eight percent of the children in the survey were

reported to be caring for themselves. Fifteen percent of the

parents gave no response to the question on school-age care

practices used.

Recent state surveys on the problem give further cause for

alarm. A report prepared to provide background for possible

school-age child care legislation in California estimates the

numbers of latchkey children in California to be between 620,000

and 815,000. A New York State study points to a survey conducted

in 1982-83 of parents of children attending New York City

schools. Of the 63,674 families responding; 79 percent expressed

a need for an after-school program for their children.

Very limited Title XX dollars are used for after-school

care. The federal government can play an important role in help-

ing to solve this national dilemma by providing incentive grants

to schools and community agencies to establish after-school

programs which include sliding fee scales which lower the cost

of care to families with limited incomes.
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Although almost 1,000 programs may now offer after-school

child care, this comes nowhere near meeting the enormous need.

After-school child care may also be a service primarily geared

to middle-income families. Unless a subsidy is available, lower-

income and lower middle-income families do not have the surplus

money to pay the extra S15 to $40 a week for these programs.

Incorporate within existing child care programs increased as-
sistance to meet the growing demand for and increased cost of
infant care.

With more than forty percent of women with children under

the age of one in the work force, the need for quality child

care for infants has grown at an unprecedented rate. For many

families throughout the country, locating quality care for in-

fants that is both affordable and accessible is virtually im-

possible. Many parents are forced to make less than satis-

factory arrangements for the care of their young children.

The cost of providing infant care is frequently prohibitive

to working parents. Infant care in center-based programs may

cost well over or up to $100 dollars per week. Family day care

homes, which are frequently used to provide infant care, typical-

ly are not as expensive as center-based progromst however, the

cost differential is closing. Frequently, family day care

providers absorb the financial burden of providing care by under-

charging parents and reducing the overall number of children in

their homes to comply with state licensing requirements for the

care of infants.
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Programs that assist low-income families with their child

care costs rarely provide additional funds for infant care. The

costs associated uith such care, however, are known to be signi-

ficantly higher than the cost of caring for pre-schoolers.

federal funding to help offset the high cost of infant care

for low- and moderate-income working families is desperately

needed. Parents, without the benefits of paid child care leave,

are being forced to return to work soon after birth or adoption

of a child, often before bonding is established.

Establish child care programs and support services for adoles-
cent mothers.

few supports are available to enable teenage mothers to

return to school after the birth of a child and to provide them

with parenting skills. In a nationwide study of 125 large cities

in 1978, the most significant unmet needs for teenage mothers

and their babies were facilities, funds and staff to provide for

infant care. Child care is an essential service for teen mothers

to be able to complete high school. Schools that do offer child

care programs often limit support to the semester after delivery

leaving mothers to cope with finding child care after only a few

months.

There is no perfect model program for pregnant and parenting

adolescents. Some school-based programs work well; some communi-

ty and private programs are very effective, and some social

service programs work well. The most important elements are

the provision of comprehensive support services that are easily
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accessible, in the same building or near one another, in the

teen's own community; competent, compassionate, and accessible

personnel, and continuity of care are also important.

There is a definite need for t. national program which will

offer some direction and provide incentives to the states and/or

local communities for programs which support adolescent mothers.

Given tho exceptionally high cost of infant care and the lack of

resources generally available to these mothers, the development

of a national, structured, Coordinated initiative designed to

maximize the use of existing service systems and child care

provider networks is essential.

Target money to provide child care for low-income women attend-
ing job training programs, community colleges, vocational
schools or institutions of higher education for the purPF4W7E
of securing employment.

With the rising number of single, female heads of household

living in poverty, funding must be available for child care so

women can secure training for jobs that provide a living wage for

families. Short-sighted state and county rules, compounded by

federal funding cutbacks, limit the child care currently avail-

able to mothers enrolled in job or training programs. Little

recognition or support is given to mothers in need of child

care who are seeking skills through educational institutions

such as community and four-year colleges, vocational schools,

and high schools.

The current provisions for child care in most employment

training programs are either very loosely defined or not defined
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at all. In the Job Training Partnership Act Program (JTPA), all

supportive services, including child care, come under a 15-

percent cap of total program monies. This amount of money is

insufficient to provide child care as well as other critical

support services if significant numbers of women are to be

served. WIN programs, which are supposed to provide job services

to recipients of AFDC, frequently do not provide child care so

that women, who comprise more than 90% of all adult AFDC recipi-

ents, cannot use this access to employment training.

For those women who are provided child care while in train-

ing, the end of the training program usually means the end of

child care support. Unless they have been fortunate enough to

find employment while still in training, there is a transition

period when they must look for work without help in meeting

their child care needA. When trainees do find a job, they must

then be able to afford child care as well as other work related

expenses before they receive their first paycheck. In order to

maximize money spent on training, it .is necessary to provide

"transitional" child care services to bridge the gap between

education/training and employment.

Target a federal funding source to provide direct supp,rt for
the strengthening of family day care networks.

The majority of young children in paid care are cared for in

family day care settings which are "invisible", meaning they are

neither licensed nor registered -- often underground, unregulated

and isolated 'rem their profession and their community. This
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"invisible" status affects providers as well as children and

their parents. Limited federal funding is targeted at streng

thening the development of family day care networks, associa

tions, and systems, all of which have been shown to have a

significant impact on expanding and enhancing the profession

and improving care for children.

Family day care providers' jobs can be tedious, taxing and

lowpaying. Two out of three centerbased caregivers earn wages

below the poverty level. Family day care providers earn even

less -- 87 percent earn below the minimum wage, and 94 percent

have earnings below the poverty level. Family day care organiza

tions are exceedingly important because they not only reduce

the isolation of caregivers but also increase the accessibility

of family day care to families.

Family daycare umbrella groups caa provide training as well

as a range of services including medical and dental screening,

emergency care, nutritional assistance and referral to other com

munity organizations. They can also provide relief to providers

by arranging substitute care for children when oroviders are sick

or on vacation, and companionship through t aining and field

days. Umbrella groups have a significant impact on the quality

of family day care.

The National Day Care Home Study' found that family day

care "systems" promote quality care by maintaining enrollment

1Fosberg, Steven. National Day Care Home Study. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1981.
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levels that are desirable for caregivers and children, monitoring

compliance with federal, state, and local regulations, providing

training and technical assistance to caregivers and offering a

vehicle for parent involvement. It also reported that providers

from sponsored homes spend significantly more time interacting

directly with children.

The majority of Title XX funds are used for center-based

care. Given the ro'e that family day care plays in. our child

care system, it would be appropriate to target a separate federal

funding source to further develop family day care networks,

associations, and systems. In support of this recommendation

the National Day Care Home Study' suggests that "the development

and expansion of family day care systems be emphasized as one

of the principal means of providing subsidized day care in a

family day care setting."

Create a "Special Needs" Grant Program to fund demonstration
projects designed to address the unique child care needs of
targeted populations.

There are "special" child care needs which require focused

attention. One could argue, and appropriately so, "every child

has special needs" and "all child care needs are special". We

know, however, that a critical service gap exists within existing

child care systems for sick and disabled children, children at

risfr of abuse or neglect, and children who have special needs due

1 Fosberg, Steven. Op. cit., 1981.
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to their bilingualism and/or unique living arrangements, such as

children of Native Americans and migrant workers.

One of the biggest service gaps in child cars exists in

the area of child care for sick children. Particularly for

single parents, the fear of job loss, due to absenteeism neces-

sary to care for sick children, is very great. Thsre are few

alternatives to parents, and those which are available are

prohibitively expensive. The absence of data on specific

solutions to the sick child care problem hinders the development

of programs. According to the Albany Children's Center in

Albany, California, 46.2 percent of all preschool-aged children

were ill ten or more days during the research study year. This

problem must be addressed through programming designed to meet

the best interests of the child and the parent- as well as the

employer's needs.

According to the National Institute for Handicapped Re-

search, there are currently 243,087 children with disabling

conditions. This includes children with emotional and physical

impairments, as well as learning disabled, spesch impaired,

developmentally delayed and ratarded children. Thase children,

more often than not, require special services and equipment

which i-crease the cost of quality child care service . Many

)f the parents of these children are caught in a "double bind"

of needing :o work extended or extra hours to offset the costs

of specie ,t,edical care as well as child care: yet parents

cannnt adjust their work schedule if the chil care necessary to
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meet the special needs of their child(ren) is not available.

Parents of school-age, disabled children also have difficulty

locating affordable, suitable child care.

Child care has become an increasingly critical resource for

families referred to child protective services for alleged abuse

or neglect. It can also be used as a support service to children

who may, for various reasonz, be at risk of harmful treatment or

removal from their home. A national survey :scantly conducted

by the American Humane Association, re.ealed a drtQatic increase

in the number of referrals for child protective services. These

referrals were for families who experienced severe problems pri-

marily due to economic instability or the loss of income.

The Association reoort, which involved persons in the child

protective service system across the country, stated that the

capacity to address the increased problems experienced by fami-

lies has been diminished significantly; the availability of

support services, including cnild care, has decreased with no

gain in the availability of volunteer services. Child care

services for children at risk of abuse or neglect become

critical to preventing the break up of families and alleviating

the need to ;lace chlkeren in foster care.

He know a great deal about the basis levelopmental needs of

children during the preschool years. Certain groups of families,

however, such as Native Americans and migrant workers, have

unique living arangements and work situations which take it

difficult for thvm to participate in conventional child care

KA
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programs. Many family day care homes as well as center-based

care facilities have been unable to accommodate the preferred

child-rearing practices of such families or their erratic work

schedules. Too often, migrant parents must choose between taking

their child to the field with them as they work or returning the

child to their original community.

It is apparent that many service and program gaps exist in

the current child care market which require focused attention.

A national child care policy initiative must include a mechanism

which will assist and better enable providers to address the

*special" child care needs of specific groups of children.

Establish a commission to study and make policy recommendations
to support the development and implementation of personnel po-
licies and practices that are sensitive to the needs of working
families including arentalleave.

Alfred Kahn and Sheila Kamerman at the Columbia University

School of Social Work in New York have conducted extensive,

nation-wide research which highlights the paucity of resources

available to parents with young children. Unlike 75 other

countries, the United States provides no legal guarantee that a

woman who is unable to work because of pregnancy or childbirth

will receive paid or unpaid leave from employment for a specified

period, protection of her job while she is on leave, and a cash

benefit equal to all or a portion of her wages while on leave.

Similarly, American parents have no guarantee of leave for

periods when their newborn, newly adopted, or ill children

require care.
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An important step in helping to meet the growing need for

child care is for the fedreal government to take the lead in

developing three essential mehanisms: disability leave which is

adequate to cover women during pregnancy and childbirth, adequate

child care leave so that mothers or fathers may care for their

newborn or newly adopted children, and adequate dependent sick

leave so that mothers or fathers may care for ill children.

Given the complexities of establishing such mechanisms,

commission would ensure that the fiscal and societal impact

any recommendations be adequately evaluated.

a

of

Other types of employer-provided assistance for child care

should also be examined, to determine both their potential

value and their limitations. MetLures examined should include

on-site care, voucher assistance, and salary reduction for child

care expenses und.r employer cafeteria plans.

Establish a Demonstration Program for Pre-School Child Care
Programs_in Public Schools

Educators and elected officials are expressing growing in-

terest in the possibility of the public schools serving younger

children. Proposals that have been suggested or adopted include

half-day programs for four year olds, full-day kindergarten

programs, and kindergarten programs which include an after-school

component. Schools represent an important resource for providing

child care.

Demonstration programs could provide assistance in evaluat-

ing some of the critical issues which must be addressed if the
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public schools are to effectively serve young children. A

demonstration program can provide assistance in evaluating these

concerns. Key issues include: parental choice as well as the

ability of schools to involve parents in various aspects of the

program, the sensitivity of schools to diverse family structures

and cultures, curriculum development, and credentials required

for staff who will work with young children.

Furthermore, ta -ignificant impact of such a project on the

existing child care system, child care providers, parents and

their children require careful evaluation. For example, will

half day pre-school programs and kindergarten programs which end

early in the afternoon create another problem for parents who

must then be concerned about arranging adequate care for the

remainder of the day or evening':

Despite these areas of concern, if model programs represent-

ing a partnership between the federal government and state or

local education authorities can address the needs and concerns of

young children, their parents, the child care community and the

schools, an important resource will be tapped to increase the

availability of child care in local communities.

Establish a Federal Commission on Child Care Standards to re-
view and evaluate the status of child care'licensing and regu-
latory requirements and submit recommendations for state and/or
local regulatory guidelines that meet the needs of children in
various child cars settings: the Commission will serve as a
source of technical assistance to states and local governments
to improve their regulatory policies.

State licensing standards vary widely not only in areas

such as basic health an safety but also in staff-child ratios,
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caregiver qualification* and curriculum requirements. In many

instances, standards appropriate to school-age care, part-time

care, and nighttime care are not in place. The cutback in

federal dollars available to child care has forced many states

to make choices between serving children and weakening licensing

regulatory requirements by cutting 'back on staff assigned to

these functions. The result has been to have more programs

monitored by fewer staff. At the same time, there has bee-. a

considerable increase in the number of complaints logged with

state and local licensing agencies.

The child care field is marked by a wide variation in state

and local building and land-use codes, deed restrictions, and

zoning regulations which often unnecessarily hinder the operation

of both center- and family-based care. In order to expand the

supply of quality care, it is imperative that an analysis of

these various standards be conducted and that communities have

available a source of assistance in efforts to improve regula-

tions affecting child care at all levels.

The Commission should also study the issue of wages and bene-

fits for child care providers. The Commission should examine the

effect o' the extremely low wages available to most of these work-

ers on the quality of available child care. Indeed, improvement

in wages and benefits may be ditcovered to be interconnected with

improvements in caregiver qualifications and other standards.

As the dialogue on standards develops, the Commission may

explore the possibility of providing incentive grants to enable
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states to revise their own guidelines to meet model. child care

regulations adopted by the Commission.

Establish a National Child Care Research Project for the pur-
pose of initiating, collecting and maintaining_policy relevant
research and information.

While we know more today about the developmental needs of

children than ever before, there is a dearth of knowledge and in-

formation critical to effectively planning and developing policy

responses for child care at the national level. If policies are

to be developed which will adequately meet the diverse child care

needs of families -- single-parent families; low-income families;

two-parent, working families; and migrant families -- it is cri-

tical to know what parents want for their children. Child-rear-

ing practices and preferences must be considered in the planning

of programs as well as the formulation of policies if they are

to reflect the interest of and meet the needs of families.

It is also important to the policy - formulation process to

know what works, what does not work, and why. Another key

factor related to the provision of child care is the enact-

ment and enforcement of licensing and regulatory requirements

at the state and local levels. What is not known about the

impact of existing regulatory policies on the development of

children is alarming; what we do know justifies the nerd for a

thorough evaluation of such policies.

In a time of limited resources it is important to invest

dollars wisely. Research then becomes more critical to the
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policy making process in child care. Decision makers are

increasingly seeking to develop sound policy based on data

specific information which not only justifies needs, but also

identifies the preferences of consumers.

Create an Office of Day Caro within the Department of Health
and Human Services that would administer fedora: child care
initiatives, serve as a clearinghouse for child care related
data and administer funds to support research and demonstration
projects in child care.

The needs of families and communities, state and local

governments, and businesses and industry, with respect to

child care programs and policy, continue to grow and diversify

at an unprecedented rate. Yet the lack of a centralised

Office for Day Care within the federal government has made it

exceedingly difficult to collect and disseminate information

about the rapidly changing child care field. The absence of a

national coordinating office for child care has severely hampered

the ability of government and policy makers to establish and

implement new program and policy directives for child care.

An Office for Day Care located within the Administration

for Children, Youth and Families, and separate from Head Start,

should coordinate child care activities at the national level.

The Office would serve as a national information bank with the

capacity to conduct research, create demonstration projects,

and develop a national data base on the child care needs of

families. Finally, the Office should administer federal initia

tives that are necessary to encourage an effective and responsive

child care system.
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AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION

2010 MaindweNts moque. NW

TESTIMNY Woonw0100. DC. 200301028

Select Committee on Children, Ntut arrANIN4844

George Miller, California, Chairman
by

Acerican Home Economics Association
2010 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, CC 20036 -1021
202462-1300

Dr. Joan R. McFadden
Executive Director

by

Dr. 3udith FtAtll
Division Chairman
University of Wyoming, and
Chairman, Family Relations
Child Development Section

AHEA

Mrs. Maurine R. McCormick

Ad30Cate Dean
College of Home Economics
The Chick State University
and Vice President, Public
Affairs, AHEA

The American Home Econanics Association is an individual membership

(501-c-3) ion- profit organization of 32,000 professional home economists

concerned with the well being of individuals and fans lies. Cur members

share their expertise in such areas as family resource managarent ano

family %ell -being, human development and child care, safety in the home,

management of time and energy, clothing and textiles. nutrition and health,

housing and have equipment, hate furnishing and interior design, food pre-

paration, buymanship and storage and other subject areas that assist indi-

viduals and families to improve their level of living and their quality of

life.

Represent.ng all AHEArnmnbers and especially the 4000 members of the

Family Relations Child Developaent Section of the American Home Econanics

Association, At want to tile with the Select Committee on Children, Youth

and Families a written statanent supporting the need for affordable,

quality day care available to working parents. The Coalition of Family

Organizations (C PD) has already provided oral testimony and it is our

intent to reinforce that testimony with this %mitten statement.

1985 AHEA Annual Meeting & Exposition
June 24-27 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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According to a Wednesday, July 25, 1984, article in the Columbus

Dispatch, Columbus, Chic', "one parent families occupy only a small percen-

tage of American households, but they are growing so fast that our social

institutions may never catch up. Since 1970 the total number of all house-

holds has increased by 32 percent but single parent families have jumped

102 percent. However, the single parent units still make up only 8% of all

American households...We expect to have 8 million of than by 1990."

Additional statistics include: "About nine out of ten single parents are

women...Approximately one out of every five children under 18 years old

(12.5 million) now live with their mothers alone...Nearly 3 million of

these children are under age 6...Among single parent women, half of than

have one child, but a surprising 21% have three or more.

"'Most single parents are employed or a:e .00king for work. Nbre than

84% of the single mothers with children ages 6 to 17 years are in the labor

force, as are 65% of those with younger children.

"The median family cash income of single-parent families headed by

women, as reported by the Census Bureau last year, is only $9,000 a year.

Abet we don't know is how often other relatives b,' the kids clothes, pay

the rent, pick up some groceries, or otherwise help out." Fran American

Demographics, Inc., Copyright, 1984, by Peter Francese, The Register and

Tribune Syndicate.

These working single parents continue to be pressed to find quality,

affordable day care for their children while they are working to support

both themselves and their children. Day care for this group must be sub-

sidized, licensed and monitored in order to assure a safe and wholesome

environment. With half of all mothers (and three fourths of the mothers who

have children ages 7 to 17) projected to be in the labor force by 1990, this

is an expanding problem.



Many employers are looking favorably toward increasing the role of the

employer in making day care available to their employees. Some employers

are offering day care as a choice to employees in their fringe benefit

package either by offering vouchers for day care costs or by operating

a quality care center themselves.

Government support provides some assistance through such programs as

dependent care tax credits, AFDC earned income disregards for child care,

the Ibrk Incentive (WIN) Programs, restoration of funds to Title XX, and

the child care food progams of the USDA, *filch are essential to day care

centers. USDA is the second largest source of funds for day care through

its food programs. Many centers would be unable to meet budget without

this support.

1bre than 2,000,000 people, mostly waren, earn their living working

full time caring for children and thousands more supplement the family

income caring for children on a part time basis. Job conditions are in

many cases characterized by low status and low pay resulting in a high rate

of turnover and burn-out. Recent studies in Illinois and California show

that between 1973 and 1982, there was an actual decrease in purchasing

power for the dollars earned by day care workers.

It is extremely important that day care centers be operated by indivi-

duals trained in working with children. There should be funding for

training and technical assistance for all child care givers. Minimum man-

dated training should be designed to be both appropriate and accessible.

Training will raise the level of knowledge and expertise in the child care

profession. In addithm, it is essential that salaries for child care

workers should reflect that training.
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Individual tra ning in parenting skills for single parents often results

in a reduction of the stress level for these parents end an increase in

their parenting self confidence. Providing parenting Information can

Improve the home situatioa for both parents and their children. Reaching

single parents with relevant information must often be accomplished through

innovative communication techniques designed for adults.

The American Home Economics Association commends Congressman Wier of

California for his forward-looking concern for the problems of working

parents and especially single parents. le assert to the Select Committee

on Children, Youth and Familler that providing affordable, quality care to

single parents will benefit our children now and in the future.

Overcrowding in non-licensed day care facilities, placing young children in

a self-care environment in settings beset with personal risks and/or con-

doning child care alternatives that are substandard will contribute to

ind,vidua! problems for parents and their children resulting in problems

for families including diminished health, diminished psychological stabi-

lity and reduced productivity in the work setting.

Government assistance to assure quality child care envi.onment for the

children of working parents, especially single parents, will require

licensing of the care facilities and personnel, training of the care givers

and their employees and continuous monitoring of day care services. The

American Home Economics Association through its members supports these

efforts and encourages the Federal Government to involve itself in the

assurance of quality child care.

Thank you.
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American Nurses' Association, Inc.
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July 25, 1984

Representative George Miller

U.S. House of Representatives
Select Committee on Children, Tonth

and Families
Room H2 -385 Reuse Office Building

Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Miller:
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The American Nurses' Association is very such in support of the child care act-

ivities of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fanilies. We share the

concerns of the Select Committee both es working women and as providers of esoen-

tial health services to families, young end old.

Nurses have long felt the need for safe and nuturing child care programs in our

country. As the under six population grows, the demand for services will be

intense. We are concerned that standards for child care programs in all our 50

states safeguard the health and safety of our children.

The effectiveness of preventive services provided by community health nurses,

nurse-midwives and nurse practitioners has been proven by scientific studies.

One of our major priorities is to assure access to quality health care services

especially for vulnerable populations such as pregnant W0040. children, the dims- ,:f

advantaged and the aged. Yet priority has not been given to these effective

essential services.

Enclosed please find the publication, ;lunging Care Models for Adolescent Families"

for inclusion as written testimony to the Select Committee. It. includes many ex-

amples of bow nurses, working with communities, are providing effective services

to this particular population.

We look forward to working with you in the future.

Sincerely,

e epe.._)
Ldnice R. Cole
President
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111111 iccicire .ha,cfte. II checcca,lc Icils I re..11 .INI hclic''acccl
1101111 Icr1' .111 11isT IllNilll Pt lciclicictd. cccli uiuut,.l
fl$fllciNr Mljjflls thai Ice fliwulncle cicllclIilccln ccc lIce
.tcbckw cccl's lcl4lccflllcul, Ii,ls I lHNflli clink III he Irscrci Ill

1cmccull clncgcccui cccac I.,
4 Aci,4c'c.rc,is .1cc.! 1,1,1,1 flirt laId picnIcs I .1cc 11.11111 liMIt

lc.uicec sot cncIccli ccc hplcllctcth cuhu atoll c lanes if lice
11.11cr ,Ic.lcilcicch c'.kic,ucct ..wccr)s icc, accrctacwe ccl cccl,
class ccw.nbn. cchc,lcc, .icich'wrcc. ccc .ccl,cic. a. a talcuicfc
ccccucilni .411cc ftllllI1i

ii'accicc,cc cIte ch'tuI.cinccncc ccl .i s.cppccicis.. caiilcg gicNcJ.
Ictac a ,ccllniccwc cci ci,c,IIlI, Is a lci.anicnx e%INIK'iNT icc, a

Iccicilciccic tulcu .11cc, iVlwicacItilc'c. ccclt cccqckshc'ar.ulc.us cnqciicc

csicic ,culdcIcc .iincicl cccli' aic.rcct ,cccc1ck. licc) Inicnsr dcii ccihns
i.c.c icit cIcc,cc flit cshc4eg.cicc1c.s.cccc.r.cculcslce..acc c cicqilehas
115 liiia .icnlocnccuciecicst,ec.a,cnctlwi cs. Lc,.clhc,acicrcjcilrwn,
icc, s.ctccc .aIcic'ccccccs 11cc ,lc,lciIc.cllc c last cdl.c) icc' tic,' ic,ccci.cc

s.q.lnc,c s.ccccq. clu.cccg 11cc' Usc cccccceccci ccl iccc gcucw

KIIIKIM IS
I Il.ltcocc.c.occh II Ilo'Pcrctccaccc 54.Ieonu bc,44,.ln,c'ccd(IMcec

cat ,c,4 (.,..ccc.iogv Icicnslb. A Ic.nc,c., a,..! II il..ilcccc.ccch,
(lc.caw. ,'ac I. icIc'cic.alPccbl.dcai,..'ft117.7?

2 Ilc'/,cccnas.I, ft ki,ccccsa,c lbIk.s.acccil Mc'tccaIccc' %(.cccacc
.,cc..l I tlic,ilPdrfticafll lncuiccusacc.I ?ccillVas..lsc'sct$h '.1,1cc'

IcI&,,.,N, '.st,c,ic (..cwcaojaccc.. 4J,4'wv...v I.. I ,Jac.c.ccs
In, ilc

I Pallid..., K, I lla,a.cLac..11I Isacc. lh.'l .c.ccaccwj?aclrec c'c.

ipfw... Ice, (..c Iklgo.c, I'c,n.c,.eJ )..c..l, Pacl'c1c. Nc'. '.c,cL

Sluccliiu Pccldiccicccte(,,. .171,414j,

I ll.ilI.p.. J Tb.. (I,cgcccc c.fl.ciciIicl Pc.1cc'l'. TOes., 'talc Icacc'
0,,t '.1' Ii Icc,ccc,,n & La. I7S.

ft,chrc't K Iclaiccul lccc.i, .Vccccicc llc.lh,cc0 1111 lNccsc'cc,isu

lli.I) dc1cgctli

Caring for the Alienated
Adolescent Mother
Linclj (;rI&nln Jtiinings1 MEd.. M.S.N.. R.N.

Scnle,icc' sjcccng.cI 1970. italcIge Os,, Tcccublc'd Waieri(Tice
ftrcclgr'. tnt I haslcrccscdeilan tcwcea,.ngrancclenetw.alrn.c is
ccl IcIctacla'. I hdldifflc. t,cicdcled acid wacccic'riccg .cciccic'irrcin. and

'.c,c,nft adults will 'n'ccrnc the dcccli ccl ftouccn sind the .t.
co.cncl,ccg area. litch .1 iwocuco rcnphacs on outreacic na
cccccic1cci. ..icc'o..Icd pc'.ccclactcctc (unwclicccgot uculcic ,o,reh lcd:,

fccccci cracicccccci.cl slAIrlos). ikccige cain term,'. icc 11cr Iclala the
acialc's,cccc, frc'.fIcc'cic A cracn of uric, rccrbrts bada'd by Icc.
cctoltcal san (siaflcsl icy s'.clucccc'rr nunn acid physcocanu) is lice
lcc.ch1c.n.cl Ihc.clgc'sccccicnahrilcwi. 'flcecaeandcu.mnn they
.hcc,t ccc dr alcena.rd 1occch l,rciccencly lead to iheeuabh,shmeni
ccl a lccc.lcng nIalcccnch,1c an,! ec'e,,cuai culcecol Ill the w'"v
ccli ice. cshc're iratcwc!.laIlarecr..ci ccc inlet lice uic,,l ,.ee,is(ocni.
shc icc',. and iiccsc*cccgantl lair ccc 1cf011& laicicly. drog. and
alc cciccci tccc,ccwl.tcg acti tcccscoc'lcng a,cuccd ,ndn,c!cul lauaul
55cr. A tree denIal dincc, a iccgh ,thcc.cl eqacs'aktwy cuicc,cccg
1c1.Igcacn. .11,cl jccil icc,! c,lc'n tcmt,scli.cg ale available as well
Pothac. nsccsi ccnpccctancly. dcc' aftrn.y5 cicccp.,n air.. ,cllciu a

lcla.e i011cllw ccc ccii, of the told ccc cite ira., has, oclkroc wxcp.
and lot,! csarnccic and a.repuccre, All of P.nde, ilitofi bane
c'tidsd as lice needs became apiurenc

L,cla (.cccdc.n Jc'cccicccs n a ,usccb',a ccl Acicc.i,cccn. C'....,c.lccscll. Sb.
chanhs Macgaccl Salccaniall. MA,. ic, n,aaucccc hr.... 4w icniuca.tn.c4
list. filIal
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tic'yccccccccg ccc 1975. a cc,uccraicfc ccli, Jo cc. Icc c,cccccic,, ccl

lgcgckcccc acioic",c ci,,, acccl sccc.lcg ccicicic*s cs,cic ccciacccs accd

,c.bllcis Irn1cr.ic..cg he chccp-ccc icr.. p,cicnjcced Itcitig. ccccleccgn
a lwoklaccl II. nrc, icc cnttcslwlcncccg nmciciciial and $ch)silal
sccct'csal ccecuk.4.hcsgcc.cq.. Ac thaI c,cnr.I,c, dcccgleagciti cc,chc
.nc,rccinciccacc Iccoccoc ace,, was iweiuced Ic, haiccile tic' Iccalcic
achinay. healch nl,cia,ccci,. patenting nicicalicco, c,lcccc.d!cccg.
aid ,cthc'r special ccenh .1 cirte )ulcdng ncccllcc'cs,

Osor a lO'cncmch icc'ccc.l. lice placinoig slidt Iln?lcclnll a
cictccldn'lcncbtst lwcwccn, ic.n Icy ch.sgcccupccltc.u.cgcscctcitucaccd
11cr., c icciclin,. i'wctckincitcscca.cccccpt,ic.sai. csfleidee'gklcrcL sick.
cccccccd, acccl Iascaalcly gnnn'cl, lctJancut 1979. cl.eltciclgc tanc.
dy 1.1,' (r,cln ilcuccccili hcicccc'c, as che Il..tcce irccccl Pcc'.c',I)
ccn'i.ed, lice itc'clgc' Iacncl lal, (rctic'r. cccl. large. Incglcc. and
act) .qucicnc'iids. icctcvrni a lc'elictg ccl cccccdcyc. iuyne (ccc ihe
JsIuccsu tim). tc'lccg. acid a place icc ida,, A lalgel,scng cIcc,cng
ace.. csccic a L,cchen sIcctl.nl c.,ci, jcace. Mum. iuwrcr. 1ceac,cW
lc.cccc'r. ic,eacl. clncl baby lcncd l.a. 1itc.s.cb.L I'icc ,hcicl tale ala
cc,,. rqcccp1rcl c.cch cccys. .dll acid icaics cci.ccnuls. a slab. acid a
.lccccIictcg içtcc, 2, srccciccl 1dm li.uI titus ..ctcI I INs lcct lulciucig
lie 1,1cc ,cc.lc'c .411w s$tN ,' cc.Is gIl,,, cisc. ,cnjiw,'s.ccsl tc.cmncc'l
ing 1,0111*,

lice pclglacn was,lrc,gccrcl c.cch usc. ccluJcW 5.15cc I' i,Nccls.-
ccmuccs. La, h ,aaltctcc'cccl,n c.ascc.ccg,cc,nlasactcccc1xacancccwccc.b.

acm icc lice ccs,'rall micliram gcul cja*s.s.cccg lice )ccung cciocher tn
.c.h.rs.ccg a sialile. hc'aIcIc1 i,ir.slyle Ihal w.cccbc cnable I,c'r ccc
,c,Nccc,e ice iccicl atcil lcl,,,cciciccme Ice, ,cc.,i gIldlslh

ihrlcccrcl.'s.mciucc,t lice 1.11,1 MIssy ,.ulinus'ntt. a ls,dull' cli
Manly, a ccsccxa4le clInt.. cccli help lice track, entus,ccml the
clic.clsscisnt Nacidylanwlll llge.Mafte l$cc,,hheruaccnccic.ih.
tcld daughc.'c. Iblc.e. 11cr ,ciclee .h,ld. a cwo'px'ccid lacy,
Mcc hart. had been places! in Iccscer rare b .hetaileskjalrl.oelcc ill
ccxiii tallies mc, .cc.iccaic. bc'Icwe fleblc.Vs b.rch. 'l'he cracon (cc,
11w rs'mccs'al was Ia,'i of a rtccIalrm adclrecn. Haney had been
nOun! by her lacmclllcril II,, la,t ccl red $ccaynwnt.

Nancy Caine Ill Pa.dge cbMcerale and ins simclar 11101111111.

I he fetnicla the h..d her.. lIving wich tar ii pail lou., nilc,cchs
crete Ir.cvlrcg lot Cal,Itirrna icc.! clue had no place to slay. Macicy
had run away (rrtn.an ahusnu. home c.h,aciiitc when ihe was Ii.
She had been bicihphy.kallyandcecnaaliyabiasedby hrtmcc,hns
..hlciscllle btc,lriecid She had ik.pped nut of vhccnl NI the begin-
ning ccl lice 10th grade.

i'cci a lIme. Hasty lcs'td with an StInt and chin with a lester
lam.ly, but MllIK.i lS.a)ce hadlls.dl.n IhesUc.tilllItdMdItiailli
('..mbcmdi1c. C,nla,I wich family member. cots spcxadu. bud she
mainiatned a fairly gonci relaciccmnhlp wich an older lacier. N...wy
wppcwced hercell by psnhantflcog. dealing in detcgs fUll hails
tidier, wlcl, whom she had IccycI l.r a rar. was a thug ,b"alc,).
and. .uru.ktcsaily. prouidmcditmdc. Ad the Scm, .,he ,alne icc itcidge.
she aol recucling wcflare casslua,c.r. wind, liii wclulc! iccie wcch.

I ccc,, 3 IKrflullflll aIIbT%5,
Nanty wan generally lcralchy. and the deicoery ccl both ccl hcc

lcdll.cerm inlands was ncwma). slchc.cagh bicih weighi. wile i.cw
(II.. and .cne.l.auldcnunds acid sot 1ccuod.) Natty had ha.ldc,cn,-
monia and iwccdiagnmed .'air, cit gonuin$wa. and a, che tlme,cl
(11111341. ihewaslc.ilng tumc..lan.ly 1,114. Shealwlhadahd.ccciyccl
ccnc' .pcicltaneccusaholhtcm and tine cidu,ydaIwrtdoci, Haccy had
not c,sed ac,y (onIraicl*IITS silt. Debbie. b,rih herau,e .1cc' tcad
no, etiurned to the dinic (cit her uls.wc'c'k pnsqcanul iiwtkup

Socially. Nancy iadwd any kind of .ujcpladlie iteccc,cck dcl
(*Iwidelxr3.icdmul rclirf from thelrdflctiuilal1ci11tcll0tenIht51L
i'IrLitherucclbrcih,huIchenhadk4I dbecty,andh.rlrtelntsiicos
were jusI aul haomk as hyrs. Debbie. at tin ncmticl. was a IIUIII.
ieon.a hby weigiuing Ii pound.. She appeared clean and fairly
cclii nccu,jli,ec!. al,hoc,gh bet botch' llctllaIlll'li arcilmel..11y (It.
occ.d fruit drinb.
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Srrs iii (onIpontlsts
stlSstt nnposwssi. ol lbs l.ssnlj I .sk (Stan lolisiw

I. laje shills rdiuflsoss. roli*StlS.ig thor..y. This nssnyss.
swill is .iatlnl by an rni,atist slsdssislu.sl wtlI aiqusssissd
sills lbs soil ni.snbsr si isit aissl 1ssshuss staid .ai.,ir
at.iw.ss an iheLatiuiat.s. Mw Is saq aissilil asaik.ssl
ss,Iswasswi .s%isssaysl.stiwswdshrli.awiukiwninLsssslsin
.nsnhlil* .5 515155 iii .ipsiIIfllfll hsrnissm II.. ,.bpntssn sit
this sssnjswtens .55*
a isl ssiih lilt skills. sal a flssiilds baja .4 pits's!, in ssw.i-

sissss.sl rdsaasiosul pryasasfius. hssiisthold .lsanaat.
mini, said sssIlar snslsimsst ssssmi.
in aMass slit p.5555155 in a1sanIli swsahlt day rat iii
apao.rdsIaystarsnsssrsa.nmfrd.npissalIyl.si swish.
us aswnsksiin Issinl in sibajiissis.i sssstslssilnsnl

i. iiiNiAisfra5laduiMa) S)54P515k5 Ostitlii*ii,theati'asiit
lsrn.lsl and willar oaansan.t.

Oljsslisrsisir met thuisshs indisidisal .wtusqiwuis.n.
lit iissnhsilitnl natdinaiiw flasbiats a ws's*I, gnup.
wish Is naylssus,mb slsnii.netil 1slalwinthsotnuusal
bosnthssld Iqans.. su pllahittnsc.

2. (..Isstit rat,. (s.mps's iii lands .ssoslilds' hair alsss*d skis
issssillsmsssa ISS .it ii5i lust unit lisislilly, shut was a
lllisnw hi i.tdurasrdandsslusultsw,sl In days ow.
.isssl ass jsshusg wo,kuilillun sins'. Uhns thtsksswsnstsis-
55*5 tant. nsskd aad oils, tssndiss lnasnt wntailahlt.
slit a,slsssnesri betassse stall Volunsam wet, ,n,siistd lssass
as asia inIkjt nnss'sl lit lisraly ihlldiwisal isltitii.ts pin'
pan. 1kw lan was ishstaissssI wslh,sp tht past aaasmla
lull sisiss'. qiuhsisid indnlalsaal was hiwd. Dsspist slit

insists in iiisssssisl. slit asbjssissns sit slit shskl rate sits
ls.usr ssusaissssl slid,, sussniassisa. They ass
a. is, 1iosids rsaw aspI ends huswsss rats' 1st slit sMIths's

is lost sswhsnsairjsaskIyaaiips sal sass moths, l'aaslly
ljtrise Itaiisskks.ssaha*Ussdgt'sgtnsnlrqaisa.
kiss dscssi' psisgiasa.

b so ssusskl slkiiisr ways sit isuiwsnslsssg ansi playing wish
bikinis. (As siss' stall bssasns' hsiss, acqsulsssid with slit

l5"I' shey wssakssI isjib, is la's sow tsislssss that. lust slit
nsssi pin. shsst wsanns, Iaalussg she tspnlr*s' iii a
sulasal s$sldhusssd. did sin kssssw how sip Isla,tb Slits,
uhslsbsss. iwssssgh stall suit ssassla4issg play wish 4w
dsski. and lbs mnshey sad skill sssgsihui. sIts, mssllss'ts
ussr ass know ussr sit sb. sssjssyslds' pass, 4 buissg a

us wsspk itsihoilsi, stall is, lulnsislysssghsgb.osskpsutssss.
(Iii assist in ibIs dealsisnsalsia. list psisissit disnlojrda
lusins a.ses.astsss rhtsklhs ansI piss.idsd iauu,sirr id.,.
u.issssi ass slit stall '.o that ds.y would know units hilly
sols.si slis was, ssbsssslng. ?asnss kknsitstd asbs'issgaa
5551, lss,usi ne15ksl in show tisiully iesriwd that aisin.
suoss and sansasad instnrnshsnas ahtssnssv.asid 'is shs'y
sr.,. silisissi is, ssihsi ,sgswwks.l

I (.ossssis'luuig. lssisdssig ls.ss Issnised asisisisis sit this nssapo'
swiss Is. alit lass yraesanslahall. slisitsIl w,ssrsasslssatdila
tan sosssssilsss and a lssll.timt suaaswloi lsssssss'v's'lrwi
lnls.ssosssas) lbs 1sttlsUsNi.t(it ssosa.a,alw,sndalsimsi
must ilsssss. bbs' bad the mesa trspnns.ibahsly list btssig
lsss,sns iii slit sbssp.sssasra sonid sbrslssnts sa thtdssrl,s.
sssia,lisssgsssulsssawistshns.indsiississgtlsthnmh Wssls
Is.ssslsssg sissls,ssts, slsasssasslasnsns as ssalk'sIsssssssul by slit

ii use slsssl,sird iossmsIs*. Fbi' isb1snisss sit 51st' aanjsss.
swill alt

a. us stsssssk. sssssnsaIsng u.s ass s&ssdsul sass.
¼ iss sssg.ssssn' aspI kaslgisuusdi.0 srs*isssssssn unit sis1siss.ss

usfs. 1u,nws sit slsulslsrs, us link, cats ansi taut.
is, snasssuln bsssrstly ssssssasi ssssh all assisr sbrsils.
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ii is nsstss.. snigoissg. rth.lssr ul a saw sss,sss.

atsisitsis sysItlis (las Is stall nwnslse, us ls.piiss.sstt isis a
sssssskss, ohsiuins,. 5ssssssr plansassinslasusipt slss'swrslssit

slit slssnis and how sIssy sssll lii' mis as, dssrlssla'd ausil
ss.shssass'sl msstinslly by slit clans ansI slit stall stwssslsst

nslsossslblt.l

(s5 slisriss1saisg slss'stssgtassi.sawst5silr.s.s* nsst lsssrssiii. As
sluississ.ussitsl slwlutsugtanl slussusugh wit nusial sa thusisath

suphsiagsnasts.is ssostsil,Isigsusnsuita srsitsissushsas

oh,shadshikb.ninlinse,sast.lusasisi Ashtsi.gsssws

Isis slit hiss yras sit ssps,asiisn arsrakd lIsps iOlwas,nasit slit
his's shihhirn slit nss.slss,s had lissisit Issisur misty isis.. lIst'
passirass is,,, is, Isnisy sass' it .stkspsise hsssnss. lii sssssss

canes. they hsl beta ssnioss.d by slit' ssaw saslssi lisps sisluss.
s.sssly ss,sis'nslssrsl by slit psisuths,. list a vaiissy sit st.ni.s
ls.itinr,lakusIUs*l,.sksitssutsssyssslwjsulslk anal
lsils,ie agtsisies lntsslsnsl lraqswsslly wits' ass, l"'is
alsspositsslsnsslnss sit sasshetsswhshsldsstaskqsuwwnisss
lssuisi slit nisahuc Is, ,tgalnisug bee child ii slit .nak.4n
Massy sswahs,s wished is, es'pssln ssssisaly. out ssl this sisan'
siva slit Fasssuly (.ltt(siisn bitsssstra s.ssiUsism slat Itt ph.
msnhm and sbulihtss shunsigis sir.sslg.wns'ssas s,sadr wish a
sslsinsig agsusy.

llwtssssilyllksaaltssss,ssliisp dsts4siss.pissoishiisgshtm s.1

asid shill a sissliess this in stimed ass1 sisashssuisit usa its
assisanissi at the selasissisisip heswsya she sits. 'lbs sash
Isswulss'd In 4w dais w,M, slbssrssttkasl sep.m. whishat,
asahlakit sotheapssssy ausI tailstnssstts, Issismsnsdsmisksa
was passithd siiwath slit sasH knit us wills sipsinsausl lust
s*siuintsssdata ma issisti sit bw,'l'heisssaawlistsss dstsns.ss,
is iesimsv.lhlt lust slit susesdaissalsas sit lIds es,s,

& Stealth pshssinsissa, liii ibt lint Iwo yeats. ilsis sssa
was ssallrsl by a pshlaauklasa wish 'niwsilit us asb.ls'nessa

ikswtsqssssnss sash by slat ausiwa, bosh ass a pan.thatInds.
Fsssssllssg sushaaku sislsssiskd wish alit aulsai'u ,.slgsassk.s
list misetisky kiss', and manila, has' sin lawn asssllsls& its
lund 4w pasltisas again flat silsiy list 4w plsyskissss was
shstspithstritQwwssa,uflsslandha'ahshtslwatuspspnd.thn'
say as' s-aiissl suns lay a osl,aslrsi srgiuittsl silas', lbs
usls(siluss's ass' still w,sk,s'ass ansi ass'
a sit adsstist (ii slit' parissussi wsmsaa, sasaSt,,assshululld

in slit' health ins' system, esasbilsig lisens is, sssrist pith.
qsals'. i5stguuul health sans.

k sopisrisir she sauths, wish inlnessssssisasabs.sss lit's holy,
Iseausls, usavraspskn. atsit sssaussissss.

r. sopisseils dstass,susee with laisasatsakiaplsandstdewl'
sllaPtssUl, essssuassasaI, sad susassldausisl sse,sks sit list
sh,ld,ess,

it aisnpliatwkh 11wswsalset4wkslsssg.(jya4ustbassit
bnssga *e.as, alit stissues hslsntns ha she sole, and ways
situsipingwiuh slits,.,

t. snasalsa thtpsrpsssss usausanhaasys'ulssghsssrIuhIhsstls
and anhnhasushsssusglsndsaaaivawndssqjasnsitindj.
usisisiuti oasasaelialg,

A guislt Was wslssess by she asohas, so assess tb. pnsgsusss

sussun's ability so "take isis shepsusnyandsnndlitasa'
Irlsas,ssis this Issdsinsed a paustssihal list susatastaysaaksa so
mashsttssg This hash wan sased by all stall ,nrssslsers,
lady Ia dwassgsisap. Is seas Inussal that hi'4sh ssksnasy was

sit snlisuss inapssssanct,' t)tsishst slit slassisk hikssyle I lrsspsrwi
rhssss is asadant, and Ihilag lucius Itish Its ttisls). a islajistity
cgo lst?(t's) oh she 5hulsh.. hid huwsi sii mon. II pan all, iii abel,
wtIl'aisiId appnsasssssnls ,and aLe same sps'ssy they had
assrsssisd slssss'lstzsh. Iltaisli its' was aim us trgsslsi lust slwiss,ish'
as. gran ssuhd bans ass lsaissgrssssssgls sacutwy Itt wasiqusl'
sadists sssssss hsausustgtnassghsisrtayisis ss.Ularswrsitusii,tilIna
Insldsulul, bus isis ripusrssly ssaitsl 5iasiuti) Pica. tithes' s.Isw,srd
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is apowrd shis these ,mIns tans.4 so In sbnal
onahs,isiwhn.a,si,4shnnLsd.edsheah.Isl) 5.SOIOIUI..
and siimoiass shot shskfreis In .Irn.Iw.ale was. shsy sisnisesy
haitI so tidbit ths,uh so, tirowne sangihle wa). s4sanst 1*.
,t.,ld. anti mush, Iwalth vase was sttW of hit ways.

lit inst of wa,asnosos usage was SO psitow. (tM0
imnulni ..ssi.tiiy on a bstwmahi bans. and ltd by site aushtw
ds.austnd statsiaslots? mnlwnh. and oija,seuti* nand Isalsig.
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The American Huntrie &taxman
Presenting auly ro cleldren and creeds since 1677

to: 1266
Denme.CSmmloW2M4V4
3:06950M1

% a

August 2, 1984

Honorable George Miller, Chairman
Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families
Room H2-385 House Office Building
Annex 2
Washington, D. C. 20515

Re: Child Care as Prevention
of Child Abuse and Neglect

rear Chairman Miller:

On behalf of The American Humane Association (ARA), I
have enclosed a copy of a recently released study, Highlights
of Official Child Ne -elect and Abuse Reporting 1982. Based on
resiati7767-Wfi-itOy-iiia OtEer AMA work, we strongly support
your efforts to improve child care services, particularly for
low-income families.

The AHA, with national headquarters in Denver, Colorado,
is a private, non-profit organization concerned with the
protection of children and the prevention of child
maltreatment for over 100 years.

As you conclude your hearings regarding child care
services in the United States, we believe that it is
important to draw your attention to some disturbing trends
indicated by our recent studies.

The data we have collected over the years through the
National Study on Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting, in
combination with our training, education and consultation
experience with child protective service agencies nationwide,
point to a disturbing reality -- poor, small children of
single mothers are at particular risk for child maltreatment.
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In 1982, the most recent year for which data is
available, 43 percent of the families reported for child
maltreatment were headed by a single female. caretaker,
compared to only 19 percent of all U.S. families. Of these
families, 43 percent were living on public assistance,
compared to only 12 percent of all families. In addition, 26
percent of all reported families were reported for lack of
supervision 0! their child/children.

Clearly, these families would benefit significantly from
adequate child care .ervices. This would reduce the stress
associated with raising children alone when already stressed
by poverty.

rindings from AAA conducted surveys in 1983 and 1984,
however, have indicated that support services, such as day
care have been severely reduced in most'states throughout the
U.S. due to their substantially reduced federal funding.
Child protection professionals working'with abused children
and their families, hive in turn, found their ability to
adequately service their clients drastically affected.

As a result of all of our findings, we strongly believe
that an increased availability of Title XX-supported child
care services would serve to reduce the ovexall number of
children at risk of being maltreated.

We appreciate the. opportunity to submit this information
for the record of the hearing on August 2, 1984 - "Improving
Child Care Servicess What can be Done?. and commend you for
your efforts to address this critical issue.

enclosure

Sincerily,

064Z4(4°1/4elarr"y1B 1-row n, ACSW
Director,
Child Protection Division
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INTRODUCTION
This report represents an updated profile of officially reported child maltreatment in the
United States as provided through the National Study on Child Neglect and Abuse
Reporting. The National Study is a project conducted by American Humane and
funded through the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect of the Department of
Health and Human Services.

The information in this report is derived from official reports of child maltreatment
documented by child protective services (CPS) agencies nationwide during 1982. It
focuses on the characteristics of reporting to CPS agencies, on the characteristics of the
reported cases, and n the nature of the response on the part of CPS agencies to
reported cases. (Identifying information. e.g.. names or addresses, is not collected).

Since the first national analysis of reporting statistics was issued in 1976, this
information has served to keep a diverse audience informed on the status of reported
child maltreatment on a nationwide basis. In addition, special analyses of thedata at the
state and local levels have provided a useful tool to CPS administrators in evaluating
their programs and in more informed decision-making on the provision of child
protective services.

As a summary of reporting at the national "evel, this report presents only the general
data categories. The data base for the National Study contains considerable detail for
each cittegory. and the information can be made available to interested persons.

'rinally. it is most important to point out that for inclusion in any of the percentage
distributions or cross tabulations presented in this report, each jurisdiction'sdata must
meet systematically applied compatibility criteria. Tne criteria are applied so that the
data included in each analysis will share a common definitional base. For this reason,
the amount of data included in each table (the "N") variesas a function of the number c:
jurisdictions submitting comparable data. In addition, the particular data elements that
constitute the various data categories are presented in the Appendix. The reader is
encouraged to consult this listing while reading this report to facilitate understanding.**

Inquiries about the asailabilay of detailed data should be directed to American Humane.
*For detailed information on the methods used by the National Study, the reader is referred to

Trends in Officially Reported Child Negkct and Abuse, American Humane. Denver. Colorado.
1984.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF REPORTING
TO CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES

NATIONAL REPORTING OVER TIME

In 1982, there were 929,310 reports of child abuse and neglect documented nationwide.
This represents an increase of 123 percent since 1976, the first year this information was
available. As can be seen in Table I, however, the rate at which reporting i ncreased from
year to year actually declined until 1982.

TABLE I
NATIONAL REPORTING OVER TIME

YEAR TOTAL NUMBER OF REPORTS ANNUAL INCREASE

1976 416,033

1977 516,142 24%

1978 614,291 19%

1979 711,142 16%

1980 788,844 11%

1981 850,980 8%

982 ' 929,310 9%

TS,. very large increases in earlier years corresponded to a time when jurisdictions'
reprising systems were undergoing rapid development and reporting legislation was
being broadened. The fact that in 1982, the rate of increase went from 8 percent up to 9
percent, while not significant, may be the beginning of a new trend and certainly
warrants monitoring since the child population in the U.S. has been decreasing: it may
be reflecting an increase in incidence as well as reporting.*

REPORT TOTALS AND INVOLVED CHILD REPORTING RATES
Tilt JURISDICTION

Table 2 shows 1982 report totals and numbers of involved children as provided by
officials within each of the jurisdictions. The involved child reporting rates were based
on 1982 child population estimates derived from census information and therefore must
be recognized as such.

The U.S. child population decreased by an estimated 5.5 percent between 1976
and 1982
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There is considerable variation in involved child reporting rates among the
jurisdictions. One of the main reasons for this is that child protective services reporting
sys.ems themselves vary. We know, for instance, that rates tend to be higher in
jurisdictions that report by family instead of by individual child more involved
children are accounted for by virtue of the fact that they reside together. The level of
public awareness and proactive efforts on the part of a community related to identifying
children at risk of maltreatment also significantly affects reporting rates. What is not
possible to propose is that there is a direct correlation between reposIbtg rates and
actual incidence of maltreatment. By definition, maltreatment that is not repotted is not
accounted for in reporting statistics. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to surmise
from these statistics that Maine, for example, has more child maltreatment than Illinois;
it is possible to conclude that proportionately more children in Maine were identified
through their particular reporting system.

Finally, there were an estimated 1.3 million children reported in 1982. The national
child reporting rate. based on information from the 50 states and the District of
Columbia, was 20.08 per 1,000 child population.

TABLE 2
NUMBER OF REPORTS AND

INVOLVED CHILD RATES, 1982

NUMBER
OF REPORTS

NUMBER OF
INVOLVED CHILDREN

INVOLVED CHILD RATES:
INVOLVED CHILDREN

PER 1.000
US. CHILDREN

Alabama
Alaska

24,0000

3,I793v
24,0003

3,179'
21.24

22.55
Arizona 8,944 N/A N/A
Arkansas 8,935 15,145 23.34
California 119,685 213,605 33.71
Colorado 8,191 N/A N/A
Connecticut 8,335 12.156 15.51

Delaware 3,114 N/A N/A
District of Columbia 3,1272 5,484 39.74
Florida 80,743v 80,7432 :.;325
Georgia 13,3842 30,298 18.61

Hawaii 2,9971 2,997 10.78

Idaho 4,805 6,2003 20.00
Illinois 34,394 61,443 19.58

Indiana 23,9881 23,988 15.53

Iowa 22,4311 22,431 28.14
Kansas 19,1811 19,181 29.65
Kentucky 30,4551.2 30,455 29.23
Louisiana 17,968 37,7333 25.10
Maine 4,188 8,671 28.06
Maryland 5,843'.' 5,8466
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TABLE 2 Continued

STATE
NUMBER

OF REPORTS
NUMBER OF

INVOLVED CHIIDREN

INVOI VED CHILD RATES:
INVOLVED CHII.DREN

PER I.000
U S. CNIIDR1141

Massachusetts 28,8691 28,869 20.40

Michigan 35,580 82,7953 32.10

Minnesota 10,009 14,393 12.63

Mississippi 3.214 N/A N/A
Missouri 33,965 55,862 42.26

Montana 4.3421.3 4,3423 18.80

Nebraska 4.093 5,872 13.32

Nevada 4,395 8,297 36.07

New Hampshire 2,979 N/A N/A
New Jersey 20,1931 20.193 10.06

New Mexico 2,878Z4 5,684"

New York 69,739 N/A N/A
North Carolina 16.9792 27,217 16.84

North Dakota 2,088 3.738 19.37

Ohio 23.0003 N/A N/A
Oklahoma 14.6761 14.676 16.66

Oregon 3.639v N/A
Pennsylvania 15,5931 15,593 5.22

Rhode Island 4,492 8.086 34.56

South Carolina 10.5342 23,545 25.45

South Dakota 5.0481 5,048 25.24

Tennessee 17,692 32,550 25.83

Texas 54,228 91.521 20.21

Utah 6,358 N/A N/A
Vermont 1,056 N/A N/A
Virginia 40,5974 40.597 28.23

Washington 21,536 41,565 36.43

West Virginia 7.763 N/A N/A
Wisconsin 9.0671 9,C67 6.90
Wyoming 1,635 2,572 16.30

Guam 1664 4/A N/A
Puerto Rico 4,822 11,240 N/A
Virgin Islands 1251 125 N/A
Mariana Islands 73 101 N/A

Taleulaung a rate Leung the pancular anformation prosvacd by this state is inappropriate
'Represents 'ruin/dual child reports as opposed to famt rayons
'Represents reports docununtod during the cawlyear as opposed to the calendar yaw
'Represents an estimate.
'Represents total ocontamed an the National Study data base
'Represenu substantiated moos only
,Represents abuse reports dilly.
'Represents new cases acceptedduring this woad
' Represents reports documented from October. 1982 through August. 1981
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TYPE OF REPORT*

The "type of reporr serves to summarize the nature of the child maltreatment problem
as it is reported to child protective services agencies. Table 3 shows that neglect, both
alone and in combination with abuse, is by far the most frequently reported aspect of
child .maltrestment. Alone, it accounted for 44 percent of all the reports, with abuse it
accounted for a total of 63 percent.

The "other" category refers to cases for which a specific report type was not indicated
and includes "at risk", which accounted for about 3 percent of all reports.

TABLE 3
TYPE OF REPORT

(N=255,472)

TYPE PERCENT OF REPORTS

Abuse 26%

Neglect 43%

Abuse/ Neglect 19%

Other 12%

TOTAL 100%

The information in this and subsequent sections of this report is based on data provided by 36 U.S.
Jurisdictions. A listing of these 'case data participants" and the number of reports used from each is
provided in Appendix B.
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SOURCE OF REPORT

As Table 4 shows, the types of individuals who report suspected maltreatment to
child protective services agencies are fairly evenly divided between professional
sources (48 percent) and nonprofessionals (52 percent). It is interesting to note that it
is the victim's own friends, neighbors and relatives who constitute the single largest
group of reporters (41 percent): this represents a significant level of lay community
concern, especially since, typically; nonprofessionals are not required by law to
report, whereas many professional groups are.

TABLE 4
SOURCE OF REPORT

(N=252,506)

SOURCE PERCENT OF ALL REPORTS

Professionals:

Medical Personnel 11%

School Personnel 12%

Law Enforcement 12%

Social Services 11%

Child Care Providers 2%

Total 48%

Nonprofessionals:

Friends. Neighbors. Relatives, Self* 41%

Anonymous 9%

Other Sources 2%

Total 52%

"Selr includes both victims and perpetrators and accounts for about 3 percent of all reports.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CPS CASES
SUMMARY PROFILE OF REPORTED FAMILIES

Table 5 provides an overview of the major demographic characteristics of families Who

are reported to child protective services agencies. Note that a"caretakers is defined as an

adult who has full-time responsibility for a child and would not include, for example,
babysitters or teachers. Also note that most at least 77 percent of the perpetrators

are also the caretakers.

The race distribution of the involved children differs from that for all U.S.children' in
that 69 percent of the involved children were white, compared to 82 percent of allU.S.

children." Age also differs in that the average age of involved children was 7.1 years vs.
8.7 for all U.S. children. The overrepresentation of young children can also be seen in

the following:

Age All U.S. Children Involved Children

0 - 5 33% 43%

6 -11 32% 33%

12 - 17 35% 24%

'All general pc.pulation information presented in this section is taken from "U.S. Children and

their Families: Current Conditions and Recent Trends", reprinted July 1983 by the
Foundation for Child Development, and represents estimates for the year 1982, unless
otherwise noted.

The actual percentages for the various race categories cannot be compared because the census
data do not reflect a distinction between Hispanic and black and white, whereas the data

received by the National Study do.
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TABLE S
SUMMARY PROFILE OF FAMILIES REPORTED FOR

CHILD MALTREATMENT

PERPETRATOR DESCRIPTORS

Age

Average Age

Sex
Males
Females

Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Other

CARETAKER AND HOUSEHOLD DESCRIPTORS
Age
, Average Age

Sex
Males
Females

31.2 years

38.6%
61.4%

69.C%
19.7%

9.2%
2.1%

31.4 years

36.5%
63.5%

Race
White 70.8%
Black 19.1%
Hisranic 6.1%
Other 4.0%

Employment Status
No Caretakers Employed 41.4%

Caretaker Composition
Male Only 4.6%
Female Only 43.4%
Male/ Female 50.7%
Other 1.3%

Number of Children in the How*
Average Number of Children 2.2

Public Assistance Status
Receiving Public Assistance 43.4%
Not Receiving Public Assistance 56.5%
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TABLE 5
Continued

INVOLVED CHILD DESCRIPTORS

Relationship to Caretaker
Natural Child 86.9%
Step/ Adoptive/ Fuger Child 9.3%
Unspecified Parent Type 0.6%
Other Relative 2.5%
Other 0.7%

Relationship to Perpetrator
Natural Child 85.1%
Step/ Adoptive / Foster Child 8.0%
Unspecified Parent Type 0.7%
Other Relative 4.1%
Other 2.1%

Age
Average Age 7.1

Sex

Males 49.5%
Females 50.5 %'

Race
White 64.9%
Black 21.7%
Hispanic 11.0%
Other 2.4%

Repicsents Male/ Male and Female/Female.
** Represents all children in each home, not just involved children.
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Forty three percent of the reported families were headed by a single female caretaker,
compared to only 19 percent of all U.S. families (with children under 18). The average
of 2.2 children per reported family is somewhat higher than the average for all U.S.
families, which was 19. The overrepresentation of larger families among reported
families can also be seen frkm the following: .:

Number of
Children

1

2
3
4

All U.S. Families
40%
37%
15%
8%

Reported Families
40%
28%
17%
15%

,.-4.

z.,r,

The proportion of all reported families who were receiving public assistance was 43
percent, compared to all U.S. families, of which only about 12 percent were receiving
equivalent public assistance. There was no caretaker employed in 41 percent of the
reported families.

STRESS FACTORS

A "stress factor" is a factor or condition of the family which is perceived by the
caseworker to produce stress, tension and problems within the family. Table 6
dembrstrates the high degree of stress under which reported families were living. The
additional fact that 60 percent of these cases indicated two or more categories of stress
underscore tne multiplicity of their problems.

TABLE 6
STRESS FACTORS

(N=76,555)

STRESS FACTORS PERCENT OF REPORTS

Health Problems 42%

Economic/Physical Living
Condition Problems 47%

Family Interaction Problems 68%

Other Stress Factors 29%

For this particular pan of the analysis. corresponding census information was available for 1981
rather than 1982
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MALTREATMENT

Table 7 shows the distribution of involved children for whom maltreatment
information was available across categories.of maltreatment. Note that because a child
could have experienced more than one type, the total-is greater than 100 percent.

TABLE 7

TYPE OF MALTREATMENT
(N=331,544)

TYPE OF MALTREATMENT PERCENT OF CHILDREN

Major Physical Injury 2%

Minor Physical Injury 17%

Unspecified Physical Injury 5%

Sexual Maltreatment 7%

Deprivation of Necessities 62%

Emotional Maltreatment 10%

Other Maltreatment 9%

Type Of Maltreatment and Perpetrator Relationship

Table 8 show, how the various types of maltreatment are associated with various
perpetrator relationship types. For this analysis, only perpetrators who were also the
child's caretaker were included.

It is noteworthy that natural parents were much less likely to be involved in sexual
maltreatment relative to the other maltreatment types, the difference being accounted
for by "other" parents, i.e., step, adoptive or foster parents.

Similarly, natural parents were less likely to be involved in cases indicating minor or
unspecified physical injury compared to the frequency of their involvement in the other
types of maltreatment, the difference is accounted for by other parent types.
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TABLE 8
TYPE OF MALTREATMENT AND CHILD

RELATIONSHIP TO PRIPETRATOR CARETAKERS
(N=77,2I4)

MAJOR OR MAJOR MINOR OR
CHILD. W/MINOR UNSPEaFIED SEXUAL DEPRIVATION OF EMOTIONAL OTHER MULTIPLE PERCENT

PERPETRATOR PHYSICAL INJURY PHYSICAL INJERY MALTREATMENT
NECESSITIES MALTREATMENT MALTREATMENT MALTREATMENT. OF ALL

RELATIONSHIP 001.941) 1.4.11**) IN.S.I73) (N.EMO) IN.S.4411 (Ns*, 1.4.11.MT) RELATIONSHIPSNatural Parent 81% 74% 57% 90% 80% 90% 82% 84%Other Parent" 9% 15% 32% 1% 6% 2% 5% 6%Natural and
Other Parent 5% 6% 5% 5% I0% 6% 8% 6%Other Relative 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%Nonrelative 2% 2% 3% <1% <I% 0% <1% 1%Other Perpetrator
Combinations 1% 1% 1% I% 1% 0% 2% 1%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
'Mahn to Alive for Mem way Am or typo of Horne oft isilleied NM 'Ma* or 14.* sib Maw Flyninl Ware .1141sat or I ompordoll Hylinf Wm' den rxt vg/p.....) poor Ion . 1461.0..Mop Witt. was
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Type of Maltreatment and Reporting Sources

Table 9 shows the associations between.the various types of
maltreatment end reporting sources. The predominance of
non-professional sources for most types of maltreatment is
consistent with their representation among all reporting
sources for all reports. A noteabk exception is major or major

With minor physical injury, which came primarily from
medical personnel. It is also interesting to note that school
Dersonnel were identifying more minor or unspecified physical
injury relative to their representation for the other types of
maltreatment.

TABLE 9
TYPE OF MALTREATMENT AND SOURCE OF REPORT

(N:193,048)

TYPE OF
MALTREATMENT

MAJOR OA MAJOR MINOR OR
W/MINOR UNSPECIFIED

PHYSICAL trinity PHYSICAL INJURY
(N624) (N:13.243)

SEXUAL
MALTREATMENT

(N:ILIM

DEPRIVATION OF
NECESSMES
(WNW)

EMOTIONAL OTHER WIMPLE
LIALTREATMENT MALTREATMENT MALTREATMENT

(13.136) (NUOI) (NILSO
PERCENT OF

ALL SOURCES

Medical 45% 10% 14% 7% .696 7% 11% 9%

School 11% 24% 10% 10% 11% 5% 12% 13%

Social Services 8% 9% 15% 10% 12% 13% 10% 10%

Law Enforcement 7% 10% 16% 16% 13% 23% 14% 14%

Child Care 4% 3% 1% 1% I% 2% 2% 2%

Nonprofessional 19% 36% 39% 42% 47% 39% 44% 41%

Other Sources 6% 8% 13% 9% I I% 7% 11%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 10096
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Type 01 Maltreatment and Perpetrator Age

Table 10 shows the associations between maltreatment types
and perpetrator age groups.

One of the more significant findings of this analysis concerns
the involvement ofyoung perpetrators in major physical injury

69 percent of major or major with minor physical injury wasaccounted for by pc-petrators under 30 years old, whereas only
49 percent of all perpetrators were under 30. This is quite

different from their level of involvement in the other
maltreatment types.

For sexual maltreatment, 23 percent of the perpetrators were
between the ages of 20 and 30, whereas 41 percent of all
perpetrators were in that range. At the same tinc,29percent of
the sex Ouse prepetrators were 40 or older. compared to 17
percent for all perpetrators.

TABLE 10
TYPE OF MALTREATMENT AND AGE OF PERPETRATOR

(N467,063)

AGI

MAJOR OR MAJOR
WITH MINOR

PHYSICAL
INJ1 RT
e..3.20)

MINOR OR
LNSPECIFIED

PHYSICAL
POCRY

(h:34.7311

SEX( Al.
MALTREATMCNT

(SWIM)

DEPRIVATION
Of

NECEVOTIES
0044.1K/)

EMOTIOAL
MALTREATMENT

(Mtn%
OTHER

H4.7,324

MIUTPLE
MALTREATMENT

roam OF
rearentoomUnder 15 1% <1% 4% <1% <1% <1% 1% 1%15 -19 13% 5% 8% 8% 4% 8% 6% 7%20 - 24 32% 19% 9% 22% 15% 22% 18% 19%25 -29 23% 22% 14% 23% 20% 22% 21% 22%30 -34 14% 22% 19% 19% 21% 18% 20% 20%35 - 39 8% 15% 17% 12% 17% 13% 15% 14%40 - 44 4% 9% 11% 7% 10% 8% 9% 8%45 - 49 2% 4% 6% 3% 5% 4% 4% 4%50 - 54 ILic 2% 5% 2% 3% 2% 3% 2%55+ 2% 2% 7% 4% 5% 3% 3% 3%
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Type of Maltreatment and Age of Involved Child

Table 11 shows the distribution of maltreatment types across ages of involved children,
the age distribution of all involved children, and, forcomparison, the age distribution of
all children in the U.S. under 18 years:

One important finding that is-immediately apparent is the concentration of major
physical i njury among very young children 60 percent of majoror major with minor
physical injury was accounted for by children under the age of four. The fact that 13
percent- of "other' maltreatment is associated with children less than one year is
probably attributable to abandonment, which is captured by the "other" category.
Beyond this, there is no equivalent concentration of any other maltreatment type
among a particular age group.
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TABLE 11
TYPE OF MALTREATMENT AND AGE OF INVOLVED CHILD

(N2131014)

AGE

MAJOR
OR MAJOR
IV/MINOR
PHYSICAL

INJURY
(N.E7J)

MINOR OR
UNSPECIFIED

PHYSICAL
INJURY

(NSSAII

SERI:A:
MALTREATMENT

INSILMI)

DEPRIVATION
OF

NECESSITIES
IN17S.801)

EMOTIONAL
MALTREATMENT

IN IYAS)

OTHER
MALTREATMENT

(t414.#14)

MULTIPLE
MALTREATMENT

(NMAIS)

PERCENT
OF ALL

INVOLVED
CHI OREN
(N.327.1111)

PERCENT
OF ALL

VS.
CHILDREN

IN47.733.11101
Less than

1 year 20% 4% <1% 9% 4% 13% 6% 7% 6%
1 17% 7% 1% 9% 5% 8% 7% 8% 6%2 14% 8% 3% 9% 6% 8% 8% 8% 67o3 9% 7% 5% 8% 6% 7% 7% 7% 5%4 6% 6% 6% 7% 6% 6% 6% 6% 5%
5

6

5%

4%
6%

6%

6%
5%

6%

6%
6%

6%

5%

5%
6%

6%
6%

6%

5%

5% eo
7 4% 6% 5% 6% 6% 5% 6% 6% 5%8 3% 5% 6% 6% 5% 4% 5% 5% 5%9 2% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 5% 5% 5%10 2% 5% 6% 5% 6% 4% 5% 5% 5%

11 2% 5% 6% 5% 6% 4% 5% 5% 6%12 2% 5% 7% 4% 6% 5% 5% 5% 6%13 2% 6% 8% 4% 6% 5% 5% 5% 6%14 2% 6% 9% 4% 6% 5% 5% 5% 6%15 2% 5% 8% 3% 6% 5% 5% 4% 6%16 2% 5% 7% 2% 5% 4% 4% 3% 6%17 1% 3% 4% 1% 3% 2% 2% 2% 6%
TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1009b 100%
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FATALITIES

Data related to fatalities was available from 24 of the jurisdictions. The actual number
of children who died in 1982 as a result of maltreatment is not available through this
study. Hoy:ever, presenting some of the characteristics of these cases involving 484
fatalities is informative.

Children who were reported as fatalities were much younger compared to all involved
children their average age was 2.04, vs. 7.14 years. Males and females were fairly
equally represented (51 percent and 49 percent), which is consistent with all reported
children. The most frequently associated type of maltreatment was deprivation of
necessities, which was indicated for 51'percent of the fatalities, followed by major
physical injury (40 percent) and minor physical injury (24 percent).

The single largest group of reporting sources was medical personnel (41 percent),
followed by law enforcement (36 percent). This contrasts with reporting sources for all
reports, for which nonprofessionals constituted the largest group.

In sixty percent of the reported fatality cases, both a male and female caretaker were
present; in 37 percent, there was a single female only. This differs from all reported
families: a male and female caretaker were present in 51 percent; a single female
caretaker was present in 43 percent.
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CHAR &CTERISTICS OF CPS RESPONSES TO
MALTREATMENT REPORTS

SUBSTANTIATION STATUS

Whether or not a report is substantiated represents one of the first decisions CPS makes
about a case (synonymous terms include "founded" and "valid"). In recent years, some
states adopted a typology that accommodates varying levels of evidence and began to
use categories such as "at risk". Therefore, it is no longer possible to distinguish all
reports as purely substantiated or unsubstantiated. Table 12 shows the distribution of
reports across the National Study's categories related to substantiation, which
incorporates reports labeled as "at risk" with those labeled as substantiated.

TABLE 12
SUBSTANTIATION STATUS .

(N=205,1178)

SUBSTANTIATION STATUS PERCENT OF REPORTS

Substantiated or At Risk 41%
Unsubstantiated 59%

TOTAL 100%

CASE STATUS

The second decision made by CPS typically is whether or not to open the case for
services after the investigation has taken place. It is important to point out that case
status is different from substantiation status; all substantiated cases are not necessarily
opened for services, nor are all unsubstantiated cases xessarily closed after the
investigation. Table 13 shows the distribution of reports across categories of case status.
The "other" category primarily includes those families who could not be located (about
2 percent of the total) and those who were referred out for services other than CPS
(about 3 percent of the total).

TABLE 13
CASE STATUS

(N=142,254)

CASE STATUS PERCENT OF REPORTS

Currently Under Investigation 4%

Case Closed After Investigation 49%

Opened for Protective Services 41%

Other Status 6%

TOTAL 100%
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Case Status and Source of Report

Table 14 shows that with the exceptions of law enforcement
personnel, "other" sources, and nonprofessionals, cases
reported by the various groups of reporters were fairly evenly
divided between "closed after the investigation" and
"protective services provided". Reports made by law
enforcement were most likely to result in protective services (56

percent); these made by "other" sources which includes
anonymous reporters, were least likely to do so (25 percent).
Nonprofessionals were the largest single group of reporting
sources; however, their reports were iess likely to result in
protective services relative to all the professional groups.

TABLE 14
CASE STATUS AND SOURCE OF REPORT

(N=111,359)

STATUS

MEDICAL
PERSONNEL

)

SCHOOL
PERSONNEL

IN13AW

SOCIAL
SERVICES
(14.12,549)

LAW
ENFORCEMENT

(N, I loITS)

CHILD
CARE

IN.2.41)

NON
PROFESSIONALS

(NuRJ13)
OTHER PERCENT OF

Oatom ALL REPORTS

Currently Under
Investigation 2% 4% 3% 3% 5% 3% 2% 3%

Case Closed After
Investigation 44% 43% 47% 36% 47% 56% 70% 51%

Protective
Services 49% 48% 45% 56% 45% 36% 25% 41%

Other 5% 5% 5% 5% 3% . 5% 3% 5%

TOTAL 100%. 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Case Status and Type of Maltreatment

As Jemonstrated in Table 15, not all cases where a maltreatment type was indicated
were opened for protective services. In addition, there is some variation with regard to
the particular type of maltreatment that was indicated and the likelihood of receiving
services. For example, cases involving minor or unspecified physical injury were least
likely to have been opened for services; those involving "other", which includes
abandonment, were most likely to do so.

TABLE 15
TYPE OF MALTREATMENT AND CASE STATUS

(N::62,888)

TAPE OF
MALTREATMENT

CAIIRENTI I UNDER
POESHCATION

(1.0SED AF .TR
ISVUOIGATION

OPEN FOR
PROTECTIVE SERVICES

OTHER
STATUS TOTAI.

Major or Major
with Minor
Physical Injury
(N=1,245) 3% 24% 67% 6% 100%

Minor or
Unspecified
Physical Injury

ISP:10,208) 4% 33% 54% 9% 100%

Sexual
Maltreatment
(N=3,446) 5% 20% 67% 8% 100%

Deprivation of
Necessities
(N=33,476) 3% 34% 54% 9% 100%

Emotional
Maltreatment
(N=4,119) 3% 20% 67% 10% 100%

Other
Maltreatment
(N=662) 4% 9% 86% 1% 100%

Multiple
Maltreatment
(N=9,732) 2% 23% 66% 9% 100%

TOTAL 3% 30% 58% 9% 100%
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SERVICES PROVIDED

The distribution of reports across categories of services is shown in Table 16. Note that
"casework counseling" refers to continued involvement on the part of a CrS worker
with the family and encompasses a variety of activities. Immediate or short term crisis
services includes emergency medical care and emergency shelter care. Long term
services includes, as examples, foster care, homemaker and day care services.

TABLE 16
SERVICES PROVIDED

(N=28,018)

SERVICES PEP.CENT OF REPORTS

Investigation Only /Services
Planned 4%

Casework Counseling 79%

Court Action initiated 19%

Immediate or Short Term
Services 17%

Long Term or Support Services 47%

Other Services 4%

Other data showed that 54 percent of the cases received two or more categories of
services. The most frequent combination was casework counseling with long-term
services. Also, for the readers information, foster care or other out of home placement
wag indicated for approximately 12 percent of the cases for which the information was
available for this study; day care, fors percent; and homemaker services, for 3 percent.
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SUMMARY
CHARACTERISTICS OF REPORTING TO CPS

The number of child abuse and neglect reports processed by child protective service
agencies nationwide in 1982 was 929,310. This represents an increase of 123 percent
since 1976. However, the rate at which reporting increased from year to year steadily
declined up until 1982, when it went up from 8 percent to 9 percent. This may be a new
trend in as much as the child population in the U.S. has decreased.

c 1982 National Study data base contained 457,747 reports provided by 36 US.
juris' dictions. This represented half of all reports documented nationwide. Also, the 36
fully participating jurisdictions accounted for 67 percent of the total U.S. child
population.

The national reporting rate was 20.08 children reported for every 1,000 children in the
U.S.

The most frequently reported aspect of the child maltreatment problem was neglect,
which both alone and in combination with abuse accounted for 63 percent of all reports.

Reporting sources were fairly evenly divided between professional and nonprofessional
groups, with friends, neighbors and relatives being the largest single group.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CPS CASES

Forty-three percent of the reported families were headed by a single female caretaker,
compared to only :9 percent of all U.S. families. The reported families tended to be
somewhat larger than all U.S. families an average of 2.2 children vs. 1.9.

Forty-three percent were receiving public assistance, compared to about 12 percent of
all U.S. families. Also, in 41 percent of the reported families, no caretaker was
employed.

The invr,:ved children as a group tended to be younger than all U.S. children. Their
average ages were 7.1 and 8.7 years, respectively. White involved children v.'ere
underrepresented 69 percent of those reported vs. 82 percent of all U.S. children.
Females and males were equally represented among all involved children.

Most (85 percent) of the perpetrators were the child's natural parents.
Step/adoptive/foster parents accounted for another 8 percent.

Deprivation of necessities was the most frequently indicated type of maltreatment (62
percent), followed by minor physic, I injury (17 percent). Major physical injury was the
least frequently indicated type (2 percent). Sexual maltreatment was indicated for 7
p:rcent.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CPS RESPONSES
TO MALTREATMENT REPORTS

Forty-one percent of all re .ores were substantiated or at risk; 59 percent were
unsubstantiated.

Forty-one percent of the reported cases were open far protective services; 49 percent
were closed after the investigation.

The predominant service type was casework counseling (79 percent), followed by long
term services (47 percent). Court action was indicated for 19 percent, and short term
crisis services indicated for 17 percent.
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IMPLICATIONS
In 1982, CPS agencies nationwide received more than twice as many reports than just
six years earlier. Despite substantial positive developments during this period, it is clear
that the current CPS system is ill-equipped to den! adequately with this volume of
reporting. Nearly half of the reported cases were closed after the investigation, and
many of these closed cases involved children for whom a type of maltreatment had been
indicated. Furthermore, the lick of consistency of response on the part of CPS agencies
leads one to question how screening and service delivery decisions are being made now
in the face of budget and staff cutbacks.

Given the reality of significantly increased reporting, it is perhaps unrealistic to expect
the CPS system to effectivelydeal with maltreatment nly after it has occurred; rather,
concerted efforts to prevent if from occuring in the first place are also needed. Clearly,
the prevention of maltreatment mils: be given priority status in emerging policy directed
toward children and families.Moreover, the national reporting data can help direct
prevention efforts by delineating risk factors for child maltreatment.

Although the reporting data cannot of course reflect what is not :eported, there is a
remarkable consistency to the characteristics of reported families over time, even as the
reporiing "net" has widened and the number of cases more than doubled.

More specifically, the characteristics of families who come in contact with CPS agencies
seem fo be different from those of the general population. The children tend to be
younger, they are more likely to be non-white; they tend more often to be headed by a
single female; they receive public assistance much more frequently; and they have more
children. Also, while comparison with the general population is not possible, it is
significant that reported families are plagued by a number of stresses, including a high
rate of unemployment. Finally, they tend to be involved in deprivation of necessities or
neglect more frequently than any other type of maltreatment, which likely is related to
their economic status.

In sum, while obviously child maltreatment is not restricted to ny particular sub-group
of the population, enough is now known about the majority of those families who
become involved with CPS agencies so that prevention efforts directed toward the
identified-population can be developed. As we come to learn more about maltreating
families who do not become involved with CPS, prevention policy clua be broadened so
that the protection of children does not depend on being identified after the fact.
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APPENDIX A
DATA ITEMS AND RESPONSE

CATEGORIES FOR THE
NATIONAL STUDY DATA BASE

Case and Family Descriptors

A. DATE OF INITIAL REPORT
I. Date

B. DATE CASE STATUS DETERMINED
I. Date

C. LOCATION
I. State or statecode
2. County or countycode
3. District code

D. NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN HOME
I. Number

E. SOURCE OF INITIAL REPORT
I. Medical personnel

a. Private physician
b. Clinic or hospital physician
c. Other medical personnel
d. Unspecified/mixed school personnel

2. School personnel
a. School nurse
b. Teacher
c. Principal
d. Other school personnel
e. Unspecified/mixed medical personnel

3. Social service personnel
a. Social worker
b. Mental health personnel
c. Institutional staff
d. Other social service personnel
e. Jnspecifioci/mixed social service personnel

4. Law enforcement persottnel
a. Police
b. Courts, attorneys
c. Parole, probation officer
d. Emergency service personnel
e. Other law enforcement personnel
f. Unspecified /mixed law enforcement personnel

I,



5. Nonprofessionals
a. Friend, neighbor
b. Victim
c. Responsible caretaker
d. Perpetrator/self report
e. Other family member/relative
f. Other nonprofessional
g. Unspecified/mixed nonprofessionals

6. Child care providers
a. Day care center
b. Preschool/nursery school
c. Day care home
d. Babysitter
e. Other child care providers
f. Unspecified/mixed child care providers

7. Other source of report
a. Anonymous
b. Other
c. Unspecified/mixed source of report

8. Unknown
F. CASE STATUS

1. Currently under investigation
2. Case closed after investigation
3. Protective services provided

4. Other case status
a. Case referred for services other than protective
b. Cannot locate family
c. Other
d. Unspecified/mixed case status

5. Unknown

G. SERVICES PROVIDED OR ARRANGED
(maximum of four responses are allowed per report)

I. Investigation only services expected/planned

2. Casework counseling
3. Court action initiated
4. Immediate or short-term crisis services

a. Emergency shelter
b. Immediate medical services
c. Unspecified/mixed short-term crisis services

5. Long-term or support services
a. Foster care or out-of-home placement
b. Ongoing health services
c. Day care
e. Budgeting/home management services

. t :
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f. Mental health services/counseling
g. Employment services
h. Housing assistance
i. Parents Anonymous or community self-help groups
j. Legal services
k. Parenting education
I. Church/neighborhood assistance
ni. Financial/public assistance
n. Unspecified/mixed long-term support services

6. Other services
a. Other
b. Unspecified/mixed services provided or arranged

7. Family refused services

8. None
9. Unknown

H. TYPE OF REPORT
I. Abuse

a. Abuse unsubstantiated
b. Abuse substantiated
c. Abuse-substantiation unspecified'

2. Neglect
a. Neglect unsubtantiated
b. Neglect substantiated
c. Neglect-substantiation unspecified

3. Abuse and neglect
a. Abuse/neglect unsubstantiated
b. Abuse/neglect substantiated
c. Abuse/neglect-substantiation unspecified

4. Report type unspecifed
a. Unsubstantiated, report type unspecified
b. Substantiated, report type unspecified
c. Nonspecified substantiation and report type

5. Other report type
a. At risk
b. Other

6. Unknown
I. FAMILY PUBLIC ASSISTANCE STAT US

(a maximum of three responses are allowed)

I. Receiving public assistance
a. Receiving AFDC
b. Receiving SSI
c. Receiving food stamps
d. Receiving Medicaid, Medicare
e. Receiving WIN
f. Receiving other public assistance
g. Receiving unspecified/mixed public assistance

41-047 0 - 85 - 19
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2. Not receiving public assistance

3. Unknown
J. FAMILY STRESS FACTORS

(s maximum of six responses are allowed for each case)

I. Health problems
a. Alcohol/drug dependency
b. Medical/physical disability of caretaker
c. Medical/physical disability of child
d. Mental retardation of caretaker
e. Mental retardation of child
f. Mental /emotional health problem of caretaker
g. Mental/emotional health problem of child
h. Other health problems
i. Unspecified/mixed health problems

2. Economic or physical living conditions
a. Inadequate housing
b. Social isolation
c. Job-related problems
d. Insufficient income
e. Transient or unstable living situation
f. Mismanagement of income
g. Other economic or physical living condition problems
h. Unspecified/mixed economic or physical living conditions

4. Other stress factors
a. Other
b. Unspecified/mixed stress factors

5. None
6. Unknown

Responsible Caretaker and Perpetrator Descriptors

A. RESPONSIBLE CARETAKER AGE
I. Age in years

B. RESPONSIBLE CARETAKER SEX
I. Male
2. Female
3. Unknown

C. RESPONSIBLE CARETAKER RACE
I. White
2. Black
3. Hispanic
4. Other race

a. Asian
b. Native American
c. Alaskan Native
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d. Other
e. Unspecified/mixed other race

5. Unknown

D. RESPONSIBLE CARETAKER EMPLOYMENT STATUS
I. Employed full-time
2. Unemployed

3. Other employment status
a. Employed less than full-time
b. Temporary employment
c. Student, not in tabor force
d. Homemaker, not in labor force
e. Disabled, not in tabor force'
f. Unspecified/mixed other employment status

4. Unknown
E. PERPETRATOR AGE

1. Age in years

F. PERPETRATOR SEX
I. Male
2. Female
3. Unknown

G. PERPETRATOR RACE
' 1. White

2. Black
3. Hispanic
4. Other race

a. Asian
b. Native American
C. Other
d. Unspecified/mixed other race

5. Unknown

Child Data
A. CHILD AGE

1. Age in years

B. CHILD SEX
1. Male
2. Female
3. Unknown

C. CHILD RACE
I. White
2. Black
3. Hispanic
4. Other race

a. Asian
b. Native American
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c. Alaskan Native
d. Other
e. Unspecified/mixed other race

5. Unknown
D. CHILD RELATIONSHIP TO RESPONSIBLE CARETAKER

i. Parental
Natural

b. Step
c. Adoptive
d. Foster
e Unspecified, mixed parental relationship

2. Other relative
a. Sibling
b. Grandchild
c. Other relative
d. Unspecified/mixed other relative

3. Other relationship
a. Boyfriend/girlfriend of parent

b. State institution
c. Private institution
d. Other
e. Unspecified/mixed other caretaker relationship

4. Unknown

E. CHILD RELATIONSHIP TO PERPETRATOR

I. Parental
a. Natural
h. Step
c. Adoptive
d. Foster
e. Unspecified/mixed pat nal relationship

2. Other relative
a. Sibling
b. Grandchild
c. Other relative
d. Unspecified/mixed other relative

3. Other relationship
a. Boyfriend/girlfriend of parent
b. State institutional staff
c. Private institutional staff
d. Babysitter
e. Teacher
f. Neighbor/friend of parent
g. No relationship
h. Other
i. Unspecified/mixed other perpetrator relationship

4. Unknown

ti
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F. TYPE OF MALTREATMENT
(maximum of five responses are allowed for each child)

1. Major physical injury
a. Brain damage/skull fracture
b. Subdural hemorrhage or hematoma
c. Bone fracture
d. Dislocation/sprains
e. Internal injuries
1. Poisoning
g. Burns/scalds
h. Severe cuts/lacerations/bruises
i. Other major physical injury
j. Unspecified/mixed major physical injuric

2. Minor physical injury
a. Minor cuts/ bruises/ welts
b. Twisting/shaking
c. Other minor injury
d. Unspecified/mixed r :nor physical injuries

3. Physical injury, severity unspecified
a. Unspecified/mixed physical injury

4. Sexual maltreatment
a. Incest

' b. Exploitation
c. Rape /intercourse
d. Molestation
e. Other sexual maltreatment
f. Unspecified/mixed sexual maltreatment

5. Deprivation of necessities
a. Negkcting to provide nourishment
b. Neglecting to provide shelter
c. Neglecting to provide clothing
d. Neglecting to provide health care
e. Failure to thrive

Lack of supervision
g. Educational neglect
h. Unspecified/mixed deprivation of necessities

6. Emotional maltreatment
a. Emotional abuse
b. Emotional neglect
c. Unspecified/mixed emotional maltreatment

7. Other maltreatment
a. Abandonment
b. Other
c. Unspecified/mixed maltreatment

8 No maltreatment
9. Noninvolved child

10. Unknown

G. FATALITY
1. Fatal
2. Nonfatal
3. Unknown
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APPENDIX B
CASE DATA PARTICII

REPORT TOTALS OF CASE DATA PARTICIPANTS
(N::457,747)

TOTAL

Alaska 2,538
Arizona 8,694

Arkansas 8,974

Colorado 6,805

Dist. of Columbia 2,529

Florida 79,701
Georgia 11,048

Hawaii 1,841

Illinois 34,374

Indiana 14,511

Iowa 13,844

Kentucky 8,267
Louisiana 15,383

Maine 2,454

Michigan 31,425

Minnesota 9.764

Mississippi 3,021

Missouri 23,752

Nebraska 3,930

Nevada 4,397
New Hampshire 2,322

New Mexico 3,439

New York 55,245

North Carolina 11,539

North Dakota 1,759

Pennsylvania 9,420
Rhode Island 705

South Carolina 7,022

Texas 52,182
Utah 6.406

Vermont 1,030

Virginia 12,168
West Virginia 180
Wisconsin 7.011

Guam
54

Virgin Islands
13

TOTAL
457,747

Represents individual child reports as opposed to family reports.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A
NATIONWIDE SLAVEY OF MATERPITY/PARENTAL LEAVES

Raserech Project an Corporate Lame Policies

Increased Interest in Leave Relict's
interest in corporate maternity/parental-leave policy is growing. Women m longer
leave the work force to bear and raise children and return to work after their
children have gone to college. Women's worklife expectancy is fast approaching
men's, and women who bear children leave the work force only tenporatily.

According to projections, in only six years fully half of the labor force will be
comprised of wontan (the current figure is 44%), and 80% of those women will
become pregnant at some time during their worklives. Many employers are now
reexamining their leave policies to effectively plan for the ongoing transition.
Employees, who are often baffled by unclear, limited, or inflexible leave policies,
are seeking information on other companies' policies in order to better plan their
leaves and negotiate with heir employers.

Despite the Interest in maternity and parental leaves, little information on
corporate attitudes and practices in this area is available. The Catalyst Oyler
and Fam4 Center's first netlomvide study Was conducted in 1980 among the
Fortune 1300 companies and reported an existing or planned policies addressing the
needs of working parents. Although the report contIned limited information on
parental leaves, four years later companies, employees, the business press, and
other media continue to request and cite the data.

Major Project Initiated
In response to the need for more current end comprehensive information, Catalyst's
Corporate Chiid Cart Resource is conducting an investigation of corporate
maternity and parental leaves. This research project thoroughly examines
corporate policies, practices, and attitudes on this topic, and is designed to
provide:

(1) useful data on current practices;
(2) suggestions for developing clear and effective policies;
(3) descriptions of innovative policies already in existence or currently

being developed and tested; and
(4) prototype materials to assist management and employees in planning for

effective leaves.
This preliminary report discusses some results from one phase of the research
project, an extensive questionnaire sent to Fortune 1500 companies on their
policies, practices, and attitudes.

Other components of the project include a literature review of business and legal
materials related to parental leaves, Interviews with senior human resources
executives on policy planning and barriers to progressive policy Implementation,
and group interviews with employees about concerns and needs mated to leave
taking. This report outlines the major findings of the i-urvey, each of which will be
explored further as the project continues. The final report will incorporate more

Perspective #17, June i984
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..complete informationon.aurvey responsast.a thorough data analysis, Information
gathered from our interviews, examples of innovative policies, and
mem -mendations for effective :did productive maternity/parental-leave practices.

Survey Participate

Response Rate
The high response rate to our ten-page questionnaire indicates the importance of
this issue to the corporate community. Questionnaires, with an explanation of the
project, were mailed to a total of 1462 companies taken from the top 1000
industrial and 500 financial and service companies. Follow-ups were sent to all
non-respondents one month later. All surveys received before March 1 were
included In recording the quantitative data.

The total number of responses was. 420; 24 declined to participate and 12 were
received too late for inclusion, leaving a total of 384 partinipunts. These numbers
represent a response rate of 28.7%, and an impressive participation rate of 243%.
Of the 134 Fortune 1500 companies receiving Catalyst Perspective, 75 returned a
completed survey, for participation rate of 56%.

Explanation of sumy data
In reporting on survey findings, we cite percentages of respondents for a number of
questions. These percentages arebased on the companies answering the question,
and do not include bionics, no answers or "not-applicables." Since tila number of
companies not answering varies for each question, the percentages are based bn
different 'Ns,' or sample sizes. To avoid confusion or misinterpretation of the data,
with every percentage we cite, we alas note the number of companies represented.
Where furtner explanation is required, we provide an explanatory footnote.

Participating C.owpanies
The sample includes a range of companies varying in volume of sales, location,
industry type, and number of employees. Approximately 70% (233 companies)
reported annual sales of over $500 million (30.9%, 104 companies listed sales of
$500 million or less). Two-thirds (245 companies) employ over 2,500 people with
one-third (121 companies) employing over 10,000. i

The survey drew responses from all regions of the country. 338 companies
identified themselves by state, with one-third (115 companies) coming from the
Northeast, over a third (121 companies) from the Midwest and North Central
states, and the remaining 30% split evenly between the West (51 companies) and
the South (50 companies).

Over half of the participating companies (52.7%, 197 companies) are manufacturing
firms, with another 6.7% (25 companies) in construction, agriculture or mining.
Over one-quarter (28.3%, 106 companies) are in the financial or service industries,
including insurance, real estate, and retail trade. 12.3% (46 companies) are from
the communication, transoortation or public utilities industries. There is no
industry data on ten companies.
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highlights of Survey Findings: Current Policies and Practices

The three components of matemitylperentA-leave policies are often unclear.
Many maternity.- and parental-leave policies lacked clear definition.
Maternity/parental-leave policies can include Write separate components of leave
for new parents: disability, paid leaves, and unpaid leaves. These can be offered
singly or in a combination.

Disabilit as part of a perental-ieave policy, is paid leave which applies only to
nature mothers. Company short-term disability policy must treat pregnancy and
childbirth in the earns way as any other disability, as required by the 1978
Pregnancy Discrimination Act, which clarified Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. This period spans the time a woman is physically disabled by her condition,
during which time she is legally entitled to all rights granted any other disabled
employee as certified by a physician.

Paid Leave is leave other than disability granted to mothers or fathers to allow
them to spend a certain amount of time at home with their new baby, without total
loss of income. Mothers use this time to make the emotions; and psychological
transition accompanying the physical recovery from childbirth. Both parents use
this leave time to adjust to the new family member and/or to locate infant care, an
often lengthy and involving process. In our survey we defined maternity/parental
leaves (paid or unpaid) as necessarily having a guarantee of a job upon return to
work. our opinion was that if employees can technically take a "leave" but have no
job guarantee, then in effect they are resigning from the company, with only a
possibility of being rehired.

t

Unpaid Leave is the third possible component of leave, and may be offered either
alone or in conjunction with one or both of the leaves described above. Like paid
leave, it offers additional time to the mother for emotional and psychological
adjustment, or to both parents for providing infant care during the months after
birth, when a baby needs constant care which often cannot be met by existing
services. This type of leave used to be offered to mothers only, as unpaid
maternity leave. It Is increasingly being offered to both parents and referred to as
"child care leave," "care of newborn child leave," or, most commonly, lasreonal
leave." As stated above, only policies that stipulate some kind of guarantee of
continued employment are counted as actual leave policies.

Paid leave is most often easfined to disability.
Few companies or sr paid leave for new parents other than paid disability leave
granted to women for childbirth. Almost all companies (95%08 companies) have
a short-term disability policy. The disability period is more often partially paid
(573%, 180 companies) than fully paid (38.9%, 122 companies). The amount of
compensation varies less according to jab rank or position than according to the
length of an employee's service (percentage of pay increases in relation to length
of service). '

The length of time taken for disability varies from person to person, because the
disability period is determined by medical opinion. The average length of disability
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leave taken varied In different companies.

63.1% reported 5-8 weeks (202 companies';
32.2% reported 9-12 weeks (103 companie.);
4.7% reported 1-4 weeks (15 commies). (N=320)

Aside from the period based strictly on medical disability, most companies offer
paid leave only through the use of accrued vacation time. A few companies offer
paid leave In addition to disability and vacation; twenty-five companies Indicated
they do so for women and mans do so for men. The length of paid time granted at
these companies ranges from one to eight weeks.

Man and women are often offered comparable unpaid leaves.
Companies increasingly offer leaves for men.
Not surprisingly a much larger proportion of the respondents offer employees
urpaid leave, In comparison to the few offering paid leave. Although more
companies offer unpaid leave to women than to men, a substantial number of
companies grant man unpaid leaves. Over half of respondents (51.7%, 170
companies) give female employees some urpaid leave and over a third give males
some leave time (36.8%, 119 companies). The relatively large sample of companies
offering men unpaid leave contrasts sharply with the 8.6% of companies reported In
our 1980 survey as offering some kind of 'paternity benefits." The number of
companies that Include men In their unpaid leave policy Is clearly growing. The
reasons for the proliferation of policies which make leaveravallable to men will be
explored in our final report.

Leave time granted to men and women Is similar.
The maximum urpaid leave time granted to men is not significantly shorter than
that granted to women. In fact, the breakdown by length of leave offered to men
and women shows greater similarities than differences.

To female employee's
28.7% grant onu to four weeks (52 companies).
353% grant two or three months (65 companies).
28.2% grant four to six months (51 companies).
7.2% grant seven months to a year (13 companies). (N=181)

To male employees
36.0% grant one to four weeks (41 companies).
29.0% grant two or three months (33 companies).
25.4% grant'four-to six months (29 companies).
9.6% grant seven months to a year (11 companies).* (N=114)

These figures show that when men are offered leaves, they often tend to be
allowed leaves of one to four weeks, while women are allowed somewhat longer
leaves. The differences between length of leaves offered men and women are not
substantial, however, especially for longer leaves.

"The percentage of companies granting more than seven months is higher for men
than for women, 9.6% vs. 7.2%, but the number Is fewer (11 versus 13). This is
attributable to the different sample size.
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One factor in this similarity may be concern over equity and developing non-
discriminatory policy. Companies which grant men leaves tend to grant leaves of
equal length to men and women; thus if policy covers men and women and grants
women three months unpaid leave, it probably grants men three months as mill.

Men may have the option of parental leave, but they seldom use it.
The survey also reveals that although men are increasingly covered by official
policy and allowed to take leaves, only a smell number are taking advantage of this
opportunity. Women use the opportunity to take urpaid leave, but relatively few
companies reported that men had actually taken leaves. The changes in corporate
attitudes toward male leave takers and the career experiences of men taking leave
will be explored in the final report.

Few differences Wet between leave policire far manegers and non-rnenegsre.
Although it is often assumed that more flexibility exists for manager*, our
preliminary analysis does not confirm that belief. The survey uncovered few
differences in policy or practice concerning managerial and non-managerial
women. In general companies treat female employees equally In terms of
flexibility in isave policy. For instance, one way substantial number of a

companies (26.6%, 88 companies) accommodate the special unanticipated needs of
new parents is to make policy exceptions if the situation warrants it. In nearly all
of these companies (73) exceptions are made equally for managers and non-
managers.

Additional flexibility is found at surprisingly large number of companies where
some women, managers and non-managers alike, have arranged to work part-time
for period upon returning from leave. Fully three - fifths or the respondents (203
companies) affirmed that that option had been granted. Once again, nearly all
stated that both managerial and non-managerial women had made equal use of this
opportunity.

Our findings also suggest that managerial and non-managerial women :eke
approximately the same amount of leave. Both groups tend to return to work
relatively soon. Over three-quarters of the companies who reported the average
length of leave taken during the pest year stated that women, managerial and non-
managerial, returned on average within three months. This corresponds with the
finding in our 1980 study of 815 two-career couples that the median time taken by
the women was three months. The breakdown of average length of leave taken
shows that both groups of women return to work within a very similar amount of
time. The percentage of companies reporting a specified length of leave for
managers and non-managers is as follows:

Average Leave Managerial Women Non-managerial women
Taken (% companies) (I companies) (% companies) (# companies)

3-8 weeks 45.4 65 43.6 82
9-12 weeks 32.2 46 35.0 66
13-20 weeks 14.7 21 13.9 26
over 20 weeks 7.7 11 7.5 14

(N=143) (N=188)
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Clarity and tornmunication of leave policy was cited as critical to success of leave policy.Asked to name the %est inpartant.factorm in making their policies successful, a ergsnumber of employers answered "excellent communication" or "clarity of policy." hienpolicies are clearly written and communicated, leavetakers and their managers are betterable to plan fora smooth transition and handling of work during leave. Catalyst's initialdiscussions with employees indicate that lack of clarity leads to employe* anxiety,dissatisfaction, and an adverse relationship between lam:taker and employer. In the nextfew matte we will examine ways the various impacts of leave policy are communicated,and develop guidelines for clear communication of these policies.

-The Pregnancy Discriselnstion Act (PCA) cues cm* changes in corporate policy.A sizable numbervocomosnies
changed their policies as a result of the PDA, whichprohibits discrimination against employees on the basis of pregnancy or childbirth.Company policies that treated pregnant employees differently from other employees hadto be adjusted as of October 1973 to conform to POA requirements. Two of the changeswe discovered through our survey were an if:crafted formalization of policy and longerpaid leava, which refers in this care to paid disability leave. Both of these changes arelikely consequences of the PDA: if maternity was added to written leave policy as aresult of the POA, policy could be considered more formal; and if maternity was added topaid disability policy, the amount of paid maternity leave would appear to have beenlengthened. The PDA may have other important ramifications as well. For instance, itappears that in an effort to establish a non-discriminatory policy, some companies haveshortened their unpaid leave, formerly "maternity leave," and opened it up to maleemployees.

Looking Towards the Future: Metemity/Pareetal-Leave PolicZes
Companies have inedaquete data for human resources planning.In our survey, significant number of corporate policymakers (one third) wrote that theydid not know precisely how many people take maternity/parental leaves annually.Another quarter of respondents did not answer the question at all. Some companies whoanswered "unknown" may be able to retrieve the information but did not have time to doso for the survey; it seems, however, that

a substantial proportion of companies do nothave or cannot retrieve such information. Since data an present and projected use ofleaves can provide useful guidelines for evaluating maternity/parental-leavepolicy endcan suggest necessary changes,- more attention needs to be directed to this issue.
The number of leavetakers is likely to Ircreses.
Companies were asked whether the proportion of learstakers over the last few years hadincreased, decreased, or remained stable. Few companies experienced a decrease. Mostcompanies indicated that the percentage had stayed aboutthesame and a significantnumber noted that there had been an increase In percentage. Even if the percentage ofleavetakers stays the same at many companies, given the increase in the number ofwomen In the work force, there will almost certainly be greater numbers of leavetakers inthe future. As the numbers increase, the need for a clear, equitable, adequate leavepolicy will become more pressing.
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Com:anise are currently drreloping and Implementing more programs era: policies to
meet the needs of walking permits than they were int:lat.
The survey asked about corporate Initiatives In the area of work and family, with several
parts of the question nearly identical to one on our 1980 survey. Responses to.tto
question suggest that there have been changes In the last few years.

Comparing the 1984 data with 1980's, we can see where interest has grown and where It
has declined. For example in our 1980 survey, paternity leave was offered by 8.6%
companies (27 companies) and favored by 25.6% (80 companies). Today It Is offered in
some form by 119 companies, an Indication that "favoring a policy' may indicate
increased likelihood of policy change. Preliminary analysis also suggests that childcare
subsidy programs have Increased, and that we of sick days for children's illnesses has
grown, as both an actual policy option and a possible one. By contrast, the concept of
"flexible work places," (e.g. allowing ens:Wyse* to work at hone on computer terminals,)
remained stable in terms of both practice and interest. Changes In corporate programs
obviously take time, but the 1984 responses show that in as little as arsesand-e-half
years, the time shooed since our last survey, some observable differencescan be noted.
As we complete WV analysis, we will report more extensively on present practices and on
the future possibilities for a wide range of options, including on-site child can;job-
sharing, and flexible compensation.

Fined Report

The issues mentioned in this report will be more fully examined at part of the larger
research effort. Others we have Identified which will also be addressed In the ruU report,
Include:

o Definition of Leaves: What are the components of leave for
new parents? Should leave be called maternity, paternity,
personal, or parental leave? Are benefits ...covered In most leave
policies?

o Legal Questions: What are the legal (replications of the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act? Can a company offer unpaid
leaves to new mothers and not to new fathers? Must they be of
the same length?

o Male Leaves: What kinds of leaves do men want and take?
w cso companies respond to male leave-takers?

o Handling Work: How can company maintain productivity
when employees take leaves? How is work best handled during
an errployee's absence?

o Alternative Work Schedules: Under what conditions are job-
sharing and permanent part-time positions feasible?

o gv 5x.s is it fair to give leaves to parents and hot to non-
parents? Hi.nv can an employer make exceptions for some, and
still have an equitable policy?
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o Loss of Employees: Now can a policy be structure. to minimize
employee attrition upon childbirth?
Can such a policy also minimize disruption to the company?

o Polio Needs Assessmentr Whar should companies think about
Io n ng a eave po cy How can employees' needs be
measured?

o Thy Future: What aspects of policies are Likely to be changed?
What are the barriers to more flexible leaves? How cart they be
'addressed?

This report has provided a preliminary examination of one part of a multiphase
research project. It would be premature to draw. conclusions from it. Many
companies seemo be-rmaidng do" with maternity-leavepolicies better suited to
the past work farce than to the present one. Some have responded to the greater
number. women taking leaverbrformalizing and: clarifying policies but with9utmaking provisions for flexibility.

An increasing number of employers, however, are developing innovative and highly
satisfactory policies thataddress employees' needs for time and flexibility, and
employers need for maintaining productivity. Our final report will: focus on
successful components of: these leave policies and analyze their applicability to
other companies, by industry and geographic region. By providing useful detailed
information on the policies, prectiees,-end attitudes of.a large sample of Fortwie
1500 companies, the final report will fill a gap in information currently unavailable
for corporate policy planning.

For further information, contact Phyllis Silverman, Ph.D., Director, Career and
Family Programs.

Copyright 1984 by Catalyst. Please Mee: Permission moat be 'obtained from
Catalyst before any part of this publication may be reprinted, quoted, or
tray sinitted in any form.
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A 1981 Department of Labor report indicated that 531. of children in the United

States have working mothers and a Bureau of Census report shows that 7 million

children are without identified child care. 1980 Maine census figures indicate

that there are approximately 25.055 households headed by single parents.

The Federal Government has increasingly withdrawn its support of a national

policy toward child cart.

The Maine Child Care Task Force, co-sponsored by the Department of Human

Services and Department of Educational and Cultural Services was convened in

September 1983. The Task Force is a committee.of volualeers comprised of public

and private child care providers, consumer groups. business representatives.

educators and others with an interest in this issue.

The goals of the Task Force are to determine the unmet used for child care in

Maine and to make recommendations by September. 1984. regarding *revenants Le

policies and programs which affect the care of children. V. are wrangling

innovative ways in which existing public and private resources can best be utilised

to improve and expand the child care available to Maine parents.

The Task Force is chaired by Sharon H. Lunner, Chief Executive Officer, of the

Finance Authority of Maine; staff assistance La provided by Barbara R. Collier of

the Department of Human Services.
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The Task Force has formed four subcommittees, each exploring a specific issue

of child care: 1) Seeds Assessment Survey; 2) Employer-Supported Child Care

Options; 3) Program: The Supplemental Enrichment Role of Child Care; and

4) Rol* of the Schools (Education).

After six months of examination of the issues, the Task Force vill conduct five

statewide public hearings on Tuesday, May I, 1964 at locations in Augusta, Bangor, . .

Caribou, Lewiston and Portland. The Committee is seeking public response to its

preliminary areas of investigation and suggestions from the Maine community

reflecting its child care needs and problems. Enclosed is a copy of the notice or

invitation to these hearings with more detailed information on times and places, as

well as full outlines of subcommittees' preliminary f investigation.

Following are highlights of subcommittee activities:

Survey Subsosmittee

Subcommittee developed, in conjunction with MAIMEPOLL of Orono, a telephone

survey to determine the unmet statewide need for child care.

Subcommittee will develop an accompanying narrative for inclusion in the final

report.

(Please see enclosed press release describing salient findings from the

a y.)

Employer - Supported Subcommittee

Subcommittee plans for a breakfast meeting with CEO's of Maine's major

companies to:

educate on child care and employer-supported options

learn bu ' experiences in ing employees with child care

problems as well as their perception of need fo.. employer-supported

options.
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-- Subcommittee has surveyed all licensed and registered child care providers to

determine numbers of special needs and school-age children served and barriers

to these services.

tale of the Schools (Education committee

Subcommittee sponsored a Workshop on School-Age Child Care featuring

consultants from Wellesley Coalege for citizens interested in learning sore

about setting up 'progress for school-age (latchkey) children on January 3.

1984

-- Subcommittee has conducted a statewide survey to determine child care needs as

perceived by.scbool administrators.

The Task Force plans to review and consider all suggestions and comments frog

the public. Its final report to the Commissioners of the two sponsoring

Departments will, hopefully, call attention to the child care needs. of the Maine

community and offer recommendations which will effectively improve the quality and

quantity of child care in Maine.
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RELEASE: Sunday. April 1. 1984

CONTACT: Sharon Mitchell Lunner or Barbara Collier

Task Force Chairperson Task Force Staff
Finance Authority of Maine 221 State Street
P.O. Box 949 Station 11
Augusta. Nein: Augusta, Mine
Tel: 289-3095 Tel: 289-2971

SUBJECT: Statewide Child Care Needs Assessment Survey

Close to 25,000 Maine children age 6 through 12 spend an average of mere than

four hours caring for themselves during a typical week. a survey on Maine child care

needs indicates. Awing these are children who'return to an empty house after school.

so-called 'latch -key children."

The survey, the first of its kind in Moine, also ettispted that 500 children

age five or younger spend some time during a typical week caring for themselves.

Another 2,500 children under age three and 1,000 children age 3-5, were sometimes left

at home alone with only a neighbor or friend looking in to check on them; 8,500 6 to 12

year olds were cared for in that fashion.

The scientific survey, accurate to within plusor minus 4.4% for ell,ehildren

12 or younger was conducted during the period January 20 through March 2 for the

Maine Child Care Task Force, co-sponsored by the Department of Human Services and

the Department of Educational and Cultural Services, which commissioned the work by

MAINEPOLL of Orono.
;

'The survey is an extremely important benchmark from which we.tin work and

begin to develop reccommildations to include in oer report this fall on Maine child

care needs. ".said Sharon Mitchell Loaner, Chief Executive Officer of the Finance

Authority of Maine and Task Force Chairperson.
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'Prior to this survey, there was no accurate intonation concerning the exten

of child care needin Moine," Ms, lunar said.

The survey.!showsthe extent of child can needs in the state to be even greater .

than we anticipated. The survey shows not only a large demand for additional services,-
. .

but also shows how lack ofAggilablt_or iffardable services has economic ramifications

for families and the economy of Maine.

The survey showed that 134,000 140w households -, or about 32% of all households

n the state, have young children in the age 12 or younger category.

Of the households with young children, more than two-thirds of those who make care

recisions for the child (typically the parents or parent) work or are looking for work.

The survey found a large percentage of parents want more child care available

ither in school, or in programs outside of school, or both. More than 40% of the

(irking parents missed at least one day of work in the past year because child care

Is not available; the lost work represents between S3.7 million and $8 millioc in

iges.

Nearly 20% of the working parents said they would work more hours if adequate,

ffordable child care was available. More than 25% of the non-working parents said

my would work if such care was available.

The surveyfound that in nearly 25% of all households with young children, one

more of the adults was forced to quit work, was unable to take a job, or was

able to continue training or education because of lack of child care.

Much of the "child care" reported during the survey period, particularly for the

12 year olds, was in school. Mrs. lunner said she would expect toiind that child

re may be more of a problem, particularly for working parents, during times when

:hool is notin session.
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Among the key survey findings:

-- Few children 5 or younger (4%) have a teenage brother or sister to

look,after them.

-- Ytrtualty no children age and only 21% of those &I'm 6-12.

spend any thee im before or after-school programs fn the schools.

ftsre than one third of the children age 12 and younger wore looked

after part of the week at the home of a relative or good friend;

about 11% were cared for at the home of someone other than a friend

or relative.

nearly one-fourth of the children were looked after fn thefr own

homes for part of the week by someone age 17 or younger.

More than 20% of the parents with children age ffve or younger.

representing nearly 20,000 children. desire more programs such as

day care or preschool.

33' of the parents with children age 5-12 (representing 45,000

children) want more before or after-school child care In the sc-...21Lo

and 29' want more program* outside the regular school.

-- Over half of the households with children under 13 hu4 to pay ftr

child care in the typical week.

-- In 12,000 Maine households the mosey spent for child care was,...)

estimated to be more thali.10. of the household 'new:.

These statistics will be an important ;obit of discussien at statewide public.

- arings on child care the risk Force will conduct on gay 1 at 1c4ations 1S Augusta,

angor. Caribou. Lewiston and Portland.
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PRZPARZD STATZILINT OT THZ CHILDRIN13 DICYZNEIZFUND

SUMARY OF POLICY RECOMMENDATIOMS

Tozse.,, initie0.Zves to improve access to child care for

children and families not effectively reached by existing child

care programs.

1. Establish a program to provide child care .support for low

income women enrolled in job training programs, community colleges,

vocational schools or institutions of higher education in order to

expand their employment opportunities.

2. Establish federal incentives to encourage an expanded role

for public schools in helping to meet the child care needs of a

wide spectrum of parents.

a. Provide funds to communities to establish school -

age child care programs and to enable low-income
families to receive support necessary to afford
these services.

b. Establish a funding stream for school-based child

care programs ai well as family day care netwarks
which can provide child care and support services

for adolescent mothers.

c. Establish a research and demonstration program
based in public schools to help shape child care

programs for four-year-olds.

3. Establish a funding source for child care for children with

special needs as well as sick children and migrant and Indian

children.

4. Establish a Commission to study and make policy recommenda-

tions on how to fund maternity - paternity leave for low-income pa-

rents and to support personnel policies and
practices that are

sensitive to the needs of working families.

Strategies to improve the ability of-existing.prograas to

expand the availability of child care for lower and moderate in-

come families.

1. increase the ceiling for the Title XX Social Services

Block Grant and create a child care set-aside.
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2. Expand the sliding scale and make the Dependent
Care Tax Credit refundable.

3. Pass legislation to improve the Child Care Food
Program which includes at a minimum restoring
the five meal pattern to the Child Care Food
Program.

Proposals to improve the quality of child care services.

1. Establish a federal funding source for training and techni-
cal assistance for child care workers.

2. Establish a federal funding source for support to family
day care networks.

3. Establish a limited federal funding source which would
encourage communities to support child care information and
referral programs.

4. Establish a revolving loan fund for start-up, renovation
costs and equipment for child care centers as well as family day
care homes.

5. Establish a Federal Commission on child care standards to
review and evaluate the status of the child care licensing and
regulation, to develop models of stater regulatory guidelines that
meet the needs of children in various child care settings, to pro-
vide incentive grants to states which implement model guidelines,
and to serve as a source of technical assistance to states and
local government to improve their state and local regulatory
policies.
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The Children's Defense Fund is a national charity created

to provide a long-range and systematic voice on behalf of the na-

tion's children. We are organized into four program areas: educa-

tion, child health, child welfare, and child care and family support

services. We address these issuer through researcL; public educa-

tion; monitoring of federal Ind state administrative and legisla-

tive policies and practices; network building; technical assistance

to national, state and local groups; litigation; community organiz-

ing; and formation of specific issue coalitions.

We are heartened that the Select Committee on Children, Youth,

and Families has provided a forum to discuss the child care problems

faced by families.

Many of our children are now cared for by someone other than

their parents or significant parts of each day. The care that they

receive at critical stages in their development has a direct effect

on their future as healthy, productive citizens. The need for a

substantial investment in child care can no longer be ignored. This

is an important opportunity to explore strategies for helping to

shape a child care system that reflects the needs of our families.

Last April, the Children's Defense Fund testified before this

Committee to express our concern with the inability of low-income

families to purchase affordable, quality child care. Over the pact

several months, the Committee has heard from child care organizations,

providers, advocacy groups, women's organizations, unions, employers,

and parents across the country. Witnesses have not only testified

about the extraordinary shift in the demographics over tkoiast thirty
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years showing that the majority of &erica's mothers are in the

labor force, but also about the lack of a child care system to

adequately meet the needs of these rAnfliql. The need is so

great that the solutions must be forthcoming from all sectors.

The federal government, the states, the private sector and parents

must work together to help to fill the gaps in our inadequate

patchwork system of child care.

These gaps can be divided into two major areas:

The need for expanded funding sources to increase
the availability of affordable child care for
lower and moderate income families;

The need for initiatives to improve the quality
of child care which affects the child care sys-
tem accessible to all families.

This year, Congress has recognised that the federal govern-

ment must provide leadership in child care and has taken 'he first

steps by considering several small-scale initiatives such as legi-

slation providing for funds to start or operate Information and

Referral programs or to help communities begin and operate school-

age child care programs. While these steps are an important begin-

ning, now is the time to be candid about the scope of the problem

and the policies necessary to insure that families have access to

affordable, quality child care.

To help shape the debate, concerning the components of an ef-

ficient, equitable child care system, we recommend a set of legisla-

tive proposals. Some of these proposals would require a considerable

investment of federal resources while others only involve seed money

to stimulate state and local community efforts to improve the

quality and quantity of child care. The list of reconnendations
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is lengthy. There is no doubt that a considerable amount of effort

is necessary to build a well-working child care sfstem. However,

the proposals presented here as a package can be debated and shaped

by a number of Congressional. committees during the next Congress.

They provide a road map of the steps necessary to realistically

tackle our child care dilemma.

THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Proposals to Increase Affordable Child Care

At the federal level, we recommend a tvt-tiered approach:

Targeted initiatives to improve access to child care
for children and families not effectively reached by
existing child care programs. Several of these pro-
prosals maximize resources by building on existing
institutions.

Strategies to improve the ability of existing pro-
grams to expand the availability of child care for
lower and moderate income families.

Targeted initiatives to improve access to child care for children

and families not effectively reached by existing child care

programs .

1. Establish a program to provide child care support for low

income women enrolled in job training programs, community colleges,

vocational schools or institutions of higher education in order to

expand their employment opportunities.

The inability to locate.affordable child care is a major fac-

tor inhibiting not only women's employment and training opportunities,

but also their ability to participate in federally supported education

programs. Between 1981 and 1983, 20 states made it more difficult

for mothers in school or training to receive help in meeting their

child care needs. Short-sighted state and county rules have always

limited child care for mothers enrolled in school or training programs,

thus denying them the skills necessary to move out of poverty.
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Little regard is given to the importance of continuity of care

for children or the realities of the transition process between train-
.

ing and work. The few women that have child care support while they

are in training programs face losing that help as they search for a

job. For the mothers who are fortunate enough to go directly to work

after completing a training program, there is no guarantee that their

child care assistance will continue. If they cannot receive help,

they face paying child care costs that they cannot afford from low

(often minimum wage) salaries or moving their children to less eatis-

factory child care arrangements, new providers, or friends in order

to take advantage of their woe: opportunity.

If this country is serious about helping women become self-

sufficient and economically productive, we nust create a program

to enable women to have an opportunity to receive training and to

go to work without sacrificing the well-being of their children.

2. Establish federal incentives to encourage an expanded role

for public schools in helping to meet the child care needs of a wide

spectrum of parents. These would include the following:

a. Provide funds to communitiee to establish school-age

child care programs and to enable low-income families to

receive support neceszary to afford these services.

Over 60 percent of the mothers of school-age children work

outside the home, yet scant attention is paid to the child care

needs of school-age children. As many as 5 to 10 million child-

ren may be left hone in the early morning hours and return ;Or

school to darkened houses or empty playgrounds. No one

knows the exact figure because parents are hesitant to admit that
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they leave their children alone.

Recent state surveys on the problem give cause for alarm.

Who's Watching Our Children? The Latchkey phenomenon, a report

prepared to provide background for possible school-age child care

legislation in California, estimates the numbers of latchkey child-

ren in California to be between a low of 620,000 and a high of

815,000. A New York State study points to a survey conducted in

1982-83 of parents of children attending New York City schools.

Of the 63,674 families responding, 79 percent expressed a need for

an after-school program for their children.

7heprograms that now offer after-school child care come

nowhere near meeting the enormous need. Most of these programs are

geared to middle-income familial. Lower-income and lower middle-

income families do not have the surplus income to pay the extra $15

to $40 a week for these programs. once a family that is strapped

financially and faced with juggling the burden of rising utility

bills, clothing and all the other costs of raising children, leaves

their children alone, a pattern is often set. Even when an after-

school r_zam opens in their neighborhood, they are not likely to

change an on -going arrangement and find the extra money for after-

school care from a very tight budget.

Because of the competing demand for care for young pre-school

children, limited Title XX dollars are now used for before-snd after-

school care. The federal government can play an important role by

providing incentive grants to schools and community agencies to con-

tract with nonprofit and public agencies to operate after-school

programs, by ensuring that sliding fee scales lower the cost to
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working families with limited incomes, and by targeting prop:ams on

schools with large populations of low-income children. If E.R. 4193

which provides $30 million for start up asell as operating costs

fur school age'child care programs is not enacted into lam thirses-

sion, we would recommend that Congress continue to Work toward the

passage of a similar school-age initiative which includes operating

as well as start-up costs so that lower and middle-income families

receive help in meeting the costs of school-age child care.

b. Establish a funding stream for school-based child

care programs as well as family day care networks

which can provide child care and support services

for adolescent mothers.

Each year teenagers give birth to over 500,000 infants. About

300,000 of these mothers have not completed high school, and without

education or training they face the prospect of low paying jobs at

best, and welfare dependency at worst.

CDP's first priority is to prevent the first pregnancy. The

second priority is to ensure that teens who have already had one

chile do not have a second child. The third priority is to make sure

that these babies who are born to teen mothers get adequate prenatal

care so that prematurity, low birth weight, and birth defects are

not added to their babies'already stacked deck. Underlying it all

the need to come to grips with the role and future of all young people

in our society, their need for adequate skills and gainful employment..

Few supports are available to enable teenage mothers to return

to school and to provide them with parenting skills. In a nationwide

study of 125 large cities in 1978, the most significant unmet needs
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for teenage mothers and their babies were facilities, funds, and

staff to provide for infant care. Child care is an absolutely es-

sential ser.'iza if mothers are to be able to complete high school.

The schools tha do offer child care programs often limit support

to the duration of the semester after delivery, leaving mothers to

cope with finding child care after a few short months.

In addition to helping young mothers finish high school, child

care programs can provide other important kinds of help to them and

their infants. For example, babies born to teenage mothers are more

likely to have a host of handicapping conditions. Child care may

make a critical difference in their ability to overcome some of these

conditions and face a more productive future. It can also offer in-

experienced adolescent mothers basic skills in parenting and coping.

We propose that several models be supported for programs for

pregnant and parenting adolescents. Some school-based programs work

well; some community and private programs are very effective as are

some social service programs. The most important elements are the

provision of comprehensive support services that are easily accessi-

ble to the teen; competent, compassionate, and accessible personnel;

and continuity of care. High schools are one logical.place to locate

programs or house family day care networks since students are or should

already be there, and child care can be related to the curriculum.

Family day care providers can also be effective not only as caregivers

but also as counselors and role models for the young girls. All child

care programs can also, in addition to providing care and support ser-

vices, offer the possibility of job training as a child care provider.

6o2
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c. Establish a research and demonstration program based

in public schools to help shape child care programs

for four-year-olds.

Educators and elected officials are exhibiting growing in-

ter .t in the possibility of the public schools serving younger

children. Across the country, the beginnings of this concern are

evidenced:

This summer, Texas passed a bill mandating that
most school districts (based on a percentage of
children eligible for free and reduced price
lunch) offer a half-day pre- school program for
four-year-olds.

The Maryland legislature has placed a bill on
"summer study' which would mandate a statewide
pre-school program for four-year-olds, while
the Baltimore superintendent of schools plans to
VOW the school entry level down from five to four
and the exit age down to seventeen.

The governors of South Carolina and Vermont have
each proposed a pro-school program for four-year
olds.

IV This fall, Detroit will be instituting an all day
kindergarten program using Title I funds.

el Last fall, New York City offered parents the op-
tion of a 3 o'clock kindergarten program. This
fall, it is planning to add a model after-school
component to several of the kindergarten programs.

for the most part, these initiatives represent only a partial

solution or a half step toward meeting the child care needs of work-

ing parents.

Given the extreme shortage of affordable and available child

care facilities, it is critical thrt every resource be tapped. While

schools represent a logical community resource for providing child

care, part-day programs will Have the majority of parents with a

logistici crisis in mid-day or encourage younger and younger

groups of children to be left alone for the remainder of the working day

6 3 fl
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If the public schools are to effectively serve young children

and their families, key issues which concern the quality of care

and the impact of their involvement on working parents and the child

care community must be addressed. A demonstration program can pro-

vide guidance in evaluating the viability of an expanded role for

the public schools if model programs are structured to meet criteria

which address these areas of concerns. Issues include:

The ability of programs to meet the needs of
working parents;

The ability of schools to involve parents;

The sensitivity of-schools to diverse family
structures and cultures;

The importance of curricula that are age appropriate
to preschool children;

The question of credentials required for staff
who work with young children in a school setting.

The significant impact on the existing child care system if

there is increased school involvement with young children also re-

quires careful evaluation and planning. Will schools bypass provi-

ders with skills and experience in working with young children and

fill new positions with teachers lacking such experience? If child

care providers move into school slots, will sufficient trained pro-
,

viders be available for non-school-based child care programs? Schools

are not likely to meet the growing need for infant and toddler care.

Will child care centers and family day care providers and Head Start

face moving their services down to an even younger population? If

lo, considerable resources will be necessary to assist in an expen-

've transition because of the higher costs implicit in caring for

,ounger children.
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If model programs which address some of the above concerns

can be developed which represent a true partnership between the

federal government and state or local education ruthorities, parents,

and the child care community while meeting the needs of young child-

ren and their families, a valuable resource will be tapped to make

child care more available and affordable to all families.
3. Establish a funding source for child care for children with

special needs as well as sick children and migrant and Indian

children.

Because of the costs entailed in caring for children with

special needs, their parents may desperately need to work. Yet,

"the length of the school day and a lack of after school activities

prohibit many mothers of handicapped children from participation in

employment or educational opportunities. Such women, especially

low- or moderate-income women ineligible for welfare support, are

thus in a double bind. Because their children often require costly

special services and equipment, they have a great need to earn in-

come; however, they cannot earn that income unless a:ter school day

care is available for their handicapped children."

Despite its importance, families find it exceedingly diffi-

cult to locate appropriate care for younger handicapped children.

Many of the Child Watch reports, a monitoring project on the effect

of the 1981 budget cutbacks on children and families developed by

CDF in collaboration with the Association of Junior Leagues, cited

the lack of child care for children with special needs as one of

the most pressing child care needs in their communities.
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Children who have been abused or neglected also need child

care to protect them from further abuse. Getting a child to a safe

and secure environment may avoid serious harm to the child. The

'vailability of crisis babysitters, nurseries, or child care centers

may prevent the need to place children in more permanent foster care,

out of their homes for extended periods of time. Further, if avail-

able cn a 24 hour basis, day care offers releif for troubled parents

when a crisis arises.

Child care can also play an important role in the treatment

of some abusive parents and abused children. Parents can watch pro-

gram staff work with their children and learn alternative ways of

coping with the stress that they experience in their childbearing

responsibilities. There are over 1 million known abused and neglected

children in this country, and the number increases each year. Child

care could be a crucial preventive service for many of these children

and their parents.

Children in families with an emergency also need child care.

Many families do not have access to traditional support systems of

extended families or friends. When stress or a change in their cir-

cumstances destabilizes the family, they need additional help so that

their children do not suffer. The United States has few emergency

child care settings that offer 24 hour care for children when a

parent confronts an accident, illness, or hospitalization, or is strug-

gling with alcoholism or drug dependency. When emergency care is not

available, hassled parents and child welfare agencies may simply place

children in long-term foster care.

6 6
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With few exceptions, organized child care programs arc

unable to accommodate children who are not well, leaving parents

less than satisfactory ohoioes: Parents can stay horn: to care for

their children using vacation and their own sick days; they can stay

home and lose ply; or they can go to work, keeping an older sibling

home or leaving the sick child home alone. The other limited options,

such as a babysitting service which charges from $5 to $7 an hour, are

prohibitively expensive for most families.

Many parents work night shifts and odd hours. Yet the typical

child care program is open from 7:00 or 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The

most convenient option is to leave very young children unattended.

Indian and migrant families, because of their cultures and

living and working arrangements, also have an extremely difficult

time locating affordable child care convenient for families. They

are sometimes forced to make painful decisions such as sending child-

ren to live with grandparents or taking them along to the fields.

4. Establish a Commission to study and make Policy recommendations

on how to fund maternity- paternity leave for low-income parents and

to support personnel policies and practices that are sensitive to

the needs of working families.

One of the greatest if not the largest unmet demand for child

care is from parents of children under age three. Women with child-

ren of this age are the fastest growing part of the labor force- -

the proportion of these mothers in the labor force has increased from

34 to 46 percent since 1975. Infant care is not only in short supply

but is often prohibitively expensive because of the attention newborns

recuire. Center based care runs as high as $200 a week. The routines
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of infant care--feeding, bathing, diapering, and comforting--are

communications of utmost importance to the baby's cognitive, emo-

tional, social, and physical development. It is through these

routines that the first human relationships are formed. When they

are performed with sensitivity to the infant's individual rhythms

and needs it is more likely that the individual will develop well.

Perfunctory care or neglect may result in intellectual and physical

stunting. The formation of living attachments in the earliest years

of life creates an "emotional root system" for future growth and

development. Every child needs a solid relationship with one or

two people in the family. If part of the child's care occurs outside

the family, the infant or toddler also needs a continuous, affectionate

relationship with a main caregiver dining the years of infancy and

toddlerhood--a caregiver who operates with the family on behalf of

the child."1/

An important step in helping to meet the growing need for

child care in for the federal government to take the lead in developing

three essential mechanisms: paid disability leave which is adequate to

cover women during pregnancy and childbirth, adequate child care leave

so that mothers or fathers may care for their newborn or newly adopted

children, and adequate dependent sick leave so that mothers or fathers

may care for ill children.

1Who Will Mind the Babies, a public policy paper of the National Center
for Clinical Infant Programs, p.4 and 5.
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Given the complexities and cost implication of establishing

such mechanisms to allow for parental leave, a Commission would

insure that the fiscal and societal impact of any recommendations

could be adequately evaluated and substantiated.

Strategies to improve the ability of existing programs to expand the

availability of child care for lower and moderate income families.

1. Increase the ceiling for the Title XX Social Services Bloa

Grant and create a child care set- slide.

Currently, the Title XX Social Services Block Grant, the

largest source of direct federal support for child care is funded

at $2.7 billion, $600 million less than its funding level would be

if it had not been cut 21 percent in 1981. Even before the cuts,

Title XX had experienced minimal increases since it was first autho-

rized in 1976. Between 1976 and now prices have increased by 79.1

percent. The United States population has increased by 8.4 percent.

In order for the real per capita value of the federal contribution

to social services to have remained constant since 1976, Title XX

monies should have increased by 94.2 percent. They have actually

grown only 9 percent.

If inflation is taken into account, the FY 1984 authoriza-

tion for Title XX should be $4.5 billion. Furthermore, if population

changes are considered, the level would have to increase to $4.9 billiol

In order to help a broad group of families, a significant in

crease for direct subsidies must be added to the Title XX Social

Service Block Grant. Prior to 1981, Title XX's income ceiling was

115 percent of a state's median income. With limited dollars,

states are only able to offer to help families at much lower
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income levels. Most states offer services at a cut-off point no-

where near the 115 percent of their median income. A substantial

increase in Title XX coupled with increased state dollars would

allow states to serve low and lower-middle income working Eeitilies

who cannot significantly irprove the quality of child care they can

afford without a direct subsidy.

Title XX is a flexible funding source for child care which

allows states to tailor programs to suit their particular child care

framework. However, the proportion of Title XX dollars targeted for

child care has decrealed frcm approximately 22 percent in 1979 to

approximately 16 percent in 1984. The compelling need for increased

child care supports the imposition of a set aside specifically for

child care which would mandate that at a minimum a fixed percentage

of the Social Services Block Grant be targeted to child care services.

Tax Policies

Currently, a family can receive help in meeting its child care

needs either through a tax credit or by having its salary reduced to

lower its taxable income. We urge the Committee to closely exer.

the feasibility of a tax approach to child care subsidy to low and

lower-middle income families as well as the equity implications of

a relatively new approach which involves a subsidy to families through

salary reduction.

2. Expand the sliding scale and make the Dependent Care Tax Credit

refundable.

The Dependent Care Tax Credit, which is our largest child

care program cost the federal government almost $2 billion in 1982.

It is available to all families regardless of income and provides an
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important universal support. However, because it is not refundable

and because expenses tor child care depend on the size of a family's

disposable income, it does not significantly improve the child care

purchasing power of lower-.ncome families. A single mother earning

$10,000 would have to pay approximately 25 percent of her income or

$2,400 to receive the maximum 30 percent credit of $720. In many

areas of the country, $2,400 no longer buys center based care or

family day care for infants or toddlers or even pre-school children.

More importantly, this $2,400 is almost three times as much as the

level--10 percent of income-- that is considered reasonable for child

care expenses according to experts in the field.

Since the tax credit was enacted in 1976, Congress and several,

administrations have been extremely reluctant to support efforts to

make the credit refundable. Even with refundability, a tax credit

approach to subsidy is not enough by itself to improve the ability

of lower-income families to purchase quality child care nor to foster

an improved and more efficient child care system. Because the amount

of the credit is based on the amount that a family is able to pay for

child care, it may be that other tax initiatives which are not depen-

dent on an out-of-pocket expense such as an expansion of the Earned

Income Tax Credit would provide more targeted assistance to lower-

income working families. Those families would receive more help in

purchasing child care through a direct subsidy such ar Title 3:X.

During the last session of Congress, bills were debated which

would expand the sliding scale to 50 percent. Such an expanded scale

without a refundability provision does not effectively help lower-

income families. Refundahility is not only necessary for low-income
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to have equal access to the credit, but also for lower-middle

income families to be able to fully utilize the expanded benefits

that would accrue of the scale slide were increased from its current

maximum of :0 percent. Consider h two-parent household with two

children earning $14,999 a year. They have child care expenses of

$2,300; one child is enrolled in a fun-day program while an older

child benefits from an after-school program. This family would re-

ceive an increased credit of $460 if the sliding scale was expanded

from 30 to 50 percent. Without refundability, they would lose

$168 of their new benefit due to their limited tax liability.

3. Place a cap equivalent to the maximum expenditures allowable

under the dependent care tax credit on the amount employers can set

aside through salary reduction to help employees meet their depen-

dent care expenses and insure that the credit and salary reduction

are taken as integrated rather than separate benefits.

Current policy allows employers to reduce an employee's salary

by the amount of dependent care expenses the employee incurs- -

regardless of the amount. This allows families in a high tax bracket

to receive a higher subsidy from the federal government for their

child care costs than is available to lower and middle-income families.

Neither the dependent care tax credit, Title XX, nor the Child Care

Disregard provides support equivalent to the amount potentially mail-

able to higher income families through salary reduction. Under the

dependent care tax credit, families can claim a tax credit of at

least 20 percent of dependent care expenses of up to $2,400 for one

child or $4,800 for two or more children. Thus, a family with 0,400
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of expenses is allow.s a tax credit of $480 for one child. If they

have $4,800 of child care expenses for two or more children their

credit is $960. If a family earning $10,000 a year spends about

half of its income for child care, they can claim the maximum 30

percent credit or $1,440. In contrast, a family earning enough to

:e in a 50 percent tax bracket who hires a caregiver for $10,000 per

year can reduce their salary by $10,000 and receive a $5,000 subsidy

to help them with child care expenses.

To remedy this inequity, we propose that the maximum amounts

that can be taken through salary reduction be equivalent to the

limits under the dependent care tax credit which are $2,400 for one

child and $4,800 for two or more children. We further propose that

if a family whose child care costs exceed these amounts takes the

maximum benefit through a salary reduction plan, it not be allowd

additional support by taking a federal tax credit on the remaining

costs.

It may be that the ceiling imposed for the dependent care tax

credit no longer reflects the market rate for child care. In order

to remedy this gap, the $2,400 and $4,800 should be adjusted accord-

ingly as opposed to allowing a higher benefit for only those families

who can take advantage of salary reduction.

4. Pass leaislation to improve the Child Care Food Program which

includes at a minimum restoring the five meal pattern to the Child

Care Food Program.

The Child Care Food Program is a very important child care

program as it helps to defray the costs of meals provided to children
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while they are cared for in day care centers or family day care

homes. Meals are served to over 1 million children, about 70 per-

cent of whom are low-income. In FY 1982, the Child Care Food program

(CCFP) was cut by 30 percent, or nesrly $130 million a year. Child

care cent...re and family day care homes can now serve only two meals

and one snack a day, no matter how many hours the children are kept

in care. CCFP costing almost $400 million is actually the second

largest child care program, providing support to child care centers

and family day care homes. It should offer the assistance that

reflects the nutritional nemds of very young children.

One of the most significant cuts affecting the availability

of adequate food to children was the loss of both a meal and a

snack. Since young children eat smaller amounts, the snacks are

important to their diet because they usually do not consume large

quantities at a single sitting. The programs most affected by the

reductions in meals are centers that care for children for 10 to 12

hours a day and who provide them with the bulk, if not all, of the

meals they receive each day. Many of the programs serve large

numbers of children from working poor families who travel long dis-

tances to work. They have no choice btt to leave their children

for a longer time in a child care setting.

Given the importance of good nutrition in a child's key develop-

mental period, it is vital that CCFP provide support for the meals and

snacks ths,t young children need during a long day.
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Proposals to Improve the Quality of Child Care Services

The quality of child care is influenced by any factors. We

have attempted to isolate several key areas where we, believe federal

support would make a major contribution to improving ,:qe child care

available to all families.

1. Establish a federal funding source for training and technical

assistance for child care workers.

Training in early childhood education has been strongly asso-

ciated with more positive and stimulating behavior on the part of

caregivers both in child care centers and family day care homes.

The National Day Care Study found after observations in several

hundred classrooms that in classes supervised by teachers who had

"child-related education/training the children show more cooperation,

attend longer to tasks and activities and are less often non-involved

than is the case where teachers do not have such training. The chin-

ren also do better on a measure of early achievement.

Similarly, Family Day Care in the United States, a comprehensive

national study of day care homes, analyzed the effects of experience,

education, and training on family day care providers. Care givers

"who had some child care training tend to display more teaching, lan-

guage/information activity, music/dramatic play, and comforting."

Training funds to improve the skills of child care providers

are rapidly disappearing. The Title XX Training Program was totally

eliminated by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act in 1981. Between

1981 and 1983, 24 states reduced their Title XX dollars targeted for

training. Federal funds for the Child Development Assessment (CDA) and

Credentialing Program were cut in half in 1982 and are slated to be
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completely phased out by 1985 unless legislation authorizing Head

Start and mandating continued federal funding for CDA is passed.

Because of these cuts, CDA candi4ates will have to pay a substantially

higher fee in order to be certified. Given the exceptionally low

salaries of child care workers, many will undoubtedly elect not to

seek certification, diminishing their incentive to obtain training.

If the quality of child care is to be enhanced and maintained,

federal funds must be mule available to train caregivers in both cen-

ters and family day care homes.

2. Establish a federal funding source for support to family day

care networks.

Over 50 percent of children are cared for in a home setting, in-

cluding the majority of infants and toddlers. Parents often prefer to

have their younger children cared for in a home as opposed to a more

formal setting. Child development experts feel that younger children

do well in smaller groups, which are more typical of home than center

based care. The extraordinarily high costs of center based infant care

also deter most families from seeking this option. Family day care is

often less expensive evcn for preschool children. Furthermore, the

costs of family day care are more likely to be adjusted according to

parents' work schedules which makes it more affordable and available

for parents working part time or intermittently. Because of the cost

differential, fawily day care is the major source of child care for

hard-working families.

Family day care providers are more flexible and are often able

to serve the needs of narents who work odd hours or who frequently

change shifts. A Child Care Coordinating Agency in Louisville, Kentucky

highlights why such flexibility is important to working parents:
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"Last year, 4-C assisted a distraught parent in finding
child care to fit her nurse's training schedule. She
was a single parent needing care beginning at 5:30 a.m.
for six-week shifts which alternated with six-week shifts
scheduled from noon to 8:00 p.m. She stressed that she
would have to drop out of nurse's training if affordable
child care that could accommodate her schedule could not
be found. A family day care home under CCFP sponsorship
was able to provide the flexible care she needed. Today,
she is a registered nurse working at a local hospital,
earning over $10.00 an hour.

Family day care provides before and after school care,
ensuring that children get to and from school safely.
These children have care available when schools are
closed for holidays or bad weather. In Louisville,
children attend half-day kindergarten sessions, either in
the morning or afternoon. The family day care provider
is especially important to these families. She makes sure
the children are picked up and delivered by the school
buses according to schedule. She also arranges to serve
lunches at different times to accommodate children leaving
at 11:30, and arriving at 12:30."

Family day care providSr& work, usually by themselves, 12 to

14 hour days caring for children, 5 or 6 days a week. This is a

very difficult, emotionally stressful, and physically exhausting

job. Eighty-seven percent of family day care providers earn below

the minimum wage.

Limited federal or state dollars are targeted at improving the

quality of family day care or providing supports to providers.

Family day care networks offer a framework not only for the provi-

sion of child care subsidies but also for the provision of support

and technical assistance to family day care providers, children,

and families.

Networks are important for multiple reasons. They not only

reduce the isolation of caregivers but also increase the accessi-

bility of family day care to families needing care. The support

services they offer to providers and families are intimately linked

to the quality of care. Family day care networks can
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provide training and a range of services including medical and

dentaz screening, emergency care. nutritional assistance,

and referral to other organizations. They can offer relief to Pro-

viders by arranging substitute care for sick days and vacation and

companionship through training and field days. These networks have

a significant impact on the auality of care.

The National Day Care Nome Study found that family day care

systems promote auality care by maintaining enrollment levels that

are desirable for caregiver and children; monitoring compliance with

federal, state, and local regulations; providing training and techni-

cal assistance to caregivers, and by offering a vehicle for parent in-

volvement. It also reported that providers from spondored hones

spend significantly more time interacting directly with children.

The majority of Title XX funds are used for center based

care. It is necessary given the role that family day care plays in

our child care system to target a separate federal funding source

for family day care networks. The Study recommends that the develop-

ment and expansion of family day care systems be emphasized as one

of the principal means of providing subsidized day care in a family

day care setting."

3. Establish a limited federal funding source which would encour-

age communities to support child care information and refferral

programs.

The patchwork child care system that has evolved in this

country, includina public and private programs provided by groups

in both centers and family day care hoses, makes it difficult for

parents to easily locate child care arrangements that suit their
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particular needs. Until recently, many telephone directories did

not even include a listing for day care. Family day care homes,

which provide care for the majority of children, are not listed in

the yellow pages. Families rely on friends, neighbors, and super-'

market bulletin boards to locate care. Currently, there are only

about 200 information and referral programs in 36 states and the

District of Columbia.
Over 50 of these programs are located in

California, which offers considerable state funding targeted to

information and referral.

Information and referral programs not only help parents sort

through their community child care maze to find child care, but

also provide other valuable services which strengthen a community's

child care system. Most importantly, information and referral pro-

grams can help to improve the quality of care. They assist parents

in learning what to look for in a child care arrangement creating a

subtle pressure on providers to comply with better educated consumers.

Many child care information and referral centers provide technical

assistance to providers -- publish a newsletter, provide ideas for

educational activities for children (operate toy and book lending

libraries), supply ideas for nutritious lamas, offer help in com-

plying withstate and local health and safety standards, and advice

on how to obtain insurance. Parents also come to rely on I and R

a support service.

In addition, these programs can be of invaluable assistance

in documenting the need for care in their community by carefully

compiling the various requests that come in and matching them

against the supply.
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A federally funded Information and Referral Program would be

an important stimulus for communities to put this key child care

service in place. Federal funds should be available as seed money

to non-profit agencies to begin onto expand information and refer-

ral programs which cannot only provide help to both working and non-

working parents in finding child care but also offer the essential

services discussed above.

4. Establish a revolving loan fund for start-up, renovation costs

and equipment for child care centers as well as family day care homes.

High interest rates and the lack of collateral make it ex-

ceedingly difficult for new child care programa to amass the resources

necessary to get a new facility off the ground or to renovate exist-

ing facilities. Only two states have a revolving loan fund to help

solve this problem. The federal government could provide a stimulus

to more states to fill the gap by creating a loan fund to be matched

with state dollars for start-up costs, innovations and equipment.

Child care programs operate on very tight budgets. Approxi-

mately 75 percent of costs are for staff. There is no give in

this area as child care providers earn minimal wages. Once in

operation, any programs are stretched to the limit and find it dif-

ficult to afford new equipment or materials. The Child Care Food

Program had a small amount of funds, $4 million, targeted for the

purchase of new or replacement of worn-out equipment necessary for

preparing meals. When the Equipment Assistance Program was eliminated

in 1981, child care providers were left with no source of support in

this essential area.
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5. Establish a Federal Commission on child care standards to

review and evaluate the status of the child care licensing and

regulation, to develop models of state regulatoll guidelines that

meet the needs of children in various child care settings, to pro-

vide incentive grants to states which implement model guidelines,

and to serve as a source of technical assistance to states and local

government to improve their state and local regulatory policies.

State licensing standards vary widely not only in areas such

as basic health and safety requirements but also in C'aff-child

ratios, parent access to facilities, criminal record checks, and

curriculum requirements. Licensing in many cases assures only a

bare minimum quality of care. In many instances, standards appro-

priate to areas such as school-age care, part-time care, and night-

time care are not in place. Given the limited dollars for enforce-

ment as well as the cutback in federal dollarr available to child

care, many states are forced to make difficult choices between serv-

ing children, weakening licensing and regulatory requirements or

cutting back on staff assigned to these functions. The result has

been more programs monitored by fewer staff. At the same time,

there has been a considerable increase in the number of complaints

logged with state and local licensing agencies over the last few

years. The field is also marked by a wide variation in state and local

building and land-use codes, deed restrictions, and zoning regulations,

which often unnecessarily hinder the operation of both center and

family-based care. Family day care is too often treated as an insti-

tution rather than a home and not permitted in zones in which resi-

dential occupancy is permitted.
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In order to expand the supply of quality care, it is impera-

tive that an analysis of these various standards be conducted and

that communities have available model guidelines and technical

assistance to help improve regulations affecting child care at all

levels. In order to encourage the adoption of model guidelines and

to help provide the necessary funds for their implementation, incen-

tive grants should be offered to states which revise licensing laws

to parallel the guidelines.
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State and Private Sector Policies

Obviously, the solution to the significant gap in

child care services must be a shared responsibility between

parents, the federal government, state government, am the private

sector.

State Policies

Many of the federal level activities discussed can be initiated

with or supplemented by Mate funds. States need to implement poli-

cies that address both the need for expanding the opportunities for

low-income families to afford child care as well as improving the

quality of care and the efficiency of the current child care systel...

The following represents a number of policy alternatives for

states to consider. CDF would be pleased to provide the Committee

with more details about these proposals.

Direct Services

States can allocate targeted state funds to supplement

the Title XX Social Services Block Grant for child care.

States can implement policies such as sliding fees that

ensure continuity of care for children once they enter

the system.

States can ensure that an adequate share of the 30 per-

cent of Jobs Training Partnership Act funds reserved for

administrative and support services are targeted to child

care in order that women can benefit from training oppor-

tunities.

Support for Parents and Providers

States can enact legislation supporting resource and

referral programs, which help to maximize the use of

a community's existing child care resources and improve
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the quality of services.

States can allocate funds for training programs for

their care providers.

States can allocate funda for child care programs

offering nighttime care and care for sick children,

migrant and Indian children, handicapped children,

children with limited English language proficiency,

and other special needs populations.

Infant Care

States can establish paid paternity benefits as part

of statewide temporary disability insurance programs.

States can provide additional reimbursement to family

day care providers as well as child care centers for

infant care.

Other State Policies

States can serve as model employers by offering dependent

care as a benefit or on-site to state employees, creating

flexible benefit policies so that families with young

children can select dependent care as a benefit, and

instituting employment policies such as flex-time, job

sharing, and leave to care for sick dependents. Adequate

benefits should be nade available to employees choosing

otter than traditional full-time work arrangements.

States can consider esttblishing a Governor's Advisory

Commit:tea on Child Care.

Licenair, sand Stchdards

States can adopt strong licensing requirements for child
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care facilities and provide adequate funding for

the enforcement of standards. Appropriate standards

should be developed for infant, school-age, and dtop-

in care.

States can require family day care to be treated as a

customary home occupation in local zoning.

Tax Policies

States can enact dependent care tax credits or improve

their existing credits or deductions so that at / minimum

they parallel the federal credit are refundable.

States can amend tax laws to bring them into line with

federal tax provisions that allow child care to be

treated as a non-taxable benefit.

AFDC Policies

States can give families receiving AFDC a choice between

Title XX subsidized care and the child care disregard as

opposed to limiting families to the disregard.

states can supplement the AFDC child care disregard

beyond the $160 a month federal limit and ensure that

mothers working in training part time receive adequate

support in meeting their child care needs.

States can ensure that mothers with young children are

not made to participate in workfare programs without

adequate chile tere and o'her supportive services.

Schools

States can support the use of public educaticl funds and

facilities for child care services for school-age children.

t" rates can allocate state funds to supporz kindergarten

programs.

States can fund programs which estaolish child cafe

programs for preschool children based in public schools.
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Private Sector

We urge the Committee to encourage the private sector to ex-

pand its commitment to helping families meet their child care needs.

The Committee should consider the recommendation of groups with par-

ticular expertise in the area of employer related child care. However,

we do not recommend new tax incentives to stimulate further efforts.

If a corporation establishes day care to increase productivity, start-

up and operating expenses are legitimate, fully deductible business

expenses. in addition, a corporation may file for tax-exempt status,

provided that its day care center is incorporated separately and is

open to the community as well as employees. In this case, corporate

contributions may be claimsd as a charitable tax deduction. The cost

of child care now provided by the employer under a "dependent care

assistance program" is not taxed to the employee. Money provided for

child care by the employer is not subject to employment taxes or

social security. The employer under such a plan may actually provide

child care services for its employees, may simply reimburse employees

for child care expenses, or ma? provide the benefit as most are doing

through salary reduction.

Employers cannot only help their own workforce with their child

care needs but also, through collaborative ventures, support efforts

to improve and expand their community's child care systems. One such

example is provided by the Child Care Coordinating Council and

Portland State University's Regionll Research Institute for Human

Services, which is seeking to convince 40 Portland, Oregon area

employers to collaboratively purchase child care information

services for their employees. The effort is designed to create a
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resource that can be used by all of the city's residents.

Minneapolis, MInnesota presents a similar model. Honeywell

has been instrumental in bringing together 11 companies to set up

a computerized I and R system that identifies child care programs

throughout Hennepin County. The service, operated by a nonprofit

agenp: is open to the entSee community. Once Honeywell revealed

its interest in the community child care problem the company's in-

ternal women's committee became involved. A survey of 1,200 em-

ployees was conducted: 25 percent reported having serious child

care problems; 26 percent reported that 61 percent of their absences

were related to child care programs. Honeywell contributed $25,000

to the start-up phase of the countywide system. The first year

cost was $100,000, two-thirds of which involved the design and de-

velopment of computer hardware and software to handle the information.

Support for an Information and Referral program may for many employers

represent the most comfortnble beginning step into child care.

The Corporate Child Development Fund, based in Austin, Texas,

presents the only significant model of corporate involvement in

child care which leverages dollars to expand opportunities for low-

income children outside an employer's corporate sphere. Funded

primarily by Levi-Strauss, the Fund was established to raise Texas

corporate dollars to be used as the local match for rural low-

income child care centers. Established in 1979 by 1982 the

corporation had raised $300,000 from nearly 30 corporations with

plants, offices, or other facilities in Texas and used it to generate

another $900,000 in federal and state funds funneling them to 17

child care programs serving some of the poorest children in the most

isolated and economically depressed areas of the state. It would
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be exciting if other groups could replicate the Fund's unique ap-

proach to corporate child care support.

We are concerned that salary reduction, which is most bene-

ficial to employees in higher tax brackets, not take over the field

as the predominate method of providing direct support to employees.

An on-site program is an ambitious venture and requires a

work force that can fill a significant number of slots. For those

interested in the on-site approach, it is critical that a sliding

scale be in place so that the ce. r can be utilized by employees

aL ull income levels. Two models of employer-supported care are

less ambitious and offer support to the existing child ooze delivery

system within a community. The voucher approach is typifiti by

Polaroid in Boston, Massachusetts, which subsidizes a percentage of

an employee's child care costs at any licensed family day care home

or center. This allows parents more options in their child care

choices in terms of both location and type of program they might pre-

fer. A vendor payment plan is similar to a voucher program. The

principal difference is that the company pays the off-site vendor or

child care provider directly as opposed to subsidizing the employees.

Both of these approaches can support family day care as well as

center-based programs.

Business can also respond to child care needs through less

direct approaches which, although they do not help lower paid em-

ployees cope with the high costs of child care, may minimize pres-

sures on working families. Included in this category are flex-time,

part-tine work and job shariny_ and the compressed work week. Each

of these work patterns allows employees freedom to accommodate the
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often conflicting pressures of work and family life. A 1979 sur-

vey of companies with flexible time indicates that these programs

result in increased employee morale, lessened stress, and greater

opportunity for parents to handle the conflicting demands of family

and work. A study conducted by the American Management Association

estimates that flexible time may increase employee productivity 5

to 15 percent.

Liberal parental leave of absence policy is another option.

American Telephone and Telegraph Corporation replaced its maternity

leave plan with a new anticipated disability program. In coopera-

tion with the Communications Workers of America, AT&T has devised a

program which allows new mothers or fathers to take up a six months

unpaid leave for the care of a new born infant. This program also

allows pregnant employees to receive as many as 52 weeks of half pay

if they have been certified disabled by a doctor. Ir. addition, it

provides release time for parents planning to adopt an infant

paid leave is necessary if low-income workers are to be able to take

even a minimal six weeks to be with their newborn infants.

In closing, we are appreciative of the Committees special

focus on child care and look forward to the recommendations that will

follow your hearings which have allowed a wide range of groups across

the country to provide valuable insight on the gaps in our current

child care syst n.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES A. KRAUSKOPF, COMMISSIONER OF 7HE HUMAN
RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION of NEW YORK CITY

I am James A. Krauskopf, Commissioner of the Hunan Resources Adeinstraticn

(HRA) of New Yock City. I am pleased to have this opportwity to appear bef=0

you today and share with you what we believe are some innovative veys to

improve the delivery of child care services. New York City operable the

largest municipal day care program in the country. Our service population is

secord only to the state of California, reaching approximately 68,900 children
every year.

At any given tiro during the year, our day are program serves 41.700 children

through a variety of programs. Most of tha children, 32,750, attend group day

care. Family day Ohre, which serves up to 6 children per licensed private

home, serves an additional 5,760 children at any given time. Although we

purchase a small number of places in privately supported day are programs,

all of our 381 programs are provided by nom-profit sponsors. Over two-thirds

of our children are pre-schoolers and the remainder are school age. The total
=ft for day care in New York City was $161.1 million in City Fiscal Year (CFY)

1984.

We also administer the City's Head Start program, which serves an additional

11.740 preschool children in CFY 1984. This program is supported by $35.5

million in federal funds. our Read Start and day are cervices are mulI-

cultural, including programs for Chinese, Haitian, Hispanic and Hassidic

children.
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Se have maintained our day care program despite major cuts in federal funding.

As a result of tie Omnibus Budget Reoonciliaticm Act of 1981 (cm), which

cut funding by 25 percent for the Social Services Block Grant, New York City

has had to use its own funds to sake up for the shortfall. Since Federal

Fiscal Year (rrY) 1981, we hove spent curer $47 million in City funds to

maintain our day core program at 41,000 slots. We are proud of our record and

are eager to work with you to search for ways to improve and expand day oars

for all children in need.

I also rant to emphasise that day oars in New York City is not just baby-

sitting: it is a quality program offering divers services to children. Even

in the face of reduced federal funding, we have refused to cut hick cm program

quality. Child develcraent is an important aspect of the service we provide.

Children graduating fray our child care programs usually have acquired reading,

writing, and mathematic readiness skills, ee well as the selfccedidenoe and

independence that will help rake them successful students. these achievements

require trained staff. 0t licensing standards require certified teachers to

conduct clause JA our group day come programs. Each of our grow thy care

programs also has a certified teacher who serves as an Educational Director to

supervise the canter's educational program ccepcnent.
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our family day care providero must aleo be licensed. We work with providers

to develop an educational program within each tome that meets the needs of the

specific agee and levels of davelcpment of the children in abr.. In New York

City, we have invested in quality day care, which we believe is critical to

the well-being of our children and variety.

The issue we face today is hoe to increase ammo to affordable day core while

continuing to naintain (polity service. The demand for del, care continues to

grow as an increasing nuMbor of working one and two went &allies need the

service to obtain or nuintsin their economic self-sufficiency. No estimate

that currently there are about 123,000 income eligible children in Now York

City who dD not receive publicly funded day aerie.

One program serves children of working parents who meet our income

requirements (115 percent of the state median income) as well ar children of

AFDC recipients who are working, looking for work or in training. Children who

are abused, neglected or at risk of foster care placement are also given

priority service as a measure to prevent foster care placement. However, over

75 percent of our families are using day care to achieve or maintain economic

self-sufficiency. Nearly 50 percent of U. /*rants in our program are working,

11 percent are seeking employment and an additional 17 percent are in school or

vocational training.
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The need for day are is growing because the mbar of wow in the work form

and the number of households headed by mingle women continue to climb.

Between 1970 and 1900, the workforce particiption rats of New Yock City woven

with preschool children increased from 21.5 percent to 27.7 percent and the

participaticn ate for in with school-aged children increased from 44.6 to

50.5 percent. Of critical importance, is the Ora that an increasing number of

these households are moving into poverty. Of those New York City families in

poverty, 69 percent are headed by moan.

Me must redesign our policies on children so that child are serviced become an

integral pert of tie workplace and coneunity. Child are is a necessity for

families when both parents work or whore the single head of the household

works. informal sources of child are through relatives and friends are simply

not available to all who need the service. The cost of -ttld ate services is

not a burden to be avoided, but ratter an investosat that will yield benefit.

for us all in berms of improved child development, increased productivity and

increased generation of tax revenues. Moreover, am we establish s service

level commensurate with need, we rust aleo maintain high quality care. A

government shat endorses and praises tie Bead Sttrt program for its ability to

foster child development and improve school perfccmanoe cannot abandon

comparable child are services for other children who spend more time per day

in cur care than do Head Start children.
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Obviously, implementation of this policy will require additional funding. at

it also requires creative thinking 05 that available funds are spent in ways

which maximise services that can be provided. I would like to describe how we

are increasing sources of privets funding tp supplement child are programs. I

would also like to share with you ways in which we tave tried to sake child

are more accessible to underserved populations in Hew York City by the

creative use of additional federal funds.

I think our experience shoes that pursuit of primate funding to supplement the

cost of public day are programs preseoe exciting and workable solutions to

expanding child are service% However, private funding alma will not be

enough to meet the need for day are for flueilies eligible for publicly funded

care. Increased public funding is still needed, not only to provide

demonstration funding to loom how to best serve new or underserved

populaticus, but 55 also underwrite the continuing out of are.

Incnmacing Private Funding for Day care

The public and private sectors an work together to increase the ripply of day

one services. W combining public and private funding, we can secure benefits

for employers, employees and the community. le nest develop the capability,

expertise and experience t0 work with the privets sector.
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We need ,o make it easier for Implorers that pay for child one as an employee

benefit to find out about available programme and gain access to them. To do .

this, New York City is developing an automated information, referral, placement

and waiting list system. Thin gram will be a public service in which all

licensed day are programs will participate. It will be available to private

individuals and private corporations alike. The system would work much like an

airline reservation wiatem. beployers using this service will enable their

employing to determine when day one placements are available and have their

children placed into available vans or cn waiting list. lb will also be

able to supply employers who pay for care with direct oentialised billing for

all the children of their employees who are in care.

eta plan to have both public and private day are programs participate, and the

information and referral wet= will serve both &allies eligible for publicly

funded day are and three who are not. Publicly funded programs would benefit

by maximizing their service capacity and by increasing the madoer of children

vim pay full tuition costs. Private day Mare prugrams would benefit by

increasing referrals, maintaining higher, stable enrollments and reducing

adninistrative expanses. we are scheduled to begin implementing the system in

Septindoer, 1985-
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Joint PUblic/Private Tay care

One example of haw we have combined private and public funding to expand day

an service is the dement Industry Toy Gars Center of Chinatown. Mb

established this by care program with the assistance of the International

Ladies Garment workers Union MGM). This is the first day oars center in the

country combining public sn.1 orivate funds to provide day ore. Its program is

the result of an agreement between the Greater Blouse, Skirt and tbdergarment

Association, an organisation of germent industry manufacturers and MRA. The

center was castled on January 17, 1994, and allows many more children to be

served than if the program had been established with only public funds.

The center fames 70 preschool children of garment industry workers.

The garment manufacturers contribute $32 per week for each child enrolled, and

parents pay fees ranging trance $2 to MSS per W404 Me pay the remaining Meta

for families eligitle for public subsidy. lee also manitor the program to

insure its quality, track enrollment and attendance, refill vacated elate, end

collect funds from the manufacturers.

The Taal gains a service for their members, moat of wham live and work in

Chinatown. The garment manufacturers are able to provide a service to their

employees at a lower coat than if they established the center themselves. In

addition, they hope to benefit from improved productivity through lower

absenteeism and higher morals.
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the City benefits by being able to provide service to more children at reduced

public Met. For each eligible child, the maxima coot to the City will be

about $50 per week rather then .the average of $85 per week for centers fully

funded by URA's Agency for Child Development.
This means that we can provide

services to 70 eligible children with funds
that would support only 41 children

there use no private contribution.
More projects of this type should be

implemented, and we welcome your help as we work towards this objective.

Expanding Child Core Solvices with Private Funds

Ni are currently mdertsking a demonstration project funded by Sheerson-

American Express to expand the supply of child ogre services by developing a

self-supporting network of family day oars homes. our role in this project is

to assist existing non-profit sponsors to start up new family day oars homes

and to assist their providers to manage services for both publicly supported

and full tuition paying children. The MIS of Shearson-American Express is to

fund our design and development costs and crclide we with technical support for

the promotional materials we will woo to warket the service. Most of the

famfliss eerved by the project will be paying
fins tuition: however, a few will

be supported by public fund!. Developing a self - supporting network of family

day care providers will help sponsors become more independent and financially

stable.
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This projectwdll ore wearily infanta and toddlers. There is shortage a

child ere services providers available for these sip groups, which are teat

served in a doily 'by care setting. The lack cf intent ore clan prevents or

delays the mother's return to work, which tern be costly to corPorstla

initial project site 411 te a raigtbottood in which 12-13 new providersThis

will be established to expend capacity by SO to SO children. Another.12-1S

family dey are providers will be et up in second neighborhood Neighbor-

hoods vial te selected based an the domed for infant and toddler oare,by

tuition paying working wothers. These initial pecjects will be eveleted, and

toif they ;ere te viable, the ccocept will b emended to other neighborhoods.

ltsFoachtratro

one pm:bloom hive in IM Fmk City is providing day osre to eligible Wile*

in mderserveditres of es City when we de not have funding far the high

eersMart -up cost involve! in sparing new, publicly funded nt. The voucher

nstae rti project helps al meliorate this problestdeso by allowing children

vate day caeligible for prbliely fOndmd.dhild ere to:ei prire enter..

lotinitiated this project with emergency Title fund* provided under the

Federal Isermary 3das At (eXJA). Ty this 210 Children adll be slued

in 22 private day are centers located in tridenerved arose of Srooklyn end

Queens.
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Participating progress are mini:nem! at a poodeterained negotiated rata that

does slot exceed the 'maximum rate established by the Stabs for publicly funded

day one. Thus, through a combinatim of publicly funded information and

referral services and basic grants, eligible parents are able to obtain needed

child are in privately sponsored programs.

Children in Rotel.

The emergence of new service population& in the City has required us to expand

services. Through the WO of emergency Title XX funds provided under l'SJA, se
were aae to provide child are as an integral and essential part of a compre-

hensive patkage of service& to haulm families residing in emergency

'shelters. There are currently 50 hotels and Molter& in New York City, housing

over 2,000 homeleas 'monies. There are an estimated 3,000 school-egad

children living sn them hotels and shelters.

The.proje:t gives children respite from overcrowded conditions by providing

them quality day are. At the sane time it gime parents the flexibility to

look for more suitable housing, obtain supportive
social services, look for

employment or mek enrollment in job training programs. Through the project we

provide day are to 370 preschool and school-age children and an additional 88

preschool children served through a separably Reid Start program. By the end

of CPY 1985, we will have 450 children in duty care and 120 children in Used

Start.
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the preschool curriculum at each day are Centex stresses development of social

and intellectual skills. An eduosticn plan is developed for each child.

School-ego children are engaged in a number of enrichment and recreational

activities. Out foe this service population, we need serice entenoweents for

both children and permits. Parents in our head Start program are able to

benefit from a social services component that eneounegas them to be involved

with the day are centers and perticipete in parenting, nutrition. Was

managemont, and employment-related training. MM need amore public funding to

make these wee iervioes available to parents in cur day are program. lb do

provide assistance to all follies to find continued placement fee their

children in a suitable day are program corm they have teen relocated to

permanent 'tocsin).

iatchkey children

Another grow of children with a special need for child are are those in need

Ot aftersehoil vogues. A survey conducted by Louie Sarrielind Associates

estimated that 100,000 children or 10 percent of all children in New Peck city

are 'latchkey' children who love no fool of supervision After school teams.

their parents are working and no ether adult is available. Children with a

need for after school supervision orms from all ecencedc comps. Ar more

parents enter the labor force, ear* mit a progreamively greeter demand for

after school programs.
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Maw York City serves 10.5:00 school -egad children through 168 group and family

day are programs. Services provided by this' program include escort from

=boobs, nutritious steels, and age appropriate enrichment activities.

Sere programs offer a wide diversity of activity for school-age children. The

Harbor School Schwa-Age Center (gists creative writing, science, chorus,

drama, pointing. photography, music, math, reeding and sport activities.

Others, such as the Pike street Day Care Center and the Concerned Parents of

Janice, offer children the opportunity to participate in plays in which they

can develop their social and verbal skills.

Duality programs are needed to keep school age children interested and active.

One special project we have initiated udth the Saber School is to assist

children to write, film and edit a fibs an alcholiam and how it effects

children. The film will be shown to children by the children who produced it.

A sinter film could be developed for latcNsey" children. Ita film could be

shoun in school. to demonstrate how children should handle themselves in an

urban aituaticn when they are alone at hole, how to handle emergencies, cops

with poor pressure and deal with strangers. Currently, rr such film is

available.

To help trten "latchkey" children cope when child oars is not available,

federal !waling must be provided to develop quality progressing that will

assist children to develop intellwctually, culturally and socially.
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I have tried to limit my resarks today to a dimiussion of innovative projects

haw York City has developed to increase access to child care services.

Sower, i must also bake this opportunity to ma-*maima that innovative service

delivery depends an adequate funding. There is man ouph federal funding

available to meet the demand for child cane verbose. Our public/private

innovations are supported solely by State and local Lands. The voucher and
. .

homeless children day okra programa were initiated with one time meargenci

federal Title xx funds from FM in addition, greeter federal involnmement is

necesory to help &sign new magma for witiorserved populations sold

populations with unique needs.

The social Services block Grant has been the major source of !Mimi funds for

day care. Though federal funding for Title XX was partially restored last

year, we are still receiving less Title 12 funding for rrt 1984 than we did in

1981. in fact, the social Service, flock event is currently authorised at only

$2.7 billion for ITT 1984 and thereafter. This level is Sr below the full

amours of $3.3 billion authorised for PPY 198$ in P.L. 96-272, the Adoption

Aasierance and Child WelfAre Act of 1980. Shen Title XX was originally created

Ln 1974, the federal funding level was at $2.4 billion. Moog ten years later,

the current authorised level is merely $300 million above the original proven

level.
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the

Another source of public funding is the chi care grant given to working AFDC

recipients. New York City recommends that $180 limit an day are expenses

for Arm be repealed. This limit, enacted in 1981 in 08RA, was inadequate to

cover costa at that time. !brae years Dater it is even less adequste. Prior

to OBRA, actual verified costs of day care wore allowed instead of the currant

arbitrary limit of $160. Day care costs of AFDC recipients should be adjusted

to reflect the actual cost of oars.

With respect to specific legislation, New York City supports adoption of X.R.

4970. This bill would eventually restore the Title XX program to its

previously authorized level of $3.3 billion for rrY 1985 by providing for $3.0

billion in 1TY 1985, $3.2 billion in FFY 1986 and $3.3 billion in ?FY 1987. Me

support adoption of H.R. 5885, the Heed Start and Haan Services Amendeants.for

1985. which authorizes $8 million in YFY 1915 art .".4 million in eft 1986 to

fund information and referral programs to assist familia' to locate child

care. We also urge passing of H.R. 4193, the School realities Child Care Act.

which authorizes $30 million annually far the next three years to assist

cominitiee in starting schoolage child are programs. Finally, I 'mold urge

that roses. h and discretionary funding be targeted for !by are projects that

meat unique service needs, serve undereerved areas or increase tho involvement

of the private sector in publicly funded day are programs.
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In additico to increasing federal !Undo for child care, sore needs to to duns

by all levels of government to involve the private sector in fundirq child care

services. I mint to emphasise that neither &Duro) of funding is a substitute

for the other. Through our public/private sector initiatives, we have shown

aim of what can to dale to promote cooperative funding. 116 recoomend that the

federal goverment also find mew to foster this cooperation. greater efforts

need to to lade to combine public funding with private !Gilding from supportive

employers so that we can begin to address the needs cf working parents. M. are

ready to play an active ro; in this effort.

Sinew ion

Much needs OD be dam. I appreciate the opportunity to dare with you our

efforts to improve day an and macaw this hearing as a first step in

addressing this important issue.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. PAUL SHUMAKER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, HUMAN
RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS, CUYAHOGA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CLEVE-
LAND, OHIO

U.S. House of Representatives

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

The National Coalition for Campus Child Care, (NCCCC) first known as the

National Council for Campus Child Care, has been in existence for thirteen

years. It is incorporated as a non-profit organization, based at the

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and has members from over 700 camps child

care centers across the country. The NCCCC was founded on the belief that

child care should be an integral part of higher education systems and that

campus child care facilities should provide: Safe, healthy environments for

children; developmentally sound educational programs for children; service to.

parents; service to camous programs. As Dr. Robert A. Corrigan, Chancellor of

the University of Massachusetts at Boston, states: "the provision of child
care is s significant factor in the effort to guarantee equal opportunity of

access ft, higher education and consistent with the implementation of

affirmative action programs.

Cuyahoga Community College was one of the first comunity colleges in the

country to recognize the importance of campus child care as part of an
"affirmative action" program. Ir. the early 70's advocates for equal

opportunity, on campus and in the community, emphasized the fact that many

adults who needed a community college education had children and that good

care for their children was essential to their ability to enroll at the
College. The College Board of Trustees responded in 1971 by establishing a

fully funded child care program for the children of student-parents who had a

financial need for such service. After several years, multi-source funding

was developed to ease the burden on the College budget, including Title XX

funds as they became available. Child care service is now a vital part of all

three College campuses for children of students, faculty, staff and

community. With the completion e Cuyahoga Community College's Child Care

6450
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Center campus renovations, funded in the amount of $2.2 million from Ohio

capital funds, the College will be able to care for 250 children per hour or

500 individual children daily; this is nearly 1500 individual children per

year. Eighty-five percent of the College Child Care Center capacity is

utilized by students.

Low child care fees are possible due to the availability of Title XX funds for

tuition and child care costs, and the USDA Child Care Food Program which pays

for meals and snacks served in centers. Both of these programs are available

to low income families. At Cuyahoga Community College two-thirds of the

families utilizing the child care facilities receive one or more of these

types of funding. Most of the children in the College's urban center would

not receive a nutritional diet were it not for the USDA food program provided

through the center.

Many campuses, as with many businesses and industries, have found that

provision of child care is an important fringe benefit for employees, reducing

the turnover, absenteeism and tardiness which result when employee-parents are

torn between their responsibilities to their children and to their jobs. Five

percent of the Cuyahoga Connunity College staff use the Child Care Center.

Child care on college and university campuses also offers valuable resources

for the training of teachers, for research, and for advocacy related to

standards in programs for young children.

May I use three Ohio campus child care programs as illustrative of three

successful strategies for establishing and maintaining good campus child

care. The program at Cuyahoga Community College operates with funding and
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in-kind support from the College, Title XX, USDA contracts, and parent fees.

The child care program which has provided service for student, faculty and

staff for fourteen years at The Ohio State University has similar resources:

20% of its budget and in-kind services are furnished by the university, with

Title XX, USDA contracts, and student fees providing the remainder of the

budget. The child care center at Oberlin, Ohio, serves both the private

four-year college and the community with funding from the local government,

United Way, Title XX, USDA, Oberlin College student and faculty organizations,

businesses and industries, church .and civic groups. All three of these

institutions are experiencing difficulties now maintaining the quality of

their programs in the aftermath of cuts in funding, especially cuts in Title

XX and USDA. The NCCCC could provide from among its members, many other

examples across the country of campus programs which are struggling to

maintain service. There are many other campuses where child care is needed

and yet is not available, according to NCCCC.

The NCCCC supports the positions of the National Association for the Education

of Young Children, and of the Children's Defense Fund, that good child care

should be available for all children who need it and at a price that their

families can afford to pay. NCCCC asks that campus child care be included in

a comprehensive national plan to provide more support for child care

services. Specifically the organization has suggestions in three areas

1. Traditional sources of support such as Title XX and USDA, which have

been cut, should be funded again at prc:!..vm levels, or increased.

The cuts have had serious consequences for children and families

served by child care programs.
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2. New initiatives are needed to provide care for children who are not

now being served. Most critical needs are for infants, toddler care,

and after school care for school age children. Information and

referral resources are needed. Home day care registration is needed

as well as the funding of demonstration programs such as satellite:

day care homes affiliated with existing centers.

3. Indirect support should be developed, such as the programs which

allow a portion of income to be set aside for child care costs,

medical and legal fees, with flexible options and tax benefits

similar to IRA's. Other tax initiatives suggested include allowance

of the full cost of child care as a tax deduction for parents and

more tax incentives for business and industry to subsidize childcare.

The above suggestions carry an inherent message to Congress that a strong

moral commitment to the nurturing of American children needs full attention by

the nation. Concomitant with the national responsibility is a responsibility

to be borne by the Nation's colleges and universities.

The National Commission on Excellence in Education stated in its report, A

Nation At Risk, that it is, therefore, essential--especially in a period of

long-term decline in educational achievement- -for government at all levels to

affirm its responsibility for nurturing the Nation's intellectual capital." I

would add that this capital begins with the Nation's very young.

Calling again on the words of Chancellor Corrigan, child care is defined as
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'more than a convenience, more than a teaching tool, and more than a service

to the surrounding community. The real significance of ouality child care is

in the ways in which it benefits our society as a whole...As colleges and

universities share a basic commitment to provide
leadership--intellectually,

ethically, and morally--to the community, child care is a mural issue, a

commitment to the family and a humanistic commitment to the pressing needs of

real people. Serving people is the goal. Serving children, particularly in

the early years of development, is the program's basic contribution to our

society."

Dr. Harriet Alger, past chairperson of the National Coalition for Campus Child

Care, states that child care is needed. Child care is an investment in the

future that no society can afford to neglect. The provision of good child

care is an educational, psychological, sociological, and
political issue that

higher education must address.

Good care for children is essential to our national interest. Good care for

children is cost effective, preventing problems which result in greater

expense for remedial services later. The National Coalition for Campus Child

Care urges this Committee and the Congress to provide leadership in the

development of more resources to develop and to support child care services

which are essential to the stability and security of the millions of American

families.

Thank you,
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Edited Transcript

Child Care*

Sandra Scan', Ph.D.

Commonwealth Professor of Psychology

University of Virginia

*Presented as a Science and Public Policy Seminar on October 21, 1983,
sponsored by the Federation of Behavioral, Psychological and Cognitive
Sciences.
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The last decade, particularly in Washington, has seen enormous debates
on who should care for cnildren, and who should pay for it. Should women
work? Why are all these mothers leaving their children to be employed outside
the home? Tnese heated debates, which often take on a rather moralistic tone,
have yet to lead us to a coherent policy on children and families. There are
many unspoken assumptions that underlie debates in this field.

One of the most difficult issues, one that is seldom discussed, is the
tension between women's rights on the one hand and children's needs on the
other. As both of those issues sre perceived by different groups with
different agendas, the debate has not been very productive. On one side,
women's group have asserted their rights to have socially responsible child
care, so tna, women may participate fully in the labor force. Although
women's groups favor good quality child care, their concerns feature
affordable care so that more women may become wage-earners for their
families. Advocates for children's interests, on the other hand, have focused
on the need for high quality care for young children, and have paid little or
no attention to women's interests and women's rights. I count my own field,
developmental psychology, among the latter. So, I thought I would start off
and talk a little about assumptions from the child care side. I speak as a
developmental psychologist, but I am also a working mother of four children
and I am concerned about the issues from the other aids as well.

Assumptions about Child Care

Everyone agrees that young children-- infants and preschoolers need

supervision, nurturing, and care from adults. That issue is not debatable,
but what kind of care do they need? Mow much money do we need to spend on
it? And, who should provide it? These are matters of debate today. The
working assumptions of the early nineteenth century in this country, those
described by John Demos in his books about the family, are that young children
should be cared for by tneir mothers, and that mothers have a special
relationship with children. In psychology we have nams for special
relationships; we call tnem bonding and attachment. Those two concepts have
been the subject of such research in the last twenty-five years, and they have
a Victorian quality about them. Bonding is the special relationship that
mothers are supposed to come to feel for their newborn infants by virtue of
early tactual and slsory contact with them. Bonding came to us from ethology
-- the study of animal behavior. Mother rodents become strongly attached to
their offspring througL ea:ly contact with their smells and feels after
birth. Applied to humans, the banding concept hes been the source of a major
change in delivery-room practices. Mothers are typically given their babies
at birth, because supposedly tnere !s something magical about the process of
bonding. Recent research by Michael Lamb, Robert Emde and others suggests
that in the human case there really tsn't anything special about the first few
hours after birtn. In fact, mothers wao don't have contact with their infants
for the first twelve hours are just as good mothers as women who do. Although
mothers will continue to be able to hold their babies in the delivery room, I
hope, bonding will no longer be the reason for the practice.
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Attachment has a similar theme; it too comes out of the ethological,
animal behavior framework and describes the special relationship that a child
has with the mother. In the human case, children are supposed to become
attached to their mothers in the last half of the first year. At around six
to twelve months most infants develop special preferences for particular
people, and usually one of those people is the mother. It is a popular belief
that attachment to mother is the emotional basis of later mental health; that
a child could not be a well-adjusted, happy person, without a special
relationship or attachment to mother. Nov, that concept has also come under
challenge, not because anyone doubts that babies need close relationships with
adults, but why does it have ro be mother? Yes, children do have the special
feelings for otners, but is there something that makes the biological neither
the necessary and solitary subject of that attachment? The answer is NO. In
developmental psychology, and in the area of chill care, the concepts of
bonding and attachment have served to define a special responsibility of
motaers for their children -- assumptions that affect our attitudes toward
child-care policy.

A third kind of assumption we seem to have as a society is that parents
are responsible for their children. Generally, re do not believe that
children are the possessions of the society as a whole. Children are, if you
will, owned by individual families. That ownership gives them responsibility
for the nurture, care and rearing of these children, and makes us nervous as a
socio,/ to interfere with family decisions about how to rear children.
Parents have the privilege to make decision about their children; they also
have to take financial responsibility to support them. As you know, other
societies don't treat children in quite that individualistic fashion. Where
children's care is subsidized, families do not have the autonomy to make
individual decisions about their children. However, given our assumption 1

about individual parental responsibility for children, parents are expected to
pay for the care of their own children. Thos who can't pay are labeled as
disabled or disadvantaged families; there is something wrong with them if they
cannot pay for the services they need for their children.

Education and Child Cate

For reasons that we can't go into here, in the early part of this

century ve did relieve the family of the responsibility for the education of
children from the age of six to sixteen. Our government took on the public

function of education and nade it mandatory. For reasons partially related to
technology and industrialization, we decided that the education of children
from six to sixteen was the responsibility of the public sector with
individual families still reapc.osible for the welfare of their oon young
children. We have simply Got considered infancy and early childhood as
falling under that same public responsibility as later education. Thus,

rarely are child care issues debated in the same terms as educational ones.
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-Jen we think of the care of young children outside of their families,
most of us think immediately of day care in some form. It is useful to know,
however, that there hive been two streams of child care services in this
country -- one res'ectable and one of questionable lineage. One is the
nursery school and kindergarten movement, and the other is the day nursery
movement. They have very different roots.

The roots of the day care movement are associated with welfare and
refora, vita inadequate families, poverty and immigrants -- tainted origins.
Nursery schools and kindergarten, on the other hand, were vary much a
middle-class movement, which resulted from the educated woman. The educated
mother was Teddy Roosevelt's and G. Stanley Hall's ideal woman. This was the
motaer who vent to colle3e in order to learn to be a better mother. Roosevelt
made a wonderful speech at the 1909 White House Conference on Children and
Youth stating that it is the woman's hand that rods the cradle, and there is
no more important role in society for educated women than to rear the next
generation. They are the hope for the future and the strength of the
country. The ideal of the educated mother encouraged women to move outside of
their immediate families and form preschools in which they would educate the
future generation; they themselves started nusrsery schools and
kindergartens. That was very much an untainted movement since it was an
extension of the ideals of the middle-class family.

In coatrast, day nurseries, which evolved into the day-care centers
that we know today, have an historical association with poverty and working
mothers -- a less acceptable origin. The first day care centers were founded
in the 1840's in Boston for the widows and working wives of seamen, who were
then as now a disadvantaged group. Then, the settlement houses that took in
immigrant children started day nurseries, since immigrant mothers had to work,
and their children were growing up in the streets. Good reformers like Jane
Adams and the Hull House folks started nurseries for the children who needed
care and supervision. This history led to working mothers being characterized
as a very disadvantaged group.

the middle -class mother didn't have to work, so she arranged part of
the child's day to to uoent at a nursery school setting for the
child's beaefit, not so that she coald participate in the labor force. Day
nurseries were associated with immigrants, the working class and the
disaivartaged, and they were established to help provide supplementary care
when mothers had to work. So our history of day care in this country is one
in which the welfare system is implicated, not the educational system.

Working :Others

Whea woolen have been needed in the labor force, as in World War II, or
when jobs were needed for unemployed teachers, as in the Depression, the
Federal Governmeat did support day care to a large extent. in 1943 we had
400,000 children in federally subsidized and sponsored day-care ,enter at
every ktnd of sire, from shipyards to ammunition factories. Day-care became
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necessary when women went to work because something had to ha done with these

little children who were growing-up in the streets. At the era of World
Wm: iI the Federal Government abandoned its commitment to day-care centers and

withdrew all funds. Only two locations in the country, California and New

York City, decided to keep their day-care centers. The State of California
had a long-time commitment to day-care centers, and the centers that were
formed during World War II are still in operation. Even though the State of

New York abandoned support of day-care, New York City continues to subsidize

day-care. Every other State abandoned the effort.

Tne political tension between women's participation in the labor force
and responsibility for caring for children is played out in many forms, of

wnicn day-care is only one. Therefore, in the political arena the child-care
debates are affected by the same issues that affect many other policies having

to do with women and families.

In 1982, married women with husbands present, and children under three
years of age, were working at rate of 43.5%; these are people who you think
would be least likely to participate in the labor force. About half of those

women are working part-time; they are not all full-time employees.
Nevertheless, about 'me in every two mothers of preschool children is in the
labor force. Although the participation of single, separated and divorced
women is a little nigher -- 53.5% rather than 43.52 -- mothers with working
husbands are also working in great numbers because their families need the

money. They are not working primarily for self-fulfillment. About

three-quarters of the women who have been interviewed in different studies say
they are in tae labor force because the family would be significantly less
able to provide for its members if they were not working outside the home.
Tnis represents an enormous and steady change in the employment of women since

World War II. The projections are that about three-quarters of the women with
children under six are going to be in the labor force by 1986.

Inadequate Child Care

Neitner the children nor the critical shortage of quality day care, in

this country is going to go away. We all know that there are not enough
day-care spaces of any quality, never mind day-care spaces of adequate

quality. There are about 8 million preschool children whose mothers now

work. We nave about 2 million day-care places in licensed centers. The

remaining 6 million children are cared for in their own and others' homes.
Host day -care homes are of passable quality but some are definitely not. In

addition experts estimate that about one million preschool children are alone,
without adult supervision, for some part of the day when their parents are,

working. It's a fairly startling fact that more than a million children, five
and under, are unsupervised at least part of the time.

The major problem of inadequate day-care facilities is that army

parents can't afford to pay. Gary Wingette did an analysis of the economics

of day care in 1981 and pointed out that for a family at the poverty line to
pa/ fully for two children in day-care would require about 60% of their
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income. How, a family cannot pay 601 of their income in order to have care
for tneir children, because there is not enough money left for food or for a
place to live. In contrast, a middle-income family making $30,000 a year,
with two preschool cnildren would pay only 131 of their income, which is
substantial, but tolerable. Both the quantity and the quality of day-caze
facilities are victim to economics. 4y expertise is not on the econoads of
day-care, but rather on the qualities of day-care environments that matter to
cnildren.

I am, tnerefore, going to focus the rest of my talk on children's needs
and how they can survive child care.

Preschool Child Care

Based on tae information we have about child development, we know well
what children under the age of three and those from three to five need in
terms of reasonably stimulating care. Around the world, children thrive in
regimes that meet the social and intellectual needs for developmental growth.
Children natter three need close adult interaction, on a one-to-one basis, and
are not very responsive to the presence of peers. We are talking about
infants, one and two-years-olds. Their care is extremely expensive to provide
since one adult can realistically only care for three to four infants. Nor
many diapers and bottles can one caretaker really manage. never mind being
able to talk with the babies, carry them around, play games and laugh with
them? With toddlers, children who are now mobile and beginning to talk,
groups of four to six are manageable, although that may be pushing the limits
of what one adult can do. So, we are talking about the kind of care which is
best done in small groups where individual infants

and toddlers get a lot of
personal attention from familiar people, in settings which are familiar.

What seems clear now for preschoolers, children three to five years
old, is tnat they do get something out of being

in larger groups and having a
structured educational program for part of the day. These are the same ages
of cnildren who go to nursery school. We have been sending them to nursery
school since the 1920's and everybody thinks that's a nice thing to do. Well,
a day-care environment can include Ana a good nursery has for children over
three. It can't include a structured program all day long because these
children need rest and some free time, but a good part of the day can be
structured for them, to their benefit.

Research on Day-Care

We have two rounds If research on day-care in the last twenty years,
and I thought I would briefly summarize the questions and the findings. The
first round of research came out of the alarm sounded in the 1950s and 60s
that women were going to work and a concern for what would happen to their
children. The question taat was repeatedly asked ras, is day-care bad for
children? Many were looking for the social and emotional damage to children
who were separated from their mothers. Contrasts were drawn between
impersonal, institutional care and loving care with mother, who baked cookies
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and played educational gases with her children. It was alleged that mothers

spend re lot of time with their children in educationally beneficial

activities. Actually they don't. In fact, from studies at the University of
aichigan we know tnat the average mother, at home with her preschool child,
spends about 20 minutes watching television with the child in the room, 13
minutes eating with the child sitting there and less than 10 minutes a day
actually doing something educational with the child.

Interestingly, it was also found that working mothers spe.td just as

much time in direct interaction with their children when they cows home from
work, as do mothers w= are home all day, because working mothers set aside
time to spend with their children. However, mothers who are home day have

many otner responsibilities, in and outside of the household, and they don't
spend any more time in one-to-one interaction with their young children. So

tnere are tnree myths: (1) that mothers who are home spend a lot of time

with their children in beneficial ways, (2) that mothers who are working

deprive their children of such benefits, and (3) that a day-care center or

home cannot be a substitute for mother's care. After 20 years of research on

home versus day-care, we have found no reliable differences between children
in quality day-care and those at home with mothers.

That line of research has evolved into a different set of questions,
which have been the focus in the seventies and are still the focus in the

eighties. Some of the questions are, what 're the qualities of day-care

environments that are good for children? Now that we have accepted that there
will be a day-care, the focus is on what kind of day-care should there be?

The Federal Government sponsored two large, national day-care sutdies. The

national study on centers looked at 63 centers and focused on how well the

children in those centers were functioning. The results shoJed that the

adult-child ratios made a difference. For example, if yo r. had too many

children per adult good things didn't happen; if you had fewer children better

toin3s happened. Group size became an important issue. If you have ten

toddlers and two caretakers, you could arrange-thbse children into one group
with two caretakers, and the ratio is still five children to one adult, or

your could separate them into more family-like groups where one caretaker is

consistently responsible for five children and the other caretaker for the

other five children. It turns out that the latter arrangement of smaller

groups works better for young children. When you have two caretakers together

they tend to interact with each other more than with the children, and no one

is totally responsible for the welfare of any one child.

The second study on day-care homes confirmed the results of the center

study. In addition, Licensed day-care homes were found to be generally

superior to unlicensed homes. The best homes were those sponsored or

supervised by a community agency. Networks of day-care homes provide support,

information, resources, and even vacations for over-worked day caregivers.
Homes in such networks were better, on average, than any others.
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I have been involved in three different studies on day-care and I think
that you will find tnem of interest. I have been a consultant for the past
six years with the Bermuda Government (Bermuda is a nice place to do
research). We have been evaluating their day-care situation because in
Bermuda most mothers work from the time the children are very small. In the
first year of the child's life, 751 of the mothers have gone back to work, so
the majority of Bermudian children have non-maternal care. By the age of two,
901 have nou-maternal care, and by three every child is in nog.- maternal care.

We have done three studies in Bermuda; one evaluating the differences
in environments in nine centers, which takes into account all of the
infant-care centers on the island. Essentially, we studied all nine centers
which included about 200 infants and toddlers. We measured differences in the
amount of adult-child interaction, physical environment and the structure of
activities. In looking at the broad spectrum of experiences that children
have in these centers, the good things are correlated. For example, those
centers that have good physical facilities also provide good meals. They also
have smaller groups of children and better educational programs. All these
tnings do make a difference in how well the children are developing. Even if
you take into account differences in the children's families and home
environments, those in high quality care had better intellectual, language,
personal, and social development than children from comparable families in
lower quality centers. The good centers had good effects and the inferior
centers were not doing much fo: children.

The second study looked at naturally-occurring differences between

day-^are centers, day-care homes, the sitter at boos, and having mothers at
home during the first two years of life. We compared the development of
children in these different settings and, again, addressed the concern of
family background differences. We found that there appeared to be no
difference at all among groups children who were at home with mother or
another relative, in day-care homes with several other children, or with a
sitter at home. Those three groups of children were indistinguishable, and
they were doing fine. Children under two years of age.and who were in an
average center environment were not doing so well. These are centers where ,

the child-adult ratio is approximately eight to one, which represents too many
babies with one adult and not enough stimulation or toys in front of them to
hold their interest. In other words, for average and below average centers,
the babies or very young children were not doing too well.

The results for older preschool children were different. Three- and
four-year olds in the average centers were developing better skills than
children from comparable families in day-care homes or weir own homes. The
children who are home with the sitter, or are in a day .rare home have fewer
educational opportunities and less instruction, on the average, than children
in the centers, all of which have some sort of preschool program. Children in
homes do not necessarily have children the same age to play with. So from
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three to five, children who are in centers are doing better than those who are
not in a group program. This makes sense from a developmental viewpoint in
terms of what a child needs. Those under three have a different set of needs

from those over three years. The care typically provided in the centers was
not entirely suitable for very young children but much more appropriate for
older children.

The third study was a retrospective study; we looked at the
eight-year-olds on the island. We examined teacher ratings, peer ratings, and
various test scores to determine their level of development and adjustment.
With that data at hand we interviewed their famines to see what kind of
day-care history they nad. Again, we found that the children who had been in
center care with larger groups before two years of age were not doing as well
as the cnildren w.o had been at nome or in a day-care home.

Therefore, the accumulating evidence says that the quality of care for
preschool children is importaat to their development; that appropriate care
for children under three and over three is different; and that there are some
long-range implications for their functioning in school which we should be

concerned with.

We need to do something to see that children have good care, and we
cannot expect the parents to provide all of this care themselves. The issue
is not whether mom and dad provide the care; it is the kind of care that

matters. We see no evidence that it has to be a biological parent who takes

care of the cnildren. Children thrive in good care, and it doesn't seem to
matter who they are with.

Day-Care as Intervention

Tnere has been a new set of studies on day-care intervention that are

very interesting. Craig Ramey of the University of North Carolina provided
full-time day care for children from disadvantaged homes with low incomes.
The parents were poorly educated, many had low I.Q.s. Ramey provided
developmentally-enriched day-care from early infancy to their entrance into
public school. As expected, by the time these children reached elementary
school they were mute better off than a comparison group of children who were

reared in their own homes. That is an example of how developmentally
structured day-care worked as an intervention with children of disadvantaged

families. The North Carolina project in not going to become another Milwaukee
project, which fell into disrepute; this research has been going on for about

ten years now. The children are now in school and instead of having average
I.Q. scores of ar,und 80, which would be typical of the children from this
sample, these children are functioning with I.Q. scores of over 100. They
seem to be adapting well to school; however, that may not necessarily be
sustained, unless there is something sustaining in the children's

environment. What it does show is that this kind of early intervention will
pay off by at least helping children to enter school in reasonably good shape.
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Child Care Policy

Now I would like to address one alternative
that has been proposed on

day-care. Recently there have been proposals on maternity and paternity leave
waen infants are born, so that mothers or fathers can stay home to take careof them. We have noted that infant care is by far mwre expensive to provide
because it requires so much of an adult's time invested in a single infant.
It might be more cost effective to

pay women to stay home for a year to take
care of as infant, rather than having to purchase

child care elsewhere, or
risk losing her job. I am ambivalent to that alternative because it sounds as
if that is the only option tnat would be afforded. I would rather see some
form of stipend paid to parents either to stay at home or to purchase child
care, waichever tney preferred. And, in that case we would be subsidizing
child care in the first year of life, whoever provides it. Women should have
tne option to stay home or not; fathers should have

the choice as well.

I would also like to discuss subsidized
care for children at theworkplace. For a while it looked as if the employers might become interested

in providing their employees with some form of child care that would be
readily available at tne works'

Anthers would have control over it and
could visit when it was convan. r them. They could be on the child-care
board that set up and ran that o ization because this would be one of thiemployee's benefits. This could an intermediate form of maternal care, and
it could be worked out in the best of all possible worlds. The mothers couldbe given a few hours a day by employers

to contribute to the care of the
cnildren in toe center, so that parents could participate in the care of theirchildren at the workplace on a part-time basis. Why couldn't we work out
sometning like tnat?

Many ways have been suggested to
improve child care -- policies that

would be more systematic and effective v.han what we are doing now. There aremillions of children out there whose daily lives are spent in care situations
that are far from ideal. Do we not have a responsibility to set some
standards for adequate child care? Do we not have a responsibility to do
something about the quelification9 of those providers? I am not here today to
recommend legislation; however; the Federal Government Sze= extremely
ambivalent about setting up definite and

developmentally appropriate standardsfor child care. I appreciate the opportunity of addressing this distinguished
group and would now like to hear what your concerns are on the subject of
child care. Thank you.

Q: .sere there any public poltcy implications in your Bermuda studies?

A: Working in Bermuda is an ideal situation; since it is so small I can
talk directly witn the people who make the policies and also spend the money.
It is a microcosm which is autonomous; it is a British colony but it handles
its own internal affairs, and nas its own parliament and budget.
Approximately a year ago we gave them cur report of the day-care studies.
What tney did immediately, with some help from us, was to set up training
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programs for child care-givers because, even where they had adequate numbers
of staff, the staff wasn't using its time in beneficial ways for the
children. They were not very well educated and they did not understand that
interacting with young children was important. They know that you wipe them
after they finish eating, but they didn't talk to them about what they were
eating. You have to give children meaning. We felt that training was a good
basic first step.

In the Bermuda College they set-up a three - course training program
which awarded a nursery certificate upon completion. Nursery directors were
told that they were to release their staff to attend the courses, and that
they should expect their staff to rotate through these nursery training
programs. In the future a certificate would be mandatory for day-care workers
in these centers. That is one way in which you get more informed and better
educated nursery workers. The second thing was, they had been considering
legislating requirements regarding day-care center and the staff-child ratios;
however, they hadn't gotten around to implementing that. They did institute a
requirement that there will be no mcre than four babies under a year, and six
babies between one and two per care-taker. Now they have only one,
high-quality government day-care center, but may establish more.

We have been lobbying for two separate government actions. One is we
think that they can use another infant day-cere center, a good one sponsored
by tne government; add we also want them to develop a network of day care hose
providers and to set-up a system of supports. I should mention that The
National Day Care 'come Study examined hundreds of homes in different locations

in this country. They looked at three different kinds of homes: supervised
and sponsored homes, licensed and unlicensed homes.

In the U.S the unlicensed homes are unregulated; the lady down the

street takes in Kids from the neighborhood and no one is the wiser. We really

have very little idea about what's going on there. The National Day Care Hone
Studies included some of them and found that on the average they were pot bad

folks. This is where there is the highest possibility for abuse because there-
's no contact with these people. The licensed home has an spproved physical
environment and very little else, but who knows since theysre not
supervised. After tne licensing occurs there may be a visit once a year,,at

best. The supervised and sponsored homes are those ,that belong to a network,
and tnese save been growing around the country where day-care mothers have a
connection with some community agency or child care center, which provides
relief time for the day-care mother if she is sick. They can help to provide

a substitute day-care mother, furnish educational materials, toys and guidance
on %mat to do with the children who may have potential problems. They also

provide moral support for day-care mothers who are somewhat isolated from the
rest of vie world. These centers with their satellite homes provide a network
for feeling that one is part of a larger, socially important scheme. Bermuda
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could develop a similar system; there is a model and plenty of work to go
along with it. One coul.d get into an organization which also provides for
career advancement; viu can go from being a day-care provider, to being a
supervisor and an edu:ator. This kind of organization holds child care
together; it doesn't remove it from home, but helps to consolidate it in many
beneficial ways.

Q: I am curious 'bout middle-income or upper-income families who want to
use day care, would they be eligible?

A: Wny couldn't it be an employment compensation, a generally available
condition of employment? I would not like to see child care stigmatized as
being available only to those who cannot possible afford child care. In one
group surveyed, more than half the women responded that they would be willing
to be employed, but that they couldn't possibly afford child care. However,
they could not make enough and they are not educated enough to get the kind of
job where they could possibly go out and work and pay for child care. So they
can't go to work unless the care is subsidized. The women's rights group,
tnat is largely middle-class, has fought for a tax relief and we middle-class
folks got a tax credit for child-care expenses, which takes care of some of
our concerns.

Q: What factors do you think contribute to the differences in the child
care centers?

A: I would like to point out that eight out of the nine centers (in
Bermuda) ate proprietory centers; that is, the directors are making their
living out of these centers. Care for children under two years is probably a
losing proposition for centers. However, in the centers caring for the
children w10 are two and up, one could make a living. Proprietory centers are
continually cropping up in this country. There are two large franchises who
have hundreds of centers across the country, which may sound lfke Kentucky
Fried Children. However, Bermuda is physically a long and thin island; if you
live and work here, you don't take your kids over there. People use
facilities which are at a convenient distance from hose and work. As a result
of a lack of choice in centers, there is a certain amount of tolerance among
parents and also a lot of ignorance. Parents don't know what is going on in
the centers and they are not encouraged to find out. They leave their
children at the door and they pick them up there; most of the warents have
never been inside the building. Also, the directors at these centers have
different ideas or philosophies about what they are doing. Some of then
emphasize safety and g od food for the children, which means that you don't
have much responsibility apart from taking care of the child's physical
wellbeing; you make sure that they don't have dirty diapers, that knees are
not skinned, and that they get good nutritious meals. Whereas others have a
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more educational philosophy. The day-care workers also differ greatly in the
various centers. In one of the centers they hired the cheapest possible help
they could get; people who were rejected as hotel maids were hired to take
care of the children. Other centers cared about the recruitment of an
adequately experienced staff, very seldom were they trained, and they were not
highly educated people. However, they chose people who had good experience
and were truly concerned for the welfare of young children. The centers did
charge different fees. The fee in 1982 went from 825 to 835 a week per child,
which is not expensive,, however, some of them had 80 to 90 children and ochers
had 150 children enrolled. We didn't get into the economic aspect very
closely, however, it was apparent that some of the centers had more money to
spend on staff and programs.

Q: Do you think that you could isolate the good characteristics to come up
with a set of standarda for the centers?

A: Yes, I think that some of the characteristics of a goon Program
certainly can be put into standards; which include a fine physical
environment, and the quality of care for children of different ages. Through
these you can set goals for an organized system by which support and training
are given to day-care providers.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BEVERLY ROBERSON JACKSON ED., I)., DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF HUMAN WELFARE, GENERAL BOARD OF CHURCH AND SOCIETY, THE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

Improving Child Care Services: What Can Be Done?

The United Methodist Church has issued a policy

statement on dependent care. This was accomplished at

the 1984 General Conference of representatives of the

9.5 million member church. The statement urges chur-

ches to continue their outreach and their responsive-

ness to families of young children and families with

members who require extended special care, such as

those with handicapping conditiohs or the frail and

elderly. Church members are encouraged to speak up and

work toward equitable public policies that lead to

providing support for families in these times of need_

It states: It becomes the obligation of churches
to urge and promote coherent, inclu-

sive, and equitable policies that af-
fect families, who at some time or
another, rely on formal and informal

support systems relative to the care of
children the elderly, or persons with
handicapping conditions.

As it approaches public advocacy for
dependent care, the church must be
guided by the variety of forms of its
ministry. The church must acknowledge
the importance and implement the provi-
sion of affordable and high quality
family support systems that are equita-
bly distributed to those who need them.

One of the tangible ways churches in this country

have responded to needs of families has been by

becoming a major provider of child care facilities and

Th. UMW Methodist Sulidinell 100 Marytand Avows. N.E. Washington. D.C. 20024811.4111202) 4114400
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programs. In most cases churcnes have begun c

care programs in response to the human needs 1 3st

in their community, thus 99% of Church housed and/or

operated programs are open to all who wish to partici-

pate and the programs are secular in their curriculum.

(Based on responses to a survey reported in When

Churches Mind the Children by Eileen Lindner, Mary C.

Mattis and June Rogers. The High/Scope Press 1983.

In adaition to the advantages of space, location and

tax exempt status is the fact that churches are often

"very generous landlords often charging nothing. ,end

seldom charging full market rates for the use of

church property and a variety of services" (Page 67,

When Churches Mind thc' children. Thus, churches

continue to make a significant contribution to the

availability and affordability of child care across

the country.

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH VS XINNEY

Recently, the Ohio Supreme Court forged an

ominous precedent by denying a church a property tax

exemption on a building it owned because part of its

space was used as a child day care facility. The case,

Summitt United Methodist Church vs Kinney, (7 Ohio St.

3rd. 43), points out a dangerous attitude toward ;he

provision of child care, and a common misunderstar ling

about the ministry of the church.

In that case a local church sought a tax ey
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tion on the educational wing of Jarish center. The

educational wing housing the church's administrative

and pastor's offices, was used for church school on

Sundays, and as a day care center on week days. The

day care center was operated by Ohio State University

which charged fees on a sliding scale to the families

that used it. The University paid the church rent of

about $775 per month plus utilities.

The governing regulation (R.C. 5709.07) allows an

exemption only when the "...house [is] used

exclusively for public worship...." The court denied

that day care centers could be construed as public

worship -- all the while acknowledging that other

religious buildings were used, within the exemption,

for girl scouts, retreats, bingo -- and therefore the

building's use was not primarily religious in nature.

The court has defined, along strictly secular lines,

the boundaries of religious activity and the public

services a church may consider as part of its services

-- and has excluded care for children as a legitimate

:unction of organized religion.

The same regulation denies an exemption to pro-

perty "leaSed or otherwise used with a view to pro-

fit," and the court cites the receipt of rent on the

use of the building as ff"ther substantition of the

fact that the property does rot qualify for a tax

exemption. But there is no evidence the rent received

constitutes a profit or that it even covers the cost
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involved in keeping the building open.

Church facilities constitute some of the more

readily available spaces in this community that can

fill the need for child day care services. They

should be encouraged to provid2 the space that is

usually not used during the The kind of policy

propagated by the court's decision in this case will

make it harder to persuade congregations to .flow the

establishment of child care programs on their property

while encouraging them to provide places for such

socially necessary activities as bingo.

Legislative action to provide specific tax exempt

status for private properties such as churches that

provide space, often at a loss, to not for profit child

care programs, is needed. In a provisionally adopted

National Council of Churches statement on child care,

child care is defined as a viable ministry of the

church.

Financial Considerations

Even with the practical and philosophical support

of child care programs some churches provide, parents

still pay much of the cost of child care. Low

overhead does not negate the need to pay teachers and

caregivers a respectable wage that acknowledges their

expertise and the importance of their work. Teachers

in many child care programs are the primary

4
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subsidizers of child care costs. They do this by

accepting low wages and by making non-cash

contributions frequently in the form of educational

materials.

Public programs such as the child care food

program and Title XX have dramatic impact on church

and community child care programs alike. Programs

have had to close, reduce the nutritional content of

food they feed children or had their numbers

drastically reduced because parents could not afford

the increase in tuition due to the increaser; food and

costs resulting from recent Federal Budget cuts.

Title XX cuts and changes contribute to

fluctuating attendance when eligibility guidelines go

uP, children in attendance go down because their

parents can no longer afford care. In addition, since

Title XX rarely covers the actual cost of care, child

care programs are cont,nually spending time and energy

in efforts to raise the needed capital. This is the

time and energy that could be better spent working

with children and parents.

Policy Considerations

In recognition of the important role the church

can assume both in child care and in helping to deter-

mine public policy in this area, the National Council

of Churches, in its soon to be adopted statement on

child care has said..."children's needs must be met,

for the sake of children for the sake of the family

7-1
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and society as a whole. Children from income

levels need care, thus access to services must be

available to the pour; the middle class; racial and

ethnic minorities and the affluent. Child care, at

its best, is a family strengthening service, the obje-

ctive of which should be to empower-families to raise

children in accordance with their beliefs and values"

and it also states; "existing public policies lack

coherence as well as equity for all children."

"Child care concerns are not of a fleeting na-

ture, but pose enduring issues which reach deep into

the nation's life. At the heart of the debate lies

the future well-being of America's children and fami-

lies."

One example of how a church responded to a child

care need and how church and public policy come

together is found in Middlebury, Vermont. A severely

handicapped child participated in the .child care

program of the Addison County Parent/Child Center[P /CC]

(the program was funded in part through the Federal

office of Special Education so the program personnel

could begin to,address the needs of handicapped chil-

dren (0-3 years old). As this child approached 4

years, it became apparent that there was no other

program that could meet their child's special needs as

well as the child care needs of a family with two

working parents. The parents approached their church
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(Congregational) about using part of a church owned

building for a mixed age mainstreamed community child

care program. The church responded positively, and,

with initial start up funds from the P/CC and the

church, a program suited for this child as well as her

non-handicapped two year old brother and other chil-

dren 0-5 years in the community was begun in January

8, 1984. This program exists becadse of the responsi-

veness of the church, reasonable overhead costs, re-

spite care provided on site, foster grandparents, work

study students from Middlebury College and the high

school, two full time teachers, and continuing support

and training from the P/CC. The P/CC participates in

the Child Care Food Program and parents, often with

Title XX help, pay tuition for their children in child

care. Local support for the P/CC comes from town

revenue sharing and property tax exemption. Yet de-

spite all these positive resources, the teachers de-

serve better pay and benefits, the maintenance of the

P/CC is essential and increased funding through Title

XX for tuition and training is very important. An

increased number of respite hours (funds come through

the State Department of Mental Health) is also desir-

able to improve the staffing in this mainstreamed

setting.

The United Methodist Church in the same community

opens their basement to the overflow of children and

parents who come to the P/CC on family play day. An

41-047 0 - 85 - 22
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interesting play area is created for the children

while parents supervise, interact or take classes

offered by the P /CC. The P/CC is even in its presert

location because the church agreed to share the USE of

their parking lot.

We hope that this statement in support of avail-

able, affordable quality child care will positive

effects within and outside the church community and

that It will help contribute to the well being of

families, which are the strength of our society.

Thank you for hearing our testimony.

Contact Person:

Dr. Beverly Roberson Jackson
Director, Department of Human Welfare
General Board of Church ano Society

100 Maryland Ave. N.E. Washillgton,D.C_ 20002

Prepared by:

Beverly Roberson Jackson Ed.D.
Jan Kozarin Ed.M
Middlebury, Vt.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTHA SAYRES, M.D., DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF ACADEMIC
CENTERS, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, BOSTON, MASS.

Testimony for September 6, 1984 Hearing of Select Committee on

Children, Youth, and Families

For many years, women physicians and scientists have made important

contributions to clinical care, teaching, and research at the Harvard Medical

School. At this time, at the faculty level, 4% of full professors, 7% of

Associate Professors, 13% of Assistant Professors, and 26% of Instructors are
women. At the training level, 28% of medical residents and fellows, and 33%

of medical students are women. As the proportion of women has increased in

medicine over the years, it has become evident that academic demands have

often precluded traditional parental roles.

Since 1978, several studies have been conducted to examine different

aspects of the experience of women at this medical school. The early studies

surveyed women graduates of Harvard Medical School since 1949 regarding their

general experience. Similar questions were then asked of the nine women full

professors at Harvard Medical School in separate videotaped interviews made

available to educational institutions around the country. It became clear

that however brilliant their professional contributions and prestigious their

appointments, women had special issues related to family and parenting roles

which had rarely been addressed. Some women felt pressured to make a choice

between career goals and family life. In order to identify systematically

the barriers to women in reaching their maximum professional and personal

fulfillment, a study was done in 1982-83 by G. Denterlein and M. Sayres. This

controlled study specifically addressed maternity leave and child care

issues. 88% of the women who had had pregnancies while in training (65) since

1974 and 95% of their training directors (66) participated. Many men

spontaneously expressed an interest in paternity issues and asked to be

i..cluded in our study.
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From the study emerged a picture of the persistent difficulties for women

and men in balancing career and family as demonstrated in some of the

following summary data:.

In 1983 there were almost thirteen hundred residents in the Harvard

Medical School's system, of whom one-fourth were women. About half the women

were married. rTegnancies occurred at ever increasing rates over the past

five years u:spite a leveling off in the number of women residents since

1979. Most programs had no formal maternity/paternity policy and the duration

of leave and the amount of pay varied consider,bly from program to program,

even within hospitals. Ali of the women returned to work after their

pregnancies, and many had taken no time off prior to delivery.

The detailed results of the study were considered by five different

committees in the Harvard Medical School acid its affiliated institutions. In

order to communicate support for the intrinsic value of both scholarly

pursuits and parenting, we were encouraged to implement the following series

of recommendations for Harvard Medical School faculty appointees:

1) Distribution by the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the
Federal Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, the state law
delineating the minimum duration maternity leave, and the
maternity leave guidelines set forth in 1979 for faculty members
on the payroll of Harvard Medical School to all Department
Heads, Training Directors, Trainees, Hospital and Personnel
Directors (this includes regulations on hiring, terms of the
women's return to work, seniority, etc.)

2) Continued study of the obstacles faced by men and women in
combining career and child bearing with dissemination of our
findings among institution members.

3) Establishment of an office at Harvard Medical School to offer
practical support to two groups:
First, for program administrators, the following are available:

a) Information as to how to handle special problems created by
pregnancy in different specialties (for example, a way of
eliminating dangerous levels of toxic chemicals or radiation
exposure for pregnant women).

b) Assistance for developing a flexible scheduling program when
feasible, taking into consideration successful experiences
in other departments.
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Second, for those men and women who decide to have children, the
following are available:

a) An office to call for information on planning for parenting
in a medical career.

b) Information on day care facilities currently offered in the
medical school area.

c) One to one support for men vd women who seek to have

families, including practical information on live-in day
care, an introduction to reliable babysitters in their area,
etc.

d) A network of women who have become parents while pursuing
busy medical careers; women can be matched according to
residential area, specialty, etc.

e) Exchange of information for those men and women who would
like to pursue a "part-time" work schedule, including

finding partners, information from other departments on
creative scheduling possibilities, etc.

f) For families where both parents are doctors, information on
the support organization called 'Dual Doctor Families".

The implementation of these recommendations is still in the preliminary

stages, but already substantive issues of concern to men and women scientists

and physicians have been identified. An effort is be-ng made to work towards

an environment at the Medical School which would nurtt a both personal and

professional aualities together, not to the exclusion of each other, as had

sometimes been the case. As physicians, we are trained in the importance of

overall health, a process we are hoping to apply to our own lives.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. BIRCH, THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
FOR PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE

Introduction

Every , car more than one million children in the United States are seriously abused by
their parents and over 2,000 the from abuse. Our best information says that these
numbers are on the rise.

The pain experienced by any of those children should be enough to motivate us to
stop abuse before it occurs. But if this is not enough, consider %hat we know about
the effects of abuse.

Each case of identified child abuse costs society dearly -- generally $2,000 or more
lust for an investigation and short-term treatment. When a child must be hospitalized
or put in foster care or a parent Incarcerated, the costs rise significantly.

Once the immediate crises and the response to the abuse have passed, there are usually
other costs. Abused children suffer a wide variety of developmental, emotional and
physical difficulties. Some need to be institutionalized. Others require special education.
Some become juvenile delinquents or teenage runaways. Some may be pulled into
prostitution and pornography; others may suffer drug and a'...nhol addiction. The costs
to society continue into adulthood. Of the nation's male pm...if, population, 80 to 90
percent were abused as children. And violence is learned as an acceptable way to
handle problems: many times parents who abuse were themselves abused as children.

It should be obvious that it is cheaper to put our resources early on into programs for
preventing child abuse rather than spend dollars later for treatment and remethation.
A recent study in Michigan demonstrates the value of investing in child care. An
examination of the effects of a preschool program on youths through age 15 shows
that for every $1,000 invested in chid care, at least $4,130 will be returned to society
in the form of reduced costs for education and legal processing for delinquent behavior
and increased lifetime earnings.

The National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse (NCPCA) has Identified child
care as an important program that can be helpful in preventing abuse. Much of the
informatithi in this statement has been gathered from NCPCA publications. An Approach
to Preventing Child Abuse by Anne H. Cohn, Strengthening Families Through the
A.torEplace by Peter Coolsen, and the forthcoming Child Care as Child Abuse
Prevention by David B. Friedman, June S. Sale and Vivian Weinstein.

Child Care as P' vention

Child abuse is a community problem; prevention is a community responsib.lity.

Experts in treating abused children agree that for child abuse to be prevented families
need support of different times, and so a comprehensive set of programs should be
brought to bear on the problem. This includes perinatal support; education for paients;
early and periodic childhood s:reening and treatment; treatment for abused children;
parental support groups; family support services including health care, crisis counseling,
and day care; and public information on child abuse.

NCPCA believes that child care is an integral program in preventing child abuse by
enhancing family life. Good child care programs can significantly contribute to the
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prevention of child abuse. In fact, in most subsidized child :are, abused and neglected
children have first priority for service.

Good child care services can fill many of the goals of a comprehensive child abuse
prevention program: enhancing emotional ties and communication between parent,
and children, increasing parents' skills in coping with the stresses of caring for View
children, reducing family isolation, increasing peer support and improving access to
social and health services for the family. Without optimal child care services, the risk
of child abuse increases.

Families Under Stress

Most child abuse occurs in families under stress. Stress is a common denominator in
explaining why parents abuse their children. Research has shown us that stress Is
likely to result in abuse if the parent lacks the skills for raising children. Other research
has suggested that the availability of daycare alleviates depression in mothers and
increases family well-being. The rising numbers of families w.tii both parents or with
single parents in the work force brings with it a rise in the level of stress facing working
parents and their children. It is difficult for parents to handle the responsibilities of
being both parents and workers. Child care must be viewed as a support for those families.

How Child Care Helps Families

Child care encompasses several types of substitute care -- it may be daily or occasional,
crisis-oriented or routine, in the home or away -- but whatever variety, child care can
be especially helpful to parents who are at risk of abusing their children. Child are can
relieve parents of the stress caused by the demands of constantly having to care for
chile --n. Indeed, providing a warm, loving caregiver for a child who has been abused can
result in an improved relationship between the parent and child.

Besides the traditional daycare arrangements, encouragement should be gin to alternative
ways for helping working parents take care of their children. Longer,paid maternity
leave, "f/?x-time" and Job sharing are approaches that can help to take the pressure
off pa - As who must work and arrange care for the first years of their child s life.

Crisis Care

Crisis care is another important child care program that is crucial for preventing
child abuse. These services may vary from crisis home visits by person> ivi.o baby-sit
to crisis nurseries. Parents who feel enormous pressure can bring their childreo to
a crisis nursery for several hours or several days. The time away from the demands
of a child can give a parent the chance to relax and prevent a parent from veating
frustrations on a child. Crisis care nurseries provide at least minimal service - the
time away from children for harried parents. The most effective services are available
24 hours a day and provide other help, or referral to services in the community for
parents and children.
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Handicapped Children at Risk of Abuse

Disabled children, whose special needs place unusual demands upon parents often
unprepared to cope with the new burdens, are children at high risk of being abused.
Child care can be Important to the prevention of such abuse. As an example of how
daycare must be structured to meet the needs of all families, child care services for
handicapped youngsters can be of enormous benefit in providing the developmental
needs of disabled children while assisting and educating parents in their responsibilities
to their children.

Respite care is an often neglected aspect of daycare that is also valuable tc families
with a disabled child. Caring for a child with special needs crea'es stress in limilies.
Respite child care offers a parent a few hours of relief from the care of a mndicapped
child and can be an excellent approach to preventing the abuse that extra burden
might cause.

Latchkey Children: Neglected and Without Care

Special problems of care exist for latchkey children, school-age children of workirg
parents who care for themselves dad their siblings before and after school and during
vacations. These children are sometimes referred to as children in self-care. It is
estimated that 2 to 4 million children return from school to empty homes. Even more
alarmingly, 20,000 to 50,000 preschoolers are left in self-care while parents a -e at work.

A study conducted in 1980 indicated that one of every six calls made to the fire
depamoent of a major city involved children in self-care. In a study of inner-city and
suburban elementary school children in the Washington, D.C. area It was found that
many children experienced significant fear and isolation in self-care arrangements.
!msuperviscd children ire also more likely to become victims of crime and sexual
molestation.

Potential solutions exist :a the problem of latchkey children. Creative structuring of
work time through flexible working hours, job sharing or permanent part-time
employment can help working parents arrange work schedules to be with their children
after school. In communities like Arlington, Virginia and Evanston, Illinois, the public
elementary schools have instituted before- and after- school programs where students
receive supervision and participate in activities. Fel-Pro, a corporation in Skokie,
Illinois, runs a summer day camp for children of its employees. In Houston a hot line
service called Chatters assigns children in self-care a telephone counselor who Is
available for advice, information and assistance.

Employer-supported programs, public schools and other community programs,
neighborhood child care cooperatives, hot lines and self-care survival courses are
all possible answers that communities need to explore in caring for their latchkey
children.
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Therapeutic Daycare

Daycare has another role to play in preventing child abuse, and in treating children
who have been abused.

Child care programs have employed therapists to work with abused children -- and
have been especially effective with children who were sexually abused, to help relieve
the anxiety and fear they experience from having been abused, and to develop improved
self-esteem in the youngsters. Because prevention of further abuse should be a majorgoal of therapeutic child care, parents are involved in the program too, receiving
counseling and participating In the program's activities with their children.

Daycare Addresses Ousts of Abuse

Child care plays a role in child abuse prevention by supporting parents in doing a goodjob of raisins their children. nowing their children are _ate and well cared for can
give parents the assurance ne tded to rel tem the worry and fe flings of guilt parents
might have white at work or away from home. The knowledge that their children are
in good hands can enable parents to pursue their work with a good frame of mind. Thequality of their work benefits.

Without the assurance and time awa, from child care rear onsibilities, parents can
become tense and less able to cope with the pressures of rearing their children. The
result could be a lowering of self-control and risk of harm t) their children. Experts
have noted this sequence to be especially trut for parents woo were abused as children.

Isolation is a factor affecting a family which often contributes to child abuse. Appropriate
child care services can provide relief from isolation by providing contact outside of work
for a child's parents with adults in the same community. A child care center teacher
or of ier parents with children in the program can offer some relief to a parent who
feels isolated.

Daycare center teachers can also help parents learn better how to care for their own
children. Parents who have abused their children or may be liable to abuse often have
unrealistic expectations of their children's capabilities. Daycare teachers car help
mothers and fathers understand and accept normal child behavior. They can show parents
how to cope with the stresses of rearing children, and they can do this without
weakening parental authority or undermining family values.

Identifying Potential Abuse

Finally, daycare services can provide a way to identify children and families at risk of
physical or sexual abuse before it occurs.

From the time a child is born, when medical services are involved with the family,
to the time when a child enters school, there is a gap during which the family may be
without ties to the community and without support or guida,ice from society.

Knowledgeable , trained daycare workers providinggood child care services integrated
into the neighborhood can learn to recognize the signs of trouble in families that canlead to physical and sexual abuse. Sexual abuse, for example, among family membersis most often discovered at the junior high school age, but much sexual abuse exploitationhas its roots in the preschool per od. Early identification of a problem can provide the
opportunity to guide these families to seek help in the community before it is too late.
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Supplementary Information for

Sarah Harder's Testimony before the U.S. House of Representatives

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

Through its Families & Work Project, the American Association of University Won.

has initiated "Family Advocacy & Iroblem - Solving through Community Partnerships," a

community project designed to support families and communities by involving individur

family members and representatives of agencies and organisations serving families in

cooperative efforts to identify dependent-care needs, assess existing resources, and

develop plans to better address families' needs for quality dependent care. The

project model is being tested in three diverse communities: Little Rock, AR; Los

Altos /Mountain View, CA; and Muncie, IN and disseminated to individuals and community

through regional training sessions offered by the project's regional coordinators.

A major tenet of this AAUW project initiative and earlier phases of the Families

& Work Project has been that community problems require community solutfmns. Grass-

roots participation in planning for solutions to address community needs with multipi

opportunities fot checking back with current and potential users of services insures

that plans made will truly address the needs of community families. Cooperation

between users and providers also builds support for the community plan which is the

end product of the cooperative planning process.

The project model also provides a structured format for family-support groups

which offer a context in which family members wrestling with the difficulties of

finding ctre for a dependent family member car share their knowledge of Community

resources and offer one another concrete and emotional support. Such groups embody

the kinds of informal networks through which family members learn about services

available in their communities and suggest the kinds of mechanisms designers of

new or modified community programs and services should tap into as they plan the

outreach components so vital to publicizing community services.
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Findings in the three pilot communities indicate
that available services are oft.

underutilized in spite of the fact that families which are potent'-1 users of existitn

services are frequently making do with unsatisfactory child care arrangements or even

actively engaged in exploring options for care for dependents. There seems to be

a gap between service providers and the public their programs are designed to nerve;

the word isn't getting out to the right people. Although information and referral

services can partially bridge that gap, substantial time, energy, and money need to

be devoted to reaching out to the appropriate target population in the community and

to identifying mechanisms which are effective in getting the messtge out to those who

are potential users of services now or will be at some time in the future.

Findings also indicate that options for care of children of parents who do shift

work or must work on week-ends are extremely limited or even non-existent. Although

hospitals sometimes provide child care around the clock, their programs are usually

limited to children of hospital employees.

For these reasons, AAUI supports the 98th Congress's
initiatives in the area of

child care. Specifically, the Child Care Information and Referral Bill (RR 2242/

S 1360) is a step in the right direction.
Establishment of information and referral

centers will undoubtedly.result in fuller use of existing child care slots. AAUW

recommends, however, that designs for proposed Information and referral centers incluo

a well-articulated plan for strengthening the informal networks throe.,, which communit

families obtain information about community resources and available programs and

services. Funding requests for proposed centers should be required to include such a

plan. Families need to become aware of the fact that information and referral centers

exist in their community and that they as parents have access to the services they

provide.

Research on the relationship between sources of information and service utilizeti

conducted by L.G. Branch for Boston's Commission on the Affairs of the Elderly and

reported in the February 1984 issue of The Gerontologist indicated that potential

users of services most often secure information through informal networks rather than
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through the media or formal information sources. This finding is consistent wi'h

findings in the pilot sites and leads to the, conclusion that considerable effort

must be devoted to publicizing information and referral or other community servic,

through informal networks if they are to serve the maximum number or potential use

who are in the greatest nied. So many families have been managing for so long wit

makeshift, patchwork child care arrangements that they may have lowered their expo

anions or even dropped out of the group of those actively seeking child care. Suc

families need to be made ..ware of the existence of information and referral servic

is a mechanism ft,: increasing their child care options. All too often, perhaps as

a result of the knowledge that there are not nearly enough slots to begin to meet

child care needs in a community, information and referral se,vices are nct publici

particularly among those constituencies most in need, those who have the fewest

options because of limited resources in the areas of money, time, and education.

The Child Care Information and Referral Bill will allow for a small increase

number of children who are able to receive adequate care by insuring that all slot

currently available are filled but does not speak to the :act that any more child

care slots arc urgently needed. Our first recommendation, therefore, logically

and inevitably leads to another, that this country adopt child care as a top prior

and explore equitable ystems to be used in facilitating cr,ation of more child

care slots to serve those in need. The need has been demonstrated over and over at

and it is clearly not going to go away. Attempts must be made to institute prograr

which offer care to all children, those whose parents must work as well as those

(1.1HFCNI!.i.

whose parents are seeking training so that they will be able to find jobs. fSuch

programs must address the child care needs of a diverse population including those

who work nights and week-ends.

MOH supports the 98th Congress's action with respe_t to the needs of an often

forgotten, invisibly, population, latch-key children. The School Facilities Child

Care Act (HR 1531/ S 4193) will undoubtedly have a positive impact on the lives o.

many ezhool-age children by providing a safe, supervised environment in which

chi/circa can participate in activities which meet their developmental needs. Space

in school facilities is mailable in every community. Encouraging public and non-p

organizations to develop replicable programs serving school-age children by providi

seed money li-liWrtainly sound use of limited financia. resources. The concept of

a national clearinghouse on school-age child care will Leisure that funding will haw

the broadest possible impact by facilitating exchange of information.
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THE HOUSE WEDNESDAY GROUP
364 1406 Amos 12. Woakbript60. D.C. 20313 (202) 2244236

August 6, 1984

Honorable George Filler
Chairman
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

385 House Annex 2
Waahington, D.C. 20515

Dear George:

I understand that the Select Committee on Children, Youth andbFamilies
is planning to publish a major report oompiling a wide rune of policy

recommendations on child care.

As you may know, 23 memberi of the Wednesday Group nooloAtly released

a report ('8ben in American Society.) which focuses on child care, among
other issues, and makes specific reoommendations in this area. We would be
pleased to submit the relevant section of the report (Family Cme)to the

Select Committee for inclusion in nos report, and have enclosed ...copy for

your review.

1 should add that our report does not represent the views of the
Wednesday Group as a whole, but is rather a staff report which has been
enlorsed by 23 individual iamb= cl the Group.

I would be happy to discuss the report and its recommendations with
you at any tine.

Sincerely,

li
William C %ger

Cain=

Erclosure
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THE HOUSE WEDNESDAY GROUPwilmsomerir imam
3M NC* anwee 82. washinsten. D.C. 2031% (202) 2264234

NEWS Contact: Steve liofnen
June 21, 1984 (202) 226-3236

CCNCRESSIONAL I=RT PFCCOS'S REFJBLICAN AG112,-D1 FCR %04U4

'While macroeconomic inproverents such as QE. growth and inflation reduction
are vital to the well -being of our nation as a whole, they are not sufficient
to alter the social and economic predicaments of wean,' asserts a Special Report
on Wren in Prerican Society released by a group of ibt290 Republicans known as
the Viedn.dey Group.

Prepared by Dr. Joyce Van Dyke, Project Director on Wren's Issues for the
Wednesday Croup, the report outlines a reform program for wenn which combines
"many nev Congressional initiatives with a stress on enforomment ofaircortant
existing anti-discrimination laws, such as laws prohibiting wage Jiscrindnation
on the basis of oex.' Wobers releasing the report include: Bill Clinger (PA),
Olynpla Snowe (ME). Doug Bereuter (NE), Sarber Ctnable (NY), Hamiltnn rish (NY),
Bill Frenzel (MN), Bill Green (NY), Jim Leach (IA), Lynn Martin (IL), Joel Pritchard
(WA), Nancy Johnson (Cl'), Marge Roukere (KU), Bill Whitchurst (VA), Bud Hillis
(IN), Jim .efforts (VI), John McKernan ME), Stew McKinney (Cr). Tom Ridge (PA),
Joe McDade (PA), Sid Morrison (WA), Clay Shaw (FL), Silvio Centel (MA), and
Ralph Rogula (OH).

the failure of civil rights enforcement efforts 'often subject to both
political and bureaucratic whim' -- testifies "to a halt- hearted federal commitment
to rectifying sex discrimination, the report contends. For example, 404 of
aspic:rent cases involve sex discrimination charges, and "a sizeable number of
(EfCC-filed) charges (8,5415 in FY'82) were closed without investigation, placing
the burden of investigation back on the odeglainant's shoulders.'

Fe report reosseends that Congress require 'EECC are' ocher appropriate
federal agencies to investigate in a timely fashion all sex-based wage discrimination
charges, and =Tea any cases in which a finding of discrimination hos been
mode.' the resort contends that this reform 'is probably the single met **Kant
step we can take to improve the sconcmdc situation of wren." Ifierepcct also
reccrarends that Cc ogress pass legislation requiring mandatory enforcement cl all
civil rights laws once there is an athinistrative finding of discrimination.
Under the current system, the Justice Department and EDS are not rewired to
enforce agency decisions. This has resulted in meritorious cases gathering dust
in beparument files.
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The report also docurents the inequities faced by warren entrepreneurs,
noting that "key enforcement provisions

of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of
1?74 were extended to censurer loans but not to commercial loans. The rapidgrowth of wean in business since the

Act was passed (women today own 25% of
small businesses) makes the extension to oommerchl loans imperative.'

The report also reoamnends that
Congress should *demonstrate a strong

federal commitment to giving warren (business owners) access to federal money that
filters down to state and local levels.'

It recommends that the federal prime
contractor and federal procurement officer

"negotiate a subcontracting plan to
award a reasonable proportion of subcontracts to women business owners.' Noting
that 'winning federal subcontracts.DIL

for many warren business owners, the best
means' to enter the mainstream of-American

business, the report points out that
currently 'there are no legal incentives...

for prime contractors to contract withwomen-owned firms."

The report also discusses family
care issues, noting that it is 'radically

unrealistic to regard child
care... as a working woman's problem and not as an

issue of general public interest.*
Yet "our country has no federal commitment toplc 'erg, policymaking, development
or promotion" of essential dependent care

services, despite the fact that 'the
majority of mothers (54%) ara in the paid woe

force,' and "the population for which
women have traditionally cared -- children

and the elderly -- is increasing.'
By 1990, "there will be over 23.3 million

children under age 6, up from 18.9 million in 1980. During the 1980s, the elderlypopulation will grow even faster, by 6.3 million people."

The report recommends that Congress 'require HRS to develop an appropriate
program to promote the development of high quality, varied, and cost-effective
dependent care services."

In addition, it recommends a Labor Department study of
existing disincentives to the use of flexible work schedules such as job-sharing
and flexitime, in order to expand their u e in the private sector.

The report also notes that Social
Security 'covers more women than men,

yet the system fails to account for
the different life patterns of women," renderirretired women especially vulnerable to poverty. *Omen receive low Social Securitybenefits for numerous reasons,

including: divorce ("in 1982, the average benefit
for divorced women was $192 per month');

'the system's penalty against an interrupt
earning career"; and the penalty for two-earner couples, moat of whom "actually
get a lower benefit than one-earner

couples with the same imams.'

Recognizing this, the report reoanmends that Congress 'develop appropriate
legislation' to implement Social Security

earnings-sharing: Under earnings-sharing
the earnings of husband and wife would be poole3 and divided equally for purposesof calculating benefits upon retirement cc divorce.

The report asserts: "A deeper commitment from both major political parties
is required to large the biases

against women which are built into our country's
institutions, programs, and policies. The challenge that "women's issues' posesto our nation is not only

a challenge to reform our laws; it is also a challenge
to enlarge our vision.'
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WOMEN IN AMERICAN SOCIETY

Family Care

Major changes in the ec comic structure of American families, including the
ever-increasing employment r tes of mothers of infants and young children, have
led to rapidly expanding fan ly care needs. These include child care, elderly
dependent care, and more flecible employment arrangements which cap accommodate
family life and growth when both husband and wife are employed. But public
policy and current employment practices have not recognized these rapidly
changing conditions.

HISTCf

In the late 1940s, about 80% of households were married couple families, and
wives had earnings in about 201 of these families. But by 1979, the two-earner
marriage had become the dominant form: only 33% of marriages preserved the arraege-
ment of earning husband/non-earning tomemaker, while 50% of white marriages and
57% of black marriages had two earners. In addition, there yas a spurt in the
number of women who were single heads-of-household. In the early 1970s, 12% of
families had single parents (usually women), but by 1980 20% of all families did.

The federal government first began funding child care centerslin the 1930s.
Administered by the wPA, these centers were not designed to helpwomen enter the
job market, but were created primarily to provide meals forso= children. In
1943, the federal government again appropriated funds to provide care for sane
of the children whose mothers had filled job vacancies during World War II. But
this was a temporary measure, and federal funds were cut off when the war ended.

After the war, the number of mothers entering the work force continued to
W04. In 1950, 121 of married warren with children under six were working: by
1960, 19% were in the work force; by 1970, 30%; and by 1981, 48%.

In response to this trend, as well as efforts by wen's organizations and
the 1970 White Muse Conference on Children, which urged the development of
Noorprehensive child care program, Congress made several attempts during the
11'70s to pass major child care legislation. But these efforts were frustrated
by child care critics, including President Ni-xel, who vetoed a 1971 $2 billion
child care appropriation passed by Congress.

Yet child care services continued to expand during the 1970s, along with an
increasing perception of their positive contribution to children's cognitive and
*octal development. Nursery school enrollments doubled diminn the decade, with
most of the children from families earning $75,000 or more. Child care for low-
income families was folded through direct subsidies (under Title Iv and later
Title XX of the Social Security Act). By the late 1970s, states were using nearly
one -fifth of federal social services funds (about $650 million) to provide 1:,anset
child care for about 750,000 low or moderate income children. Available spaces
in centers remained few, however: by 1975 there were about one million spaces
in licenser' programs for 6 million pre- school children. Moreover, the expanding
family day care market, where several children are cared for in private homes,
wes largely underground and unlicensed.
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With the 1970s political climate unfavorable to comprehensive child care
legislation -- which was criticized by opponents as intrusive and anti-family
as well as formidably expensive -- proponents of child care turned to the tax
code to help parents cover some of their work-related child care expenses.
The 1976 Tax Reform Act changed what had been a modest child care deduction to
a tax credit for 20% of employment-related expenses for dependent care. In
1981, the maximum dependent care tax credit was raised, and for taxpayers earning
less than $10,000 the rate of credit increased from 20% to 30% of expenses.

During the 1970s, the private sector began to provide some assistance to
employees with child care responsibilities. By 1982, an estimated 415 employers

including Wang, Johnson and Johnson, doming Glass, Honeywell, and
General Mills -- contributed to some form of child care assistance, ranging
from on-site child care (at about 60 sites) to parenting seminars.. About half
of these employers were hospitals, three-fourths of whose workers were women.
A survey ofamployers providing child care found that many reported significant
benefits, including reduced absenteeism and turnover, increased productivity,
and improved recruitment.

The largest employer to provide child care services during this period has
been the Defense Department, according to a 1982 Women's Bureau repliort. First
officially authorized in 1978, these services are funded throUgh the Department's
appropriations, parent fees, and non-appropriated funding at the installations.
In 1982, The Army's 281 child care programs (about 60% of them in the U.S.) served
approximately 23,000 children with the objectives of "[reducing) conflict between
parental responsibilities and unit mission requirements" and contributing "to the
quality of life and well-being of families in the command with young children."

CURRENT' SITUATION

Today the majority of mothers (54%) are in the paid work force, and most
mothers who work do so fulltime. Work force participation among worm:. with
infants and children under three has grown rapidly, to 46% in 1983. The prosperity
of American families increasingly depends on the wife's as well as the husband's
income. more than two-thirds of black children in families with incomes over
$15,000 have mothers in the work force. Further, about 60% of all children who
are growing up in families with incomes over $25,G00 have mothers in the work
force.

While women's rate of labor force participation is expected to continue
to increase, men's participation is expected to continue its current decline.
Experts predict that by 1990, 77% of man and 60% of women will be in the work
force. By 1990, then, women are expected to make up 46% of American workers.

At the same time that more women are entering the work torte, the population
for which women have traditionally cared -- children and the elderly -- is
increasing. The Census Bureau projects that by 1990 there will be over 23.3
million children under age 6, up from 18.9 million in 1980. During the 1980s,
the elderly population will grow even faster, b 5.3 million people.

Adding to the need for dependent care has been the rapid increase in
single-parent families, nearly all of them headed by women. The proportion of
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children living with one parent has risen from 12% in the early 1970s to about
201 in 1980, and 50% of all American children are expected to live with only one

parent at sane time before they are 18. At a minimum, then, one-fifth of all

children now live with a single mother who must work (65% of single mothers do)

or else survive on or private assistance. Families headed by single

women are the group with the highest poverty rate in the nation: in 1982, they

made up 46% of families living below the poverty line.

In a 1979 sury of over 80,000 employed women, one-third of those with
dependent children reported that chile are continued to ce a serious problem:
29% of clerical, sales, service, and blue- collar workers, and 36% of managerial,
professional, and technical workers found it a significant problem. While there

is no definitive data on the numbers of 'latchkey" children who go without care
while their parents wOrk, most estimates indicate.that.this is the case for
millions of children, perhaps as many as 7 million. Moreover, inadequate

dependent services can also be a problem when women are not in the work force.
One cut of eight retired women in 1975 s-id they retired because they were
needed at home to care for elderly dependents. Further, according to a November

1983 Census Bureau report, 36% of mothers staying at home with preschool children
in families earning under $15,000 would look for a job if affordable child care

were available. -

Despite recent increases in child care support for middle and upper-middle
income families through the Dependent Care Tax Credit (an estimated $1.5 billion
in FY'83), direct child care funding for low income families has been cut
substantially over the last several years. According to a recent survey by the

Children's Defense Fund, the 1981 cut of 21% in federal funding of the Social
Services Block Grant triggered further state cuts, and 32 states are consequently
providing care for fewer children than three years ago.

Another major concern in the area of family care is the lack of reliable
and comprehensive data on national, state, and local needs and services. The

most recent (and only) national survey of child care centers was done at the
direction of the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families (Department
of Health and Human Services) in the mid- 1970s. No national survey has eve.

been done of before and after school care services, or of the approximately 700
adult dependent care programs. Moreover, states no longer need to report how
much they arm spending on child care under the Social Services Block Grant.

Flexible work schedules is another area of concern to women and families.
Schedules such as job-staring and flexitime, flexible leave policies, and part-
time jobs with pro-rated benefits were reommnended by more than 90% of delegates
to the 1980 White House Conference on Families as a means to ease work/family
conflicts. But few employers and managers have shared this concern.

Two grew especially interested in flexible schedules are working parents
and older workers. More than three-fourths of Americans age 55 and over reported

in a recent survey that they would prefer part-time work to fulltime retirement.
Management expert Peter Drucker has predicted that 'Flexible age retirement is
going to be the central social issue in the United States during the next

decade." in a 1978 survey of women by the National Commission on Wbrking
amen, 25% of respondents employed fulltime felt that not being able to work
part-time was a significant problem.
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A very different family care issue which has become a significant public
policy concern during the last decade is domestic violence. Violent assaults
within the family -- usually directed against women and children -- are Increasing)
defined as criminal acts rather than private acts of violence outside the scope
of the law. The consequences can be deadly: according to a 1982 FBI report, 30%
of all female homicide victims are killed by husbands or boyfriends.

Dolestic violence is still widely underreported, and even when reported rarely
leads to arrest or prosecution. Providing shelter and assistance for battered
wives, and increasing arrests of offenders are two ways in which states and
localities are attempting to decrease domestic violence. For example, sli-ginia,
which reported in 1980 that spouse abuse is the most frequently committed crime
in the state, enacted a new law to fund shelters for family violence- victims.

In 28 states, recent laws make it possible for police to more easily arrest
offenders, a proNen effective deterrent to subsequent attacks.

RECCRIENDATICUS

In the area of family care, Republicans have provided crucial leadership on
child support eNlorcement legislation, a proposal which would ensure that women
receive court-ordered child support payments. After Republican women legislators
initiated a series of meetings with White House advisers, compromise agreements
were worked out on child support enforcement and other provisions of the Economic
Equity Act, including the Dependent Care Tax Credit. The child support legislation
has passed both houses of Congress and has the support of the Administration.
It is necessary that this legislation be implemented and tracked effectively to
help break the link between poverty and single women who i.aad families.

House Republicans also gave strong support to the Chiid Abuse Amendments
(H.R. 1904) which in addition to authorizing funds for child abuse prevention
programs, provides for shelter and assistance to family violence victims, and
for family violence program training for governments and agencies.

To encourage employers to contribute to employees' child care needs, the
White House Office of Private Sector Initiatives has been holding meetings with
business executives around the country. Among the many successes of the program
was the response in Portland, Oregon where S35,000 was raised from involved
corporations to set up a citywide computerized "information and referral system"
for child care services. Further creative government/private sector initiatives
would help to extend a network of dependent care services which are essential
to the well-being of American workers and their families.

1. Dependent Care Development

o Congress should require the t of Health and Human Services to
establish a De ndent Care Deve opment Program to sponsor and promote new
app to high quality test- effective programs of dependent care.

As discussed earlier in this report, the reality today is that the majority
of mothers are not at home with their children: they are at work, and most
working mothers work billtime. As former President Gerald Ford recently wrote,
we can no longer accept the argument that by providing child care, or day
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care, we are enticing women out of their homes and away from their primary care
responsibilities. Wtmen are already outside the home and searching fo: quality
care for their children... Today, any working parent needs to be able to find
good care at a reasonable cost."

Congress should require HMS to develop an appropriate program to pranote
the develcpment of high quality, varied, and cost-effective dependent care
services. Currently, our country has no federal commitment to planning, policy-
making, development or promotion of these essential services. Mille the federal
government could not administer or fund care for all dependent children and
adults without massive tax increases, there are numerous dependent care initiatives
that HMS could undertake.

These actions include: regular surveys of dependent care services nationwide;
giving states access to the most effective licensing and/or registration programs
for child care providers; eficourag'ng states to implement before and after
school care; developing programs for special dependent care needs such as
elderly dependent care, sick child care, and disabled dependent care (there are
approximately 4.1 million disabled school-aged children, and about 500,000
under six years of age); and encouraging employers to adopt flexible work schedules
and parental leave policies.

2. P.%-storc Social Services Block Grant Funding

0 Congress should restore part of the reduction in the Social Services Block
Grant by raising it from $2.7 billion to $2.9 billion for FY'85, and it should
re-establish a minimum for oepeneent care expenditures under the block grant.

Most families using Title XX child care under the Social Services Block
Grant are headed by women. Working mothers who lost Title XX child care
when block grant funding was cut in 1981 fran $3.1 billion to $2.4 billion
(a 21% cut) have had to choose between poorer child care, no child care, or
leaving their jobs. In a majority of states, Title XX child care has been cut
even as the need is increasing; and in a significant number of states, child
care has been cut by more than the general 21% cutback. Moreover, parents
eligible for Title XX care are precisely those who cannot take advantage of the
Dependent Care 12x Credit because they pay little or nothing in taxes.

Congress should restore a part of the cutback in the Social Services Block
Grant (which adjusted for inflation, would have grown fran $3.1 billion in FY'81
to $3.4 billion in FY'84), and re-establish a minimum expenditure under the grant
on dependent care -- both for children and for elderly dependents. Previously,
Title XX had a $200 million minimum for child care, but this was eliminated
when funding was cut.

3. Alternative Work Schedules

o Congress should require the Department of Labor to do a study of disincentives
to the expansion of alternative work schedules such as flexitime, compressed
workwee's, job-sharinx ! flexible leave policies, and part-time jobs with pro-
rated benefits (including part-time work at middle and upper levels).
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Flexible or alternative work schedules can be a 'win/wire situation for
employers and employees. They have been proven effective in increasing productivity
reducing absenteeism and lateness, and making more efficient use of transportation
facilities. They are usually no-cost or low-cost, and some (e.g. compressed
workweeks) can be cost-saving. Part-tLme, job-sharing and other flexible
schedules are a highly attractive option to many parents; among other advantages,
they reduce the need for expensive non-familial child care and all parents to
provide more care for their own children. Many Americans 55 and older (expected
to be 251 of the total population by 2010) would also prefer for personal and
economic reasons to continue working in a part-time capacity; and increased
part-time work could help reduce Social Security payouts.

Yet alternative work schedules are not used as widely as they could be.
Labor unions oppose expanded part-time and job-sharing opportunities; employers
do not recognize the value of reducing work/family conflicts through alternative

schedules; and unintended tax disincentives (such as the unemployment insurance
tax) may inhibit expansion of certain alternative schedules. Congress should
require the Department of Labor to investigate any disincentives to such sdhedules
with regard to management, labor, and tax issues, as a basis for action to
encourage the expansion of these schedules in the private sector.

o As a model employer, the federal government should authorize the use of

flexible schedules in federal agencies to meet the goal of reducing parents'
reliance on ran - familial child care.

Congress should amend the requirements for using flexible schedules under
the Federal Dployees Flexible and Compressed WOrk Schedules Act of 1978
(reauthorized in 1982). These schedules have been widely approved: over 901 of
federal employees and over 85% of federal supervisors wanted to retain them.
In 1982, flexible schedules were reauthorized in order to increase productivity
and 'setter serve the public. Congress should also explicitly authorize their
use in order to reduce employees' work/family conflicts and their need for
dependent care services.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAN CALDERON VOCUM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR HISPANIC CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

The National Institute for Hispanic Children and Families

/El Centro de Rosemount is a national organization for individuals

and agencies whose primary concern is for Hispanic children and

families. El Centro de Rosemount acts as a secretariat for the

National Institute. El Centro de Rosemount i6 a model bi-lingual.

multi-cultural day care system. servicing children Ind families of

all ages and incomes in a center setting, family day care setting,

and in-home settings.

The Institute is committed to serve and advocate the in-

terests of families of diverse backgrounds, emphasizing the under-

standing and appreciation of cross cultural and humantarian values

in a bi-lingual setting: the maintainence of active community ties.

and the development of opprtunities for educational research that

will ultimately enhance the fullfilment of these fundamental

principles.

Please address inquiries to;

Jan Calderon Yocum, Executive Director
% El Centro de Rosemount
2000 Rosemount Avenue, NW
Washington. D.C. 20010

(202) 265-9885
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CHILD CARE/DAY CARE

We would like to take this opportunity to express our

gratitude and appreciation for the formation of the Select Com-

mit-.ee on Children. Youth and Families initiated by Representa

tive George Miller. We are submitting written testimony which we

wish to be included in the record for hearings by the Select Com-

mittee on the issue of child care.

we have chosen not to include statistical information

on the need for child care, as we feel many other groups will and

have addressed that issue. However, we will take the opportunity

to address some problems and potential problems we :ea_ are in-

herent in current legislation which affect child care programs for

working families or families who are in training. In addition, we

will present some new legislative initite.ives, which ve feel will

contribute to more effective, efficient, non-segregated, parent-

initiated child care for all families regardless of other income

or age of children.

It is our feeling that the federal government needs to

look at how current legislation was implemented and at the end re-

sults of that implementation, in order to insure that new legis-

lation will not repeat or result in the same manner.
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While we support increased monies for such current pieces

of legislation as Title XX, we feel that in advertently the implemen-

tation of such legislation by tle states and local governments have

led to the creation of the moat acoI.3mically an0 racially segreg-

ated system now existing in the United States.

Families are eligible for Title XX subsidies based upon

their gross incomes. In many states this gross income ic based

on the number in the family. We feel that the gross income is not

an indieatc= of how much money a family has to provide for them-

selves on a daily basis. or does this gross income take into account

the medical, dental, legal, psychological or funeral bills the family

has to pay through no fault of their own. These bills cannot always

be anticipated by even tha most austere budget. In addition, by

using data based on the number in the family, in no way takes into

account the ages or the conditions of individual family members

who impact on the family's available monies. Families may or may

not be charged a fee for their child care. When the family goes

over the income level, they are no longer eligible for child care

subsidies and milt begin to pay the provider's tuition rates. Thus

many families, go from paying .nothing to paying $50.00 and up pet

week depending upon the age of their child. Thus the system causes

families or providers to lie about their income, the family's income
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or deny raises or promotions. These policies adversely affect women.

Along with the above practices, centers and family day care homes are

contracted, in many instances, for 100% of their spaces. The results

of these practices mandate that families using contracted facilities

are usually the same income group which results in families being of

the same race or ethnic group.
We have ghettoized our system of child

care economically as well as racially. These policies also mandate

that families who go over income level must remove their children from

facilities that are 100% contracted, because facilities do not have

spaces for children other than for those children whose child care io

subsidized by Title XX.

We propose that current and potential fede_al legislation:

1. mandate that contracts will not be let at 100% fund-

ing so that as families move up the economic ladder, their child/

children will continue to receive consistent care in a familiar

setting and that tuition-paying children
may receive care at the same

facilities as subsidized children, thus creating an economic mix of

families. No facility should be contracted for more than 70% of their

available spaces.

2. mandate that parents should have choices of providers

and that their desires for alternative types of child care, as well as

alternate payment plans be part of a comprehensive child care system

approved by the Federal government when federal monies are being spent

by the states for child care.
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3. mandate that parent fee, be deter.'ined by the state

and set up in such a way that no family will have an increase of more

than $25 to $50 per month when they go over the established income

level.

4. mandate that income levels be established at net

income taking into account those expenditures, medical, dental,

psychological, legal, and funeral, which cannot be helped by the

family.

5. eliminate grouping of family members by number so

that family members are identified by age and physical or mental

condition in such a way as to determine the economic sufficiency

of the family.

It is our belief that adopting the above will assist in

the elimination now and in the future of the segregated System

currently existing, reasonably insuring parent's choice and meet the

goals of achieving and sustaining self-sufficiency a- outlined in

Title XX in a more efficient and effective manner.

The Child Care good Program (CCPP) has helped to off-set

the high cost of food needed by children who are enrolled in child

care programs. We applaud this piece of legislation. However, we

feel that the implementation leaves something to be desired. As

scale of you may be aware, the Department of Agriculture has set

amounts of food and drink which must be served to each child
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regardless of whether they will eat it, drink it or not. Left over

food is to be thrown aw.a}. In our opinion, this is A wasteful

extravagance. Documentation exists of hunger, not only overseas.

but also in this country. Yet day after day, ;a child care

centers and homes, food is thrown away. We propose that the leg-

islation mandates that food and drink in required quantities be

available to all children who are in child care programs, but that

servings are based upon the realistic needs of each child. Children

will be encouraged to eat the required quantity. Food will not be

thrown away. Legislation should speak to other uses of left over

food, such as, giving it to parents, staff or community organizations,

as well as , appropriate preparations of left over food.

We support child care information and referral systems.

We support partial, time limited. federal funding for such systams.

we feel that such funded systems should have within them the

capabilities to assist familieu in their search for child care

in their native language. No family should be turned away or

discouraged from calling for help because of their lack of speaking

English. In many of our urban areas large groups of new immigrants

have settled. The majority of them are Hispanic, others are Asian.

They work and they need child care. English telephone books are

difficult for them to understand. The legislation must insure that
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that languages other than English are to be provided, if necessary.

As we have said previously, the need for day care has

been stated eloquently by others. Their testimony has documented

the need for expansion and up-grading.

We propose the following new initiatives that would

assist in the expansion and upgrading:

1. low-interest loans be provided cor day care

entrepreneurs (centers, homes and systems), to expand, set-up,

remodel, purchase equipment and train staffs. These loans would

be similar to current S.B.A. loans, but would include non-profit

organizations: family day case: child care systems and rosource

and referral systems. Current S.B.A. loans do not lend to

ncn- profit entities.

2. planning grants be made available for three-year

periods for local communities to develop five-year plans that would

result in 7. comprehensive child care system that speaks to their

communiti needs. This five year plan must address the needs of

all working families or families in training who need child care

at a reasonable cost regardless of their income or the ages of

their children. A community committee would be established, con-

sisting of representatives from the public sector, including the

schools, private sector, including religious groups and the
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voluntary dollar, industry and business, parents of all income

levels and providers of child care. Full time staff would be

assigned to the committee. The committee would determine child

care needs, funding sources, facilities, qualifications, fringe

benefits, salaries, transportation, type of care and parent in-

volvement for the community for the next five years. Local

communities would have to make a commitment to implemobt the plan

in order to receive said monies.

3. the Federal government would assist states and

local communities to develop, coordinate reas, nable regulations

for child care/ day care in local communities. Fiscal records,

reporting systems, bookkeeping and auditing criteria should be

minimal and the same at all levels of government. Regulations

and policies should be uniform and applied without discrimination

to profit, non-profit,church based, government-based or school-

based programs. Licencing standards should be based on objective

monitoring and taxa into account value systems of rural, semi-

rural, urban, reservation , racial and ethnic groups.

4. the Federal government should require that federal

monies used for subsidizing child care costs whether to local

governments, families, or providers of child care insure compar-

able salaries with like professions and fringe benefits for center

staffs, family day care providers and in-home care providers. Child
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-ere staffs at all levels are the main subsidizers of child care for

children of working families and families in training. This trend

must be reversed.

In conclusion, day care is as much an economic develop-

ment program as a new:do service. Taxes raid by day workers as

well as families who use day care go to state and federal coffers.

By 1990, as many as 10 million childru will require

day care services. Legislation. policy, regulations and programs

therefore, must take into account all children, not just some child-

ren, the hours parents work, and type of care that the parents want

for their children, whether that be profit or non-profit day care,

group home care, relative care, in-home care or friend care.

Government must develop' policies that result in fair

and equitable treatment for all families who need and want day care

for their children regardless of age, income, or special need.

Thank You
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August 21, 1984

The Honorable George Miller
Chair, Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Miller:

The Project on Equal Education Rights, of the NOW Legal
Defense and Education Fund, and Educational Equity
Concepts are pleased to submit the following recommenda-
tions for improvements in child care services to the
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families. In
addition, PEER has joined with the other'members of the
Ad Hoc Day Care Coalition in support of a wide-ranging
set of recommendations for improvements in child care
service delivery. The comments in this letter provide a
more detailed discussion of the need to expand training
programs and technical assistance services.

Training for child care providers is crucial to ensuring
the availability of nurturing, safe, educationally sound
child care that is free of prejudice based on race, sex

hor disability. Training and technical assistance have
played key roles in preventing problems from occurring
and in identifying and correcting problems present in
human service delivery systems. One of the more serious
problems which training can alleviate is the transmission
of prejudices regarding race, sex and disabilities.

Research on how childreA develop their images of self and
others shows that both sex role stereotypes and racial
prejudices surface at a very early age. In fact, the
process of sex-role stereotyping begins at birth.
Researchers consistently report that adults ascribe
different attributes to newborns -- evct the same new-
born -- depending an whether they think the infant is a
girl or a boy. In one experiment, both men and women
attributed "fewer fears . . . to the baby when it was
labeled 'boy' rather than 'girl.'" 1/ In another experi-
ment adults offered a doll much more often to a 3-month
old child when they were told the child was a girl. Other
researchers have concluded that boys are punished more for
playing with dolls or exhibiting other "feminine
interests" -- and are rewarded more clearly when they behave
in "masculine" ways. 2/ Other studies indicate, not
surprisingly, that child care provideis as well as parents
reinforce sex-typed behaviors aGd beliefs. 3/
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Data on the development of racial awareness and racial
attitudes also indicate that children are aware at very early
ages of the negative attitudes of majority adults to minority
cultures. Tc the extent that child care centers are segre-
gated -- and more are, by class as well as by race -- children's
absorption of adult prejudices cannot be mitigated by firsthand
experience with children of other racial groups. As a result,
the child care system reinforces racial isolation. Moreover, in
instances where children are integrated, staff must be careful
not to favor majority children over minority children. "At its
most essential, the child care process is an experience in human
relations. As such, the interpersonal behaviors that are
manifested in the child care setting are likely to reflect the
social structural realities of the broader society." 4/

Child care providers have a responsibility to create a learning
environment free of damaging stereotypes; yet they, like any
other human service delivery professionals, need training and
technical assistance. Child care providers may enter the field
because they "love children," but emotions will not help them
plan their day effectively, teach productively or run their
programs free of ingrained prejudices and biases.

The positive impact of training in general was noted in two major
national studies -- the National Day Care Study and Family Day
Care in the United States. The National Day Care Strai-demon-
strates, through observations of several hundred classrooms,
that in classes supervised by teachers who had "child-related
education/training the children show more cooperation, attend
longer to tasks and activities and are less often non-involved
than is the case where teachers do not have such training. The
children also do better on a measure of early achievement -- The
Preschool Inventory." 5/

Similarly, Family Day Care in the United States, an exhaustive
national study of day care homes, analyzed the effects of
experience, education, and training on family day care providers.
Caregivers who had some child care training tend to display more
teaching, language/information activity, music/dramatic play, and
comforting." 6/

In a more specific instance, training and technical assistance
has provided crucial help in implementing the mandate to fill a
minimum of ten percent of Head Start slots with children with
disabilities. At first, little training or technical assistance
was provided for grantees. As a result, the first attempts to
increase the participation of disabled children were marked by
misunderstandings between parents and teachers and among teachers
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themselves. Four years after the mandatethe Research Access
Project was launched to,provide information, training and
referral services regarding disabled children to Head Start
grantees. This training has received high marks from grantees
and has.been a significant,positive support to them. Over
15,000 staff have beeivtrained by "the RAPS, " -as they are
called, since 1978. 7/ The latest evaluation-data show that
participants made' concrete,Changis in the wayswthey worked
with disabled children as a result of the RAPtraining 8/,
and,that training was most commonly cited as the RAP's "most
valuable service." 9/

The history of the pUblic school system's-efforts to reduce sex
and,race bias also illustrates the importance of training'and
technical assistance. For instance, sex bias has discouraged
women from enrolling and excelling in traditionally "male"
fields -- science, mathematics, and sports are prime examples.
Because these biases are ingrained in our cultures,' teachers
often steer girls and boys into sexstereotyped career and
curricular decisions; unless the teachers know'better; they '

conform to biased assumptions, often unwittingly. In-serVice
training has been an important vehicle for teachers to learnhow
to identify biased behaviors in the classroom,and to correct them.
Without the in-service training funds provided under Title IV ^
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,.this training would not have been
available or as effective as it has been.

The resources for training child care providers are insufficient
to fill the need. Ideally, child care providers could alf7Tia to
purchase training services independently. :However, the low
salary scales Of providers.7- many of whom work for subsistence
wages -- clearly make,that,solution'impossible.. For the fore-
seeable future; then,the only way we, can hope to move towards
a trained, enlightened and - humane child care system is to
invest -- rather than eliminate -- funds for training.

Most of the small amount of training money available comes from
the federal government. Few states require or fund training for
child care providers; only 11 states require any training at all
for the largest group of providers, family day care workers,
according uo & 1984 study by The Children's Foundation. 10/
Within this group of 11, training requirements range from a one-
day program prior to licensure to a requirement that providers
return annually for coursework in order to maintain their licenses.
Moreover, their jobs are structured in a way that precludes them
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from taking part in training that occurs during the regular
work day. For center-based child care providers, only 27
states plus the District of Columbia have incorporated the
Child Development Associate (CDA) credentialling requirements
into state licensing regulations as an option for preschool
teachers. 12/ Finally, the standards are extremely lax for
teacher ails in center-based settings, even though they spend
more of their day in direct contact with children than others
on center staffs.

Even more of an indictment is the fact that these statistics
concern licensed child care settings. As the Committee know-
quite well, the overwhelming majority of children are cared
for in unlicensed, unregulated child care settings. People
running underground businesses are unlikely to seek out training
and technical assistance.

Despite the desperate need to professionalize child care
providers, direct federal support for training has been slashed
in recent years. Title XX funds for training have been folded
into the Social Services Block Grant, which itself has been cut
back significantly. In Connecticut, the New Haven Teacher's
Center, which formerly received $100,000 annually from the state's
Title XX funds to conduct training for several-hundred day care
providers, received only $15,000 last year. 'Head Start funds
for training reach only a small percentage orproviders, and those
are within the smallest sector of the community -- center-based
providers. And while the Child Development Associate National
Credentialling Program has expanded to include ramilykDay Care
Workers, it is facing extinction in 1985 unless' Congress.
intervenes. In addition, the CDA Program, even if St were
funded, cannot be counted on to provide all-Oft'thi training'needs
of either CAmily day care workersor center-:baseditaff: Over
90 percent of those who successfully complete the credentialling
program seek outside training, usually through Community colleges
or Head Start programs, before they go through the CDA process.
In addition, family day care providers need "umbrella groups"
to provide substitute care so that they can get out of their
solely-owned and operated businesses and take courses without
risking their livelihood to do so.

A national child care training program must be established.
Direct federal support for training is necessary to fill this
critical need: this support could be accomplished in several ways.
First, funding for current programs should be increased, since
the training needs of Head Start and Title XX- funded centers are
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already larger than current funds can support. Title XX funds
should be increased and training funds should be earmarked.
Head Start training money should be increased, particularly
since smaller centers are liable to lose the impact of training
dollars under the new system of allocating scarce funds directly
to centers.

Second, in-service training should be expanded to non-Head Start
centers airinmily day care providers. Head Start has developed
highly successful training models that could be used by other,
non-federally iupported,centers and family day,care providers.
Training centers should be established or, in Some cases, the
mandate of existing centers should be expanded to cover these
groups. In addition, the CDA National Credentialling Program
should be made available on a wider scale, and funds should be
appropriated to permit a program to train trainers on howto
implement the model in their. region or state.

Third, more training must be provided for new entrants in the
child care,field. Vocational education and other federal educa-
tion funds could be expanded to include child care training at
high school and community college levels. Fourth, a discre-
tionary grants program could be established at the feaiiiirevel
to support the development and dissemination of new models of
training, and to support the improvement and expansion of models
with a proven track record. Fifth, federal training programs
should mandate the infusiOn of a non-biased perspective through-
out the curricula: in addition, funds should be set aside to
train providers specifically on techniques for eliminating race,
sex, and disability bias in their settings.

Sixth, the federal government should support the development of
family day care "umbrella groups." so that isolated family day
care providers could supply back-up care for one another while
attending training sessions and courses. Seventh, student
scholarship and loan programs should be adapted to permit child
care providers to attend colleges on a part-time basis. Presently,
providers cannot qualify for Loans or federal student financial
aid unless they are willing to attend school full-time.

Finally, the federal government should use its influence to urge
states to adopt stronger licensing standards, which include more
training in child development and provision of child care
services. As part of this effort, the federal government could
develop model legislation, in conjunction with states which are
leaders in the field, for dissemination nationwide.

N{'
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PEER and Educational Equity Concepts believe that a national
child care policy is urgently needed. As a nation, we can ill
afford to neglect the needs of our youngest children for educa-
tional experiences devoid of bias. 'Those who have chosen child
care as their career should bs offered both ovr financial and
intellectual support.

We will be pleased to provide any additional information which
you and your staff may need; Vs appreciate this opportunity to
Share our views with the Select Committee and thank you for
opening the national debate on child care once again. We hope
our comments will be helpful to you as you formulate some much-
needed solutions to these pressing national problems.

Sincerely,

6 ,1, 61411144t4WAOle
'

Leslie . lfe Barbara Sprung
Director Co-Director
Project on Equal Education Educational Equity Concepts

Rights
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One of the most significant social changes in our society in

recent decades has been the rapid-growth of the female labor

force. In 1050. 29 percent of the labor force were women; by

1981, it was 42 percent (U.S. Department of Labor, 1982), The

composition of the labor force has become increasingly female

primarily because of rising rates of participation among women,

but a contributing factor is the declining rates of participation

among men. In 1950, 14 percent of all women were in the labor

force, and 07 percent of men; by 1981, the percentages were 52

and 78, respectively (U.S. Department of Labor, 1982).

'his marked increase in female employment is undoubtedly

related to chances in family structure that occurred luring thim

period, notably the rising rate of divorce and separation. Women,

experiencing such marital instability hove ronsis6ently had

higher rates of labor force activity than Married women living

with their husbands. So, too, have single (never married) women,

and this group has increased as a percent of all women with the

recent postponement in sae at first marriage. But the labor

force participation rates of women of all marital statuses has

rumen substantially in recent decades; indeed, the most dramatic

rise has been among married women, particularly those with young

children. In 1950, 24 percent of married women (husband *resent)

were in the labor force, sad 12 percent .of married women with

children under els years of age (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980);

by 1981. the percentages increased to 51 and 4R, respectively

(Hap.gbm". tRB2). Having a young child now accounts fo: A reduced

participation rate among married women of only three percentage
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points.

The growing rate of labor force activity among married women

has lei to an increased interest in whet sociologists have termed

'duel-earner" families -- families in which both husbands and

wives are employed. This is now the meet common family type in

she Onited States, represeatizs 5& OftsoAnt of all aacsied-oousle

taistlieli in 1981 (husband-only and husband-othor earners

constituted 10 rercent: and the remaining 18 percent included
.

wife-only earners, other earners, and no earners; Heyghe, 1982).

Over half {SR pereeht) of dual - earner coupl* have children under

18 years old net is, are "two-parent-earner couples": 24

percent of such couples have Lhildren under six years old MS,

repartment of Commerce, 19820. Although the percent of these

couples who bath work fall time is not available, we do know that

in 1981. 67 percent of employed married women vi.th children under

eighteen years of age worked full time, and 65 percent with

children under sir years of age (unpublished data from the Bureau

of Labor Statistics).

Clearly, the socio-environmental context of rearing young

children has changed substantially in married- couple households

lue to the increasing proportion of two-parent earners. This

generates a growing need for nonperental child core for most of

the day when children are of preschool age. As we have

documented elsewhere with national data from the June 19/7

Current Population Survey (Presser and Baldwin, 1,180), working

parents of preschool-aged children have made a variety of child

care arrangements. But we have nloo shown that a substantial
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minority of 'ethers of preschool-aged children were not in the

Isbor force because they could no.t find satisfactory child Cite

at reasonable cost (about one-fifth); sad *sons thOse employed

pert time. there was a substantial proportion (about ono-f,' -rth)

who indicated they were working fewer hours than they ranted

booauso of child ears problOtott

The 1079 data also revealed (Presser. 1n/32) A high

prevalence of father care anon. dual- earner couples with

preschool-aged children when wires were aplogoe in tectain

occupations: professional And practical nurses. salesvorkern.

waitresses. and "other rlerk." a diffuse eronping that includes

telephone operators. '"hose are occupations that are

dierroportionatcly comprised of shift workers. It is of special

interest that between 35 and 43 percent of fathers whose wives

%Fora working part time in these occupations were the principal

caregivers of their preschool -aged children. Moreover. over '0

percent of the fathers whose wives were full-time waitresses And

practictl nurses were the principal caregivers. These findings

suppestel t'.nt Another response to the unavailability of

astisfactory chill care. in audition to constraining the extent

of female employment. might ,e parents working different shifts

with each spouse caring for their young when the other Is

employed.

This hypothesis is only inferential from the data on

occupations. The June 1e77 Current Population survey did not

tnelhle date on hours of employment. The ',ay 1'1°0 current

Population Survey did include data on hours of employment but not
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on child care use or constraints. This data source has been used

by others to measure the prevalence of Shift work among

individuals in the %iced States, which is about one in six

full-time nonfarm wage and salary earners (U.S. Department of

Labor, 111. Bat the prevalence of shift work among families

has not been addressed. Indeed a "couple" perspective that taken

into account the work schedules of wives as wall as husbands has

been generally ignored In studios of shift workers: an exception

in the work of 'It/tines and Pleek f1gP21. but it groups together

part -tine and full-time workers, which makes the definition of

shift work problematic.

In cursuine our iota -ent in the work nehedules of married

co...ples Witt the 19P0 ^wrrent Population Survey (Presser and

Fain, in press). we uncovered a surprisingly Alh prevalence of

shift work among full-time twoawnrent-earners, both nonfarm wags

and salbry earners, with ehilren under 14 years of age: one out

of Orei couples included a spOuse who did not work a regular day

mh1"0- ?or about- one in ten couples, spouses worked entirely

different shifts with no overlap whatsoever in hours.

in this paper. we explore these findings farther. and

consider other aspects of couple work schedules, looking

specifically at full-time twa-parent-earners with children under

five years old. The implications of these findings for child

care and family lifo are then discussed. aut first, some details

about the sample and measures used.

Sample and Messures

The Current copulation Survey is a monthly survey conducted
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by the Bureau of the Census, with interviews of approximately

55,000 households. The primary purpose of the survey is to

the level of unemployment in the United States, and a

standard set of questions is asked regularly of all individuals

in the household. Supplements on special topics are added in

certain month-, and the May 1980 supplement on work schedules and

multiple jobs included questions on the time work began end ended

for the principal job of wage and salary earners (self-employed

workers were not asked these questions). V. selected from this

sample all nonfarm dual-earner married couples, wives aged 18 to

44, both spouses employed full time (35 hours or more).-:Yor

purposes of this analysis, we are limiting the sample furtherto

couples with children un4er five years of age. This results in',

an unweighted sample of 1,122 couples in which both spouses are

wage and salary earners, and represents about 1.4 million couples

in the United States.

We use three definitions of shift work, all based on the

hours wage and sala-y earners began and ended work on their

principal job most days of the previous week. One definition is

that used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS):

plz shift: full-time uchedule (35 hours or more per
weela-rn which at least half the hours worked fall
between 8 A.M. and 4 P.N.

?vening shift: full-time schedule 'In which at least
halt the hours worked fall between 4 P.M. and midnight.

Night shift: full-time schedule in which at least half
the hours worked fall between midnight and 8 A.N.

Miscellaneous shift: full-time schedule of less than 6
or sore than 12 hours per day.

(If 4 worker's hours fit into two shift.work
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categories, both day and evening or both evPning and
night, he/she is classified as working the first of the
two categories.)

We group evening, night, and miscellaneous shifts and refer to

this grouping as "nunday shift."

he second definition of shift work we use is the

classification of full-time work that begins at 7, A, or 9 A.M.

as day work, And work that begins at other times as shift work

(Test° and Colligan, 1977). The third definition isa

modification of the second to include work that begins at 10 A.M.

as day work, a common starting time for retell Jobs.

We refine ill three definitions of shift work by xtmacting

from the regular day workers rotators who worked days most of the

previous week. and includine them among the residual. (rotators

are those who regJlnrly change shifts. such AS one week on the

day shift and the next weeg on the evening or night shift.) Ay

relating the shifts of husbands to that of wives. w. derive the

prevalence of shift work among couples.

Another perspective on couple work schedules, in addition to

time-of-day shifts, is the extent of overlap in the daily work

hours of employed spouses. Thigl IlAW1 neaeure, which we

introduced in our earlier work 639ailaaer mad Gain. in prase). was

derteed by oroaperise the house week began and ended tor'the

principal job of each spouse And Aetermining the number of

identical work hours. It does not include commuting time. We

also consider the extent to which couples have flexibility in

their daily work schedules -- that is, whether either or both

spouses work flexitime, which wns Asked of all rage And salary
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earners.

The above measures all refer to the principal job only. The

Nay 1980 Current Population Survey did not ask about the hours

work began and ended for any secondary jobs held. But we do know

whether spouses were dual job holders, and examine the prevalence

of this among couples in our sample.

Shift Work Among Couples

Regardless of which definition of shift work is used, around

two-thirds of couples in our sasple of two-parent-earners with

children under five years of age are couples in which both

spouses work a regular day shift. This means that for about

ono -third of the couples in our sample, one or both spouses do

not work a regular day shift. in a previous analysis (Presser

and Cain, in press), we found that the prevalence of nonday shift

work did not vary such when contrasting couples whose youngest

child was less than five years old with those whose youngest

child was five to thirteen years old it was about one-third

for both groups. Since the specific age of children who are less

than five years old Is of considerable importance when

considering child care issues, this paper provides further detail

for each age under five.

It should be noted that the age of the youngest child under

five years old is related to the number of children women have,

both the number under five years of age (preschool-aged) and the

number under 14 years of age (all still young enough to need

supervision when not in school). As shown in Table 1, the

younger the av of youngest child, the more likely mosen are to

s
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have two or more children less then five years old, end the less

likely they are to have two or mole children less then 14 years

old. This correlation should be kept in mind as we consider

differences in couple work schedules by age of youngest child.

?able 2 reveals that the prevalence of shift work (ell three

definitions) is not linearly related to the agerAxf youngest

child. The lowest proportion of couples who are both regular day

workers is for those whose youngest child is four years old, and

the highest is for those whose youngest child is two years old --

the range of difference being about nine percentage points. The

most striking Aspect of this table to that nonlay shift work is

hiah Among full-time two-parent-earner couples with

preschool-need children for all rwe specific saes of

preschoolers.

al= overlap in flours of Employment

The high prevalence of full-time shift work among couples

leads us to question the extent to which there is overlap in the

hours of employment. Over one-tenth of the couples in our sample

have no overlap whatsoever, and about one-sixth have less than

three hours of overlap. Since this overlap time does not include

the time consumed commuting to and from work, it overstates the

time spouses have to bo at home together -- and together with

their children. ?nue, for e flobstalittidl illwritr of

gz000kool-aiott chAidres with fulltie two-earner-parents, tie.

at heme gith pass:stip is likely to be time at home ottl one

parmat. On the other hand, when rsrents have different shifts,

this increases the potential time preschool-egad children can be
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at hose with at least one parent.. -

In a previous analysis (Prosper and Cain, in press) we found

little difference in spouse overlap in hours of employment

between couples whose youngest child was less, than five,,yeara.old

versus five to thirteen yeare,old. , Lt is oftintorest tto,consider

whether there are differences in spouse overlap Dy ths_sp.e4fic

age of ohildrea:Aess than five years ,old. As .yevea3ed41nlabla,

3, the nnly.sub.tantial difference is betweea cottplesrqat".-4,
,

youngest Child is fess thaq four versus four 7.0 old.. Thert.is

little or no overlap atal,f0, A, oy 2.(hours). for ehout,15,to 18

percent of couples whose 4roulgemt,mhil4 is less them/lour ysmrs

old, but this increases to 24 percent -- or about one-fourth --,

for couples whose youngest child is four years old.

whose youngest child is four years old by definition are nOt ,

likely to have more than one child under five Jeers of agejonly

1.3 percent, mhich includes twins; see ?able 1): rather they are

more likely than other couples to have children between 5 and 13 2

years of ,ge. This suggests that spouses with only one child

less than five years old may be less reluctant to have very

different work schedules than spouses rith two or sore

preschool-aged children.

An analysis of the relationship between nuaber of children

under five years old and hours of spouse overlap, h , does.,

not support this hypothesis. As may be seen in Table 4, couples

with only one preschool-aged child tend to have somewhat more

overlap in employment hours then couples with two or more

pr'school-seed children. The percent with Less than three hours



of overlap is 16.9 and 22.5, respectively'. When considering the

number of children under 14 yearrold (for couples with ai..ltest

one child under 5), we find that those with three or sore

children are most likely to have different work schedules. Over .0
one - fourth (25.8 - percent) of sash couples holier no overlap is

49.1ase adding them( with WIy ono or two' hours- of *overlap brings

titre to 84impt calttitird (1130 goisesert) TAM it 110i/of 4foliples

in suite with. three or 'tfo'5. stiller* is-relativollirmsell
(weighted N156), but these Marvs arm ressiiably.gigii-i3

One possible erolanitioe fur the higher preference of
dIfferetst VOrk schedules when e(uples have. relativwlp lases

frisiltes night be the of thee* families, to pay for the
high oost of child care -- typically, the more children, the neire

Wetly. Different shifts permit spouses to do moat if not alI.of

the child care themselves (even though we cannot"directly assess

the extent to which this occurs). "This assumes that fsmily

income is related to couple work schedules. Tablets Ladicetei,

however, that this is not the case. Except for the extreseS

(less than S1C,000 and ¶50,000 or more; very small NI, there is

little difference by level of family income in the prevalene;i4cif

minimal or zero spouse overlap in employment. Within flies's

income groups, however, shift work may be related to sustaining

the family's standard of living when children Wr4 smell. The'

cost of child care, particularly when there is more then ontis.

child, nay offset for many couples much of the financial gain of

fesile employment experienced prior to parenthood.
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Flexitime

Some of the difference between spouses in hours worked may

reflect the ability of some couples to asnipulate their daily

work schedules. The Pay 1980 Current Population Survey asked

whether wage and salary earners were on flexitime or some other

schedule that allows workers to vary the time they begin and end

work. 'Tor our sample, about one in five couples include a eV:.4*

who works flexitime (or the iquivelent). As may be seen in Tab!,

6, there is little difference by age of youngest child. It may
4

7 kbe seen, however, that flexitime is practiced more by husbander
. .

than by wives, except for couples whose youngest child is four

years old. Again, this cannot be directly related to child care'

with this data set, but theoretically flexitime permits

two-parent-earners to have less overlap in work hours and their

children more time with at least one parent.

Shift Rotation
;

Unlike flexitime, shift rotation (for example, changing from

day to evening or night) may be particularly disruptive for

family life, especially when there are young children in the

household for whom fixed schedules must be maintained. As we

previously noted in defining shifts, we excluded'from the day

shift those who usually rotate shifts but happened to be working,

a day shift the week for which data were collected. Ye now raise

the question of the prevalence of rotating shifts for our total

sample, regardless of the type of shift they worked during the

reference week.

It say be seen in Table 7 that for all couples with children

under fi years old, about one in seven (13.6 percent) include a

VI 7
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spouse who usually works a rotating shift. The variations by age

of youngest child in this regard are not substantlal. There are

some differences by age, however, in which spouse does the

rotating. For all couples with children under five years old,

the husband is more likely to be working a rotating shift than

the wife, but we see that it is about equal for each spouse when

the youngest child is three years old. Rarely do both husband
.

and wife both work rotating shifts, but we see that when this

does occur it is essentially among couples with infants (under

one year of age). This suggests this sight be a carry over of an

employment schedule prior to parenthood (that may not last long).

Dual Job Folders

The analysis thus far presented refers to hours worked on

the principal job only. To the extent that either spouse is 4

dual job holder (or "moonlighter") our estimates of day shift

workers and hours of overlap in spouse employment are

understated. As previously noted, data on hours worked were not

collected for additional jobs. Ye do know, however, whether

either or both spouses held additional paid jobs. For our

sample, one out of ten couples includes spouses who are dual job

holders. As may be seen in Table 8, most of the dual job holders

are husbands. It say also be seen in this table that there is no

clear relationship between dual job holding and age of youngest

child.

amurx and Implications

We have seen that the work schedules of two-parent-earner

families with preschool-aged children are complex The
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prevalence of nondey shift work is high: about a third of all

rounles in our sample. When one spouse works a nonlay shift, the

other is likely to work a day shift. for many such couples, this

means minimal or no spouse overlap in hours of employment. khile

lore couples can exercise some flexibility in their work hours

(e.g.. flexitime). others are subject to a rotstien schedule that

continually changes the nature of spouse overlap in employment.

These complex emrloyment patterns, referring to the principal job

only. are evident for couples with children of all ages under

five. adding further to this complexity is the fact that one out

of ten two-parent-couples in our sample includes h spouse who

*olds a second job. 'hese are figures for a sample of couples at

cne point in tire. The extent to which couples ever experien-e

shift work and/or dual ,lob holding while *heir children are young

would be even higher.

Whet are the implications of our findings for child -nre and

fa.iiiy life" While the ray !c$40 Cureenc pnpulntion lurvey

yrrioits us to describe the orevalenre of work schedules for

c.c.qrlos wlh a few demographic and socioeconomic controls. the

ltvitd number of variables does rot allow us to games, the

leterninants and conspeuenrea of these work schedules. put let

us svcula'e Along this line, with the hope of stimulating needed

-.search in this nree.

We previously noted that the dual-earner couple is now the

moot common family type in the United States. This has emerged

og-MAUS, eirf the vivid invroms. Lo ao oolao,040I of carried women.

ceriicularly those with prschool -aged children. most of these

FILMED -FRONT*;BEST COPY AVAILABLE u.'w.J



employed women work full time. There are, then, many couples

with preschool -aged children in which both spouses successeully

acquire full-time employment and are able to make acceptable

child care arrangements -- albeit on a very individualized ad hoc

basis. These aieangemente firtmerm; etainonly *family day core' in

someone else's boon at coat to Abe pit:vats (U.S. Dparteent of

Connercs, 1982b). But we also cited evidence that, despite the

high prevRlence of full-time employment among !serried women with

preschool -eyed children, a substentiel minority of such women :re

working pert time rather than full time or not at all because

they are unable to find satisfactory child care that they can

afford (or jobs that pay significantly more then the cost of

child care). One possible response to the unavailability of

child care when women seek full-time employment, then, is

underemployment or remaining out of the labor force. Another

possibility is for spouses to both work full time, rut different

time schedules. Unfortunately there has been no research linking

child care availability with couple work schedules. Our analysis

of Easily income revealed that different work schedules sronR

spouses is not specific to cne segment of the income range. AL t.

as we noted income may nevertheles, be relevant -- that is,

couples with different st..nda:ds of living ray seek full-time

dual employment of different nnurs to minimize child care costs

and sustain this standard.

What does the practice oe different work achedults mean for

the quality of child r mint' /his is vcry difficult to even

speculate abut, and would seem to depe.id pon 'oho 'IN caring for

FILMED FROM-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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the child in the absence of one or both parents. The splitting

of child care solely between the parents would seem to maximise

quality, in general, but this is possible only for those couples

with no spouse overlap in employment and when the parent who is

at home during the day -- when the child is awake -- has an

opportunity to sleep when the other parent is also hone.. Other

types of nonpaid child care ar'rangements that may be used to

partially or fully substitute for parent care depend upon whether

there are older children available after school or relatives able

and willing to provide care. The availability of family care or

sore forma group arrangements is essentially limited to Ali

care, which may be a constraint for shift-woik couples with

preschool-aged children. Two-larent-earners with a spouse,

working a rotating schedule would seem to have the most

difficulty of all in arranging for the care of these young

children, especially if the rotator cares for the child at least

some of the time when his or her spouse is employed. Clearly, we

first need data simply of a descriptive nature to determine who

are caring for the children when parents work uncommon hours, and

then we need to study how well these childrenare being cared for

in each of these arrangements.

Another Japer...Tit are: in need of study is the relationship

between courle work schedules and the qdality of family life,

including th, rolationship between the spouses. Morality* been

soma small in-depth studies of shift workers in the united States

and Cerope that consider the consequences of shift work tot the

family. These studies. however, hay* focused almost exclusively
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on males as shift workers, namely blue collar workers in specific

industrial settings, and generalisations are limited accordingly.

If females are included, they are typically the wives of shift

workers, and the employment status of these wives receives little

if any attention. The findings of these studies suggest that

male shift work to generate extra strains on family life;

men have difficulty performing their traditional roles, such as

protecting the family and being a sexual partner and companion

(Mott et al., 1965; Young and Willmott, 1973; Wyatt and Marriott,

1953; Piotrkowski. 1079; Maurice and Fantail, 196K; latch. 1957;

'anks, 1956; Brown, 1q50). and women have difficulty performing

their traditional roles, typically expressed as problems with

domestic routine such as meal preparation, laundry and child care

(Banks, 1976; Brown, 19591.

Clearly we need to examine the effect of shift work,on

family life in a such broade- context. For example, it would be

of interest to consider among two-parent earners the distinctive

effect of shift work, particularly rotating schedules, on the

division of labor within the home and on marital power. The same

issue could be addressed for such couples in which a spouse is a

dual job holder. It would be important to explore in this

context whether these effects differ when it is the wife versus

the husband who works a nonday or rotating shift, or holds a

second job. The relationship between couple work schedules and

marital stability is another neglected yet important issue. And,

it would be of special interest to know how fathers who care for

their children when mothers at's employed feel about this role.

722
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One small British study found that the preference for night work

was rolatud to fathers wanting sore time with the family (De la

Ware and Walksr, 1969). Perhaps, at least in this regard, shift

work enhances family life for men.

In sum, we are witnessing, a dramatic rise in the prevalence

of two-parent-earner families, which is producing a large number

of rhift-work families. From a social policy perspective, one

might ask: To the extent that this is a response to child care

needs, do we want to encourage this mode of adaptation? Which ie

better for families -- parents working full time on different

shifts, or one parent employed less than full time or not at all

and a reduced standard of living for the family? And what do we

mean when we say the family -- what is in the best interest of

the husband, the wife, or the children say be quite different.

This is a complex i113110 which calls for research from men;

different perspectives. And it also calls for a broader view of

child care beyond dm care; evening and night care may be an

important unset need.

Footnotes

1. The unesployment of women in the labor force with

preschool-aged children is higher than that for other loosen (10.9

percent for women with children under three years of age in 1900;

Baseman and Hayes, 1982), and, may be related as well to problems

of finding satisfactory child cant.
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Table 1. Percent distribution of number of children
less than five yeari old and number of

children less then fourteen years old by
age of youngest child, for couples in which
both spouses are full-time nonfarm wage and
salary earner*, wife aged 18 to 44, and with
children less than five years old: United
States, Hey 1980.

Aga of
youngest
child

(N)a

No. of children
<5 years old

No. of children
<14 years old

Toren 1 2 3 Tots12 1 2 3+

<1 (202) 100.0 72.3 24.7 3.0 100.0 51.0 32.7 16.3
n:4

1 (276) 100.0 74.8 23.3 1.9 100.0 50.7 36.2 13.1

2 (251) 100.0 84.2 15.6 .2 100.0 46.6 42.5 10.8
5

3 (219) 100.0 93.8 6.2 .0 100.0 44.3 37.0 18.7

4 (198) 100.0 98.7 1.3 .0 100.0 40.4 43.9 15.7

Total (1146) 100.0 84.2 14.8 1.0 100.0 46.8 38.6 14.6

aThese are weighted Ns reduced to approximate sample size.
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Table 2. Percent of muples in which both spouses work a

regular day shift (exclude. rotators) for couples

in which both spouses are full-time nonfara wage
and salary earners, wife aged 18 to 44, and with

children less than
Hay 1980.

Definitions of

five years old: United States,

Age of youngest child

regular day shift
for most days of previous
week (excludes rotators)

- -11

<5 <1 1 2

(N- 1082)5 (N-189) (N -262) (N -236)

Half or more work hours
are 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.1, 66.4 64.4 67.0 70.5

Work begins at
7, 8, or 9 A.H.c

61.9 59.6 63.4 65.5

Work begins at
7, 8, 9, or 10 A.M.c 63.1 61.7 64.6 66.8

a These are weighted Ns reduced to approximate sample size.

3 4

(N -210) (N.185)

67.7 61.1

61.5 56.7

62.8 57.9

b Excludes "miscellaneous workers": those who work full-time but less than

six hours or more than 12 hours per day.

c Includes "miscellaneous workers"; sea above.
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Table 3. Percent distribution in luxe per day of spouse
overlap in employment by :age of youngest child,
for couples in which both spouses are full-time
nonfarm wags and salary earners, wife aged 18 to 44,
and with children less than five years old:
United States, May 1980.

Hours per day of Aga of youngest child
spouse overlap Total
in employment& <5 <1 1 2 3 4

0 11.9 11.0 12.5 10.3 10.7 15.6

1,2 5.8 6.9 4.0 4.8 5.7 8.4

3-6 8.9 6.8 8.9 9.1 10.6 9.0

7 17.1 16.1 18.2 15.3 19.7 15.7

8 32.4 36.8 28.2 36.5 31.5 29.6

9 21.7 19.8 26.3 22.7 21.0 16.5

10+ 2.2 2.6 I.'. 1.3 .8 5.2

. .

Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(I-)h (1075) (189) (257) (235) (209) (185)

principal job
a Refers to/week prior to interview; includes rotators.

b These are weighted Ns reduced to approximate sample size.

1:2 9

4
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Tabled. Percent distribution in hours per day of spouse overlap in employment
by number of children leer than five years old and number of children
less than 14 years old, for couples in which both spouses are full-time
nonfarm wag* and salary earners, wife agei 18 to 44, and with children

lass thin

Hours par day of
spouse °wrist)
in employment'

five years old: United States, May 1980.

No. of children Uo. of children.
<5 years old- <14 years old

1 2+ 1 2 ?1*

0 11.8 13.0 9.2 10.1 25.8

1,2 5.1 9.5 5.4 6.2 5.2

3-6 8.3 11.8 8.1 8.9 11.6

7 17.1 16.6 15.2 20.5 14.2

8 33.3 27.8 34.1 31.6 29.0

".4
9 22.0 20.1 25.8 20.2 11.6

10* 2.4 1.2 2.0 2.4 1.6

Total 2 b 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (906) (169) (507) (411) (156)

a principal job
Refers to/week prior to interview; includes rotators.

These are weighted 8, reduced to approximate sample size.

7,3
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Table 5. Percent distr4bution in hours per day of spouse overlap in employment by
family inter* for couples is which both spouses are full-time nonfarm wage
and salary earners, wife aged 18 to 44, and with children loss than five

41

years

Hours per day of
spouse overlap
in employment a

old: United States. Kay 1980.

Family Income

515.000-
19.999

320.000-
24.000

$25.000-
49.999 $50.000+v$10.000

817.0007.
11.999

312.000-
14.999

0 1.6 16.1 14.0 13.5 11.1 11.6 11.9

1.2 8.1 6.4 4.6 7.4 6.7 4.6 .0

3-6 6.5 12.7 14.9 8.2 7.3 9.3 .0
,s-

4'
'7 17.7 6.6 15.4 16.7 17.8 18.3 26.9

8 35.5 29.6 31.5 28.5 34.2 33.9, 32.8

9 24.7 26.4 19.6 24.3 21.4 19.1 26%5 .

IA
10+ 6.5 2.3 .0 1.5 1.4 3.2 1.9 . ``y75

Total % b 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(H) (62) (64) (100) (206) (246) (349) (24)

4 Refers togaaiiititria interview; includes rotators.

b
These are weighted Na reduced to approximate sample size.
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Percent distribution of couples by whether the husband and/or wife works

flexitime by age of youngest child for couples in which.both sL ses

are full-time nonfarm wage and salary earners, wife aged 18 to 44,
and with children less than flue years old: United States, May 1980.

Whether spouse=
work flexitime' <5

Age of Youngest Child

<1 1 2 3 4

Both husband
and wife 3.3 4.8 3.0 3.4 2.9 3.3

Husband oaf 10.1 9.5 10.9 9.9 12.8 6.5

Wife only 6.3 4.2 7.2 6.9 %.8 8.7

Neither husband
nor wife 80.3 81.5 78.4 79.8 79.5' 81.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(H)b (1080) (284 (265) (233) (210) (198)

'Principal job of each spouse.
bThese ara weighted Ns reduced to approximate sample size. Excluded are

couples for whom flexitime data on either spouse was not reported.
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Table 7.Petcent distribution of couplea by whether the husband
and/or wife works a rotating shift by age of youngest
child for c,uple in which both spouses are full-time
nonfarm wage and salary earners, wife aged 18 to 44,
and with children less than five years old: Mited States,
May 1980.

Whetner spouses Age of Youngest Child
work a rotating Total
shifts <5 <1 1 2 3 4

Both husband
and wife .8 3.6 .3 .0 .4 .0

Husband only 9.1 9.3 10.9 8.8 6.6 10.1

Wife only 3.b 3.1 3.0 1.7 6.6 3.7

Neither husband
nor wife 86.4 83.9 85.8 89.5 86.3 86.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(10

b
(1098) (193) (267) (238) (211) (188)

a

aPrincipal job of each spouse.

1)These are weighted Ns reduced to approximate sample size.

Excluded are couples for whom rotating data on either spouse
are not reported.

733
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Table 8. Percent distribution of couples by whether the husband and/or wife
is a dual job holder by age of youngest child for couples in which
both spouses are full-time nonfarm wage and salary earners, wife
aged 18 to 44, and with children less than five years old:
United States, Hay 1980.

Whether spouses are
dual job holders

Tonal
<5

Age of Youngest Child

<1 1 2 3 4

Both husband and
wife 1.8 1.4 2.0 1.3 2.7' 1.4

Husband only 6.5 4.5 7.5 5.5 7.4 7.5

Wife only 1.2 1.8 1.1 .0 1.8 1.8

Neither husband
nor wife 90.5 92.3 89.4 93.2 88.1+ 89.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N)a (1146) (202) (276) (251) (219) (198)

These are weighted Ns reduced to approximate sample size.
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332472-873)

LOYEES INTERNATIONAL MON
AFL-CIO, CLC

August 22, 1984

Mr. George Miller, Chairman
Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families

Room H2-385
House Office Building, Annex 2
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Miller:

Washington, D.C. 20:06.1016

Richard W. Cordtz
International Secretary.Troasurer

As President of the Service Employees International Union,
I wr..nt to convey to you the interest of our 850,000 mem-
bc,rs in the issue of quality child care, and in the hearings
your Committee is conducting on how to improve child care
services in the United States.

Enclosed is a written testimony for the record. Our
testimony concludes by stressing the need for a national
child care policy. We firmly believe that, in the long run,
the United States will benefit from a nationwide child care
system.

Other recommendations include: restoring the $9 billion
in cuts from programs supporting child care over the past
three years, utilizing our public school systems to provide
before and after-school care, and redrafting income tax
policies to help the low-wage earner.

Service Employees International Union is willing to work
with you in improving the amount and quality of child care
services available for working and low-income parents in
this country.

igigtre

Sincerely,

nterna ional Presi t
.414eJ eollY
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN J. SWEENEY, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, SERVICE
EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION

CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILER. MEMBERS Of THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN.

YOUTH AND THE FAMILY:

THANK YOU ON BEHALF OF THE SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION. AFL -

CIO FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS WHAT CAN BE DONE TO IMPROVE CHILD CARE

SERVICES IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION (SEM) REPRESENTS 850.000

REIMERS IN MORE THAN 1W OCCUPATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AtAl CANADA. MANY

OF OUR mErSEPS WORK IN THE HEALTHCARE AND SERVICE INDUSTRIES WAICH OPERATE

ON 24-HOUR SCHEDULES. NEARLY HALF OF OUR MEMBERS ARE WOrEN. THUS. SEIU IS

WELL AWARE THAT THE NEEDS Of WORKING PARENTS - -MEN ONO WHEN- -APE TOO OFTEN

IGNORED BOTH BY EMPLOYERS AND BY OUR GOVERNMENT. 14 WELCOME THIS OPPORTUNITY

TO SHAPE OUP COnCLUsIONS ABOUT THE URGENCY OF PROVIDING QUALITY. AFFORDAPLE

CHILD CARE FOR WORKING PARENTS.

14 ARE ALL AWARE OF THE URGENT CHILD CARE NEEDS FACED BY PAPENTS IN THIS

COUNTRY. Yci. IN THE PAST THREE YEARS THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION HAS CUT

FEDERAL PROGRAMS SUPPORTING CHILD CARE BY Op BILLION. TITLE XX. THE MAIN

SOURCE OF DIRECT FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR CHILD CARE. HAS BEEN CUT 21 PERCENT.

CHIT: NUTRITION PROGRAMS THAT PROVIDE MEALS FOR CHILDREN IN CHILD ARE

CENTERS HAVE BEEN CUT 30 PERCENT. THE PROGRAM PROVIDING STAFF FOR CHILD CARE

CENTERS HAS BEEN ABOLISHED AND AFDC. MUCH PROVIDES CHILD CARE SUPPORT TO

POOR FAMILIES. HAS BEEN REDUCED. THE LIST GOES ON.

CHILD CARE SERVICES WERE NOT SUFFICIENT EVEN BEFORE THE CUTS. IbW THE

SITUATION BORDERS ON DESPERATION. MASSACHUSETTS HAS A WAITING LIST OF C.CE'n

CHILDREN NEEDING CARE; GEORGIA'S LIST IS 5.000 NAMES LONG. ILLINOIS NOV

SERVES MCC° FEWER CHILDREN THAN IT DID THREE YEARS AGO.

LET'S LOOK AT THE TREMENDOUS IMPACT OF THE CUTS IN JUST CAE Or THOSE

736
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PROGRAMSTITLE XX. CUTS IN TITLE XX FUNDING HURT LOW-INCOME. WORKING

FAMILIES WO WORK HARD TO MAKE ENDS MEET. IN ADDITION. MANY STATES HAVE

TIGHTENED INCOME REQUIREMENTS. MAKING FEWER LOW-INCOME WORKING FAMILIES

ELIGIBLE FOR CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE.

CUTS IN TITLE XX FUNDING HURT POOR FAMILIES. PARTICULARLY THOSE HEADED

BY WOMEN, MST FAMILIES $110 NEED TITLE XX ARE HEADED BY FEMALE HEADS -OF.:

HOUSEHOLD WORKING TO SUPP'n THEMSELVES AND THEIR CHILDREN.

CUTS IN TITLE XX FUNDING HURT POOR WOMEN WHO NEED CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE

WHILE THEY ATTEND JOB TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS: TWENTY STATES HAVE

REDUCE° THEIR PREVIOUSLY LIMITED AID FOR SUCH PROGRAMS OVER THE LAST THREE

YEARS.

THESE BUDGET CUTS AND THE ECONOMIC RECESSION HAVE FORCED LOW-INCOME

WORKING PARENTS TO EITHER MOVE THEIR CHILDREN TD Low-QUALITY. INEXPENSIVE

CHILD CARE. OR TO LEAVE THEIR JOBS AND STAY HOME WITH THEIR CHILDREN. SIAM

ARE ALSO MAKING CHANGES BY CUTTING BACK ON THE QUALITY OF CHILD CARE

SERVICES PROVIDED. THEY HAVE REDUCED FUNDING FOR TRAINING CHILD CARE WORKERS

AND LOWERED THE SWORDS FOR TITLE XX CHILD CARE PROGRAMS.

TO FURTHER COMPOUND THE MISERY OF THESE AMERICAN FAMILIES. THE ItAGAN

ADMINISTRATION HAS AUDACIOUSLY AND ARROGANTLY PROPOSED ANOTHER $3 BILLION IN

CUTS FROM PROGRAMS THAT FUND CHILD CARE IN THE FISCAL YEAR ves BUDGET.

TO 'JUSTIFY* THE INEQUALITIES AND HARDSHIPS CREATED BY THESE BUDGET

CUTBACKS. PRESIDENT PEAGAN HAS CALLED ON THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO PICK UP THE

SLACK. HIS GRAND PIIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVE" FOR CHILD CARE TOTALS A DOZEN

SEMINARS FOR CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF LARGE CORPORATIONS. THE SEMINARS

ARE INVITATION-ONLY, UNION REPRESENTATIVES AND CHILD CARE ADVOCATES HAVE

NEVEC BEEN INVITED. THE STATED PURPOSE IS TO GET CORPORATE EMPLOYERS

INTERESTED IN DAY CARE. LITTLE FOLLOW-UP HAS BEEN COAOUcTFD TO SEE IF THESE

MEETINGS HAVE HAD ANY IMPACT. CERTAINLY THIS APPROACH HAS NOT HELPED THE

737
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MANY LOG INCOME FAMILIES SUFFERING IRON STATE AND FEDERAL euosET CUTS.

V.TIAT ARPANSEHENTS CM) OUR WORKING PARENTS MAKE FOR CHILD CARE? A SURVEY

OF EMPLOYEES IN SM. IN TUO KAISER-PERM/ME HOSPITALS IN CALIFORNIA

REVEALED THAT ONLY 2 PERCENT HAD THEIR CHILDREN IN A LICENSED FAMILY HON

PROVIDER. 14 PERCENT USED DAY CARE CENTERS. 22 PERCENT HAD CARE PROVIDED BY

M FAMILY MEMBER OR RELATIVE. AND 24 PERCC HIRED BABYSITTEPS. THOSE

PARENTS NOT USING CENTERS LISTED THEIR 11: A REASONS AS COST. INABILITY TO

FIND A HIGH-QUALITY AND CONVENIENT CENTER. OR A PREFERENCE FOR IN-HOME CARE.

MORE THAN HALF OF ALL PARENTS fESOPOODED THAT THEY DID NOT HAVE ADEQUATE

CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS.

'OMR -INCOME FAMILIES HIRE HOUSEKEEPERS TO LOOK AFTER THEIR CHILDREN.

rbsT PARENTS. OF COURSE. CANNOT AFFORD THIS LUXURY. TREY ARE LEFT TO CATCH -

AS -CATCH -CAN FROM AVAILABLE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC ofIlowS. NON-PROFIT DAY CARE

CENTERS. OFTEN COMMUNITY OR CHURCH:SPONSORED. ARE FREODENTLY A GOOD CHOICE.

BUT THEY ARE FAR TOO FEW IN NUMBER. LICENSED FAMILY DAY CARE IS ANOTHER

POSSIBILITY. BUT HERE AGAIN. THE NEED WOEFULLY EXCEEDS THE AVAILABILITY OF

SUCH SERVICES. MORE AND MORE PARENTS ARE RELUCTANTLY ALLOWING THEIR

CHILDREN. AGES S TO 15. TO LET THETtUIVES IN AND OUT Of THE NOUSE BEFORE AND

AFTER SCHOOL. THIS ARRANGEMENT PLACES TREMENDOUS STRESS AND WORRY UPON

PARENTS. PREVENTING THEM FROM FULLY PARTICIPATING IN THEIR WORK.

ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE FON WORKING PARENTS IS THE GROWING NUMBER OF FOR-

PROFIT CHILD CARE CENTER CHAINS. THESE FOR - PROFIT CENTERS HAVE SPROUTED UP

TO MEET THE URGENT NEED FOR CHILD CARE. WILE SOME CENTERS ARE VERY HELL

RUN AND STAFFED. OTHERS ARE NOT. Sall RECOHMOOS THAT THESE FACILITIES BE

CLOSELY MONITORED TO ENSURE THAT THE PROFIT MOTIVE DOES NOT TAKE PRECEDENCE

OVER THE HEALTH ANO VELFARE OF THE CHILDREN.

THE PROPRIETARY SECTOR KEEPS LABOR COSTS AT THESE CENTERS BY HIRING

PART-TIME WORKERS. PAYING MINIMUM WAGE AND GIVING NO FRINGE BENEFITS. SUCH
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POOR COMPENSATION FUELS A HIGH TURNOVER AMONG THESE CHILD CARE EMPLOYEES.

MOST EXPERTS ON EARLY CHILDHOOD AGREE THAT QUALITY CAPE FOP CHILDREN IS A

PERSONAL, INMAN RELATIONSHIP WITH AN INDIVIDUAL CARE-GIVER. NOT A 'PRODUCT"

THAT A SUCCESSION OF STRANGERS CAN DISH OUT. THE IMAGE'OF A GENERATION OF

'KENTUCKY FRIED CHILDREN" IS NOT AN APPEALING ONE.

WHAT IS QUALITY CHILD CARE? DUALITY MEANS BRIGHT. CHILD-ORIENTED

SPACES. LOW PUPIL-STAFF RATIOS. AND CONTINUITY OF CARE WITH THE SAME

PROVIDER. IT ALSO INCLUDES AN ADEQUATELY COMPENSATED STAFF WITH FULL FRINGE

BENEFITS.

TM BELIEVES 1HAT UNIONIZATION Of DAY CARE PROVIDERS CAN IMPROVE THE

QUALITY OF CARE. FOR EXAMPLE. WE REPRESENT EMPLOYEES AT FIN! -BKOOLS LIMITED

IN CNTARID. CANADA AND AT THE DAY NURSERY IN LOWELL. MASSACHUSETTS. AMONG

OTHERS. THE GAINS IN PAY NEGOTIATED BY UNIONS CONSTITUTE ONLY PART OF THE

ADVANTAGES OF UNIONIZATION. SERI HAS SECURED BENEFITS FOR IMPROVED HEALTH

COVERAGE, A NEGOTIATED CONTRACT WHICH CLARIFIES SUCH WORKING CONDITIONS AS

BREAK'S AND OVERTIME POLICY; AND IMPROVED VACATION AND SICK LEAVE BENEFITS.

Won CAN PROVIDE BETTER WORKING CONDITIONS FOR DAY CARE PROVIDERS. WHICH

IN TURN HELPS TO STABILIZE THIS WORKFORCE AND ATTRACT A HIGHER CALIBER Of

STAFF. THE RESULT IS BETTER CARE FOR CHILDREN.

-.7.1U IS EMPHASIZING THE IMPORTANCE Of CHILD CARE AT THE BARGAINING TALE

BECAUSE WE FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT FAMILY ISSUES ARE UNION ISSUES. OUR MEMBERS.

LIKE MANY WORKING PARENTS. CITE CHILD CARE PROBLEMS IN SURVEY AFTER SURVEY.

THEIR DIFFICULTIES INCLUDE HIGH COST. UNDEPENDABLE CARE. AND INABILITY TO

FIND GOOD QUALITY CENTERS THAT ARE REASONABLY CONVENIENT.

SERI HAS HAD VERY DIFFICULT bARGAINING SITUATIONS IN THESE TIMES Of

ECONOMIC RECESSION. BARGAINING ON THE VERY BASICS LIKE WAGES. 300 SECURITY

AND HEALTH CARE COVERAGE HAS BEEN AN UPHILL BATTLE. BUT OUR LOCAL UNIONS

HAVE CONTINUED TO BARGAIN FOR CHILD CARE BECAUSE SO LITTLE QUALITY.
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AFFORDABLE CARE EXISTS AND OUR MEMBERS NEED FOR IT IS SO GREAT. OUR YEARS OF

HARD WORK. HOWEVER. NAVE NETTED LITTLE. A JOINT LABOR- MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

HERE. AN INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE THERE. AND--RAREST OF ALL --A NEWLY

CREATED DAY CARE CENTER FOR WORKING PARENTS. ",

EVEN THOUGH IT IS AN UPHILL BATTLE. SEIU LOCALS WILL CONTINUE EXPLORING

A RANGE OF NEGOTIATING OPTIONS SUCH AS: EMPLOYER-SPONSORED CENTERS.

INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICES FOR WORKING PARENTS. VOUCHER PLANS WICH

SUBSIDIZE PLACEMENT IN EXISTING FACILITIES. EXTA/OED SICK LEAVE. FLEXTIME.

AND CONSORTIP'l WITH OTHER MOONS AND OTHER EMPLOYERS TO PROVIDE CARE.

SEIU LOCAL 2E6 IN BOSTON OPENED AN ON-SITE DAY CARE CENTER AT POSTON

CITY FbSPITAL IN MAY. 1982. Tir CENTER WAS THE PRODUCT OF A JOINT LABOR -

MANAGEMENT CCWITTEE ON CHILD CARE ESTABLISHED IN CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

BETWEEN LOCAL 285 AND BOSTON CITY NJSPITAL IN 1978-79. THE CENTER HAS 16

SLOTS. IT IS OPEN FROM 6:30 A.M. TO 6 P.M. AND PROVIDES CARE FOR INFANTS

A4 TODDLERS UP TO AGE 2-112 YEARS. THE HOSPITAL PROVIDES RENT-FREE SPACE.

MAINTENANCE AND UTILITIES. FEES ARE BASED ON A SLIDING SCALE RANGING FROM

SIO TO SIM PER WEEK. THE MAJORITY OF PARENTS PAY BETWEEN $20 AND $40 PER

WEEK. THE FACILITY HAS A WAITING LIST OF 90 CHILDREN. CURRENTLY ONLY THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND H3SPITAL EMPLOYEES CAN USE THE CENTER. THE UNION

IS PROPOSING TO EXPAND THE CENTER AND OPEN IT TO THE COMMUNITY.

LOCAL 285 HAS STRUGGLED TO SET THE CENTER ON IYS FEET. AND IS PROVO TO

REPORT THAT THE CENTER IS SELF-SUPPORTING. FOWEVER.IT MUST GROW IN ORDER TO

MEET THE DEMAND FOR CHILD CARE SERVICES. PROBLEMS INCLUDE GETTING THE

HOSPITAL TO ALLOCATE MORE SPACE AND GETTING THE CITY TO SUBSIDIZE 50

ADDITIONAL SLOTS. FUNDING IS ANOTHER MAJOR PROBLEM. THE LOCAL IS WORKING

WITH THE MAYOR'S OFFICE I) FIND ADDITIONAL MONEY AND SPACE. RUT WITH LITTLE

SUCCESS SO FAR.

Sall LOCAL 399 AND KAISER-PERNANINTE HOSPITALS '1 CALIFORNIA RECENTLY

740
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NEGOTIATED A PILOT INFORMATION AHD REFERRAL SERVICE. IT IS WORTH NOTING

THAT THIS IS THE RESULT Of TEN YEARS Of GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING AND ACTIVITY

ON THE PM- OF THE MEMBERS. ALL THEIR HARD WORK HAS TAKEN THEM OMIT g SMALL

STEP TOWARDS THE GOAL OF MORE ACCESSIBLE. QUALITY

ESU LOCALS 434. 535 AND 6F0 IN LOS ANGELES HAVE MOVED BEYOND THE JOINT

CO1MITTEE STAGE. TOGETHER WITH THE COALITION Of COUNTY ONIEWS. THEY NAVE

SUBMITTED A PROPOSAL TO THE COUNTY BOARD TO HAVE THE COUNTY EMPLOY A CHILD

CARE CONSULTANT TO PRODUCE A FUNCTIONING ON-SITE CENTER WITHIN 12 MONTHS.

THE CENTER WOULD BE LOCATED AT LOS ANGELES COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER. THF

PROPOSAL IS CURRENTLY BLOCKED AT THE COUNTY BOARD LEVEL. AND THE UNIONS ARE

INTENSIFYING THEIR LOBBYING EFFORTS.

SITU LOCAL 668 ATTEMPTED TO NEGOTIATE A PILOT PROGRAM ESTABLISHING A DAY

CARE CENTER IN HARRISBURG. PENNSYLVANIA. MANAGEMENT TURNED DOWN THIS

FEWEST. THEY ALSO REJECTED A PROPOSAL FOP JOB SHARING. THE LOCAL DID

SUCCEED IN NEGOTIATING FLEXIBLE WORM* SCHEDULES. THE AGREEMENT WITH THE

COMMONWEALTH INCLUDED PROVISIONS ALLOWING THOSE WITH CHILD CARE NEEDS TO GET

FIRST PRIORITY CHOICE.

ONE MAJOR OBSTACLE PENNSYLVANIA WORKERS FACE IS AN UNFRIENDLY STATE

ADMINISTRATION. THE GOVERNOR HAS PUSHED HARD FOR CORPORATE TAX BREAKS.

SLA'AED PUBLIC FUNDS AND PRESSED FOR BLOCK GRANTS. THE STATE THEN PLEADS

POVERTY AT THE BARGAINING TABLE. MEANWHILE THE STATE WORKERS RECEIVE A

DOUBLE WHAMMY. FIRST ON THE NATIONAL LEVEL AS MONIES ARE SLASHED FROM SOCIAL

SEPVICES AND THEN AGAIN ON THE STATE LEVEL.

THESE EXAMPLES DEMONSTRATE HOW SOME SEM LOCALS AND AFFILIATES ARE

mt6OTIATING CHILD CARE SERVICES WITH PRIVATE AND PUBLIC EMPLOYERS. OUR

EXAMPLES SHOW IT IS NOT AN EASY TASK. MANAGEMENT'S RESISTANCE TO THE IDEA

IS ONE OBVIOUS OBSTACLE. STORIES ABOUT EMPLOYER-PROVIDED CHILD CARE CENTERS

MAKE BIG HEADLINES. BUT THEY CONSTITUTE LESS THAW ONE PERCENT OF TOTAL
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AVAILABLE SLOTS.

FUNDING IS ANOTHER OBSTACLE THAT UNIONS CONFRONT IN TRYING TO IMPLEMENT

CHILD CARE SERVICES. IN Los ANGELES COUNTY THE PROBLEM WAS SOLVED BY

CONTRIBUTIONS rpm, THE HOSPITAL AND THE UNION. IN BOSTON. THE UNION

PROVIDED FUNDS TO KEEP THE DAY CARE CENTER CO ITS FEET UNTIL IT COULD BECOME

SELF-SUPPORTING. THE SEARCH FOR FUNDS IS A CONSTANT DILEMMA. WILE MULTI -

FUNDING SOURCES CAN ADO VARIETY AND QUALITY TO SERVICES. TRACKING DOWN AND

MONITORING FUNDING SOURCES IS TIME-CONSUMING.

DESPITE THE OBSTACLES. THERE ARE SUCCESS STORIES. THE STATE OF IOW

YORK. FOR EXAMPLE. IS A TREND - SETTER IN PROVIDING CHILD CARE FOR ITS

EMPLOYEES. THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FEDERATION. LOCAL 4C63 OF SEM. THE STATE

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION. AND THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE Of EMPLOYEE

RELATIONS FORMED THE EMPIRE STATE DAY CARE SERVICE. INC. TO OPEN AND OPERATE

CHILD CARE CENTERS AT STATE FACILITIES THROUGHOUT htw YORK FOP THE CHILDREN

OF STATE EMPLOYEES. THE KAILDREN'S PLACE OPENED IN ALBANY IN SEPTEMBER.

1979. IT WAS SO SUCCESSFUL THAT EMPIRE STATE NOW RUNS 18 CENTERS. WITH MORE

EXPECTED TO OPEN.

ALL THE CENTERS UNDER EMPIRE STATE. INC. ARE NON-PROFIT. SELF -

SUPPORTING. OPERATING COSTS AND STAFF SALARIES ARE PAID FROM FEES CHARGED

TO PARENTS. THE STATE OF Atli YORK PAYS THE SALARY FOR EMPIRE STATE'S

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MO PROVIDES IN-KIND SERVICES SUCH AS A FLEE SPACE LEASE

AGREEMENT AND DAILY MAINTAINENCE.
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9:111 WILL CONTINUE TO ADDRESS FAMILY ISSUES AT THE BARGAINING TABLE *NG

TO WORK TOGETHER WITH CHILD ADVOCACY GROUPS SUCH AS THECHILDREH'S DEFENSE

FUND TO DEVISE CREATIVE LEGISLATIVE STRATEGIES FOR WE PROVISION OF QUALITY

CHILD CARE FOR OUP NATION'S YOUNG. FOP EXAMPLE. OUR PUBLIC mom SYSTEM

COULD BE UTILIZED BETTER BY PROVIDING BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL CARE. SOME'

SCHOOL SYSTEMS ALREADY ARE SUCCESSFULLY PROVIDING SUCH CARE.

IN ADDITION TO DEVISING NEW OR BETTER INITIATIVES IN CHILD CARE, WE MUST

EXAMINE EXISTING PROGRAMS AND POLICIES FOR THEIR IMPACT ON CHILD CARE. ONE

SOLUTION TO IMPROVE CHILD CAPE SERVICES FOR WORKING PARENTS IS CLEAR:

RESTORE THE t9 BILLION THAT HAS BEEN CUT FROM EXISTING PROGRAMS OVER THE

PAST THREE YEARS. ALSO. INCOME TAX POLICIES WHICH POW ALLOW FOR A TAX

CREDIT FOR CHILD CARE EXPENSES NEED TO BE RE-EXAMINED TO ENSURE THAT THEY

FAIRLY COMPENSATE THOSE WHO NEED THE HELP MOST - -THE LOW-WAGE WORKERS.

SEIU LOCALS HAVE BEEN WORKING HARD TO NEGOTIATE CHILD CARE BENEFITS AT

THE BARGAINING TABLE. WE WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO. BUT WE ALONE CANNOT MEET

THE NEED FOR ADEQUATE CHILD CARE. IN THESE TIMES OF CONCESSION BARGAINING,

OUR MEMBERS ARF LOBBYING HARD TO HOLD ONTO BENEFITS LIKE MEDICAL COVERAGE.

MUCH LESS PUSH FOR ADDITIONAL BENEFITS LIKE CHILD CARE. ALSO. MIEN WE DD

SUCCEED IN ESTABLISHING A NEW CHILD CARE CENTER, IT IS BUT A SMALL STRIDE

TOWARDS MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE LARGER AJMMUNITY. OUR COLLECTIVE

BARGAINING POWERS ARE LIMITED TO THOSE WE REPRESENT. THUS WE CANNOT BARGAIN

FOR WELFARE MOTHERS NEEDING CHILD CARE MILE THEY ENROLL IN JOB TRAINING. IA

CANNOT NEGOTIATE FOR THE UNEMPLOYED AND UNDERPRIVILEGED.

MR. CHAIRMAN. THE UNITED STATES IS THE RICHEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD. AND

THE ONLY INDUSTRIALIZED NATION WITHOUT A NATIONAL POLICY ON CHILD CARE.

CAN'T WE COME UP WITH A NATIONAL POLICY FOR CHILD CAPE WHICH WILL PROVIDE AN
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ARRAY OF OPTIONS FOR BOTH WAKING AND UNDERPRIVILEGED FAMILIES? CAN'T WE

USE OUR BEST MINDS TO DEVISE A NATIONAL SYSTEM THAT WOULD ENSURE QUALITY.

AFFORDABLE CHILD CAFE TO THOSE WHO NEED IT?

StIU STRONGLY BELIEVES THAT CHILD CARE IS PART Of THE SOLUTION TO

STRENGTHENING THE FAMILY AND TO MEETING THE NEEDS OF OUR WORKING PAPENTS.

ADEQUATE CARE FOR THEIR CHILDREN CAN PROVIDE PARENTS WITH THE "PEACE OF

MIND' NECESSARY FOR THEN TO BE PRODUCTIVE WORKERS IN OUR SOCIETY.

It WILL CONTINUE TO WORK WITH THIS COMMITTEE AND IN COALITIONS WITH

CHILD ADVOCACY GROUPS BECAUSE NOTHING IS MORE PRECIOUS THAN THE FUTURE OF

OUR CHILDREN.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this study was to determine whether different

kinds of employer supported child care services had differing effects on

the users of those services. The experimental employers were 29 companies

and hospitals in the northeastern and midwestern states that had supported

one of three kinds of child care service for their employees. Fifteen of

the employers were hospitals, nine were manufacturing companies and five

were non-manufacturing companies. Of the ten control employers, four were

hospitals, two were manufacturing companies and four were non-manufac;:uring

companies.

This was a retroactive study designed to obtain one full year of

attendance, turnover and other data on selected employees of each of the

following four categories of employers:

On-Site Child Care (n -12): While fees, eligibility requirements and

operating responsibilities varied, all employers in this category provided

a c4ild care center either in or within one block of the worksite building.

Off-Site Child Care (n..9): Employers in this category supported some

kind of off-site child care. These included voucher systems whichtpaid

part or all o' the costs ca employee selected services, vendor programs

with local or national day care providers and employer operated day care

centers away from the worksite.

Information/Referral (I&R) Services (n.3): Employers in this category

either operated an in-house I&R service or contracted with an externally

operated I&R service to provide this service for their employees.

No Service (n.10): Employers in this category, the control companies,

had never operated a child care service of any kind.

METHODOLOGY

Two groups of employees were randomly selected from each of the 39

employers participating in the study. In the experimental companies one

of these was from employees who had used the child care service (users:

n..311) and the second from among those who had not (non-users: n=320).

In the control companies, one group was selected from those eligible to

use a child care se,vice had it been provided (potential users: n -130),
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and a second group from those who would not have been eligible to use a

child care service (non-users: n ..130).

Data Collected

Non-aggregated attendance data for one full year were collected from

employer personnel files on each selected employee in the experimental and

control companies. Using the formula of The Bureau of National Affairs

(1983), absenteeism rates were determined by dividing unscheduled days

absent by days scheduled to work.

A self-administered questionnaire was distributed to the selected

employees who had used the employers' child care service (n..311) to

obtain information on demographics of the employees, their families, their

child care arrangements, their length of employment, reasons for working,

income and job status. Employees were also asked about the erfects of

thP child care service on their acceptance of employment, plans to con-

tinue this employment, opportunities for promotion and overtime. They

were asked to rank the effect the child care service had on their job

performance. One open ended question was included at the end of the ques-

tionnaire.

Information on termination of the users of the child care service was

obtained from all companies and hospitals providing either on-site or off-

site child care serice6. An annual turnover rate for female users of the

service was calculated consistent with the procedures used by The Bureau

of National Affairs and oomparea with rates for all employees. Company

turnover rates were obtained from seventeen employers who provided eith..r

on-site or off-site child care.

Analysis Plan

Statistical analyses were undergone in order to assess the relative

infllenoe of the different types of chil, care services oifered on speci-

fic behaviors and attitudes of :he empL)yees. Covariate analysis was

chosen as the analytic tool for this analysis because of the quasi-experi-

mental nature of the data collection procedures. This technique permits

examination of partial relationships, that is, the relationship between

two variables when other confounding variables are held constant; and allows

greater confidence that a truely causal relationship exists between the

74'7
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independent variable and the dependent variable when a significant correla-

tion is observed.

Type of child care service was the independent variable in all analyses.

The four levels of service (on-site child care, off-site child care, infor-

mation and referral services (IsR), and no service) were measured on an

ordinal scale with on-site child care providing the greatest amount of

care and no service the least.

Seven dependent variables were investigated. In all cases, the basic

question was: "Does type of child care service have an effect on the de-

pendent variable, when the covariates are controlled?" The Absenteeism of

the employees using employer supported services was the behavior of in-

terest. The attitudes of interest were the influence of the type of child

care on the employee's (1) decision to Accept Employment in her company;

(2) decision to Continue Employment in the company; (3) Recommendation

of :.mployer to a prospective employee; (4) Availability to Work Over -

Time; (5; Acceptance of a Promotion and (6) Perceived Effect on Job Per-

formance.

An additional behavior of interest, Employee Turnover, was computed,

and an attitude of interest, Employee Mor-le, was examined.

FINDINGS:

Absenteeism: Two separate analyses were undertaken to investigate

the effects of child care services on the absenteeism of women who used

those services: One included all four levels of child care; the second

included only three levels (i.e. on-site, off-site, information and re-

ferral). The effect of type of child care on absenteeism could not be

determined in this analysis. :.1,4;u7h there was no significant difference

found between the three levels of type of child care in ors analysis and

the four levels of type of child care in the other, the errors of predic-

tion were large enough to include the possibility that there may be an

effect. Thus, given our sample, no conclusions can be drawn as to the

relationship between absenteeism and type of child care service.

Accept Employment: It was found that provision of on-site or ^fr -

site child care- services had a significant influence (1)4(.001) on the

subjects' decisions to accept employment. Employees whose employers

provide only ISR services were not very likely to state that the child
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care service had an influence on their acceptance of employment. It is

possible to increase th. probability that an employee will state that such

services influence acceptance of employment by providing more services.

Specifically, employees using off-site services and employees using on-

site services were approximately 20% and 30% more likely, respectively,

to state that the servic( had en influence on their decisions, than were

employees of companies. which provided /tR services.

Continue Employment: The partial correlation for this analysis was

significant at the .01 level, indicating that the amount of child care
'a wtwservices provided does have a positive effect on employees' decisions to

continue their present employment. While the pattern here is similar to
1.

that of the previous analysis, the magnitude of the changes is considerably.

less. Off-site company and on-site company employees are only 10% and

16%, respectively, more likely than Information and Referral company em-

ployees to state that the company provided services have an influence on

their decisions to continue their present employment. Thus, while subjects ,

t,
felt that the provision of the child care services had a positive effect

en their decision to continue employment, this influence was not great.

Recww.et,dation of Employer: Employees were more likely to recommend

their employers to others when either off-site or on-site child care ser-

vices were provided by their employer. The relationship between the

degree of child care service provided by an employer and employees recom-

mending their employer to others was significant at the .001 level. In

this analysis, the responses of employees utilizing off-site services and

on-site services did not differ significantly from one another. Both

of these groups were approximately 30% more likely than employees using

information and referral services to state that they had recommended

their employer to others because of the child care services.

Availability to Work Overtime: Employees were more likely to be able

to work overtime or odd hcur shifts when either off-site child care ser-

vices or on-site child cage services were provided by their employer. The

relationship between amounts of child care service provided by an employer

and the employee's ability to work overtime was significant at the .001

level. As in the previous analysis, the values for off-site and on-site

child care did not differ significantly from each other, and both were

larger than the value for the information and referral companies.

7 4 9
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Acceptance of a Promotion: A significant relationship w.. not found

between type of child care service and acceptance of a promotion. It

should be noted that, as a result of the large number or subjects stating

that this item was not applicable, this analysis was based on relatively

few subjects per company.

Perceived Effect on Job Performance: The child care service provided

by an employer had a positive effect (p <.0d1) on employees' perceptions

of their job performance. Employees in companies which provided either

on-site or off-site child care services were more likely than those in

companies which sponsored I&R services to say that the child care service

had a positive effect on the way they did their job. The responses of

users of off-site child care and on-site child care did not differ signi-

ficantly from each other. Users of off-site services were 50% more likely

and users of on-site services were 45% more likely than users of IsR ser-

vices to state that the employer provided services had a positive influence

on their job performance.

Employee Turnover: Provision of either on-site or off-site child

care services results in greatly reduced turnover rates among users of

these services. For sixteen (94%) of the seventeen employers included in

the analysis, the annual turnover rate for employees who used the child

care service was lower, often substantially, than the annual rate for all

employees (p- .00l). In 63% of the companies the rate of users was less

than one half that of the whole company; in 53% of the companies, the

turnover rate for users was zero.

Employee Morale: Of the 53% of the respondents providing additional

comments more than 80% were of a positive nature. These voluntary com-

ments provide strong substantiation of the view that access to child care

proximal to the worksite is a highly valued benefit. The conflicts and

anxieties experienced by working mothers as to their children's care have

ben well reported. In contrast, study respondents repeatedly took the

opportunity to express appreciation and gratitude that their employer had

relieved them of these worries. In an er'ension of this, several 'respon-

dents described at length the positive effects attendance at the child

care center had on their child.

It is worth noting that negative comments among users of on-site
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and off-site services primarily focused on the need for W1 extension of

the service or displeasure with the cost of service rather than dissatis-

faction with the existing service. Almost never did these employees express

dissatisfaction with the child care itself. Employees who used information

and referral services as a rule did not have as positive feelings about

the service or about their employer for providing it.

DISCUSSION

Looking at the results of the analysis of absenteeism, it is dis-

appointing although not surprising that the relationship between these

two variables was indeterminable. There are many reasons for a person's

absence that were not represented in our model. For example, a major

cause of absenteeism in female employees is caring for their sick children.

There was, however, considerable variation among employers as to allowable

sick time. Some employers allowed employees to use sick days for either

themselves or tneir child; others allowed employees to use their vacation

days when either they or a child was ill; others allowed no conversion of

vacation time for unplanned absences. In most companies, attendance

records ieentified vacation days and sick days by category without desig-

nating planned or unplanned. But in point of fact, some employees used

vacatior days for unplanned absences and some sick days were undoubtedly
planned. And, of course, a person's own health, transportation trouble

or other difficulties may be equally strong determinants of that person's
absence. While the results of this study do not settle the issue, it

appears unlikely that with the large number of uncontrollable variables

and the relatively small proportion of the workforce affected a statis-

tical relationship can be demonstrated between absenteeism and employeis

providing child care services.

But reduced Absenteeism is only one of the effects which have been

hypothesized to result from employer supported child care. The findings

of this study provide strong support for the claims that these employer

.services do produce desired measureable effects. For example, employers

considering the institution of a child care service as an inducement for

recruitment of new employees will have significantly higher probability

of success if they offer some form of near worksite child care service

rather than an information and referral service.

7 51
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And the results of this study demonstrate the relationship between

an employer's child care service and the employment longevity of the em-

ployees who use that service. Study findings show that the availability

of either on-site or off-site child care positively effects both accep-

tance and continuance of employment. In addition, employees who use an

employer supported near worksite child care service are more likely to

recommend their employer to others than will employees who have access

only to ar. ::n

The findings of this study illustrate that when employers sponsor

either an on-site or an off-site child care service for their employees

a significant reduction in turnover occurs. In more than half the com-

panies and hospitals turnover of employees utilizing the employer sup-

ported child care service was reduced to zero; in several others it was

less than fifty percent that of the company turnover rate.

Figures on employee productivity arm not always easy to obtain.

Assessment by supervisors has been found to be an unreliable measure

(Milkovich, 1976). In this study employees were asked, not to rate their

productivity; but rather their assessment of the effect of the child care

service on their job performance. The findings of this analysis provide

strong support for the assumption that provision of proximal worksite

child care rather than information and referral service positively

effects employees' perceptions of their job performance. Little dif-

ference was found in this regard between users of on-site and off-site

services. And while not subject to statistical ..nalysis, the voluntarily

supplied comments by many of the respondents testify to the positive

impact a near worksite employer supported child care service can have on

employee morale and attitude.

In conclusion, the results of this empirical study provide a sub-

stantial foundation of justifications for corporate child care. Addi-

tional statistical evidence of managerial, public relations, cost or

promotion benefits could further advance the field. This study can be

viewed as a portion of the base of a pyramid building empirical support

for employers sponsoring child care services.
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REPORT PREPARED BY MICHELLE SELIGSON, ANDREA GENSER, ELLEN GANNETT, WENDY
GRAY, SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE PROJECT, WELLESLEY COLLEGE CENTER FOR RE-
SEARCH ON WOMEN

School-Age
Child Care

A Policy Report

1 WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE

What is a:tool-age care? Wha.. does it offer to
children? What do we know about parental
practice. and prererences, determining need,
determining &mane, and current supply?

Children have always participated in a wide
range of afterachool activities. What hus changed
is that today, with the entrance into the labor force
of vast numbers of mothers of young echoolage
children, children can no longer dcpend on an adult
being at home when they return from school in the
afternoons or, in many cases, during long school
vacations and holidays. Thus, parents express their
concern at bc'ng no longer able to provide
supervision and care for their young schoolage
children. (The "three o'clock syndrome" is a phrase
which expresses this concern as it presents an
image of working parents .round the country
telephoning their children after school to make sure
they arrived at home.) In addition, increasing
numbers of children are telling us that they do not
like the feelings of being frightened or lonely when
they are by themselves for many hours.

For the purposes of this Report, we define scnool.
age child care as any single program or system of
programs formally designed and organized to
provide supervision and care for children between
the ages of five and thirteen dunng those hours
when school is not in session. (See p. 4 for chart
showing the times when school age children may
need some form of care.)This includes before school,
after school, and during school vacations and
holidays While we recognize that our descnption of

school-age child care also could define family day
bare (particularly family day ca re systems) and that
family day care is used by a number of school-age
children, we have elected not to discuss family day
care in full in this Report. The legal, financial, and
regulatory issues which affect family day 'care
warrant a separate treatment.

Children between the ages of five and ten are the
mainstay of most school-age child care programs, .

although some children in the older range
between eleven and thirteenmay also attend
programs with components designed especially for
them. "Grad" programs combine the best features
of ch;' -ire education, and recreation. Children
who ,.-.erwise would spend the valuable after.
school hours alone, watching television, or in leas
than safe circumstances in their neighborhoods get
an opportunity to learn new skills, play with their
friends often of different acesand develop and
expand their interests in such special areas as
music, art, sports, dramatic*, and reading.

A schoolage program provides a continuity and
dependability that is necessary for all children; it is
not interrupted, as a more informal care
arrangement may be, if a neighbor, relative, or
fried is ill or otherwise unavailable. The program
is always there; children know that when school is
over for the day they do not have to faces long walk
or bus e home to an empty housean event in
children 't. a which leaves many of them anxious
and fnghtened. Many single parents who use
school age programs speak of this aspect of their
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children's care as an important benefit for both
their children and themselves Programs help to
relieve some of the stress of coping with the
multitude of responsibilities confronting single
parents

Many programs offer transportation for children
to the program site if ills not located in their school
building; in school based programs, parents know
that it is just a short walk from classroom to
program space in the very some building to which
they bong their children in the morning when
school opens.

There is no uniform model. programs can be
housed in school buildings, in Ye, in ...creation
facilities, in day care centers and social or
community service facilities The number of
children in a program varies, depending on
facilities, licensing requirements, ar.d the
program's structure and philosophy. Programs can
be administered by a group of parents and
community members who establish themselves as
incorporators of the organization. Day care
centersboth proprietary and notfor-profitcan
offer school-age child cure either as a separate
program or as an addition to existing services
Schools may develop their own programa, often
administer/ by community education depart-
ments, and youth-serving agencies such as the Y,
Girls' and Boys' Clubs, and Camp Fire can expand
their programs to include a school age component.
Many churches offer school-age child care either as
a church sponsored service or by providing
operating space to an outside group or agency In
some communities, a municipal recreation
department offers school-age care This being
done, increasingly, in partnership with the schools
or with a group or agency in the community.

Some Models of Coordination at
State and Local Levels
Some community action groups have made
important contritutions to the development of
school age child car^. By gathering information on
already operating programs, they have helped to
identify geographic gaps. funding patterns, and
rates of use. When r etched with needs assessment
data, this information provides a planning tool for
program development Community action grouse
also bring together individuals and organizations
with common interest., and resources to share
Advocacy groups, local child care resource and
referral agencies, schools, parent grou pa, employers.
philanthropic organizations. social service
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agencies, as well as child care and youth agency
programs, can each contribute to the planning
process, coordinating their individual resources,
providing technical assistance to each other,
determining the need for child care, and developing
care options

At the State Level
In 1978, the California Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Wilson Riles, created a special
commission on child can to "reexamine the
principles and goals of an appropriate child
development delivery system for California."
the commission found that 372,000 of the 1.6
million children in California between the ages
of five and fourteen needed before- and after-
school care, but only 106,000 licensed spaces
were available School-age child care was among
the top priorities for expansion of services. In the
legislation enacted to provide for the expansion
of services, it was recognized that SACC is
needed by all families, at all income levels, but
special acknowledgment was given to the
importance of providing services to undeserved
groups (such as special needs chilaren and
children of migrant workers and rural families)
In Ila wai% in 1977, The Office of Children and
Youth, under the auspices of the Governor's
Office, brought together groups from the
Business and Professional Women's Association,
r',e American Association of University Women,
ii,id the Delta Kappa Gamma Society Interns-
Ilonal to discuss projects they might want to
adopt. Before. and after-school programs were
among the possibilities discussed. The Delta
Kappa Gamma Society International volun-
teered to conduct a survey of after-school
activities in 1977.78 under the project director-
ship of the Office for Children and Youth. The
°Mx for Children arid Youth then developed
plans and specifications for the project, thus
providing a tangible outline for the legislature to
review. The legislators were receptive and
provided funds to OCY to implement the plan. A
research consultant developed an inventory of

resources and programs and a
coordination and technical assistance action
plan to respond to community needs. A future
phase of the project is to assist those community
groups that are ready to develop their own
before- and after-school care

At the County Level
Between 19b0 and 1982, the Tarrant County,
Texas. United Way conducted a study of school-



age child care supply and demand in the
Arlington/Fort Worth area, bringing together
agencies and advocates to work on gaps in
service delivery. It was estimated that there were
approximately twelve thousand young school.
age children in the area studied.
The study goal included a determination of how
the "total community (families, Social agencies,
educational institutions, and the community at
large) can be utilized to meet the needs of
elementary school children before and after
school "
Children with special needs have access tt
programs specially designed to meet their needs
for before- and after-school care an Fairfax
County. Virginia. Children are mainstreamed
into the school age programs administered by
the County Office for Children. Those who
require it can attend a specially designed
program for more seser,lv handicapped
children

At the City Level

The mayor of the City of Northampton,
Massa .husetts. convened a task force of
representatives from the Department of
Employment Security, Comprehensive Em.
ployment and Training Act (CETA), the
Dom-Went of Public Welfare, and local
community action agency to address the
problem of unemployment. The lack of SACC
was identified as a serious barrier and, as a
result, the task force started a program which
was administered by the community action
agency When financial problems threatened the
program's survival, the task force approacheda
local YMCA, which was already investigating
the feasibility of a school -age program, and they
worked together to save the 9ACC program.
The Matoon Association of Commerce and the
Coles County Regional Planning Commission
conducted a feasibility study of child care needs
in the small, rural city of Matoon, Illinois The
study was funded in part by a Title VU private
sector initiative grant ;CETA) and it applied to
the approximately three thousand nine to
twelveyearold children in the area.
Interviews were conducted with government
officials, early childhood specialists and
employment training personnel. A questionnaire
was developed which solicited information from
day care centers and family day care homes
about their service capacities On site visits were
also made. Three hundred and eighty four
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employees (with 724 children, responded to a
questionnaire distributed by employers coopers.
tins in the study Employers were also surveyed.
School-age child care ranked second after full

care for preschoolers as an important unmet
need The study recommended that additional
programs be initiated to provide before-school,
after-school, and vacation child care for school.
age children.
In tan Francisco, California, the SchoolAge
Project, under sponsorship of the Children's
Council of San Francisco, researched the need
for school -age care as part of that city's plan to
increase school -age child care resources. A
private foundation grant was provided to the
School-Age Project to be used to develop
resource center, to establish a parentprovider
association to advocate for increased school-age
care in the city, and to train care providers.
Two city commissions have also addressed the
issue of schootage child care:The Mayor's Offi ce
of Child Care, and the Delinquency Prevention
Coordination Council. The Mayors Office of
Child Care made school-age child care its
number one priority in 1981, auccessfully waited
with the city's school district toreduce rental fees
for community.based fter-school programs
using school district facilities, and received and
administered a demonstration grant from a
private foundation to provide startup funds for
parentrun programs at four public school sites.
The Delinquency Prevention Coordination
Council raised private funds to operate
supervised summer recreation programs at
neighborhood schools throughout the city, and is
currently working on plans to construct an
adventure playground for the children of San
Francisco.
After several months of negotiation, in the
apnng of 1982 the Kenmore-Tonawanda School
District, just north of Buffalo, New York,
cooperated with the Buffalo Child and Family
Justice Project, a community task force, in
conducting a needs assessment survey. This
survey showed substantial nerd for SACC and
parent interest in school -based programs. The
Child and Family Justice Committee submitted
a proposal to the school board, and received
board approval of pilot after- school programs
serving children in three elementary schools.
In Madison, Wisconsin, special needs children
are mainstreamed into citywide programs run
by the AfterSchool Day Care Association with
financial assistance from United Cerebral
Paisy, a private social service agency.
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Table 1-1 Times When School -Age Chiclren Need Care'

TIME
OF

DAY

CHiLD AGES

2 yrs 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.14

6 AM

7 AM

,, e
8 AM

9 AM

10 AM KINDER.

11 AM

NOON

NURSERY SCHOOL,
DAY CARE CENTER,

FAMILY CARE,
OR

GARTEN

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

HOME CARE
I PM 1

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 pM

6 PM

...A Before and after school hours

Adapted from the Hendon et al , The After School Day Care Handbook. How to Start an After-
School Program for School Age Children. Community Coordinated Child Care (4-C) in Dane
County, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin. Reprinted by Wisconsin Department of Health and Social
Services, May, 1977.
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What are the Problems in
Developing School-age Chid Care?
First, as a nation, we are still of several opinions
about the need for school-age child awe. The school
remains, for many parents, the most widely used
child care arrangement, at least for that portion of
the day when children are attending school Our
rapidly changing social and economic lifestyles
have moved faster than our consciousness ofand
resultant reactions to our children'. needs for
consistent and safe environments of care. We tend
to think of young school-age children as an
undifferentiated group, but. in reality, children who
are between the ages of fiveand thirteen represent a
wide range of developmental stages and needs.
Public awareness of the advantages to children and
their families of some form of organized activities
must be a matter for attention at the policy level and
in the public consciousness.

Demand and supply data are important
indicators for policy action. But quantitative proof
of parental practices and preferences, reliable
information about current supply of schoolage
services, and the intersection of that supply with
demand is elusive. First, parents, in responding to
surveys, report that they are caring for their
children, even lhoagh parents in both single and
two-parent households ere working full-time in
increasing numbers.

Second. need foe school age child care cannot and
should not be determined only by looking at
demographic data or at the results of demand
surveys Children need to feel safe, to explore their
interests and skills, and to be part of a community.
As our communities and families become
increasingly unable to provide the kinds of
environments within which a child can feel both
safe and free to explore, then organized services and
activities emerge as an important, if not cnticai,
element in a wild's development. (See Chapter 2)

Third, as a source of supply for schoolage child
care, the nation's public schools have enormous
potential Recently, many scnools lo.ve participated
in providing school age care as pal.ners with local
community organizations. Yet, in some areas,
schools have been threatened by litigation by those
who oppose the use of public schools for day care
The absence of policy and operating guidelines at
both state and local levels leav es schools vulnerable
to such opposition and also allows an aura of
confusion to cloud such issues as liability and the
extent of the financial obligation schools incur
when they enter into partnership arrangements
with day care provider groups (See Chapter 4)

Fourth. policy neglect of school age child care is

primarily felt by low-income families for whom the
cost of care meat be at least partially subsidized.
Today, federal government funding cuts have
severely reduced or eliminated funding foe school-
age child care programs in number of states,
addition to government support, other sources or
financial support must be tapped and utilized if this
population of children is to be served. (See Chapter
5)

Fifth, state and local .day cam regulation of
schoolsee programs can be antlignoem and
inappropriate. Malty states do net ham regedatiana
for group day care homes which would enable
family day care providers to serve onerisclexeloge
children. Local zoning laws end land misoovanants
impede child are development by requiring that
child care operate only in nonresidential scones (or
by banning child care in commercial sons), by
stipulating high application and permit fess for
tenoning or special use petitions, and by developing
their own standards for space and perblig (See
Chapter 6)

School-age are makes an unwieldy "lit" within
recognised frameworks ofchild care, education, and
recreation. No one discipline "owns "K and, as
result, quality and content are highly variable from
program to program and from community to
community. Few comes are offered at colleges and
universities, and the little money available (ornate-
sponsored training rarely is spent on tide field of
child care.

The question before policymakers is whether the
existing array of services can be made to meet new
realities of family life. Th3 challenge for
policymakers is to create administrative and
funding solutions which will provide foe some form
of support for the school-age child are needs of low-
income families. It is this group of families that
depends on initiatives at the fednal.state. and tap)
levels to design policy under which existing funding
mechanisms will be examined with an eye towards
their expansion and better use '..r school-age child
cam Other challenges for pobcyntalters are in the
area of enabling policy geared towards the maximal
use of already existing reeourcee public schools,
for exampleand the examination of regulatory
policies which may impede the delivery of school-
age erre in some communities.

In the absence of conclusive data nth° national
picture of demand for and supply dm Nooi-age child
care, we can use several indicators to continuet a
composite picture. Results from a few national
studies on parental preferences and practice* and a
growing body of data from local studies am; wryer'
of supply and parental demand do provide some
part of this picture. Looking at demographic data
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also helps. the increase in numbers of mothers of
whool-age children working outside the home, the
rising numbers of children living in singleparent
households, estimates of numbers of children,
caring fix themselves on a regular basisail are
suggestive of greater need for services.

Demographics
Today, mom mothers of school-age children are
working outside the home, and the numbers are
predicted to increase by 1990. In 1981, 15 million
children between six and thirteen had working
mothers. (Tnia represents 66 percent of mothers
with children aged six to thirteen?) Another 1.4
million fiveyear-elds also had mothers in the labor
force (48 percent of mothers with fiveyear-olds.). Of
the mothers of school-age children who work. 79
percent work full time.' When mothers of fiveyear.
olds worked full time. 84 percent of their children
were enfolled in some type of preprimary program
tnursery school, day care, or kindergarten),
according to the 1980 census data Of this 84
percent, only 36 percent of these fiveyearelds were
er.rolled in an &Utley program, so at leapt 48 percent
would need additional care arrangements.' It is
predicted that by 1990 at least 18 million children
betweenpix and thirteen and 1.6 million five.year
olds will have mothers in the labor force; "" a 17
percent increase in the population of five. to line.
year-olds is also anticipated." By that time. 70 to 80
percent of women aged twenty to forty will be part of
the labor force?"

Children of single parents may be especially in
need of befcre- and after -school care. In 1981, 12.6
million children (20 percent of all children) lived
w'th one parent. Ninety percent of these parents
were mothers." Seventy -four percent of single
mothers of children six to thirteen are working
outside the home Sixty nine percent of those
mothers work full time." It is estimated that 50
percent of all children can expect to live in one
parent homes for a significant part of their lives."

Low-Income Children
Reduced family resources for child care and
restrictive eligibility requirements for govem.nent
support of child care significantly affect children in
poor families. While the need for school -age child
care cuts across all income groups, poor children
may be at the greatest risk from the lack of
supervised and content-rich services. A laud rep.-rt
by the United States Commission on Civil Rights
sates:
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Today women who maintain their own
families are an ever- increasing proportion et
the poverty ranks These women are often
the sole providers in their families... Menet,
women who head families often have
inadequate resources, resources that are
strained further by the need for child care."

The need for child care has not been documented
for tho school-age children of migrant farm workers.
rural poor families, and other groups that are out of
the mainstream. Except fe ame attention by the
Federal Interagency School-Age Day Care Task
Force of 1972," and a 1978 study for the Children's
Bureau." little attention has been directed to the
needs of these groups. Childish of migrant workers
tend to resemble their counterparts the late
nineteenth century: A 1981 New York Times article
quoted one young school-age child: "No boy scouts,
no girl scouts, no summer vacation, just field work
in free time."" (Some programs do serve this
population of children and in some states receive
funding under laws governing services for migrant
workers. New York State. for example, mandates
child care for children of migrant workers under
that state's Agriculture and Markets Lan.
However, such programs report special operating
problems: enrollments are never constant, but
change daily; hours of operation must fluctuate to
accommodate the working hours of parents and
older children, and, often, constant lobbying is
necessary to maintain even low levels ef
government support.)

Children With Special Needs
There are an estimated three million, two hundred
and thirty-four thousand handicapped school-age
children in the Un.tea States who are enrolled in
some form of special education program in the
public schools " While many of these children do
receive some form of services from the public
schools, as required under PL 94.142 (The
Education for All Handicapped Children Act), a
1979 report of the Children's Defense Fund
estimates that more than one in five children were
not receiving educational services to which they are
legally entitled." In 1980, the Bureau for the
Education of the Handicapped estimated that some
two hundred and thirty thousand three- to fiveyear
olds were receiving child care through PL 94.142
legislation." For some children with severs
handicaps, respite care programs are available in
their homes. The lack of national data on the child
care needs of handicapped children and their
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families and on the availability of services makes it
difficult to evaluate the extent to which the needs of
this group are being met. To date. only one state has
docurr. sited this problem. The California Child
Development Programs Advisory Committee
prepared a report in 1983, Child Care Needs of
Exceptional Children. describing the need for child
care for this population of children."

What We Know about the
Numbers of "Latchkey" Children
In the absence of definitive national data on the
numbers of school age children in self- or sibling
care. estimates during recent years have ranged
from a low of 1.8 million, reported by the US
Bureau of the Census in 1976," to a high of 7 million
reported by Edituoat Research Reports in 1983," a
spread of almost 400 percent. The Children's
Defense Fund estimated in 1982 that almost half of
the 13 million children aged thirteen and under
whose mothers are employed full time may go
totally without care." Almost 1 million (or 58
percent) of the children aged three to six and 4
million (or 66 percent) of seven-to thirteen yearolds
were reported ir the U.S. Bureau of the Census en
1976 to be cared for by a full time working mother.

The highest esum sten of numbers cf children in self
care include those ch" *ren whose perents are
working full time and who report that they are
can n g for their children. For those who include
these figures in estimates dale number of children
in self-care, parent care constitutes self-care by
default. lest these esti mates appear high, anecdotal
reports from teachers and public officials across the
n a ti on support our contention that large numbers of
school nge children are caring for themselves. A
1981 US News and World Report attic% :sported
that a sixthgrade teacher in Glen Burnie.
Maryland, learned that twenty-four of her twenty.
eight pupils (87 percent) were "latchkey" children.
Another teacher estimated that 80 percent of the
students at an elementary school in Indianapolis,
Indiana. were in self- or sibling care after school
Houston, Texas. officials estimated that between 40
to 60 percent of the city's school children routinely
cared for themmlves

The Family Circle magazine survey to which ten
thousand women responded found that the most
common child care arrangements reported for six to
thirteen yearolds was selfcare " Twenty -eight
percent of th e children in the survey were reported to
be n. amely caring for themselves. Fifteen percent
of the parents gave no response to the question on
achoologe care practices used The Family Circle

survey also asked parents about their preferences
for child care. The most common response (27
percent) was that parents wanted schoolage child
care "somewhere else" other than in day care
centers or in their or another' home; only 1.7
percent of the parents responded that they preferred
self- or sibling care. A more recent survey by
Working Mother magazine, to which 756 women
responded, found that 76 percent of th's children
were reported to be routinely on their own between
12-00 noon and 6.10 p.m." In 1979, California
study estLoated that 23.3 percent of the 1.6 million
children between the ages of five and fourteen
required before- and after. school care, but only 28.5
percent of the need was being metthrough licensed
programs or family day care." Long and Long's
review of the incidence of self. and sibling care cites
another California report an sibling care.".." Sixty-
six percent of all eleven- to fourteeyeanolds in
Oakland were found to be responsible for younger
siblings at some point during the week; 10 percent
on a daily basis; 23 percent from two to five days
week.

In 1982, a study was conducted by Applied
Management Sciences for the Administration for
Children. Youth and Families (ACVF) of the US.
Department of Health and Boman Services. In a
random sample of all households with children
aged five to fourteen in Virginia and Minnesota, it
was fount that parent cars was cited as the
predominant 'node of care by full-time working
parents The second most frequently used Child care
arrangement for children under rigs fourteen was
self- or sibling care." Approximately 11 percent of
schoolage children from all families were found to
be caring for themselves. Consistent with other
studies, variations in mi or sibling care were found
to 're dependent upon the age of the child. Younger
children (aged live to eight) were found to be in self-
or sibling care considerably less frequently (5
percent in both states) than older children. Among
nine to elevenyear-olds, 7 pen.ent of Virginia
children and 11 percentof Minnesota children cared
for themselves, while among twelve- to fourteen-
yeanolds, 22 percent in Virginia and 15 percent in
Minnesota were in wilt care" Although few children
in this study began selecare before age seven, 40
percent were found to begin self-care between ages
eight and ten, and an additional 40percent between
eleven and thirteen. Selfcare was found to be most

In lett, fdterfel Research Ryan. using duo from the U S.
Bureau of the Cerro:. estimated that strong thee. to 0/Peer-old
children Pay !WI I antht of a penes are reported lo be et be.
rre The mrasra.athhd apre lot seven- to thrteen-yeerokai is
131 percent st
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prevalent in suburban settings. Although few
socioeconomic differences were found in Minnesota
between children in self-care and those in
supervised settings, below-poverty-level families in
Virginia were enure likely to have children caring
for themselves.

A recent study by Gray of school -ads child can
practices of 535 families in nine cities found that 7
percent of all children were reported to be in self-
care and an additional 12 percent in sibling carer
School was cited as the Ornery source of child care
by 11 percent of the respondents, and parent care
accounted for 19 percent of all care arrangements.
Gray's findings agree with these of the ACYF study
and other studies with regard to the direct
relationship between selfcare and age. Twelve- to
fourteerayeat,olds ware found to be five times more
hkely to are for themselves than six- to eight-year-
olds and twice as likely as nine- to elever,yearelda
Contrary to other studies, no sign' ficant differences
were found by Gray in self-care according to
parental work status (full time vs. part tinter of
with regard to the number of children in the
family.t These families increasingly rely upon
children caring for each other.

It is apparent that no definitive answer can be
given as to the numbers of children currently in
a sibling tare. Part of the confusion is a direct
result of the lack of definition of what ages are to be
included in the study of school-age child are
Another problem is the unfortunate practice of
reporting child are arrangements of part-time and
full-time working parents as a single statistic,
and/or reporting multiple sources of car(
simultaneously.

While national magazine surveys do provide
some clues as to the numbers of different types of
arrangements parents make for their children's
care, the lack of ngorous sample methodology
introduces unknown bias in the results. Far more
definitive statistics must be made available on
which to bare future policy and programs. A recent
report by tt.e Congressional Budget Office (1933)
lends new urgency to the need for more accurate
data in this area. According to this report, we can
expect an increased dem.; w for nonfamilial are
for children between 1980 ana .990 due to an actual

A study for the Cleldram's swear found that prints
employed NI time were mice as hkely to use wecare r thnee
employed pan time "The US bureau of the Cents found that tr
percent of children of full4inte-employed patents were hi self-
care. m congaed to 7 pe .1414 of 9,014I ne-employed prams."

1 Several studies cited by Cray have found OW the one of paid
method, of child we decremed with an increeie In the number of
chadren Ina family "s"."
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increase in the number of children under age ten. A
17 percent increasers expected among fiveyeanolds
and younger, a 10 percent decrease in ten- to
eighteen-year olds.' Given the present and
projected level of federal support for school-age
child care, the CB0 report emphasizes that the
supply of nonfamilial care available to low-income
families will probably not keep pace with demand...
This would lead to a shift to greater use of informal
modes of care, to lower quality, to less supervision,
and, in some instances, to leaving even larger
numbers of children unsupervised.

Parental Preferences and Practices
Families care for children in a variety of ways,
along continuum which inc.!, les:self-care; care by
friend., relatives, or neighbor, organised activities
("defacto" school-age care) such as drop-in
recreation programs; the use of libraries, parks and
playgrounds; afternoon music, art, or religious
lessons, perhaps combined with several afternoons
at friends' houses; and formal arrangementsday
tare center., family day care, and specialized
school-age programs.

Parental choice of child are arrangements is
often related to the age of a child and to the presence
of other relatives (including siblings) in the
household. Many families use multiple arrange,
ments, combining two or more types of care to cover
the child's oubof school hours.

Every solutiot, has virtues and drawbacks.
"informal" solutions work well for those families
with relatives near`, neighbors who are able and
willing to contribute time. Some mothers have been
able to work part-time, tailoring their work
schedules to coincide with their children's after
school hours.

But many families report that they are no.
particularly satisfied with their are arrangements,
particularly when children are caring for
themselves. Many families are no longer able to rely
on informal resources for carer relatives live far
from each other, and the family's traditional child
tore providersaunts, grandmothers, teenagers,
and neigh".',we may themselves be working
outside the hobo.

What do studies on parental practices and preferences
say? Nationally, poor date exists on the current
demand by parents for school-age child care, on the

This decrease It viewed r pamoitseT0 sienifkint Once it reduces
:be umbers of Wet chokken available to we for younger
brothers and Otters.
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availability of services, and on the relationship
between supply and demand. Majorttudies on child
care conducted during the past ten to fifteen years
have not devoted much attention to the question of
schootge child care. (An exception is the 1962
SehooiAge Day Care Study by the Administration
for Childreh, You'h, and Families of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services
(ACYF/DH HS)." .

Studies on parental preferences are typically
measures only of what is already available, and
what parents would use of ,lready available
eerVres. Given what exists, parents will make
choices then, among auailabk options. Some
will initiate services, but most will not.
Studies have often failed to differentiatebetween
methods of care (and preferences for care)
selected by parents for different age groups.
Many studies lump together data on care for
preschool children and young schoolage
children. Within the group of children classified
us schoolage, younger and older children are
grouped together (six to fourteen -year olds) and
fiveyear.old kindergarten children are often left
out entirely or are placed in the preschool
category.
Researchers' also have had difficulties defining
the age of a schoolage child: for example, the
CHO and the DH HS define school age as six to
thirteen, yet the Census Bureau collects data on
children from seven to thirteen. And the five;
yearold kindergarten population figure is "often
left out entirely or submerged in data on
preschool children.
PArents also include themselves as the major
caregiver of their children, even when the are
working full time. Some authors speculate that
this occur, because parents are embarrassed to
admit that their children. care for themselves,
lest interviewers regard them as "inadequate" or
negligent parents "."." Consequently, there
may be undmrporting of numbers of children in
self-care arrangements In addition, some
children may be in the care of "relatives" not
much older than themselvessiblings aged
eight or nine.
Some studies combine types of care used by both
working and nonworking families. Thus a
caregiver used while parents) go out in the
evening is reported, along with a caregiver used
while parents are working. Reporting data in
tit.s manner creates confusion rather than
cla.nty
School age child care has not received m.ch
atte ition in major studies on the supply of day

care. Between 1970 and 1980, one &teen major
studies on day care were conducted by
government and private research institutions;
although school-age children were included in
the survey samples, most studies focused on
preschool day care. When schoolage child care
arrangements were included, researchers had
problems defining all the pessiblecategoeieu For
example, while in one study the school was
regarded as an important source of child care, in
another only nursery schools, Head Start, and
kindergarten arrangements were included. In
still other studies, schools were grouped into a
category with other "informal" sources of care,
such as babysitting. Still others ignored school
arrangements altogether.

A few studies conducted since 1968 do tell us
something about parents' stated preferences about
schoolage child care. The National Child Can
Consumer Study (1975) asked parent' what kind of
care they would prefer for their school -age children.
The mostcommonresponse(26prcent)foechildren
ages six to nine was "a day care center." Nevi), 75
percent of the parents disagreed with the statement
"All the school-agt child needs is someone who
knows when he is after school until the parent gets
home." Nearly threefourthe of the parents agreed
that there are not enough places for children to go
after school and that every community should have
"supervised recreational programs" for after-school
hours. When asked about the role of the schools,
nearly 60 percent agreed that the schools should
provide such aevities.

Small-soak local Stalks Although reliable data at
the national level do not yet exist, local studies do
exist, and although they are not generalizable, they
have the advantage of presenting a dose. hedepth
picture of communities of parents and their chil.1
care practices and preferences. For example, a
recent study of 953 employees from three
Washington, D.C., area employers shows the
impact of parental responsibilities on workers and
gives us glimpse of what these parents are doing
for child cam.

In this study, parents' use of child care was
determined by the number of children and the
presence of people in the househoki.who could serve
as a child care resource; employees who wen
parents without other adults in the household
tended to have more absenteeism related to child
care responsibilities. Further, employed parents in
this study frequently used selt-eart for their
children; although most of these children wereaged
twelve to fourteen, 19 percent of the children were
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nine to eleven, and 5 percent were eight years old or
younger. The study reports that a third of the
parents said they had mixed feelings about using
self-care, and that many employees experienced
some difficulty when they teed to find out-of-home
child care.

Long and Lang (1983) found that 33 percent of
elementary school children in Washington, D.C.,
reported regular selfeare; the correspondi ng figures
in the more affluent suburbs of Washington were!!
to 12 percent. Long and Long also report on a 1982
study by Hughes in Maricopa, Arizona. Thirty-one
percent of the families with children aged six to
eleven reported self .are. Long and Lang observe
that where the percentage of families with a single
working parent is high, even the estimate of one-
third of children aged thirteen and under in self- or
sibling are may be too low.'

According to a study by the Metropolitan Kansas
City Working Parent Project, of 50,000 working-
parent households, approximately 28 percent of the
households' school-age children ages five through
twelve (average age is ten) stay alone on a regular
basis. Nineteen percent of the households reported
that after school are is provided by in-home sitters,
80 percent of whom are siblings."

Chilaren in poor families wohout are were
described ino recent New York City study in this
study 0(211 families whose publicly subsidized day
are was terminated because of recent cutbacks in
eligibility for social services block grant funds, the
authors estimate that at least 19 percent of the
children were regularly left without supervision
during all or part of their parents' work day.
"Despite assertions thut their children were old
enough and responsible enough, probing revtuled
that most parents experienced great ambivalence,
concern, and dissatisfaction, but felt they had no
other choice.. Close to one-fifth of the parents left
their children unsupervised for between four and
eight hours a day One-fourth of the children had
been left alone br ruining at age seven or younger
By the time they were twelv.., 95 percent stayed by
themselves".

Measuring Local Needs; Needs Assessments. When
asked about their needs and preferences for their
young school -ages, many parents report that they
not only would like child care options but also that
they would use them if they were available. School
districts, Leagues of Women Voters, Junior
Leagues, parent teacher organizations, and
business associations are among the groups that
have designed and administered parent needs
surveys as planning tools for the development of
school -age child care services. For example,
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survey sponsored by the Community Education
Department in the Rochester, Minnesota, elemen
guy schools found that of 1,672 parents of children
an grades kindergarten to six who responded to the
survey on schooage child care needs, 18 percent
said they would like an after-school program.
Eleven percent of these parents also indicated
need for beforchool assistance. Even greater
levels of response were obtained from
Greenburgh, New York, League of Women Voters
schoolage child care study: 80 percent of the
respondents said they would make use of an after-
school program were one available.

These are not isolated survey results. Many
communities are currently exploring needs in
similar fashion. Need surveys offer no guarantee of
maximum use of programs and do not give basis
for projections of the nur"er that would use the
program. However, need surveys do offer
documentation on which to base development
decisions.

Chid Care Information and Referral Data Parents
within reach of child are information and referral
agencies are seeking child care options for their

schoolage children. The Cambridge, Mariachu-
setts, Child Care Resource Center reports that for
the months ofJune-August, 1982, 30 percent of their
incoming calls for information and referral were for
school-age child carethe largest percentage of all
calls Although these call, were recorded during the
summer months immediately preceding the
beginning of school, calls for schoolage care
remained at fairly high levels during the following
three-month period. 20 percent of all calls were for
schoolige care. This recent data is consistent with
o small survey of six information and referral
agencies conducted by the Schooltge Child Care
Project in 1980. The percentage of requests for
school-age are ranged from 12 to 28 percent over a
period of one year (September 1979-September
1980). The five agendas surveyed represented areas
in the states of California, Minnesota, New Mexico,
Connecticut, Oregon, and Massachusetts.

Who's Prodding School-Age Care Today?
Today, no one model dominates the supply of
school-age child care. However, states have -103
most comprehensive information on the supply of
schooge Programs. Most states license schoolage
child care, either as part of existing regulations for
day care centers or under separately legislated
regulations for school age programs. In api.e of
some problems with the definition of what
constitutes a school age child care programsome
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states and local licensing regulations may use such
terms as "day camp" to define school-age child are
programs; public school-run program. and
programs run by municipal agencies are usually
exempt from licensing requirementslicensing
liate do provide a handle on existing supply at the
local level. -

Programs are organized and administered by a
variety of groups, agencies, and organizations. Nor
are programs the sole option. In Riverside,
California, 8 family d-y care network is
administered by the county public schools; in
Fairfax County, Virginia. the County Office for
Children recently began pilot "check -in" family
day care project for older children; and in Acton,
nanachusetts, children "too old" for daycare can
sign up for The Connection, series of varied
activities which take place in the community (the
"business connection." the "creative connection,"
the "personal connection," and the "sport
connection") on a regular schedule conforming to
the child's after-school hours and parents' needs for
child care.

Between 1979 and 1990, the School-Age Child
Care Project identified and gathered information
about school-age child are programs throughout
the United State.. In national telephone survey of
thirty -three Sates and the District of Columbia, the
staff identified 171 programs which included
variety of SACC models with a high pmpottion of
programs having public school involvement. In
addition, intensive telephone interviews were
conducted with theater!. of 122 programs,and field
visits were made to more thaq 25 programs in 16
states. Since 1979, the project has been in contact
with individuals, groups, and organizations in all
fifty states.

Our findings reinforced those of the earlier study
conducted by the federal government's interagency
School-Age Day Care Task Force:

there was increased interest on the part of
parents, due to a growing need to locate
accessible, affordable, and reliable child care;
a wide range of groups and organizations was
involved in providing services;
"partnerships" or collaborations of some type
were being forged between social service
organizations, day are and community-based
agencies, groups of parents, and public schools;
the resources of community youth-serving
agencies, such as the Y. Boys' and Girls' Clubs,
etc., were beginning to be used in new ways to
meet the growing need for formal child are for
school-age children.

We also found that public school-based programs
were developing rapidly. We attribute this to the
increased interest of parents in locating accessible
child are for their school-arts; in benefit, to the
schools in offering some form of support for school-
age programs (increased enrollment, utilization of
under-used facilities); and in the increasing
financial constrainta on community agencies
(particularly in transportation costs) which make
school-agency partnership desirable.

Community OrgariratIons and Parent Groups. One of
the most interesting developments in th e delivery of
school-age child care is the entrance of community
and parent groups into the "service"arena. Perhaps
because they lack other options or because they
Prefer it. these Mope (including members of
Leagues of Women Voters, parent teacher
organizations, and parents in local elementary
schools who offilists for the express purpose of
starting a program) often take the lead in Initiating
programs and, in some cases, also manage them.
Typically, such organizations choose to locate a
program in a school and must tales a major role in
negotiating with school officials the use of school

,..apace and other legal and administrative details.
Diversity in the design and administration of

school-age child care programs is the greatest
strength of such groups. Community resourcescan
be explored foe expansion potential: unused schools,
portable classrooms, or classroom space can be
tapped for use; municipal buildings near parks and
playgrounds can be used; churches and other
religious inwatutions can donate the use of their
buildings; and facilities can be donated by local
businesses.

Developing an action plan provides an
opportunity for a wide range of policymakers
state and local officials; administrators, employees.
and repreoentatives of foundations and charitable
organizationsto collaborate. Often school-age
programs evolve from meeting of a community
task force which wants to "do something' about the
problems faced by young children who are without
are and supervision before and after school and
dunng school vacations and holidays when their
parents must work.

bark/ Day Care. In the National Day Can Home
Sit-4 (1981), it was reported that for school-age
children "moot family day are is provided in
informal, unregulated settings and that propor-
tionally few school-age children are found in
regulated or sponsored care." In this study.
regulated care, unregulnied care, and are by
relatives were combined, so it is difficult to assess
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both the amount of f..mi ly day care nationally and
the extent to which school age children are served in
family day care settings. However, study
researchers speculated that the unequal dietnbu
ton of schoolage care "probably" reflects unmet
demand for regulated and sponsored care for
children in this age group, and may occur because
reimbursement rates are lower for providers of
SACC than for providers of preschool care."

youthSewing Agencies. In recent years, organize.
tions such as the Y, Boys and Girls' Clubs, and
Camp Fire have begun to offer more schoolage
child care in addition to their existing activities.
This has taken place in response to the problem of
many children with no place to go on a regular basis
after school, in Twopence to parental requests, and in
order to use the organization's own existing
services. The national office of the YMCA reports
that five to six hundred of its affiliate programs are
supplying schooage care in over one thousand
sites throughout the country. Th YMCA estimates
that one-fourth of a million children are being
served by these programs." The national office of
the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA)
reports that in 1982 an estimated forty-five formally
organized school'age child care programs were
provided, out of a total of four hundred YWCA
programs "/Of 320 Camp Fire councils nationwide,
twenty seven were providing afterachool programs
or dropin center in 1981." Other youth-serving
agencies (Boys' and GirWC1u be, eettlement houses.
centers operated by the Salvation Army) also
provide SACC or drop-in services, along with
regularly scheduled activities. (The organizational
structure of many of these organizations provides
for the autonomy of affiliate groups, data-gathering
does not always reveal the activities of member
group. in full detail, so numbers in many camas may
not reflect actual practice.) Several of these
organizationsBoys Clubs, Salvation Army,
United Neighborhood Centers (which %reran
settlement houses) focus their efforts in urban
and inner-city locations. Beth the YMCA and Camp
Fire have recently written resource and training
manuals for affiliated groups that wish to develop
more formally organized schoolage child care
programs.

In addition, some national organizations are
sponsoring or developing materials which teach
"survival skills" to children who care for
themselves before and after school. This includes
the Boy Scouts of America's "Prepared for Today,"
Camp Fire's "I Can Do It," and the"I'm In Charge"
curriculum of The National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse. Similar materials have
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been designed by local groups such as "On My
Own," prepared by the Michigan Pune & Dunes Girl
Scout Council in Muskegon, Michigan.

Pik* Schools. Although manyachoole arecurrently
providing space for community or center-run
programs and some schools are administering their
own programs, no national data exist on the extent
to which schools are involved. There Is no debate,
however, about the increased interest schools have
shown in school-age child care during the past few
years. A 1970 survey of school superintendents
showed that only 8 percent of the 1,390
superintendents who responded identified their
school systems as providing some form of school-
Age or prrlsehool day care services" Today, that
picture is quite different, as mayors, city managers,
ecn4:4 officials, and administrators begin to select
different policy approaches to managing unused or
underused school facilities.

Private Schools. There are indications that,
increasingly, private schools are providing after-
school child care services for their elementary
school children. In 1983, the National Association

'of Independent Schools conducted an inforMal
telephone survey of private schools in seven cities.
This survey found high levels of involvement in
ochooage care in all the cities surveyed: one-third
of the schools surveyed already had operating
programs and another one-third was planning to
provide them." As reported in 1982 publication,
interviews with personnel in ten independent
schools with extended day programs confirm thls
trend. Private schools report distinct benefits to
both the schools and the families served by these
extended day programs: "Headmasters were
pleased and could trace enrollment growth to the
extended service. One school's internal survey
showed that many parents would not have enrolled
youngsters had there not been an extended day
offering. Parents were relieved to have found child
care and experiential programs rather than
the...child storage option.""

Esepioeue-Supported Chid Care. Across the country,
employers are becoming involved in child care,
although the highest level of involvement is still
focused on preschool children. A survey conducted
by the National Employer-Supported Child Can
Project (NESCC) in 1982 identified approximately
416 employers who either ran programs, supported
child are programs in the community, reimbursed
employees' child are expenses, provided informa-
tion and referral programs, sponsored family
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care homes, or had educational programs 'or
parent.

The survey reported that 85 of the companies that
have their own child care centers (40 percent of a
total of 211 companies with centers) reported that
they care far school age children aged six and over,
About us many SACC programs were located at the
worksite as were not roughly two-thirds of the
programs were open year round, another third were
open only during the summer. Most of these
programs served small numbers of children?' Co,
although these companies are in th e ad vance g uard
in offering SACC, it is not a widespread practice.

At this writing, a number of companies (close to
1,000, in some estimates) are conducting feasibility
studies on the possibility of providing child care in
one form or another." Informal observations by
managers and results from company wide needs
assessment indicate that more concern is being
shown for needs of school age children. Employers
in worksites across the country are becoming
sensitive to the "three o'clock syndrome."

Church-Supported School-Age Child Care, In 1982
the National Council of Churches conducted a
study of its member churches and found that of the
27.000 churches which responded to the survey
questionnaire. 8,700 of them were operating 14,589
child care programs On a follow -up questionnaire
sent to 3.362 churches. 28 percent responded that
they were providing before- or after-school care. 89
percent offered care to kindergarteners; 72 percent
to grades 1-3. and 36 percent to grades 4.6. Of the
churches that provide care to school age children,
89 percent do so on a daily basis, 62 percent on
holidays and school vacations; and 70 percent
during the summer vacation. These figures
represent almost one-third of the total of 3,362
churches which provide some form of child care."

Day Care Centers. No national day care supply study
has been conducted since 1977, when the National
Day Care Supply Study conducted by Abt
Associates estimated that there were 18,300 day
care centers in America serving approximately
900,900 children. Slightly more than one-third of
that enrollment was comprised of children five and
older. with five-yearulds representing 21 percent of
the total enrollment and children aged six and older
representing 14 percent. A substudy of this national
sample found that about four-fifths of the
kindergartenage children were enrolled in these
centers full time, and one-fifth on a part time basis
This suggests that many parents were using day
care centers us a fullday alternative to the half.day
of public kindergarten or the use of part-day care in
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centers for kindergarten children When their
children entered the first grade, however, parents
did not very often rely on day are centers as an
adjunct to the school day. (No more than 6 percent
of children in center enrollment were there for after-
schot. care.**)

Along .nth nonprofit day care centers which may
offer school-age care to their own "graduates" or to
siblings of preschool children already in
attendance, proprietary child are centers are also
involved in providing SACC. This category
includes the one-site "Mom and Pop" center or
nursery school, and large, corporate, child are
chains. In February 1983, the School Age Child
Care Project conducted a small telephone survey of
four child-care companies of diverse size and in
various geographic locations to determine the
extent of their involvement in school-age childcare.
One company, the nation's largest foe-profit chain.
reported that approximately 30 percent of their
enrollment was school-age children; another
reported that 20 percent of the children they serv:.:
were school -ages. (The other two served school-age
children in somewhat smaller percentages.) One
company stated that the need for school-age can
figures importantly in the company's decision to
start a new center. Most companies surveyed
reported that school-age enrollments were growing
every year?,

Programs for Children with Special Needy. Ninety-five
of the 122 programs interviewed by the SACC
Project said they do admit children with handicaps,
but most do so on an occasional baaia only, Twenty
Programs said eley admit "many" special needs
children, but they seem to admit only those children
with moderate special needslearning-disabled
children or children with slight physical
disabilities. The lack of services for handicapped
children stems from several causes. These is no
funding mechanism for school-age child can
programs that serve special needs children at
present. The Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975 (PL 94412) does include
language that would suggest that child can might
be considered an "extracurricular" service to which
a child is entitled. However, funds which might be
used for "beefing up" staffing or for special staff
training to better serve handicapped children are
used by school districts for regular education
programs or specialized services (health and
rehabilitation). Understandably, funding con-
at/rants mandate that these funds be spent for
education. But handicapped children stand to gain
much from socialization and learning experiences
in informal settings, alongside other children. And
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these chadren, by taut. hate the right to equal
access. At this time, few school districts or systems
allocate funds for handicapped children for the
after-echoolhoure services to which other children
are granted access. Parents of handicapped
children are often too busy fighting for the
educational programs their children must have to
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lobby for changes in this system. While in some
Mates centers can receive a Ike - '- nerve children
with special needs, vnthout some soditional income
with which to provide adequate services, most
programs will be unable tc serve this pope,',;.: ^n
well.

. .
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2 WHAT DOES THE
RESEARCH SAY?

The Effects of Self-Care on
Children
While numerous studies have been conducted
between 1950 and 1980 on the effects of maternal
employment among tworarcnt and single-parent
families on children's cognitive and psychosoaal
development, the majority of these studies suffer
from a senour omission in their conceptual
framework. Few studies, including the most recent
by the U S Department of Education in 1983, have
considered the direct or indirect effects of the child
care arrangements of working parents. Indeed.
much of this research appears to assume that
continuous, alternative sources of child care are
available and used Whether this omisaloo Is the
result of oversight or the lack of an adequate
national data base on school-age child care
arrangements, it renders most current resz-,ch
inadequate for answering queshor.s on the effects of
aelfeare on children's outcomes. While research
indicates positive, long term social and economic
benefits to young children from preschool
education, no parallel studies have been designed
to discover if participation in some type of
organized school age activity program can act ti. a
preventative strategy against costs associated with
using rates of juvenile crime, pregnancy among

/ Irons the Ilash/Scope Ioundawn, Pen, Preschool
&Nth demon...re char preschool prmems problem. and moans,
the elletereeness and ethnency of the socol olvnlment abeadr
med. schoolong
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young adolescents, and other conditions that
` require Intervention. Nor has a national agenda

been developed to set goals for school-age programs
in terms of children's developmental needs.

The history of school-age child care indicates that
the problem of latchkey children has been a long-
standing concern among both the public and
professionals in this country. Yet, despite this
concern and the rapid social change which has
occurred over the past two decades, both the social
response to the are of school-age children and
research on the consequences of different forms of
are has lagged far behind. Growth in the numbers
of school -age children caring for themselvesin
every economic brackethas lent new saliency to
the need for research on both the short. and long-
term effects of aelfeare. What little research has
been published over the last tea to fifteen years in
this area has been either cross-sectional or based on
local studies which are not generalizable. The
primary focus has been on measuring the effects of
self-care on cognitive functioning and social
adjustment; children's fears; play and peer
relationships; and risk for abuse and accidents.
Rarely has research in this area taken into account
the cumulative effects of self-care. As the following
review indicates, the research findings currently
available are far from definitive. Rather, they serve
to underscore the urgent need for carefully
conducted large scale longitudinal studies to help
determine both policy and programs for school-age
children.
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Cognitive and Soda] Adjustment
In 1944, Zucker observed that whether It was
harmful for a mother to work depended on the
arrangements she made for her children ' Several
more recent si idles have looked at the relationship
het seen selfcare, academic achievement, and
social adjustment. In the early 1970s, Woods studied
a grou- of 108 low income, fiRh grade, black

n from Philadelphia' The group was evenly
dI 'd.d between children who reported little or no
supervision while their mothers worked and those
who had continuous care. Woods's sample
containa. significantly more unsupervised girls
than boys. She found significant differences
between the two grape of girls in academic
achievement and school 'elationships Unsuper-
vised girls showed marked deficits in cognitive
functioning, personal and social adjustment, and a
more depressed self-concept. Childn n who reported
mature substitute supervision were fond to be
more self reliant than :hose reporting self-care
Woods's study also revealed that among low-
Income children the mother's attitude towards her
work and child care roles and the quality of the
mother/child relationship and the substitute care
arrangements she made sere positively related to
the child's

a
scholastic achievement, I Q, and

personal,ty adjustment.
Gold and Andres in 1978 studied 223 tenyear-old

Canadian children from intact two parent
families' Fifty-seven percent (N.126) of the
mothers in this sample worked An unusually low
percentage (16 percent) of these children were
unsupervised. Eighty percent of the unsupervised
group were boys. Although the results of this study
did not reach significance, Gold and Andres found
that unsupervised boys scored consistently lower m-
all adjustment and academic achievement scores,
and these differences held across social classes.
Their findings were remarkably similar to those of
Woods.

Colombo. and Garbanno's 1982 study of a group
of fifth- and seventh grade students in a rural
setting found no effects on academic achievement
between children by maternal employment or
supervision

In one of the few studies of children who received
center based after school care. Entwisle found that
program children (N.40) improved their grades in
reading and arithmetic over a six-month period
significantly more than a matched comparison
group (N.15) not receiving program services' Boys
improved more than girls, although girls tended to
receive better grades than boys in both anthmetic
and conduct. An unexpected finding was that the
improvement of the older boys (grades four to six)
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was equal to or greater than that of the younger
buys (grades one to thee:). It should be noted that
the program was note tuto nal or remedial program,
but provided primarily recreational and cultural
activities The gains made by these Baltimore
children were considered particularly impressive
since disadvantaged children have been found to
enter school at lower levels of cognitive
development than more advantaged children and to
fall further behind over the course of their
educational careers.

The Baltimore study also found that program
attendance among girls was positively associated
with an improved attitude toward school; among
boys, toward education in general. Program
attendance among older boys was also associated
with improved marks in conduct. One explanation
offered for the improvement in attitude and conduct
among boys was the positive role model provided by
male prog am staff.

The prigram was also seen to enhance self-
esteem among both boys and girls Older program
girls showed significant improvement in their
attitudes toward authority, suggesting that
children receiving good developmental care would
be less likely to engage in delinquent activity. The
author notes that although the findings are
generally positive, they should be interpreted with
caution due to the small sample size and the lack of
an adequate comparison group for the older
children.

A more recent study of a before- and afterschool
day care program in a public elementary school in
Raleigh, North Carolina, corroborates the
Baltimore findings The program, which provides
curriculum ennchment activities as well as cultural
and recreational activities, has not only enjoyed
positive evaluations by the parents of children who
attended the program but has been able to also
demonstrate its effectiveness in raising the
academic achievement levels of program partici-
pants The average scores on statewide math and
reading teats of program participants were found to
be significantly higher than those of a matched
group of nonparticipating peers over several
consecutive academic years, and the gap between
these two groups widened mcr time

Children's Fears
Children who routinely care for themselves do
appear to be more fearful et al. report on a 1977
sample of .258 children, aged seven to eleven, and
1,748 parents, who were part of the National Survey
of Children conducted by Temple University in
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1976' When quesuoned whether they were wonted
when they had to stay home without an adult, 32
percent of the boys and 41 percent of the girls replied
affirmatively. Fifteen percent of the sample
children reported that they worried a lot, and 13
percent indicated that they were :.zquently scared.
Children who were considered heavy television
watchers (over four hours on an average weekday)
showed higher levels of fear.

Twothirds of the child ren were afraid of intruders
when they were home alone and over 30 percent of
the girls and 20 percent of the boys reported that
they were afraid to go outside to play The majonty
of children who reported being afraid to play outside
had been bothered by other children and adults.
More than 40 percent reported being bothered by
older children, and 15 percent had been bothered by
an adult. Although no significant differences by age
Were found in the study, differences by sex were
noticeable. Fear also appeared to be greater among
low income children, particularly among children
of Hispanic ongin

Galamboa and Garbarino's 1982 study of fifth.
and seventhgrade children in a rural setting found
that maternal employment status or supervision
had no effect on children's fears of going outdoors
alone 10 The authors suggest that in the relative
safety of °the rural environment, children are
permitted greater freedom, and this, in turn, leads to
better adjustment. This finding is supported by
Long and Long's study of suburban latchkey
children Elevated fear levels appear less frequent
in affluent suburban settings. According to the
authors, the perceived safety of the neighborhood
may play a role in determining the impact of the
latchkey expenence

A 1981 study by Long and Long of eightyfive
black parochial school children (grades one to six)
in Washington, DC, equally divided by sex,
showed elevated levels of fear among latchkey
children as compared with children who received
contin roue adult supervision while their parent(s)
worked "t Fifty two children in this study were
latchkey children,] thirty two children received
c intinuous supenomon The number of children in

Altfuogh the Natrona Survey of Children was not specifically
destined to Svalslate the esent of Add cafe arrangements of
waking parer" the study n bated On a nallOssal probability
sample, and the ftndmis are generalstable to the larger sehooliege
populdron

hough the authors did not corroder the study urnpie
rept elentatne, it was fek to be rndwanye of the problems Need by all
latchkey children

I Twenty eight percent of he latchkey children also had a sibling
between the ages of nine and twelve

single parent households was comparable to
national statistva. One out of three children who
cared for themselves and one out of five children
cared for by siblings expressed high levels of fear.
None of the children in adult care were found in this
group. Children's self.ratings were confirmed by the
interviewers who reported that 38 pert( t of those
home alone were in the high fear group, as
compared with 13 percent of those in sibling care.
No differences by sex were found.

As was found in the National Survey ofChddren,
the most prevalent fear was of intruders" One-
thi-d of self-care children and onefifth of those in
sibling care reported being afraid that someone
might break into the house. Recumng nightmares
also appeared prevalent among latchkey children.
Forty percent of the children who routinely cared for
themselves and 26 percent of the sibling group
reported being troubled by bad dreams In contrast,
fewer than one in three children with aduh
supervision expressed even moderate fear and/or
indicated that they had frightening dreams, and
this occurred for about half of these children only
when they were left alone

Children coped with their fears in several ways.
by hiding; by turning the 'IV on loud to distract
themselves, drown out frightening noise', or warn
intruders that someone was at home; by calling
their parents frequently and/or turaini on all the
lights. Still others avoided going home and hung
around school until late in the day.

Long and Long observed that children develop
withdrs al strategies when their fears are not put
to lest S. 'adult reassurance. The closeness of the
relationship between parents and childi n
appeared to modify the negative aspects of the
latch ke) expo- :once, but close relationships
between siblings do not mitigate negative effects.
Former latchkey children varied in their reaction to
the stress they had experienced in caring for
themselves. Negative reaction to unresolved stress
was found to be associated with. age at which sel6
care began (below age eight), length of time in self.
care (five to six hours per day), and too much
responsibility at too young an age."

James Garbarino writes that, from a develop-
mental perspective:

It is the premature granting of responsibility,
particularly when it occurs in a negatiue
emotional climate, that seems to be
damaging... thus we know that some kids
will thrive on the opportunity of being a
latchkey child, others will just manage to
cope Still others will be at risk, and stall
others will be harmed Is
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Elkind concurs with these observations."
Growing up too quickly being given responsibility
prematurely can produce undue stress. The
child's characteristic response to this stress is
anxiety th a t is not attached to a ny 'pectic fear One
of the ways i0 which the child copes is to attempt to
overstructu re the environment, which, in turn, can
lead to lowered academic achievement and an
increased chance of social and emotional problems
in later life. Ellond observes that in the past
growing up too quickly was characteristic of low-
income children, who became independent early in
single-parent families or in families where both
parents worked. The premature granting of
responsibility is now comthon in all social cittses

Restrictions on Outdoor Play and Peer
Relationships
Studies indicate that self-care seriously curtails a
child's ability to engage in outdoor play and in
socializing play with peers This applies particular.
I y to city children. Several researchers suggest that
these children who care for themselves probably
suffer some social deficits as a result.

!Anil; and Long report that, in an urban sample,
45 percent of `hose who cared for themselves and 33
percent in alibiing care were not permitted to play
outside while their parents were not at home." Boys
were treated differently from girls. Thirty percent of
the boys in self-care and 50 percent of the girls were
restncted to the home. Among children in sibling
care, 40 percent of the boys and 30 percent of the
girls had to stay inside. Age wasclearly a factor. All
of the second graders were housebound, compared
with 25 percent of the sixth graders All fifth and
sixth grade boys were permitted to play outside.
Among those children who were permitted outdoor
play, the majonty were limited to their yards cr the
immediate neighborhood

Social contacts with friends in the home were also
seriously constrained. Eighty percent of those who
were at home elan e an d 60 percent of boys and 30
percent of girls in sibling care were not permitted
to have Mends visit when their parents were away.
Overall, 40 percent of the selfcare children in this
study were completely isolatedthey were neither
permitted to play outdoors nor to socialize with
friends. Those in sibling are fared only slightly
better. One-third were confined indoors with only
their siblings for playmates These figures stand in
sharp contrast to the restrictions imposed on
children who had adult supervision. Ninety percent
of adult supervised children had unrestricted play
and friendships

The study commissioned in 1982 by the
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_Administration for Children, Youth, and Families
(ACYF) of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services supports the Longo' findings!'
The study addressed school age child care practices
of a representative sample of families n Virginia
and Minnesota. Eighty-nine percent of the families
surveyed in Virginia and 95 percent of the
Minnesota families had special instructions for the
time their schoolage children spent without adult
supervision Most frequently mentioned ground
rules/restrictions in both states included, not
letting anyone in while alone; not having friends in;
and not playing outside of the yard or other
restricted area.

In view of these findings, It is not surprising that
the number one complaint of children in selfcare
and sibling care is loneliness and boredom. 7.111 et al.
found that 7 percent of the children in his sample
were lonely a lot of the time." This complaint was
particularly prevalent among inner-city black
children. Seven percent of the children also reported
that they wer. bored much of the time.

Fteatncted play and fear are both closely related in
thre (ladies to the environment in which the child
lives the level of supervision he or she receives.
children in the city, irrespective of social class,
appear to experience the most restricted play and
the greatest levels of fear (The negative aspects of
an urban environment, in terms of both play and
fear, appear to be mitigated to a large extent by
consistent adult supervision.) In contrast, children
in self-care in the suburbs experience much more
relaxed restrictions," and those in rural settings
appear to be even more unrestricted."

Ruderman, writing about these house-bound
children in 1968, observed:

. . he is locked in. instructed not to go out or
open the door These precautions rn .
themselves suggest a dangerous environment
and may have the effect of intensifying the
child's sense of aloneness or fearfulness in
an overwhelnung, threatening world."

Risks

Children tr. self -care appear to be at risk iron a
variety of sources. Long and Long report that
among former latchkey children more than half
recall having to deal with a serious emergency
while they were unattended." The average age
when they began sateere was nine. Garbarino
observed that unsupervised children are more likely
to be victims of accidents, which area leading cause
of death among children... In 1981, US. News and
World Report stated that one in six calls received by



the Newark. New Jersey. fire department involved a
child or children alone in the household" Poison
control centers report a similar pattern

The most frequently mentioned concern of
parents with children in self or sibling care in the
ACYF study was fear of accidents is In Virginia,
over one-third (37 percent) of parents responding
worried about accidents, 9 percent also reported
accidents as a problem. Almost twice as many
Minnesota families (63 percent) reported similar
concerns, while the children of 8 percent of the
parents bad experienced accidents.

Children in the care of siblings frequently
complain of excessive fighting and arguing " Zillet
at. reported that 40 percent of his sample had been
bothered by older children and 13 percent by
adults?' One-third of these children were
threatened by beatings, 13 percent were actually
beaten. Rural children in this study appeared to fare
somewhat better than urban children, but few
differences were found between urban and
suburban environments. Differences were noted,
however, among care arrangements. Rye percent of
the children in this study could play outside only if
an adult was watching, this was ttue for 15 percent
of the black children

FInkelhor's study of sexual victimization cites
many examples among unsupervised children " It
is difficult to know how many children are abused
b. siblings and how many by adults, since both are
caegorized by the (IS. Department of Health and
Human Services as mother substitutes. A 1981
DHHS report of children abused by mother
substitutes estimates that 46 percent are exposed to
i....... al abuse, 72 percent to physical abuse, and 90
Pere .-nt to other maltreatment."

T'. kinds and quantities of risks faced by
children in self-care remains largely unknown
Garbanno suggests thi.t several risks are involved.
Children routinely left in self-care will, according to
Garbanno

feel badly (e g . rejected and alienated),
act badly (e g , delinquency and vandalism);
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deuv!oF badly (e.g, academic failure);
and be treated badly (e.g , accidents and
sexual victimization)."

The 1981 FBI Uniform Crime li;...orts for the
United States reported that more than twenty-five
thousand children under the Ale of ten were
arrested for participation in serious crimes,
including theft, vandalism, and crimes of
violence." Reports such as these do not document
the relationship between the incidence of juvenile
arrests and a lack of supervision, but it is hard to
deny the logic of such a relationship

Discussion
Large and increasing numbers of ch ild ren are being
left alone while their parents work. Whether the
lack of continuous supervision creates a problem is
a question to which research has not provided a
definitive answer. However, a growing body of
evidence appears to Indicate that unsupervised
schoolaged children are at risk to a greater or lesser
extent, depending on their care arrangements and
the context in which these arrangements exist."

The research findings appear to support the idea
that self.care for the most vulnerable children (low.
income, minority, urban) has negative effects on
adjustment, school achievement, and self-image. In
addition to loneliness and boredom, many children
experience fear, and some appear to be at risk for
accidents and abuse by other children and adults.
At best, many of these latchkey children experience
severely constrained play and social experiences
during the time they are out of schooL Safe
neighborhoods and close relationships with parents
may mitigate some of the negative effects of self.
Care.

Given the increasing numbers of children who
care for themselves, more sophisticated research is
needed to determine the full impact of selkare on
children
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4 THE SPECIAL ROLE
OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL

.. public schools are now being forced to
reexamine thew role as service providers for
America's children and families. All over the
country, gsbbc schools are struggling to
compete with a new wave of private
education t. it is significantly reducing the
size of the public school population and
changing its nature. I am fascinated that
these new private schools have adopted the
concept of the extenewd day as a major
thrust of their competition with the public
schools If public schools do not respond to
this type of competing service pressure, they
will undoubtedly lose more and more of the
middle class children they are hoping to keep
in the public school".
(From "Day Care and the Schools" by Bettye
M Caldwell in Theory Into Pract're.)

Caldwell's warning has not gonc unheard In fact,
public schools are responding to the rising economic
and environmental pressures that are being forced
upon themlower birth rates, families geographic
mobility, a ttnUon to pn vete schools, severe funding
cuts, increased public disaffection with the quality
of public education. and the changing needs of
children and their families For many schools, one
response has been to facilitate the development of
before- and after-school child care for act ool age
children.

More than half of the 171 school age child care
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programs the School.Age Child Care Project
interviewed across the county in 1979 had some
type of affiliation with the publi,- schools, or in a few
cases, were °pirated by the public schools. No
additional national data exists as to the extent of
school involvement in the provision of before.
and/or after.school child care. However, our
technical assistance activities indicate that public
school interest in schoolage child care is
increasing. From 1980 through 1982, several
hundred written and telepl.one requests for
information and/or technical asaistancis were
received from public school administrators and
elected school officials. And many articles on
school-age child are have appeared in education
magazines and journals.'

How Schools Are Involved
Options for public school involvement in SACC
range along a continuum, from schools willing to
transport children to a community.baseel center, to
others that have implemented written policies
welcoming schoolbased community partnerships,
to schools that want to administer the program
themselves. In general, schoolbased programs are
either "partnerships" between the schools and
another organization or administered by the
schools. Both types of programs usually charge a
fee to parents and may also seek financial support
from government for lowincome children.
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Descriptions of both types of administrative
structures are included in Appendix A

What Are the Positive Arguments
for School InvcIvement?

Providing school-age child care helps build
parent support for the school. especially from
single-parent and two-parent working families
who view SACC as a vital community service
Dr Lawrence Cuban, forcer Supenntendent of
Arlington, Virguna, public schools put it this
way "Extended Day eases the anxiety of
parents, the hostility parents may feel if schools
won't care before and after school. If schools
moor in that direction, it's better ice-families and
for kids and u therefore better for the schools.",
SACC can help to maintain or increase
enrollments by attracting or retaining families
in the public school system. Supenntendents of
the public schools in Brookline, Massachusetts.
and Arlington, Virginia, have both gone on
record crediting their extended day programs for
maintaining levels of elementary school
enrollments.,,,
The wig of empty classrooms and gymnasiums
represents an effective use of public resources at
a time of declining enrollments School ;robe;
vanes with respect to rental fees for partnership
programs In Fairfax County, Virginia, for
example, the toard of education offers rent free
space to the county's schoolage programs
administered by the Office for Children. In
Montgomery County, Maryland, on the other
hand, rent is charged to the program The
program's use of otherwise surplus space in
currently operating schools is viewed as an
effective use of space, while at the same time a
means for the school system to recoup lost
revenue.
SACC may help to decrease vandalism and
delinquency by reducing the number of children
"hanging around" during cforschool hours As
cited in a 1981 article of U,S News and World
Report, vandalism at three Portland, Oregon,
schools fell from twelve thousand dollars in
damages in one year to two hundred dollars the
next year This was attributed to the presence of
after school programs
SACC may help with desegregation efforts az a
formal or informal magnet service. In some
cases, SACC may eliminate busing for
desegregation entirely The pnnopel of a court
ordered Nashville, Tennessee, school in which
enrollment had been dechring reported that

since their day care pr ram began in 1977,
enrollment has increased from 300 to 480
student*. "By request, 100 middle-class white
children asked for redistricting to this school
because of the programs."

What Are the Problems with
Public School Involvement?
No matter who administers the program, problems
with public school involvement in SACC do surface.
These problems fall into three categonea: 1)
resistant attitude.; 2) problems of operation; and 3)
the absence or inadequacy of school policy.

Resistant Mattson
The schocI is not a social agencyour
business is reading, writing, and
arithmetic....
The family should take care of its own, not
pa: for day care or have governments pay
for i'.7

Ambigt ity about the limits of the school's
responabdity to the chi:d and the child's firmly
deters public school involvement in SACC. Is
day care consistent with the school's mandate or
should the schools stick to "reading, wnting, and
arithmetic" This question often brings about
vigorous philosophical debate because, as
national day cart expert Bettye Caldwell writes,
there exists "a lack of conceptual clarity about
what day care is and what it should pro"ide
children." No consensus exists on the
educational nature of day care or the custodial
function in schooling. Virginia's and Oregon's
attorneys general, for example, view day care as
"essentially custodial in nature" and therefore
separate and unrelated to education.
Resistance to SACC from school personnel and
taxpayers is often based on fears of "increased
responsibility" or "rising taxes." But in some
cases, the underlying causes may be based on
general opposition to offering social services,
particularly to working mothers.

Probkrm of Operation
School principals, board members, and officials
are concerned about the absence of clear
guideline* for the acco ntsbility and liability of
the schoobased SACC program. School
personnel need to be assured that the schools will
rot be held legally responsibla in case a child or
staff member is hurt while attending the
program
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School administrators and staff are often
concerned about the impact of SACC on the day
to-day operation of the school. Schools that hoet
partner programs may face objections from
classroom teachers or other school personnel
concerning the use of shared space (cafeteria,
gym, artioorns, and classrooms); extra work for
the custodian, secretary, or principal, who is
often the arbitrator between the program and
school personnel, and inconsistent rules and
practices between the school and the program.

The Absence or Inadequacy of
School Policy

Guidelines and procedures for the development
of school policy regarding SACC are often
lacking or unclear. For example: How do schools
determine which outside groups may use their
space? What sort of in kind or direct contrib ution
will the school make to the program? What
responsibilities, financial or otherwise, will the
partner group need to assume? What are the
legal considerations that must be addressed?
Absence of state or local policy regarding the use
of the public schools for other than mandated
purposes may leave the schools vulnerable to
attack. Sources of criticism are: citizens who are
alarmed by ruing school taxes and generally
opposed to any outside use of public schools;
public and pnvate groups who are competing for
the same use of school space-, and proprietary
day care owners who are concerned about what
they see as unfair competition The absence of
written policies has contributed to the
ambiguous nature of SACC and has allowed for
litigation against the schools in Alabama and
Arkansas. In Florida, pnvate chill care centers
have. considered litigation against public school
boards that operate SACC programs because the
use of tax supported school space has been
perceived as an unfair competitive advantage.

In Arizona, opposition to public school
involvement has resulted in legislative proposals
which, if they had been passed, would prohibit
the schools from participating in any way in day
can pro,rwas either as a partner or as sole
administrator, except in the case of summertime,
community school programming for recreational
purposes. The legislation has been attempted, in
various forms, by both the Arizona House and
Senate legislatures. At the time of this writing,
the proposals have not been enacted.

In Alabama, similar bppositioo from the
private sector resulted in a lawsuit filed against
the County Board of Education. arguing that the
board lacked the otatatory authority to operate

day care programs. In this case (Clark et al. us.
Jefferson County Board of Education, Judgment,
April 1982) the court reached the conclusion that
the board did have the authority to operate the
programs

The statutory provisions which govern and
control the policies and practices of the
Board of Education which would best serve
the needs of the community and of the school
system are very broad in their provisions
and the discretion accorded to the Defendant
in the implementation of these statutes are
not sabred to review unless there appears a
clear showing of abuse or invalidity.
This 1.7:4a1 finds that the activities which are
aeged an the Bat of Complaint as a basis
for the rebel stated are within the scope of
the broad powers granted to county boards of
education.'

The Alabama decision represent, a legal
precedent at tne circuit court level in favor of the
schools. But litigation is time consuming and
costly A legislative upproach may offer greoter

'protection for the public schools. State enabling
lei/NV:ion would permit the schools to operate fee-
Wan: SACC programs, whether or not the fees
covered the entire cost of the program. The
legislation would also include language that would
permit schools to lease soon to outside organiza-
tions (See Appendix D fot Mqdel Enabling
Statute )

Solutions: Policy and Operation
Policy decisions on public school involvement in
schoolage child can can be formulated at three
major levels. The first level involves federal or state
legislative initiatives; the second involves policy
statements from major national or state profits.
sional and educational associations; the third
involves district or local school boaro initiatives.
The effect policies can have on the development of
SACC can range from merely symbolic encourage.
ment to the actual provision of startup grants or
financial subsidy Hen are some highlights of
several solutions that hale been spearheaded by
slaty and local government or the private sector.

A Manuel for Maw School Ad...tutors lega/ funi/derattons
for the Irealetnetreshon of SchcoSAte Chdd Care h a lorthcoentng
PAIKalion by Abbe Cohen. of the San Francisco. CA, Child Cate
taw Center the manual h r collaboration of the Schor..SAte Chad
Cate Protect and the Chdd Cate taw Create It wog be Fobilthed tn
iise
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Legislative Initiatives
Massachusetts, Oregon, ant Connecticut have
enacted legislation that has directly or indirectly
supported the use of schools for child care In
Massachusetts, for example, Chapter 496 of the
Acts of 1981, "An Act Further Regulating the
Leasing of Certain School Property," although not
specifically mentioning child care, states that

a city or town, with the approval of the
school committee, may rem or lease surplus
space in a school building in actual use to
simultaneously house public or private,
profit making businesses or nonprofit
organizations, provided, however, that such
occupancy shall not interfere with
educational programs being conducted in
.aid building The monies received from such
rental or kale shall be kept separate and
apart from oti.'r city or town funds in the
city or town treasury by the treasurer."

At the time of this writing, further enabling
legislation is expected to reach the Massachusetts
legislature during its fall session in 1983 Senate
Bill S.306, entitled "An Act to Promote and Provide
After School Care for Children, " is fashioned after
Oregon's 1981 bill which gives school districts the
authority to run or contract for before and after-
school activities .2

In Connecticut, enabling legislation states

(a) Any local or regional board of education
may proinde for the use of any room, hall,
schoobouse. school grounds or other school
facility within its jurisdiction for non profit
educational or commun.ty purposes whether
or not school is in session "

These state legislative initiatives are designed to
suggest only that schools Aare their existing
resources Should they wish to, local school dist nets
may develop their own guidelines and policies,
subject to local renew

Initiatives by Professional and Educational
Associations

Policy statements and recommendations by
national or state associations can support and
stimulate work at the local level The National
School Boards Association issued a policy
statement on the question of appropnate school
Involvement in community and social services A
Task Force on Local Responsibility for Children
was convened in 1978 to "study existing cooperative

school/community child service delivery systems
and to propose policies for both NSBA and its state
associations." The task force developed the
following recommend

Boards of Education should adopt policies
that enabk professional staff to wo k with
other community professionals in planning
services for children,.., Local school boards
should consider allowing professional
community agencies, such as mental health
or general medical, to utilise unused space
within their facilities to provide schoolhouse
seruxes for students,"

The NSBA policy statement also stater "when
services at the neighborhood level are increased and
improved. the school in that neighborhood will
begin to exhibit good side effects"is

The National Association for Elementary School
Principals and the Kettering Foundation's Institute
for the Development of Educational Activities
(I/D/E/A) cosponsored, in 1979, a three-year
longitudinal study which looked at the school needs
of children from one-parent families Although the
subject of the study focused on this specific
population, the phenom.non of the one-parent
family is so wioespread that its implications for all
schools is simply too great Lobe Igo ored. It is not our
purpose to dwell on the specific detests of the study,
although the overall conclusion indicated that
"these children are at rick and that some of them
may need extra help at school." However, it does
seem relevant to mention one of the recommend
Lions that was drawn from the research:

For the working single parent (and most fall
into that category), the very mechanics of
child care can become a logistical nightmare.
Many school systems are already offering
extended day programs of before and after
school activities that give children a
structured, productive, and familiar place to
go when there is no one at home to look after
them Schools should also consider providsiu,
child-care facilities during school functions
and parent teacher conferences "

At the state level, the Virginia Women Attc-neys'
Association included Ir, their legislative agenda for
1982 1983 the following legislative proposal:

4 Provide funding for the implementation of
extended child care in our public school
buildings to serve the needs of families who
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otherwise have no access to afterschool child
care and through necessity leave their small
children at home uzattended"

Attached to the agenda is a position paper which
recommend& that. "Extended childcare programs
should be created using school buildings with the
guidance and cooperation of parents and the
community Programs could be operated by
nonprofit parent groups,community organizations.
city agencies, or theschool district, and paid for by a
combination of parents fees and mattock:n.1 funds
For example, the Block Grant funding mechanism
gives areas funding source to look to for such
programs:"

Local School Initiatives
Local policies concerning the use of school space for
child care have been implemented in number of
communities. In each case, the problems and
ol utsos as to those problems are often quite different,

althougl. :he reasons for developing written policy
guidelines are usually the sa me to an tscipate lega,
gray areas or territorial problems. The following are
a few examples of local policy action:

In Montgomery County. Maryland, decliaing
enrollmentai and school closings prompted the
sc:.00l board to recover some lost revenue for the
school system. The Joint Occzirtmcy Program has
allowed the schools to lease surplus school space, in
operating facilities, to qualified users Priority is
given to educational programs, boto public and
private, in which day care is included. The rent is
based on the licensed capacity of the program. All
programs are required to purchase adequate
11 h:mhty coverage and to agree upon clear guidelines
ti.m save the board of education and the school
system "from any and all claims, demands, suits, or
other forms of liabili.y that may arise out of the use
of school space.""

In Boulder, Colorado, the Board of Education set a
broad policy direction for the use ofschool buildings
as child care centers

The Board of Education authorizes the use of
public school buildings before and/or after
school for child care programs for school age
children when the building is not in use for
the regular school programs All authorized
programs will be self supporting. Any costs
incurred by the school district diree'y related
to a child care program will be charged to
the program, including but not hauled to
custodial services and utility costs
The local school is expressly prohibited from
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assuming responsibility as the sponsoring
agency unless specific authorization is first
obtained from the Board of Education.r

The Metropolitan Board of Education in
Davidson County. Tennessee, published the
pamphlet, So You Want to Use Our Schools for
Your Day Care Program? Here's How. The
pamphlet encourages greater community use of the
schools and spells out the procedures for obtaining
school system approval?,

Lincoln. Massachusetts, a small suburban
community which has haired a SACC program in
its public schools Mace 1961, developed Guidelines
for Use of School Facilities by NonProfit Child
Care Programs, Upon the approval of the school
committee, the guidelines stipulate that "these
guideline* shall apply to those groups whose
primary purpose is to provide services for children
and who use space in the Lincoln Public Schools on
a regular, daily basis." The formal agreement
between the schools and the partner group requires
that the child care program be self .supporting. In
roturn, the schools contribute custodial coverage
until 6:00 p m. and electncity and heat for the

a'hombase" MOM when school is regularly in
session The program is charged for custodial
services airing snow days. vacation weeks, and
holidays:I

What Are the Implications for
the Future?
Public school involvement in schoolage child care
is still at the threshold of wider policy implications,
many questions aro still left to be answered. For
example

What are the tradeoffs of the various admhuetra
tive optima (partnership or school run)? Is it better
for the program to be "part of the system" or to
maintain administrative, facet, and programmatic
autonomy?

Now do schools assess the actual financial impact
of SACC on the school system, particularly when
school buildings are being used by others (teachers,
staff, and community) during most of the hours
SACC is in session an) way? Do these costs really
represent a significant part of the school's
operating budget...or do the benefits of hosting a
SACC program (increased enrollment, improved
public image, etc.) outweigh the minimal financial
expense the schools would have to incur?

Will school systems view the implementation of
school age child are programs as one way to
increase general revenues, without first suisesaing
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the financial implications for the quality of the
programs (staff 'child ratios, staff salaries,
programmatic resources) and whether for income
families can afford the program?

a at the school's responsibility to offer child care to
children with disabilities, who may require
specialized services and stair If a child's individual
education plan (IEP) wen to indicate a need for
socialization and opportunities to interact with
other, nonhandicapped children, would SACC
program fulfill that requirement' If so, arc the day
care costs to be assumed by the public school? If the
program as run by a pnvate, not for profit agency
that uses public school span, who pays?

Will school administrators and policymakers
consider carefully the implications of decisions to
implement before and after school programs,
Particularly Programs which emphasize academic

learning which may be inconsistent with chat
come parents and children want from school age
chid care programssafe and reliable child care
and informal learning. an enriching environments
where social and emotional growth are stressed? If
academic preparedness is to be one function of
school run programa, will such prozams only be
offered to children in need 0i:child care?

Will the recent movement towards full-day
kindeegarten be interpreted by parents as a form of
child care even though school hours do-iot conform
to parents' full time work schedules?

Although many questions regarding the public
schools involvement in schoolage child are
remain unanswered, the positive effects experienced
by schools that have been involved an SACC should
encourage polacymakers at all levels to carefully
examine further expansion of this resource.
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7 WHAT CAN POLICYMAKERS DO?

This Policy Report emphasizes state and local
policy action local action, we have observed, can
respond immediately to community needs
"urtherenore, local efforts have become more
signifies* in view of cuts in federalandstatesoaal
service funding. The experience of local planning
groups has shown that collaboration between
interested individuals and groups representing
government, industry, and social services does
work. and often results in positive benefits
However. these local and state initiatives can only
go so far There is a role to be played by the federal
government as well This includes increasing direct
support for low income families so they can afford
school age care and providing funds to community
programs now labonng under increasing financial
constraints Federal and regional government can
act as facilitators, bnnging together suennes,
institutions, and organizations that have a stake in
improving school age child care. No one govern-
ment agency or program need be singly responsible.
Instead. support can and should reflect the full
range of human sevices child development,
education, manpower, community services, health,
and so on Schaotage child care should be regarded
as a preventive service which may well be an
investmen against future problems requiring even
greater government intervention and expenditures

The Range of Options
A 1982 publication of The Courtil of State
Go%ernments reports that "State involvement in

the extended school day care issue has been along*
continuum ranting from peripheral interest to
major funding. The level of involvement often
reflects the amount of political pressure brought to
bear by parents, education officials, and other
interest groups."' The some statement could also
apply to the involvement of localities.

Working together with child advocacy groups
;aid concerned citizens, state and local policy-

makers have facilitated the development of new
SACC programs and insured the continuation of
e- iabrg programs. Here are some examples:

legislators supported change in local
zoning laws in one community to accommodate
the provision of schoobage child care by
churches which, because of their location in
residential zones, would have had to oak a
different (and therefore less dogrel:4e) zoning
status (Fort Worth, Tea*. areal
A mayor helped to find a stable administrative
base for a program which would have folded
without help (Northampton, Massachusetts).
A state Governor's Office of Children and Youth
conducted statewide survey of parents and
children to determine how best to provide school-
age child care services (Hawaii).
Corporate executives in large city joined
together with an advocacy group to form task
f o-ce on schoolage child care and created a fund
which helps subsidize and develop whom.
age child care programs in the city's public
schools (Houston, Texas)
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The policy strategies described here are not "pie-
in the-sky" solutions with little basis in reality.
These examples have been selected precisely
because they are replicable by others who may
adapt them to meet the needs in their own
communities and states. In ever., case, these
solutions are practical response. to di :mmas fairly
common in the field of school-age e .ild care as It
attempts to become a highly visibleand viable
eervice.

Recommendations
Policy action in school age child care should
concentrate on:

' --ring about parents' demand for school age
coo,: Cart
increasing the supply of services, and remedial.
ing or initiating policies in order to reduce
harriers to development and delivery,
expanding financial support so that more low.
income families can use services, and
supporting or conducting research on the short.
and long term effects of school-age child care on
children's development and on the effects on
young children of prolonged periods of self-care.

teaming about parents' demand for
school-age child care

Initiate studies on need and demand. Surveys
could be conducted by the state education
agency or by other governmental agencies
(health, city planning, human services) These
efforts can be assisted by community action
groups and agencies (Junior Le,:gue, League of
Women Voters, business associations, child care
resource and referral agencies, community
foundations and funding agencies). Employers
,an include need for SACC in surveys of
employees' child care needs. At all government
levels, studies crould be conducted on special
populations of childrenchildren with special
needs, children in rural poverty settings,
migrant workers' children, am: others. State and
local policy should to developed to address the
right to equal access to school age child care
programs and services by children with special
needs (S-e References for Child Care Needs of
Exceptional Children, a report of California's
Child Development Advisory Committee, from
which this recommendation is denved.)
Initiate or support child care information and
referral agencies to gather data on parents'

preferences and demand for school-age services,
and to link parents and providers at the local
level.
Study the existing supply todetermme the extent
and capacity of existing services, gaps in
geographic distribution, and populations served.
At the national, state, and local levels, mount a
public education media campaign on the nsks to
young children of having no supervision, and the
solutions that are available.

Increasing the supply and remediating
barriers to development

Explore options for collaboration between public
and private sectors; for example, relationships
between provider agencies, parent groups, and
public schools and municipal recreation
departments and housing authorities.
Research state and local statutes and other
policy mechanisms which may impede the
development of SACC services, and improve or
create more supportive policies (for example..
building and zoning codes, state education
policy on the use of public schools for day care).
(See Appendix D for model state enabling

" legislation.)
Research existing state day care regulations for
applicability and appropriateness to school-age
child care, with regard to programs, family day
care, and group day care homes. Regulatory
bodies in the state should communicate, in order
to increase coordination among the various
agencies and departments. (See Appendix C for
chart of states' schoolage child care licensing
practices )
Explore options for staff training by community
colleges, universities, and other training center...

Expanding use by low-income famlies

Incre ase spending for school age child care
under the human services block grant (formerly
Title XX of the Social Security Act); advocate for
increased attention to schoolage child care at
the state level through the HSBG allocations
Process; raise reimbursement rates for family
day care providers to encourage them to serve
school.age children, expand the qualifications
for sliding fees to include parents with marginal
incomes.
Advocate for state child care tax credits and for
refundability provisions at federal and state
levels.
Support reforms In IRS policy that vnll grant tax-
exempt status to child care programs under the
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general category of providing child care to
worlung parents and that will provide general
access to their services.
Encourage interest of and seek support from
employers on the issue of school-age child care
for employees children Encourage employers to
participate in funding community programs and
services. (See Resources for references to
Houston. Texas. Institute f) r Families; Orlon 'o.
Florida. 4-C's employee as mince plan; and the
Corporate Child Developm nt Fund for Texas )
Initiate or support legiale ive innovations in:
state-guaranteed loans for start-up and
expansion of child care facilities, tax incentives
for ereployersupported child care: and incentive
grants to stimulate community-based initiatives

school age child care (See Appendix 1) for
summary of House Bill 1531, "The School
Facilities Child Care Act".)

Develop a research agenda to examine

The effects, both short- and long-term, on young
children of prolonged periods of self-care in
terms of emotional effects and serious risks (for
example, injuries and deaths due to fire.
accident, crime).

78
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The effects on young children of various
organized school-age child care services, using
such measures as aelfeeteem, school perform-
ance, peer relationships.
The cosUffectiveness of school-age services as
preventive measure to reduce the later costs
associated with adolescent crime, adolescent

regnancy, and school failure.

Conclusion
While some states and localities have taken
impressive strides towards improving and
expanding school-age child care, policymakera at
every level need to expand their efforts if we are to
assure that each child who needs school-age child
care will have it. Individuals and groups must
collaborate to solve the policy Problems that maybe
impediments to the growth and affordability of
school-age child care. We must beyond the
established boundaries between disciplines,
ideologies, and institutions in order to accomplish
this goal, and to create safe and enriching

s alternatives fet our children.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEROME KAGAN, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MA

There are several issues that must be addressed in any discussion of the
effect of day care on American children. The first has to do with the most
desirable profile of mental, emotional, and behavioral traits that America's
children should have during the next decade. Although it is not possible to
predict this profile with exactness, I believe that academic competence, a
technical skill, autoromy, capacity to live and work alone from one's family and
friends of rearing, and access to one's emotions will be adaptive traits when
today's young children become tomorrow's young adults. If this assumption is
treated as valid, then one can ask about the effect of day care on children.

I believe that if the day care is adequate, and I will define adequate in
a moment, the existing evidence seems to indicate that day care is neither helpful
nor harmful to mrst American children. By adequate, I mean no more than three
infants to one caretaker in the first two years of life and no more than eight
children, two to five years of age, to one caretaker during the years before
school entrance. Additionally, the staff of the day care should share the values
of the parents and hold favorable attitudes toward the profile of psychological
qualities named above. Under these conditions, the majority of children seem
relatively unaffected by day care. However, for Children who coma from broken
families or homes that generate anxiety, and for children who are extremely fearful
and timid due to temperamental factors -- about 10 percent of American children
fall in this category -- day care can be more harmful than home rearing. On the
other hand, for acme children living in very disorganized families, the day care
experience can be beneficial. It goes without saying that inadequate day care is
harmful for all children.

It is important to appreciate that there is no genefally effective day care
for all children. Parents must realize that whether day care will be helpful or
not depends upon their own values and their children's temperament and abilities.

This is the most important generalization emerging from the research on day care.

In my opinion, American mothers prefer to hire someone to take care of their
child, either in their own home or in another's home, rather than put their child
in day care. They choose the formnr because they are reluctant to give up the contro
of their child's care to another person. In a day care center they do not have the
Power to change the assignment of staff to their Child. However, if they are the
client hiring care for their young child they retain this power. For this reason,
most American mothers will continue to prefer to contract for individual care, rather
than enroll their child in a day care center. It should be noted that although
there has been some research evaluating the effect of group care, there has been
relatively little research evaluating the effect of surrogate care when it involves
one caretaker and one child, the most popular form of care in the United States today
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Because the existing scientific information on the effect of group care
is not complete enough to permit firm statements about what characteristics of
day care centers influence aspects of psychological development, recommendations
must come from extensive experience with group care and wise guesses. It is
believed that most recommendations are subject to the distortion of prejudices
and, therefore, all are to be interpreted with caution. Consensus among experts
is probably the best safeguard against invalid conclusions until better information
is available.

The characteristics of Ay care that could be regulated objectively by a
governmental agency, like yee,:s of education of the staff members or number of
toilet facilities in the center, are not likely to be of crucial importance. The
attributes of caretakers that are of greater importance include a fondness for
children, prior experience in raising children, some knowledge of child development,
and a tolerance of the needs of others. These qualities are not easily measured
and, therefore, cannot bp monitored effectively. Perhaps the best monitor of the
quality of day care is the family itself; the parents of a child in day care should
be able to effect changes in the institution when they feel their child is developing
anomalously. Government agencies could monitor day care centers by supporting
inspection teams that would evaluate the children and staff of particular centers
to determine if the development of the children was within normal limits. Although
it is difficult to establish what a governmental agency's role should be in regulatin
the quality of care, the attributes that can and should be regulated include the
following: ratio of staff to children, space, age of admission, and characteristics
of personnel.

There are three major risks associated with group day care for infants. The
first concerns physical health. Colds and mild infections are more frequent in the
group care setting than they are in the home because of the constant contact with
children who are temporarily ill. A second risk associated with day care is that
the child who is temperamentally quiet and withdrawn can become excessively isolated
in a group care center where staff members are busy. The quiet, apathetic child
who bothers no one can easily be forgotten. A third risk concerns the course of
cognitive development. Because language competence is one of the most imcortant
skills of our society, day care planners should encourage a one-to-one interaction
between staff and the young Child so that language development is enhanced. Day
care environments that restrict the young child to cribs or playpens prevent the
toddler from practicing maturing competences and retard the development of problem-
solving skills.

Finally, it is believed that it is probably unwise to admit an infant to a day
care center before four weeks of age. During the opening month of life the home
environment may provide better protection against contagious infection and it seems
reasonable to assume that the mother would want to be with the very young infant
during the early part of the postnatal adjustment. Second, some investigators have
reported that from seven to eighteen months of age the child is especially vulnerable
to being separated from the familiarity of the home. Because infants enter a new
stage of cognitive functioning around seven to eight months of age, when they become
vulnerable to fear following an exposure to unfamiliar events or people, it is
suggested that mothers who wish to enroll their infants in day care be encouraged
to do so when the child is between one and seven months or older than eighteen months
of age.

Finally, I believe that although the existing research on day care ZWym not
indicate that all day care is harmful to children, it does not follow tnat surrogate
care is good for children. Parents differ in the goals they have for their infants
a-' the pleasure they derive from raising them. These considerations are as
re vant in determining a stance toward day care as the existing empirical facts.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KRISTIN ANDeRSON, PROJECT DIRECTOR, WORKING PARENTS
PROJECT, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC ADVOCACY RESEARCH

The Center for Public Advocacy Research is a nonprofit research

organisation that identifies important public policy issues relevant to

children, youth and women, conducts research as a basis for informed action.

and advocates for sound policy development on their behalf in New York City

and State. For three years the Center has operated the Working F--ents

Project which has produced two research reports especially relevant to the

considerations of this Committee:

CORPORATE INITIATIVES FOR WORKING PIRENTS IN NEW YORK CITY: A TEN INDUSTRY

REVIEW, by Kristin Anderson. This study interviewed 80 companies

representative of the range of businesses in New York City and examined the

barriers and incentives that employers cite when asked about providing

assistance to working parents. The study makes thirteen recommendations to

encourage more experimentation and information sharing in the area of

corporate assistance to working parents in New York City.

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES TO ENCOURAGE EMPLOYER-SUPPORTED CHILD CARE: THE STATE

AND LOCAL PERSPECTIVE, by Dana Friedman. This report surveyed the 50 states

and 100 major city governments to examine the ways in which they were

encouraging employers to become involved in the provision of family supports.

The report identified four major roles: educztor, broker, facilitator and

model employer through which government can attempt to influence business to

become more involved in dependent care. The report makes fifteen

recommendations for New York City and State.
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:or two years the Working Parents Project has worked with organizations

and government agencies to implement the recommendations of these two reports

and develop more employer commitment to working parents. The major vehicle

for the Center's information program for corporations is BusinessLink, The

Report of Management Initiatives for Working Parbnts. This publication is

sent without charge to the Vice-President for Human Relations or the Personnel

Director of companies in the New York metropolitan area to bring to their

attention the activities of other companies and the benefits they derive from

their programs to provide dependent care assistance.

Through this and other activities including conferences and small group

meetings, the Center has developed a perspective on the realities of business

interest in helping working parents, knowledge of the most effective ways in

which governments can support these interests, and an understanding of the

gaps in the system that continue to deprive children and working parents of

the support they need.

The Center recently has inaugurated a new program to utilize our

expertise, contacts, and research capability to support the development of New

York State child day care policy. The objective of this work will be to

produce research reports and studies of major policy-related issues of child

day care in New York State that aasist in the on-going process of planning,

funding and improving day care services throughout the state.

Therefore, based on our understanding of corporate trends, current

demographic trends, and the capacities and roles of the city, state and

federal government, we recommend that the Select Committee on Children and

Youth consider six major activities:

1. Define a national dependent care policy that acknowledges the national

need for quality child day care programs that protect the beet interests

of children and nrovide working parents with the support they need to be

productive workers.
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2. Publicly acknowledge that the United States government must spend more

money to support child and dependent care. The Committee could publicly

state to Congress and.the American people that the key issue at this time

is not whether there is need, but how to date mine what is a reasonable

and efficient amount of money to spend now and over time.

3. Seriously examint the equity and efficiency of the current tax-based

system of providing families with extra funds for dependent care. This

process would include an analysis of the feasibility of making the child

care tax credit refundable, putting a cap on the use of Dependent Care

Assistance Plans based on salary reduction and considering family

allowance for families with Incomes under 175,000/year. Each of these

mechanisms would target more funds to middle and lower-income families

who need assistance the most. The Committee could also consider new ways

to use the tax system to create incentives for child care providers (i.e.

credits for more training or deductions for family day care providers).

4. Endorse the need for increasing direct subsidies by expanding the

existing funding mechanisms -- principally the Human Service Block Grants
-- and establishing a national subsidy formula to be applied

state-by-state, with state and local matches.

5. Encourage business participation in the dependent care system by

encouraging companies to support their local resource and referral

networks and to provide more extensive paid maternity and paternity

leaves for *heir own employees.

6. Provide funds for demonstration programs in after-school care to school

systems, labor unions, and non-government organizations, to develop new

models of after-school and sick child programs in different parts of the

country and in u.oan, suburban and rural settings.

There are obviously additional issues and sctivitiee that the Committee

will address, but in our estimation these six are significant, threshold
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activities that will have positive implicatilns for American parents,

employers, and most importantly, the nation's children.

The remainder of this paper examines each of these activities in more

depth.

1. Define national dependent care policy that acknowledges the used for

propane that protect the best Interests of children and provide working

parents with the support they mood to be productive workers.

The United States does not have clearly articulated national dependent

care policy. This works to the disadvantage of children who are deprived of

educational and enriching environments in their formative years and it works

to the disadvantage of society because the lack of easily available,

affordable dependent care do!s not promote a productive and efficient

workforce.

Every major industrialized nation except the U.S. has acknowledged

children's and worker's need for dependent care assistance by determining

national family policies, by developing ways to subsidize parental leaves and

by instituting systems of wholly or partially subsidized day care for children

and the elderly.

A U.S. policy must acknowledge the fact that there has been drastic

shift in the number of families with either children under six, handicapped

dependents, or elderly parents who need to find day care for them in order to

work. Parents can neither afford to stay home to deliver care themselves nor

can they earn enough to pay for quality care if they work. It is no longer

question of "either or -- either mother stays home with the children or she

goes to work -- yet in the absence of policy based on present-day realities,

the commitment to spend more federal money on child care becomes burdened by

"either...or" myths.
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Finally, developing a national dependent care policy will need to

incorporate diverse local needs and can only be developed in cooperation with

organizations and agencies working at local, county, state and national

levels. The Coslttee can begin this process by articulating a policy that is

then the subject of further debate, diacession and refinement by other bodies

before being adopted.

2. Publicly acknowledge that the United States government tut spend more

money to support child and dependemt care.

We are beginning to feel the negative effects of having ignored families'

needs for child day care for such a long time. Workers are becoming more

insistent in their demands for assistance in this critical issue of concern to

then; problems of the child care industry resulting from poor training,

credentiaiing and monitoring are shaking parent's confidenc, in the few

alternatives that are available, and the developmental and social problems of

latch-key children ac becoming more evident.

The problem with child day care is that there is no way that the people

who need it can purcha:e it at the price it coats to provide. In the U.S.

today, most dependent care is subsidized directly by the government,

indirectly by the providers or workers, or purchased at below market prices

from provide)* outside the system. Child day care of reliable quality is

expensive to provide -- it cannot be provided in inadequate spaces, without

certified professional staff, or without a low ratio of providers to

children. Therefore, there is a minimum cost below which child care of good

quality cannot be provided. This "threshold" is approximately $75 -$90 per

week per child or $3900 to $4680 per year depending on the region of the

country. This means that subsidized child care must extend into at least part

of the middle-class, it cannot be simply a program for the "p'orest of Us.)

poor." Once the federal government acknowledges these facts, it will be

easier to find the most efficient ways of subsidizing the very diverse and

decentralized options that are needed at the local level.
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Also, once the U.S. has an articulated policy based on the well-being of

both children and workers, and a commitment to spend more money in this area,

the programmatic options will be easier to assess.

3. Seriously exasine the equity and efficiency of tb.. tax-based

system of providing families with extra hands for dependent care.

Consider Raking the child care tax credit refundable, putting a cap on

the use of Dependent Care Assistance Plans based on salary reduction, and

the feasibility of a family allowance for families with incomes order

i7S,000/year. Each of these mechanisms would target more funds to aiddle

and lover-income families who need assistance the most.

The Select Committee is familiar with the arguments for making the child

care tax credit refundable. The problem seems to be political rather than

logical so the efficacy of the suggestion is doubtful; nevertheless, it is the

only way in whioh the current credit will help the majority of low-inzome

families. The fact that only 6% of the total tax credit dollars go to

families earning under $10,000 is a powerful argument for revising this system

of providing child care assistance.

The major arguments for putting a cap on the use of Dependent Care

Assistance Plans based on salary reduction are contained in the attached

paper, "The Inequities of Salary Reduction as National Child Care Policy:

Where Do We Go Prom Here?" by Ronald Soloway. This paper demonstrates that

salary reduction is of little benefit to taxpayers below $16,000 because they

receive equal or better value by using the child care tax credit, yet it

offers an ever increasing tax benefit to working families earning abov.

$20,000. It is still not possible to calculate the total dollar value the

government will forgoe to subsidize child care should salary reduction become

a common practice. Needless to say, the amount will be substantial. Having

made so large an investment in child care benefitting middle and upper income

families, government may feel compelled to consider a concomitant commitlent

to the working poor and blue collar families which would substantially

increase the cost of child care expenditures. Or, it may feel compelled to
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reduce its commitment to low-ancome families, which would be disastrous for

the individual families and the country as a whole.

Nevertheless, salary reduction is a popular program for employers and for

middle and upper-middle income workers who also suffer extras. financial

burdens in paying for child care. 3alary reduction could inspire wore

programs than any other form of employer assistance. This could have the

effect of bringing child care needs and expenses to the attention of companies

who will then have records of the number of employees xurring child care

expenses and may choose to initiate other forms of assistance to them.

We recoil...ad that dependent care be handled as a separate issue withit;

cafeteria-style benefit plans and a cap put on the amount of funds that

employees can use for salary reduction for dependent care. Dependent care

benefits have special characteristics which should influence the regulations

that govern their operation in cafeteria-style benefit plans:

Dependent care expenses are regular, predictable expenses essential

to alloying a parent or spouse to go to work.

They are time -limited --within very definable periods.

A parent cannot avoid or defer these expenses.

Child care expenses are a burden for working families.

The Proposed Regulations on Tax Treatment of Cafeteria Plans -- IRS

Information Release 84-59 -- makes specific reference to dependent are as an

allowable benefit in a cafeteria plan, ve propose the following

recommendations for these regulations:

Setting a ceiling on the amount of child care expenses that can be

claimed as a tax-free benefit to minimize overuse by the highest

paid workers. The ceiling should be based on the cost of full-day
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cecter-based pre-school care sod should b. indexed to reflect cost

of living increases.

Because of the difference in character between dependent care and

traditional medical expenses, employees should have the option to

carry over salary set-asides to the following year and at least one

option to change their election during the course of the year.

We recommend eliminating the discrimination test. A ceiling on the

amount of the benefit will elimf.:+te the abuses that a

discrimination test was designed to eliminate and will work to the

benefit of the vast majority of employees who work for smaller

companies which a discrimination test would not do.

DCAPs should be alloyed to exist as a stand-alone benefit where the

employer desires and not automatically be linked to other benefits.

Finally, the committee could examine the ways in which the tax system

could be used to provide incentives for more providers to enter into and stay

in the profession. For example,

Examine the possibility of providing special tax advantages for

those who provide Family Day Care in their home and are linked to a

neighborhood 'Center' that provides training, monitoring, a base for

meetings, and ancillary food and business services. There could be

an added incentive every year up to five years to encourage people

to stay with the profession.

There could be a tax concession to child care providers who spend

their own money for additional training. Again the concession could

increase for those who stay in the profession 5 years or more.

The Committee has received testimony from Joseph Piccione on the benefits

of a family allowance. The Center can add little to the argument except to
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endorse it as a potentially sore equitable approach.

4. Indorse the seed feeiscreased direct subsidy 17 expanding nodificatiou

of the gentile tannin macbanisa principally T e lama Services

flock Grants -- and establishing a aational 'aloofly fermis to be applied

state-by-state, with state and local natcbes.

The need for dependent care in the U.S. today takes many forms. Workers

say need to find care for an infant, pre-schooler, a school-age child under

12, a chronically ill child or adult, a handicapped child or adults, or an

aged infirm parent or relative. The fonts of assistance they seek include

in-hose sitters or attendants, faally-based day care, full-day group prograas,

part-day programs, and emergency and specialized services. Those who need to

purchase dependent care include working parents -- both single parents and

two-parent working families -- parent's in dire financial and/or emotional

straits, those in professional and non-professional training programs,

students in high-school, and parents in need of special services for lick

children, the chronically ill and the handicapped.

In order to supply such a di population with such a wide range of

services at a price they can afford, we believe that direct subsidy, either

through the existing RSEG program or through same form of vouchering, is the

cost equitable and easiest to adainister funding sechaniss. This system sakes

it easier to target benefits to lov-incose families, takes advantage of the

systems that are already in place, and allows for state and local matches and

monitoring.

One of the major problems with existing subsidy progress is tat there

are !accost eligiblity criteria with fixed cut-off points. This a parent who

receives a raall raise can suddenly find that their children can no longer

attend cuosidizwi day care but findst Child care on the open market

not only costs sore than the raise they received, but costs sore than they can

possible afford. We need a graduated subsidy for all workig parents based on

the difference between the cost of care and a calculated 'ability to pay'
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based on salary and number of family members. These subsidisies could be

available for group day care as veil as for family day care homes, infant

programs and after-school programs.

5. Incourage business participation by specifically encouraging companies to

support their local resource avid referral networks asd by urging thee to

develop more extensive paid 'maternity and paternity leave progress.

Two years of extensive work with employers has led the Center to conclude

that the most effective role for corporations -- one that they can understand,

embrace and afford -- is to supprt the resource and referral services in their

own communities. The recent decision by IBM to provide access to Iii services

for their employees in all the communities where their workers live,

demonstrates the appeal of this form of assistance to business. There are too

many problems with on-site centers for this form of assistance to become more

than an isolated phenomena. There will never be enough on-site centers

provided by employers to substantially affect the supply of child care for

workers. Nor is business likely to begin supplying subsidies for child care;

there simply isn't enough of a demonstrated cost/benefit trade-off.

Hovevcr, aside from those companies that have offered DCAP's through

salary reduction (meaning that the company is not putting any money into the

program), the great.st growth in employer interest in assisting employees with

child care is through information and referral services. Most companies

contract with a local information and referral service which provides the

company's employees with information about programs in their area which sight

fill their needs, advises them on how to select the right programs, and gives

them a follow -up call in a few months to sae that they are happy with the

arrangement they have made. A recent study by Catalyst of the nation's top

1500 employers found that more companies favor this form of assistance than

any other (B(k). It is appealing to companies because they can help their own

employees and the cmoucity at the same time (ELR services with corporate

contracts an provide the general public with better service a: a result), the

initial tort is low, they can observe how valuable it is to their employees
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over time and become more involved in other forms of support if this 'works',

and they can do it in cooperation with other businesses, the local RIM

service, and often .the United Way -- no government involvement is necessary.

Their investment is tax-deductible as a business expense.

We recosmend that this particular form of assistance be suggested to

companies by those congressional and executive branch initiatives to involve

the business sector in child care. This does not mean that there is no need

for some government funding to RAR services. In fact, those services that

have funds to develop a good corporate presentation and can also provide

tracing and suspervision for family day care homes, are best equipped to

market their services to companies. Some funding for these services could and

should be provided through government denonstration program funds; but

eventually the major responsibility for maintaining these services could be

sustained by business.

The second thing business can and should do is to provide more extensive

paid maternity and paternity leave for new parents and for parents of adopted

children. The cost of infant care is very expensive and studies show that

center-based care may present some difficulties for some infants. Most

mothers state that they would prefer to spend more than six weeks at home with

newborns, but economic necessity forces many of them to go back to work as

soon as possible. This approach seems short-sighted, doing a disservice to

parents, infants and the companies. A far more humane approach has been

developed in European countries like Austria where the unemployment insurance

system is utilized to provide mothers with one year maternity leave, a

guaranteed Job upon return and the equivalent of $300 per month in pay.

6. Rand demonstration programs with school systems, labor unions,

non-govsrnment organisations and govirment agencies to develop nor

models of after-echool programs and sick child programs in different

parto of the country and in urban sod rural settings.
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We need more experience and incentive for schools to take up the slack in

caring for latch-key children between the time the school day ends at 3PM and

the parents return frou'work around 6PM. Since the major barrier to

experimentation is the additional cost of keeping school buildings open and in

start-up costs, the Cluing seems right for a demonstration program with

federal funds.

Many youth-serving non-governmental organisations like the Yes, Girl's

and Boy's Club, Scouts, etc. are willing to organist progress in the schools

and some school systems wag. to .provide an opportunity for some of their

teachers to also work with after-school programs, but they need the incentive

of government funding (perhaps on a matching basis or formula) to overcome the

inertia of the current 'system".

Conclusion

These six suggestions require sore definition, study and probing

analysis; however, many of those who testified before the Committee

demonstrated a detailed understanding of the intracies of the issue and the

ability to assist the coemittec in the process of refining these suggestions

into a form that can be implemented. We urge the COurittee to take advantage

of this expertise and offer our resources ro you.
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Introduction

Today working parents can receive child care assistance in

three ways: direct,subsidy through Title XX and Title IV -A,

child care income tax credits and employer contribution. Each

of these assistance programs offers varying benefits to working

parents depending on income, number cE children, geographical

location and place of employment. This paper considers whether

salary reduction plans as part of employer-supported Dependent

Care Assistance Plans will offer any additional child care

assistance to those working parents most in need.

The Internal Revenue Service is currently considering

whether to approve salary reduction plans under Section 125 of

the United States Tax Code which authorizes their. use in

conjunction with dependent care assistance programs. Salary

reduction is an option for an employer interested in

subsidizing their employees child" care costs. This occurs

through mutual agreement between the employee and employer to

lower the taxable income of the employee, the amount of which

would be given to the employee in the form of pre-tax dollars

usable for child care. For instance, an employee earning

$20,000 could lower his/her salary by $3,000 paying taxes on a

$17,000 salary and using the valuable $3,000 for child care

expenses. Of clear value to some employees, salary reduction

is also valuable to the employer since they can "assist"

employees with their child costs without contributing anything

financially. In fact, the employer saves monay on reduced

social security and unemployment insurance payments and

ultimately in the productivity gains made by employees with

more satisfactory and stable child care arrangements.

Along with flexible benefits, Dependent Care Assistance

Plans, vouchers and flexible spending accounts, salary

reduction is being presented as a unique opportunity to involve ,
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employers in child care and create affordable child care for

working parents. However, there may be some potentially

negati...a implications to the widespread use of salary reduction

as the mechanism to. achieve these goals, particularly for low

wage earning employees. This paper begins to explore some of

the potential inequities in salary reduction when offered by

employers and the subsequent effect of'those inequities given

current government policy.

It is the position of the Center for Public Advocacy

Reserach, Inc. that day care should be universally available

and affordable to all families desiring it for their children.

In the absence of a national child care policy providing such

child care, we believe that government should subsidize the

child care services for those parents least able to afford it

themselves. Further, we believe that those employers able to

act in their own economic interest will be more likely to

provide child care benefits to their most valued and highly

paid workers, leaving greater numbers of lower paid, unskilled

working parents without corporate support for their child care

needs.

Summary and Highlights

Our analysis of the salary reduction option under

Dependent Care Assistance Programs reveals that:

o Salary reduction of $2400 will provide limited

benefits to working parent(s) with incomes below

$20,000 because these working parents do better

taking advantage of the child care tax credit.

Salary reduction at the $5,000 level will be mors

beneficial to taxpayers with gross incomes above

$15,000 but many of those taxpayers will not spend

1/3 of their income on child care.

41-047 0 - 85 - 26 79 7
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o The federal government will be providing massive

subsidies to those working parents most able to afford

paying their own child care costs. This will be

occurring in light of recent cutbacks in federal child

care funds available wader Title XX and Title IV-A.

o Salary reduction is attractive to employers because

they can support child care without cost to the company

-- in fact, they might save money. It effectively

lifts the economic burden from employers for meeting

the child care needs of its employees -- shifting it

back to government and individual workers -- despite

the benefits accruing to business from a workforce more

productive because of stable child care arrangement.

Dependent Care Programs due to their

"non-discriminatory" coverage would be more likely to

benefit lower paid workers. On the other hand, because

of the availability of the child care tax credit,

salary reduction tends to benefit higher income workers.

o The benefits under salary reduction should be capped so

funds will be available to expand federal support to

lower income working parents through increased

contribution to Title )OC and IV-A and by increasing the

value of the child care tax credit.

Analysis

To begin our analysis of the utility of Salary Reduction

plans to different family income groups we assumed several

criteria:

1. An analysis of how salary reduction and the child care

tax credit impact on a family of three with one wage

earner accurately reflects the impact on other family

groupings.
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2. The use of $2400 and $5000 levels of cost for child

care can accurately reflect the different economic

impact between use of the child care tax credit and

salary reduction.

3. That family of three with one wage earner must have an

atter tax income of $10,400 to pay for household

necessities before funds become'available for child

care.*

The first step in the analysis was to determine at what

income level this family of three with one wage earner could

afford to purchase child care services. As detailed in Table
1, it was determined that funds becone available for child care

at approximately $12,000 of income. Below this level, this

family cannot avail itself of the benefits of either salary

reduction or the child care tax credit and must, of necessity,

rely on publicly subsidized child care.**

75WTalowing costa for household necessities are below the
"lower level" standard of living for the New York City-Northern
New Jerl.cy metropolitan area but may be equivalent to this
standard in many parts of the United States.

Food . $3950.00
Housing 2100.00

Home Furnishing & Opkeep 532.00
Transportation 814.00

Clothing 700.00
Personal Care 304.00
Medical Care 1000.00

Other 1000.00
$10,400.06

**In New York State this family would be charged about $500 for
publicly subsidized child care -- funds ($350 due to a $150 tax
credit) that would have to be paid by forgoing a portion of the
necessities of life.
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Interestingly, this family is unable to benefit from the

highest percentage of the child care tax credit (30%) because

the family has no disposable income to spend on child care if

total income is less than $10,000, and for slightly higher wage

earners, because of lack of refundability of the child care.tax

credit. In fact, this family will not reach maximum

eligibility for the child care tax credit ($2400) until income

reaches a little above $15,000.

TABLE ONE

FAMILY INCOME AVAILABLE FOR CHILD CARE PAYMENTS BY INCOME
FOR A FAMILY OF THREE WITH ONE WORKING PARENT

Gross Annual
Family Income

Taxes-Income
and Social
Security *_

Net Annual
Income

Required
Family

Consumption
Budget

Available
Funds'tor
Child Care

$10,000.00 $1,249.00 $8,751.00 $10,400.00 ($ 1,249.00)
12,000.00 1,692.00 10,308.00 10,400.00 ( 92.00)
15,000.00 , 2,435.00 12,565.00 10,400.00 2,165.00
16,000.00 2,692.00 13,308.00 10,400.00 2,908.00
17,000.00 2,949.00 14,051.00 10,400.00 3,651.00
18,000.00 3,206.00 14,794.00 10,400.00 4,394.00
19,000.00 3,483.00 15,517.00 10,400.00 5,117.00
20,000.00 3,760.00 16,240.00 10,400.00 5,820.00
23,500.00 4,781.00 18,718.50 10.400.00 8,318.50
30,000.00 7,022.00 22,978.00 10,400.00 12,578.00

*In calculating income tax three dependents @ $1,000 each are
subtracted from gross income. 1983 tax tables are used.

If we assume child care coats of $2400 for the year (Table

2), the net gain from using the child care tax credit is more

beneficial to families with gross annual incomes of $19,000.00

but is less desirable for the family at the $20,000.00 income

level. At the $20,000.00 income level the advantage to the

family of using the salary reduction option rather than the tax

credit is $32 80; at $23,500.00, the advantage of using salary

reduction is $140.80; and at $30,000.00 the advantage of salary

reduction is $352.80. At $87,200.00 the benefit of salary

reduction maximizes at $1200.00 ($720.00 above the available

8,0
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child care t-x credit) because these t.xpayers can take full

advantage of the full $2400 pre tar deduction within the 10%
maximum tax bracket.

TABLE TWO

RELATIVE ADVANTAGE alf CHILD CAME TAX CREDIT VS.
SALARY REDUCTION by GROSS FAMILY INCOME FOR
A FAMILY OF THREE WITH ONE WORKING PARENT

Funds Taxes on Taxes Net Gair
Available income with on Income Net Gain Using

Gross Annual for Child Care with Salary Using Child Salary
Family Income Child Care Tax Credit Reductions Tax Cretts Reductic

.

*10,000.00 ($ 1,249.00) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
12,000.00 92.00) N.A. N.A. N.A N.A.
15,C00.00 2,165.00 1,807.15 ' 1,898.24 627.1s5 536.7C
16,000.00 2,908.00 2,020.00 2,087.20 672.00 604.8(
17,000.00 3,651.00 2,277.00 2,334.20 672.00 614.8C
18,000.00 4,394.00 2,558.00 2,589.20 648.00 616.8(
19,000.00 5,117.00 2,835.00 2,846.20 648.00 636.8C
20,000.00 5,820.00 3,136.00 3,103.20 624.00 656.8(
23,500.00 8,318.50 4,205.50 4,064.70 576.(10 716.8(
30,000.00 12,578.00 6,518.00 6,156.20 504.00 856.8C

If we assume child care costs of $5000.00 per year, the

relative advantage of salary reduction over the child care tax
credit occurs at approximately $15,500.00 of income. Xt

$16,000.00 of income the advantage of salary reduction is

$58.28. at *18.000.00 the advantage is $376.o0s at $20,000 the
advantage is 4701.007 at 423,500 the advantage is $861.00; and
at $30,000.00 the advantage is $1221.00. Thus, the family
earning $30,000 has a tax advantage via salary reduction of

$1725.00 (vs. a $504.00 savings with the child care.px credit)

benefiting in the amount of $1221.00 over current tax policy.

On the other hand, the family earning $16,000 has a tax

advantage via salary reduction of $703.28 (vs. a $672.0'.! child

care tax credit) benefiting in the amount of 458.28 over current

tax policy. A further analysis of Table Three indicates the
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relative advantages of the salary reduction option to wealthier

taxpayers while those taxpayers considered low income working

class receive relatively little tax advantage. Benefits under

salary reduction maximize at $2500 ($2020.00 above the

available child care tax credit) for faailies of this type

earning $89,800.00 where they can take advantage of the full

$5000.00 pre tax deduction within the 50Vtax bracket.

TABLE ?HMI

RELATIVE ADVANTAGE Olt CHILD CARE TAX CREDIT VS.
AMIN: 1.71M' 11 ' v, en.

FAMILY OP THREE NITS on woman PARENT PAYING
$5000 PER YEAR Pot CHILD CARE

Gross Annual
Niaily Income

Funds
Available

for
Child Care

Taxes on
Income with
Child Care
Tax Credit

Tames'
on Income
with Salary
Reductions

Net Gain
Using Child
Tax Credits

Net Gain
Using

Salary
Reduction

$10,000.00 ($
12,000.00 (

1,249.00)
92.00)

N.A.
B.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A. .

N.A.
N.A.

15,000.00 2,165.00 1,807.15 1,898.24 627.85 536.76
16,000.00 2,908.00 2,020.00 1,961.72 672.00 730.28
17,000.00 3,651.00 2,277.00 2,025.20 672.00 923.80
18,000.00 4,354.00 2,558.00 2,182.08 648.00 1,024.00
19,000.00 5,117.00 2,835.00 2,106.00 648.00 1,297.00
20,000.00 5,820.00 3,136.00 2,435.00 624.00 1,325.00
23,500.00 8,318.50 4,205.50 3,344.50 576.00 1,437.00
30,000.00 12,578.00 6,518.80 5,297.00 504.00 1,725.00

Summary and Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that salary reduction is of little

benefit to taxpayers below $16,000 because those working

parents would receive equal or bettor value by using the child

car, tax credit. Between income levels of $16,000 and $20.000.

the salary reduction may have some marginal utility to working

parents with that utility increasing as the cost of child cars

increases. At $2400 of child care cost per year, the salary

reduction option poses little benefit: but at $5030 of child

care cost per year, the salary reduction option could double

8'2
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the savings Available to a family earning $20,000. One must

consider, however, how likely working parents earning $20,000

are to be spending $5000 on child care. Above $20,000 of
income, salary reduction offers substantial and ever increasing

tax benefits to working parents.

Within the context of this paperr, it is impossible 'to

calculate the total dollar value the government will spend to

subsidize child car* should salary reduction be approved by the

Internal Revenue Service. Needless to say, the amount will be

substantial. Having made such a large investment in child care

benefiting middle and upper income families, government must be

asked what the concomitant commitment is to the -working poor

and blue collar family. Will Title XX and Title IV-A child

care funds be increased? Will the child care tax credit be

increased for lower-income working families? Will the child

care tax credit be made refundable? Without federal government

commitment to address the child care reeds of the nebdiest

working parents, salary reduction becomes nothing more than a

massive income redistribution plan on behalf of those most able

to afford child care for their children.

And what does a salary reduction option do for busines's?

At a time when business is being pressured by a changing

workforce, labor shortage and employee demands for child care,

salary reduction permits companiJs to meet their needs through

government subsidy. Under current regulations, business could

set up a dependent care assistance plan to meet the child care

needs of its working parents -- suppc:ted through corporate

financing much like other fringe benefits. With salary

reduction, there will be no incentive for business to establish

DCAP's without salary reduction. Hence, no corporate

contribution to the child care needs of its working parents.

The recent design of various subsidy f:ograms by business,

803
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whether through Dependent Care Assistance or vouchers,

generally tends to take into account employee earnings. For a

number of companies, like Polaroid and the Ford Foundation,

greater benefits are offered to the lower wage earning

employees in recognition of their greater needs. Salary

reduction creates incentive patterns, described earlier, which

result in greater benefit to the wealthier working parent(s).

Salary reduction must be seen for what it is -- income

redistribution to the wealthier and welfare for the corporate

sector. And what do the working poor get out of salary

reduction? Very little. In fact, they might actually suffer

more if the reduced federal revenues accruing from salary

reduction plans create the need to further reduce federal

spending and such cuts are made to Title IV-A, Title )OC or the

Child Care Feeding Program.

Those attempting to influence corporate activity in child

care must examine the potential dangers of lobbying against

salary reduction for it surely will be of some value to

struggling middle class earners. The major inequity is that

government under salary reduction subsidizes the wealthier wage

earner and businessef, which should be contributing to the child

care need of its working parents.

A way must be found to increase government and business

contributions to the child care needs of low income working

parents. Perhaps the discussion should focus on what tradeoffs

we want from the federal government and corporate sector for

our support of salary reduction. What can we get? What

strategy should we use?

In the meantime, we suggest that if salary reduction plans

are approved by the Internal Revenue Service they should be

-9--
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capped at 13000 per individual. This limitation would help
assure the non-discriminatory nature of Dependent Care

Assistance Plans and reduce federal outlays -- savings which we

as child care advocates can argue should be used to fund child

care services for low-income working parents through Tita XX

and IV -A or by increasing the value to this population of the

child care tax credit.

-10-
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PtEPARED STATEMENT OF T BERRY BRAZELTON, M.D., CHIEF, DIVISION OF CHILD DE-
VELOPMENT, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, ASSOCIATE PROFESSCR OF PEDIATRICS, HARVARD
MEDICAL SCHOOL

It is absolutely vital that we as a naticn begin to loot. for critical tires

when we can she up families in our country. Fifty-eight percent of children will
have be raised for a signIfirant part of their lives in single parent families by

the time they are 18. Single mothers (divorced, widored or by choice) constitute

98 percent of these single parents. Their families are contributing to a large

percent of she below- poverty level incases because of the lack of opportunity and

lod salaries for woven and also because rest of these women must balance their

families' care with part-tire Jabs. A asjority of these low incase, single parent

families are minority families who already )Ave a feeling of failure and of power-

lessness in the White sociey. Their only resort is to turn to welfare systems or

to other government subsidies when they find they cannot manage on low incur= and

still support their families. They will inevitably give up and beam reliant on

handouts. This cannot be a proper envirarrent for an increasingly large percent of

children in our country. We rust start to look for ways to improve the chance of

families staying together and for building up the parents' self image at a tire when

they can be reinforced for work and family productivity. If they have a positive

self-image, they are likely to pass this on to their children, who will grew up to

be more carpetent and independent citizens in the future.

One time to back up new, young families sears obvious -- around the advent of

a new baby. All of the evidence that we have about pregnar,zy, labor and delivery and

the growth of attachrent between parents and ned infant shod us that this is an

optimal tire for reinforcing nurturant forces in adults within a family'. If we support

new parents with a carpetence rrodel at the tire of their readjustment to a new infant,

can hope to reinfr.rce their attadment both to the baby and to each other. We

shall strengthen the family against future onslaughts. If we give parents a feeling

that this is a tire when they are neeced as nurturers, they are likely to feel

8 ''6
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empowered as people and pass on this feeling of empowerment to their offspring.

This is a none=such time for us as a country to emphasize as symbolic of our belief

in the future of the U.S. family.

We must institute the full, free choice of being at home to nurture a new

baby for a significant time. Our own research (see reprint) indicates that a new

mother needs four months to learn about her baby and About herself as a nurturer.

We must provide paid maternity leave for at least a three-n=1th period for working

women at a national level. If we want men to be involved in their future families,

we must provide one month paid leave for men -- to symbolize our belief that men are

critical to their families. The U.S. is already far behind Sweden, Russia, China,

Japan, Israel and most Eurpcean countries in providing this kind of maternity and

paternity leave for new families. We must reconsider. We car.x3t expect industry or

individual employers to have the same investment in our future families.

When we have instituted governmElt paid leave for parents, we can as%findustry

to consider their am roles in backing tp parents of young families. Such well-tried

program as 1) flax time, 2) shared jabs, 3) part-time jobs for new parents and

4) substitute care for children within the industrial setting. Industries who provide

these cushions for the family are finding a predictable increase in output, increased

allegiance and decreases attritidn in their trained employees. The stress on the worke,

for managing their families and their jabs are decreased and their energy for

Investing In their jobs is increased, as would be expected (cf. Strideright, etc.).

We must alert industry to these programs.
.

veawhile, since over half of mothers (married and single) in this country of

hi'dren under six are in the workforce, it is critical that we examine what kind of

envirpnments they are providing for their children while they work. We know that

the number of supervised day care centers or family day care centers are woefully
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inadequate to serve the needs of these people. The more deprived the family, the

less likely they are to find suitable care for their cildren. Minorities and the

very poor are endangered, in particular. We know now that the future of small

children is highly dependent.on the adequacy of their environments in infancy and

early chilhood. Can we afford to let poverty reproduce itself? Can we afford to

have minority families pass cn a feeling of fear, of.hopelessness and of being

beseiged by our present culture? Dar this is what inadequate care in infancy

and early childhood will engender in these children.

We have resisted looking csrefully at the effects of substitute care in the

U.S. because of a basic, largely unconscious bias that mothers should be at hone

with their children. We do not want to consider any alternative. But, to our chagrin

in this country, we are finding that it is no longer even an average family that has

a mother at hare. Over half of the children under six are in substitute care with

mothers at work. We must address this as a nation. We need to look carefully at

1) the tuning which is optimal for parents to return to work, 2) when it is least

harmful to place infants in substitute care, 3) what kind of care is minimal for

their optimal development, 4) what outcomes we can expect in emotional, cognitive

and physical development if we place babies in substitute care. Fast outcome studies

so far have been done with a strong bias for or against day care and are for small

populations. Hence, they may not represent outcomes for all children who are at

risk. We da not have outcome measures of social and personal develorarent which may

represent the deficits and the assets of early day care. (cf. Headstart showed

benefits In ovtcorre at 14 years when children demonstrated more motivation, increased

self-image, etc.). We need better studies and ones which represent all populations --

especially for poor and for subcultures.

But provision of day care could be a supplement to the family if it were

done properly. It could split families apart if it is done improperly. Of course
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parents will grieve and feel inadequate at having to leave small dh,idren in the

care of others. Of course they will abdicate responsibility to others. Of course

it could loosen ties within the family. We rust not allow that to happan. Day

Care centers must focus on Strengtherung family ties. If their goal is the family

as well as the child, it could become a major force for enhancing family life for

working families.

Day Care must be subsidized in order to provide the kind of optimal care we

need for babies and small dhildren. Unless the ratio is no greater than one adult

to four babies or small child, we know that children cannot receive adequate

individualized attention and appropriate stimulation. A ratio of less than 1%4

with a trained and supervised day care person is dangerous to the future of our

country. We can expect an increase in disordered, disturbed and psychopathic teen-

agers. We caunot afford that. We must provide adequate care and stirulation for

small children whose futures are at risk. We must upgraee day care as a profession

and supervise it properly. The kind of serious assaults on small children in day care

have only occurred where professionals were not well trained and supervised, and where

parents were not empowered to participate in the supervision of these centers. We

need parent involvement. We need proper training, supervision and remuneration for

all day care personnel.

The National Association for Education of Young Children is ready to institute

a program for supervising quality assessment of day care centers. We should back

them to carry it out annually. We must subsidize day care nationally. We must create

tax incentives for parents who must use day care.

These programs could strengthen the family and the future of our children in

the U.S. We can't afford to neglect these opportunities.
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Four Early Stages
in the Development of

Mother-Infant Interaction

T. BERRY BRAZELTON, M.D. AND
HEIDELISE ALS, Ph.D.

HAVING COME TO THE STUDY OF NEONATES BY WAY OF PEDIATRIC

practice and psychoanalytic research on mother-infant interaction
at the Putnam Children's Center, we became aware of the power-
ful influence of the individuality of the new infant in shaping his
environment., In the early 1950s, when most of our research was
aimed at understanding the environmental force's which produced
pathology in childhood, we were struck with the importance of
seeing this pathology as the result of an interaction between the
child and his environment. It appeared to be vitally, important to
understand why parents could function well with one kind of in-
fant but not with another (Braze 1ton, 1976). This led us to try to

Dr. Brazelton is Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School;
Director, Child Development Unit, Children's Hospital Medical Center,
Boston. Dr. Ms is Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (Psychology), Harvard
Medical School; Director of Research, Child Development Unit. Children's
Hospital Medical Center, Boston.

This work was supported by grants from the Robert Wood Johnson Found*.
tion, the Carnegie Foundation, and the William T. Grant Foundation.

Presented as the Helen Ross lecture, Chicago Psychoanalytic Society,
Chicago, Illinois; April 13, 1978.

1. Because of the authors' close collaboration since 1972, the pronoun "we"
has been used throughout, although only the senior author in fact worked
at the Putnam Children's Center.
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understand the kinds of equipment which each member of the
mother-infant dyad brought to their interaction. We do not mean
to exclude the father and siblings, nor the extended family, for
all of these are of vital importance to the dyad of which we shall
speak. But for simplicity's sake, we shall speak here of mothers
and infants. In this process of interaction, we have become even
more impressed with the power of such a dyadic interaction itself,
and the importance of not analyzing each member as if he were an
independent actor--independent of the effects of the interaction.

We felt that the earliest observable behavior of mothers and in-
fants might be a clue to the influence each member of the dyad
might have on the other. We found in our research at Putnam
Children's Center that the prenatal interviews with normal primi-
paras, in a psychoanalytic interview setting, uncovered anxiety
which seemed at first to be of almost pathological proportions.
The unconscious material was so loaded and so distorted, so near
the surface, that before delivery the interviewer felt inclined to
make an ominous prediction about each woman's capacity to ad-
just to the role of mothering. Yet, when we saw each in action as
a mother, this very anxiety and the distorted unconscious material
seemed to become a force for reorganization, for readjustment.to
an important new role. We began to feel that much of the pre-
natal anxiety and distortion of fantasy was a healthy mechanism
for bringing a woman out of the old homeostasis which she had
achieved to be ready for a new level of adjustment. The "alarm
reaction" we were tapping was serving as a kind of "shock treat-
ment" for the reorganization required for her new role. We agree
with Bowlby's (1969) concept of attachment and his emphasis on
the "imprinting" of the mother on the new infant. We now see
the shake-up in pregnancy as readying the circuits for new attach-
ments; as preparation for the many choices which she must be
Izady to make in a very short, critical period; as a method of free-
ing her circuits for a kind of sensitivity to the infant and to his
individual requirements which might not have been easily or
otherwise available

of
her earlier adjustment. Thus, this very

emotional turmoil of pregnancy and of the neonatal period can be
seen as a positive force in the mother's healthy adjustment, en-
abling 1..7 to provide a more individualizing, flexible environment
for the infant (Bibring et al., 1961).
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Prospective fathers must be going through a very similar kind
of turmoil and readjustment. In an ideal situation we might be
offering both of them a lot more support and fuel for their new
roles than we do. So far, we in medicine have not done well in
substituting for the extended family in this earliest period, but
we surely are just on the brink of,exercising our potential as sup.
ports for young parents.

As we began in the early 1950s to.attempt to document and
understand neonatal behavior, very powerful mechanisms seemed
to dominate the neonate's behavior (Braze lton, 1961). In the tre-
mendous physiological realignment that the changeover from in-
trauterine to extrauterine existence demands, it has always amazed
us that there is any room for individualized responses, for alerting
and stimulus-seeking, or for behavior which indicates a kind of
processing of information in the neonate; and yet, there is. De-
spite the fact that his major job is that of achieving homeostasis
in the face of enormous onslaughts from his environment, we can
see evidence of affective and cognitive responses in the immediate
period after delivery.

This very capacity to reach out for, to respond to, and to or-
ganize toward a response to social or environmental cues seems so
powerful at birth that one can see that even as a newborn the in-
fant is "programmed" to strive, as he wakes from sleep and is on
his way to a disorganized crying state, to turn his head to one side,
to set off a tonic neck reflex, to adjust to this with a hand-to-mOuth
reflex and sucking on his fist. All of these can be called primitive
reflex behaviors. But as soon as the newborn has completed this
series, he sighs, looks around, and listens with real anticipation,
as if to say, "This is what I'm really here forto keep interfering
motor activity under control so that 1 can look and listen and
learn about my new world."

Our own model of infant behavior and early infant learning
goes like this: The infant is equipped with reflex behavior re-
sponses which are established in rather primitive patterns at birth.
He soon organises them into more complex patterns of behavior
which serve his goals for organization at a time when he is still
prone to a costly disorganization of neuromotor and phys;ological
systems, and then for attention to and interaction With his world
(Als, 1979a). Thus, he is set up to learn about himself, for as he
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achieves each of these goals, his feedback systems say to him,
"You've done it again! Now go on." In this way, each time he
achieves a state of homeostatic control, he is fueled to go on to
the next stage of disruption and reconstitutiona familiar model
for energizing a developing system...We use Robert White's (1959)
"sense of competence" as our idea for fueling the system fron.
within. We also believe that the infant's quest for social stimuli is
in response to his need for fueling from the world outside. As he
achieves a homeostatic state, and as he reaches out for a disruptive
stimulus, the reward for each of these states of homeostasis and
disruption is reinforced by social or external cues. Hence, he starts
out with the behaviorally identifiable mechanisms of a bimodal
fueling system(1) of attaining a state of homeostasis and a sense
of achievement from within; and (2) the energy or drive to reach
out for and incorporate cues and reinforcing signals from the world
around him, fueling him from without. He is set up with be-
havioral pathways for providing both of these for himselffor
adaptation to his new world, even in the neonatal period. Since
very little fueling from within or without may be r.:cessary to
"set" these patterns and press him onward, they are quickly orga-
nized and reproduced over and over until they are efficient, incor-
porated, and can be utilized as the base for building later patterns.
Greenacre's (1959) concept of early pathways for handling the
stress and trauma of birth and delivery as precursors for stress pat-
terns later on fits such a model. It is as if patterns or pathways
which work were "greased up" for more efficient use later on. Our
own concept is that others are Mailable too, but these are just
readied by successful experience.

With this model of available behavioral response systems which
provide an increased availability to the outside world, one can
then incorporate Sander's (1977) ideas of early entrainment of bio-
behavioral rhythms, Condon and Sander's (1974) propositions that
the infant's movements match the rhythms of the adult's voice,
Mcltzoff and Moore's (1977) work on imitation of tongue protru-
sion in a 3-week-old, and Bower's (1966) observations cm early
reach behavior to an attractive object in the first weeks of life. As
each of these responsive behaviors to external stimuli fuels a feed-
back system within the baby toward a realization that Le has "done



it"--controlled himself in order to reach out for and respond ap-
propriately to an external stimulus or toward a whole adult be-
havioral sethe gets energized in such a powerful way that one
can easily see the base for his entrainment. The matching of his
responses to those in the external world must feel so rewarding
that he quickly becomes available to whole sequential trains of be-
havioral displays in his environment and begins to entrain with
them. He becomes energized to work toward inner control and
toward states of attention which maintain his availability to these
external sequences. In this way, "entrainment" becomes a larger
feedback system which adds a regulating and encompassing dimen
sion to the two feedback systems of internalized control and exter-
nalized stimulus-response. Hence, entrainment becomes an enve-
lope within which one can test out and learn about both of his fuel-
ing systems. Thus, he can learn most about himself by making him-
self available to entertainment by the world around him. This ex-
plains the observable drive on the part of the neonate to capture and
interact with an adult interactantand his "need" for social inter-
action. Figure 1 shows a schematic presentation of this mutual
fueling process (Als and Brazelton, 1978).

But the infant is not alone in this process of learning about him-
self in the first few weeks and months. Because of the available
energy, disrupted from old pathways in pregnancyanxiety, if you
willthe new parents are just as raw and ready for learning about
themselves as the neonate. just as they learn about each new. stage
in their dev.lopment and find the appropriate control syst.m, and
experience the excitement of being fueled by the baby, the father
ant, khe mother are forced to learn about themselves. As each new
stage in the infant's development presses them to adjust, they learn
about the exciteraent and pain of disruption and the gratification
of homeostasis as they hit 7 plateau. in this 1146-a we see mothers
and fathers learning about themselves as developing people while
they learn about their new baby. This is also the way in which
the fueling for both nurn -ance and learning comes about at each
new , age in the baby's development. Otherwise, nurturing a new
infant would be too costly and too painful. In a r-ciprocal feed-
back system, the rewards are built in for the parents as well as the
infant.
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We have adopted some of the concepts of a cybernetic feedback
system as adaptable to our conceptual base (Tronick and Brazel-
ton, 1979; Braze lton et al., 1979). This system allows for the feed-
back rewards of achieving homeostasis as well as the importance

PROCESS OF INTERACTIVE NEGOTIATION
BRINGING ABOUT EACH STAGE OF ORGANIZATION

INFANT PASENT

AFFECTIVE AMBIENCE

HOMEOSTASIS

FLEXIBLE USE

REAUZATION CF CAPACITY

EMERGENT CAPACITY

HOMEOSTASIS

SUPPORT OF USE

IDENTIFICATION OF
REAUZATION

ENTRAINMENT

AFFECTIVE AMBIENCE

Figure 1

of forces for disruption and the subsequent learning to reorganize
after each disruption. It represents a fueling .nodel which fits with
Erikson's (l968'1 stages of development, McGraw's (1945) spurts in
development with. periods of regression for reorganization and
digestion of newly at hieved skills, and Piaget's (1936) concepts of
assimilation and accommodation.

The notion of a feedback system seems to fit our model particu-
larly well, since it presents an adaptive model to stress and change,
with a built-in self-regulatory goal. The immature organism with
its vulnerability to being overloaded must be in constant homeo-
static regulationthe physiological and the psychological. Han-
dling input becomes a major goal for the infant, rather than a
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demanding or a destructive one. Such a system can handle disrup-
tion either by negative, stressful or by positive, attractive, stimuli;
but the organizing aspect of both is seen in the amount of growth,
of the system. Since positive stimuli permit growth and homeo-
stasis with less cost, one can predict the value of a sensitive en-
vironmental feedback for the immature organism; just as cne can
predict with a more constantly stressful environment that there
will be zit attempt at precocious mastery; and finally, if the adult
member or members are insensitive to the needs of the immature
member of the dyad or triad, an expensive fixation or even break-
down in the system. If disruption or fixation does not occur, then
stress can provide a learning paradigm for handling the stress and
then recovery (Als et al., 1979a). Either way there is disruption
of the old balance, but in one there is the energizing feedback of
closing a successful homeostatic circle, with the infant thereby
being readied and fueled for the next step in development.

We first began to see the value of such a conceptual base when
we were developing the Braze 1ton (1973) Neonatal Behavioral As-
sessment Scale. The concept underlying the assessment is that the
neonate can defend himself from negative stimuli, can control in-
terfering autonomic and motoric responses in order to attend to
important external stimuli, and can reach out for and utilize stim
ulation from his environment necessary for his species-specific
motor, emotional, social, and cognitive development. Using the
baby's own control over his states of consciousness, the examiner
attempts to bring the baby from sleep to wakefulness and even to
crying and back to sleep again as he assesses the neonate's capacity
to respond to and elicit social responses from the environment. In
a 20-minute assessment, an examiner can begin to feel a neonate's
strengths in shaping those around him. The newborn responds
clearly and differently to appealing and negative intrusive stimuli.
Both kinds of stimulation provide some form of organization, but
as one handles him and sees him achieve an alert state, using the
examiner's cues, and as he then maintains a clearly alert state, one
begins to realize how much a part of his organization the nurtur-
ing "other" can and must be. We work to achieve the infant's
"best performance" on a series of responses to various stimulito
voice, to face, to handling and cuddling, to the rattle, and to a
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red bail. As the infant becomes excited and responsive, one can
see his incteased and increasing sense of mastery and involvement
with the adult examiner. His states of consciousness become the
holding or cybernetic envelope for all his reactions; and as he re-
sponds individually to stimuli and as he moves from state to state;
one can see and feel him respond to the stimulus, regain his bal-
ance, then move on to respond to the next stimulus. The process
of responding :.f realizing that he has responded by readjusting
his state to incorporate that response, of realizing he has achieved
a new but stable statebecomes the initial envelope for interac-
tion with his world and for realizing his own control over his
homeostatic systems As one plays with a newborn, one realizes
that the newborn is indeed displaying a marvelous capacity to
regulate his internal physiological responses by the mechanisms of
internal homeostatic control or "state" control. The newborn's
"awareness" of this capacity becomes a first basis for internalizing
his capacity to control himself and his environment as well as a
base for the next steps..We believe that these observations might
lend perspective to Hartmann's (1939) idea of precursors of ego
development.

In following the system of organization through the infant's
first 4 months of life, we were able to discern three more succes-
sive stages of disruption, progress, and the reachievement of
homeostasis. Throughout the infant learns about himself, and the ^ IA

mother's self-awareness increases as she participates in helping him
achieve the goals of each of these stages. These then become a rich
base for the infant's affective and cognitive development as well' as
his awareness of himselfdevelopmental accomplishments which
might be equated with early ego development.

In order to delineate these stages, we would like to describe
how we have been studying them in normal and abnormal mother.
infant and father-infant pairs. We first became aware of the in-
fant's capacity to respond dearly and differentially to an object
and a person, as early as 3 weeks of age, in the course of our work
at the Harvard Center for Cognitive Studies.'

2. This work was carried out by the senior author in direct collaboration
with Barbafa Koslowski and Mary Main, in the larger context of studies con-
ducted in association with Jerome Bruner, Edward Tronick, Colwyn
Trevarthen, and T. G. Bower.
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By 3 weeks of age, the infant stared fixedly at the object with
wide eyes, fixating on it for as much as 2 ..ninutes without disrup-
tion of gaze or of attention. In this period, his face was fixed, the
muscles of his face tense in a serious set, eyes staring, mouth and
lips protruding toward the object. This static, fixed look of atten-
tion was interspersed with little jerks of facial muscles. Tongue
jerked out toward the object and then withdrew rapidly. Occa-
sional short bursts of vocalizing toward the object occurred. Dur-
ing these long periods of tention, the eyes blinked occasionally
in single, isolated blinks. Inc body was set in a tense, immobilized
sitting position, with the object at the infant's midline. If the ob-
ject was moved to one side or the other, the infant tended to shift
his body appropriately so that it was kept at his midline. His
shoulders hunched as if he were about to "pounce." This complex
behavior was observed long before a reach could be achieved, the
infant utilizing an antigravity posturing of the anoulders (Bruner
et al., 1972). Extremities were fixed, flexed at elbow and knee, fin-
gers and toes aimed toward the object. Hands were semiflexed or
tightly flexed, but fingers and toes repeatedly jerked out to point
at the object. Jerky swipes of an arm or leg in the direction of the
object occurred from time to time as the period of intense atten-
tion was maintained. In this period, the infant's attention seemed
"hooked" on the object, and all his motor behavior alternated be-
tween the long, fixed periods of tense absorption and short bursts
of jerky, excited movement in the direction of the object. He
seemed to hold down any interfering behavior which might break
into this prolonged stay of attention.

As the object was gradually brought into "reach space" (a con-
ceptual area 10 to 12 inches in front of the infant), his entire state
of attention and behavior changed. His eyes softened and lidded
briefly, but continued to scan the object with the same prolonged
attention. His mouth opened as if in anticipation of mouthing it.
The tongue came out toward the ebject and occasionally remained
out fc,r a period before it was withdrawn. His neck arched for-
ward as his head strained toward the object. Shoulders hunched,
and mouth protruded. Swipes of arms and extension. of legs at the
knee increased in number. Hands alternately fisted and opened in
jerky movements toward the object, as early as 6 weeks of age.

The contrast of the infant's behavior and attention span when
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he was interacting with his mother, rather than an inanimate ob-
ject, was striking as early as 4 weeks of age. We felt we could see
brief episodes of these two contrasting modes of behavior as early
as 2 to 3 weeks, but by 6 weeks we could predict correctly from
watching parts of his body and observing his span and degree of-
attention whether he was responding to an object or to his mother.

Of course, the expectancy engendered in an interaction .with a
static object as opposed to a responsive person must be very dif-
ferent (B. L. White et al., 1964; Piaget, 1937). But what staprised
us was how early this expectancy seemed to be reflected in the in-
fant's behavior and use of attention. When the infant was inter:
acting with his mother, thee seemed to be a constant cycle of
attention (A) followed by withdrawal of attention (W)the cycle
being used by each partner as he and she approached, then with-.
drew and waited for a response from the other participant. For the
mothers and infants observed, this model of A-W of attention
seemed to exist on several levels during an interactiou sequence.
If she responded in one way, their interactional energy built up;
if another, the infant might turn away. The same was true of her
response to his behavior. In order to predict and understand which
behavioral cluster will produce an ongoing sequence of attention,
one must understand the affective attention available in each
member of the dyad. In other words, the strength of the dyadic
interactior dominates the meaning of each member's behavior.
The beha for of any one member becomes a part of a cluster of
behaviors which are interacting with a cluster of behaviors from
the other member of the dyad. No single behavior can be sepa-
rated from the cluster for analysis without losing its meaning in
the sequence. The effect of clustering and sequencing takes over
if one assesses the value of particular behaviors, and in the same
way the dyadic nature of interaction supersedes the importance of
an individual member's clusters and sequences. The power of the
interaction in shaping behavior can be seen at many levels. Using
looking and not looking at the mother as measures of attention-
nonattention, in a minute's interaction we observed an average of
4.4 cycles of such attention and apparent nonattention. Not only
were the spans of attention and of looking away of shorter dura-
tion than they had been with objects, but they clearly were
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smoother as the attention built up, reached its peak, and then
diminished gradually with the mother. Both the buildup and the
decrease in attention were gradual. All of the infant's movements
were smooth, cyclical, and one could indeed tell from looking at
a toe or a finger whether the infant was in an interaction with an
object or a parentand by j weeks of age, even which parent it
was.

When we analyzed the interaction by our techniques (Braze lton
et al., 1973), using 18 mother and 19 infant variables (table 1), we
began to see that there were clusters of behaviors .on each side in
a predictable rhythm. With newer analysis systems developed over
the last 5 years (Braze lton et al., 1975; Tronick, et al., 1977, 1979;
Als et al., 1979b), we were able to document when the mother
could be sensitive to the infant's homeostatic needs for interaction
and recovery and when he became locked in a rhythmic interac-
tion with her, as interaction I (fig. 2) shows. When she overloaded
him or was not sensitive to him, he essentially turned her off or,
as interaction II (fig. 2) shows, withdrew from the interaction with
her (Als et al., 1979b).

We have been analyzing interactions between mothers and in-
fants and fathers and infants in order to understand, the limits of
this reciprocal feedback system, and in order to test it as a diag-
nostic instrument for intervention. For when a mother watches
her videotaped interaction with us, we find she cat tell us when
she and the baby are making it and when they are not. By the same
token, she can begin to model herself toward the successful re-
ciprocal periods. But, most striking, we have begun to discern the
stages of development through which successful pairs proceed in
order to achieve a firm reciprocal base for emotional development
in the infant and the attachment process in the mother.

The provision of organization which takes place in continuous
adaptation to and feedback from the environment potentiates the
newborn's increasing differentiation. This differentiation comes
from an internalized recognition of his capacity to reach out for
and to shut off social stimuli. This same capacity, in turn, results
in growing complexity of the interactional channels and structures
and provides increasing opportunities for the individual system to
become more differentiated. Given such a flexible system, the in-
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fant's individuality is continuously fitted to and shaped by that of
the adult. Our model is that of a feedback system of increasing ex-
pansion and potentiation of the developing organism, a system em-
bedded in and catalyzed by the interaction with his conspecifics
(Als, 1979a; Als and Braze lton, 1978; Als et al., 1979c, 1979d).

Table 1

Infant and Mother Coded Behavioral Variables

Mother Infant
I (I) Vocalizing I (1) Vocalizing

II (2) Smiling II (2) Smiling
(2A) Laughing (2A) Laughing

III (3) Intent looking III (3) Intent looking
(4) Dull looking (4) Dull looking
(5) Looking away (5) Looking away

(6) Eyes closed
IV (6) Reach IV (7) Reach

(7) Touch (8) Touch
(8) Holding
(9) Adjusting

V (10) Moving into line of vision V (9) Fussy, squirming
(11) Bobbing and nodding (10) Body cycling
(12) Leaning forward (11) jerky, excited movements
(13) Leaning back (12) Leaning forward

(13) Leaning back
VI (I4) Facial gestures VI (14) Crying

(15) Hand gestures (15) Yawn
(16) Kiss (16) Spit up
(17) Wiping face (17) Bowel movement
(18) Miscellaneous (18) Tonguing

(19) Miscellaneous

The first item on a newborn's agenda is control over the physio-
logical system, particularly breathing, heart rate, and temperature
control. For preterm and at-risk newborns, this control is more
difficult to achieve than it is for healthy full-term newborns. While
control over these basic physiological demands is being achieved,
the newborn begins to establish organization and differentiation
of the motor system, affecting the range, smoothness, and complex-
ity of movement. The next major agendum is the attainment of a
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stable organization of his states of consciousness. With this dif-
ferentiation, the infant will have available all six states, from deep
sleep to intense crying, and transitions between states will be car-
ried out more smoothly. Achieving control over transitions be-
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Figure 2. WellModulated Synchronous and Poorly Modulated Dissynchro-
nous Interaction

tween states demands an integration of the control over the physio-
logical and motoric systems and the states of consciousness. The
adult caretaker can play the role of organizer (Sander, 1977) and
can begin to expand certain states, e.g., the quiet, alert state, as
well as the duration and quality of sleep states. In addition, the
caregiver can help regulate the transitions between states for the
infant.

As the state organization becomes differentiated and begins to
be regulated, usually in the course of the first month, the next
newly emerging expansion is that of the increasing differentiation
of the alert state. The infant's social capacities begin to unfold.
His ability to communicate becomes increasingly sophisticated.
The repertoire of his facial expressions and their use, the range
and use of vocalizations, cries, gestures, and postures in interac-
tion with a social partner all begin to expand. On the basis of
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well-modulated state organization he can negotiate his new range
and regulation of social interaction skills. Figure 3 is a schematic
presentation of the parentinfant mutual feedback system (Als et
al., 1979d).

Figure 4 shows the more detailed, second-by-second analysis of
the interactions of an infant boy and his mother at 25, 46, 68,
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PARENT-INFANT INTERACTION
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and 92 days (Ais, 1979b; Als et al., 1979c). The infant's behavior
is represented on the lower part of each subgraph, the mother's
behavior on the top part of each subgraph. The partners' displays
are graphed in mirror images of one another, presenting six states
of interaction for each participant. The states are scaled to range
from displays strongly directed away from the interaction, such as
protest, avoid, and avert, through displays mildly directed toward
the interaction, such as monitor and set, to displays strongly di-
rected toward the interaction, such as play and talk. The closer the
partners' respective positions to one another are on the graph, the
more in heightened synchrony they are with one another; the far-
ther away from one another on the graph their respective posi-
tions are, the more interactively distant they are from one another.
More details of the analysis system and the scoring manual have
been described by Als et al. (1979b).

At 25 days, the infant moves mainly from cautious monitoring
back to averting, then attempts to monitor again.

By 46 days (about 6 weeks), the infant can repeatedly maintain
a quiet, brightly alert, oriented state, labeled "set," toward the
mother in this situation, and the newly emerging coo and play
phase is beginning to be apparent in the initial sally. The mother's
range has also widened by 6 weeks. She moves from intermittent
averting, via monitoring, to eliciting and playing. The urgency
of continuous prompting and organization exhibited in the tight
cycling between eliciting and playing of the earlier interaction is
no longer as intense. The infant has become more flexible, and
the mother can leave some of the self-modulation up to him.

By 68 days (about 2 months), the infant's organization has be-
come increasingly differentiated, moving initially between protest
and play, and then, from 35 seconds on, between the phases moni-
tor, set, play, and talk, until the very end, when he averts again.
The repeated cycling through play and talk indicates the full
emergence of the new differentiation of his alert state. He is now
capable of engaging in interaction with a rich repertoire, integrat-
ing smiling and cooing, and he repeatedly achieves an amplitude
of affective organization not previously attained. The mother
simultaneously expands his peaks, and they achieve a high level of
affective ;nterlocking. She spends more time in set than before,
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indicating her expectant readiness for play and increasing ability
to let him take the lead.

By 3 months (about 92 days), this new achievement of differenti-
ation has become more solidified, as is indicated in the prolonged
play episodes of the infant and the new baseline at set. The
mother's new base is also at set with prolonged cycles through play
and talk, indicating her confidence in the infant's self-regulation.

Figure 4 shows that the infant's homeostatic curve has literally
moved up by two phases, from averting and monitoring at 25 days,
with its peaks at set by 46 days, to its base at set and its peaks at
play and talk by 3 months. The wave lengths of the homeostatic
curve have also considerably increased, pointing to the smooth
reintegration of the recent differentiation of both partners, now
ready for new expansion of an increasingly solidifying base. This
system thus gives us a way of documenting and quantifying the
progress early infant development within the matrix of social
interaction, for the normal infant.

The model for the succe5sful mutual negotiation of reciprocity
and emergence of autonomy has previously been described by us
(Als and Braze lton, 1978; Als et al., 1979d). First, the parent pro-
vides a specific and direct approach to the infant. Early on this may
necessitate tactile and auditory and visual inputs of a very specific
kind. Once the infant is oriented to the parent, the parent expands
the affective and attentional ambience to maintain the infant's
state. The infant begins to reciprocate with his ways of interaction.
The parent maintains this interaction and gradually builds toward
expanding it to include the next achievement, such as, early on,

. the mere maintenance of lertness, then the achievement of reach-
ing out to sound. Once the new achievement has occurredfor
instance, the infant has smiled or cooedthe parent acknowledges
the achievement profusely, making time for it to become realized
by the infant as an achievement and to become integrated into the
current structure of competence. The expansion of current limits
thus requires the sensitive gauging of the affective base neces-
sary and the appropriate timing of the next step. It is a process of
balancing the lending of support with reaching for the next level.
It requires the parents' willingness to risk stressing the system when
in balance and dealing with the resultant disorganization. When
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the limits are exceeded and disorganization results, the parent has
to maintain perspective on the process and go back to that layer
which currently ensures secure reorganization. Once back on base,
the expansion process can begin again. The layers of interaction
are thus passed through over and over:again. )

We think theie are four clear stages 'of development implied
in this interactive model (Ms and 13razelton, 197.8; Als et all,
1979d):

1. The infant achieves homeostatic control over input and out-
put systems; i.e., he can both shut out and reach out for, single
stimuli, but then achieve control over his physiological systenis and
states. C

2. Within this controlled system, he can begin to attend to and
use the social cues to prolong his states of attention and.to accept
and incorporate more complex trains of messages. /C .3-4 04,..16

3. Within such an entrained or mutual reciprocal feedback
system, he and the parent begin to press the liniits of (a) his ca-
pacity to take in and respond to information, and (b) to withdraw
to recover in a homeostatic system. The sensitive adult presses him
to the limits of both of these and allows him time and opportunity
for the realization of his having incorporated, them es part of his
own repertoire. The mother-infant "games" described Stern 17.
(1974) are elegant examples of the real value of- this phate as'
system for affective and cognitive experience at 3 and 4`montfiS.

4. (This phase is perhaps the -real test of attachntent.)*ithin
the dyad or triad, the baby is allowed to demonstrate aticrintor-
porate a sense of his own autonothy: At the point 'where ,the
mother or nurturing parent can indeed, ermit thellaby to be ii)e
leader or signal-giver, when the adult.can 'recognize anii.sencouragt.i(4._.,.(
the baby's independent search for and response to environmental
or social cues and games ---to initiate them, to reach for and plaiy
with objects, etc.the wall infant'S own feeling of competence
and of voluntary contra, over his environment is strengthened.
This goal of competence harks back to the first stage and`Compietes
at a more complex level of awareness the full 'Circle of feed4t1Cto
self-competence in dealing with inner and outer feedback 'Systems.
We see this at 4 to 5 months in normal infants during a feeding .

when they stop to look around and process the environment.

41-047 0 - 85 - 27
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When a mother can allow for this and even foster it, she and the
infant become aware of his burgeoning autonomy. In psycho-
analytic terms, his ego development is well on its wayl

In summary, this model of development is a powerful one for
understanding the reciprocal bonds that arc set up bey 4, parent
and infant. The, feedback model aliows,for flexibility, disruption,
and reorganization. Within its envelope of reciprocal interaction,
one can conceive o; a rich matrix of different modalities forcom-
munication, individualized for each pair and critically dependent
on the contribution of each member of the dyad or triad. There is
no reason that each system cannot be shaped in different ways by
the preferred modalities for interaction of each of its participants, .

but each must be sensitive and ready to adjust to The other mtn-
ber in the envelope. And at each stage of development, the en-
velope will be differentricher, we would hope:

We regard these observations as evidence for the first stages of
emotional and cognitive awareness in the infant and in the nurtur-
ing "other." A baby is learning about himself,,develorimg an ego
base. The mother and the father who are attached to. and,inti-
mately involved with this infant are both consciously. .and unton
sciously aware of parallel stages of their own developmeht- as
nurturers. We, as professionals interested in fostering. this early
development, must begin to look for and to see these, ingredients
in the first few months and recognize the power of,real reciprocity
as we set up an intervention. For we feel that we have been stuck
for too long in a nonreciprocartherapeutic" model of judgments,
of criticism, of looking for ,pathology and ignoring strengths in,
mother-father-infant triad.. If we can visualize the interaction,as
flexible and our role as.supportive to the envelope,, perhaps we can
begin to utilize the available ,energy and the strengths ati.a ,time.
when we can help the dyad or triad right the interaction. Within
this model of looking for and having. expectation,for recovery, we
feel we can more often create a self-fulfilling prophecyor Rosen-
that (1966) effect,, with mothp-infant and father-infant, pairs, and
we will support them toward a rewarding and internalized system
of success. . `
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'1. Do you believe that the majority of research conclusions currently available

can safely be generalized to the day care situatlous most infants typically

experience?

host day care research has been conducted in settings that are not

representative of those in which children typically receive care. The

majority of studies have evaluated high-quality university-based day care

centers. Vet only 15 per cent of day car, occurs in centers and most of

these centers are community-based. We do not know very much about' childrerr

cared for in someone else's home or in their own home by someone other than

their mother. Does this mean that the majority of research conclusions

currently available cannot be generalized to typical day care situations? I

believe that some generalizations are possible. For one thing, recent research

is beginning to evaluate effects of average-quality, community-based programs,

including family day care. Of equal or greater importance, the research focus

has shifted from "day-care versus ho...e-rearing" comparisons to an examination

of how ipecific cnnditions of day care quality affect children. Studies are

finding that conditions of high-quality care include small group size and

fewer children per caregiver, as weil as caregivers who are caring and responsive

to children, who provide intellectual and vqrbs1 stimulation, and who have

training in child development. Furthermore, research shows that variations in

the quality of care within a particular type of setting are more important

than the type of setting ;tself. In other words, high-quality care--whether in

centers or day care homes-- is associated with favorable child outcomes while

lower-quality care - -when "er it is found--produces less favorable outcomes.

We know that day-care homes are the most frequent setting for nonmaternal

care. The National Day Care Home Study (Fosburg, Of) found that licensed

day-care homes generally were superior in quality to unlicensed homes. fhe best

homes were those sponsored or supervised by a community agency, and belonging

to a network of day-care homes. The important point is that we are now beginning
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to evaluate the day care situations children typically experience In the

light of what we are discovering about the conditions which constitute

quality care.

2. Much of the testimony on the effects of day care has focused on intellectual

and emotional consequences. Yet, there is research that shows that children

in day car' differ from home reared children in terms of social development.

Please comment on the effects of day care on social development (i.e.,

orientation towards adults and children, aggression, social sUlls).

Studies generally have found that children in day care are more likely

to interact with peers and adults in both positive and negative ways than

are home-reared children. On the positive side, day care children are more

self-confident, outgoing, independent, helpful and cooperative. On the negative

side, they may also be more aggressive, and less compliant. Some researchers

interpret both the increased positive and negative social interactions of day

care children as evidence of social competence or maturity, since both kinds

of behaviors normally increase throughout the preschool years. But pwrhaps

the most important question is whether these differences In social interaction

ar.. permanent or Just a temporary acceleration of social maturity (see Clarke-

Stewart S Fein, 1983). The research to date suggests that while differences

in social interactions may still be in evidence in the early elementary school

years, they decrease over time.

Do differences in the social behaviors of day care and home-

children carry over Into adolescence? This question cannot as yet be answered

because there is so little research on the long-term effects of day care. (See

response to Question 4 for more details.) One study of adolescents and another

of preadolescents found no differences in the social behaviors of those children

who had experienced day care and those who had not. One study of adolescents

did find that boys who had experienced day care were more sociable, but also
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more nonconforming.than boys who had been home-reared. The social behavior

of girls was esentially unaffected by day care. The answer to the question

of whether day care effects on social development are permanent or merely

temporary must await further long-term r ch.

3. What are some of the factors (variables) that have not been considered in

research paradigms but in a practical way have implications for policy makers?

In other words, what don't we know about the effects of day care?

One important factor which generally has been disregarded in day care

research is that day care children are such more likely than home-reared

children to come from single-parent, working mother families. We need to

do more research to determine to what extent any differences between day care

and home care groups can be attributed to there family characteristics rather

than the child rare arrangement Itself. In other words, we need to 9dJust

our research paradigm* to reflect what we know about how the social world Is

organized (Cross 6 Cochran, 1983). Some of the research questions we need

to ask in this area are: Oo children in single-parent families respond to

day care center and day care home environments In the same ways that children

from two-parent families respond? Would the social behavior of these children

be altered by the inclusion of men as caregiver'? Does caregiver knowledge

about family circumstances affect the ways that a child is treated at the

center or in the day care home?

Still another factor with important Implications which has been largely

ignored is what kind of care children are receiving in those settings where

most day care occurs, namely, in day care homes and in the child's own home

by a nonrelative or a relative other than the mother. It is estimated that

90 per cent of day care homes are 'underground" (I.e., unregulated) and

therefore difficult t, study.
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An additional question which needs to tie explored is what type of child

care arrangement is best for children of a given age. This is a question

with enormous policy implications. Some child care experts are recommending

infant care leaves to allow the infant to remain In parental care for 6

months or so, followed by family day care until the child Is 2 or 3 years

old, and ttian center-based care until age 5. But these recommendations are

based on a very limited research foundation.

Finally, very few day care studies have systematically addressed the

Issue of gender differences. We need to ask whether boys and girls have

different kinds of experiences in particular day care settings, and whether

the effects of day care and of various conditions of care differ for the

two sexes.

So, there Is much day care research still to be done, and from Idt we

can leacill a great deal about those conditions of care which are most

supportive of children's development. But we must ask the right questions.

Do children when they reach their teen years who have experienced nonmaternal

care over extended periods of time tend to view authority or establish

personal relations differently than thcsewhe have had maternal care throughout

most of their lives?

There Is very little research on the long-term effects of day care

through adolescence. Moore (1975) studied British adolescents who had

experienced either exclusive care by their mothers up to age 5 or some form

of day care. For girls, the type of care made little difference In their

social or personal adjustment. Boys, who had been exclusivity home-reared

up to age 5 showed greater self-control and conformity, less assertiveness,

and more timidity with peers than.boys who has ex,:arienced day care before
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age 5. The boys who had been in day care were more active and more sociable

with their peers, but they also had more differences of opinion with their

parents and were more nonconforming. Moore concluded that although exclusive

mothering and nonmaternal care might prodieat different personality patterns

in boys,,neither pattern necessarily reflected better adjustment.

Another study of lower-class adolescents living in New York City (Collins,

1975) found that children whose mothers 'lad been employed for all or most of

the child's life did not differ In personality adjustment from those whose,

mothers had not been employed., More specifically, the two groups of adolescents

were equally conforming to rules and regulations, equally snaring and helpful,

and equally independent and self-assured.

One longitudinal study of day care s Sweden (Cochran, 1977; Cross

Cochran, 1983) has followed the social development of children who ether attended

day care' centers full-time as infants and toddlers or who were in home

settings with their mother or another caregiver. These children are not

quite teenagers yet. But in the latest followup, when the children were

9-10 years old, no differences were found between the groups on measures of

social participation, social knowledge or interpersonal skills.

The somewhat conflicting results of these studies suggest that as day-care

children and home-reared children grow up, they may not differ appreciably

in terms of conformity to authority or social relationships. And, where
wt

differences do appear (as in Moore's study), they are within the normal

range of behavior. A key issue here concerns the goals that parents and

society have for their children. If It turns out that day care does lead

to somewhat greater assertiveness and noncompliance but also enhances social

and intellectual skills, is that a tradeoff we are willing to make?

840
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5. Given the limitations of empirica! tests measuring social-emotional-

development -- how much confidence can we have in studios that show no

adverse effects on infahts due to early separation?

First of all, one must ask what it means when no differences are found

between children in day care and those In maternal care. It may mean that

the two types of care in fact have similar effects on children. But it

could mean that the measuring Instruments simply
weren't sensitive enough

to detect differences. The concept of maternal attachment is a good example

of a central -spect of emotional development Which Is complex and difficult

to assess. Most reviewers have concluded.from the available evidence that

day care does not impair the child's attachment
to the mother. But is It

possible that there are subtle differences in the quality of maternal

attachment of day care children and'home-reared'chlldren?
The answerito this

questioIrseeem to depend in part on which measure of attachment you look at.

Three different measures of attachment have been studied: the child's reaction

to separation from the mother, the amount of physical proximity and Contact

the child maintains with the mother, and the child's response to reunion

with the mother following a brief separation. Differences between day care

children am.' home- d children have been found on some of these measures

In some studies.
Day cars children are not more likely than home- d

children to be anxious or angry upon reunion, or to protest mother's departure,

but they may avoid her more after a brief separation and sometimes' spend less

time near her. (Clarke-Stewart t Fein, 1983). But there is disagreement

among researchers as to what these differences In avoidance and physical

nearness mean. Do they Indicate thct day care children are more maladjusted,

as some have suggested? Or do they indicate that these children are
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developmentally advanced, because they are showing independent behavior at

an earlier age?

Another word of caution is in order regarding studies that show no

adverse effects of infant day care. We must alway. be careful to specify

the conditions under which a was obtained, whether it be positive,

negative, OT neutral. For example, the Bermuda studies of Schssrz and

Scarr indicate that center-based care for infants under age 2 years can have

positive or negative effects depending upon such variables as group size,

total time in group care, and age when group care began. The Bermuda

studies also indicated that the effects of various child care arrangements

may become so overshadowed by the effects of later experiences that they are

undetectable at school age (Schwarz, 1983). By the same token, "sleeper

effects" also are passible. That is, the effects of an early experience

may not allow up until later in the child's life.

So, we must be cautious in interpreting the research findings on day

care effects. The degree of one's confidence in the available data depends

in part on how consistent the patterns of results are. To the extent that

a large number of studies fairly consistently suggest no adverse effects of

day care (at least under certain conditions), to that extent we can have

confidence in the validity of the results. The data on center-based care

for infants under one year of age is still sparse, however, and the evidence

is mixed. So 1 would recommend caution in drawing any firm conclusions

from that still small body 4 research.
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PRPITAIUSDSTATIMINTOPTHOMAselGAMBLE,PH.D.,ERIECOUNTYOFFICEOFCHILDREN
AND YOUTH; YALE UNIVIRSITY BUSH CENTER FOR CHILD DIVICLOPMINT AND SOCIAL
POLICY

During the past three decades the most striking demographic
change in American society has been the number and percent of-women
working outside the home. A majority of mothers with school aged
children are now in our nation's workforce. Current estimates.by
the Urban Institute indicate that by 1990, 75% of all American
mothers will work. The last decade in particular has witnessed a
phenomena which can only be described as a new social form. Our
nation's families are now placin, infants as young as three weeks
of age into out-of-home child care facilites. In terms of percent
increase infant day care is currently the fastest growing type of
supplemental care in the United States. We must be very clear at
the outset that the second worker in most two worker families works
out of economic necessity. As pointed out by Morgan (1983) "The
bulk of families in America's middle-income population has achieved
their basic standard of living by dual job earnings" (p.255).
Given this situation it is an urgent public policy matter to deter-
mine the consequences of infant day care and to propose reasonable
options for families in which both parents must work.

The concern of many parents about the possible impact of
infant daycare has been shared by large numbers of workers in the
medical and behavioral sciences. Some very prominent workers have
highlighted the potentially damaging effects of very early out-of-
home care, (Ainsworth, 1979; Fxaiberg, 1977). Equally prominent
workers have advanced views in which infant daycare is viewed as
being essentially benign ( Kagan, et. al.1978; Rutter, 1982). The
literature reviews which have been conducted to date (Belsky, in
press; Belsky, Stienber 9. and Walker, 1978; Kagan et. al., 1978;
Rutter, 1982) find no strikingly negative consequences accruing to
infants experiencing regular non-parental care.

However a major caveat has to be raised in regard to these
findings. The findings are based almost entirely upon very high
quality infant day care, delivered by universities to stable mid-
dle-class families. Since few parents have access\to these high
quality settings and since family stability cannot be assumed, much
of the research conducted on infant care to date cannot be safely
generalized to the day care situations most infants really
experience. Pr.Zessor Zigler, of Yale University, and I have
reviewed the literature on infant day care taking particular note
of those field studies in which quality is permitted to vary astt
does in the real world, and in which the quality of family organi-
zation is also permitted to vary as it does in nature. We have
found that for those families which suffer some disorganization,
usually in the form of father absence, and for those families who
are forced to use less than "university quality" day care, infant
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day care might be a less benign practice than it had previously
seemed. We have also found interesting gender differences in
regard to susceptibility to negative effects of infant day care.

Unlike many other reviews, our review is not interested in
the effects of infant day care on cognitive functioning. Rather we "0
focused on two aspect% of social development. First on whether or
not infant day 'are has effects on the quality of mother-infant
attachment, and second, on whether it has implications for rela-
tions with peers and unfamiliar adults.

In regard to the quality of mother-infant attachment we find
that those studies irliich were faithful to the psychometric prope-
rties of the best available assessment device (Ainsworth's Strange
Situation), find some evidence of disturbed parent-childAittac-
hments as a result of such care. However, it is also abdndantly
clear that not all children experiencing out-of-home care in the
first year of life develop insecure attachments. Even the most
pessimistic results, those reported by Vaughn et. al., (1980)
indicate that 53% of infants starting substitute care .in the first
year were identified as securely attached at 12 months. We have
come to believe that familial stress may be implicated in the fAct
that out-of-home care has more powerful effects on,some parent>
child attachments than others. In fact stress is implicated in two
ways: (1) It seems to affect whether or not out-of-home care pro-
duces insecure attachments and (2) It seems to be a major factor in
predicting whether insecure attachments will lead to negative
social-developmental outcomes. In regard to the effects of in- 4fant day care on the infants relationships with unfamiliar adults
and peers, there seems to be a tentative concensus emerging that
early group care may in facE have some fairly reliable effects. Ac-
cording to this concensus there is some evidence that children who
have exper&enced early group care tend toward assertiveness, aggre-
ssion, and peer, rather than adult, orientation. We have also
found e large number of studies which indicate that male infants
are more susceptible to the negative effects of infant day carethan are females. Apparently "bond disruptions" are much morestrongly associated with antisocial disorders in males than itfemales. This is not meant o downplay the liklihood that other,perhaps less apparent, negative consequences may accrue tofemales. However we have no strong evidence for this, and in fact
some evidence even suggests that female infants thrive in
substitute care arrangements. We believe that a great deal of
caution should be exercised in interpreting the effects of infant
day care on females.

In sum we find that the parent-infant attach6t systen isresilient to short term, isolated, disruptions. However uhen
stresses are prolonged or multiple, negative consequences of
regulc.r non-parental care in the first year of life become muchmore likely. A child's developing capacity to deal with peers and
unfamiliar adults seems to be even more sensitive. It does appear
that variations in infantile child-rearing, as occasioned by theinfant day care commonly available in the United States, may lead
to decreased conformity to adult standards, and increased aggres-
sion and appeals to corecion in males. No strikingly negative
effects have been found accruing to females experiencing such care.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

This review has led us to be less confident than many of our
collegues about the benign effects of infant day care and about its
promotion as the sole or major policy option available to working
couples in the United States. Some of the reasons derive from the
research briefly summarized above, but there are other reasons as
well.

One of the other reasons has to do with difficulties in provi-
ding good quality infant day care. The conditions important to
quality which are begining to emerge from the research include;
highly involved staff, low infant to caregiver ratios, small group
size, stability among caregivers and caregiver competence. It is
clear that meeting these conditions is extraordinarily expensive.
It would send the cost of infant day care upwards of $150.00 per
week. If the state or federal government were to insist on such
standards it would have the effect of making infant day care
unavailable to the majority of those two worker families who so
desperatly need two incomes. We, of course, believe that the
government has as much or more of a responsibility in assuring the
safety of the available infant day care as it has in assuring the
safety of the products made available by pharmacuetical companies,
or airlines. However, if government insists upon quality infant
day care, and it certainly should, then it must also take action to
to protect those families which are middle-class only because of
their second income. We Cannot afford, through inaction or design,
to create a society in which young couples are forced to choose
between a reasonable standard of living and having children.
The weight of evidence and reason suggests that alternatives to
infant day care should be made available to those working couples
who would prefer more continuous parent-infant contact during the
first months of life. We believe that the most promising alter-
native to infant day care is a policy of paid infant-care-leaves
avialable to working parents during the first few months of their
baby's life. Every industrialized Western nation with the excep-
tion of the United States makes some such policy available to its
citizens. These leaves may be provided as part of a 'cafeteria' of
benefits, and be part paid by employee as well as employer. They
may also have the advantage of assuring that valued and well -
trained employees return to their employer after the leave. A
detailed analysis of such leaves is currently being conducted by
the Bush Center for Child development and Social Policy at Yale
University.

A policy of infant care leaves would constituth an importart
opts -In for those working couples who remain convinced about the
value and importance of extensive infant-parent contact during the
first months of life. The evidence we have reviewed has convinced
us that such parental concerns should not be facilely dismissed.

X46
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Michael T. Oszerholm, Ph.D.,
M.P.H.. Chief of the Acute Disease Epidemiology Section of the Minnesota
Department of Health and Clinical Assistant Professor in the Division of
Epidemiology of the University of Minnesota. In addition. I recently served
as the Chairperson of as international symposium held this past June in
Minneapolis entitled, "Infectious Diseases in Child Day Care: 4negement,
and Prevention." I am pleased to appear before you today as a spokesperson
for the Minnesota Department of Health and will 'attempt to present some of
the findings of the international symposium in June. My testimony will.focus
on the causes of infectious diseases in child day care, what we know about
their occurrence, approaches to prevention, some of the controversies, thet
exist and the future directions that our efforts must take if we are to impact
on this important problem.

Health care providers only recently have focused attention on the possible
relationships between various infectious diseases and the day care milieu.
This topic is of interest both to primary care physicians who treat children
or adults with infections acquired in association with day care, and to public
health authorities who are responsible for prevention and for monitoring
and managing outbreaks of diseases that occur in these facilities.

CAUSES OF INFECTIONS

Prior to 1974, 'Child day care' was not listed as a separate category in
the Index Medicus. Since then, numerous articles concerning health problems
of cEirdiin attending day care programs have ranged from general health issues
in child day care to a variety of specific infectious disease problem* and
pathogens (1-4). Nearly all infectious agents associated with common illnesses
in young children have been observed in children in day care settings. Agents
listed in Table 1 represent common causes of infectious disease, but a variety
of other agents have also been reported in day care settings (5-24).

[Table 1]

Causes of Infectioes in Children in DAY Care

Organ System or Condition Common Agents

Respiratory tract7'8

Gastrointestinal tract and liver17-24

Invasive bacterial disease

Skin

Multiple organ systems9

Respiratory syncytial virus
Parainfluenza virus
Influenza virus
Adenovirus

Shigella sp
Slardia lamblia
Rotavirus
Hepatitis A virus

Haemophilus influenzae, type b
Neisseria mminoitidis

Stre tococcus oymones
ococcus gums

s scabies
var

Lice cu us hummus var
corptrarirsocapitis)

Cytomegalovirus
Varicella zoster

$4
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PA711ANS OF OCCOONENCE

Most studies of infectious diseases involving child day care programs have
been either retrospective evaluations, of specific pathogens or investigations
of recognized Outbreaks. Only a limited'nUmber of studies have used a
prospective approach to assess the occurrence of certain infections over
time. More --important, few -published - studies have concurrently compared .the
risk of infections -amr.q-children attending and those, not attending day care
facilities. Thus, fo- most diseases, it remains--speculative whether the
relative risk of acquiring a sOecifiC infectioui agent in day cari"prognis
is increased compared-with the-risk,in non -daycare settings. -:.t*. 7 .

Four patterns of disease occurrence caused by infectious agents among children
in day care can be characterized (Table 2): (1) infections with manifestations
occurring primarily among children attending day care facilities, 'and :that
only occasionally affect close family membert-orpersonnel (e.g:; invasive
Haemophilus influenzae type b disease); -(2) infections caused by pathogens
that coamonlirsidisease in both children-and day care staff as well= as
close family members (e.g.. shigellosis and giardiasis); (3) infections that
may be inapparent among children attending day care, but have a
major medical clinical impact on day care staff and on adult members of the
children's families (e.g., viral hepatitis, type A); and (4) infections that
may be inapparent among children attending day care facilities and their
adult contacts, but that may have serious consequences for the fetus of
pregnant contacts (e.g., cytomegalovirus).

HEISPHILUS IKFUENZAE TYPE B

Meninnitis and other invasive diseases produced by this pathogen in day care
programs are prototypes for infectious diseases that primarily affect yoking
children. Although inapparent infection with H. influenzae type b may occur
among individuals of all age groups, childrerlelF7filirf years of age are
at greatest risk of developing invasive disease because,they generally lack
protective antibody.2 In 1983, approximately 40% of all cases of serious
H. influenzae type b disease. in Minnesota occurred among children attending
child day care facilities.a0 Although t;'. study did not elucidate the
relative risk of H. influenzae type b diseaL for children in day care centers,
recent data froilCOTFITETaggest that. attendance at day -care centers mey
serve to increase the risk of developing serious H. influenzattype b disease
compared with that in children not attending day care programs: 41 One possible
reason is an increased likelihood of exposure to this organism in,the, day
care environment.

,

The risk of secondary disease among day care contacts of a child with.a'case
is probably also higher than that among unexposed childrenofYsimilar -age
in the general population, however, the magnitude of this risk is presently
unknown and may vary depending on geographic location.- Recent data from
the prospective surveillance studies- in Minnesota and Texas 'Suggest that
the risk is significantly lowqr than that reported for family-sibling contacts
of a child with a case. 0,3 For this ret a and because the, efficacy of
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various preventive measures is unproven, managtgent of day care contacts
of a child with a case is currently controversial.4r

[Table 2],

7atterns of Occurrences of Diseases in Child Day Care

Patterns of Occurrence Examplei

Manifestations of infection primarily
in children attending day care
facilities

Infection affects children, day care
staff, and close fewily members

Infection is inapparent in children
attending day care facilities,
but is likely to be apparent in
the adult contacts

Infection is inapparent or mild 1,
children attending day care
facilities and in adult contacts,
but may have serious consequences
for the fetus of a pregnant contact.

Haemophilus influenzae, type,b
disease

Shigellosis, giardiasis

Hepatitis A virus

Cytomegalovirus

DIARRHEAL DISEASE

Several enteropathogens have been documented to cause acute infectious
gastrointestinal disorders among children in day care settings. Transmission
of enteropathogens in child day care programs is facilitated by close
person-to-person contact among children and by environmental contamination
as%ociatee with young children who are not yet toilet trained. However,
because of the low inoculum necessary to produce disease,, Shigella, Giardia
lamblia, and rotavirus infections are montsgAmon than other enteropats,
757-A-Tch larger inocula may be necessary.24,4, In contrast to disease caused
by H. influenzae type b, in which the clinical manifestations are near:y
always limited to infants and young children attending the center, diarrhea'
illnesses associated with child day care may affect both infants and children
in the center, their immediate family contacts, and adult personnel.
Contamination of hands, communal toys, and other classroom objects. may :.be
important in transmission of enteropathogens in Loutbrfaks of diarrhea In
day care facilities. 31 In addition, personnel mmy transmitAnterk.pathogenf
in day care facilities through diapering and meal,prtparation.3;.k34 Although
mortality associated with diarrhea' illness in the United States is low,
acute infectious diarrhea is still a major cause of hospitalization of young
children. In addition, this illness results in a substantial economic burden
for parents and day care providers.

Nu,
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VIRAL HEPATITIS

Viral hepatitis, type A, is typically a mild illness in infants and young
children but can cause substantial morbidity in adults. Hepatitis A virus
is spread by the fecal-oral route. Transmission of viral hepatitis A among
asymptomatic children in day care may be associated With subsequent 'spread
of infection and occurrence of symptomatic disease in older family ambers,
day care personnel, and other adults in the community:" In two studies, 13%
of 40% of reported cases of hepatitis A in the'community.40 sae fors of
association with outbreaks occurring in'day care centers.ifsso The presence
of diaper-wearing children, particularly toddlers, is perhapf the most
important factor associated with the spread of hepatitis A in day care
facilities.

APPROACHES TO PREVEM1.

Both primary measures that prevent infections from occurring and secondary
measures that minimize spread of infection or reduce the clinical severity
of a disease can be employed in the day care setting. Examples of primary
prevention measures include use of vaccines and immune globulin preparations
for susceptible persons who previously have not been exposed, and routine ay
hand washing and environmental decontamination. Immunization against aisles
and other vaccine-preventable diseases is an established method for primary
prevention. Vaccines currently under development against H. influenza* type .",

b, hepatitis A virus, rotavirus, and other pathogens offer f4-7RiTiCt-of
primary prevention. Evidence suggests that hand washing progries In child
day care facilities reduce the occurrence of diarrheel diseases.34 Secondary
prevention is best illustrated by the use of antibiotics to treat infections
that are established or the use of chemoprophylaxis or immune globulin
preparations among exposed contacts.

CONTROVERSIES

Controversies regarding infectious diseases in child day care programs can
be considered under several categories which include regulatory 'and
socio-economic as well as medical interests. Regulatory mechanisms that
enable the detection, management, and prevention of infectious diseases 'in
day care settings vary considerably by locality and by their intent and scope.
The rationale for developing more uniform state and local regulations may
seem apparent, however, this rationale is undermined by the lack of studies
attempting to define the impact of regulations on the occurrence of infectious
diseases in child day care. Such studies are desperately needed to better
guide regulators in their efforts.

Resistance to regulations may also arise from the conflicts inherP4t between
socioeconcmic concerns and the effects of regulations. For exa.7,1e, a working
parent may have little alternative to taking a child who is ill to a day
care center, and that facility may benefit economically by providing care
for that child. The issue of providing sick child day are deserves special
attention since it is a reality that children develop infectious diseases
recardless of their day care attendance status. However, at this time only
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limited inforwation is available regarding the provision of sick child day,
the economic costs and benefits of providing such care, and the risk to nonill
children in the same facility of developing illness.

FUTURE DIPETIOMS ,

As child day care utilization continues to increase, physicians, other health
can providers, day can providers, regulators and.parents will need to become
more familiar with infectious disease problems-that occur in day can settings,
Effective control and prevention of these infections require prompt reporting
of disease by health care providers and day can smagement, and rapid response
by physicians,and public health authorities.. In adlition, day can and health
care providers and day care regulators should increase effects to characterize
the epidemiologic features of infectious diseases in day care facilities
and to develop more effective strategies of control and prevention in this
setting. Examples of activities and efforts that ght be- considered for
future development include: (1) improvement of the denominator data base
for children attending day can .centers and home day care, »and those not
in day can programs, to facilitate conduct of reliable epidemielogic studies;
(2) development of prevalence and incidence data for differentaiefectioui
agents in children attending day cart programs; ,(3) educating day, care'
providers concerning principles of disease transmission and training ,providers
in methods of infectious disease prevention in the day care setting; (4)
promulgation of uniform and acceptable local and state regulations as well
as guidelines for management of day care contacts exposed to different
infectious diseases; (5) development of surveillance systems to determine
whether educational and training programs are effective in decreasing the
incidence of disease; and (6) development of safe and effective immunizing
agents to prevent common causes of infectious diseases in children attending
day care facilities.

Each of these suggestions is dependent upon increased funding to support
either research or implementation. Unfortunately, this basic requirement
is constrained by a current general lack of available federal, state or private
funding to support day care-related research. Consequently, many studies
have been hampered by a limited number of personnel, by lack of the inclusion
of suitable control groups, and by insufficient laboratory support. As the
use of child day care continues to increase, however, we. face a greater
responsibility to define the impact of infectious diseasesiin this setting
and to develop the beet methods for their prevention.

sa
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONALD A. PEART.MAN, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY (TAX
POLICY), DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

The Committee has requested information on the extent to

which the dependent care tax credit has been claimed by families

at various income levels. The Administration is concerned about

the affordability of dependent care costs, particularly for low

income families. As part of the budget submission, for fiscal

year 1985, the Administration rroposed a restructuring of the

dependent care credit to provide greater financial assistance to

low- and middle-income households. This proposal, however, was

not contained in the recently enacted Deficit Reduction Act of

The Treasury Department is re-examining the dependent care

credit as part of the tax reform study requested by the

President. The overall goal of the study is suggest ways to

reform and simplify the tax system so that all taxpayers can be

treated more fairly. The objectives of tax reform include

improved compliance and a broader tax base so that tax rates can

be lowered. As part of this effort the Treasury is considering

ways to increase the fairness of the tax treatment of families.

The Treasury's recommendations, consistent with these objectives,

will be reported to the President in December, 1984.

Bfore discussing the data on the use of the credit, I will

briefly summarize present law, the history of the credit, and the

Administration's 1985 budget proposal.
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Present Law

Section 44? of the Internal Revenue Code allows a tax .:relit
for a portion of qualifying child and dependent care expenses
that are employment-related. The credit is targeted toward low-
and middle-income taxpayers. The maximum credit is 30 percent of
eligible employment-related expenses for taxpayers with adjusted
gross incomes of $10,000 or less and phases down to 20 percent
for incomes above $28,000.

Employment-related expenses are amounts paid for household
services and the care of a qualifying individual which are
incurred to enable the taxpayer to be employed. For example,
qualifying household services include the cost of a housekeeper
whose services are performed at least partly for the qualifying
individual. Eligible expenses generally do not include expenses
incurred outside the taxpayer's household. Nevertheless,luch
expenses may qualify for the credit in limited circumstanCils and.
will qualify if they relate to the cost of care provided at
qualifying dependent care centers.

In general, a qualifying individual is 1) a dependent of the
taxpayer who is under the age of 15 and for whom the taxpayer can
claim a dependency exemption; 2) a dependent of the taxpayer who
is physically or mentally incapably of taking care of himself or
herself; or 3) a spouse of a taxpayer if the spouse is physically,

or mentally incapable of taking care of himself or herself.

The amount of expenses that are eligible for the credit is
subject to a dollar limit and an earned income limit.

Employment-related expenses are limited to $2,400 for one
qualifying individual and $4,800 for two or more qualifying
individuals. Thus, the maxim's% amount of credit for taxpayers
with incomes of $10,000 or less is $720 per year for one

qualifying individual and $1,440 per year for two or more

6,
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qualifying individuals. For taxpayers with incomes above $28,000

the maximum credit is $480 per year for one qualifying individual

and $960 per year for two or more qualifying individuals. The

credit may not exceed tax liability.

The amount of expenses that are eligible for the credit is

also limited by earned income. Eligible expenses cannot exceed

the taxpayer's 'erne,: income, if single, or the earned income of

the spouse with the lower sarnings, if married, A special rule

applies, however, if the taxpayer has a spouse who is a :u11-time

student or is incapable of caring for himself or herself. In

those instances, the spouse is considered to have earned income

of $200 a month if there is one qualifying individual or $400 a,

month if there are two or more qualifying individuals. Harried,,

couples must file joint returns to claim the credit.

History of the Dependent Care Credit

at

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, an itemized deduction

was allowed for qualifying expenses for household services and

dependent care. The Act converted the deduction to a credit, but

retained the basic rules for determining qualifying expellees with

slight modifications..

Congress believed that an itemized deduction for dependent

care expenses was too restrictive. It felt that these deductions

should be mP.44, available to taxpayers who, do not itemize

deductions. Also, Congress believed that the tax benefit to be

derived from the deductions should be the same for all taxpayers,

regardless of income level. Thus, Congress converted the

deduction to a credit.

The 1976 Act set the cr,dit rate at 20 percent of

employment-related expenses. These expenses were limited to

$2,000 for one qualifying individual and $4,000 for two or more

65/
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qualifying individuals. The maximum credit was $400 per year for

one qualifying individual and $800 per year for two or more

qualifying individuals. The credit could not exceed tax

liablilty. Also quillfying employMent-related expenses could not

exceed earned income of an unmarried individual or the earned

income of the lower-earning spouse, if married. Married

taxpayers had to file a joint return to claim the credit.

T:4.4 Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 increased-to their,

present levels the credit percentage for low- and Middle-income

taxpayers and the ceiling on eligible explo..ient-related

expenses. The increase in the credit' from 20 percent to 30

percent was targeted to low- and middle-income taxpayers by

phasing the credit down for incomes above $10;000. Congress

believed that targeting the credit was necessary, because low.

and middle-income taxpayers were in greatest need of relief. The

ceiling on eligible expenses was increased, because dependent

care costs had increased since the credit was enacted in 1976.

Administration's Proposal

In the budget submission for fiscal year 1985, the

Administration proposed a restructuring of the dependent care

credit to target it more effectively to low- and middle-income

households. Under this proposal the rate of credit for

employment-related dependant care expenses would be increase(' to

40 percent for taxpayers with adjusted gross income under

$11,000. The credit percentage would decrease as income

increases, so that the rate of credit would be zero when adjusted

gross income reaches $60,000. The limit on expenses eligible for

the credit would not change, and the credit could not exceed tax

liability.

The effect of the Administration's proposal would by to

increase the maximium dependent care credit available to

$58
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taxpayers with incomes under $40,000 and to reduce the maximum

credit available to taxpayers with incomes of $41,000 or more.

The maximum credit would not change for taxpayers with incomes

between $40,000 and'$41,000. Taxpayers with incomes of $60,000 or

more would not be eligible for a dependent care credit.

Distribution of the Dependent Care Credit

Table 1 sets forth data regarding the tax returns on which

the dependent care credit was claimed for 1982. Over 5 million

returns (about 6.8 percent of total returns) claimed dependent

care credits of about $1.5 billion, with the average credit

claimed being about $300.

Most of the credit was claimed by low- and middle- income

taxpayers. About $285 million or almost 20 percent of the total

credit was claimed by taxpayers with incomes under $15,000. About

$1.1 billion or almost three-fourths of the total was claimed by

taxpayers with incomes between $15,000 and $50,000. About $111

million or about 7 percent of the total credits was claimed by

taxpayers with incomes of $50,000 or more.

The share of the credits ...:laimed by low- and middle-income

taxpayers was high relative to their share of the total income

and tax reported on returns with a dependent care credit.

Although taxpayers with incomes under $15,000 accounted for about

7 percent of the AGI and 2 percent of the income tax, they

claimed about 19 percent of the credits. Although taxpayers with

incomes under $50,000 claimed V3 percent of the credits, they

accounted for about 84 percent of the AGI and 75 percent of the

tax for returns claiming the credit.

Table 2 shows the estimated effect of the Administration's

proposed change in the dependent care credit on tax liabilities.

About 3.8 million returns with incomes under $40,000 would
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experience a decrease in tax of about $327 million. The average

tax decrease would be about $87. Taxpayers with incomes under

820,000 would receive, about 20 imrdent of the total decrease and

those with incomes under $30,000 would receive about 70 percent -

of the total decrease.

The proposed change in the credit would increase tax

liabilities of taxpayers with incomes over $41,000. Table 2

shows that about 747 thousand taxpayers would experience a tax

increase of about $122 million. The average tax increase would

be about $163. About three-fourths of the increase would be

experienced by taxpayers with incomes of $50,000 or more, because

the credit phases-down and phases-out when income reaches

$60,000.



Table 1
Adjusted Gross Income, Income Tax, and Dependent Care Credit

for Returns Claiming The Dependent Care Credit
by Adjusted Cross Income Class for 1982 1/

t

:

Adjusted gross t

income class :

*lumber of
returns

: Cumulative: :Cumulative: :Cumulative: OspenCint scumulaElve
t percent oft Adjusted :percent oft !noose :percent oft care :percent of
t returns woes income: AG1 t tax :income tax: credit t credit
t (percent):($ illions): (percent):($ millions): (percent):($ illions):(percentl_

Under $5,000 10,702 2.1 48 el,
11 0.1

$5,000 -under $10,000 280,3211 5.8 2,264 1.6 26 0.2 74 5.0

$10,000-under $15,000 581,065 17.4 7,228 6.6 330 2.0 210 19.0

815,000-under $20,000 642005 30.2 11,153 14.3 798 6.5 203 32.5

820,000-under $30,000 1,422,208 58.7 35,405 38.7 3,415 25.6 397 59.0

$30,000-under $40,000 1,124,611 81.2 38,976 65.6 4,878 52.9 320 $0.3

$40,000 -under 850,000 604,349 98.8 26,736 84.1 3,885 74.7 184 92.6

850,000-under $100,000 311,959 99.5 18,958 97.2 3,318 93.3 100 99.3

8100,000 or genre 25,652 100.0 4,122 100.0 1,195 100.0 11 100.0

Totals 5,003,639 144,890 17,846 1,501

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury August 23, 1984
Office of Tax Analysis

1/ Preliminary data
Less than 0.1.
Less than $1 million.
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Table 2

Effect of hiainistration's Proposed Change
in Dependent Care Credit on Tax Liability

(1982 levels)

:

: Currant law
: Aftinfstrations's mpls'l
: timber of returns:

: Change in
:tax liability

: ($ millions)

:

Adjusted gross :

Maher :

of returns :
(thousands) :

Tax : with change in
liability : tax liability
($ millions): (thousands)i:1026. Class :

Under $5,000 0 0 0 0

$5,000 -under $10,000 70 -25 159 -6

$10,000-under $15,000 316 172 316 -32

$15,000 -under $20,000 608 639 608 -64

$20,000-un3er $30,000 1,498 3,287 1,498. -164

830,000-under $40,000 1,190 4,521 1,184 -61

840,000-under $50,000 527 2,989 421 30

$50,000 -under 8100,000 308 2,956 305 83

8100,000 or more 23 975 21 9

Totals 4,539 15,513 4,512 -206

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury August 21, 1984
Office of Tax Analysis
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DIANA ROTHBERO, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF PART-TIME
PROFESSIONALS

The Association of Part-Time Professionals (APTP) is a national,

non-profit membership organization that promotes employment opportunities

for qualified men and women interested in part-time professional

positions. Ue advocate pro-rated salaries and employee benefits for

part-timers.

Our experience over the past six years shows that women especially

want more part -tiros employment -- and at professional, managerial and

technical levels. In a survey of APTP members, 48 percent of the female

respondents checked "parental responsibilities" as their most important

reason for working part time.

National data support the conclusion that millions of Americans

choose to work part time and more would if they could:

Over 12 million Americans,in 1983 worked part time voluntarily,

or 13 percent of persons at work in non-farm industries. Women were

more than twice as likely 2s men to want part-time work. Voluntary part-

timers in 1983 included 8,753,000 women and 3,5(.14,000 men.

More than 20 percent of women who do work choose part time. This

contrasts with only seven percent of men in voluntary part-time slots.

Louis Harris surveys/in 1984 and 1980 asked women: If you had

enough money to live as comfortably as you'd like, would you prefer to

work full-time (for pay), work part-time (for pay), do volunteer-type

work, or work at home caring for the family? The responses were:
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1984 * 1980 **

Work full-time (for pay) 19 12

Work part-time (for pay) 30 32

Do volunteer-type work 14 14

Work at home caring for family 35 39

':one of the above 1 1

Not sure 1 2

* Survey conducted for Ms. Magazine.
** Survey conducted for General Mills, Inc.

An article in GUIDEPOSTS Magazine (May 1984) on one mother's

anguished move from full-time employment thrugh unemployment to the

final, happy solution of part-time employmert brought in 17,000 requests

for help. This was the largest response to an article ever enjoyed by

the magazine (circ. two million).

Employers who use part-time workers uniformly report more positive

reactions to the part-time option than employers without part-time

staff. Benefits to employers from part-timu employees include: increased

productivity, reduced absenteeism and sick leave, valuable employees

retained, more precise matching of skills to tasks, scarce talent

recruited, greater flexibility in work scheduling, upgrading skills of

current employees, reduced burnout and better employer-employee relations.

The deterrents to more part-time employment were summarized by Bureau

of Labor Statistics Commissioner Thomas Plewes in an address to the first

National Conference on Part-Time Employment, sponsored by the Association

of Part-Time Professionals:

Although part-timers earn less than full-timers because they
work fewer hours, it is also true, but less obvious, that on
an average, part-timers earn considerably less per hour than
do their full-time counterparts -- $3.88 versus $6.44 in
1982. This wage gap arises less because employers pay part-
timers a lower rate for the same work (though many do), than
because part-timers seem to be relegated to lower paid sectors.
In addition, part-time workers are concentrated in occupations
noted for fast worker turnover. Jobs with fast turnover are
infamous for low wagei and difficult working conditions, with
a lesser investment in labor training and fringe benefits than
other jobs.

864
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Our recommendations for overcoming these and other deterrents to

part-time employment include:

1. More part-time employment opportunities in higher-paid

occupations. Day care facilities, for example, could improve the

quantity and quality of their staffs if they permitted and actively

recruited part-time employees for their professional and para.-
_

professional vacancies.

2. Develo ent of information and referral services on part-time

employment, using the work of the White House Office of Private Sector

Initiatives as a base.

3. Greater employer acceptance of pro-rated benefits for part-time

employees, including flexible benefits plans.

4. Development If career ladders and training opportunities for

part-timers.

5. Special attention to the child care needs of parents who work

part time. Day care facilities should permit parents to leave their

children for part of the week and/or part of the day.

6. Clarification of, and changes in, pension rules to encourage

phased retirement and the hiring of re tirres as part-time employees.
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SUZANNE H. WOOLSEY

Pied Piper Politics and the Child-Care Debate

PUBLIC DISCUSSION OF FEDERAL POLICY toward day care for children has been

carried on at high volume for at least a decade with remarkably little progress in
either defining the issues or analyzing the evidence. The fervor with which
various positions are espoused indicates that this is an issue of great moment,
yet a thoughtful listener to the rhetoric on both sides would often be hard
pressed to explain exactly what the shouting is about. Indeed, the discussion
seems at times to have been translated into a sort of code, to be understood only
by the participants.

The day-care debate is in fact about a number of things, may of which are
only tangent's y re ated to the extra- amt's ervtston oLYounE c refl.
Positions on day are have become, fors number of the combatants, itiesfor
inartwurated beliefs about many other aspects of family functioning. Both
advocates and opponents of increased federal subsidies for child are seek to
make that particular vehicle carry a very great deal of freight. The result is a
jumble of arguments, based on impressions about a number of intractable and
complex social problems related to families across the income scale, and about
the role of day care in curing those ills.

The cause of day-care supporters has become a banner behind which an
unusualli-divirs-ecTalitiOF 'has rallied. It iiiCitTaii;amOng-5thers, -1zorkfare"_ -
conservatives, unemployed reachers, the women's movement, professionals in
chualdevelopment and social welfare, and entrepreneurs looking for a new
growth an ustrT: Biiih the underlying philosophies and the specific objectives of
these diverse groups differ widely, and in some cases are even in conflict. One of
their few points of agreement is that expanded federal support for day are
outside the family is a Good Thing.

The iiion acti4Eopposing expanded federal daycare isalso a pot-
pourri, althoughperhapsonewitbsomewhat fewer ingredients. Opponents are
generally suspicious that what is being sold them is a nineteen-seventies' version
ofWalden Two. They include fiscal conservatives who are trying to limit federal
outlaysi those whoPJFe. of reasons_ that mothers should stay at
home with their young ciiiclien; ank a rcaiiionabiiiiier-sreilederilly_ .
sponsored day care :s the entering wedge of a government takeover of all
children. When President Nixon vetoed the 1972 Child and Family Services
Act, his veto message, reflecting these conservative views, complained that the

127
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act ssould place the weight of federal authority on the side of communal child-
rearing as against family-centered child-rearing.

When these uncomfortable coalitions mount the arguments on either side,
the most immediate casurity is clarity of communication. To specify objec-
tives what form of day care, for which children, financed through which
institutional structure, employing what sort of staffwould undermine team
spirit and is thus avoided. Similarly, citing evidence in support of one objective
or another is likely to spotlight the deficiencies in the argument of an ally; fuzzy
general assertions do not create this problem. Professionsl politicians also
welcome vagueness, especially on an issue related to such a politically delicate
and emotionally charged question as the government's impact on the family.
Virtually everyone is, or has been, part of a family and therefore considers
himself expert on the subject and holds strong opinions about it.

But it is not only the politicians and interest groups who are fuzzy about the
males. Academic research has also found it difficult to come to grips with the
complex questions surrounding day care, although for rather differen: reasons.
This might seem surprising because, while it is evident that pluralist politics
often require artful generalities, research is supposed to require the clear
specification of criteria and the rigorous testing of hypotheses. Perversely,
however, this rigor can produce confusion and incomplete treatment of many
public-policy issues.

Complex social questions do not readily yielts to the scien. ific method, and
they frequently require analyses by different disciplines. It arlrehers thus
commonly assume away large portions of an issue so they can limit their
analyses to experimental or theoretical manipulation of a very few variables.
Naturally, the variables chosen tend to be the ones more amenable to inquiry by
ones own methodological tools, while those assumed away are the ones some
other discipline is supposed to be more interested in. The cumulative effect of
this is that, the more refined the methods become and the more limited to one
specific discipline, the less likely they are to be understandable and applicable to
work in other disciplines. Consequently, the assumptions one *light use are
likely already to have been rendered obsolete by research in other fields. In the
minds of otherwise skeptical people the subliminal impression lingers that
certain premises have been proven elsewhere when, in fact, they have not.
They may either not have been dealt with at all, or they may well be the
subject of iotense debate.

-This interaction between the politics of consensus, which leaves many
points unstated, and the conceptual complexity of the issue, which discourages
comprehensive and useful analysis, means that very little evidence about day
are is briught to bear on federal policy. Existing information on current
practice and on the type of child care families preferpres tmab;y a matter of
at least some interestis ignored. The debate often proceeds as if there were no
such data, although the publicly available information on these subjects under-
cuts much conventional wisdom. Instud, arguments center on broad policy
propositions such as the following three examples drawn from those frequently
advanced in one form or another by proponents: (1) that day are is critical for
gis ing women the opportunity to enter the work force; (2) that day-care centers
are themselves good places to employ welfare recipients, and thus get them off
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the dole; and (3) that, given high enough standards, day-care centers can
significantly enhance children's development. Arguments such as these are
clearly seeking to use day care as a tool for achieving some other end
employment of women, reduction of welfare costs, and enhanced achievement
of children. But they are rarely assessed in light of the data either. Our
knowledge about such matters as the impact of day are on the work force, on
welfare policy, and on child development is not perfect, but a great deal of
information exists on those questions.

Neither the evidence on parental preferinces in day care nor the evidence on
day are as part of the solution for other social ills-suggests that a single solution
to the day-care problem should be promoted. Indeed, both parents' preferences
and the various possible objectives of overall social policy seem to point to the
importcnce of a healthy diversity of child-care arrangements. 'The data do not,
however, support the contention that a heavy federal subsidization of institu-
tional day care is desired by parents or would significantly promote other broad
social goals.

Parental Demand for Day Care

The problem of estimating latent demand perennially haunts economic
analysts dealing with many sorts of issues. To begin to understand that problem
with respect to day care, one reasonablethough hardly rigorousapproach is
to describe current patterns of child care and the costs which accrue to the
parents and to the public now and to compare those data to the kind of child
are parents say they would prefer and the price they would be willing to pay.
Of course indications of preference and of the level of satisfaction with present
arrangements are not as persuasive as actual changes in behavior. Some
indication of how parents actually react when offered new day-care arrange-
ments can be extracted from individual research projects.

CURRENT PATTERNS OF DAY-CARE UTILIZATION

Two historically distinct trends in day care have begun to merge in the last
few years. One is the nursery school and kindergarten tradition, originally
aimed at providing enriched experiences for children of middle- and upper-
income families. Enrollment in those programs has expanded steadily in the
past few years. A recent Current Popolation Report indicates that 14.5 per cent of
3 year olds and 34.2 per cent of 4 year olds were enrolled in nursery school in
1973.1 Nursery school remains primarily a middle-class phenomenon, however:
24 per cent of 3year-old children of white-collar workers were enrolled, but
only 16 per cent of farm children and per cent of those from blue-collar
families.' Kindergartens for 5 year olds, on the other hand, have become a well-
established part of the public school system in the past twenty years, with
between 75 per cent and 80 per cent of all children attending.

The day-care movement traditionally consisted of philanthropic and, later,
public support for programs to care for the children ofusually poorworking
mothers. Rothman' traces the history of day are in the United States. Is
originated in !.'ew York City in 1854 with the establishment of a foundling
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home and day nursery for t'e infants of unwed mothers who would then be
employed as we nurses in the frnttlies of their benefactors. Interest in day care
has been cyclical since then; the program enjoyed a spurt during the early
nineteen-hundreds with the settlement -house movement, declined with the
widow-pension movement, which aimed to keep mothers at home with their
children, and then became important again during World War H, when the
government needed to maximize the number of women working in detense
production. After the war, federal funds were withdrawn, and the states
followed suit, with the exception of New York and California. The late sixties
found a revival of interest in group care for young children, largely because of
the confluence of interests of the coalition mentioned above.

Recent increases in the Libor-force participation of women, especially from
middle-class families, has blurred the distinction between nursery school and
day care. In addition, school systems are increasingly moving into the provision
of services to children below kindergarten age, as the birth rate and school
enrollments decline. The most recent national survey of child-care usage, in
fact, found that parents used the terms "day care" and "nursery school" to
describe places which provided indistinguishable programs. Children build
towers, mold playdough, and listen to stories in church basements. If the
church is in the South Bronx the basement is a day-care center, if it is in Forest
Hills, it's a nursery school. Hours of o;. ration, educational components of the
program, and other factors which might once have distinguished the two
activities now do not; all these things vary widely in both categories. In fact,
different parents using the same facility may place it in one category or the other
drisendir.g on their reasons for enrolling their children. The distinction, how-
ever, between "day care" and "nursery schools" has lived on in people's minds.
Therefore, most summaries of day-care utilization and parents' preferences for
child care do not include nursery-school enrollments.

In addition to the data on nursery-school enrollment, there are several
sources of information on Who uses what kinds of day arc. in 1965' and 1971,6
major national surveys of the child-care arrangements of working women were
conducted In 1975,7a similar survey dealing withal/ babysitting and child care
used by employed and non-working parents was done. Finally, the Michigan
Panel Study of Income Dynamics, also a national sample survey, included
questions on day-care arrangements in its 1973 questionnaire.' A comparative
analysis of the results of these surveys and other data is contained in a working
paper by the author.' The 1975 Child Carr Container Study indicates how
many people are involved in child care: IS million or 62 per cent of all
households have the children taken care of by someone other than parents or
siblings for at least an average of an hour a week. Of those, more than 7 million
households include employed mothers or employed single fathers.

The 1965, 1971, and 1973 surveysdealing only with working mothers
show consistent patterns of utilization, although the questions and samples
differed somewhat. Table 1 summarizes the child-care utilization patterns for
1965 ano 1971 for women whose Youngest child is less than 6 years old. As the
table indicates, the patterns of care did not shift much between 1965 and 1971.
The percentage of families with children less than 6 years of age who used care
provided in their own homes by family members or others increased sumewhat:
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1965 1971

Day-Care Arrangements Whites Ncn-Whites Whiles Non-Whites

';are in own home:
By father -
By other relative
By combination of family and

nonfamily members
By nonrelative

1,15%

45

17

9%
28

7

15%

17

17

7

9%
25

15

12

Subtotal I 48% 44% 56% 61%

Care in another person's home:
By relative
By nonrelatie

13%

15

24%
18

4%

!4
9%
8

Subtotal 28% 42% 18% 17%

Other arrangements:
Care in group-care center
Child cares for self
Moth -r cares for child at woric
Mother cares for child after

school
Other

6%

1

16

1

0

6%
t;
9

1

0

8%
3

7

1

8

15%

0
4

2

2

Subtotal 24% 16% 26% 23%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

9 Dial: may not add because of rounding.
;sons. Shortlidgen at., 1915.

from 48 per cent to 56 per cent for white families, and from 44 percent to 61 per
cent for non-white families. Care in another person's home diminished gener-
ally for both relatives and non-relatives: from 28 per cent to 18 per cent for
whites, and from 42 per cent to 17 per cent for ran - whites. Day-care-center
usage went up (tom 6 per cent to 8 per cent for white families, and from 6 per
cent to 15 per cent for non-whites.°

The 1973 data also deal only with working mothers and are aggregated for
women with children under the age of 12, so one would expect less focus on
modes of care designed specifically for younger children. In fact, they found
day-care centers and nursery schools used by about 8 per cent of the total
population as well, which probably represents a small increase in enrollments.
They also found that in 26 per cent of the white and 14 per cent of the black
families surveyed, the father and mother managed to split their working hours
to cover child-care requirements. Many parents appear to prefer this arrange-
ment; the practice was at least as common among the wealthier families as
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among the poor. Overall, a little more than half of all working women relied
upon family members to care for their children: 34 per cent living in the home.
17 per cent living elsewhere. Another 24 per cent used a sitter or friend.

The 1975 CoNnower Study, dealing with all child care, including occasional
babysitting, for working and non-working parents, concluded that the most
child care is used by families with younger children (2 years is the peak age),
employed parents; sad single parents, even if not employed." Family structure
seems to be very important in what kind of child care is used. Employed single
mothers are three times as likely as employed wives to leave their children at
hone with relatives and about twice as likely to use centers or nursery schools.
Relatives not living with the family babysit for nearly half of all families. Day-
care centers are used somewhat more by the poor than one would expect from
their Incidence in the population, and less than one would expect by those just
above the poverty line and by the better off. At about the median income, the
trends seem to change: relatives are relied upon lessor are not around to be
relied on; more people pay unrelated babysitters and housekeepers to take care
of the children at hcme, or they send them to nursery school.

In addition to income distinctions, the 1975 study found some ethnic ones.
In-home care by non-relatives (especial!) occasional babysitting) is pre-

dominantly a white, middle-class phenomenon.
Spanish-ongtn children arc looked after ny rektives.
Black families use either relatives or institutional care, but rarely lave

their children with unrelated adults."
In sum, parents use a wide variety of child-care arrabgements. The modal

form of care is still within the family. Parents stagger working hours in order for
one of them to be home with the children while the other is at work, and other
relatives provide a substantial portion of both. occasional and regular full-time
care. Among the white middle class, unrelated babysitters often take are of
children in the family's home. Unrelated adults provide about 20 per cent of all
child :are in their own homes. Publicity about day-care centers and about
government subsidies of center care has been much more intense over the past
decade; the somewhat increased use of centers, especially by poor single
mothers, is likely to be in part a result of that attention.

I he patterns of utilization do not point the way for policy: they do,
however, explode the myth that families are giving up much of their child-
rearing responsibility to unrelated or institutional caretakers. The major role of
the extended family in these arrangements cannot be overlooked, particularly
for poor, near-poor, black, and Spanish-origin families. Reports of the death of
extended families are greatly exaggerated.

COST TO FAMIU-S

When data about cost to the parent is added to that about utilization, the
economic attraction of informal arrangements in the home becomes more
apparent. Out-of-pocket expenses fot informal arrar.gements tend to be very
small: the 1973 survey found that 49 per cent of working mothers paid nothing
at all for day care; most of those were arrangements with relatives. The 1975
survey data show that, while a considerable amount is paid to relatives for child
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Tama. 2

PARS HTAL I XPENDITCRES FOR CHILD CARL COMPARED TO PERCENTAGE OF auto

CARE PURCHASED, I975

Parents' % Total Child-
Expenditures Care Hours

Relatives, in child's or
relative's home $1.1 billion 43%

Non-relative in child's home 11.7 billion 17%

Non-r-lat ire in other home 1.8 bilhen 20% r
Nursery schools and centers 1.6 billion IS% ,--
Other .2 billion 3%
i

td,

Total 86.4 billion 100%

Sawa Natomst CMM Car Csourarr Surly 117S. II. rabies RI and

are of all kinds, it buys a lot more child are than the somewhat larger amounts
for more formal arrangements. These data a.-c reflected in Table 2.

The out-of- pocket costs to parents are one pan of the total cost of chile; tare.
Public subsidies lower the price to poor parents of au: in a nursery school,
center, or the home of a non-relative. Federal reimbur.ement foe child-cae
expenses lay back some of what parents spend, but tibia: subsidies are not
reflected in Table 2. Finally, the opportunity cost ifs family member stays out
of school or out of the labor market to keep the'children may make the real cost
of care by relatives higher than it appears to be. The magnitude of thaw: costs is
difficult to assess without information on the employment of those
taking are of the children.

PURUC EXPENDITURES

One might assume that data on the cost to the public woeld be easier to
come by than data on family expenditures, but even a straightforward aceount-
ing of federal expenditures for child are is hard to ,ebtain. Some subsidy or
another can be found in at least twenty -five federal programs, ftqm SBA loans
to firms to set up centers to recompurstion of welfare benefits to compensate for
child-care expenses. A reasonable estimate is that, in fiscal 1976. about $2 billion
of federal funds went to support day care. Approximately MO million of that is
not in federal outlays but is forgone revenue from the tax deduction for child-
care expense available to working parents. The remainder includes subsidies for
home and neighborhood arrangements, teacher training, experimental pre-
school programs, Had Start, and day-care centers. &at* and local government
funds and philanthropies also support child are of various types; these sources
probably contribute at least as much as does the federal government."

A final complication in the cost picture is the fact that child are is on the
fringes between the home and the money economy. Table 2 incEcates that
informal day care, even by unrelated adults, is relatively inexpemive; this is
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largely because the caretaker is usual!. a housewife often in her ovn home
who does not value her services arc oding to market prices. When child care
becomes a full-time occupation. rather than a sideline, the price rises significant-
ly if even subsistence wages are paid. This can occur both within and outside
the home. The cost of care in the family's home by non relatives is higher than
are by a non relative in the home of the caretaker, since full-time wags fur
children's nurses. housekeepers, and professional babysitters must he paid.

The cost of centers: which must include the cost of facilities as well al'of
personnel, is even higher. In 1971, Eduard Zigkr, then director of the Office of
Child Devekpment, estimated the per-child costs of day-care centers 4-accept-
able quality" at $1,862 per year and of -desirable quality" at $2,320, based on
1967 prices." Full-time centers with educational programs were es-timated'in
1975 to cost between 83.000 and 55.000 per childi.e., in the same range Is
tuition at Ivy League collegesand the cost of intensive experimental projects.
though rarely calculated precisely, runs twks that:"

PREFLRFNCE

It is difficult to estimate from utilization data alone whether either the cost to
parents or a supposed limitation of alternatives is a major determinant in child-
care utilizition de:isions. Does this pattern of arrangements reflect what
families would like to do, or only the exigencies of a day-care market where
formal day-care centers are in too scarce supply or are highly desired but
beyond the financial means 4 most parents? There are two kinds of data which
could help to answer that question.

First are the preference surveys in which parents are asked how satisfied
'hey are with ?resent zrrangements, and what kind of care they would prefer
The Wester l survey of 1970" found that the type of day cart preferred by most
parents of all income groups was an informal arrangement in the home or in the
neighborhood. This survey reported that parents apply well-defined criteria for
choosing among day-care arrangements. These include, in descending order of
Preference: closeness to home, cost. convenience of hours, sick-child care, and
program (i.e., education). This ordering of priorities adds up to a preference for
at-home care. I.ov and Spindler" report greatest satisfaction with ithome
arrangements, though they did not ask directly about parer:cal preferences.

The 1975 survey also asked parents whether they were satisfied with their
current arrangements. what alternatives they might prefer, and a number of
questions designed to pro se their miracles toward vatious forms of care "
Sixty-three per cent of the mothers sampledemployed or unemployed, black,
white, or Spanish-speaking--prefer to have their children cared for by relatives
over any other arrangement. Care in one's own home was preferred over all
others by 53 per ern: of women. Similarly. are by relatives, whether in he
children's homes or the relatives homes, was almost universally reporter! to be
satisfactory. Greatest dissatisfaction (but still only 11 per cent) was reported for
Had Start programs. Not looking a gift horse in the mouth, however, only 9
per cent of Head Start parents indicated an ;merest in changini. o some other
program. When asked if they would prefer other kinds of child care, more than
three - quarters of the total surveyed said they would not. Those most likely to
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want to change were sending their children to the home of a non-relative. Of the
24 per cent who thought they might prefer another form of care, about 30 per
cent wanted to mo 'e to some form of home care. and 45 per cent to nursery
schools or centers. 1 he clear loser was the family day-care home. Virtually no
one was interested if, having her child cared for in the home of an unrelated
person.

This study also asked a number of attitudinal questions about various forms
of care. The major finding is that parents, unlike politicians, do not hold
ideological positions on the subject. Nape of the questions designed to reflect
strong opinions (e.g., "I would rather pay.someone to take care of my child than
to leave him with a relative," or "I would never send my child to a day-care
center") elicited much agreement.

The second kind of information on the are people would use if it were
available is more convincing because it is based on behavior rather than
interview responses, although it is also based on smaller samples. In a number
of experimental programs. parents have been offeredfree or at very low cost
expensive day-care centers and other formal types of care. In each case, the
number of people who took up the offer was much lower than was expected. An
income-maintenance experiment in Gary, Indiana, offered free high-quality day
care to the children of welfare mothers at work or in school and subsidized are
to others. There were very few takers. At the height of the program ;only 15 per
cent of the eligible preschool children were enrolled." In Seattle and Denver,
income-maintenance experiments also included a day-ire subsidy. They di-
vided possible day-care modes into three categories non-market (in the family,
for which no fees are paid), informal market (babysitting by relative or non-
relative, either in child's or sitter's home, for which a fee is paid), and formal
market (licensed day-care homes and centers). They found that when subsidies
are available, the use of paid care increases by as much as 35 per cent for the
highest usersemployed single mothers. But this was true only for inforr.ial
market care, and, to some extent, it meant only that arrangements that had been
free berore were now being remunerated. Use of centers and licensed homes
increased about 6 per cent in Seattle and not at all in Denver. This study
concluded that one would have to provide heavy differential subsidies to centers
and licensed homes if one really wanted to get participants to use them for their
children 20

Placing a center at a work site does not appear to add to its popularity. In the
nineteen-sixties, several corporations set up day-care centers at or near the work
site as a service to their employees. When, in 1972, Ogilvie" undertook a study
of those centers as possible models for expanding the supply of day care, he
found that ne.irly all had already shut down for lack of enrollment. This
phenomenon can be attributed in part to the fact that one must have a relatively
large work force in order to find enough preschool children of employees at any
one time to fill a day-care center of a feasible size. Ogilvie estimated that in 1972
a work-site center for 60-70 children required at least 1,000 women employees.
Put a second reason for the failure of many centersat the worksite or away
from itis that many parents caviar inf .rmal arrangements at home or with
relatives.

Thus, evidence accumulates to indicate much less interest on the part of
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parents in formal day-care centers than the public debate implies. Many parents
appear to prefer that relatives take are of their children, and Irsge numbers of
them have relatives willing to do it. This finding stands in obvious contrast to
the common notion that isolated nuclear or single-parent families predominate.

The preference, cost, and utilization data st ow that a wide array of methods
of day care is in use, most of it informal and outside the market. Overall,
parents stein -elatively pleased by the arrangements they have, although
different mode ; suit the needs of parents in different circumstancesa good
reason for maintaining a system with many alternatives. Preference for change
usually reflects either difficulties in finding new arrangements for meeting
changed circumstances or the desire for minor changes to make arrangements fit
more precisely with the work schedule. Finding are arrangements that are
suitable in every respect is not easy. Help in identifying the available possi-
bilities appears to be something parents would welcome enthusiastically. The
197$ survey found parents agreeing oienvliebningly with the suggestion that
the government set up an information and referral service on available limn.-
facilities and caretakers. as But, so far as parents are concerned, there is no
unanimity about the urgency of expanding the supply of formal day-care
centers or day-care homes or any other particular form of are trrangement.

The Larger Debate

Perhaps national policy should rest, however, not on parental desires but on
day-care expansion as a way to advance some or all of the larger objectives stated
by proponents.

LABOR-FORCE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN

Lack of available day care is often cited as a major impediment to greatly
increased labor-force participation by the mothers of young children. Two very
different groups believe that getting women into the labor market is a primary
concern: the women's movement and "workfare" conservatives, the latter
seeing employment as the only way to reduce AFDC rolls. These two forces
focus on distinctly different portions of society and with very different pur-
poses.

The women's movement emphasizes the liberation of women from what
they regard as the subservient role of unpaid household labor. Themost direct
way to accomplish that, they believe, is for women to move from the house into
a paying job. There are many ben:fits, both economic and ps).:*--!agical, to
working outside the home. First, of course, is the money. In addition, contin-
uing employment makes a woman eligible for Social Security and other pension
systems, and increases her psychological independence and power within her
marriage." Moreover, there are good reasons why a woman may want to work
while her children are young. One major reason why women in some white-
collar professions generally command lower wages than men is their frequently
episodic employment history--those who do not stop working for long periods
of time command wages more nearly commensurate with those of men.24 The
increasing commonness of divorce, the paucity of child-support payments from
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absent fathers.2s and the concomitant need for women to support themselves all
provide a powerful economic drive to enter the work force.

The social benefits of work outside the home are also becoming more
important to some women. Social contacts with peers and reinforcement of
ones feeling of accomplishment by colleagues one respects provide important
psychic income which was perhaps once otherwise available in more closely knit
communities, but is now more apt to be found through the job. Measures of
success may often seem a lot easier to come by on the job than at home with the
children, where a beatific "I love you. MotImy" can be followed within minutes
by a temper tantrum and a plateful of spaghetti thrown against the wall.

The focus of these arguments is primarily on improving the economic and
psychological status of women as individuals, and secondarily on helping them
add to their children's welfare. Though the arguments could apply to women
across the income scale, those who advance them focus primarily on the
relatively well educated and the middle class. This is in many ways a con-
servative position: no radical change in the structure of employment is sug-
gested. only increased participation of one segment of society, for whom a few
support services are necessarysuch as day care. The women's movement is
certainly not unanimous on this issue; more psychologically oriented feminists
may question the value of adopting the essentially male definition that one's
worth is defined by a wage rate. But advocates of labor-force participation tend
not to discuss, or even to consider, whether there might nut be some non-
economic costs conner-d with a mother's working full time.

The workfare conservatives are also interested in getting women to work,
but a different group of women and for very different reasons. Those who hold
this position regard with chagrin the inequities of a system that provides welfare
to some people for doing nothing. while giving no support to equally impover-
ished neighbors who work long hours for poverty wages. The conservatives see
putting the welfare mothers to work as accomplishing two ends: reducing this
horizontal inequity and saving the government some money in welfare outlays.
Since a woman would not be on AFDC if she didn't have children, some
arrangement to are for them is felt to be necessary if she is to be required to
work. Like their distant cousins in the women's movement, workfare con-
servatives concentrate on economic arguments and view day are as an adden-
dum to their primary mission: employment of mothers. They share with
feminists the assumption that combining mothering and employes eIt is in some
way superior to mothering alone. Ironically, the AFDC program was initiated
o precisely the opposite premise: that the public interest is best served by
subsidizing mothers to stay at home and t2. C care of their children rather than
going to work.

Rut even assuming what a large part of the population does notthat it is
best for a mother with young children to workone can ask at least two central
questions with regard to increasing women's labor-force participation: (I) Is the
public interest served, in macroeconomic terms, by inducing more women to
join the labor force? (2) Is the provision of day care by the government an
Important prerequisite to mothers , and especially welfare recipients', becoming
employed'

The answer to the first question is far from obvious. In the short run, and
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especially today, in 1976, "joining the labor force" often means swelling the
rolls of the unemployed In the longer run, economic forecasters are of two
minds: given the apparent secular trend toward lower birth rates, such analysts
as Drucker" argue that within ten to fifteen years there will be a labor shortage
if the economy continues to expand only at its present rate. Others contend that
automation, the increased use of low-cost overseas labor by American corpora-
tions, and the naro-al limit of resources portend a stagnant or diminishe4
demand for worker in the next few decades. The macroeconomic rationale for
encouraging womenor anyone elseto enter the labor force turns in part on
the resolution of these contending arguments.

The second question is easier to answer. The evidence to date indicates that
offering day care has relatively little effect on a woman's decision to work. The
best estimate is that the availability of even free day-care centers explains only
about 10 per cent of mothers' decisions to enter the work force." What matters
most is the existence of a jobwhen that is available, most mothers find some
way to cope with the child-care problem. Welfare mothers are no different from
the large mass of working and lower-middle-class women in this regard.
Decisions are made largely in terms of economic necessity; if net income goes
up, employment is worth it.

Welfare mothers can be distinguished from upper-middle-class well-edu-
cated women who work because they want to. For the latter, the availability of
precisely the sort of child-care arrangement they judge best for their children
may be a factor in the decision to work or not. It would be nice if society had
arrived at the point where parents at all income levels were equally free to
consider non-economic benefits to the family when making employment deci-
sions. In fact, the workfare conservatives have engineered the economic
incentives at the bottom of the income scale so that for AFDC recipients there is
never a point where the economic incentive to work is relaxed. Only those
whose families can live relatively well without the mother's income have the
luxury of making that sort of choice.

Further, as the utilization and preference data show, when mothers become
employed they most frequently turn to informal home- or family-based arrange-
ments, which the government can subs' -ilia but cannot create. There is also
evidence that when formal day-care arrangements break down, alternatives arc
readily available. A 1973 study in South Carolina of low-income mothers whose
day-care center was no longer available to them found that nearly everyone

-continued to work and in the same job, and that they found other arrangements
for their children within a few days." Moreover, only 3 per cent of the women
in the Seattle-Denver income-maintenance experiment who did not work cited
lack of day care as a reason 2'

To summarize, provision of federally funded day careespecially day-care
centersdoes not appear to be critical to the labor-force participation of
women; the need for and availability of employment is overwhelmingly more
important. This does not imply that child care is an unimportant national policy
question, only that the day-care tail should not be expected to wag either the
Great Dane of federal employment policy or the St. Bernard of welfare reform.

But how, then, can one deal with the problems pointed out by those
advocating day care to increase the employment of women? The first step is to
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face directly what is being said: work at home is not valued. The feminist
message is that women should get into the labor market in order to receive their
duc. The conservative message is that welfare mothers should be improved by
the discipline of working and their children through surrogate care.

Steiner" and Rt.% lin" have analyzed proposals to reduce welfare expendi-
tures by obtaining jobs for mothers and providing day care for their children.
Both conclude that the expense of formal market day care is likely to overwhelm
any welfare savings for all but a very small ion of AFDC recipients.

Steiner concludes that the real motivatian
eort

for such proposals is that not
simply a zero valuation but a negative valuation is placed on the work AFDC
mothers put in raising their children. ..He observes:

Thcrc is no pulnical conflict over the proposition that a young mother
sudden1) idowed and left dependent on social security survivors' benefits should
be supported with public funds so that she can stay home and take care of her
children. Nnr is there congressional discussion or any HEW proposal for day care
for those children. If 94.5% of AFDC dependency were annbutable to death of
the father, there would be no congressional interest to speak of in day care. But, in
fact. 94.5% of AFDC dependency is not attributable to death of the father: only
5 5% of AFDC dependency is so attributable. Most of the political conflict and a
good deal of the interest in day care is over whether the public should subsidize
those womcn whom Senator 'Russell Long once called "brood mares" to stay
home, produce more childrensome of them born ow of wedlockand raise
those chndren in an atmosphere of dependency."

Interest seems to center much more on the proper role of the husband and wife
in marriage, discrimination against women, sex, race, and freeloading than on
the economic relationship between the availability of formal cli:Id care and
employment.

DAY CARE. AS AN EMPLOYMENT OPPOR (UNITY

The different value placed on work at home and in the market is also
apparent in proposals to expand federal day-care subsidies in order to increase
the supply of jobs. TI.erc are two discrete interests advanced by those who
make this argument. The first is that of the AFDC mother who warns to work
but cannot find employment. Why not put her to work caring for the children of
others% Thcrc is a certain irony to the definition of caring for other people's
children, but not one own, as work. However, if a welfare mother wants to do
that, it seems a laudable objective. How might it be accomplished)

The part of the government subsidy that might have some direct impact on
hiring practices in day-care programs operates through state and local govern-
ments or quasi-governmental groups such as Community Action Projects. It
mdudes Tide XX social services, Head Start, and preschool projects for the
handicapped. Unfortunately, using federal leverage--including moneyto
crate genuinely new jobs in the state and local public sector is a very tricky
enterprise. A political Shell game frequently ensues, in which states and
localities fire some of their employees and rehire them with federal employment
funds, expanding the supply of positions not at all but adding a bit to the state
ut local treasury. This problem would have to be overcome to bring about any
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genuine increasein the number of publicly supported day-care jobs open to
AFDC mothers. Enriched tax credits to private firma for hiring AFDC recipi-
ents in day care have also been proposed; even if successful, the benefit is likely
to be small because private firms comprise a very small proportion of the day-
care market. Another obvious possibility is to provide more generous subsidies
to individual families for day care,- hoping that the increased demand will
produce more jobs for welfare recipients. Unfortunately the likely efficiency o
that strategy is also very limited. There are several obstacles, including the
competition faced by welfare mothers trying to get jobs in centers, the way day-
care quality is currently defined, and the fact that most of the demand is for day
care by relatives or at home for little pay.

Untrained AFDC mothers face fierce competition in the formal day-care
market. The most powerful comes from the increasingly numerous ranks of
unemployed teachers. They and the powerful national associations which
represent them are the second major force pushing for new Eidersl day-care
funding as s job-creation device. Recently the AFL-CIO has placed its political
weight behind the position that new federal day-care legislation must give
control to the schools. Clearly the teachers and the AFDC mothers have
competing interests. Under traditional definitions of staff quality (education and
work experience) the teachers would win hands down. And those traditional
definitions are now used to define "quality" day care.

Day care is an example of an industry where professionalizatiOn is just
beginning to take place. In order to make it s more appealing employment
possibility for its members, the education lobby wants to move day are out of
the status of s cottage industry. Parents. by and large, want to keepis there.
The Office of Child Development, in an attempt to dilute the impact of
traditio-al educational credentials judged by many to be generally irrelevant to
the effective provision of child care, initiated in 1970 a Child Development
Associate project designed to provide credentials based solely on demonstrated
competence in dealing with young children. To date this project has confined
itself mainly to testing and certifying persons already at work in day-care
centers or family day-care homes in order to provide them with a basis for
advancement. If such efforts as the Child Development Associate project are to
meet the original objective of establishing operationally defined competence as
the primary basis for certification in child care, however, potential workers
must be found, certified, and placed in initial jobs.

But the probability is fairly small that such efforts will, by themselves,
successfully turn around the trend toward staffing federally subsidized day-care
centers with people who have professional degrees. The pressure of school
systems with unused facilities and surplys teachers is powerful; in California,
the public day-care system is administered by the state education agency and
has already come closely to resemble the primary schools, with certified
elementary school teachers as senior staff and former principals as administra-
tors." But whether or not such projects as Child Development Associates were
successful in making less-educated poor women competitive in the race for jobs
in day-care centers, one must face the fact thatCalifornia's experience aside
neither the present pattern of day -are arrangements in this country nor the
expressed preference of parents at all income levels places much emphasis
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on formal center-based day care for young children. Thus the greatest demand
for AFDC mothers as child-care workers is likely to come from relatives or close
friends on a barter basis or for very little mune'.

The conflict is clear; the easiest way to justify paying market wages is to
make child care more like other service professions: institution-based. Parents
either do not perceive that the benefits that come to them and their children
justify the higher price or they are simply unable to pay it So government
subsidies must be increased to keep the enterprise *flog..

The reason for the high cost of centers is 'hat we are paying the pricewith
additional overhead, fringe benefits, and amortization costsof remunerating a
part of the work mothers do at home. Keepers of the federal treasury should be
thankful that most families would still prefer to keep the kids around the house.
Other ways to redress the unequal value placed on work at home and in the
market need to be considered.

CII11.0 DLVLLOPMENT

There is one remaining and extremely important argument for formal day
care: possible benefits to children. Public policy decisions should not be guided
by parental preference alone; millions of research dollars have been spent
investigating the vital question of how to improve the welfare of the nation's
children. One should not be too blithely confident that parents will make the
wisest choice. Every reported incident of child abuse is a poignant reminder of
parental fallibility. And experiences outside the home can provide important
intellectual and emotional experiences for young children.

The world of research in child development has not been closely attuned to
the day-care policy debate. The single most furiously debated question regard-
ing the impact of day care on children is that of staff -child ratios. Only recently
a large experiment has begun testing the effects of varying the number of
children per adult on th5 children's development. Until then, no research
addressed that issue. Research has concentrated on the possible negative effects
of separation from the mother and on possible intellectual and social benefits for
chile ren in group settings. Virtually all the research uses experimental, university-
based preschools and centers, not ordinary day-care arrangements.

Regarding the emotional tie to the family, even parents who are alert to how
children are reacting to care arrangements could use some help. It is hard to
separate behavior changes due :o developmental phases from those that signal
serious distress. An eighteen-month-old starts having occasional nightmares: is it
something about the new babysitter, the fact that mother is gone all day, or that
eighteen months is about the time children start to have nightmares?

There is a massive research literature on mother-child attachment and
separation anxiety, and on their effects, particularly on the child's reaction to
strange adults. Results from such studies vary, but generally suggest little or no
difference in the emotional bonds between mother and child whether the child
is in a center, at home with mother; or at home with a babysitter." Nor does
the evidence show that whether or not the mother works when a child is young
determines tne development of later difficulties; mental health and behavior
problems can be traced to serious conflict between parents and children, not to
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employment status In fact, one study concluded that if the mother is satisfied
with whatever she is doingworking at home or in the labor marketthe
children are likely to be better off psychologically." Day cue is not the
beginning of the end foe close family ties. Eighteen months is about the time
when children first have nightmares, whether their mothers work or not.

Research on the child-development centers is more mixed. Significant short-
term gains in cognitive abilities or applied skills are found only in the few
university-based experimental projects which apply structured sequences of
learning activities for the children." Experimental parent-training projects,
especially those combined with centers in which mothers are trained as child-
care staff, produce short-term effects." Researchers have not yet overcome the
difficulty of transplanting the techniques that are successful in these hothouse
research environments to larger-scale programs. 1 here is very little correlation
between early gains in a preschool environment and later success in school, or
between early school achievement and later success in life. Children's lives are
subject to too many complicated influences to expect an early experience to
immunize them from later difficulties. There do seem to be some differences in
social behavior between children reared at home and those with extensive
group-care experience. The day-care-center children are often more aggressive,
physically active, and peer-o-iented than the children accustomed to care at
home."

There are enough intriguing findings to justify continued curiosity and
research investment in the field. One would hope. with Bronfenbrenner," that
the research effort might concentrate more closely on typical experiences of
childreninformal care at home or in the neighborhood by parents and
relatives--4nd less on those university-based laboratory preschools that are so
convenient for researchers.

In sum, the research findings do allay some fears about the emotional impact
of day care, but do not provide one with much confidence that children's
development is markedly improved by one form of care or another.

Conclusion

The day-care debate has proceeded with very little consideration of the
evidence on current practices and parental preferences in the area. One cannot
help wondering why the principal method of child care used most by working
motherswithin the household and the extended familycomes so little into
the spotlight of public discussion. There is yes one other possible explanation
for this phenomenon: spokesmen for the various positions are generally white
and upper middle class. They are the least likely group in society to have
functioning extended families, and they may forget that the poor and the lower
middle class do.

Aggregate data sources such as the census tend to reinforce the illusion that
there are no extended families by using households as a unit of analysis. A
decline in the number of adults in the household is read as a decline in
functioning kinship networks. The fact is, as Hareven has indicated elsewhere
in this volume, that extended families in the United States have thrchtglioul
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history maintained separate but closely tied nuclear households. Oft-touted
mobility figures (e.g.. the average American moses once every five years) also
mask important class differences. The poor and the working class move within
the same area to find better housing; long-range moves to new cities are
Mans ely rare.' The postwar migration from the South to northern cities
largely followed kinship lines: one went where friends or relatives were already
established." In contrast, the probability of long-distance moves increases
sharply with income and educational level. Those at the upper end of both
scales arc the least likely to live near relativesInd the most likely to be making
public policy. A policy maker or academic who lives in Bethesda or Cambridge,
with parents in Fort Lauderdale and a sister in Berkeley, is not predisposed to
think of relatives caring for his or her children. It is easy to forget that for those
oho live in South Boston ur Harlem a child's grandmother or aunt is more likely
to be a few blocks away.

But whatever the reason, the data seem to show that there is far more
interest in informal care in the home or the extended family than anyone would
gather from the public debate. Federal policies to help make this sort of care
more affordable are lost in the cacophony of contesting arguments over one
method of careformal centersand one way of funding itfederal support to
those centers. What we need is closer concentration on what people need and
want to help them cope with their child-care problems. Instead, policy makers
are importuned by ideological and interest group pied pipers, promising to rid
us of various forms of pestilence: oppression of women, a thoroughly unwork-
able welfare system, emotional disturbance, and school failure.

A focus on the parents and childn.n might simply produce some modest
tinkering at the margins of the system. Information services to enable parents
more efficiently to make their own arrangements would be welcomed; flexible
stork hours and allowing leave to care for sick children would help a number of
families. But such changes hold no utopian promise; women would continue to
find lob scarcity the main deterrent to employment, poor and working-class
families would continue to supervise their own children, and the educational
system would not be given major new responsibilities. Some children would
still do better in school than others. Life would be slightly eased for those
millions of families who do need and use various day-care arrangements.

Such a view relegates day care to that most undignified of political cate-
gories: a secondary issue. This move would considerably diminish the political
appeal of day care as a cause, but the level of federal investment would probably
remain more stable if less were expected of it. Some federally f, tided centers are
needed, but their status and the grand objectives some envision for them should
not dominate the trestion of the government's role in childcare. In Browning's
Hamelin, the children were forfeit to a policy dispute among adults over the law

contracts and the social benefits of rat extermination. Then and raw,
children and parents are not helped by having the child-care question unneces-
sarily entangled with other issues of public policy. Those who seek to help
Parents solve their child-care problemsnarrowly definedcan make a valu-
able contribution to the public weal. But they should not take their pipes to
torn.
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, ladies and gentlemen.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee.

I am an appointee to a non-policy making citizen's board that advises the local
governing body concerning issues and policies related to child care in Fairfax
County, Virginia. As the At -Large appointee to the Child Care Advisory

i
Council, I

have become aware of several aspects of governmental policies that I believe are n
need of reform. The Child Care Food program (CCFP), authorized by section 17 of
the National School Lunch Act is one of those programs in need of reform.

I am here today because I believe that a major aspect in the revitalization of our
nation's economic prosperity can begin with spending programs like this USDA pro-
gram. I maintain that S. 1994 can be part of that revitalization process.

My reservations with the CCFP are shared with the Board of Supervisors in Fair-
fax County. The Chairman of the Board, the Honorable John F. Herrity, wrote to
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget on November 16, 1981, ex-
pressing the board's concern over the fact that the CCFP is not specifically targeted
to assist low income families.

Should the Senate agree to pass S. 1994, we can begin to use our tax dollars to
help only those who are in need of assistance, and thus will reduce the size of our
needy population. The demand for services and the costs associated with the various
benefits and entitlements will also be curtailed. The remedy is simple enough it is
equitable enough; deny benefits as provided under the current law to the middle
and upper income classes.

In my view, S. 1994 is, then not only a preventative measure, but also a remedial
strategy as well, for it will aid only those who are in need of our assistance, thus
allowing greater concern for the disadvantaged children in family day care, and not
for the non-needy children who are in family day care, and are the predominate
participant of the program.

I strongly urge that the Senate pass S. 1994. It will restore the integrity to the
CCFP; it will allow more time, energy and monies to be spent where they are
needed; it will help strengthen the primary social unit, the keystone, of our Society
upon which we all dependboth in and out of the work forcethe family.

Members of the President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control informed a
House budget task force on November 2, 1983, that perhaps an additional $30 billion
may be saved by simply reforming some of the nation's social programs to end
waste, fraud, abuse and general mismanagement.

My objective today is to focus on what I perceive to be inequity in the CCFP, and
thus its misdirected efforts to assist the needy. It should be, noted that I am opposed
to aid to the non-needy; I am in favor of aid to the needy. The middle and ,upper
income classes, who predominate in the program, need no advocate. Rather, it is the
child of the economically disadvantaged family who can truly benefit from our ef-
forts ,forts to assist child care prograMs in our nation.

Many of the various social spending ,,entitlement programs have expandedin
recent years. The CCFP is no exception. When established in 1968, it was to provide
meals and supplementaries (snacks) to children who were cared for in nonresiden-
tial, i.e., institutional, child care centers. The genesis of the program was the Great.
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Society. And although there are various elicribility requirements, the CCFP is an en-
titlement program.

The CCFP has been expanded .o include t.'dldren who are cared for in private
family day care arrangements. Since it is estimated by the Department of Health
and Human Services that approximately 56% of all children who are in day care
are enrolled in family day care, this addition to the program was a significant one.
Moreover, as greater numbers of women seek employment outside the home, and
without an income eligibility ceiling, the number of participants who are thus eligi-
ble to participate in the CCFP will continue to increase.

And although the program is entitled the Child Care Food Program, it is not a
food program. The family day care providers who are participating do not, in fact,
receive food commodities from the USDA. The title of the program is simply a mis-
nomer. The CCFP is not strictly a child nutrition program, either. It is, in reality,
an income transfer program. But unlike many other programs that seek to redis-
tribute wealth from the rich to the poor, the CCFP is a system that transfers ,)
income from the lower and middle income, single income-earning families to t1:.a
middle and upper dual income - earning families, in the predominate case.

Fairfax County, Virginia, is a sponsor of the USDA child food program. It is a
:populous, affluent suburb of Washington, D.C. Approximately 596,000 people reside
within its jurisdiction, and although the county as a whole is demographically some-
what unique in that it is quite wealthy, it is an area that is well suited to illustrate
the fact that the CCFP is a system in need to reform. That reform that is offered for
your consideration today is in the form of S. 1994.

The County of Fairfax has a predominately white (85.4%) population. Only 5.9%
of its residents are black, with people of Spanish origin making up the next highest
group of people (3.3%) who reside there. It is also an aging population, as the
median age of the residents is 29.1 years of age.

According to the 1980 U.S Bureau of the Census, 66.6% of the residents of Fair-
fax County, Virginia are married. Although divorce is not an unknown factor in the
lives of the residents, there are only 8.3% of all family households headed by fe-
males, with 2.4% of all family households headed by males, for the category of
single family headed households.

Perhaps the moet significant feature of the resident of Fairfax County, Virginia is
the economic profile of the county residents. The median family income, according
to the figures available from the 1980 census, is $33,236.00 per year. The mean
family income of families with two workers is listed at $39,816.00; families with one
worker is listed at $31,335.00 per year. The proportion of families with two or more
income earners in the county is 64.8% of all families.

The house in which the residents live are no less impressive in terms of their rela-
tive affluence. The estimated median value of owned housing units in 1983 is 4

$103,600.00, with the median home value of owner-occupied homes listed at
$95,200.00, making Fairfax County, VA the fifteenth most costly housing ranking in
the United States, according to the Census.

In comparison, the 1980 Census has estimated that the weighted average poverty
threshold for a family comprised of four persons is $9,860.00 per year. ain, the
median family income in this jurisdictiona legal participant in the U DA pro-
gramis $33,236.00 per year. Less than 6.3% of the families in Fairfax County, VA
have incomes less than $9,999.00 per year. :..?

Although Fairfax County, VA is an umbrella sponsor of the USDA program, it is
administered by the county's Office for Children (OFC). Anyone who takes or agrees
to take a family day care classroom training course offered without charge to par-
ticipants is not only eligible to participate in the cm.nty-run program of information
and refersl for parents in need of child care arrangements, but also in the USDA
food program. Sources within the OFC have indicated that they have had an enor-
mous increase in the number of participants in the program. The increase has
added an additional burden to the staff. It is not unlikely that the OFC has had to
increase its own employees to cover the demand for this service, thus impacting the
local tax base.

Because of the relative affluence of the residents of this participating jurisdiction,
it is possible for a family of two incomes to gross in excess of $35,000.00 per year (as
45% of the residents do), yet are eligible for benefits from the USDA CCFP. This is,
then, money that is going to subsidize the child care costs of the wealthy who choose
to seek employment and the increased salary that dual income families can earn.
Again, every dollar that is allocated to subsidize the non-popr, is one dollar less that
is available to assist those who are truly in need of aid.

In the magisterial district in which I reside, 31.8% of the families report income
in excess of $50,000.00 per year, 9% report earning incomes in excess of $75,000.00
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per year, yet all are eligible to receive benefits under the current provisions of the
CCFP.

Who is the family day care provider? More often than not, the provider is a
woman who has children of her own to care for. She may not use the money that
she receives from the CCFP to purchase more nutritious foods for the children in
her care. Many of these women may be preparing meals and snacks for their own
chidren, as well as for those children who are in paid care. And although there is a
provision for the provider's own children to participa e in the OCFP, this section is
income specific, i.e., those children of family day care providers whose family
income is less than 18.5% of poverty, are eligible to participate. The child in the
care of the family day care provider is under no such ceiling limitation, hence the
need for the reform offered by S. 1994. Few, if any women would be willing to spend
extra time and energy to prepare a different meal and/or 'snack for the day care
child in her care than the meal that she inivides for herself u well as her own
children. In short, the day care child probably most often receives the meal that
everyone else is served, without discrimination..

One family day care provider who resides iri Fairfax County, VA has tolci me that
she uses the extra to treat herself and her day care children to meals at various
restaurants. She reports that she would otherwise be unable to offer this outing to
the children in her care. Another day care provider saves all of the money that she
receives from the CCFP to purchase additional toys for the use of the children she
cares for as well as for her own children.

Sometimes the parents who have their children in family day care arrangements
do not wish to participate in the program unless the day care provider is willing to
reduce the cost of the care given to their children by the amount of the subsidy re-
ceived by the OCFP reimbursement schedule. The family day care provider may or
may not be willing to do this. Several parents have expressed their apprehension
over the program, stating that they fail to comprehend the need for participation in
the CCFP (for which they are eligible simply by virtue of the fact that they have
childreA in family day care), sipce their children's day care provider is rendering
something that they receive any way; good substitute child care at reasonable cost
given by a trustworthy neighbor.

There is an inspection system, of sorts, involved with the program. But the reality
is that it is not necessary to inspect most of the homes involved with the CCFP. The
good sense of the parents of the children entrusted in the care of the family day
care provider is the child's best defense against the need to arm the social welfare
establishment with the authority to inspect these family day care homes. As the
Program is administered in Fairfax County, VA there are two inspections made
once a year. The inspector proceeds these visits with a telephone call to the home of
the family day care provider as a matter of common courtesy, as well as to insure
that the provider will be at home during the time allotted for the visit. Surely if a
day care provider were serving non-nutritious foods in lieu of nutritious foods to her
charges, this system offers little protection. Again, the best defense here is that

idaily inspection that is made by the most interested, involved party of all: the
parent of the child in family day care.

Therefore, in reality the payments received under the provisions of the CCFP may
not result in increased nutritional value for the children in family day care arrange-
ments. Instead, the payment received may be used to supplement the income of the
day care provider. And this is, in my view, what this program is really all about:
increasing the incomes of the day care providers; or perhaps it is to decrease the
cost of child care to the working parent. In either case, the child's nutritional intake
is not affected.

There are other umbrella sponsors of the USDA Child Care Program other thtin
the County of Fairfax that operate within the county itself. They are usually non-
profit agencies that may not be eleemosynary institutions themselves, as sponsors of
the program, but receive reimbursement for administrative costs of the program.
The Reconciliation Act of 1981 provided a 10% reduction in these rates. These agen-
cies are now seeking repeal of this and other reductions.

The bottom line of CCFP is that the value of this and other programs that are not
income specific regarding eligibility requirements must be balanced against the fact
that it is the single income family that may bear an unfair burden for this type of
subsidy program More often than not (as evidenced by the demographic data of
Fairfax County, VA, a participating jurisdiction in the CCFP), the two income earn-
ing family may be earning in excess of the salary of the single income family. The
CCFP works to the detriment of the single income family that must seek employ-
ment out of necessity, as in the case with the single parent families. Often a family
of two parents may be sacrificing in order to provide its children with the care of
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their own mother, rather than a substitute provider. These categories of people are
not eligible to participate in the USDA food program, yet their children should con-
sume no less nutritious foods than the children of parents who exercise their free
choice and seek employment outside the home when their children are small.

There are many parents of various income levels, who have decided that while
their children are young, their right and free cholee is to provide_for the day-to-day
care of their children. The upper income classes have always had this option, just as
they have other options available to them that may not necessarily be available to
less affluent families. On the other hand, there are many parents of various income
levels who have decided that while their children are young, their right and free
choice is to seek alternative substitute can for their children. But the fact of the
matter is that the two income earning family, f..z the figures from Fairfax county,
VA demonstrate, isdemanding services and benefits that are not alhicated to the
single income family, who may in fact be decidedly less well off-than the dual
income earning families. The equity of ser....ng public policy such as provided in the
CCFP as is now constituted has not been adequately addressed. S. 1994 will start
that reform, and this equity, in restoring the integrity of the CCFP.

We live in an age of dangerously high budget deficits. When the U.S, Congress
eneeavored to enact changes in some of the entitlement programs, some, of the 're-
forms took the shape of income eligibility requirements. The Gramm-Latta Act is
credited with saving approximately $1.5 billion. Unfortunately, the CCFP, a small
program by federal standards, was not part of that income specific reform. S. 1994
would provide that needed reform. It could set a trend toward reforming our entire
social welfare benefits and entitlements such that only those who are in need of as-
sistance are eligible for that assistance.

After all the testimony is heard, all of the evidence tallied, and the members of
this committee as well as member of the Senate have made their final decision,
there will be one group of citizens that will gain from that decision; one group of
citizens that will lose from that decision. Let it be said that those who were denied
benefits were the affluent. Do not be misled by well-intentioned but misinformed
opponents of S. 1994. it is the poor who are in need of assistance, not the r .n -poor
And with more people seeking aid from our government, there is less ....nney to
assist the trui; needy. Their cries for assistance are often lost amid the clamor from
the middle and upper income classes who know how to use the system to their ad-
vantage, and often to the detriment of the under privileged.

It is my opinion, then, it is an act of true compassion to delete all but the needy
families from this program, thus rendering it less vulnerable to the valid criticism
that it is an income transfer program for the wealthy, form the non-wealthy. I
strongly urge that this Committee pass S. 1994, as well as that it pass the full
Senate.

Thank you for your time and consideration of this testimony.

COMMONWEALTH OF Vienuna,
COUNTY or FAiRFAX,

Fairfax, VA, November 16, 1981.
Hon. DAVID STOCKMAN,
Director, Office of Management and Budget.
Washington, DC

DEAR MR. STOCKMAN: The Fairfax County Board of Supervisors recently took
action to participate as an umbrella sponsor for the second year in the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Child Care Food Program for family day
care providers.

While the Board Supervisors supports family day care and this program, it ex-
pressed concern that the USDA Child Care Food Program for family day care pro-
viders is not specifically targeted at low income families. Further, we are in a period
of budget and program reductions, some of which are impacting persons truly in
need. Accordingly, we are concerned that this program serves all income levels, and
would like to see the program's guidelines revised so that it is directed to meet the
needs of those families with the greatest economic needs.

We would appreciate your review of this program to determine how the resources
allocated to the program can be targeted to serving low income families.

Sincerely,
JOHN F. Hearn,

Chairman, Board of Supervisors.
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[Reprint from Washington Post, Mar. 21. 1984)

AREAS OF AFFLUENCEFAIRFAX AND MONTGOMERY LEAD CENSUS BUREAU'S LIST OF
Wasurinser LARGE COUNT=

By Lawrence Feinberg)

Fairfax and Montgomery counties, the Washington area's two most affluent sub-
urbs, are also the two richest large counties in the nation, according to a new compi-
lation of data by the US. Census Bureau.

Four county equivalents called boroughs in oil-rich and high-priced Alaska have
even higher median household incomes, the bureau said, but none of them has more
than 20,000 residents. The highest is Bristol Bay, Alaskamedian income $33,516,
population 1,094.

The rankings, published in the Census Bureau's new County and City Data Books,
come from the 1980 census.

Fairfax and Montgomery were also at the top of the county income heap in the
1970 census. At that time, the rankings were compiled according to median family-
income and placed Montgomery slightly ahead of Fairfax.

In the new data, incomes are given for households, including not.only families
which the census defines as married couples and their children living at home but t-jiez
also unmarried couples, roommates and singles.

By this reckoning the median household income for Fairfax is $30,011, more than; :=1;t7-
a thousand dollars above the $28,987 reported for Montgomery, However. Montgom--
ery is still slightly ahead of Fairfax in medium family income, $33,702 to $33,173.

"We decided to change what we rank because of changes in howni, people live," said
Elizabeth Buss a Census Bureau vtatistician. "In 1970 the Eg. 'ly was the domi-
nant life style. It isn't anymore. You have more people living in other types of
households, and we began to think that households were more significant"

The medians are midpoints showing the amount of income that half of those in a
certain group exceed and half fall below. In 1979, the year for which income data
were collected by the 1980 census, median household income nationwide was
$16,841.

According to earlier census reports, Washington remains the wealthiest large
metropolitan area in the country, reflecting the relatively high income and stability
of its large federal work force as well its position as the area with highest propor-
tion of working women.

However, according to tax-return data, the Washington area has fewer people in
the highest income categories than business and financial centers such as New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.

In the new compilation, Howard County, Md., is the ninth richest county in the
country with a median income of $27,612, while Fairfax City is listed 20th at $25,810
and Prince William County, Va, is 25th at $25,435.

The rankings are for 3,137 counties and county equivalents, including the bor-
oughs of Alaska, the parishes of Louisiana, and independent cities in Maryland, Vir-
ginia, Missouri and Nevada.

Other parts of the Washington area still rank. relatively high, though their posi-
tions have dropped compared with 1970.

The median income for Prince George's County is $22,395, 79th in the country and
down from 26th in 1970; Arlington, $21,713, 97th down from ninth a decade ago; Al-
exandria, $21,016, 136th, down from 87th; and the District, $16,211, 733rd compared
to 406th in 1960,

Busse pointed out that some of the changes reflect the switch from family income
to household income as a standard, and in average fami:y an house/told size.

The new data book also gives information on a wide range of other social, political
and economic characteristics.

For example, in a compilation of 952 cities with population over 25,000, Washing-
ton ranks second to Atlantic City with most city government workers per capita.
Atlantic City, where gambling casinos are legal also has the highest crime rate for
any city, while Washington ranks 101st.

In use of public transportation for getting to work. Washington ranks third, after
New York City and San Francisco, slightly ahead of Jersey City and Boston.

In dependence on manufacturing, Washington ranks 11th from the bottom with
4.5 percent of its work force holding manufacturing jobs.

In median household income for cities. Bowie, Md, ranks 10th at $32,373, though
this was considerably below several unincorporated areas in Fairfax and Montgom-
ery, including McLean, Fort Hunt, Potomac and Bethesda. Two relatively small
cities in California rank highest: Verdes ($41,973) and Saratoga ($41,143).
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The county rankings also show that:
Los Alamos, N.M. has the highest proportion of persons over 25 with four years of

college, 47.8 percent, followed by Pitkin, Colo., which includes Aspen, 46.2 percent.
Five Washington area jurisdictions are among the top 10 in this category: Falls
Church, 44.9 percent; Montgomery County, 42.8 percent; Arlington, 42.5 percent;
Fairfax County, 41.8 percent, and Alexandria, 40.9 percent

The highest median value for owner-occupied houses, excluding condominums, is
in Pikin. Colo., which topped $200,000, the top price listed on the census form.
Marin County, Calif, is second at $151,000, followed by Honolulu at $130,400. Four
local jurisdictions are .among the top 25: Montgomery, 13th at $97,400; Fairfax
County, 15th at $95,200; Arlington, 21st at $92,900, and Alexandria, 22nd at $92,800.
The counties with the highest percentage of persons living below the poverty level
are Tunica, Miss. (52.9 perce-t), Starr, Texas (50.6 percent), and Owsley, Ky. (48.3
percent).
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Infant Day Care and Infant-Care Leaves
A Policy Vacuum

Edward Zigler Yale University
Susan Muencbow )'ale Uni versity

ABS7 RACT Current US polio supports neither
h.ghquabit infant dot care nor alternatives. such
as pad leases (or infant care Ps)rhologists. on the
basis of research shafting the importance of quality
tanr.for infants should support measures to protect
dot care quubt) and to help families afford decent
tare at the sons time, there arc compelling child
and fonult health reasons for MtholbStsls to sup-
port foto:tar) partpard sis-month leases for infant
care For four %eeks preceding and us fteekt falloff-
:rig childhath tforlang mothers "uld be eligible /or
a full) paid materna) lease The remainder of the
lease Noufd he made °tastable on a partaid basis
to either parent in ant cortibinani the chose

There is a Catch22 in current public policies of
day care in the United States. Highquality

Infant day care is expensive (if it is available at all).
with fees ranpng between 53.000 to 14.000 a year
in many communities (Child Care and Equal Op-
pwrunin los it omen. 1981) While good-quality in-
fant day care thus remains beyond the reach of Twiny
working families. taking time out from the work
force to care for 3 newborn is increasingly a luxury
parents cannot afford.

Current public polio toward infant day are
in the Untied States can hest be summed up as let
the buyer beware' Not only have direct federal sub-
sidies for day care for towincme families been re-
duced by 201 but also. under block grants. the fed-
eral standards designed to pros ide a minimum start-
dad for the quality of care have been abandoned.
xs a result some Slain. like Mississippi. have no
garaiory requirements regulating infant day care.
Others. like Ancona have extremely loose state li-
censing reourrements. allowing one adult to are for
as many at 10 children under two years of agt esen
in federally funded centers (Administration for Chil-
dren. NOutr. & Families. 19811

Indus i subsidies for day care. in the form of
a child-care tat credit. have expanded slightly to help
offset the cost of care for some fami:,es. Working
parents now qualify for a credit that ranges., de-
pending on family income. from 204 to 30% of

11111IN

child-care expenses up to 52.400a year for one child
But this credit benefits least the very lower-middle-
income families who most need assistance with chtld
care expenses. because the credit is nonrefundable
and their tax liability may not be great enough to
reap the full value of the credit. F,unhermore. given
the high cost of infant day care, frequently balf apt, n
as expensive as preschool care,the maximum 5720
tax credit does not begin to makehigh-quality infant
day are affordable.

At the same time. despite tt,e reluctance to help
make 'dm day are affordable. or even to monitor
its quality. the United States does little to make the
use of out-of-home are for infants less necessary.
This nation has one of the highest rates of female
participation in the labor force in the world. and the
fasten growing segment of the Work force is among
mothers of children under age three. Yet the United
States stands alone among advanced industrialized
nations in having no statutory maternity leave pol-
icy. Unlike 75 other countnes. including Canada.
France. and West Germany, the United States has
no provision guaranteeing a woman the right to
leave work for a specified penod to are for a baby,
and no job protection or cash benefit to help Corti.
pensate for not working bemuse of pregnancy or
childbirth (Kamennan. 1980. Kamerman & Kahn.
1981).

Nor do the najority of employed women in the
United States have access to maternity leaves under
private insurance or company benefits Despite pas-
sage of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act in 1978,
which requires that companies provide the same
disability benefits to women who must take time off
because of childbirth as they do to employees tem-
poranly disabled for other reasons. only setc of em-
ployed women have access to any maternity benefits
(Kamerman & Kahn. 1981). These private disability
benefits rarely insolve full wage replacement and
tend to cover no more than six weeks of time. More-
over. the disability benefits. by definition. amount
to a medical leave. not a newborn chtld-care leaW.

Rectocii3 for retinas should be snit to Edward Zlikl. Depart.
mem car Psyclakly. Yak L'aenn). gos I IA Station. Sr
Hines. Conaenkvi 06520.
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There is no recognition that a !smiths parent may
base a psychological need for some time off to be
with a new balls. or that a balls. in turn. may need
some time to establish a relationship with at least
one parent

How have we come to such an impasse. where
mothers and fathers of infants must be in the work
force. psychologicalls safe day care is prohibitively
evens:se. and yet there is no funding to help either
parent stay home for even a few months to lake me
of a bah)? Unlike mans European counties that
have adopted das-care and maternity -lave policies
as a pronatahst tool. the United States has at least
until recent's not been concerned about counter-
acting a declining birth rate Not has this nation.
except in times of national cnsis such as World War
II or to combat rising welfare rolls. been motivated
to adsancc das are as a desice for encouraging
women to join the work force Furthermore. unlike
mans European countnes. where there is a sense
that &octets should help share the costs of child-
beanng. the United States has tended to believe that
parents alone should finance the costs of bearing and
raising children

But there is also another important reason for
the current policy impasse on infant day are in the
United States, and that is the genuine difference of
opinion among psychologists as to whether early
group care is harmful to young children. Perhaps
the late Selma Fratherg 11977 best sums up outside
of this debate when she. reflecting on her clinical
experience. worries about "babies . . . who are (te-
thered like packages to neighbors. to strangers, to
storage houses like Merry Mites" and about what
she sees as 2 resulting increase in the "diseases of
non-attachment" On the other side. Jerome Kagan
argues on the hash of a studs of children who en.
tired das care as earls as age threeano half months.
that das-care children are no more or less attached
to their mothers than are young children rand ex-
dusted. at home (Kagan, Kearsley, & Zelazo.
197 )')

Although empirical studies have produced link
evidence that infant das are disrupts parent-child
attachment or impedes the infant's cognitive devel-
opment (Rutter. 19h2). most of these studies have
been conducted in highquality. university-based
centers with plenty of trained caregivers. not the
kind of care most infants are in On!) 17% of chil-
dren in out-ofome care are in licensed day -arc
faci'llet the rest arc in unlicensed family day-care
homes (Ft uopp & Travers. 1982) Few of the licensed
facilities meet the conditions for safe infant das care
laid down bs Runes' (1982). who recommends that
one adult earever be responsible for no more than
three infants (the same staff -child ratio proposed by
a coalition of child achozacs groups for revisions in

the Federal Intera)ctnc) Das Care Roat reorients
1978) As for unlicensed famils day care, this t
of infant care vanes the most in quality. with
ranging from the excellent to the homble (Kes
ling. 1972). Finally. few of the existing studies
dude children who entered das are as earls a
few weeks after birth. a gelauvels recent pheno.
non To sum up. the amount of research on tnt
day care is not commensurate with the senousr
of the issue. and few of the existing longitudinal r
yes focus on the type of das care most infants
wally experience.

The fastest`growing segment of tt
work force is among mothers of

children under age three

While disturbing!) little is known about
quality of infant 4) are in the United States. tt
is increasing evidence that the quality of we is
ten. And this is where psschologists should be a
to agree and to join together to support mast
to protect day are quality and to help families
ford decent are Small group size and a suffice
number of adult child-care workers are cructai
the quality of care. according to the National I
Care Study (Ruopp. Travers. Glantz. & Cod
1979). The study found that when infants es
placed in too large groups with too few adults.
babies cried more or became withdrawn and a
them Lack of sufficient attention even led to
posure of infants to potential physical danger f
thennore. as a studs b) Farber and Etcland (19
indicates. infants who experience frequent than
in caregivers do exhibi. the kinds of anxiety a
insecure attachments to their mothers that critic
infant day care have long predicted

1:ere are also ld:cations that caregiver tree
ing influeoces the outcome of infant des care. A
cording to the National Das Care Study. child ca
workers witn some training in earls childhood e
cation. ch.ld development. or das care spend m
time plating and talking with child ren and Maki
comforting. and instructine them: The children
turn, do better on standardized tests (Ruopp et

,1979). Sufficient verbal interaction between ca
giver and child seems to be one of the keys to
are quail:), with positive effects not only on c
dren's language development. but also on tt
emotional adjustment (McCartnes. Seam Phill
Grajek.& Schwarz, 1982). Although more resea
is needed to identify other special features of c
are quality, these preliminary findings should
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brought home to Congress to show why federal stan-
dards for day care. panicularly Infant day care, are
so vital

Attention to infant day are standards alone is
not enough. however GI% en the expense of proved-
ing good-qualit) infant day-care (R uopp & Travers.
19821and the risks of settling for anything less, psy-
chologists should also support alternatives to infant
day care, such as a voluntary. six-month infant-care
leave Pan of what we are adsocating is a fully paid
maternity leave to be taken up to four weeks ono/
to the birth and six weeks after This option would
help many working mothers through the fatigue that
frequentl% accompanies the last weeks of pregnancy.
and the initial recosen from childbirth up to the
standard postpartum checkup following delivery.
The six-week paid maternity lease would also con-
tnbute to the baby's physical well-being There is a
growmg body of medical evidence concerning the
protectite benefits of breast-feeding (Udall et al
19811 Given adequate job and income protection.

man) mothers would choose to stay at home for at
least the first six weeks when feedings take place at
dose frequently irregular mtenals

The remainder of the six-month leave. 1.n a
pan-paid basis, could he taken by either parent in
any combination they chose, and its purpose would
he to help ensure that the parent-infant relationship
gets off to a smooth start Recognizing the nonmed-
ical reasons for the infant-care lease it should be
made available to adopute as well as biological par-
ents

Although the sax-month time limit on the pro-
posed lease may seem arbitrary. and certainly de-
seta es fun her studs and consideration we offer so-
cial reasons for proposing it First the process by
welch parents aml infants communicate with each
mher is a subtle one in whit. h each partner has to
learn 10 pit k up the other's cucc It takes time for
this process to doelop and both parent and infant
could benefit from a six-month get acquainted pe-
nod By the age of six months the infant's sleeping
patterns arc better established and man) breast-fed
infants are weaned Until a baby reaches six months
of aCt both parents are _pt to suffer from frequent
interruptions in their own sleep and there is the
added stress of lust making room for a not human
being Although family coping strategies tar) greatly.
and although no parent should be forced to take an
infant-care leave there are compelling family as well
as child health reasons to make this lease available
for a penod of up to so, months

Support for offennb a six-month infantcare
lease also comes from the second thoughts many
countnes seem to be hating about earls entry Into
day are Earth the Europeans seem to have adopted
maternits lutes as a way of making chddbcanng

more attractive to working parents, partly, there has
been a continuing concern about relatively high
rates of infection in day-care centers (Kamerrnan
& Kahn. 1981) In short, there seems to he a gineral
consensus in many countnes that it is better for the
physical and emotional well-being of mother znd
child if women stay home for at least a few months
before returning to work.

Finally we propose an optional six-month
leave for infant care because this seems to be a fea-
sible length of leave from work In a study of child-
care policies in 75 countnes. Kamerman (19801
found that the average length of paid leave IS between
four and five monthsthe longest being nine months
and the shortest being three months Benefits aser-
age between 60 and'90%.of a woman's wage. and
the Nast majonty of women take advantage of the
option, In Sweden. where child-care leave is avail-
able to fathers as well as to mothers, only 5% of
fathers take at least one month of paid leave (Lamb.
1982) However. male eligibility for the benefit is
said nonetheless to have mitigated against possible
employment discnmination against young women
(Kamerman & Kahn. 1981) None of the countnes
seem to think in terms of paid child-care leases of
more than a year. both because they would be too
expansive and because few working parents. even
with their seniority and Joh protected, could affcrd
any more interruption in their work.

Precisely what methods should he used to ex-
pand access to decent-quality infant day care and
infant-care leaves will require further debate But It
is a debate psychologists have a responsibility to in-
form With respect to infant day care, one possible
method would be to alter the current child-care tax
credits so that larger credits are granted for infant
care, which is more expensive than preschool or
after-school care because it Is even more labor-in-
tensive This recommendation would be in keeping
with a developmental approach to day care Rep-
resentative Barber Conable (R-Ness York). one of
the ongmal sponsors of the child-care tax credit leg-
islation, has also proposed making the credit re
fundable and raising the maximum credit to 501
for those with Incomes under $10.000 per year.

As for paid maternity and infant-care laves.
thinkers like Secretary of Health. Education and
Welfare Wilbur Cohen. as well as Kamerman and
Kahn. strongly urge making such benefits available
through some form of social insurance If efforts to
extend maternity or infant-care leaves are confined
to the ()mate sector alone. they argue large numbers
of working parents well continue to zo without co% -
erage One possible method would be to extend
maternity leaves through state disahtity insurance
Five states (California. New Jose,. Rhode Island.
Hatta. 1, and New lork) already mend some ma-
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terns) benefits to women under their sta:utory pro-
yawns for sbortterm and temporary disability leave
(Catalyst. 19811 Although benefits are loss. and al-
though they would. by definition. cover only the first
few weeks of nzarerna/disobilety after childbirth. this
may well be the place to begin (Komerman. Kings-
ton & Kahn. Note 1).

Psychologists should support
a .oluntary, six-month

infant-care lease

Another possible method for extending mater-
nay and infant-care benefits. which has won favor
with some conservatives is to ins reaselhe personal
tas exemption for the sear in which z child is either
born or adopted As a small step in this direction.
the Exonomic Recosery Tax Act of 1981 contained
a provision allowing a 31.500 exemption for the
adoption of certain children with special needs
tSluenchow & 1..Farland. 19821

Ans recommendation to extend social insur-
ance or tax benehts to Cover maternity and infant-
care leases may seem hopelessly out of touch with
current fiscal Ratifies Although research is needed
to determine the precise costs of extending such
benefits raking with the cost of not doing sok there
are some indications that pan-paid six-month leaves
for infant care would not be too costly. First.
women spanicipation in the work force increasingly
resembles that of men V. hen women are given
maternity lease,. they do not stay out of the labor
forst, permanently. but rather return soon after, per-
haps with increased company loyalty. Furthermore.
the new demographics show ti it an increasing num-
ber of married women are del. mg childbmh until
their careers are more establish( J'and that they are
host:1g fewer children ;loser to two children than
to three Thus. when we recommend offering infant-
care leases what we are really talking about is sub-
sidizing two six -month leases per familynot a very
large amount of time when we consider that women.
like men have approximately a 4$-)ear work span.

Vsomen are in the work force to stay. and it is
long past time for the United ":ales to make some
accommodations in policy to recognize this fact
Childless families may ask what stake the) have in
subsidizing infant-care leaves or day care for other
people s children But as families have fewer chil-
dren both present and future generations will have
to rel) on a proportionately smaller adult labor force

to support both the very young and the very old A
Nicholas Hobbs often stales. now that Amen=
are hawing fewer children, tt behooves us to Have
as much as we can in the children we have.
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group. which opposes Federal regula-
tion The IMO pr she argued.
would have driven up the cost of child
are by a third or more because it
would have forced the luting of more
people "It does nobody any good if peo
pie who need it can't afford It." she
said

Still, others argue that mate; safe-
guards ate not enocgh and that the
problem is likely to grow They say
more women, driven by nanomic ne-
cessity or cultural values that have re-
duced the status of motherhood in favor
of paid work. will enter the work force
And they say poorly qualified entetpre-
neurs will seek to meet the ensuing de.
maid for child are

"What we're seeing has all kinds of
ramifications." said Mervin D Fieba, a
San Francisco NOM opuuon analyst
who has reviewed the problem
"Women an going Pell-meal into the
labor force and they've been desperate
to get someone to take care of their
kids There's been such a demand that
some of these day-care centers are no
more than warehouses operated by un-
teamed people who are put a notch
above street people.

Dr Zigler of Yale, who headed the
unsuccessful 1910 effort to draft stand.
ards for daycare centers, argued that.
Mule it might not be realistic to pro-
pow Federal rules now, steps should be
taken to allow the states to benefit from
Government research "At the least."
he said. "there ought to be a national
conference on this" so that each state
doesn't have to rediscover the wheel

Different rates. Differed Needs
David Beard. director of daycare

ficenstrig teethe State of Texas. said tn
an interview that what child-care cen-
ters needed was not Federal standards
but more money, more help from par-
ents and more cooperation from law.
enforcement officials

I don't think you can have national
sundard.s." he said 'What might be
appropriate in New York would not be
an Austin. Tex In Texas, we have
standards for se/ensuing pools. New
York might have different standards
on heating

Mr Beard. who is president of a na-
tional organ:ration of state licenstng of
finals. conceded that state regulations
governing duld are varied widely
But he said the quality of Odd care
was probably more affected by start
ages of money to enforce regulation
while the number of centers was grow-
ing rapidly and by a reluctance among
officials to prosecute abusers

recede* Peolestatias
He asserted that prosecutors tended

to think of child-molesting cases as dif
ficult to prove in court, in part because
of skeet KUM about parents' emotional
complaints and in pan because chit.
Men are often imprecise witnesses

'Over the last seven years. tee case-
loads have gone up and up. but most of

893

the states which prove:only had an ade
quate staff to do the reguations have
sustained really serious staff out-
backs." he said

Citing Texas as an example. he said
"Since 1977. despee a 120 percent m
crease in the number of facilities.
there's been a 60 percent deem 4e in
the number of inspectors We've gone
from fair Inspections a year. to three,
to two add now one every six to nine
months

And Texas, Mr Beard added. checks,
licensed childcare operations more
often than most states California in-
spects such places mly mice every
three years unless a complaint is re-
ceived from the public.

Mr Beard said the problem was ex
acerbated by cutbacks tn Federal aid,
by a national economy trot until a year
ago was in a slump and by public dis-
satisfaction with taxes and Govern-
ment regulation

"The mood against regulation of
business has spread over to the reg.dat
ing of human services." he Said "I
thank it's fantods:1y tragic to reduce
enforcement when it comes to chniren.
who don't have a voice for mem-
selves "

Mom At Risk to Attire
For all the debate over whether

Washington or the states should regu-
late child care, many soctal workers
and licensing of finals agree at will take
more than new rules and stricter
licensing to end the lurid of abuse that is
alleged to have occurred ta the Bronx
and Manhattan Beach programs

There is general agreement that the
growth of childcare secs aces has
caused at least a stansfical rise an the
incidence of sexual abuse. simply be-
cause more children are at risk

Lamy Bonen. assistant duet counsel
for the California Department of Social

which regulates cfuld-care
centers, said the number of licenSes rrs
yoked for abuse of chillies had In-
creased tenfold since 1778. to shim 330
Mast of the :sees Invohed smut
Untie

w H fhorm, a detective an the Sex
ually Fxptoited Child Unit of the Los
Angeles Police Depanment said mo
leaers appeared to be tent* more Ire
quently to gain emplovrnient in, or
otherwise associate themselves with
told are operations
But according to Anne r. cesn cheroot

of the NAIOnalCsaTlinitite for the Pre
vention of Child Abw.e, tew ervulever,
employed by chtld-i are centers have

po'ace records that would alert the cen-
ters to the danger they pose

Abuse in Itasx of Settings

She emphasized that many more
cases of sexual abuse occur the
home. in schools, athletic facilities,
youth camps and other settings than an
day-care centers

'I do . dunk fingerpnr lay-
care workers is the answer atm
pet "If you do. you're .rents
* false sense of se-unty e go on a
witch hunt against our dayca- cen-
ters looking r sexual naoler.ors and
think it's going to make a dent, we're
wrong

License* officials said improved
screening of potential emplwees might
help prevent the hiring of child molest.
ers. aM ,ome states have tightened
their screening since the widely put*.
cued cases in Califonua and New
York Teas, for example, enacted a

req. ..ng a check for any criminal
...ken Ind among new employees at
Mid-care centers

Teaching Mow to Say No*
But officials contend that the Wu

nate responsibility for stopping or pre-
venting, such abuse, must rest with
parents "The beat thing a parent can
do is help their child know how to say
no to sexual abuse." at Cohn said

Mr Beard, the Texas official. said
We regulators hive really not come

up with a good way of fun her regions*
the chances of this kind of abuse I
dun t know what we can do. much sheet
of requiring a psychological or psychi-
atric examirulton, and that's totally
onside the realm of reality

Parents need to stop very dela:tr
July for child care." he added "We ye
had instances where parents will call a
d weare center and say. I've dot fete
aI work at e o'clOck Were morning Can
pas tape my baby at 7 4.4, 1 hear stn
not like that all the tithe

' This should be a partnership be-
*wren the parents and the stale Par.
ents Mould discuss watt their children.
what happened today? Did anvtlung

out of the ordinary happen" The trou-
ble is unfonunately I think a kit of
parents don't not to admit to them-
wives that such a homble thing could
happen Thev don't want to feel guilty
for putting their children in a postliOn
to be molested'

Self Dui can. fUriges from
1, eel to mcdotce
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NEW RESOURCES FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES: THE 1981 ECONOMIC RECOVERY TAX Acr

INTRODUCTION

In the waning days of the congressional session in October 1981, human services
professionals watched with dismay while huge cuts were occurring in social service
funding The final burst of fiscal legislation also resulted in passage of the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA). Provisions of the EFTA, simple in their state-
ment, have the potential for profound impact on the resources available to parents,
children, child care providers, employers, and human services professionals.

The ERTA took effect on January 1, 1982. Businesses and individuals have filed
tax returns in Spring, 1983 based upon the first year's history of the ERTA. The
ways in which the fiscal provisions of the ERTA support employee assistance pro-
grams, and employee sponsored child or dependent care assistance are currently
emerging.

Importance to human services professionals
Information regarding the ERTA is important to the professions serving children

and families for several reasons. First, it represents a major change in government
policy towards children and families. The ERTA represents fiscal policy change
through tax laws, which differ from previous social policy legislation. A redirection
of funds changes the focus from that of providing financial support as a social serv-
ice, to that of providing financial support for child care as a business service.

Through this change in focus, public dollars can be shifted from the federal treas-
ury to child and dependent care services. Taking the larger view, the potential for
many more billions of dollars for child care through fiscal efforts, rather than social
policy legislation, such as Title XX, will be possible.

The second reason for professional interest is the potential for increasing both the
quantity and quality of child care when employer-supported assistance is available.
Researchers indicate that child care tends to increase in terms of the number of fa-
cilities when employers provide care as an employee benefit. The quality of care
also increases as support is available to lift funding levels beyond minimum
(McCroskey, 1982).

Whereas previous legislation limited how child care would be provided, e.g. child
care tax credits, the current Internal Revenue Service interpretatinn: r°410r f: ng the
ERTA clearly state that child care can be delivered in the arrangement preferred
by the parent, (IRS, 1981). Preserving parental choices of the child care service de-
sired is the third major impact of the legislation. Employer-supported child care can
be provided through child care centers, by licensed or registered child care homes,
or by an individual staying with the child in the child's home. The IRS does not
require that licensed facilities be used, trusting the parent to det rmine the suitabil-
ity of the arrangement to personal circumstances.

The fourth reason the legislative change from social to fiscal measures is impor-
tant is because provisions are less biased in favor of any one soc:oeconomic situation
If the parent. While prior legislation was designed to serve the economically disad-
vt.ntaged family, tax legislation i3 designed to affect families regardless of eonomic
circumstance.

More than all the previous reasons, the fifth and last has importarce for the
human service sector. The child care provisions of ERTA are of direct benefit to
business as well as to parents and children. Busi..asses increase profits and simulta-
neous1;-, parents and children are supported. Mutual benefit is realized by tax incen-
tives that help all, and hurt none.
Historical roots

Over the past decade, the employee assistance program (EAP) has been developed,
supported by tax provisions. From limited beginnings, EAP's are now reported in
over 5,500 American industries, (Roman, 1981). The economic impact on business is
well documented The reported ratio of cost to expenditure ranges from 3 to 1 to 40
to 1 (Busch, 1981; Akabas & Akabas, 1982; Armes, 1983; TJM, 1981). In other words,
for every dollar spent on an EAP, businesses report savings in the form of increased
productivity and cost containment of three to forty dollars. A formula exists for esti-
mating such savings to business (Wagner, 1982).

The dependent care assistance plan provisions of the ERTA were modeled upon
the provisions of the EAP The outcomes over time for buuinesses which implement
dependent care assistance programs under ERTA provisions are expected to follow a
similar course.

Documentation already exists to find that business profits increase with employer-
supported child care because child care solves several problems relating to recruit-
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ing, retaining, and promoting skilled workers.For example, Perry (1978) found thatin businesses providing on-sitecare, employee turnover was reduced, absenteeism
was lowered, employee attitudes towards the employer were improved, and im-
proved community relations helped increase positive corporate publicity. The ERTA
provisions for dependent care assistance programs increase the potential for positive
financial outcomes for businesses related to underwriting the expenses of child and
dependent care services.

DEPENDENT CARE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS UNDER THE ERTA

Prior to the passage of the ERTA, financial assistance in meeting the costs ofchild care came in several forms. Individuals could claim tax credits for child and
dependent care expenses on individual tax returns. Businesses could make tax-free
contributions of up to 5% of the taxable income of the business to community child
care centers as a charitable contribution. The costs of building an on-site child care
center could be amortized by businesses building a new work site (CCH, 1981).

The ERTA improved these provisions in several ways. Tax credits for child and
dependent care expenses have been increased in the ERTA, including both theamount an individual worker can claim in direct casts for child care, and the
amounts that businesses can claim for child care provided to employees and an ordi-
nary expense of doing business. The designation of child care expenses as ort4: drybusiness expenses is a major change from previous legislation.

Since child care costs are not viewed as extra income to employee, but as an ordi-
nary cost for conducting business, the value of the child care benefit received by theemployee is not included in gross taxable income. This results in lower income
taxes, but also means a slight reduction in the amount of Social Security benefitsearned for the employee.

An accelerated system for depreciating the cost of creating new child care facili-
ties when new work sites are constructed is part of the Act. The acceleration proce-
dures are more favorable to business.

Corporations can make tax-free contributions of up to 10% of the taxable income
of that business to local child care centers that serve all community children. These
charitable contributions may not be claimed if the center only serves the children of
that businesses' employees. This percentage represents a 100% increase over previ-
ous allowances for tax-free business charitable contributions.

In all cases of employer-provided child care benefits, the employer is required to
have a written plan for these services, called a Dependent Care Assistance Program.
The written plan must include eligibility criteria, may not benefit officers, owners,
or highly compensated employees, (no more than 25% of the cost of such care maybe for these categories of persons), and is not required, according to the Internal
Revenue Service. In addition, the written plan must notify employees of the avail-ability of the service, and also of the annual cost incurred by the employer (IRS,
1981) The costs incurred may supplement the cost paid by employees, and is not
limited to the full cost of care. In cases where employees also pay part of the cost ofchild care, that cost may be claimed by the taxpayer as a child care credit for
income tax purposes (CCH, 1982).

Options for the delivery of child care services include information and referral,vendored contracts, child care assistance vouchers, and work-site child care centers.All of the options are designed to give employers maximum flexibility in providingchild care as an employee benefit. Options may be combined for a multiplicity of
systems. The options are outlined in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1: OPTIONS FOR EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF CHILD CARE

Option Role of employer P fe d prouder Role of employee Charztensto of care

Worksite center Employer wins and Employer Is the Employee uses the Group Care. Usually located at or near the
care operates the child provider. Services worksite, serving exclusively employ.

care faality
ee's children

Consortium Several employers Board of non-profit Groups of employees Group care. Usually located m proximity to
center care support operating employee torn a rico.profit use businesses, may serve community

costs of center. association ens corporation and children as well as employee's children.
and operates the use the service.
center.
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FIGURE 1: OPTIONS FOR EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF CHILD CARE Continued

Option R* d employer Role of ponder Role of employee Charxtenshcs of we

Vendored care Employer contracts Provider owns and Employee uses care
for spaces in operates the provided in

existing care caregivmg locations

faalibes business, contracted by the

guarantees employer

spaces to

contracted

employer

Vouchered care Employer provides Provider owns and Employee selects

employee with operates the caregiver, carries
voucher (e g a caragnang voucher to the

coupon) which is business, accepts caregiver, uses

given to voucher in the caregiver's
caregiver rn lieu payment and services

of money, collects from

redeems voucher employer the

when presented value of the
by provider vouchers

Information and Employer hires or Provider gives Employee rea-tests

referral contracts with a information about information and/
person to provide care semces to or referrals of
employees employer or care provider.

information agent, submits to selects and uses
concerning visitation as care

available care in requested

the community.

Care may be provided in a center-based or

home-based care arrangement; location

is flexible; some limitation in parental
choice of caregiver

Care is provided in a centerbased or
home-based care arrangement most

suitable to the parent; highly flexible
for parents

least involvement of employer, owes to
employee are limited, parental choices
of care arrangement are maintained

Shakl be ontrned with other options to be included es an ERTA business related expense

ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTATION

The provision of employer-supported child and dependent care serves three major
constituencies, (a) employers, (b) employees, and (c) child care providers. Each of
these groups reports important issues in need of resolution if the dependent care
assistance program is to be a success.
Employer issues

The employer is faced with issues related to a changing work force. The increased
participation of women of all ages in the work force (CDF, 1982), has made the meet-
ing of child and dependent care services a workplace issue. If the employer expects
to have rrell and women with children or dependents in need of care in the work
force, the employer may need to take an active role in helping them meet these
needs.

Evolution is also occurring in prevailing preferred management theories. Moving
from a stance of regarding workers as a part of the employer-directed machine to
the view of the employee as a person with needs, part of which can be met through
humane treatment in the work place (McGregor, 1960, 1966, Drucker, 1977), many
employers are discovering that the second course is profitable. Several strategies
have developed which are indices of employer interest in the welfare of employees.
Examples are flextime, permanent part-time employment, flexible leave provisions,
family-oriented transfer and relocation policies, employee assistance programs, and
child care (WHC, 1980).

Concerns of employers regarding child and dependent care assistance generally
fall in the areas of equity, safety, liability, and recordkeeping. A national study
(Burud, 1982) has determined that where programs have been implemented, these
concerns do not materialize as problems. Equity issues are resolved by using a "cafe-
teria" approach to all benefits. Safety of the worksite as a location for child care is
easily solved by employing one of the other options for child care assistance. Liabil-
ity for child care is not a problem since accidents and injury are rare. Insurance
firms report that child care facilities present a very low rate of claims (Tate, 1982)
compared to other enterprises because of the high degree of supervision of children.

Recordkeeping can be limited to those required to document practices for tax pur-
poses. However, Burud (1982) reports that employers would be better served if they
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maintained sufficient records to document the economic effect of providing child
care assistance. In one well-documented case, the ratio of savings to expense was
calculated at over five dollars to one.
Employee Issues

Employees themselves identify sources of concern regarding employer-supported
child care. The areas of concern focus upon anticipated changes in their work life.,
such as influence on salary or expectations of volunteerism in the children's pro-
gram. Another issue for employees is a fear of lack of privacy regarding what has
heretofore been a totally personal matter when an employer begins supporting child
and dependent care. The strongest issue is that of maintaining the parent's choice of
child care arrangement and caregiver.

Most of these concerns are only at issue if the model in reference
child care. If the employer chooses another option or a combination of options, the
potential problems will not exist. The employee and employer should communicate
clearly at the planning stages about a dependent care assistance plan so that an
understanding exists concerning salary administration, and relationship to other
benefits. Again, Burud (1982) reports that in actuality, these concerns were not
problems in enterprises with employer-assisted child care programs.
Child care provider issues

The third group whose cooperation is vital to the success of a dependent care as-
sistance program is the child care provider group. The provider group as a whole is
the one group of the three whose concerns have not been studied. However, conver-
sations by the authors with providers indicate that their concerns lie in the areas of
effects on their business practices and earnings. They worry that involvement with
businesses, particularly large businesses, will increase their obligations in such
areas as increased standards of care, and reduced autonomy and flexibility in the
operation of their child care enterprises. They fear that such programs will increase
the quantity and quality of their competition.

Today, a much greater need exists for child care than can be provided by existing
organized sources of such care. Nationwide over 22 million children under age 14
have mothers who work, while only 900,000 center-based child care spaces exist. Ap-
proximately 5 million mothers arrange to work and also serve as the caregivers, and
1.8 million children are left alone while parents work (CDF, 1982). The remainder
are cared for in fluid, transitory arrangements. This majority of care occurs infor-
mally in the home Jf the child or the provider with no standards of care other than
parental choice. The discrepancy between need and availability is huge.

A fact apparent to child development specialists is that providers can expect to
see their services become more businesslike. Activities with businesses will need to
be governed by contracts and agreements. Concerns about autonomy and flexibility
will need to be addressed in the formulation of contracts. The numbers of more for-
mally recognized child caregivers is expected to increase. However, given the dis-
crepancy between availability and need, many years are likely to pass before compe-
tition could be expected to reach a high level. Additionally, the providers of high
quality care has nothing to fear, and overall the quality of care can be expected to
climb.

As providers come to recognize themselves as the business people that they are,
they should find both services and profits improved. The child care center eligible
for participation in the ERTA's provisions (5+employees) should be among the first
to provide dependent care assistance programs for employees.

NEEDS FOR RESEARCH

Research addressing employer sunport for child core has focused upon work-site
models of care (Perry, 1978; Purnell, 1977; Burud, 1982; Friedman, 1979, 1980) and
large businesses (Perry, 1978; Purnell, 1977; Burud, 1982; and Schiller, 1982). Data
collection efforts have been directed at employers and employees (Perry, 1978; Pur-
nell, 1977; Hewes, 1981; Burud, 1982; Friedman, 1979, 1980; and Schiller, 1982). A
paucity of research literature exists regarding businesses with fewer than 500 em-
ployees, efficacy of the various options, or the needs and interests of child care pro-
viders.

The authors currently have research underway which addresses the knowledge,
attitudes, and preferences of the small business person, of employees in small busi-
nesses, and of child care providers. The research will be extended in the future to
such groups as tax accountants and child development and family life professionals
themselves.
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In particular need is case study research of given businesses with data collection
prior to and following implementation of a dependent care assistance program. Such
data is currently very limited.

SUMMARY

When Congress passed the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, a new re-
source for children and families became available. The ERTA provides tax incen-
tives for the financial support of child and dependent care services by business. The
Act represents a major change in federal policy from social service orientation to a
business and economic orientation in the delivery of child care services.

The ERTA expanded tax incentives through increases in child care tax credits for
individuals. A new provision declared that child care costs paid by an employer
would be treat Id as an ordinary business expense. The financial support for child
care services, in part or in full, would not be calculated in the employee's income,
and thus would not be taxed. The Act also included an accelerated system for depre-
ciating the cost of child care facilities at a new work site. Prior to the ERTA, busi-
nesses could make tax-free contributions of 5% of the taxable income of that busi-
ness to local child care centers that serve all community children. That percentage
was increased to 10% under the ERTA. Care can be delivered in on-site, vendored,
vouchered, and consortium arrangements. Caregivers may be anyone who is not a
dependent of the employee and can deliver care in either home-based or center-
based settings. A business may also wish to sponsor information and referral serv-
ices.

Employers, employees, and child care providers voice concerns about how a de-
pendent care assistance. plan will affect the status quo More research is needed re-
garding these concerns. One such study is underway by the authors. Prior evalua-
tion of efficacy of child care services for families tended to address child change,
family change and institutional change. The ERTA increases the need to focus on
business and economic change.
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FACT SHEET ECONOMIC RECOVERY TAX ACT (ERTA) AND CHILDREN

1. Tax credits for child and dependent care expenses have been increased in the
ERTA. This includes both the amount an individual worker can claim in direct costs
for child care, and the amounts that businesses can claim for child care providea to
employees as an ordinary expense of doing business. The designation of child care
expenses as ordinary business expenses is a major change from previous legislation.

2. Since child care costs are not viewed as extra income to the employee, but as an
ordinary cost for conducting business, the value of the child care benefit received by
the employee is not included in gross taxable income. This results in lower income
taxes, but also means a slight reduction in the amount of Social Security benefits
earned for the employee.

3. An accelerated system for depreciating the cost of creating new child care fa-
cilities when new work sites are constructed is part of the Act.

4. Corporations can make tax-free contributions of up -to 10% of the taxable
income of that business to local child care centers that serve all community chil-
dren These charitable contributions may not be claimed if the center only serves
the children of that businesses' employees. This percentage represents a'100% in-
crease over previous allowances for tax-free business charitable contributions.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A DEPENDENT CARE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

In all cases of employer-providea child care benefits, the employer is required to
have a written plan for these services, called a Dependent Care Assistance Program.
The written plan must include eligibility criteria, may not benefit officers, owners,
or highly compensated employees, (no more than 25% of the cost of such care may
be for these categories of persons), and is not required, according to the Internal
Revenue Service. In addition, the written plan must notify employees of the avail-
ability of the service, and also of the annual cost incurred by the employer (IRS,
1981). The costs incurred may supplement the cost paid by employees, and is not
limited to the full cost of care. In cases where employees also pay part of the cost of
child care, that cost may be claimed by the taxpayer as a child care credit for
income tax purposes (CCH, 1982).

Options for the delivery of child care services include information and referral,
vendored contracts, child care assistance vouchers, and worksite child care centers.
All of the options are designed to give employers maximum flexibility in providing
child care as an employee benefit. Options may be combined for a multiplicity of
systems.

Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Highlights of the 1981 tax changes. Washington,
D.C. U.S. Government, Department of the Treasury, Interns; Revenue Service Pub-
lication 553, (Revised December 1981).

CCH Editorial Staff. Tax incentives for employer-sponsored day care programs.
Chicago, Illinois: Commerce Clearing House, 1981.
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Federal Legislation on Day Care

The need for day care for the children of working parents has greatly
increased over the past 20 years and is expected to continue into the
1)90's. More married women are entering the work force than ever before
and more are remaining at work during their child-rearing years. For
many single parents with small children, child care servicel enabling
the parent to work are a necessity. In addition, ,care services for
elderly or disabled persons frequently are needed while other family
members work.

4

Day care services for children and dependent adults ray be paid for by
the family, the employer, unions or other employee organizatidns, the
Government, private contributors, or a combination thereof. The_Eurizoqe
of this fact sheet is to describe briefly major Federal legislation
concerning child and dependent care services. The Federal laws provide
tax credits for working parents, tax incentives for employer:,, and food
subsidiesand financial support for centers under a number of .deral
programs.

At present the Federal Government is shifting away from giving direct
support and subsidies to day care centers and toward an emphasis on tax
credits for parents and tax incentives for employers. Tlis trend is
likely to continue.

Tax Legislation

ECCNCHEC RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 (EXPA)

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ESCD5) allows increased tax
omits to workers _win MU; . ..111 t care and
edt2115134ges tax incentives for Anvers such services for
employee use. ERTA, P.L. 97-34, also that
contributions for chi .1A1pagnn4aA s ces are not taxable to
the etylog-e.
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Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit for Workers

(A tax credit for a portion of the expenses incurred for child or
/disabled dependent care is available under ERMA to employed perecnsif

sf the expenditures enable the taxpayer to be gainfully employed isec. 44A
Internal Revenue Code).1 The credit is ccaputed at 30 percent for
taxpayers with adjusted gross inc :fres of $10,000 or less, with the rate
of the credit reduced one percentage point for each $2,000, or fraction
of $2,000, of income above $10,00C until the rate reaches 20 percent for
taxpayers with incomes over $28,011. ExrRnses for which the credit may
be taken are Lirited to $2,400 f)r 1 dependent and $4,800 for 2 or more
dependents.

The table below shows the amount of tax credit that may be taken at
various family =acre levels.

1d3usted gross
family uwoome

Percentage
of expenses
permissible as
tax credit

Maximum amount of credit
1 dependent
adult or
child

2 or more

dependents

./

Up to $10,001 30% $720 $1',440
$10,001 - 12,000 29% 696 1,392
12,001 - 14,000 28% 672 1,344
14,001 - 16,C00 27% 648 1,296
16,001 - 18,000 26% 624 1,248
18,001 - 20,000 25% 600 1,200
20,001 - 22,000 24% 576 1,152
22,001 - 24,000 23% 552 1,104
24,001 - 26,000 22% 528 1,056
26,001 - 2C,000 21% 504 1,008
28,001 & up 20% 480 960

The expenses may be for services provided in or out of the taxpayer's
hare, for dependent children under age 15 or dependent adults over age
14 who are disabled and who live with the taxpayer. NO credit' may be
taken for the cost of residential care in a nursing hare or similar
facility for dependent adults. The credit is available to all eligible
taxpayers regardless cf the gross incase of the family and whether or
not they itemize deductions.

The child and dependent care tax credit is =muted on an annual basis.
For that reason, the entire $2,400 or $4,800 of qualifying expenses on
which the credit is =plated is available to eligible taxpayers having
the appropriate number of dependents at any time during the taxable
year.

910
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Eligibility. The tax credit is available to carried couples if both
spouses work (either full or part time), to married full-tire students
with working spouses, and to single working parents. Jingle
parent - students are eligible for the child care credit if they have
earned income.

TO claim the credit, married couples must file a joint return. The
account of qualified expenses (those on which the 20 to 30 percent credit
is figured) is limited to the earnings of the spouse with the lower
inane. Thus, for example, if the theme of the low-earning spouse is
$2,000, the amount allowable for corputing the credit would be $2,0n0,
regardless of the amount of expense and the number of children or
dependent adults.

In ccRouting the "earnings" of a spouse who is a student or is incapable
of caring for herself or himself, such spouse shall be deemed to have
earned $200 per month if the couple has 1 child or d' cabled dependent
and $400 per month if the couple has 2 or more such dependents.

For single parents, the amount of the expenses used to conpute the
credit may not be more than the income earned by the taxpayer.

The credit is also available to a divorced or separated parent having
custody of a child under age 15 for more than one-half of the calendar
year, even though the other spouse may be entitled to claim the personal
imam tax exemption for a dependent child. A deserted spouse may claim
the credit if the deserting spouse is absent for the last 6 months of
the taxable year.

Payments to relatives, including those living in the same household,
qualify for the credit, provided that the relative is not e taxpayer's
dependent and that the relative's wages are subject tD social security
taxes. However, no credit is allowable for payments made to a child of
the taxpayer if the child has not attained 19 years of age at the end of
the taxable year.

Tax Incentives for Employers

Deuendent Care Assistance Programs. The 1981 tax law, ERTA, establishes
a new category of tax benefits entitled "Dependent Care Assistance
Plogiams" (Sec. 129 Internal Revenue Code).

Prior to the passage of ERTA, sane tax advisors feared that, withoot
specific provisions in the tax law, the value of employer-provided child
care payments, services, or vouchers would be included in the employee's
gross intone and taxed. Now, as long as the requirements of the statute
are met, the Internal Revenue Service will treat the new programs as
tax-free hendfits like other employee fringe benefits such as medical
and dental plans, or life insurance.

- 3 -
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The Internal Revenue Service will issue regulations on dependent care
assistance programs in the near future.

The Chil.1 care services allowed under a dependent care assistance
program include care at the parent's home, at another person's home, or
at a child care center. An employer can provide services at an
employer - operated child care center, a casmmity child care center, or a
family day care hcme,'or the employer can provide funds to cover any
eligible services that the parent might choose. Employer progranis which
do not involve actual care for the child, such as parent seminars or
informatio4 and referral services, would not qualify as dependent care
assistance programs.

To qualify under the new tax law, the provisions of a dependent care
assistance program rust be set forth in a written document by the
employer and rust be for the exclusive benefit of its employees. The
program also must satisfy certain requirements iegarding larticipant
eligibility, payments, and notification.

Eligibility

o The program cannot discriminate in favor of employees who are
officers, owners, or highly compensated, or their dependents: .

Employees may be excluded from the program if they are in a unit
covered by a collective bargaining agreement and the exclusion is a
result of good faith bargaining between employer and employee
representatives.

o Principal shareholders or owners (or their spouse or dependents) who
own more than 5 percent of the stock, or capital or profit interest,
of the ccmpany may not receive more than 25 percent of the amount
paid by the employer for dependent care assistance during any 1-year
period.

Payment fOr Services

o Dependent care assistance includes payment for services or provision
of services for the care of an epployee's dependent who is under
15 years old or for an emplweo's dependent or spouse wt. is
physically or mentally Inc:Tatle of caring for herself or himself.

o Assist met carnet oxceed the =ewe of an employee who is aoc
mare nd. For married employees, the amount of assistance
cannot exceed tne hisser of the income of the employee or the imam
of the spouse. The "earned income" of a spouse who is a student
for at least 3 months of the year or who is incapable of caring for
herself or himself is deemed to be $200 per month when the taxpayer
has 1 child or disabled dapam:Tt in need of care or $40C per
month there are 2 or more such dependents.

- 4 -
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o The payments for dependent care assistance cannot be made to a
person who is a dependent of the employee or the eployee's spouse
or to one of the employee's children who is under 19 years of age at
the close of the taxable year.

o Payments made by the employer for dependent care assistarce cannot
be reported on the employee's tax form as expenses for calculating
the child care tax credit.

Notification Requirements

o Eligible employees must be notified of the availability and terms of
the dependent care assistance program.

o Cr or before January 31 of each year, the emF1oyer must provide each
employee participating in the program with a written statement
showing the amount of expense 34.curred by the employer for dependent
care assistance on behalf of the emplane during the previous calendar

Year-

OTHER TAX EPMICMINTS FOR EMLOYERS

In addition to the dependent care assistance program, there are h number
of other tax incentive provisions of Federal law available to employers.

Thee include: accelerated co-Kt recovery and a tax investment credit of
10 percent for capital expenses, mnortization of "start-up" and
"investigator" expenses, targeted jobs tax credit for certain oath-buries
of persons israluding part-time workers who might be employed blr a
center, and a ariety of provisions relating to charitable contributions
and tax - exempt programs.

Details of these previsions may be obtained from the Internal Revenue
Service and from qualified tax advisors. Also see Employers and Child
Care: Establishing Services Through the Workplace, Women's Bureau/
August 1982.

TAX DEDUCTION FOR USE OF RESIDIME FOR DAY CARE SERVICES

Persons who PrOMi4e eau care services in their homes on a regular oasis
foicavansationtray claim _a exper.sesred to Euse - "a:f7/7- property_fo.. _ciiincssIMS-rare317cMdisserer
provided for mjldren, isr individuals 65 years of age or older, or for
individuals mentai.y or physically incapable of self-care.

Expenses directly related to the operation (f tha business are fully
deauctzbls. In Arkrlition to normal operating sosms, such expenses might
Include pairt4mg or repairs made to the specific area of the bore used
fc: tht business.

- 5 -
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Indirect expanses are deductible in part and include those which benefit
the entire residence as well as the area used for day care. Exanples of

indirect expenses are real estate taxes, mortgage interest, rent,
utilities and services, insurance, repairs, and depreciation. Indirect

expenses attributable to the business activity are calculated on the
basis of the portion of space in the taxpayer's residence that is used
for day care services aid on the number of hours that portion is used
carpared with the total time the space is available for all uses.

Taxpayers planning to take this deduction are advised to read "Business
Use of Your Hare," Publication 587 (Rev. Nov. 81), available fran the
Internal Revenue Service.

Funding

Service groups, community organizations, and religious institutions may
assist in raising funds for day care services. Private foundations
sometimes provide funds for child care programs, particularly as
demonstration projects. State lob training programs may also, provide
money for training child care workers. Several major sources of Federal
.funds are described below.

CHILD CARE FOOD PRCGRAN
-/

The Child Care Food Program, administered by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA), provides reimbursement for nutritious meals that are
served to children in child care centers or in family day cut homes.
To be eligible for funding, a private child care center or an "umbrella
sponsor" of family day care hares must have Federal tax excerption or be
receiving funding under Title XX of the Social Security Act. The food

reinbursenent includes a base rate for all children and increased rates
for children from low inccne families that are eligible for free or
=educed-price meals. Reirbursement rates are revised annually.

Further information may be obtained fran the Child Care and Summer
Programs Division, Food and Nutrition Service, USDA, 3101 Park Center
Drive, Alexandria, VA, 22311.

TITLE XX, AFDC, WIN

The Federal Government provides funding for day care services for
children of many persons at or near the poverty level. Under Title XX

of the Social Security Act, funds are available to such families for
child care. Parents in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AMC) program may be eligible for AMC Work Expense Allowance to pay
for child care so that they can find and continue employment.
Participants in the Work Incentive (WIN) program are entitled to child
care services that are necessary for the participant to find a job.

- 6 -
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The local Welfare Department or Department of Social Services usually
determines which child care faAili4es will serve those parents eligible
through Title XX, AFDC, or WIN. The local agency may provide child care
or may ccntract with for-profit centers, not-for-profit centers, or
family day care hares to provide services.

VCCATTCNAL EDUCATICN.

4

Federal funds under P.L. 94-482 may be used to provide for child care
when the student-parent is in need of such services.

Guide for Planners and Administrators

The Women's Bureau has developed a guidebook. Esployers and Child Care:
Establishing Services Through the Fibrkplece, to assist day care
planners, center administrators, and others involved in establishing or
inplementing a child care program. The guidebook provides detailed
informaticn on tax inomtive laws, options for employers, and other
aspects of center planning. Single copies can be obtained from the
'men's Bureau at no cost, while supplies last.

1
0 11111o4S0
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Executive Summary

Overview

The significant increase in the number of working parents in this country has
created a mutual dependence between businesses and the family. It is this
interdependence which provides a rationale for the development of employer
strategies to strengthen both the family and the workplace. Contemporary
families are profoundly affected by the workplace environment and, of course,
businesses are impacted by the concerns and responsibilities of employees for
their families.

In the past generation, there have been dramatic increases in the number of
women working full or part time. Unprecedented numbers of mothers with young
children are now working and their participation in the labor force has
created a spiraling demand for quality child care.

The statistics which follow reveal a dramatic change in the composition of
America's work force and present a clear picture of the growing need for work
policies which are supportive of families.

o In 1950, only 12 percent of mothers with children less than six years of
age were in tne labor force; by 1982, 50 percent were employed.

In March, 1982, there were 18.5 million children under six years of age in
the United States. Of this group, 8.4 million, or 46% had worxinv:/
mothers. C'ensus projections suggest that there will be over 10 million
preschoolers with mothers in the labor force by 1990.

o Not only are there more women with young children working today, but they
are entering or returning to the labor force earlier after the birth of a
child. Among women with a child under one year, a third of married women
and 40t of single mothers are working.

To respond to the Obvious Changes in the labor force, some businesses-have
developed policies and programs to support working parents and, at the same
time, achieve company goals. In fact, employer supported child care programs
have grown significantly in the last five years -- from 105 programs in 1979
to an sstimated 600 programs in operation today.

In a recen survey of 415 employers with some form of child care program,
employers reported a return on their investment in the form of increased
productivity and loyalty, enhanced public image, improved recruitment and
reduction in turnover, absenteeism and tardiness.

Employer sponsored child care programs can encompass, a broad range of options,
reflecting the differing characteristics of businesses, labor force
composition, company goals, and family desires.

-1-
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Options

Programs to support working families can be grouped into the following four
categories: Flexible Personnel Policies, Information Programs, Financial
Assistance, and Direct Services. Options within each of these categories are
listed below.

I. FLEXIRLE PEIWINNEL POLICIES can be adapted by many firms and benefit
employees with a wide spectrum of child care circumstances.

o Flexible Working Arrangements such as flextime, job sharing, and
part-time work all enable parents to care for their children and

facilitate the handling of emergencies, sickness, and care for
children during non-school hours.

o Flexible Leave Policies can enable parents to be at home when
children are ill. Many working parents would prefer to use their
sick leave for children as well as themselves. Flexibility in the
utilization of leave time, with a Specific allowance for sick child
leave, represents an important support for these families.

o At Home Work may be an important employment option for the future.

As companies convert more of their operations to computers,?pore
employees will be able to work out of their homes,*thus, caring for
their children and fulfilling their job functions at the same time.

ICIP3itMATICti PRWRAMS often represent a cost-effective means to assist
working families in making use of available community resources.

o Child Care Information and Referral Programs (CCIR's) provide
information about child care, suggestions for parents on selecting
quality care and referrals to local child care providers. This
service can be provided in-house or through contract with an outside
organization. Many comcmnities now have compreh:nsive information
and referral programs and others are looking for ays to develop
CUR's drawing on a variety of local groups and resources.

-
o Parent Education Programs inform working parents about resources at

work and in the community, provide support systems involving other

parents and professionals, and create a forum for discussion of work
and family issues.

-2-
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III FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE programs can increase parent options when child
care supply is adequate in the community.

o Flexible Benefits Plans allow employees to choose a benefit package
which best suits their individual family circumstances. A core of
mandatory benefits is included with optional benefits selected
according to suoth factors as age, rate of pay, years of service, and
family status. Child care is often cited as a potential benefit in
this type of plan.

o Vendor Programs involve the purchase of slots in existing community
Child care programs. These slots are then sold to employees,
frequently at a reduced rate. The company can retain control over
the purchased -lots and can reassign them when an employee no longer
needs the service.

o Voucher Programs allow employees to select a child care program and
submit a voucher to cover all or part of the cost of the services.
This alternative places the selection of child care providers in the
hands of the parents.

o Subsidies may be used to assist elig.ble employees with all or part
of their child care costs.

o Charitable Donations of money and in-kind resources.frequenty
enable existing community child care facilities to'provide'services
at a reasonable cost for working families.

rv. DIRECrsERVILIS allow an employer to become directly involved in providing
child care services.

o Consortium Arrangements permit groups of employers to work together
to develop and support a child care program. This may take the form
of funding for an information and referral system or a day care
center conveniently located in relation to all firms contributing to
the consortium.

o On-Site or Near-Site Centers can offer reliable quality care with
trained professionals and educational programs. Companies may own
and operate their own day care centers, contract with an outside
organization, or donate the facility to a nonprofit
employee-operated organization .

o Family Day Chre Systems provide care in the home of the provider.
Employers may develop family day care systems which establish
flexibility in hours (for parents who work odd shifts or overtime)
and facilitate supervision for children during school holidays or
emergencies.

-3-
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Tax incentives for Employers

I. DEPENDENT CARE ASSISTANCE PRCGRAKS

The Economic Recovery lax Act of 1981 established a new category of
tax-free benefits entitled "Dependent Care Assistance Programs". As
long as the requirements of the statute are met, the I.R.S. will treat
a Dependent Care Assistance Program as a tax-free benefit like other
employee f- age benefits such as life insurance and medical plans. In
short, the ,..csts of providing child care, within certain limits, are
not considered part of the employee's wages and therefore no FICA or
other payroll taxes have to be paid by the employer.

Child care services allowed under a dependent care assistance program

include care at the parent's home, at another person's home, or at a
child care center. An employer can provide funds to cover any eligible
services the parent might dhoose.

Tb qualify under the new tax law, the provisions of a dependent care
assistance program must be set forth in a written document by the
employer and must be for the exclusive benefit of its employees. The
program also must satisfy certain requirements regarding participant
eligibility, payments, and notification, which are outlined in detail
in the yellow brochure included in your packet.

II. OMER TAX INCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYERS
."/

In addition to the dependent care assistance program,.there are a
number of other tax incentive provisions of Federal law available to
employers. These include: accelerated cost recovery and a tax
investment credit of 10 percent for capital expenses, amortization of
-start-up" and "investigator" expenses, targeted jobs tax credit for
certain categories of persons including part-time workers who might be
employed by a center. and a variety of provisions relating to
charitable contributions and tax-exempt programs.

Auld Care Tax Credits for Employees

A tax credit for a portion of the expenses incurred for child or disabled
dependent care is available under EFTA to employed persons if the expenditures
enable the taxpayer to be gainfully employed (Sec. 44A Internal Revenue
Cbde). The credit is computed at 30 percent for taxpayers with adjusted gross
incomes of $10,000 or less, with the rate of the credit reduced one percentage
point for each $2,000, or fraction of $2,000, of income above $10,000 until
the rate reaches 20 percent for taxpayers with incomes over $28,000. EXpenses
for which the credit may be taken are limited to $2,400 for 1 dependent anti
$4,800 for 2 or more dependents. A table showing the amount of tax credit
that may be taken at various family income levels is included in your packet.

-4-
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The expenses maybe for services provided in or out of the taxpayer's home,
for dependent children under age 15 or dependent adults over age 14 who are
disabled and who live with the taxpayer. NO credit may be taken for the cost
of residential care in a nursing he or similar facility for dependent
adults. The credit is available to all eligible taxpayers regardless of the
gross income of the family and whether or not they itemize deducticns.

The :;cild and dependent care tax credit is copputed on an annual basis. FY=
that reason, the entire $2,400 or $4,800 of qualifying expenses on which the
credit is computed is available to eligible taxpayers having the appropriate
number of dependents at any time during the taxable year.

The Next Step

Each coamany is unique, as is each family, and there is no single option that
can be generally recommended above any other option. Before embarking on any
child care initiative, employers need to determine whether a child-care
program makes sense for their company and their employees. Certain questions
need to be considered- -How might adoption of family supportive policies
contribute to the achievement of specific company objectives? What are the
child care needs of current employees? To what extent does the existing
ctmmunity child care system net the needs of employees?

If some sort of family supportive polio, r. program seems worth consid ring,
you may want to contact a national or local resource person or a that
has already implemented a similar policy or program. Attached to this summary
is a list of local and national resource persons and a list of companies that
are already impl,.Denting some of the options listed. Each of them would be
more than willing to assist you as you develop your policies and programs.

A Final Note

It is obvious that, as employers, you provide the primary requirement of
parents---a job. However, with the developing complexities of our world, and
the growing mutual dependence between business and the family, working parents
are responsive to programs that support them in effectively balancing the
responsibilities of home and work. Adoption of family supportive work
policies and programs can be considered a way to address the predominant
concerns of an increasingly large portion of the workforce in an attempt to
serve management Objectives. Many of the cptions presented above can be
implemented at minimal cost and can yield benefits to your company-in the form
of increased productivity, enhanced public image, improved recruitment and
reduced turnover, absenteeism and tardiness.
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National Resource Persons
In The Area of Child Care

DT. Raymcna Collins
Mrs. Patricia Divine-Hawkins
Department of health and Human

Services, OMS/ACCF
Post Office Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013

202/7.5-7724

Marie Over
Texas Institute for Families
11311 Richmond, L-107
Houston, Texas 77082

713/772-0397

Dr. Arthur Emlen
Portland State University
Post Office Box 751
Portland, Oregon 97207

503/229-4440

Sandra L. Burud
Quid Care Information Service
330 South Oak Knoll
Pasadena, California 91101

213/796-4341

Michele M. Brien, MPA
Rebecca S. Ashery, DSW
Parents With Careers
2513 Oakenshield Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20854

301/251-0664

Tyler D. Phillips
Child Care Systems
329 W. Pain Street
Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446

215/362-5070

922

Dr. Annie W. Neal
U.S. Department of Labor

Wamen's Bureau
200 Constitution Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210

202/523-6624

Carole Rogin
National Association

for Child Care Management
1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 1030N
Washington, D.C. 20036

202/452-8100

Dr. Dana Friedman
845 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

'It
212/759-0903

Jeanette M. McGinnis
ihrly Childhood and Elementary
Education Institute

27 W. 45th Street
Brant Beach, New Jersey 08008
609/494-8522

Joyce Black
The Day Care Council
22 West 38th Street
New York, New York 10018

212/398-0380

Barbara Adolf
Karol Rose
Children At Work
569 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10022

212/758-7428

-4
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The following is a 'ist of companies presently utilizing one of the options
discussed:

Flexible Leave Solicies

Information and Referral

Flexible Benefits

Financial Assistance

Child Care Centers

Texas Commerce Bank
Houston, Texas
713/236-4865

HOneywell Corporation
Minneapolis, Minnesota
612/870-5247

Steelcase, Inc.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
616/247-2710

Corporate Consortium for Child
Care

Hartford, Cbnnecticut
203/277-6234

American Can Company
Greenwich, Connecticut
203/726-5385

Proctor and Ghmble
ancinnati, Chio
513/562-1100

Polaroid Corporation
Boston, Massachusetts
617/577-2000

The Fbrd Roundation
New York CIty, New York
212/573-5000

Intermedics, Inc.
Freeport, Tbxas
409/233-8611

CIGNA Corporation
Hartford. Connecticut
203/726-5385

Merck Omparq, Inc.
Ralmay, New Jersey
201/574-4000
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[Reprinted from U.S. News & World Report issue of June 27, 1983, Copyright, 1983,
U.S. News & World Report, Inc.]

Who'll Watch the KidsP
Working Parents' Worry
fitter taxes, housing and food,
:hIld cars is the biggest
sxpense and concernfor
nany American families.

In millions of U.S. homes, working
ouples are agonizing over the same
lagging question Whete to go for
:ood day care for their children?

With licensing requirements either
ax or nonexistent, more parents worry
vhether they can trust strangers to
ask after their youngsters.
Others are put off by soaring costs

rid are, pressing employers to subs!
bre new day-care operations.

It's a concern that is weighing on the
lands of an increasing number of
oung families every day. More than
3 percent of American mothers work
utude the home Predictions are that
y the end of the decade two thirds of
,1 families will have both parents
-orkuig, Including half of all mothers
ith preschoolge children.
Nearly 7 million youngsters 6 years

or under already are m some type of
orkrelated cluld-carg arrangestent,
avernment studies show. The number
auld swell to 14 million by 1990.
Spreading Influence. -The demo-

raphics suggest that day are will be a
gnificant part of the early experience
growing numbers of children for the

weseeable future,- says Richard
uopp, president of the Bank Street
allege of Education in New York.
rie types of day-care settings multi

ly almost daily Some working couples

still rely on grandparents and other rel-
atives. But increasingly such family
members are joining the work force
themselves, forcing parents to put chil-
dren In established child-care cen-
ters now estimated at more than
22,000that are open at least 10 hours
a day. five days a week.

Stepping in to serve this growing
need are several giant, for-profit cen-
ters, whose main selling points are con-
sistency, dependability and a wider cur-
riculum. Kinder Care, started In 1969,
now has nearly 800 centers with
8,700 employes providing care
to 60,000 children In 38 states
and Canada.

Most for-profit centers ac-
commodate about 100 children
each, ranging in age from 6
weeks to 12 years at an average
cost of $40 a week. The older
children are taken to their
schools and picked up for activi-
ties slier school.

Centers also are run by
churches, charitable organizations and
other nonprofit groups. The National
Council of Churches estimates that
25,000 churches are Involved In some
type of child-care program, servicing
more than 1 million children.

Typical of some of the fresh ap-
proaches being tried by nonprofit
groups I. the Routt Memorial Extend-
ed Care Center In Steamboat Springs,
Colo, a nonprofit community nursing
home for about 40 sensor citizens. It
operates the CrandIdds Day Care Cen-
ter that charges up to $16 a day. Most

indict Can IS one of several big, forerent doing that have entered the business.
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of the children's time Is spent on edu-
cational and play activities, but Interac-
tion between the youngsters and the
older residents Is encouraged. The two
groups exercise, take field trips and
participate In arts and crafts together.

Day are is a high priority for cities
as well. New York has a program for
teenage mothers that provides child
are during school hours so the parents
can continue their education.

"Once a teenager becomes a parent.
she is caught up. In a cycle of depen-
dency that is hard to escape," soya City
Council President Carol Bellamy. "Be-
cause child are is not available or af-
fordable, she drops out of school, has
no diploma and becomes unemployed.
This program will work to break that
erele."

Program Whacks. Many centers
that serve poor families rely on govern-
meat money, and three quarters of
them have had to trim programs be
cause of federal budget cuts.

The poor aren't the only ones con-
cdrned with costs. Studies show that
day are Is the fourthbigptst Item In
many family budgets after taxes, hour
ins and food. Costs vary greatly, rang.
keg from $25 a week for sitter service
to axneone else's home to $300 or
more a week for a live-in housekeeper.

The Department of Health and Hu-
man Services estimates the average

U SJIIWS a WORLD atroaT 67
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ones, firms are funding refer-
ral services to assist families in
locating day care.

St Anthony Hospital in
Denver runs a center for 138
children and employs 24 full-
time and eight part-time staff
members. A key attraction is
the hours-8 a.m. to midnight
raven days a week.

To encourage more busy
nerves to provide day care, the

i Reagan administration recent-
-4 ly launched a series of meet -

Inv to be held across the
country with employers.

A new program in Steamboat Springs. Colo.. brings Regardless of the center
logedier elderly residents and anise Padre's chosen, many parents stir

have difficulty Judging wheth-
er a facility is right for their children.

There are few legal restrictions on
day-care facilities, and Bann. end In-
spection are often haphazard. Federal
officials estimate that only 5 percent of
the centers located In private homes
are bound by legal restrictions. Thus,
the potential for abuse is great Among
recent exannplez

e Early this year a 37year-olci Clay-
ton, Calif.. woman who ran sevenl un-
licensed daycare centers In the UPI
Franchco area was sentenced to 44
years to life In prison after being con-
victed of murder, mayhem and 31
counts of child abuse.

A couple who ran a bahr-sitting
service In Del Moines, Iowa, was found
guilty of locking children In small
wooden boxes.

In early June, Indictments were
handed down In Prince Georges Coun-
ty, Md., against a teacher charged with
sexual abuse of nursery school children.

Recent violations In North Carolina
prompted legulators there to push for
a aerie; of civil penalties and fines for
errant day-care operators. "Right now,
we can't fine them," says State Repre-
sentative Louise Brennan, who Intro-
duced the penalties bill. "The only way
we can dose them is under cross viola-

cost per child at $60 to $70 a week. A
federal tax credit helps families get
some of that money back, although ate
credit is available only on the long tax
forms, and many lowerdncome fam-
ilies file the short form.

Employers are beginning to lend a
hand. One study shows that more than
800 organizations, about 60 percent of
them hospitals, have started some form
of day-care program.

Says Felice Schwartz of Catalyst, a
New York City women's-advocacy
grout:: "Companies are beginning to
realize that the care of children can be
anxiety provoldng, and cause stress
among both female and male workers."

Long -tarn savItigh Deanna Tate,
chairman of the Department of Child
Development and Family Living at
Tens Woman's University In Denton,
cites studies showing that as little as
$50,000 spent on a company day-care
program can save as much as 3 million
dollars in employe turnover, training
of replacements, uneven productivity
and lost worktirne.

At Zale Corpora tice. in Dallas, 70
children use the daycare center at a
cost of about $43 a week each. Many
parents spend their lunch periods with
the children.

' hat means that an ac-
countant, for Instance, can
stay and pull his or her
share of the load when ev.
erybody else is working
overtime, rather than hay-
Mg to rush out at 5 o'clock
because a day-care center
off in the suburbs closer at
6 p m.." says Michael Ro-
Maint,Zale vice president
for community affairs.

Polaroid Corporation In
Cambridge. Mass., pays
from 5 to 85 percent of
child-care costs for ens-
ploes earning under
325.000. In many other

68

Employee tan stilt etagren during lunch a bran Una
care Center met up by Salo Corporation in lb Ceiba offices

noes in fire and safety hazards under
other statutes."

Montana and New Mexico have re-
vised their codes, and Wyoming bin the
process of rewriting its standards to de-
fine sanitation requirements, strength-
en child-abuse codes, set rules for trans-
portation of children and clarify the
procedures for revoking licenses.

Improving MOTIC111' skills. More at-
tention. too, is being given to training
clay-care workers. In Golden, Colo..
fled Rocks Community College °per-
ates a statewide program to upgrade
the skills of people who provide care In
their own homes. Topics indnie child -
development studies, methods of disci-
pline, nutrition and child-abuse laws.

Despite such steps to improve cen-
ters, parents still must answer one ha-
sic question: What tonna wit the ex-
perience have on the child?

Alison Clarke-Stewart, aociate pro.
fessor of education and behavioral sci-
ence at the University of Chicago, cites
tests showing that children who attend
day care are more at ease In unfamiliar
situations, play better with their peers,
do better on tests of Intellectual end
Language development, and are superi-
or In the knowledge of the social world.

Others note that many people are
not equipped to be

that
parents on 0

full-time basis and it is good for
them to be relieved of responsibility
some of the tone. Asserts Cornell Uni-
versity's Prof Ude Brontenbrenner.
"Data do not support those who think
children are hurt by day care."

On the other Me of the issue are
those who argue that th. quality of day
are varies greatly and In many cases is
Inadequate. *There are exceptions, but
usually these people don't know a
thing about raising babies," says Bur-
ton White of the Center for Parent
Education In Newton, Mass.

Some experts claim, too, that no one
can give a child the are and affection
that most parents can. Says St Louis
psychiatrist Mary Shopper: "Parents

miss out considerably when
at the any- they turn over primary re-

:passibility of child rearing
to someone else."

s It may take years before
this debate among experts is

i settled, If It ever is. In the
mantime, a growing num-
ber of parents will face the
hard decision about wheth-
er their children will bene-
fitor be hurtby spend-
ing many t (their early years
In the cant of others. D
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Ana Mir,'

Many employers in North Carolina and across the
country have adopted family-sensitive, family-supportive
work policies. They have experimerred successfully with
company owned, operated or subsidized child day care,
and with a variety of services, benefits and policies that help
working parents.

In carefully reading the IRS code, these employers have
teamed that 100 percent of the cost of are for employm'
children during working hours can be written off state and
federal taxes as a deductible "ordinary and necessary
business expense."

These employers understand the bottom line.

111111
Seven diffennt models of

employee assistance are outlined here.
The rang of options can be gauped
Into two categories: (1) company
owned, operated or subsichad child
day care, and (2) employee assistance
service,, benefits and policies.

Classified in the rust category
are the following models

The Company.Owned.OdSite
Model
The OffSite Consortium Model
The Vendor Progam
The Voucher Program

Oassined in the second
category are

Referral: Matching Parents
with Providers
Sick Child Care
Sensitive Pasonnel Policies

Following a description of each
model is a list of existing settings, a
discussion of benefits, problems, and
federal and sure tax incentives
specific to the model

;
It is not the. intent of th.nli

publication to suuest which model
is best Rather, the individual
company and its employees should
wags the relative merits of each
approach and adopt the option or
combination of options that will best
satisfy their own needs.
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Changes in the Labor Force
Employment is the key to

economic well-being for families. The
high cost of living and the increased
costs of raising children have been
important factors that have forced
more American women into the labor
force. Since 1940 in the United
States, the number of working women
has doubled. However, for the same
period, the number of working
mothers has increased TENFOLD.

Eleven million more women
enter the U.S. labor force during

the next decade and nearly half of
the total femalelabor force
population will hare preschool
children. by 1990 there will be over
ten million American children who
will need workrelated child cue

North Carolina has a female
labor force participation rate which
is higher than any other Southern
state and is among the P ighest in the
nation. In 1975, 58.7 percent of
this state's mothers with preschool
children worked outside the home.
The percent of working mothers with
children under 18 was 65.3 percent

Corporate management. child
care workers, employees, church
members and researchers hare become
Inc easingly aware of these statistics.
Parents v ho face the problem of
meeting both lob and family
responsibilities hare called on
industry and government to help

What Benefits Can a Coinpany
Expect?

In a 1977 New York Times
article, the president of StrideRite
said that he shuns the terns
"corporate social responsibility ".

"This shouldn't be
construed as dogooderism
or mends''', because it's
really selfservine. There's
a need for corporate
management to begin so
appreciate the economics
of something like quality
day care. Pf teen percent
of American households
are below the poverty
line and if business can
get them contributing to
the gross national product,
business will benefit."

The chart below shows seven
employer benefits identified in a
1978 survey of 58 organizations
sponsoring day care pregams.

In North Carolina, company
reports wpport these survey findings
and indicate that provision of child
are is indeed sound business practice,
Recruitment of qualified nursing

Personnel became eater at three
North Carolina hospitals which set
up onute day cue facaities.

Participating companies report
improved employeeutitudes toward
the employer and improved employee
work attitudes. Parents are deeply
appreciative of the help they receive
in meeting the costs of work related
cue, in locating appropriate care, in
simplified commuting schedules, in
more flexible work hours. They
quickly translate their peace of mind
into greater productivity on the job.

It Is the employe, who
frequently bears the burden of the
shortage of child cue services in the
community. Family demands often
interfere with job performance.
Tardiness, absenteeism and high
turnover, with accompanying high
training costs, are often the result of
the scarcity of accessible, affordable
child c.re. The company pays for
the time an ernployeeznbdot calling
the babyumr, worry' t the
chddrenIfter school, in the wmmer,
and on school holidays. Clearly, the
benefits of companyassisted proytarns
are many and varied

Lower job Turnover 57%

Lower Absenteeism 72%1

Improved Employee Attitudes
Toward Employer 65%

Improved Employee Work Attitudes 55%

Attracted New Employees 88%

Improvement in Community
Relations 36%

Increased Publicity 60%

Working Pothers and Their Children, 1977, U S D Ot... Employment Standards Administration. women's Bureau
U S Bureau of Labor Statistics. horn S1E. 1976
Perry, KS Survey and Analysis of Employer Sponsored Day Care in the Unned Stases. Doctoral DiverUtson,
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Company Own. 4, Operated, and Subsidized Programs

1. The Company
Owned, OnSite
Made!

Operation of a day'care center represents an employers maximum
involvement in day care. Located at or near the work site, the facility may be
operated as a division of the parent comoany, a subsidiary corporation or an
independent nonprofit corporation. Financial support may include startup
crista, operating expenses, including administrative and maintenance costs, and
subsidies for tuition. The employer may hire professional staff or sub-contract
with a child care management firm. As with a company cafeteria, the day care
service may be partially subsidized rather than a free program for employees.

Existing Settings
Rex Hospital, Raleigh, North Carolina
Presbyterian Hospital, Charlotte. North Carolina

Forsyth Memorial Child Care Center, WinstooSalem, North Carolina
Photo Corporation of America, Matthews, North Carolina
Mayworld Child Development Center, Performance Hosiery Mills,
Hildebrand, North Carolina
StrideRite, Boston, Massachusetts

Benefits
Reduces absenteeism, tardiness turnover, and training costs
Improves worker morale

Helps the company develop good public relations
Helps the company recruit employees

Properly operated, can provide high quality care at a rea -sable cost
Provides employees greater access to thee children and day care teachers

/,

2. The Off-Site
Consortium Model

A group of employers may decide to shire the costs and the risks al
establishing a day care center. The of kite location might be centrally located
either nearthe workshe, in a downtown business district or industrial park, or
It may be located m a neighborhood in which many of the employees and their
families live. The companies provide seed money for mittal construction or
rehabilitation of a day care facility and may offer employer assistance through
representation on board of directors and through assistance in such areas as
management, budget, personnel practice, fiscal analysis and legal services.
Employer support may underwrite operating costs of the center and partial
subslety of tuition costs for children of employees

Existing Settings
Control Data/Pillsbury/North States Power/Lutheran Brotherhool,
MImeapolis, Minnesota

Mercy Medical Hospital/Anoka Ramsey Community College, Coon River,
Michigan

Downtown Day Can Center (consortium of 1 businesses), St. Lows,
Missouri

Urban Affairs Corporation Centers (consortium of 14 businesses),
Houston, Texas

Benefits
Increases avaitabili of resources for developing quality day care program
Spreads costs am rig member employees

Is ens uncepuba to underutilitation because it draws children from a
broader base

Company not responsible for administration or liability

Subsidizes tuition costs of children of 10111COTI employees; can serve
as a match to draw federal dollars on a matchmt; hash (ratio is 25 Percent
Private to 75 percent Title XX dollars)
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Problems/Comiderations
Employers considering establishment of worksite centers most weigh these

benefits against questions of cost and utilization. The success rate of onite
centers esublished by industry between 1960 and 1974 has not been encouraging,
Of 12 company-operated Pr sudpxted centers identified in a 1973 US. Women's
aUttaU publication, only two remain. One has shifted to a consortm m model.
Company executives cited the following reasons for center closings:

Company went out of business or moved 36% (Si
LInderutilitation by employees (resulting
in higher costs) 29% la)
Too expensive 7% (I)
Recession 7% (I)

100% (Il)

Underuhrization by employees may be explained by parental preference
for residential centers, a factor that Columbia Unreersity researther Dr. Sheila
lUmerman has identified as a key vanatde m industrialized countries.

The reader should not conclude, however, that the on-ute day care center
model has faded. In some instances hospitals and factories witlaarge numbers
of female employees onsate centers have been remarkably successful.

Tax Incentives

On-site sty care imams casiul expenditures which are not themselves six
deductible but can be *mutated or amortized. Cienerany, amortization permits
a more rapid write-off but has limited applicability if the property is not solely
used for day we purposes. In summary, federal tax law permits cost to be
deducted ass business expense (Amended Internal Revenue Codes 162) Costs
of 101.111Ing, constructing and rehabilitating property and purchase of
equipment can be deducted out a five-year period (Revenue Act of 1971 and
TAX Reduction Act of 1975).

Problems/Considerations
Requires full commitment and cooperation of all member companies in
order to work
May serve more community children than children of employees

May be underenrolted because of parent preference for residential location
Setting may hate an "institutional quality"

Tax Incentives
The consortium model requires the employers to coordinate thew efforts

through establishment of (II a nonprofit oarpotatien, (2) a corporation
for profit or partnership, or (3) a tax exempt organization. No tax benefits can
be realized by "stockholder" members of a consortium that form a corporation
once the cost rt tr mek is not considered a business expense or a depreciable
capital t.penditure. A parminhip, on the other hand, can "pass through" all
of is gross income. business deductions and annual doter-130)n to the
employeroartners. Another approach dot companies have used is the tax
exempt crawl:awn. Any contributions to such an organization are tax free.
if the day care center should make a profit, the profit would be tax free. The
problem with this approach is that enrollment in the day we ()edit,/ cannot
be limited to children of the employees but must also be open to needy children
from the community.
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3. The Vendor
Program

Another type of employer assistance, the vendor program. involves the
purchase by the employer of a number of enrollment %Oates oe "slots" in one
Of more day care centers or homes and the subsequent resale of the spaces to
employees at a reduced price. The employer may subsidize the day care Cog
based on the income and/or family size of the employee. This is usually referred
to as a "sliding fee Seale."

Existing Settings
Orlando County Community Coordinated Child Care, Orlando. Flooda
Polaroid Corporation. Cambridge, Massachusetts

Benefits
Subsidizes tuition costs of employees children
Can provide quality care at an affordable price for children of employees
Does not require capital investme it or startup costs
Does not require management or administrative responsibility
Protects company from potential liability

Is ideal for small companies with relativdy few employees

Problems/Considerations
If limited to a few day care programs, May not meet the needs of some
females and some children

Is less visible to the publk

May result in rewarding a few private operators and /noting some wor dis
operations

May need to rearm and guarantee payment for spaces a year ahead

4. The Voucher
Pro gam

;/

Another creative altamathe for as:shuns waking parents Is the voucher
system. The voucher refers to a coupon given to the employee worth a
specified amount towards the purchase of day care from any provider of service.
The employer may either fully fund the day care cost or subsidize the day care
cost based on the income andior family size of the employee.

Only tuition costs are imbed In ails model. This program gives the full
responsibility for choosing the child we arrangement to the parent. A
modification of this idea used by the Ford Foundation simply Increases the
size of the employees paycheck to cover the cost of day care expenses. Perhaps
the term "chadren's allowance is more appropriate than "vomiter Program"
in this case.

Existing Sittings
Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Ford Foundation, New York, New York

Benefits
Respects parent choice of day c., arrangement

Recoenues parent preference for residential sabot closer to home
Offers flexibgity to employees who do not live near the worksite, who
yard on public transportation, or who nave very young children
Helps parents meet rising costs of day care

Can provide convenient day care at an affordable price
Is useful to the employer with many small business locations scattered
over a large area

Does not requhe capital investment or %wip costs
Does not require management responsibility

Protects company from potential lability
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Tax Incentives
Costs of providing day ere are deductible as business expenses to the

extort that they are "ordinary and necessary" expenses paid or incurred during
the waists year in carrying on any trade or business (Revenue Ruling T3.348,
19312 C.B. 31 under Sudan 162 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954). In
the cited ruling, the stated purpose of the taxpayer is to make day care available
m order to (1) provide an employee with a place to send his or her children
while at work knowing that the child is receiving proper care, (21 reduce
absenteeism, increase productivity and reduce company training costs, and
(3) reduce employee turnover,

"There is no limit on amounts you may deduct as business expenses other
than that they be reasonable." (IRS Publication $35)

It is unlikely that child care for employees' children could be deductible
as a theritsble expense. However, if the employee usage is low enough, the
employes may have an argument that child care Is provided as a community
service. Of course the employer could take advantage of the tax incentives in
the previous section if he also buys day care for needy children not associated
with his company,

Problems/Considerations
Day care may not be evadable, accessible, and In amok supply

Day care may not be evadable at hours that match employees' work
schedules

Voucher system requires some paperwork to be done by the company
A sliding fee schedule based on income or family site wilt require
additional admunstrative costs

Employees must declare the value of the voucher or the chid allowance
as includible in gross income Plat o taxable by the federal government.

Tax Incentives
Although the employee must now declare the voucher as income, he can

deduct chid care expenses no sUte ...nd federal taxec
As with the vendor program, the toucher model provides the employer

with an annual deduction foe the enure cost of operatior
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Employee Assistance Services, Benefits and Policies
ellummiEms
1. Referral: Matching

Parents with
Providers

The most pressing problem for waking families Thy may be finding and
selecting child care close to home with hours that maw*, :heir working hours.
Parents of infants find services scarce or nonexistent ?arm ts of young
handicapped children are extremely hard-pressed to find sennces Summer,
vacation days and aft erichool care are especially problematic for parents of
school-age children.

A 1979 survey estimated that there we 6,390 orpnizations in the U S.
Providing child care information and referral services Snrie 'are referral
operations are store -front agencies affiliated with some larger organization such
as YMCA or United Way but functioning independently. In some communities.
several orr,ameations pool their resources to %write a telephone answering
service that gives parents Information about child care provi.iers. Of the larger
general information and referral services surveyed, 47.6 percent received some
funding from industry. A company may contribute to or contract with a local
referral agency, Join a consortium of companies that jointly underwrite
administrative costs or demiop an Inhoure capacity.

Activities involved in this model include securing and developing lists of
day care providers, updating those Intl, pdstring specific information about
each child care arrangement, printing and publishing this information in map
and brochure form, answering consumer questions received by letter, telephone.
and/or m person. Information may include. sources of financial assistance for
child care, tax information guidelines for selecting a child ca. e arrangement and
even "provider packets" for those who would like to open a day we comer or
Provide care in their own home. Additional services inclade tours of child care
centers and mobile toy lending library visits to centers and family day case
homes.

mepimmwmgemsmompor

2. Sick Child Care

/

The average child in America experiences 10 days of illness each year,
illness which may force the parent to either stay home from work, be late for
work, or go to work feeling guilty and worried, Some companies allow parents
leave_days to care for sick children. Other companies allow the employee
certain number of "personal leave days" to be used as the employee sees fit.

Still other companies have supported protects that provide shorttems
home health care fqr sick children of working parents. For example, the
Berkeley Sick Child Care Program sends a nurse's aid to the home to care for
the sick chid, Begin: the parents to go to won.. An added service in the
Berkeley project is the "iYhtezks and Sneezles Day Care Center." a short. term
day care service for children who are lust jetting over illness, on medication,
but not yet ready to rears to school or regular day care.

Existing Settings
Child Care Services, inc.. Minneapolis, Minnesota

Berkeley Sick Chid Care and Wheelies and Sondes Center, Berkeley,
California
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ENtscint Stttinp
Duke Urryersity, Personnel Department, Durham, North Carolina
United Day Care Services. Greensboro. North Carolina
Durham Day Care Council, Udine. Durham, North Carolina
Child Care Resource Center. Cambridge. Massachusetts

ChildcareSvnuhboard, San Francisco, California
Fairfax County Office for Children, (Fairfax Realtors). Fairfax. Virprna

Benefits
Makes existing day care services more accessible to families
Satisfies particular child cue problems of employees
Respects the employee's right to choose a suitabk arrangement
Is a pod. visible public relations effort
May improve quality of day care for employees' diddren
May stimulate day are in communities where demand is greater than
supply
Attracts resources from other companies, public and private agencies
Spreads costs anions participating organizations

Problems/Considerations
May lead to requests for additional services and proiscts
If the referral is a consortium project requires kis commitment anti
cooperation of all members to work
May serve men community children than children of employees

Tax Incentives
The cost of information and referral service for employees is considered

a business deduction from state and federal taxes. Should a consortium be
formed and a tax exempt nonprofit orpnizabon be established, the
contribut1017 could be considered a diarnable deduction.

Benefits
+ Especially helpful in reducing absenteeism and tardiness

Improves employee work attitudes
Reduces stress, worry and guilt associated with inappropriate care
arrangements

Problems/Considerations
Requires cooperation and coordination wills other private organizations
and public agencies

May serve more community children than children of employees
Requires trained personnel
May be underutilized. especially in small communities

Tax Incentives
The cost of sick didd we for emPloyees children n considered a

business deduction from state and federal taxes. Should a consortium be
formed and a tax exempt nonprofit oteaninuon be established, the
contribution could be considered a charitable deducdon.
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3. Sensitive Personnel

Policies

941

A number of employers have experimented with new personnel policies
that are sensitive and responsive to the needs of working parents. Alternative
work scheduling is the most popular of these approaches. Most frequent')
cited variations are

Compressed time fullitime work with more hours per day but fewer
days per week

Staggered hours nt 'obit regular sctedule of starting and stopping
times based on employee's choice

Flextime flexible daily starting and stopping times based on employee
choice

Regular part time Par tiday. partvreek, pa/1.month or part year. often
involAng Prorated pay and benefits
lob pairing two or more people jointly responsible for completion of
a full-time job

Variable working hours employee contracts for a vven block of work
and has the option of choosing hours to complete the work
Task contracting employee is responsible for completion of a given task
and need not specify the number of hours or the particular hours worked

In addition to the flexible work scheduling, other personnel policies help
working parents reconcile work and family responsibilities. Most prevalent of
these policies is the employee assistance program. which offers counseling and
support for workers experiencing family problems Many companies offer
alcoholism counseling. Other policies include extension of sick leave to cover
serious illness of a child, reduced use of frequent transfers within the corporate
network, and more natensive maternity or paternity' leave policies, finally,
some businesses have adopted a fringe benefit package that is called the
"cafeteria plan," which allows employees to choose which benefits best meet
their own needs.
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Existing Settings
IBM, Research Triangle'Park, North Carolina

Levi Strauss Corporation, Greensboro, North Carolina

Control Data, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Equitable Life Insurance, New York, New York
Honeywell, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Benefits
Alternative work scheduling reduces company's overtime expenditures

Stabilizes safety, turnover and absenteeism levels

Provides opportunity for part time people to work fulltin*
Provides opportunity for mothers of schookge children to work and
Cale for children

Pr.:irides work opportunity for student, 'so need an income in order to
stay in school

Problems/Considerations
Difficulties in supervising large groups of employees who week at
different tunes
Difficulties in administering losume pay policies
Difficulties for employees in arranging capoding
Possibility of abuse by some employees

Possibility of the benefit being taxable as part of goss income

Tax Incentives
Costs of employee benefits are, of course, deductible from state and

federal taxes as ordinary and necessary business expenses. Another possible
way for an employer to help employees and thee tenures would be to set up a
voluntary employees' beneficiary association. Internal Revenue Code Section
501(c)19) recognizes that a voluntary -.0loyees' beneficiary association that
provides benefits to workers and the families is exempt from taxation.

Published by the Office of the Governor in cooperation with the North
Carolina Department of Revenue, North Carolina Department of Administration
aid the North Cxolins newetment cf Hunan Resources.

For singe copies contact Florence Glasser, Division of Policy Development,
N C. Dept/went of Adminntratexi. 116 West /ones Street, Raleigh, North
Carolina 27611.
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REMARKS BY CONGRESSMAN FRANK WOLF

JULY 30, 1984

WELCOMr

I WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME YOU TO THIS BRIEFING ON AN ISSUE WHICI-

IS SO IMPORTANT TO THIS NATION'S ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY AND THE

QUALITY OF LIFE OF MANY FAMILIES TODAN.

INTRODUCTIONS

BEFORE I PROCEED FURTHER IN EXPLAINING MY INTEREST IN THIS

ISSUE, I WANT '' RECOGNIZE AND THANK THE MEMBERS OF MY CHILD CARE

ADVISORY COUNC, APOSED OF DAY CARE PROVIDERS, BUSINESS

REPRESENTATIVES AND WORKING PARENTS WHO HAVE PROVIDED INVALUABLE

GUIDANCE AND ASSISTANCE IN THIS EFFORT:. PLEASE STAND AS I CALL YOUR

NAME: JEANINE HANSON, THE CHAIRWOMAN Of THE CIAINCIL WHOM YOU'LL HEAP

MORE FROM LATER; FRANCES BATCHELDER, KATHLEEN BUCK, JEAN, COOPER,

MILDRED FRAZER, DONNA GIVENS, ELIZABETH HAZEL, FELIZA KEPLER, BILL

LUCAS, JUDI ROSEN, PAT ROWLAND, BETTY RUPERT, RICHARD SCHLAFr, AND

ELLEN TUYAHOVIPRONOUNCED TIEYAHOVI. I SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR

TIME, EFFORT AND COUNSEL.

BACKGROUND

FROM MY DISCUSSIONS WITH DAY CARE PROVIDERS, EMPLCYERS, PARENTS

AND IN MY CONGRESSIONAL WORK ON THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON

CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES, I HAVE LEARNED OF THE GROWING NUMBER OF

HOUSEHOLDS WITH WORKING PARENTS OR SINGLE PARENTS AND THE IMPACT THIS

TREND IS HAVING ON EMPLOYERS AND FAMILIES. ALSO IN MY WORK ON THE

HOUSE FAMILIES COMMITTEE, I BECAME ACQUAINTED WITH THE WHITE HOUSE

OFFICE OF PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES AND ITS PROGRAM WHICH BRINGS THE

BUSINESS AND CHILD CARE PROVIDER COMMUNITIES TOGETHER TO SHARE

INFORMATION ON CHANGES IN CHILD CAPE DEMANDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

PROVIDED BY THOSE CHANGES FOR BUSINESSES TO ASSIST WORKING PARENTS

THROUGH TAX, PRODUCTIVITY AND OTHER ADVANTAGES.
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FOLLOwING MY REVIEW OF THIS PROGRAM, I BEGAN WORKING WITH THE

COMMITTEE YOU'VE MET TO DEVELOP AN INFORMATIONAL PRO,..:PAm pc-v,.: %-

THESE ADVANTAGES FOR NORTHERN VIRGINIA EMPLOYERS. THE FIRST PHASE OF

THIS PROGRAM WAS A BREAKFAST BRIEFING IN EARLY JUNE WITH AREA

BUSINESS LEADERS ',OSTED BY THE BDM INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION TO GAUGE

THE INTEREST IN THIS SUBJECT. THE RESPONSE WAS OVERWHELMING. AND

UNDERSCORED THE INTEREST IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA IN PROVIDING CHILD CARE

OPPORTUNITIES IN CONCERT WITH EMPLOYERS. MY CHILD CARE ADVISORY

COUNCIL THEN WORKED TO DEVELOP THIS EVENING'S PROGRAM AND THE

HALFDAY INFORMATIONAL BRIEFING TO BE HELD TOMORROW FOR EMPLOYERS.

TREND FOR WumNa_PARENTs TO CoNuan

AS DAY CARE PROVIDERS, YOU UNDOUBIEULY ARE AWARE OF THE CHANGING

COMPLEXION OF THE WASHINGTON AREA WORKFORCE AND 17 IS CLEAR THAT THE
ti.

GROWING NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH WORKING PARENTS OR SINGLE PARENTS

IS HAVING A MAJOR IMPACT ON LOCAL EMPLOYERS AND FAMILIES AND THAT

THIS TREND CAN BE EXPECTED TO CONTINUE IN THE FUTURE. FOR CX4HPLE,

IN 1970, ONLY 21 PERCENT OF WOMEN WITH CHILDREN UNDER AGE 6 AND 50

PERCENT OF WOMEN WITH SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN WERE EMPLOYED. THE HOUSE

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES PREDICTS THAT

NATIONALLY BY 1990, 55 PERCENT OF MARRIED WOMEN AND 50 PERCENT OF

MOTHERS WITH CHILDREN UNDER AGE 6 WILL BE EMPLOYED AN 80 PERCENT

INCREASE SINCE 1970

NEEDS OF FAMILIES MUST BE ADDRESSED

THIS EVIDENCE SUBSTANTIATES THE FACT THAT AS WOMEN AND"SINGLE

PARENTS BECOME A MAJOR FORCE IN THE WORKPLACE, THEIR NEEDS, THE NEEDS

OF THEIR FAMILIES AND PARTICULARLY THE NEEDS OF THEIR CHILDREN MUST

BE ADDRESSED. FOR EMPLOYERS SEEKING TO RECRUIT AND RETAIN TOP
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QUALITY PERSONNEL, THE ABILITY TO PROVIDE GOOD EMPLOYEE BENEFITS !e

ESSENT'AL. AS EMPLOYERS RECOGNIZE THAT CHILD CARE IS A RENEFIT

OPTION WHICH CAN BE CRUCIAL TO THE PRODUCTIVITY OF WEIR BUSINESS OF

ORGANIZATION, THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU AS CHILD CARE PROVIDERS WILL

ALSO INCREASE.

BEST INVESTMENT FROM EMPLOYERS STANDPOINT

THE MAGNITUDE OF THE SITUATION DEMANDS THAT WE CONSIDER ALL

METHODS WHICH WILL PROVIDE THE BEST INVESTMENt FROM TiIE EMPLOYER'S

STANDPOINT, WHILE ALSO MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE EMPLOYEE AND THE

EMPLOYEE'S FAMILY.

GOVERNMENT Au PRIVATE SECTOR MUST WQRK ToQuHER

As MANY OF YOU MAY KNOW. I AM NOT A PERSON WHO BELIEVES THAT THE

BEST SOLUTION TO MOST PROBLEMS IS ANOTHER FEDERAL PROGRAM. 110wEvER,

I DO BELIEVE THAT MANY wORTHWI ILE GOALS CAN BE ACHIEqEL BY GOVERNMENT

AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR WORKING TOGETHER.

Ii: STUDYING THE CURRENT WORKFORCE TRENDS AND LEARNING OF THE

IMPORTANT TAX AND PRODUCTIVITY ADVANTAGES AVAILABLE TO EMPLOYERS TO

HELP WORKING PARENTS, I HAVE ALSO RECOGNIZED THAT THE SUCCESS OF

THESE BUSINESS OPTIONS WILL REST ON THE EFFORTS OF THE CHILD CARE

PROVIDER COMMUNIT1 IN ESTABLISHING ATTRACTIVE PLANS TO FACILITATE THE

INVOLVEMENT OF EMPLOYERS IN HELPING WORKINC PARENTS.

THE'E ARE MANY OPTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE AND I AM VERY

PLEASED THAT WE HAVE WITH US THIS EVENING AN EXPERT IN THIS. FIELD TO

SPEAK ABOUT THIS PARTNERSHIP APPROACH TO HELP WORKING PARENTS THROUGH

THE COOPERATION OF EMPLOYERS WITH THE PROVIDER COMMUNITY.
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DR. DEANNA 'ATE OF THE TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY HAS CONDUCTED

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH ON THE BENEFITS FOR BUSINESSES IN ENACT:tt DA,

CARE AND WORK OPTIONS. DR. TATE hAS WORKED WITH BUSINESSES IN TEXAS

TO STUDY OPTIONS FOR ESTABLISHING CORPORATE DAY CARE BENEFITS WITH

LOCAL DAY CARE PROVIDERS AND WILL SHARE FINDINGS OF HEP RESEARCH.

SHE ALSO WAS WELL RECEIVED AS THE MAIN SPE.vER AT OUR BREAKFAST

BRIEFING IN JUNE WHICH GENERATED OUR FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM TONIGHT AND

TOMORROW.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, I APPREC:ATE YOUR COMING T.AIGHT. I HOPE FROM

THIS WE CAN PUT TOGETHER SOME NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR WORKING DARENTS,

EMPLOYERS AND PROVIDERS TO HELP EACH OTHER. NOw, I'LL TURN THE

PROGRAM OVER TG DR. TATE.
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Child Care Licensing Position
of the National Association

for the Education of
Young Children

Rationale

Finoings from the 1980 census show that
more than 50 percent of mothers of young
children in the United States are empoyed
outside the home. Therefore an increasing
number of parents are seeking child care
settings within their communities which
will nurture, protect, and educate their
children. Child care licensing is an official
acknowledgement la: the public responsi-
bility to m.,..ttain healthy, safe, and de-
velopmentally appropriate conditions for
children during the time they spend in
child care. Licensing is a form of consumer
protection or children and their parents.

Child care is provided in a variety of set-
tings reflecting the diverse needs of to-
day's families. These settings can be'
grouped into three major categories
center care, group home care, and family
day care. In most states, centers usually
provide care for 12 or more children,
group homes for 7 to 12 children, and
family day care homes for 6 or fewer chil-
dren. States without group home care pro-
visions generally define centers as settings
for the care of 7 or more children.

Each of these settings may provide care
for infants, toddlers, preschool children,
school-age children, and/or children with
special needs. All three types of settings
may provide full-day or part-day care on
either a regular or flexible basis. Standards
are needed for all three types of care to
ensure that children are protected and ed-
ucated in a nurturing environment.

50

The goat of child care licensing should
be to assure a level of good quality care
while taking into account the different
types of settings and the numbers of chil-
dren served in each. Agencies charged
with enforcing licensing standards should
be publicly visible so that individuals
caring for children know about them and
can seek technical assistance from them.
The standards represented in the licensing
s:atites should be widely disseminated so
that parents will be in a better position to
locate and monitor licensed child care set-
tings. In addition to licensing statutes,
health, building,, and fire safety codes
must also be met. The inspection, inoni-
tonng, and enforcement of all applicable
statutes should be coordinated to ensure
that personnel and fiscal resources are
wisely used.

Position

The National Association for the Edu-
cation of Young Children affirms the im-
portance of child care licensing as a vehicle
for controlling the quality of rare for chil-
dren in settings outside their own homes.
NAEYC supports licensing standards that:

II take into account the nature of the
child care setting and the number of chil-
dren to be served

III set standards for centers, group
homes, and family homes

O include care of children from infancy
through school age

YOUNG CHILDREN/JANUARY 1984
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11 cover full -time, part-time, and drop-
in care arrangements

include facilities serving children
with disabilities

reflect current research demon-
strating the r 'ationship between the
quality of care provided and such factors
as group size, staffkhdd ratio, and staff
knowledge and training in early childhood
education or child development

are dearly written, enforceable, and
vigorously enforced

are administered by agencies which
are known about and accessible to parents
and the individuals providing care for chil-
dren

include written policies describing
processes for initial licensing, renewal in-
spections, revocation, and aupeals.

Because licensing requirements stipulate

the basic necessary conditions for pro-
tecting children's well being, NAEYC
firmly believes that all forms of supple-
mentary care of young children should be
licensed and that exemptions from li-
censing standards should not b? per-
mitted. Whenever a single program or
group of programs is exempted or given
special treatment, the entire fabric of li-
censing is weakened.

It is a public responsibility to ensure that
child care programs promote optimal de-
velopment in a safe and hedthy environ-
ment. All parents who need child care
have the right to choose from settings
which will protect and educate their chil-
dren in a nurturing environment.

Passed by the NAEYC Governing Board
November 2, 1983
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Here are a few thoughts on the licensing issue:

C10222324177 PO-424-24P

What is Che relationship between HAEIC's accreditation system and
state licensing standards for early childhood programs?

HAEIC's accreditation system will not replace state licensing of
early childhood programs. NAEYC supporta the concept of licensing
as a means to ensure the maintenance of minimum standards of quality
in all programs (see HAEYC's position statement on licensing).
Licensing is a prerequisite to participation in the accreditation
system. One of the Criteria states: The center is licensed or
accredited by the appropriate local/state agencies. If exempt from
licensing, the center demonstrates compliance with its own state
regulations for child care centers subject to licensing."

State licensing standards vary enormously and are always changing.
Some states' standards truly provide a minimal level of protection
while others reflect a higher level of quality programming. In
developing a national accreditation system, NAEYC was aware of
the need to establish Criteria that represent high quality programs,
while at the same time, it was important not to set standards so far
above licensing requirements that no programs could meet them.
State licensing standards were examined in developing NAEIC's accreditation
system and such an examination reveals that NAM's Criteria reflect a
level of quality above that required by the majority of states.

O
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